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ABSTRACT—The present paper is aimed at summarizing
the main results of the investigation regarding the applica-
tion of the Squeeze Film Damper (SFD). Part I of the paper
illustrated the constructive aspects and the operating fea-
tures of this component, with reference to the related
published work. Herein is a brief review of a number of the-
oretical and experimental analyses, regarding the dynamic
behavior of rigid and flexible rotors supported with SFDs,
with parallel examination of the main models adopted for the
study. Advantages and drawbacks of SFDs are thus directly
inferred from rotordynamic evaluation. Recent and current
investigation, with particular regard to unconventional, im-
proved SFDs, is briefly outlined in the concluding section of
the paper.


KEYWORDS: Squeeze film damper, dynamics of rotors, damper
bearings.


1. Introduction


In Part I of the present review [1] the Squeeze Film
Damper (SFD) was examined as a separate component for
turbomachinery, focusing upon its dynamic characteristics,
through a short review of the main results inferred from a
considerable series of theoretical and experimental investi-
gations published since the 1960s.


The characterization of the damper, both in structural and
operating terms, made it possible to gain a deeper insight
into the dynamics of rotors equipped with this component.
In fact, a significant part of the investigations in this area
addressed the analysis of theoretical and experimental mod-
els of rotor-support systems. In this respect, a number of
rotordynamic evaluations of the SF supporting were carried
out, in close connection with the studies that were dealt
with in [1]. A summary of the most outstanding results is
given in the present paper.


As shown in the previous part [1], the adoption of the
SFD for supporting either rigid or flexible rotors is mainly
justified by the need to limit the effects of the residual
unbalance, in terms of vibration amplitude and action trans-
mitted to the frame through the rotor supports. These bene-
fits can be achieved thanks to the presence of the lubricating


film, with its nonlinear damping properties, to which a sys-
tem of retaining springs is incidentally coupled. The latter
are introduced in a number of arrangements, with the aim
of centering the journals within the damper bearings,
mounted parallel to the film, thus making the squeeze film
and the elastic elements perform just like a suspension,
with regard to the whole rotor-support system. An out-
standing feature of the SFD supports is thus represented
by a certain capability of tuning the system, in order to
suitably position the operative range of speed relative to
the zones affected by the occurrence of resonance phe-
nomena.


Furthermore, some limitation of instability phenomena
that can affect the dynamic response of turbomachinery
under operating conditions, with the occurrence of non-
synchronous vibrations, can be attained thanks to the adoption
of SFDs (see section 1 in [1]). Nevertheless, the nonlinear
character of the fluid film forces of the SFD can introduce
effects that nullify the expected benefits and go so far as to
worsen the dynamic response of the rotor, as compared to
the response obtained for conditions with rigid supports and
absence of SFDs. Thus, the occurrence of bistable conditions,
with typical jump phenomena, the unexpected amplification
of the forces transmitted to the frame of the rotor and the rise
of nonsynchronous motions, incompatible with normal oper-
ating conditions, are serious drawbacks arising from the
incorrect design and use of SFDs.


As a matter of convenience, the following review was
given a schematic approach. It reports a number of theoreti-
cal and experimental investigations, moving from the sim-
plest basic models for rotordynamic analysis in the presence
of SF supports, up to more complex, extended models that
are somewhat closer to the real rotors for practical applica-
tions. A short survey of the most recent and current research
reporting some examples of improved technical solutions is
given in the end of the paper, thereby suggesting possible
avenues for future investigation.


2. Basic Models for Analysis


Analysis of rotor motion, with attention paid to the effects
of the main system parameters (rotor unbalance, geometri-
cal parameters of the damper, characteristics of the fluid
film, flexibility of the rotor and supports, etc.) in terms of
amplitude, character and stability of the rotor whirl, and
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forces transmitted through the supports, is the distinguish-
ing feature of most theoretical and experimental studies
referred to below.


A number of simplifying hypotheses are distinctive of
the basic models for the rotor-support system adopted for
these investigations. For instance, the symmetry of the sys-
tem and the approximate characterization of the behavior
of the oil film in the damper, according to the analytical
models from the lubrication theory, are generally assumed.


With reference to the simple arrangement with the rotor
supported at both ends, the above-mentioned conditions of
symmetry consist in assuming the rotor symmetrical with
respect to its middle plane, with equal isotropic supports.
Basic models are generally lumped ones. When the flexi-
bility of the rotor is taken into account, the whole mass is
concentrated in the middle section of the elastic shaft or,
alternatively, part of the mass (the bearing mass) can be
placed in correspondence or about the supports at the ends
of the shaft. Elastic isotropy of the shaft is further assumed,
along with neglecting the bow that is due to the gravity
load and the misalignment of the shaft within the supports.
With regard to the whirling motion of the rotor, the above
conditions are consistent with the hypothesis of plane char-
acter and absence of conical components. As a consequence,
for assigned shaft speed, two degrees of freedom (DOF) are
required in the case of simple rigid or flexible rotors, and
four DOF are to be adopted in order to study the dynamics
of a symmetric flexible rotor with mass placed at mid-span
and supports.


As regards the external active forces applied to the rotor,
the analyses carried out with elementary models generally
restrict the interest to the unbalance, assumed of static
nature, and the gravity load.


The fluid film in the damper is characterized by means
of approximate analytical models, with particular promi-
nence given to the short bearing approximation (SBA), to
the exclusion of the aspects related to the effects of lubricant
inertia, supply (presence and type of holes and grooves for
oil supply and drain) and seals. The length of the film is
assumed to be 2π, when the pressurization makes the film
uncavitated, or π. The latter assumption represents the usual
way in order to readily treat cavitated conditions, especially
for unpressurized conditions (supply pressure at the atmo-
spheric value), regardless of the actual mechanism of film
rupture (see [1] and section 3.5). Thus, analytical expres-
sions for the fluid film reactions can be directly adopted in
the equations of rotor motion.


A fairly straightforward analysis of the dynamic prob-
lem is possible provided that the hypothesis of synchronous
circular centered orbits (SCCOs) of the damper journals in
the respective bearings is assumed for the steady whirling
motion of the rotor at a given speed.


It is worth noting that the hypothesis of circular centered
orbits (CCOs) is consistent with that of isotropic supports.
This last feature is certainly verified for the squeeze film,
provided that the journals of the dampers are centered in
the respective bearings for static conditions, i.e. when the
rotor is centralized or centrally preloaded. Despite repre-
senting a condition realized in practice only more or less
approximately, the initial centering of the journals by means
of elastic elements further allows the equations of motions
for the horizontal rotor to be expressed without the explicit


presence of the weight and the preload of the retainer
springs. In this manner, the axial-symmetry of the forces
acting onto the rotor is assured. On the other hand, in the
absence of retaining springs, the hypothesis of CCOs is
congruent with the assumption of vertical axis of the rotor
and absence of unidirectional radial loads (apart from the
imbalance, the rotor is also said to be unloaded).


This is why the elementary models for rotordynamic
evaluation of SFD performance assume centrally preloaded
rotors or, alternatively, unloaded vertical rotors. It is worth
noting that the previous axial symmetry of the forces is still
acceptable in the presence of small static eccentricity of the
journals, provided that the radius of the orbits covered by
the same journals is small (see Section 3.2).


2.1. The Rigid Rotor


In the case of a rigid rotor at constant angular speed �ϕ ω� ,
Figure 1 depicts the instantaneous position of the points
OB, OJ and OM, that represent, respectively, the center of
the damper bearing, the center of the damper journal and
the mass center of the rotor. The figure also indicates the
radius e of the journal orbit, frequently denoted as journal
eccentricity (with respect to the bearing center), and the
eccentricity u of the center of mass of the rotor with respect
to the rotor axis.


Under the hypotheses that the orbits of the journal center
are synchronous, centered and circular, the relative posi-
tions of the points OB, OJ and OM are constant with respect
to time. With reference to the symbols adopted in the fig-
ure, assuming 2M the mass of the rotor, 2K the elastic
rigidity of the centering springs, –Fr and –Fs the compo-
nents of the damping film reaction along the coordinate
directions r and s, respectively, the following relationships
can be written for steady motion conditions:


� �M e u Ke Frω ω β2 2 0� � � �cos
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Figure 1. Relative positions of OB, OJ, ed OM for the rigid
rotor, with synchronous, centered circular orbits of OJ







Mu Fsω β2 0sin � � . (1)


The instantaneous position of the rotor is determined once
the radius e of the circular orbit covered by OJ and the
angular relative position β of OM are obtained from the sys-
tem (1). After giving approximate analytical expressions to
Fr and Fs, as functions of e, thanks to the hypothesis of
SCCOs of the journals, equations (1) represent a system of
nonlinear algebraic equations. When K = 0, equations (1)
represent the motion of a symmetric rotor with no elastic
supporting elements, vertical axis and each point of the
axis (represented by the journal center) covering circular
centered orbits. In this circumstance, according to the first
of equations (1), circular centered orbits can exist on con-
dition that the radial component of the fluid film action is
different from zero and is directed towards the bearing cen-
ter OB. Therefore, as long as the operating conditions make
the film uncavitated and Fr = 0 [1], this equilibrium atti-
tude is impossible unless K � 0 (for K = 0, from Figure 1 it
can be inferred that the first equation is satisfied on condi-
tion that γ π� / 2, but the corresponding orbits are unstable;
a demonstration of this result can be found, for instance, in
[2]).


The stability of the steady solutions can be studied after
linearization of the system about the steady equilibrium
state, according to the general theory of stability (see for
instance [3]), on the basis of the roots of the characteristic
equation written for the local perturbed motion. Once the
linearized dynamic coefficients of stiffness and damping
are adopted, the regions of system stability can be deter-
mined with the Routh–Hurwitz criterion, regardless of the
actual values of the characteristic roots. When the degree
of damping is of interest, the roots are worth determining
and numerical iterative procedures can be adopted.


Analysis of the dynamic behavior of the rotor-support
system is generally carried out in dimensionless terms, with
use of suitable parameters. The unbalance parameter U
represents the ratio between the eccentricity u of the mass
center of the rotor and the radial clearance C of the damper.
A second dimensionless term, the bearing parameter, is
connected to the damper characteristics and is expressed as:
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In the above ratios, µ is the absolute viscosity of the lubri-
cant. The geometry of the damper is represented by its
radius R, the axial length L and the radial clearance C. The
half mass M of rotor is multiplied by the angular speed ω
of rotor or the reference natural frequency of the retainer
spring-rotor system ω n K M� / . Importantly, Bn can be
adopted when K � 0 and the product M nω represents a sort
of critical damping coefficient (except for the lack of a
doubling factor).


A third dimensionless number, known as the speed param-
eter, is adopted for expressing the rotor angular speed ω.
When K � 0, this parameter is generally represented by the
ratio ω ω/ n . If the elastic suspension in the SFD is absent,
the reciprocal of the bearing parameter B can be assumed.


The results of the analysis of the dynamic behavior of
the rotor are generally expressed as amplitude-frequency
responses, phase diagrams and transmissibility diagrams.


These curves show, respectively, the dimensionless eccen-
tricity ε � e C/ of the journal with respect to the bearing
center, the angle β (Figure 1) and the dimensionless force
F Mu/ ω 2 transmitted to the supports, as a function of the
speed parameter, with assigned values of the bearing
parameter and unbalance parameter. In particular, the ratio
T F Mu� / ω 2 is also indicated as transmissibility [1].


Investigations into the motion of the rigid rotor, accord-
ing to Figure 1, were carried out under the πSBA (SBA,


with π-film conditions) in [4–7], and both the πSBA and


the 2πSBA (SBA, with 2π-film conditions) in [8, 9]. Both
the SBA and the Warner approximation [1] were adopted
in [2, 10]. In the course of these studies the effects of fluid
inertia on the damper response were ignored.


In the absence of retaining springs (K = 0), as was previ-
ously observed, the hypothesis of centered orbits is congruent
with the assumption of vertical axis of the rotor and absence
of unidirectional radial loads. The frequency responses
obtained from equations (1) with K = 0, for different values
of the unbalance parameter U, have been depicted in Fig-
ure 2 as (ε σ, ) plots, with σ ω µ� �1 3 3/ /( )B M C RL repre-
senting the speed parameter. The fluid film force was
expressed by means of the C


ij
coefficients corresponding to


the πSBA (Table 1 in [1]). From the figure, it can be inferred
that, whatever the value of U, three solutions for the
radius of the equilibrium orbits coexist above a threshold
value of σ. In particular, the intermediate value of each
term of ε solutions corresponds to unstable conditions [4].


Consequently, rotor operation may cause jump phenom-
ena to arise. If U < 0.44, a jump up may occur with an
increase in the operating speed: in this case the center of
the journal jumps from an orbit whose radius is about the
unbalance value (ε � U ) to a larger orbit, whose amplitude
tends to the clearance value (ε �1). By contrast, raising the
angular speed in the presence of unbalances U > 0.44 may
cause a jump down to take place, with an abrupt change in
orbit radius to a smaller value (inverted orbit) that is about
that of the static unbalance (ε � U ). From Figure 2 it can
also be inferred that the farther U values are from 0.44, the
higher the σ values that correspond to multiple solutions, i.e.
the higher the ω values where jump phenomena can take
place. Therefore when the unbalances are either quite small
or high, the multiple solutions zone is above the rotor’s
operating range. In addition to Figure 2, the dynamic behav-
ior of the unbalanced rotor is also illustrated by the plots
(T ,σ) and (β σ, ) given in Figure 3(a),(b), respectively, and
obtained from equations (1) under the same hypotheses.


Examples of analysis carried out with this model (un-


loaded vertical rotor and SFDs characterized with the πSBA),
are represented by [2, 4]. White [4] numerically and graph-
ically solved the algebraic equations of motions. Besides
investigating the stability of the solutions, he carried out
experimental tests that confirmed, albeit from a qualitative
point of view, the existence of bistable conditions and jump
phenomena. The jump up and jump down were observed
through deceleration of the rotor, when values of unbalance
higher and less than 0.55 were respectively adopted. This
separation value proved different from the theoretically pre-
dicted 0.44.


With reference to the bistable conditions, White observed
that, once given two co-existing stable orbits, the smaller
one was ever characterized by a position of the center of
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mass that was internal with respect to the position of the
journal center (inverted orbit).


Hahn [2] carried out a theoretical investigation (applica-
ble to both the case of rotor on SFD supports and that with
journal bearings) whose results were similar to those of
White. The transmissibility plots in the paper amply prove


that operation with T 1 is possible provided that U 0.43
and the jump up is avoided. Further data were obtained
with use of the Warner approximation (WA) in place of


the SBA and were applicable to dampers with L/D 0.5.
In this case, the journal eccentricity responses and the
transmissibility diagrams were dependent (among the other
parameters) on the actual value of the L/D ratio, but turned
out to be qualitatively similar to the corresponding ones


obtained for the short bearing model (L/D 0.5). In partic-


ular, in order to guarantee T 1 (in the absence of jump up,
whatever the L/D value), an upper limit of 0.61 was pre-
dicted with the WA for the unbalance parameter, in place
of that of 0.43 obtained with the SBA.


When the rotor is provided with centering springs it is
somewhat difficult to plot diagrams that have a general
validity, such as those depicted in Figures 2 and 3, since
the dynamic behavior depends further on the stiffness of
the elastic suspension.


Some general diagrams for design purpose were given in
compact form [5, 6] and showed that the dynamic behavior
of an elastically centered rotor is similar to that of the
unconstrained rotor with vertical axis. The tendency of the
orbit radius ε towards the unbalance value, when T < 1 and
SFD operates with its highest degree of efficiency, and the
possibility of bistable operation were apparent from the
given results. As in the case of an unconstrained rotor with
vertical axis, the intermediate solution of each tern repre-
senting co-existing solutions was unstable [2, 9].


Mohan and Hahn [6] carried out a parametric character-


ization of the horizontal centralized rotor (with the πSBA)
from a design standpoint. In the expression of the bearing
parameter, the design speed of the rotor was adopted in
place of the natural frequency ω n (or the actual speed ω)
and the ratio between ω n and the design speed was intro-
duced as a spring parameter. The critical unbalance, i.e.


the “maximum unbalance that can be tolerated before the


squeeze film bearing mount is worse than a rigid support”,


was evaluated by varying the bearing and spring parame-


ters. The transmissibility at design speed was also plotted


as a function of the bearing parameter, for different values


of the unbalance and spring parameters. The influence of


the different parameters on the transmissibility at resonance


was further evaluated. These data illustrated the existence of


a wide range of parameters that were capable of assuring


small values of the forces transmitted through supports dur-


ing operation. The need to assign the lowest possible stiff-


ness of the retainer springs was also inferred (provided that


the centering of the journals is assured). The same data


showed that the choice of the bearing parameter deserved


some care, since neither too high nor too low values were


advisable. In the first case, an increase in the transmissibility


at design speed was to be expected, while a rise in the


transmissibility at resonance derived in the latter case.
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Figure 2. Theoretical frequency responses for the unbalanced
rigid rotor (model according to Equations (1) with K = 0, differ-
ent values of the unbalance parameter U, under the πSBA):
dimensionless eccentricity ε vs. speed parameter σ


(a)


(b)


Figure 3. Theoretical frequency responses for the unbalanced
rigid rotor (model according to equations (1) with K = 0,
different values of the unbalance parameter U, under the
πSBA): (a) transmissibility T vs. speed parameter σ; (b) angle
β vs. speed parameter σ







The above data were also reported in [5], with slight dif-
ferences in the use and expression of parameters (the bear-
ing parameter was represented by the ratio Bn of (2) and the
speed parameter ω ω/ n was adopted for characterization in
place of the spring parameter). The dependence of the criti-
cal unbalance (“the unbalance at which the transmissibility
exceeds one, or at which the uninverted operation mode is
possible”) on the various parameters was more clearly illus-
trated and the associated possibility of jump was highlighted.


When the film is uncavitated (2π-film) the response of
the unbalanced rotor proves quite different from the case
with cavitation. If the SBA is adopted it can be shown that
multistable operation is impossible. It must be also stressed
that the presence of radial stiffness represents a necessary
and sufficient condition for the stability of the centered
orbits. By contrast, when L/D 	 0.5, analysis with the WA
allows us to maintain that the stability can be assured even
in the absence of radial stiffness, depending on the L/D
value. An illustration of these results can be found in [2].


Figure 4, from [9], illustrates the theoretical frequency
response for an elastically centered rotor with the SFDs
operating under 2π-film conditions. The nonlinear rotor
response was compared with those obtained from a linear
model with the same unbalance and spring stiffness, for
different values of the damping ratio.


Simandiri and Hahn [11] studied the influence of the
size of the pressurized arc within the film. Careful charac-
terization of the bistable behavior and occurrence of jump
(up and down) was reported in their paper. The authors
determined the effective length of the film as a function of
the supply pressure (the damper was treated in accordance
with to the SBA, with atmospheric pressure at the dis-
charge-end and an arbitrary value of the supply pressure pa


at the opposite end) and the value of the pressure in the
cavitated zone (i.e. the saturated vapor pressure that was
assumed atmospheric). The film reaction was thus evaluated
according to the determined film conditions. On this basis,
the unpressurized damper-case was studied along with those


cases characterized by non-null supply pressure parameter
(expressed by means of the ratio paLR/(KC), which was
given values up to 512 in the course of the analysis). The
dependence of the jump (up and down) speeds on the sup-
ply pressure, unbalance parameter and bearing parameter
was illustrated in a series of maps (Figure 5). A second
series of diagrams illustrated the influence of the same
parameters on the orbit eccentricity and the transmissibility T.
These results show the broadening of the jump free region,
i.e. the operating range corresponding to the absence of multi-
ple solutions and jumps, as a consequence of raising the
supply pressure level. If the supply pressure was sufficient
to achieve an uncavitated film, the radial component of
the fluid force was nullified and the possibility of bistable
operation vanished. The consequent reduction in the orbit
amplitudes was also evident. However, at the same time,
the increase in pressure made T increase. The diagrams
showed that the same effect, in the jump free region, was
obtained by increasing the bearing parameter. It was also
recognized that the beneficial effect of raising the unbal-
ance, as a means of countering the bistable behavior, is only
apparent because of the consequent unacceptable increase in
the transmissibility.


In line with these investigations, the studies [8, 10] are
to be considered. However, in these papers the model was
generalized to some extent and the related results have
hence been reported below, in section 3.2.


Instead of solving the algebraic equations like those rep-
resented by equations (1), the theoretical investigation of
Taylor and Kumar [9] was carried out with direct numeri-
cal integration of the differential equations of motions (see
section 3.1). The influence of the initial conditions was
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Figure 4. Theoretical frequency responses for the unbal-
anced rigid rotor with centering springs and assigned values
of the parameters, under 2π-film conditions: the eccentricity
e vs. shaft speed ω plot (solid curve) is compared to the
responses from a linear model (dashed curves) with the
same unbalance, spring stiffness and different damping ratios ζ
(reproduced by permission of the ASME [9])


Figure 5. Dependence of the jump speed on the supply pres-
sure (represented by the dimensionless ratio P = paLR/(KC),
the bearing parameter and the unbalance parameter (repro-
duced by permission of the ASME [11])







analyzed for both 2π and π-film conditions. In particular,
under the latter conditions, in the interval of speeds with
bistable behavior, i.e. in the presence of two co-existing
stable solutions, the authors observed that a more extensive
region of initial conditions from which the solutions con-
verged was corresponding to the smaller orbit. This result
was explained as an effect of the dominant character of the
solutions on the lower branch of the amplitude-frequency
diagram. Recourse to the numerical integration of the equa-
tions of motion, written for the rigid rotor, was shared by
other investigations, which will be referred to below in
section 3.1.


2.2. The Simple Flexible Rotor


Two models for the simple flexible rotor, supported with
identical SFDs at both ends of the elastic shaft, are depicted
in Figures 6(a) and (b) (from [12, 13], respectively).


A mathematical model for this case can be written with
reference to Figure 7. The plane of the figure coincides
with the mid-span plane of the rotor. According to the sym-
metry of the rotor with respect to its middle plane, only one
half of the rotor can be assumed for the model and repre-
sented by means of projection onto the plane of the figure.
Points OB and OJ represent the center of the bearing and
that of the journal, respectively. Point OR, distant p from
OJ, represents the trace of the rotor axis in the middle plane
and the segment O O


J R
represents the shaft deflection. The


whole mass of the rotor can be concentrated in its center, in
the middle plane of the rotor or, alternatively, placed partly
in the same plane and partly at the supports. Hence, with
reference to Figure 7, the half mass of the rotor is assumed to
be concentrated in the center of mass OM or divided between
OM and OJ. The relative position of OM with respect to OR is
given by the eccentricity u and the angle β. In the model,
the static deflection of the rotor shaft is neglected. In the
figure, the angular speed of the rotor is assumed to be rep-
resented by the angular speed of the segment O O


R M
with


respect to the frame of reference. The motion of precession
(or whirling) of the rotor can be represented by the trajec-
tory of the rotor center OR or that of the journal center OJ,
with �ϕ representing its angular frequency. With reference
to the notation in Figure 7, the equations of motion are (for
instance [14]):
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The stiffness coefficients ks and kr are relative to the half
shaft and the retainer springs of the SFD, respectively. The
viscous damping in the middle plane of the rotor is repre-
sented by the coefficient ζ. The α mass ratio between the
mass at support placed in OJ and the whole mass M of the
half rotor represents a parameter of the system. As regards
the other parameters in the analysis, shaft flexibility makes
it possible to express the bearing parameter and speed


parameter as a function of the first pin-pin critical speed ω c


(i.e. the natural frequency of the first flexural mode of the
rotor on rigid supports), especially when, in the absence of
centering springs, ω n � 0. An additional parameter, known
sometimes as the resonance frequency ratio, expresses the
ratio f between ω n and ω c . Both f and α are normally less
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(a)


(b)


Figure 6. Theoretical models for the analysis of flexible
rotor: (a) reproduced by permission of the ASME [12]; (b)
reproduced by permission of the ASME [13]


Figure 7. Relative positions of OB, OJ, OR and OM for the
flexible rotor







than one. Under the hypotheses of constant rotor speed ω


and SCCOs of the journals of the SFDs, the time deriva-
tives of e, q and ξ are null, �ϕ ω� , ��ϕ � 0 and the differential


equations (3) can be replaced by a system of algebraic


equations.


The dynamic behavior of the flexible rotor, with SCCOs
of the damper journal, was studied by White [4], Rabinowitz
and Hahn [12, 14] and Cunningham et al. [15], who carried
out a relatively complete analysis, and McLean and Hahn
[13, 16], Hahn and Chen [17], Zhao et al. [18], who reported
this case as an illustration of procedures for analyzing more
complex rotors (see Section 3.4).


In these investigations, as in the studies referred to in the
previous section, the damping film was mainly characterized
with the πSBA. The stability of the synchronous steady state
solutions of equations (3) can be analyzed with the approach
indicated in the previous section. An example of application
of the Routh–Hurwitz criterion was given in [12]. Examples
of determination of the roots were reported in [4], where the
Newton–Raphson procedure was adopted (along with the
Routh–Hurwitz criterion), and in [13], where the numerical
finding of the characteristic roots was carried out within an
eigenvalue-problem approach.


A model of a flexible rotor, with masses at mid-span and
supports, and SFDs equipped with centering suspensions,
was theoretically investigated in [15]. Analysis was car-
ried out in order to optimize the design of a real five
masses-rotor, operating in a speed range beyond the second
bending critical speed. A linear vibrating model with two
degrees of freedom, in the presence of damping (see [19]),
was adopted for selecting the dynamic characteristics of
the SFDs. In particular, the authors first evaluated the stiff-
ness and damping degree of the supports, in order to opti-
mize the dynamic response, in terms of vibration amplitude
and transmissibility. The geometry of the SFDs was then
obtained after assigning the rotor unbalance and the maxi-
mum eccentricity of the journals (ε = 0.4), with use of the
expression for the fluid film reaction (in this paper, as in
[20–22], the film force was expressed by means of stiffness
and damping coefficients) valid for CCOs.


In [14] the dynamic behavior of the rotor was studied
after writing the system of algebraic equations obtained
from (3) under the hypothesis of SCCOs, in the range of
speed up to 3–5 times the value of the pin-pin critical speed,
beyond the second bending critical speed. The SBA with π
and 2π film lengths of the film was assumed in order to
represent, respectively, cavitated conditions, in the absence
of pressurization, or full film conditions, attained with a
suitable level of the supply pressure. An example of the
results reported in the paper is depicted in Figure 8(a), as a
set of curves in the coordinate plane of the rotor amplitude
ratio vs. the speed parameter (the rotor amplitude ratio
was the nondimensional rotor amplitude of vibration G at
mid-span divided by the unbalance parameter U; here U =
( ) /1�α u C and is indicated in the figure as U). The curves
were obtained, for unpressurized conditions, with fixed val-
ues of the resonance frequency ratio f and the mass ratio α.
Different sets of values of the bearing parameter Bn (indi-
cated in the figure as B) and the unbalance parameter were
adopted. Low damping at supports makes the rotor response
dominated by the rigid mode, with resonance peaks near
ω n (values of the speed parameter a close to that of f ). By


contrast, the higher the Bn, the closer the peaks of reso-
nance are to ω c (a values close to 1). The shift towards the
pin-pin critical speed indicates that the increase in the
damping action of the SFDs emphasizes the influence of
the rotor flexibility. The results also show the nonlinear
sensitivity of the SFDs, being manifested in an attenuation
of the resonance peaks that increases with the level of unbal-
ance. The example in Figure 8(b) still refers to unpressurized
conditions and is relative to different values of the parame-
ters α and f. The existence of bistable conditions, in prox-
imity of the pin-pin critical speed ω c (i.e. when the a �1),
was also evident in these data. The higher the unbalance
parameter and the lower the degree of damping, represented
by the bearing parameter, the more likely was the existence
of a range of speed with bistable operation (when U was
given the highest value, equal to 0.4, the bistable behavior
could occur whatever the value of the bearing parameter; it
is worth pointing out that in Figure 8(b), the relative curves
were omitted in the vicinity of a = 1). The results relative
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(a)


(b)


Figure 8. Amplitude-frequency curves for the centralized
flexible rotor with different values of the operating parameters
and unpressurized conditions: (a) α = 0, f = 0.1; (b) α = 0.25,
f = 0.2 and 0.5 (reproduced by permission of the ASME
[14])







to 2π-film conditions showed the effectiveness of pressur-
ization as a means of avoiding bistable behavior, as was
seen for the rigid rotor case. From the whole data relative
to both π-film and 2π-film lengths, some indications could
be further inferred. The observed rise in the amplitude of
peaks at resonance with the mass ratio made the authors
note the need to reduce the mass at supports, as guidelines
for the design stage. A similar influence was played by the
resonance frequency ratio, since the higher this ratio, the
higher the maximum amplitude of the response. The same
maximum amplitude appeared to be faintly affected by the
film length adopted in the model. The transmissibility (in
particular evaluated in a range of speed beyond the pin-pin
critical speed) increased with the levels of damping at sup-
ports and rotor unbalance. A limitation of the transmitted
forces, with respect to the case with rigid supports, could
be assessed on the basis of the same data.


Interestingly, from a stability analysis of the above results
[12], in the presence of multiple solutions, besides the solu-
tions along the middle branch, as was seen for the rigid rotor
case, instability could also affect the response at higher eccen-
tricities. The same study showed that favourable conditions
for the instability were characterized by high unbalances, low
values of the bearing parameter – as in the case of rigid rotor
– and, further, by high values of the mass ratio and small val-
ues of the resonance frequency ratio. Thus assigning the last
two parameters, the authors obtained unstable solutions even
in the presence of moderate unbalance (U = 0.2) and rela-
tively high damping (Bn = 0.6). Yet, the analysis well char-
acterized the zones internal to the operating range where the
steady synchronous motion of the rotor was stable. The
above results referred to π-film conditions. By contrast, the
data obtained for the full film approximation (i.e. for pres-
surization conditions) showed the absence of instability
whatever the fixed set of parameters. Hence, as for the
rigid rotor, the usefulness of pressurization was confirmed
in order to eliminate jump phenomena and give stability
to the system, at least in such intervals of speed like that
in question, and placed below the second flexural critical
speed.


White [4] characterized the dynamic behavior of a flexi-
ble rotor with vertical axis, the whole mass being placed at
mid-span (i.e. α� 0) and SFDs mounted without centering
springs. The theoretical diagrams of the journal eccentric-
ity as a function of rotor unbalance, evaluated at fixed val-
ues of the speed parameter and bearing parameter (the latter
represented by1 3 3/ / ( )B M C RL� ω µ ), showed results that
were substantially in agreement with those obtained in [14],
for operating conditions that were approximately compara-
ble, despite the differences in the respective models. In par-
ticular, the onset of bistable behavior was possible in the
speed interval up to ωc , as long as the rotor unbalance was
not too low (U above 0.1 � 0.2) and B values were fixed in
the range 0.2 � 0.3. In such circumstances, the existence of
a threshold value for U, below which jump phenomena
vanished, could be inferred for a given value of the bearing
parameter: the lower the value of B, the lower the threshold
value. In the presence of multiple solutions, White showed
the instability of the journal orbits with intermediate values
of the radius. Furthermore, unlike the rigid rotor case, as
evidenced in [12], some instability was also found to affect
the orbits with the higher radius value. In this regard White
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(a)


(b)


Figure 9. Stability analysis for the centralized flexible rotor,
with fixed values of the mass parameter (M2) and the fre-
quency ratio (ω ωr c/ ), under π-film conditions: (a) instability
map in the bearing parameter vs. speed parameter plane,
for different radius ε of the SCCOs; (b) frequency responses
for assigned unbalance parameter U and different values of
the bearing parameter (ω ωb c/ ), with indication of the small-
est damping ratio along the curves (reproduced by permis-
sion of the ASME [13])







noted the near-neutral stability that characterizes the solu-
tions at higher eccentricities, with near-zero real part of the
characteristic roots, so as to make the numerical analysis of
stability difficult.


In [13, 16], the study of the centralized flexible rotor, in
agreement with the model depicted in Figure 6(b), carried out
under the hypothesis of SCCOs, was reported in order to
illustrate a procedure for analyzing more complex rotors (see
section 3.4). The authors obtained in a relatively straightfor-
ward way the amplitude-frequency responses corresponding to
a fixed value of the unbalance parameter (U = 0.3) and
three distinct values of the bearing parameter, respectively.
Then, an instability map was plotted (Figure 9(a)) in the
plane of parameters Bn, ω ω/ c , (Bn is represented in the fig-
ure by the ratio ω ω


b c/ ) at constant values of the journal
eccentricity ε (the frequency ratio ω ωn c/ and the mass ratio α,
indicated in Figure 9(a) and (b) respectively as ω ωr c/
and M2, were fixed as in [14] in order to allow comparability
of results). A complementary representation of the results
was partially given in the (more usual) plane of the param-
eters ε, ω ω/ c (Figure 9(b)). The data showed that, in the
ranges of speed characterized by multiple solutions, the
instability of the synchronous centered steady motion may
affect not only the orbits with intermediate value of the
radius, but also those with higher radius, though in some
restricted intervals of speed. Narrow ranges with unstable
character of the CCOs solution were also found outside the
zones with multiple solution, when the bearing parameter
was given the lowest of the three numerical values selected
for the analysis. In other terms, the analysis predicted the
existence of limited zones of operation with complete insta-
bility of the synchronous centered steady motion. On the
other hand, under stable motion conditions, the authors cal-
culated the smallest damping ratio � Re( )/| Im( )|λ λ , with λ
representing a root of the characteristic equation, as a means
of evaluating the degree of stability (Figure 9(b)).


The same example was subsequently adopted in [17] in
order to illustrate an iterative procedure based on the har-
monic balance method (HBM) and the Newton–Raphson
method, more generally addressing nonlinear analysis for


real rotors (see section 3.4). The results agreed closely
with those obtained from previous studies [12–14, 16] (some
drawbacks of the procedure were observed when finding
unstable solutions at intermediate eccentricity, in the regions
with multiple solutions). Stability analysis was tackled with
recourse to the Floquet method – though unnecessary in
accordance with the simplifying hypothesis of SCCOs –
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(a)


Figure 10(a). Theoretical analysis for the centralized flexible
rotor (the values of the parameters were those of Figure 9b,
with the bearing parameter equal to 0.06): (a) radius of the
journal orbit vs rotor speed


(b)


Figure 10(b). Theoretical analysis for the centralized flexible
rotor (the values of the parameters were those of Fig. 9b,
with the bearing parameter equal to 0.06): (b) modulus (top),
real part (middle), and imaginary part (bottom) of the first
Floquet multiplier vs rotor speed; points a, b, c, and d corre-
spond to points A, B, C, and D in Figure 10a (reproduced by
permission of the ASME [18])







and confirmed the results reported in [13]. In particular, the
unstable character of motion at high eccentricity was observed
in some intervals of speed in the presence of the lowest
values of the bearing parameter.


Zhao et al. [18] also reported an analysis of the flexible
rotor, following the model of Figure 6(b), with the aim of
illustrating a more general methodology. Leaving aside the
goal of an effective parametric characterization of the sys-
tem, operating conditions with medium unbalance and low
damping were assumed in the study. An analytical approxi-
mated expression of the equations of motion was adopted
with the use of trigonometric series (the same approach was
given to the study of both rigid and flexible uncentralized
rotors; see sections 3.2 and 3.3). The coefficients of the
series represented the solution of a nonlinear algebraic sys-
tem of equations, sought by means of the trigonometric
(sometimes time) collocation method (TCM) [23, 24]. Obvi-
ously, the hypothesis of centralized rotor with SCCOs allowed
a simplification of the series. Thus, the amplitude-frequency
response was obtained through determination of the har-
monic components of the series as a function of the rotor
speed (an arc-length continuation algorithm was adopted
at this stage, according to the indications from [25, 26]).
An example of such a response is illustrated in Figure 10(a),
where the authors compared their data with those from [16]
(the same parameters were assumed). Investigation of solu-
tion stability was carried out by examining the Floquet mul-
tipliers. During the application of the Floquet theory, the
transition matrix was approximately evaluated by means of
the rectangular ripple method [27]. With reference to the
solutions illustrated in Figure 10(a), the corresponding varia-
tion of the first multiplier with the rotor speed was depicted
in Figure 10(b).


Points a, b, c and d in the latter figure correspond to
points A, B, C and D in Figure 10(a), respectively. The top
diagram, relative to the modulus of the multiplier, clearly
shows the instability of the solution along the middle branch
AB and the segment CD of the response curve. The varia-
tion of the real and imaginary parts of the multiplier, in the
middle and bottom diagrams, suggests that a saddle-node
type of instability affects the solutions along AB (where
jump phenomena at the critical points occur). From the
same diagrams it can be inferred that a leading pair of com-
plex-conjugate multipliers regulates the instability of the
solutions along the CD section, where the periodic motion
bifurcates (secondary Hopf bifurcation) into a quasi-periodic
one. The results obtained with the above procedure, from
the standpoint of bifurcation theory, were compared with
the data from direct numerical integration of the equations
of motion.


Gunter et al. [21] carried out stability analysis in order to
optimize the design of the SF-supports for a centralized
flexible rotor, with mass at midspan and supports, in the
presence of aerodynamic force (cross-coupled stiffness force
or Alford’s force [28]). Stability maps were obtained with dis-
tinct values of the aerodynamic force, under the hypothesis of
small journal eccentricities, so as to reasonably assume con-
stant characteristics for the fluid film (i.e. stiffness and
damping coefficients) that were determined with the SBA.
Despite the adopted simplifications, the maps show that
either high stiffness or low damping in the supports gives
rise to rotor instability. The regions of stable operation made


it possible to evaluate the optimum stiffness and damping
for suitable design of the dampers. Further examples were
given with direct numerical integration of the equations of
motion for a model of a turborotor on tilting-pad bearings
(internal friction was assumed here, in place of the aerody-
namic force, as the additional destabilizing factor) and experi-
mental tests of a centrifugal compressor (in the presence of
aerodynamic force varying with the level of the discharge
pressure). Data from both the examples show the ability of
SFDs to stabilize the motion.


3. Extensions of the Basic Models


The above models of rotor-support systems are to be
changed when:
– The investigation is broadened to include the possible


onset of nonsynchronous whirling motions, keeping
unchanged the symmetry of the rotor, the isotropy of
supports and the hypothesis of CCOs.


– The above hypotheses about the rotor and the supports are
removed and/or a static journal eccentricity results because
the centering suspension system is imperfectly adjusted
or absent, in the presence of a unidirectional load.


– A better approximation of the dynamics of the actual rotor
is sought through the adoption of a multi-DOF model
consisting, for instance, of a lumped model of the rotor,
with a certain number of masses, linear supports and
nonlinear supports (the latter represented by the sup-
ports with SFDs). In the extended model, the simplify-
ing hypothesis of centralized mount of the dampers, with
SCCOs of the journals in the respective bearings, is held.


– The previous case is generalized by removing the hypoth-
eses of ideal centering of the damper journals and SCCOs.


– Particular aspects, roughly approximated or wholly neglected
in the elementary models of rotor-supports system, are
investigated. Lubricant inertia, cavitation in the film, the
sealing and oil supply, the geometry of the damper, the
flexibility of the housing, and other aspects may greatly
affect rotor dynamics and consequently deserve attention
by means of a suitably extended model. Improvements in
the design of the dampers can also motivate an extension
of the basic models.


3.1. Centralized Rigid Rotor with Nonsynchronous
Orbits


A first generalization of the rotor described by means of
equations (1) is obtained after removing the SCCO hypoth-
esis. The journals of the rotor are assumed statically centered
in the respective bearings of the dampers. With reference to
Figure 11, the equations of motion are:
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The reference rotates in accordance with the motion of pre-
cession of the rotor, at the angular frequency �ϕ, distinct
from the given constant angular speed ω of the rotor.


This model was analyzed by Li and Taylor [29] by numer-
ically integrating the equations of motion, with use of the
πSBA for expressing the SF-force. This investigation, car-
ried out after the usual adoption of the Bn, ω ω/ n and U
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parameters (different symbols were adopted in the cited
paper), showed the existence of quasi-periodic motions of
the rotor, under conditions characterized by low values of
the bearing parameter (the value of 0.072 represents operat-
ing conditions for the rotor in the presence of low lubricant
viscosity and/or high angular speed). This quasi-periodic
character was attained by the whirling motions in the regions
III and IV of the amplitude-frequency response (Figure 12).
In these intervals of the angular speed, a quasi-periodic
solution co-exists with one (region III) or two (region IV)
synchronous solutions. A qualitative indication about the
probability of existence for each of the possible solutions
was inferred by examination of the basins of attraction,
showing the influence of the initial conditions about the
onset of either motion. Further indications were obtained


through an inspection of the topological structure of the
system and the root locus relative to the local motion about
the synchronous stable orbits. The higher or lesser degree
of attraction of the orbits itself was dependent on the ampli-
tude of the real part of the complex characteristic roots.
Weak attraction of the synchronous orbits, in the above
cited III and IV regions, corresponded to the small real part
of the complex roots and made nonsynchronous solutions
likely to arise.


3.2. Rigid Rotor in the Presence of Static Eccentricity
and/or Dissymmetry


Some extension of the basic model for analysis of the
rigid rotor, given in section 2.1, was achieved with the
inclusion of conical motions. Such a generalization was
motivated, for instance, in [8, 10], by the need for treating
the case with rotor on unequal supports, with particular ref-
erence to the arrangements where only one of the two sup-
ports was mounted with SFD.


This condition, realized in the experimental rig of Simandiri
and Hahn [10], as well as in other rigs, was preferred to the
equal supports-solution in order to cut off the influence of
possible unpredicted deviations, at the experimental stage,
from the theoretical symmetric scheme. In the paper, the
measured data were compared with the theoretical predic-
tions obtained from two equations of motions, written
under the hypothesis of SBA and SCCOs. Thanks to suit-
able changes given in the expression of the parameters,
these equations could be referred, in the same form, either
to the case of equal end SF-supports (cylindrical symmetric
motion) or to the case of SF-support plus a self-aligning
bearing-support (conical motion with apex of the cone at
the self-aligning bearing-support). A pressure parameter,
as in [11], allowed management of conditions characterized
by non-atmospheric supply pressure. For unpressurized con-
ditions, the predicted dependence of the jump speed on the
unbalance parameter and the bearing parameter was experi-
mentally confirmed along with the existence of a jump-free
region. The absence of jump for pressurized conditions was
also confirmed. The effect of different values of the supply
pressure on the size of the journal orbit was observed, while
no attempt was made to evaluate the transmissibility.


A more general, design-oriented, organization and pre-
sentation of the data relative to the steady-state vibration
amplitude and transmissibility, in unloaded vertical rotors
and centrally preloaded rotors, was given in the theoretical
paper of Hahn [8]. The model of rotor-support system was
the same as that used in [10], and a particular combination
of the parameters was carried out for presenting the data (in
a general form suited for either cylindrical or conical
motions). Among other things, the results illustrated, besides
confirming the indications from previous investigations, that
a negligible difference exists between the behavior of un-
loaded vertical and centrally preloaded rotors.


Some asymmetry also affected the model adopted by
Cooper [30] for his well known experimental investigation
(see also [1]), that was carried out with a rigid rotor test
rig, mainly consisting in a shaft carrying two wheels, on
two supports initially fitted with gas bearings and later with
ball bearings. The analysis suitably shed light on the bene-
ficial use of SFDs. A significant part of the work was devoted
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Figure 11. Relative positions of OB, OJ, and OM for the rigid
rotor, with generic orbits of OJ


Figure 12. Theoretical response (synchronous solutions) for
the unbalanced rigid rotor, obtained with fixed values of the
unbalance (0.3) and bearing parameter (0.072), under π-film
conditions. Besides the synchronous solutions, nonsynchro-
nous motions can occur in regions III and IV of the eccen-
tricity ratio ε vs. speed parameter Ω plane (reproduced by
permission of the ASME [29])







to testing the capability of different means (bumpers, limit-
ing ring, hydrodynamic journal bearing in conjunction with
sprung gas-bearing) in vibration control. Throughout the
tests, unsymmetrical arrangements of the horizontal rotor
were set. In fact, the unbalancing of the rotor was achieved
through imbalance given to a single wheel and operations
aimed at testing different solutions for vibration control
regarded a single half of the system. The dynamic behavior
was experimentally characterized in terms of amplitude of
vibration, acceleration of vibration and phase angle between
the displacement and the unbalance. Among the different
solutions for improving the rotor response at resonance, the
best results were achieved with the combination SF – ball
bearing – coil-springs in parallel mount to the SF (see Fig-
ure 2 in [1]). The bearing of the damper was realized with
two lands separated by a central circumferential groove.
Three examples of dampers were reported, respectively
realized with different combinations of land widths and
radial clearances. In all three cases the damper was effective
at the main resonance (a further resonance was observed at
higher speeds). Nevertheless, the results showed the need
to avoid too small radial clearances (in this case, no inver-
sion was observed at the highest unbalances) and too high
land widths (the journal orbits tended to cling to the periph-
ery of the bearing, as an effect of the instability of the ini-
tially eccentric small orbits). The role of the oil supply
and that of oil viscosity represented further aspects inves-
tigated in the course of the experimental tests. In particu-
lar, the increase in the tangential component of the SF
reaction and the corresponding decrease in the radial com-
ponent, as a consequence of raising the supply pressure,
were observed.


Further reasons for extending the basic model of section
2.1 stem from the inadequacy of the SCCOs hypothesis in
treating those conditions characterized by a static eccen-
tricity of the damper journals. The deficiency of symmetry,
in the system of forces acting on the journal, makes its tra-
jectories diverge from the centered circular motion, and
increases the likelihood of nonsynchronous behavior.


Eccentricity in the journal static position is due to the
absence of retainer springs (in the presence of side load
acting on the rotor, the static eccentricity of the journal cor-
responds to the whole clearance in the bearing) or, alterna-
tively, in the presence of elastic suspension, to an imperfect
centering of the journal. The latter condition, represented
by a residual static eccentricity, is mainly dependent on the
characteristics of the retainer springs and/or the presence of
unidirectional load, perpendicular to the rotor axis. Unequal
stiffnesses in the elements of the elastic suspension give
rise to static eccentricity in the absence of unidirectional
loads (unloaded vertical rotor). By contrast, when such a
load is present, poor regulation of the same elastic ele-
ments makes the journals of the rotor uncentered in their
respective bearings.


The weight W of the rotor (normally, for horizontal dis-
position of the rotor, the sole unidirectional load, perpen-
dicular to the rotor axis, that is responsible for the above
static eccentricity) is generally expressed as a dimensionless
gravity parameter W W MC� / ( )ω 2 or W W MC n� / ( )ω 2 .
The latter ratio can obviously be adopted on condition that
the SF supports are equipped with retainer springs whose
stiffness is M nω 2 . It is worth noting that, in the absence of


springs, the gravity parameter explicitly appears in the equa-
tion of motions of the horizontal rotor. Conversely, in the
presence of springs, in the equations of motions, normally
written in the usual references with the origin coinciding
with the bearing center, a component of the static load, that
corresponds to the static eccentricity, explicitly appears as
a gravity residual (see below in the present section).


When the rotor is supported on SFDs without centering
elements and the rotor-supports system is symmetrical with
respect to its middle plane, the equations of motion in the
coordinates r and s of Figure 13 can be written as (with ref-
erence to the half-rotor, in accordance with the assumed
symmetry):
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In the presence of elastic elements, with k denoting the
stiffness of the suspension per each support, ( , ) ( , )x y e� ϕ
the coordinates of OJ, and ( , ) ( , )x y ep p p p� ϕ the coordi-
nates of the center of the journal in the position Op of static
equilibrium, equations (5) are replaced by:
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with: ∆ x p pe e� �( sin sin )ϕ ϕ and ∆ y pe e� ( cos ϕ −
�cos )ϕ p , or equivalently, assuming the coordinates x and
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Figure 13. Scheme for the study of the rigid rotor in the
presence of static eccentricity and gravity load. O0: position
of the journal center that is only due to the preload of the
centering springs, in the absence of gravity load W; Op:
position of static equilibrium of the journal center; OJ: actual
position of the journal center







y, with –Fx and –Fy denoting the components of the film
force, by:
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In Figure 13, the coordinates x
0


and y
0


indicate the posi-
tion of the journal that is only due to the preload of the cen-
tering springs, in the absence of W. The difference yp = y0


– W/k represents the component of the static eccentricity
of the journal, along the vertical direction, owing to the
action of the gravity load. This component (or the product
kyp = ky0 – W ) is sometimes indicated as gravity residual
and expressed in dimensionless way by means of the ratio
yp/C. Interestingly, in the absence of elastic suspension, the
residual unbalance of the rotor is generally sufficient to
make the journal lift up from the bottom static position
within the bearing.


Analysis of the above model was tackled in [4, 17, 29,
31–37]. In particular, analytical approximated solutions were
reported in [4, 34]. The circular orbits corresponding to a
given rotor imbalance were perturbed with the application
of the static load. The linear differential equations of the
perturbed motion were solved under the hypothesis of syn-
chronous response and with the assumption of linearized
stiffness and damping coefficients [1] for the expression of
the film force. Apart from the film model, the above coeffi-
cients were dependent on the radius of the circular orbit
and, in turn, on the level of unbalance.


White [4] obtained (under the πSBA) a diagram that put
the radius of the approximated orbits in correspondence
with the product of the dimensionless gravity load by the
reciprocal σ of the bearing parameter, for rotor conditions
characterized by the absence of the retainer springs. An
acceptable comparison with the results of the numerical
approach was found until the radius of the linearized circu-
lar orbit was less than one third of the radial clearance. Fur-
ther, a separate illustration of the orbits numerically obtained
with variation of the gravity load and the bearing parame-
ter, in the presence of a fixed value of the rotor unbalance,
was reported. The tests showed that the presence of a
static load could make the inverted orbit change to an
uninverted one, in addition to determining, in some cases,
the onset of nonsynchronous orbits with a main frequency
component in a ratio that was about 1/2 of the driving fre-
quency.


Holmes and Sykes [34] determined the eccentric approx-
imated circular orbits of the journal centre with different
values of the unbalance parameter (u/C) and the dimen-
sionless static load ( / ( ))W MCω 2 . The analysis was carried
out both in the absence and presence of retainer springs
(the dimensionless stiffness was represented by means of
the parameter K M/ ( )ω 2 ). The results respectively obtained
with both the above procedure (with use of the πSBA and
the relative coefficients) and the integration of the full non-
linear equations showed good agreement, that improved


significantly in the presence of elastic elements and with
the highest unbalances. The authors stressed the limits to
the simplified treatment of cavitation and the existence of
speed ranges affected by subharmonic motions.


The approximated analytical approach was also a dis-
tinctive feature of the analysis of Pan and Tonnesen [32].
The motion of the unbalanced rigid rotor, in the presence
of gravity residual, was characterized through perturbation
of the eccentric orbits of the journal. The authors, at a pre-
liminary stage, showed that further components of the film
force, in addition to the fundamental, synchronous compo-
nent, arise as a consequence of decentralizing the synchro-
nous circular orbit that is due to rotor unbalance. In particular,
besides the synchronous component of force, prominence is
to be given to the second order component and to the con-
stant term, that represents the lift off (null for 2π-length of
the film). The presence of the secondary components of the
fluid film force determines, in turn, the excitation of
nonsynchronous, periodic components of motion. These
remarks were applied to the analysis of steady motion of
the rotor, represented by an eccentric orbit of the journal,
that was perturbed with a second order component. The
corresponding film reaction, in accordance with the above
observations, was approximated by means of the constant
component plus the synchronous and second order ones.
Simple relationships were assumed between the components
of motion and those of the film force, with a limitation of
the cross coupling between the components of motion and
force, having different orders (temporal orthogonality con-
dition). In this way, Pan and Tonnesen obtained some exam-
ples of orbits that were characterized by different degrees
of eccentricity and distortion, depending on the value assigned
to the gravity load. Further data (for cavitated film condi-
tions) showed the occurrence of jump in the presence of
high rotor unbalance (the characterization of the jump phe-
nomena was less detailed than in other investigations) and
an increase in the lift off of the journal orbits with the rotor
speed.


In the other cited investigations regarding the model of
rigid rotor affected by static eccentricity, the approach was
numerical or analytico-numerical. Gunter et al. [31] reported
some theoretical examples where the journal orbits were
numerically determined (time transient analysis) in the pres-
ence of unidirectional load (static load). The rotor was
assumed to be equipped with retainer springs but not cen-
trally preloaded, or devoid of retainer springs. In the first
case, the influence of different values given to the stiffness
of the elastic suspension (and consequent different gravity
residuals) was tested. The transmissibility of the system in
the above conditions was evaluated, taking into account
medium-high unbalances and different values of the supply
pressure (in order to determine full cavitated or uncavitated
lubrication regime in the dampers). Analysis highlighted
the negative role of the unidirectional load, as far as the
transmissibility (examples with values up to about 7 were
reported) and the onset of non-periodic motions were con-
cerned.


Cookson and Kossa [33], by means of numerical integra-
tion of the equations of motion, performed an analysis that
pointed out the role played by the static load as regards the
efficiency of the dampers. In particular, values of the grav-
ity parameter W suitably limited (not above a limit of about
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0.1) were still compatible with good operation of the damp-
ers. With the increase in W , an unacceptable amplification
of the force transmitted to the supports from the unbal-
anced rotor was found (examples with W = 0.4, 0.6). The
results of the study also showed the importance of assign-
ing adequate values for the bearing parameter, not so high
(and less than 1.0 in any case), on the one hand, so as to
avoid the “lock-up” of the dampers, nor too low (a limit of
0.1 could reasonably be assumed) on the other hand, in
order to avoid the onset of nonsynchronous whirling motions.
An experimental investigation substantially confirmed the
predictions of the theoretical model, though evidencing
some limits probably due, among other things, to the approxi-
mation (πSBA) adopted for the damping film.


Hahn and Chen [17] theoretically determined the eccen-
tric orbits of a rigid unbalanced rotor, with no centring
springs, making use of the HBM supported by an iterative
numerical routine (Newton–Raphson) for solving the nonlinear
algebraic system. The reported examples show that the con-
vergence of the procedure was dependent on the number of
the terms adopted for the harmonic series (7�11 terms
turned out to be sufficient). In this respect, a suitable com-
parison with the results of the direct numerical integration
of the differential equations of motion was made. In this
analysis the πSBA was adopted for describing the SF behav-
ior.


Li and Taylor [29], in addition to the results given for
the centralized rotor with low values of the bearing param-
eter (Bn = 0.072), showed that the precession motions of the
unbalanced rotor can attain synchronous or sub-harmonic
character (with frequencies that are in ratios of 1/2, 1/4 and
1/6 with respect to the driving frequency) when the gravity
residual is not negligible and comparable with the unbal-
ance parameter (in the example the static eccentricity was
set at 0.7). Under these circumstances, analysis showed
that, changing from the centralized rotor case to that with
static eccentricity, while maintaining the other conditions
unchanged, the sub-harmonic nature of the motion de facto
takes the place of the nonsynchronous character. By con-
trast, small values of the gravity residual make the motion
of the rotor similar to that obtained for centralized condi-
tions, with orbits of the journal that are not very eccentric
with respect to the bearing center.


Zhao and Hahn [35] studied the system with the same set
of parameters adopted by Li and Taylor [29], i.e. fixing a
medium value for the static eccentricity, a moderate damp-
ing at the supports and a medium/high rotor unbalance. The
data obtained by numerically integrating the equations of
motions suggested the existence of speed ranges in which
the motion was subharmonic (orders of 1/2, 1/3, and 1/6),
quasi-periodic or chaotic. The results of the investigation
were summarized by means of two bifurcation diagrams
obtained with speed increase (Figure 14(a)) or decrease
(Figure 14(b)), respectively, and starting with different ini-
tial conditions. Both figures make it possible to infer the
existence of jump phenomena at low speed, in accordance
with the results given in other investigations. The variety
of different motions was strongly dependent on the initial
conditions selected for numerical integration. Subharmonic,
quasi-periodic and chaotic solutions are present at speeds
that correspond to zones III and IV of the analysis reported
in [29].


The same case was reported by Zhao et al. [37] who car-
ried out their analysis by means of the TCM and the Floquet
method, in line with the study referred to in section 2.2 [18].
The data obtained with this procedure were compared
with those from numerical integration of the equations of
motion. The amplitude-frequency responses relative to some
of the terms in the trigonometric series adopted for the
approximated solution, highlighted the fact that jumps
occur not only with a sudden change in the size of the orbit
covered by the journal centre, but also with a change in the
relative position of the orbit with respect to the bearing.
Two orders of approximation for the solution – respectively
with four and eight harmonic terms of the series – were
further compared. The results were congruent with those
from other studies (in particular [29]) and showed the
instability of the synchronous solution and the consequent
presence of sub-harmonic motions (with 1/2 ratio) in the
interval of the operating speed at about twice the natural
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(a)


(b)


Figure 14. Bifurcation diagrams relative to the analysis of
the rigid rotor behavior (static eccentricity, bearing and unbal-
ance parameters were respectively given the values of 0.7,
0.072 and 0.3). The return points Y(nT ) were plotted as a
function of the speed parameter s: (a) diagram obtained with
speed increase; (b) diagram obtained with speed decrease
and suitable set of initial values for numerical integration
(this material has been reproduced from [35] by permission
of the Council of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers).







frequency ω n . In a further case, characterized by higher static
eccentricity, the unstable character of the synchronous solu-
tion was found persistent approximately in the same region.


Analysis of the Floquet multipliers indicated that, with
increases in speed, the instability of the synchronous solu-
tion gave rise to successive bifurcations respectively repre-
senting changes to quasi-periodic and sub-harmonic motion
(with period doubling), before the synchronous nature of
the solution was regained at higher speed. Nevertheless,
under the assigned operating conditions, characterized by a
remarkable nonlinearity that was due to the high static eccen-
tricity, the investigation also underlined some limits to the
analytico-numerical approach. The need for a solution that
was reasonably approximated and suited to the variety of the
dynamic responses of the system led to the adoption of trig-
onometric series with high numbers of terms, thus unavoid-
ably making the procedure more involved. Nonetheless, the
same series proved completely inadequate for expressing
non-periodic behavior of the rotor. These considerations
suggested recourse to direct numerical integrations of
the equations of motion as a support to the approximated
analytico-numerical approach. Despite the relative robust-
ness of the numerical integration procedure, some difficul-
ties arose in the search of solutions for eccentricities close
to one, in the region with bistable behavior, downstream of
the jump-up (for run-up operation).


An approach that makes use of the hybrid numerical
method, a technique stemming from both HBM and TCM,
was adopted by Shiau et al. [36]. The authors examined the
model already studied by Taylor and Kumar [9], after addi-
tion of a side load (equivalent to a gravity residual), for the
illustration of the analytico-numerical technique illustrated
in [38] (section 3.4) and further extended here to the study
of stability, with recourse to the Floquet method. The results
illustrated the influence of the side load on the speed
corresponding to the onset of jump and made it possible
to infer the role played by the same load in destabilizing
the low-eccentricity, synchronous solution that set in after
jump (for run-up operation). This instability gave rise to a
sub-harmonic response, in speed range placed at about
twice the critical speed, and the thresholds of instability,
for different levels of the side load (Figure 15), were deter-
mined. In some cases, the orbits obtained through the
analytic-numerical procedure were compared with those
obtained from the numerical integration of the differential
equations.


3.3. Flexible Rotor in the Presence of Static
Eccentricity and/or Dissymmetry


A mathematical model, similar to that of the above sec-
tion, can be given for the analysis of the dynamic behaviour
of the flexible rotor. Examples of investigations relative to
this case, with the rotor affected by static eccentricity, were
given in [4, 17, 18, 39–42].


White [4] studied the flexible rotor with mass at mid-span,
vertical disposition and side load, in the absence of center-
ing elastic suspensions equipping the SFDs, as in the anal-
ysis carried out for the rigid rotor and referred to in the
above section. The perturbation approach ruled out the role
played by rotor flexibility and the results coincided with
those relative to the rigid rotor case.


Cookson and Kossa [39] analyzed a model of symmetric
flexible rotor with mass at mid-span and supports, with
horizontal axis and SFDs devoid of elastic suspensions. A set
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(a)


(b)


Figure 15. Stability maps (maximum absolute value | |maxΛ
of the eigenvalues of the transition matrix vs. speed param-
eter) for different values of the unbalance parameter (δ) and
side load Fs: (a) δ = 0.125; (b) δ = 0.375 (reproduced by
permission of the ASME [36])







of different values for the gravity parameter was assumed
with the aim of taking due account of different arrange-
ments and combinations of load and radial clearances.
The data obtained by numerically integrating the equa-
tions of motion in a speed interval below the second criti-
cal speed, with the SF force expressed by means of the
πSBA, indicated how the incorrect design of the SFDs in
the rotor-support system might give rise to anomalous
operating conditions and especially to high values of the
transmissibility (see Figure 3 in [1]). The results further
confirmed that the adoption of well designed dampers, on
the contrary, turns out to be an efficient means of limiting
the effects of rotor unbalance, provided that the gravity
parameter, the bearing parameter and the mass parameter
are given values that are suitably limited.


Saito [41] applied the HBM to the analysis of a symmet-
rical flexible rotor with mass at mid-span, in the absence of
centering elastic suspensions at the SF-supports. The SF
behavior was described by means of the πSBA and a unitary
value was assigned to the gravity parameter. The effect of
different levels of rotor unbalance was observed, with restric-
tion to the synchronous response. In particular, depending
on the zone of the interval of speed, the verse of speed varia-
tion and the level of unbalance, four different kinds of syn-
chronous motion were found, one of which proved extremely
sensitive to the unbalance.


Zhao et al. [18] adopted conditions represented by a
medium-high value of the static eccentricity of the jour-
nals, in a case that was reported in addition to the theoreti-
cal analysis for centralized operation (section 2.2). Four
harmonic terms, besides the constant one, were taken for
the trigonometric series that expressed the approximated
solution (according to the TCM). The reported data (obtained
with use of the πSBA) illustrated the presence of a zone
where the instability of the synchronous solution occurs (as
inferred from inspection of the largest Floquet multiplier),
in addition to the two instability-regions already detected
in the centralized case (Figure 16(a)). In this range of the
operating speed (segment EG in figure) the synchronous
solution bifurcated into a sub-harmonic motion of half order
as confirmed by the orbits (Figure 16(b)) obtained both
through numerical integration and the analytico-numerical
procedure (a comparison of the results is carried out in the
figure). The character of the same motion was also evi-
denced by the Poincaré map (Figure 16(c)).


An analogous model had been examined by Shiau and
Jean [40] as an application of a more general approach
(section 3.4). The results of the investigation carried out by
adopting the HBM with a four harmonic-approximation
suggested that the higher the static eccentricity, the more
evident the excitation of higher components of the approxi-
mated solution.


The Floquet transition matrix method was also used by
Zhang et al. [42] for theoretically investigating the stability
of motion of a symmetric flexible rotor, arranged horizon-
tally. In the SF support at either end of the shaft, a plain
journal bearing was adopted in series to the SF, as the inner
member of the damper, instead of the more common roller
or ball bearing. The πSBA and the πLBA were respectively
employed for expressing the fluid forces in the SFD and
the journal bearing. The mass of the rotor was placed at the
mid-span and at the two supports. In particular, the aliquot


of mass at each bearing station was separated into a journal
(inner) mass and a bearing mass. The bearing was con-
nected to the outer fixed ring of the damper with an elastic
suspension, parallel to the SF. The resulting twelve first-order
differential equations of motion were numerically integrated
for unbalanced and well-balanced rotor conditions, with
further examination of the Floquet multipliers. Three exam-
ples of bifurcation were reported – obtained for different
sets of the parameters, respectively, at varying the rotor
speed – and illustrating, with reference to the position of
the bearing center, an equilibrium point bifurcating into a
limit cycle (Hopf bifurcation), and a periodic motion into a
quasi-periodic or a period-doubling motion.


Models with nonsymmetric rotors were examined in [17,
43–45]. Botman and Samaha [43] experimentally examined
the dynamic behavior of a rotor with an overhung disk. Both
supports were provided with SFD and only one was equipped
with retaining springs. In the course of the tests, the rotor
was run, after suitable balancing (carried out with the modal
technique), in the speed range including the first two critical
speeds. The occurrence of half-order sub-harmonic whirl-
ing was observed at approximately twice the first critical
speed. Jumps were also observed during the tests and the
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(a)


(b) (c)


Figure 16. Theoretical response relative to the flexible rotor
in the presence of static eccentricity (fixed equal to 0.5; the
bearing parameter was 0.06 and the other parameters were
assigned as in Figure 9(b)): (a) semi-major axis of the ellipse
of the synchronous vibration vs. speed parameter, with indi-
cation of the instability zones; (b,c): orbit and Poincaré map
relative to a sub-harmonic motion in the interval of speed
corresponding to the segment EG in (a) (reproduced by
permission of the ASME [18])







effectiveness of pressurization as a means of suppressing
this phenomenon was experimentally confirmed.


In [17] the study was reported in order to give a further
instance of a general methodology based on the HBM (see
sections 3.2 and 3.4) and dealt with a six DOF rotor on two
supports, the one with SFD and centering springs and the
other rigid and equipped with self-aligning ball bearings.
The mass of the rotor was mainly represented by a disk
at mid-span, while a minor part was placed at the sup-
ports. The gyroscopic terms related to the inertia of the
disk and both static and couple components of the disk
unbalance were introduced into the equations of motion.
A comparison between the theoretical and experimental
amplitude-frequency responses, for centralized conditions,
showed the occurrence of jump phenomena for operation
close to a resonant speed of the system. The conditions
in the absence of centralizing springs parallel to the SFD
were also dealt with and some examples of the theoreti-
cally obtained orbits covered by the centre of the journal
were reported. Some experimental data was also reported.


A horizontal unsymmetrical flexible rotor, realized fol-
lowing the arrangement that was typical of the rotors of
small centrifugal pumps, was analyzed by Chu and Holmes
[45]. A disk overhung mounted with respect to the unequal
supports, only one of which was equipped with SFD and
centering springs, represented the main mass of the rotor.
Part of the analysis was carried out experimentally and
effectively showed that high levels of the static eccentricity
assigned to the journal in the SFD, the disk unbalance and
the supply pressure determined separately excessive damp-
ing in the SFD and a shift in the frequencies of the resonant
peaks of the system. As a consequence of the excessive
damping, the effectiveness of the centering suspension was
limited and the dynamic response was close to that obtained
with rigid supports. A further part of the study addressed
the theoretical analysis of the effect of SFDs on rotor stabil-
ity. In this regard, the operating conditions for real rotors of
centrifugal pumps were simulated by including an annular
seal in the mathematical model of the rotor. The linear
study, carried out by means of the Direct Stiffness Method
and the determination of the eigenvalues of the system along
the Leonhardt locus, indicated the beneficial role of the
damper (here treated as a linear element) that increases the
instability threshold with respect to the case of the absence
of the damper. The dynamic behavior of the rotor beyond
the above threshold was then characterized through numer-
ical integration of the equations of motion. This part of the
study regarding stability illustrated the ability of the damper,
as an eminently nonlinear component, to make the rotor
gain stability, thanks to the additional reserve of damping
(with respect to a linear behavior) that allowed a limit-cycle
to set in.


3.4. Multi-degree of Feedom Models


In several instances, the number of degrees of freedom
(DOF) in the above models is too low in order to allow an
acceptable approximation of the actual system and the rela-
tive dynamic behavior. Discretized, noncontinuous models
for rotor bearing systems, with an extended, finite number
of DOF, can be set-up with different techniques, so as to
carry out the analysis with relatively simple lumped schemes,
with a suitable number of masses and supports, and a


a limited set of nonlinear elements (like the SF). Exam-
ples of investigations of rotors theoretically approximated
with multi-mass or multi-degree of freedom (MDOF) mod-
els, were reported in [16, 36, 46].


These studies, leaving aside the scope of a parametric
characterization of the dynamic response of the models
under analysis, pursued rather the aim of improving well-
established methodologies for linear analysis (FEM-based
and others), so as to take due account of the nonlinearity
resulting from a limited number of elements in the system,
represented, in this context, by the SF-supports.


Greenhill and Nelson [46] analyzed the steady motion
(represented by a precession synchronous with rotation) for
a multimass flexible rotor, making use of an iterative tech-
nique stemming from the secant method for solving nonlinear
equations. Once the linear, algebraic, functional relationship
between the forces (mass unbalances and reactions at the
supports) and the motion at the nodes of the discretized
model was specified, the same relationship was adopted in
an iterative way, in order to tackle the presence in the sys-
tem of those nonlinear elements, like the SFDs, placed at
one or more supports. It is worth noting that the original
differential nature of the above functional relationship became
algebraic after the hypothesis about the periodicity of motion.
The iterative approach made it possible to combine the lin-
ear skeleton of the model and the nonlinearity of the SFDs.
A first applicative example was reported with regard to a
simple rigid symmetrical rotor. The iterative procedure
outlined above, through a restricted number of iterations for
each point, allowed the amplitude-frequency response to be
obtained. A second example dealt with the rotor of a turbo-
fan engine, with high pressure and low-pressure spools that
were modeled with two different FE models, with 52 DOF
and 84 DOF, respectively. In particular, three SF-supports
were present. The system complexity raised the time for
the calculus, with respect to the previous case, though leav-
ing unchanged the average number of iterations at each
step. A good performance of the procedure was verified,
even under severe load conditions represented by airfoil
loss. Nevertheless, limit conditions characterized by exces-
sive journal eccentricities and particular distribution of the
unbalances along the multimass rotor, with poor convergence
and fluctuation of the solution, were observed, deserving the
attention of the authors who indicated the need to check the
physical significance of nonconvergence.


With respect to the above approach, later studies under-
lined the need to limit the computational burden connected
to the iterative procedure. This aim was pursued by rear-
ranging the original nonlinear model in two subsystems,
one representing the linear substructure and the other the
set of nonlinear components. This partition allowed a faster
procedure with respect to that in [46] (an illustration of this
approach was given in [24] together with a comparative
discussion of the other methodologies for the analysis of
nonlinear mechanical systems).


An example in this regard was represented by the analy-
sis reported in [16], carried out under the hypothesis of
synchronous whirl of the MDOF rotor, at constant angular
speed. The procedure adopted in order to manage the
nonlinearity of the system turned out to work with a num-
ber of equations that was greatly reduced with respect to
the number of the whole equations written for the system,
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with consequent benefit as far as efficiency was concerned.
A further simplification can be achieved when the model of
the rotor bearing system in question has a unique SF support
(i.e. a pair of SF end supports for symmetrical arrange-
ments). For such a case, an example was given with refer-
ence to the flexible symmetric rotor that had been already
studied in previous analyses [12, 14] (see section 2.2). In this
case, a biquadratic algebraic equation with dimensionless
terms could be written. The solutions of the equation were
collected as diagrams (Bn, ω ω/ c ) obtained under fixed val-
ues of the eccentricity (see the example of Figure 9(a), with
the relative comment on the symbols), and subsequently,
customary (ε, ω ω/ c ) curves were plotted (see Figure 9(b)).
The procedure allowed the solutions for steady motion to
be effortlessly determined, even in those regions character-
ized by the co-existence of more than one solutions, with-
out the convergence drawbacks that affected some iterative
methods. The stability of the steady solutions obtained with
this procedure was investigated [13] through examination
of the eigenvalues relative to the linearized equations writ-
ten by perturbing the steady motion. This analysis showed
that the stability results were independent of the presence
of the unbalancing forces that incidentally act on one or
more masses of the rotor, since the same forces did not
appear in the equations of the perturbed motion.


In the presence of static eccentricities of the journals,
periodic solutions which were not necessarily synchronous,
were obtained by means of the HBM [17, 40] or the TCM [36].
The problem was tackled under a general approach, with
indication of condensation procedures for suitably dis-
cretizing and substructuring the system and different algo-
rithms for solving the nonlinear equations of motion.
Nevertheless, most of the applicative examples reported in
these studies were restricted to the simplest cases (already
cited in section 3.3).


Shiau et al. [36] reported the analysis of a four-disk flex-
ible rotor, on three supports, two of which were equipped
with SFDs (Figure 17), as an example of the hybrid numer-
ical method. The system of differential equations for the
lumped model was set by means of the general polynomial
expansion method (GPEM) [47] and solved with a procedure
indicated in [38]. The paper reported the amplitude-frequency
responses (semi major axis versus rotating speed) for the
first two harmonics, relative to normal steady conditions,
with nearly circular synchronous motion. An example of
these data, with reference to station 3 of the model in Fig-
ure 17(a), is illustrated in Figure 17(b), where Shiau et al.
separately obtained the curves with two different models
(referred to in the figure and in [36] as equation (6) and
equation (8)). The stability of the solutions was stud-
ied with the Floquet theory and a stability map was also
reported.


With regard to eminent experimental studies, the exam-
ples of [22, 48, 49] can be mentioned at the end of this sec-
tion. The experimental investigation of Cunningham [22]
dealt with the dynamic behavior of a three disk symmetric
rotor on a pair of end supports, equipped with SFDs and
centering suspensions. With suitable unbalance given to
each disk, different systems of unbalancing forces were
obtained with a view to testing the ability of the dampers to
attenuate the resonant modes of the system, paying atten-
tion to the fact that the effectiveness of the damping action


depended, among other aspects, on the position of the dampers.
The experimental data, after comparison with the theoretical
predictions that were obtained under the πSBA, showed that
the SFDs allowed considerable limitation of the vibration
amplitudes and non-synchronous motions. The author
mentioned further the occurrence of bistable behavior
for operation characterized by severe unbalance, and con-
ditions with possible starvation and rupture of the oil film
within the dampers.


Kanki et al. [48] reported an interesting example of a
field test regarding the effectiveness of SFDs for supporting
multimass complex rotors. An industrial rotor representing
one of the two rotational drive lines of a power unit, with
two steam turbines (HP and LP) and a generator, with no
SFDs in the rotor supports, exhibited a nonsynchronous
vibration when operating under high-loading conditions
(Figure 18(a) illustrates the theoretical model fixed up for
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(a)


(b)


Figure 17. (a) Theoretical model of a multimass flexible
rotor with rigid disks at stations 1, 4, 5, and 12, three linear
isotropic supports at stations 3, 6, and 13, two SFDs with
centering springs at stations 3 and 13; (b) first two harmon-
ics of the amplitudes of the semi-major axis of the orbits at
station 3, plus the orbits offset (equations (6) and (8) referred
to in the figure are those reported in [36]) (reproduced by
permission of the ASME [36])







the rotor analysis). This vibration was identified as a steam
whirl, originated by a sudden decrease in the damping ratio
of the HP rotor first mode, presumably connected to the
onset of stage excitation forces and labyrinth seal excita-
tion forces. An experimental test, carried out with suitable
excitation of the pad-bearing pedestal of the HP rotor, made
it possible to assess the sudden change in the damping of
the rotor first mode that proved unpredicted by theoretical
analysis (transfer-matrix-method-based). The mounting of
a single SFD within one of the HP rotor supports (support
No.2 in Figure 18(a)), in series between the pedestal and
the pad-bearing (Figure 18(b)), represented a valid remedy
that made the nonsynchronous vibration disappear. In par-
ticular, the damper was designed according to the theoreti-
cal indications of Szeri et al. [50].


The paper of San Andres and Lubell [49] reported an
instance of experimental parameter identification, relative
to a nonsymmetric, three-disk rotor. The SFDs at the end
supports were equipped with retainer springs and set (with
seals) so as to make the fluid film behave in accord with
the uncavitated model theoretically treated with the 2πSBA.
In fact, a linear response for the unbalanced rotor was in
practice obtained, even in the presence of medium-high
damper values of the orbit radius, without the occurrence
of jump and frequency-shift in the peaks of resonance cor-
responding to the different levels of unbalance. The system
damping ratio, for different unbalance levels, was measured
(by means of coast down tests) from the amplitude of vibra-
tion at resonance condition (system amplification factor rel-
ative to the first, pseudo-rigid, cylindrical mode), according


to a result that is characteristic of the lightly damped systems.


The corresponding values of the damping coefficients (ver-
tical and horizontal directions) were thus calculated, taking


account of the value of the critical damping, previously


extrapolated after identification of the rotor-supports natural


frequencies (different frequencies relative to the rigid cylin-
drical mode were found in the vertical and horizontal direc-
tions). The values obtained for the damping coefficients


were compared with those calculated using the radius of


measured orbits in the theoretical expression of the damp-
ing coefficient, written for the uncavitated short bearing


model.


3.5. Models with Fluid Inertia, Cavitation, Sealing and
Flexible-housing Effects


Particular aspects in the damper operation which have


either been overlooked or only schematically treated in the


models reported above, are capable of exerting an appre-
ciable influence on rotor response. In this regard, the fluid


inertia, the cavitation in the film, the characteristics of the


feeding and draining of the damping film (supply pressure,


geometry and position of the grooves or holes, presence of


seals, etc.), and the flexibility of the frame integral to the


supports (flexible-housing effect) have deserved particular


attention in some studies. It is worth noting that some of


the results illustrated here with reference to the dynamics


of the rotor are to be correlated with results of the investi-


gations specifically addressing the operating characteristics


of the SFDs [1].


The influence of the inertia of the damping film on the


dynamic behavior of the rotor has been investigated in


[51–53]. The studies related to this aspect and referred to in


Part I stress that the fluid inertia makes the damping capac-


ity of the fluid film increase, with a rise in the tangential


component of the film force and a reduction in the radial


one.


San Andrés and Vance [51] carried out a theoretical study


regarding both models of rigid and flexible unbalanced


rotors, under the hypotheses of SCCOs of the journals and


Re* (the modified Reynolds number, see Part I [1]) up to


20, with assumption of the πSBA and 2πSBA. As far as the


unbalanced rigid rotor was concerned, the fluid film inertia


was found to better the whole dynamic response, both for


cavitated (π-film) and uncavitated (2π-film) conditions. The


amplitude-frequency responses generally showed that, in


the presence of inertia, the amplitude of rotor vibration was


attenuated with respect to the case with Re* = 0, all other


conditions being kept constant. In particular, the data rela-


tive to the π-film case underlined the role of inertia in the


almost complete disappearance of the jump and the regions


with bistable behaviour (Figure 19(a); the Reynolds num-


ber Rer in the figure was obtained from Re* by substituting


the reference natural frequency of the retainer spring-rotor


system ω n , indicated here as ω r , in place of the whirling


frequency ω). The lack of the higher eccentricity branch


along the responses was accompanied by a consequent


advantage in terms of transmissibility (Figure 19(b)), even


though this last aspect was negatively influenced when the


increase in the fluid inertia was considerable (i.e. at higher


speeds).
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(a)


(b)


Figure 18. (a) Turbine rotor model adopted for the theoreti-
cal analysis with the transfer matrix method; (b) dynamic
models of the rotor support before and after the adoption of
the SFD (reproduced by permission of the ASME [48])







Appreciable benefit due to the inertia effect was also
observed for the flexible unbalanced rotor, under the hypoth-
esis of cavitated film (see Figure 20(a); the Reynolds num-
ber Res in the figure was obtained from Re*, substituting
the first pin-pin critical speed, here indicated as ω s , in
place of the whirling frequency ω), with the absence of
jump, a considerable reduction in the whirling amplitudes
and the forces transmitted to the frame, except for a nar-
row region downstream of the pin-pin critical speed
(Figure 20(b)). Instead, no such evident benefits were
observed for uncavitated film conditions. The inertia of the
film only seemed to be responsible for a shift in the reso-
nant speeds (this effect was present for cavitated condi-
tions too). An attenuation of the amplitude of vibration
was observed at the first critical speed, accompanied by an
increase in the resonant peak at the second critical speed
(Figure 21(a)). A similar influence of the inertia was observed
with respect to the transmissibility (Figure 21(b)).


El-Shafei [52, 53] theoretically investigated the dynamic
behavior of a flexible symmetrical unbalanced rotor with a
single disk at mid-span, in the presence of fluid inertia
effect in the SFDs placed at the end supports. The expres-
sion of the fluid film force, written with the use of the inertia
coefficients, was obtained through the energy approxima-
tion method (see [1]). The πSBA and πLBA were alterna-
tively adopted with the hypotheses of SCCOs of the journals
and Re* up to 50. The solution of an algebraic polynomial
equation, obtained from the equations of motion, made it
possible to plot a series of curves that represented the ampli-
tude-frequency response of the rotor. The data obtained
with the SBA approximation (comparable, in the absence
of fluid inertia, with the results reported by [4, 14]), showed
a considerable reduction of the jump phenomena for low
values of the unbalance parameter (< 0.1, 0.2) and suitably
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(a)


(b)


Figure 19. Theoretical frequency responses for the central-
ized, unbalanced rigid rotor, with unpressurized SFDs, in the
absence of fluid inertia effects at the SFDs supports (Rer = 0)
and with inertia effects (Rer = 5, 10): (a) dimensionless
journal orbit radius e/c vs speed parameter ω ω/ r ; (b)
transmissibility T vs speed parameter ω ω/ r (reproduced by
permission of the ASME [51])


(a)


(b)


Figure 20. Theoretical frequency responses for the central-
ized, unbalanced flexible rotor, with unpressurized SFDs, in
the absence of fluid inertia effects at the SFDs supports
(Res = 0) and with inertia effects (Res = 5, 10): (a) dimen-
sionless journal orbit radius e/c vs speed parameter ω ω/ s ;
(b) transmissibility T vs speed parameter ω ω/ s (reproduced
by permission of the ASME [51])







high values of the bearing parameter (	 0.1; this parameter


was defined differently from [4, 14]), even though the lat-


ter condition made the transmissibility increase (in particu-


lar at speeds beyond the pin-pin c. s.). The ability of the


inertia to reduce the importance of jump, as was observed


in [51], was thus confirmed. Nevertheless, the same inertia


effect in the SF supports placed at both ends of the rotor


shaft, gave rise to a second mode of vibration, with a wors-


ening of the response in terms of vibration amplitude (mea-


sured at mid-span) and transmissibility. The data relative to


the LBA, after comparison with the corresponding results


obtained with the short model, showed a better ability to


reduce the amplitude of the precession motion, though higher


values of the force transmitted to the frame resulted. A


considerable reduction of the jump was also observed,


even though further chances for the occurrence of the same


phenomenon arose in connection with the second mode of
vibration that was introduced by the inertia effect. Impor-
tantly, these results were assumed as a basis for the SFD
improvement (section 4).


The influence of the fluid film cavitation on the dynamic
behavior of the rotor was investigated, among others, in
[54–58]. The cavitation typology (gaseous or vapor, etc.;
see Part I), the extension of the cavitated zone, and the con-
ditions for the lubricant supply, were all aspects deserving
particular importance in the course of these studies. On the
other hand, the importance of such aspects is witnessed by
the recent and current investigation about the characteris-
tics of SF in the presence of cavitation with entrained air,
as reported at the end of Part I.


Feng and Hahn [57] investigated the dynamic response
of an unbalanced, centralized, rigid rotor, focusing atten-
tion on the behavior of the cavitated lubricant film in the
presence of dissolved air, regardless of seal effects. The
amplitude-frequency responses, theoretically obtained in
separate ways with four different models for the cavitated
film, were compared. The above models represented two
incompressible film models, the common π-film model and
the zero-pressure-truncation model, respectively, and two
compressible models, the Hayward model and the Isbin
model. The last two models accounted for the presence of
the air dissolved within the lubricant, for a given value of
saturation pressure, in two different ways, so as to make
the bi-phasic mixture constituting the film attain, respec-
tively, a higher or lower viscosity with respect to that of
pure oil. The theoretical data showed some differences
between models in the amplitudes of the responses, together
with a higher or lesser tendency to exhibit a bistable behav-
ior (Figure 22(a)). Similarity in the responses could be
respectively assessed between the Hayward and the zero-pres-
sure-truncation models, on the one hand, and between the
Isbin and the π-film models, on the other. Further compari-
son with the experimental amplitude-frequency response
highlighted the better performance of the Hayward com-
pressible model and the zero-pressure-truncation model with
respect to those of the other two models (Figure 22(b)).


The analysis of Zeidan and Vance [56] noted, among
other results, the fact that when cavitation occurs with a
bi-phasic mixture of oil and air, the jump can arise with
characteristics that are different from the cases characterized
by vapor-cavitation or absence of cavitation. In the last two
circumstances, the SFD behaves like a spring whose stiff-
ness increases with ε, whereas, in the presence of air, the
radial force may fall while increases because of the air
compressibility. Consequently, during operations character-
ized by speed increase, the rotor response may be affected
by jump-up instead of jump-down. The presence and role
of the softening spring effect connected to the air entrain-
ment was confirmed by the shift in the resonant peaks that
manifested in the amplitude-speed response, might be inferred
from comparing the run-up data relative to the pressurized
film to those relative to unpressurized conditions.


The effect of the cavitating conditions within the squeeze film
on rotor dynamics was also examined by Zhao et al. [58],
who adopted an experimental, flexible, unsymmetrical rotor,
that could be unbalanced in a static and coupled way. Of
the two self-aligning ball bearings, supporting the rotor at
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(a)


(b)


Figure 21. Theoretical frequency responses for the central-
ized, unbalanced flexible rotor, with pressurized SFDs, in
the absence of fluid inertia effects at the SFDs supports
(Res = 0) and with inertia effects (Res = 5, 10): (a) dimen-
sionless journal orbit radius e/c vs speed parameter ω ω/ s ;
(b) transmissibility T vs speed parameter ω ω/ s (reproduced
by permission of the ASME [51])







both ends, one was equipped with SFD and retaining springs.


The mass of the rotor was placed at mid-span (as a disk


with specified mass moments of inertia) and at the SF sup-


port. Suitable values of the static eccentricity were set and


the SF was provided with adjustable seals and fed at mod-


erate values of the supply pressure. Both the experimental


orbits and the amplitude-frequency responses were com-


pared with their theoretical counterparts obtained accord-


ing to the indications from Zhao [26] (the SBA and the


TCM were adopted), where different cavitating models were


taken into account. It was assumed that gaseous conditions


(the film was assumed π-cavitated, with atmospheric value
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(a)


(b)


Figure 22. (a) Theoretical frequency responses (dimension-
less journal orbit radius ε vs speed parameter δ) for the cen-
tralized, unbalanced flexible rotor, with different models of
cavitation (unbalance parameter U = 0.3, different values of
the bearing parameter B in the interval 0.01–0.08; Ps = 1
indicates lubricant saturated with air at atmospheric pressure;
(b) comparison with the experimental response (dimension-
less journal orbit radius ε vs rotor speed N) with U = 0.28,
Ps =1 and 0.0176 < B < 0.0222 (reproduced by permission
of the ASME [57])


(a)


(b)


Figure 23. Comparison between experimental and theoreti-
cal responses (rotor middle eccentricity ratio ε1 vs speed
parameter s) for unbalanced flexible rotor (Fu and Fm are
parameters for the static and couple unbalance, Ps, Pr and
Pv indicate the supply, the return and the film rupture pres-
sures): (a) concentric damper operation; (b) eccentric damper
operation with dimensionless static eccentricity equal to
� 0.3 (reproduced by permission of the ASME [58])







of the absolute rupture pressure), vapor conditions (the film
was also termed 0-cavitated, with null value of the absolute
rupture pressure) or tensile stress conditions (characterized
by negative values of the quasi-cavitation pressure) could
arise within the fluid film during operation. The consider-
able effect on the dynamic behavior of the rotor turned out
to depend on the actual conditions of the film, especially in
the interval of speed near the first pin-pin critical speed. In
this range, for concentric damper operations (i.e. in the
absence of static eccentricity) and under the assigned
dynamic unbalance conditions (moderate values), the film
exhibited vapor cavitation or, at most, zones with tensile
stress, and the authors noted the poor performance achieved
by the π-film model (Figure 23(a)). In the presence of mod-
erate static eccentricity too, the fluid film conditions were
well predicted by the 0-cavitated model and the tensile
stress model (especially near resonance, see Figure 23(b)).
Instead, when the static eccentricity was given higher val-
ues with parallel increase in unbalance, gaseous cavitation
arose along with unsteady motion, near the first pin-pin
critical speed. A similar response was obtained for concen-
tric operation at the highest unbalances. The interval of
speed around the first pin-pin critical speed was affected by
the sudden alternation of jump-up and jump-down that were
due to the cyclic entrainment and flushing of air. The sudden
increase in the orbit sizes, with the parallel rise of the jour-
nal towards the bearing centre, was explained by the authors
in terms of the softening spring effect, due to air ingestion.
This behavior, along with the presence of milky lubricant
within the damper, justified the occurrence of the jump-up
on run-up, which was unexpected on the basis of the hard-
ening spring behavior congruent with the π-length model.
In this respect the authors indicated the need to take
account of the bi-phasic conditions within the fluid film
(in accordance with the observations in [56]) and referred
to the results of Feng [59]. The elimination of bistable
behavior by increasing the supply pressure (the return pres-
sure was checked too) was also experienced in the course
of the tests.


Holmes and Dogan [54] obtained similar results for the
cavitating conditions within the SF, as a consequence of
varying the level of the supply pressure. The authors carried
out a theoretical and experimental investigation with an
unbalanced rigid rotor that was supported with a self-aligning
ball bearing on the one end, and a SF support at the other
end. An elastic suspension was mounted in series to the SF,
interposed between the damper rig and the frame of the
rotor. In this way, a simulation of the actual flexibility of
the support structure, with particular reference to the operating
conditions relative to an aeronautical engine, was achieved. A
characteristic end-leakage factor (see [1]) was adopted in
order to take into account the presence of seals, through a
suitable combination of a short-bearing distribution of the
pressure and a long-bearing one. During the experimental
tests, the pressure recordings suggested that vapor cavita-
tion, gaseous cavitation and tensile stress conditions could
be respectively attained with subsequent increases in the
supply pressure of the SF, before achieving full-film condi-
tions that caused a consequent loss of the load-carrying
capability. In this respect, the authors noted the role of the
higher oil flow-rates in allowing the growth of a negative


pressure within the film. The obtained data also showed


that the increase in the supply pressure raised, near reso-


nance, the amplitude of vibration of the unbalanced rotor


relative to the supporting frame and the forces transmitted


to the same structure, while leaving practically unchanged


the size of the journal orbits within the damper ring. A series


of tests addressed the effect of variations in the sealing gap


on the damping and amplitude of vibration, for rigid support


conditions. The effectiveness of the end-leakage factor


adopted for the theoretical predictions was tested during


this part of the investigation.
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(a)


(b)


Figure 24 (a) Scheme of a typical SFD with retaining
springs; (b) scheme of an improved SFD with support flexi-
bility (O1: journal center; O2: bearing center; O: housing
center) (reproduced by permission of the ASME [60])







The above analysis was extended by Holmes and Dede


[55] who adopted the same system and examined the depend-


ence of the dynamic response on the damping capacity of


the fluid film, for different values of the supply pressure,


the degree of sealing and the lubricant viscosity. In particu-


lar, examples were reported of sub-harmonic motion and


jump-up. The jump-up arose due to run-up operation, after


locking the elastic elements that supported the housing of


the SFD, with operating conditions represented by low val-


ues of the oil viscosity and supply pressure, and rather high


unbalance. In these circumstances, the onset of gaseous


cavitation made the damper performance diminish (unlike


[56, 58], the authors did not plunge into the mechanism


that made the venting from atmosphere give rise to the


jump phenomenon). On the basis of the reported theoretical


and experimental results, Holmes and Dede considered the


housing flexibility in series with the SFD critical and sub-


stantially negative.


The last aspect was also theoretically examined by Zhao


and Hahn [60], who assumed the outer ring of the SFD


elastically connected to the rigid frame (a typical scheme


of SFD and the improved solution are respectively illus-


trated in Figure 24(a) and (b)). Such housing flexibility


(refer to the springs marked with k2 in Figure 24(b)),


adopted in addition to the conventional arrangement with


retainer springs (unlike [54, 55] where the lack of a center-


ing suspension was assumed), was the peculiar characteris-


tic of a theoretical model aimed at testing improvements in


the SF support system. Concentric damper operation, eccen-


tric damper operation and blade loss conditions were sepa-


rately analyzed for a rigid rotor, comparing the theoretical


response of the conventional arrangement with the corre-


sponding response obtained with improved supports. After


assumption of the πSBA, the amplitude-frequency responses


were obtained by numerically integrating the equations of


motion (unlike the concentric damper case that was treated


by means of the TCM). The improved support solution,


characterized by the housing flexibility, for the fixed set of


parameters (the ratio between the mass of the rotor and


that of the damper outer ring, and the ratio between the


stiffnesses k1 and k2 illustrated in Figure 24(b), represented


two additional parameters of the system) showed a good


ability to prevent bistable conditions, sub-synchronous and


nonsynchronous motions, thanks to quite a large range of


quasi-linear behavior. An instance of such performance is


illustrated in Figure 25(a) and (b) where the bifurcation


diagrams theoretically obtained, respectively, with the con-


ventional and improved supports, are compared. The bene-


fits deriving from the housing flexibility are evident when


observing in Figure 25(b) where the synchronous solution


represented the only type of resulting motion. However,


Zhao and Hahn noted the need for additional damping aimed


at reducing the amplitude of rotor vibrations and damper


flexible housing with respect to the ground at the first criti-


cal speed.


4. Improved or Novel SFDs, State-of-the-Art
Research, Future Research Trends and
Conclusions


The search for improvements in the damper bearing that


distinguishes the above work of Zhao and Hahn broaches


the subject of this concluding section of the review, that is


focused on work aimed at SFD improvement, as it charac-


terizes state-of-the-art research and future research trends in


the field.


According to the surveyed investigations, our knowledge


has been considerably advanced within the ambit of SFD


arrangements that can be considered conventional, with par-


ticular regard to the fluid inertia effects, the geometry of


grooves, the presence of seals, the cavitation of the film,


etc., and their influence on those aspects leading to poor


damper performance (as part of a rotor-support system),


like jump phenomena, nonsynchronous motions and high


levels of the transmitted forces.
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(a)


(b)


Figure 25. Bifurcation diagrams for a rigid rotor operating
with conventional and improved supports, respectively
(Bn = 0.1; U = 0.4; static eccentricity equal to – 0.6; the
return points were collected with a time step equal to the
period of rotation): (a) model with conventional supports; Y
is the vertical displacement of the journal; (b) model with
improved supports; Y1 – Y2 indicates the relative vertical
displacement between the journal and the damper outer
ring (reproduced by permission of the ASME [60])







Nevertheless, several discrepancies between theoretical
and actual behavior suggest the need for further study, in
order to assure reliable prediction of SFD performance in
technical applications, and has addressed further research
work. An example in this regard is represented by the
studies on bubbly cavitation in open-end SFDs cited in sec-
tions 6.1 and 6.2 of Part I. The current situation has been
briefly described by Vance et al. [61] with the following
words: “…Twenty-five years of applied SFD research has
failed to produce reliable design tools that can accurately
predict the performance of any except the simplest geome-
try under laboratory conditions…”.


On the other hand, the above scenario has fostered the
recent search for new concept SFDs. Some pathways fol-
lowed in this search can be indicated, as may be inferred
from recent technical literature and industrial patents:


– recourse to unconventional geometries (involving the lubri-
cated chamber, the elastic suspension, etc.),


– adoption of non-traditional fluids,


– recourse to the active control of the damper.


Use of unconventional geometries, within the ambit of
a passive damper concept, is illustrated in the examples
below.


Heshmat and Walton [62, 63] presented a Multisqueeze
Film Damper (MSFD) where an inconel spiral thin foil was
inserted as a single wrap within the clearance (suitably
enlarged) of an SFD, with the ends attached to the damper
journal and to the ring, respectively (Figures 26(a) and (b)).
Besides representing, approximately, two squeeze film damp-
ers in series (a higher number is possible with more wraps),
the arrangement also achieved a centering function. The
experimental data from tests carried out with a flexible
rotor that could be normally or severely unbalanced made it
possible to assess the effectiveness of the proposed damper
in limiting the vibration amplitude and avoiding bistable
behavior when the operating conditions are characterized
by abusive loads (as resulting from partial or complete
blade loss).


Zeidan et al. [64] and de Santiago, San Andres and
Oliveras [65] proposed and tested an Integral Squeeze Film
Damper (ISFD). The innovative design of the SFD allowed
a substantial reduction in the axial dimensions with respect
to the conventional arrangements. In fact, the retaining springs
were machined integral with the body of the damper, as
wire-EDM (electric discharge machines) webs connecting
arcuate sector pads to the ring (Figures 27(a) and (b); in
particular Figure 27(b) shows an “S” shaped ISFD in series
with a tilting pad bearing). The squeeze film region was
represented by the gap between the pads and the ring. Suit-
able machining, with appropriate offset given to the pads,
made it possible to allow for the gravity load and center the
journal. A series of tests with a rotor rig allowed identifica-
tion of the viscous damping coefficients due to the ISFDs
that exhibited an approximate linear increase with the ampli-
tude of vibration (in some disagreement with the theoretical
coefficients). A quasi-linear character of the system response
could be generally recognized, with amplitudes of vibra-
tion at resonance that were linearly correlated to the unbal-
ance and absence of shifts in the system resonances as a
consequence of variations in the level of unbalance. The effec-
tiveness of the ISFD was also noted in [64] with reference to


the rig adopted by Murphy et al. [66], where the damper


was used in the supports of a compulsator rotor (high


damping capabilities were requested, because of the severe


loads arising during the operation).
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(a)


(b)


Figure 26. (a-b): spiral foil Multisqueeze Film Damper (sin-
gle wrap) (reproduced by permission of the ASME [63])







A consistent saving of axial space was also achieved
in the assembly proposed by a patent of the Asea Brown
Boveri AG (inventor: Bättig) [67], where an SFD was
coupled to an internal journal bearing, making use of a
very compact centering element. This elastic suspension,
arranged parallel to the damping film, consisted of an
outer ring connected to an inner ring by means of inter-
mediate bending rods (in a different configuration the
bending rods were replaced by segments that constituted
a characteristic cardan ring; the EDM was a possible way,


as an alternative to precision casting, to manufacture the
centering element). The use of a compact centering spring
was also a characteristic of the SFD patented by the
Ishikawajima-Harima J. K. K. (inventors: Soichiro Une
et al.) [68]. A series of concentricity spring means, placed
midway along the axial length of the damper, were real-
ized by press-machining a thin stainless steel sheet and
then bending it into a cylindrical shape so as to appear
like a whole ring, of suitable axial dimension, made up of
a number of arcuate segments. Under many aspects, the
device resembled the corrugated bump foil of a foil jour-
nal bearing [69, 70].


An unconventional geometry for the lubricated chamber
of the SFD was proposed by a patent of the General Electric
Company (inventor: Dede, M. M.) [71] where, in place of
a single cylindrical wall, the housing of the SFD adopted a
number (two at least) of nonconcentric cylindrical portions.
These portions could be axially spaced along the axis of
the damper or, alternatively, overlapped so as to give the
chamber a multi-lobe configuration. The presence of dif-
ferent nonconcentric cylindrical segments of the lubri-
cated annulus was claimed as a characteristic that is apt
to reduce bistable behavior, to contain the amplitude of
vibration at resonance, and to increase the radial force,
so as to make the presence of retaining springs unneces-
sary.


A variable geometry with an active control logic was
implemented by El-Shafei and co-workers on the HSFD
(Hybrid SFD) [72–77]. Experience with rotors supported
on conventional SFDs made the author infer that rotor oper-
ation could be optimized if the damper is operated as a
short one in some ranges of speed and as a long one in
other ranges (see [52, 53, 73, 74] and section 3.5). The for-
mer configuration is more effective in limiting the transmis-
sion of force to the support while the latter configuration,
because of the high damping capacity, allows a better reduc-
tion of the amplitude response of the rotor. As a conse-
quence, the long damper configuration is recommended
during run-up and coast down, thanks to its ability to atten-
uate the vibration peaks and jump phenomena. Conversely,
the short damper configuration is beneficial at operating
speeds above resonance, where it is more effective than the
long damper in reducing the force at supports. Furthermore
and importantly, it avoids the possible second critical speed
due to fluid inertia that affects the operation with long
dampers. On this basis, El-Shafei proposed a device that
could switch the operation of the damper between the
short and long configurations, by controlling the sealing
of the damper through the intervention or the removal of
movable lateral seals. This solution has been a driving
force behind implementing active vibration control of
rotors capable of tackling both the crossing of critical
speeds and the sudden transients such as those owing to
blade loss [75–77].


In this regard, the investigations of Burrows et al. [78]
and Adams and Zahloul [79] should be mentioned, as they
are early indications about the use of ASFDs (Active SFDs).
Both studies suggested the control of pressure as a means
of acting on damper and rotor performance (the latter work
dealt with hydrostatic SFDs). Burrows and co-workers high-
lighted the advantages of this solution, as a technique
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(a)


(b)


Figure 27. (a) Integral Squeeze Film Damper (ISFD); (b)
ISFD in series with a tilting-pad bearing (courtesy of the
Turbomachinery Laboratory [64])







that represented a promising alternative to the use of
magnetic bearings for the control of rotors. Indeed,
according to El-Shafei and El-Hakim [77], the use of
enhanced ASFDs in place of magnetic bearings is still a
very topical issue.


Various other techniques have been investigated or pro-
posed for the implementation of ASFDs. In a patent of
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd., the inventors (Hamanaka
Sachiko et al.) [80] presented a device that gives rise to a
simple variation of the axial length of the squeeze area. Mu
et al. [81] made recourse to a movable conical damper ring.
Yunhua et al. [82] proposed a hybrid SFD, capable of
combining hydrostatic and hydrodynamic modes, thanks
to electrohydraulic controllable orifices with PZT actua-
tors.


The replacement of common lubricants with non-traditional
damping fluids has lately become a significant prospect,
with particular regard to the capability of active control. On
the one hand, basic research into non-Newtonian squeeze
films has been continued (some instances are given in
[83–85]). On the other hand, a specific class of fluids, rep-
resented by the ER (electrorheological) fluids and MR
(magnetorheological) fluids, has received increasing inter-
est for use with dampers and particularly with SFDs. ER
fluids (also called electroviscous fluids) and MR fluids
[86–89] exhibit the remarkable feature of varying their yield
shear stress (through the assumption of a non-Newtonian
character, i.e. that of a Bingham fluid) with the intensity of
an applied electric or magnetic field, respectively (very fast
changes can be obtained). These properties have been well
known for decades [90] but only in recent years has the
availability of low-cost fluids with improved characteris-
tics given an appreciable impetus to industrial applications.
Leaving aside a very broad series of theoretical papers, lab-
oratory tests and industrial patents regarding the field of
ER/MR-fluid based damping devices for vibration suppres-
sion (and relative control) [91], the application to SFDs has
been investigated at some degree even though this technique
is still at an early stage. Despite the theoretical attention
shown by recent papers [92–96], commercial implementa-
tion and practical use of ER-based SFD seem quite prema-
ture, although some industrial patents can be found [97].
Yet, in a recent work [98], actually focused on a disk type
ER damper (the damping fluid works in a shear-mode rather
than squeeze-mode [99]), and in a companion paper about
comparative tests regarding different systems for actively
controlled damping in aircraft engines [61], Vance et al.
express considerable scepticism about the capabilities offered
by the present development of ER dampers for turbo-
machinery application. With reference to tests made with
the disk type ER damper, the investigators reported the
shortcomings connected with the use of ER-fluids, like


electrical arcing and the commercial unavailability of proper
ER fluids, going so far as to explicitly claim the current
inadequacy of this technique, especially when compared
with the use of passive SFDs.


With respect to ER fluids, MR fluids exhibit more favor-
able characteristics. Yield stresses approximately two mag-
nitudes greater than in the case of ER fluids can be obtained.
Furthermore, MR fluids show better tolerance of impuri-
ties, better stability over a wide temperature range and,


importantly, require low voltage power supplies (0� 50 V),
against the very high voltage power supplies (up to 5,000 V)
required by ER fluids. Examples of investigations with MR
fluid-based SFDs are given in [100–104]. A rotordynamic
evaluation of an on-off control of the MR-SFD was carried
out in [102], with adoption of a flexible unbalanced rotor.
The bearing damper was mounted at one end of the rotor
and was equipped with centralizing springs. The active con-
trol was capable of tackling the first two critical speeds of
the rotor. In particular, the following factors were taken into
account: the effect of different applied voltages (0 � 10 V),
the incidence of different fluid compositions, the possible
influence of the magnetic pull force between the journal
and the damper, and the influence of the residual magnetic
field and initial fluid viscosity on the sediment process
within the MR fluid.


It seems of some interest to conclude the present review
by discussing a recent example of unconventional applica-
tions of SFDs. This is the case of the SFD&VG (Squeeze
Film Damper and Vibration Generator) [105], where an
actively controlled SFD is suitably adopted for the industrial
drilling of deep holes. The vibratory component needed for
such drilling is guaranteed, fairly inexpensively, by this
special SFD, whose variable geometry allows the genera-
tion of periodic forces.


The previous sections of the paper provide a necessarily
incomplete survey of the theoretical and experimental studies
carried out on the SFD. Nevertheless, the above-mentioned
review makes it possible to predict some considerable
amount of investigation in this field: future enquiries are
likely to focus on the application of active control tech-
niques and the use of smart fluids (i.e ER and MR fluids)
and materials, together with the need for improved theoret-
ical knowledge, capable of ensuring reliable design tools in
the use of traditional passive SFDs, especially in the case
of advanced geometries and arrangements.
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where all the variables are defined in the notation except the 
film thickness h. A iteration process is needed to decide / f rom 
equation (1) and the temperature rise in this Appendix. 


h = eh0 (A-8) 


e is a factor proposed by W. R. Wilson and S. Shen [17]: 


1 
(A-9) 


1 +0.241[(1 + 14.8z°-83)50-64] 


where 
z — is the sliding/rolling ratio 


8 = rloyU2/K (A-10) 


where 
r;o — is the lubricant viscosity at the entry condition 
X — is the temperature viscosity coefficient of the 


lubricant 
U — is the mean rolling velocity 
K — is the heat conductivity of the lubricant 


Coating Thickness Effects on Temperature Rise 
It should be noted here that the Formula (A-l) is derived for 


the case when the two entire disks have homogeneous proper
ties, i.e., Ky, Clt pi, -E, for disk 1 and K2, C2, p2 , E2 for disk 
2. In order to use the formula to calculate the temperature rise 
for coated surfaces, the temperature penetration depth D is 
calculated as: 


D-
5KL 


pCU 
(A-ll) 


The temperature penetration depth in most cases is much big
ger than the coating thickness. This means that both the 
coating material properties and the base material properties 
must be considered during applying Formula (A-l). 
Therefore, a coating thickness factor /3 is used to modify the 
temperature rise calculated with the coating material proper
ties: 


0 = 1 - e - (A-12) 


where 
hc — coating thickness 
D — temperature penetration depth for steel under the 


corresponding conditions 
T — is a constant with a value of 0.033 


Effective Viscosity 
Using the notation: 
Tb = absolute bulk disk temperature (for example, 


Tb = 273.16+ °C) 
ATS = temperature rise for steel-steel contact from for


mula (A-l) 


ATC = temperature rise from formula (A-l) using the 
material properties of the contacting surfaces for steel coating 
contact 


AT = ATC-ATS temperature rise difference between the 
steel-coating contact and the steel-steel contact 


ATe = effective temperature rise difference between the 
steel-coating contact and the steel-steel contact 


Then, 


ATe = AT(3 (A-13) 


where 
(3 — is the coating thickness factor from the previous 


section. 
Then, Te = Tb + ATe is used to calculate the viscosity for 


that coating condition. 


Approximate Design of Statically Loaded Cylindrical 
Journal Bearings 


Luis A. San Andres1 


This technical note presents an approximate solution for the 
fluid film forces and design coefficents for statically loaded 
cylindrical journal bearings. The solution is an improved cor
rection to the infinitely long journal bearing model. The for
mulas derived are of extreme simplicity and the results are ex
cellent for most practical journal bearing configurations. 


Nomenclature 


c = 
Cf = 
Cp = 


Cpre = 
Cqe = 


Cqm = 


Cqo = 
Ct = 


Cfi = 
D = 
e = 
F = 


fr.ft = 


fr = 


ft = 


H = 


J = 


L = 
L/D = 


N = 
P = 


journal bearing radial clearance 
/itoR^L/c2, force conversion coefficient 
lubricant specific heat 
litoR2/c2, pressure conversion coefficient 
Qe/RNcL, entrance flow coefficient 
Qm/RNcL, flow coefficient at minimum 
gap 
Qo/RNcl, lateral flow coefficient 
JpCp (T2 - Ty)LD/W, coefficient of 
temperature increment 
(F/W) x (R/c): friction coefficient 
2 x R = journal bearing diameter 
journal bearing static eccentricity 
friction force on rotating journal 
Fr/Cf, Ft/Cf: = dimensionless radial and 
tangential fluid film forces 


-12e 2 


r—-̂ - —radial film force for 
(2 + e 2 h 2 


long bearing 


6TT6 


(2 + e2)7 


-tangential film force for 


long bearing 
1 + e cos 6: dimensionless film thickness 
h = cH 
4.1868 Nm/Cal: mechanical energy 
equivalent 
journal bearing axial length 
journal bearing slenderness ratio 
co/27r: angular speed in rev/s 
P/Cpre: dimensionless pressure field 
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6esmd(H+l) 


(2 + e2)//2 pressure field for 


Sommerfeld solution 
P0 = CJXWCW. power loss 


5 = nNLD(R/c)z/W: Sommerfeld number 
T0 = CfxWc: friction torque 


71, 72, Tm = lubricant temperatures at inlet, minimum 
gap and axial exit of bearing 


W = static load on journal bearing = 


Zi = axial correction function, equation (3) 
i8 = tang - 1 1-ft/frl: attitude angle 
£ = z/R = dimensionless axial coordinate 
e = e/c = static eccentricity ratio 
y = ( 1 - 62 ) 1/2 


6 = circumferential coordinate 
X = eigenvalue for forces and coefficients 


calculations 
p = lubricant density 
ju. = lubricant absolute viscosity 
co = journal angular speed < l / s > 


Subscript 


refers to the infinitely long journal bearing 
model 


Introduction 


Modern design of cylindrical journal bearings for rotating 
machinery support normally requires of long numerical codes 
and extensive use of computers with high costs of execution 
and time sharing. The ready availability of these complicated 
analyses is out of hand for field engineers and small com
panies dedicated to manufacture machinery like is the case in 
most underdeveloped countries. There then, it is necessary to 
resort to approximate analyses which could answer specific 
design questions in a minimum of time and without great 
expenses. 


Several approximate analyses on journal bearing design 
have been reported in the literature and are still widely used. 
Most approximate analyses are based on the application of 
correction factors to the long (Sommerfeld) or short (Ocvirck) 
bearing models, and improve the limits of applicability of the 
original models. Relevant analyses currently used for finite 
length journal bearing design are given by Warner (1963), 
Rhode (1973), Barrett et al. (1980), and Reason (1981). 


This note introduces an approximate analysis for the rapid 
calculation of bearing coefficients used in practice to design 
statically loaded journal bearings. The analysis is an extension 
of an original work developed by the author primarily for 
squeeze film damper design (San Andres, 1984, 1985, 1987a, 
1987b). The solution presented is of extreme simplicity and 
can be implemented in a hand calculator. 


Analysis 


Most approximate solutions to the Reynolds equation in 
cylindrical journal bearings are based on the fundamental 
work of P. C. Warner (1963). This solution introduces an ap
proximate pressure field as the product of the pressure (p^) 
for the long bearing model and an axial correction factor, i.e., 


p=pa {1 -cosh(X£)/cosh/XZ,/D)) (1) 


in the region O < 0 < T T , -L/D<£,=Z/R<L/D. 
The parameter X is the first eigenvalue of the resulting boun
dary value problem and it is a function of the eccentricity (e) 
and slenderness (L/D) ratios. (Rhode, 1973). 


Radial and Tangential fluid film forces,//- and ft, are given 
in dimensionless form by: 


fr = Fr/Cf= §p cos 8d6d£ s Zr-fr 


ft = Ft/Cf= kp sin ddddi = ZUft 
(2) 


where, //•„, ft„ are the bearing forces for the long bearing 
model and Zi is an axial correction factor equal to (Warner, 
1963, Rhode, 1973): 


Zi= 1 -tangh(\iL/D)/(\iL/D) (3) 


where \i = \r or \t. The appropriate eigenvalues to be used for 
evaluation of forces are given by San Andres (1984, 1985, 
1987a, 1987b) as equal to: 


\t= Chs-\m)e~L/D + \m 


Xr = V2( (\s-\m)e~UD + \m\ 


where 


XL 
2(2 + e 2 ) ( l+ 7 ) 


Ay1 +Ay- ye2 


with7 = ( l - e 2 ) 1 / 2 


and X? = 
2 + e2 


272 


(4a) 


(4b) 


(4c) 


The functional form of the eigenvalue derived makes the ap
proximate forces given by equation (2) to be equal to the short 
bearing (Ocvirck) forces in the limit as L/D tends to zero. 
Thus, the force solution proposed is exact for the infinitely 
long and short bearing models. 


On equilibrium, the resultant film force is equal to the ap
plied external load (W) on the bearing. This leads to the defini
tion of the Sommerfeld Number (S) and equilibrium attitude 
angle (/3). 


IxNLD (R 


W (T)' 
1 


ir{Z}frl+Zlftl}i/2 


|8 = tang-1 l-ft/fr) 


= S(e,L/D) (5a) 


(5b) 


The Sommerfeld Number (S) is a design parameter known 
a-priori, and (5a) is a nonlinear equation which when solved 
gives the journal bearing static eccentricity (e) for a given L/D 
ratio. 


The analysis is extended to derive simple formulae for the 
most important journal bearing design coefficients used in 
practice. 


(a) Friction Coefficient, Cfi proportional to the surface 
friction force (F) and given by (Reason, 1981): 


Cix = -
F R 


~W~c 
= 27r2S/(l-e2)1 / 2 + (e/2)Sin/3 (6) 


This cofficient is used to evaluate the friction torque (7b) and 
power loss (Po) of the journal bearing. 


(b) Entrance Flow Coefficient, Cqe is related to the cir
cumferential feed flow (Qe) at the maximum gap (6 = 0), de
fined by (Pinkus, 1961, Reason, 1981), and given here as: 


Cqe--
Qe 


RNcL 
= ir(l+e)-ireZe(l+e)(2 + e)/2 + e2) (7) 


(b) Flow Coefficient at Minimum Gap, Cqm is related to 
the circumferential flow (Qm) at the minimum gap (6 = ir). In 
the present analysis and following common practice, Q = -K is 
considered as the onset of fluid cavitation. The coefficient of 
minimum flow is defined by (Reason, 1981) and given here by: 


Cqm = 
Qm 


RNcL 
= 7r ( l -e )+7re-Zw-(e- l ) (6 -2) / (2 + 62) (8) 


(c) Flow Ratio Coefficient, Qo/Qe gives the ratio of the 
outlet axial flow (Qo) at the bearing ends to the feed flow 
(Qe). This relation is given by (Reason, 1981) as: 
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Qo/Qe = Cqo/Cqe = 1 - Cqm/Cqe (9) 


In equations (7) and (8) the optimum eigenvalue to be used 
in the axial correction factors (Ze, Zm) is equal to: 


X = l - e " (10) 


(d) Coefficient of Temperature Increment, C, A simple 
balance of energy considers the conversion of mechanical 
energy into heat which is conveyed entirely to the lubricant 
and produces an increase in its temperature. As in the analyses 
of Raimondi (1958) and Lund (1966), the exit temperature is 
supposed to be equal to 7m = 0.5(71 + 72), where 7*1 and 72 
are the fluid temperatures at the maximum and minimum 
gaps, respectively. With A 7 ' = 7 2 - 7 ' l , the coefficient of 
temperature increment (Ci) is defined and given by (Reason, 
1981) as: 


Ct = 
JpCpATLD 


W ' 


4irCn 
(11) 


<*('~r-§-) 
It should be noted that these temperature considerations 


should be used with caution since the isothermal assumption is 
highly conservative and for improved results a ther-
mohydrodynamic model should be employed. 


Results 


Figures 1 and 2 depict the static eccentricity ratio (e) and at
titude angle (/3) as functions of the Sommerfeld Number (S) 
for increasing L/D ratios. The continuous lines show the 
results of the present approximate analysis while symbols 
represent numerical results from Lund (1966) and a full 
numerical solution developed by the author. A comparison of 
results reveals the accuracy of the approximate solution except 
for low Sommerfeld numbers (high eccentricities). The error 
of the approximate solution is no greater than 5 percent for 
the highest eccentricity numerical results (e = 0.9). A notable 
fact of the present solution shows that its accuracy is excellent 
for journal bearings with small L/D ratios, a condition which 
not only is ever present in practice but can not be well 
predicted by the traditional analyses of Warner (1963) and 
Rhode (1973). 


Comparison of the present solution with other numerical 
and approximate solutions, such as from Raimondi and Boyd 
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Fig. 2 Approximate attitude angle (/3) versus Sommerfeld number. UD 
ratio varies. Comparison with numerical results. 
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Fig. 1 Approximate eccentricity ratio (e) versus Sommerfeld number. 
L/D ratio varies. Comparison with numerical results. 
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(1958), Hashish et al. (1980) and B. Reason (1981), is reported 
to be excellent for all coefficients and is ommitted here due to 
the nature of this technical brief. The author (San Andres 
1984, 1985, 1987a, 1987b) has established that the present 
solution improves considerably Warner's approximation, 
specially for large eccentricities and low L/D ratios. 


Figures 3 and 4 show the coefficient of friction (Cix), and 
the dimensionless side flow coefficient (Cqo), as functions of 
the Sommerfeld number for increasing L/D ratios. These 
figures are intended to help in the rapid global design of jour
nal bearings which by nature is iterative and involves the par
ticular viscosity-temperature relationship of the lubricant. For 
particular cases, given the values of the Sommerfeld number 
and L/D ratio, the formulae given in equations (3) to (11) can 
be easily implemented in a programmable calculator and the 
bearing coefficients determined with the aid of a simple root 
solver algorithm. 


Conclusions 
An analysis for the approximate calculation of design coef


ficients for statically loaded cylindrical journal bearings is 
presented. The approximate solution is exact in the limits, as 
L/D-* oo for long bearing model, and as L/D—0 for the short 
bearing model, and comparisons with numerical results for 
finite length bearings are highly satisfactory. The simplicity of 
the solution enables it to be used in manual design computa
tions with great accuracy. 
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The Effects of Fluid Inertia Forces 
on the Dynamic Behavior of Short 
Journal Bearings in Superlaminar 
Flow Regime 
The effects of fluid inertia on the dynamic behavior of oil film journal bearings are 
theoretically investigated. The dynamic oil film forces considering the combined ef
fects of turbulence and fluid inertia are analytically obtained under the short bearing 
assumption. Based on the linearized analysis, the whirl onset velocity for a balanced 
rigid rotor supported horizontally in the oil film journal bearings are determined in
itially in the case of the length-to-diameter ratio of\ = 0.5 for Reynolds numbers of 
Re = 2750, 4580, and 5500. Moreover, the nonlinear equations of motion for the 
rotor are solved by the improved Euler 's method, and the relations between the tran
sient journal motion and the pressure distribution corresponding to the above 
Reynolds numbers are examined. It is found that the fluid inertia significantly af
fects the dynamic behavior of turbulent journal bearings under certain operating 
conditions. 


Introduction 


It is widely recognized that oil whirl is encountered in high 
speed rotating machines supported in oil film journal bear
ings. This particular vibration is due essentially to the 
anisotropic nonlinear properties of oil film forces developed in 
the bearings, and the onset of whirl is largely influenced by the 
design of bearings. Since the early work by Newkirk and 
Taylor [1], numerous theoretical and experimental investiga
tions have been devoted to the study of dynamic behavior of 
oil film journal bearings [2-13, for example]. Most of the 
previous investigations, however, treated only the laminar 
lubrication conditions. In recent years, with a continuous in
crease of sizes and speeds of rotating machines or with use of 
low kinematic viscosity lubricants such as water or liquid 
metals, some bearings have been subjected to both the effects 
of turbulence and fluid inertia. Therefore, it is of cardinal im
portance that these effects are taken into account in the 
analysis of dynamic behavior of such bearings. Although 
Black and Walton [14], Szeri [15], and Hashimoto and Wada 
[16, 17] considered the combined effects of turbulence and 
fluid inertia in the calculation of dynamic characteristics of 
the bearings, they have treated the problems based on the 
linearized theory. In a real situation, however, it is possible for 
the journal to move with considerable velocity and to reach 
large displacements in which a linearized treatment is not ap
plicable. In the previous paper [18], the authors have 
presented an analysis concerning the dynamic characteristic 
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problems of turbulent journal bearings based on the 
nonlinearized theory. But, in the analysis, the effects of fluid 
inertia were not considered. 


The objective of this research work is to examine the effects 
of fluid inertia on the dynamic behavior of oil film journal 
bearings in superlaminar flow regime. The dynamic oil film 
forces considering the effects of both turbulence and fluid in
ertia are obtained analytically under the short bearing assump
tion. The nonlinear equations of motion for a balanced rigid 
rotor supported horizontally in the two identical aligned bear
ings are solved by the improved Euler's method. The journal 
center trajectories are calculated under three different 
operating conditions and the relations between the trajectories 
and the pressure distributions are discussed. 


Theory 


In the oil film journal bearings used in the high speed 
rotating machines such as turbines or generators, relatively 
small length-to-diameter ratios less than unity are employed in 
order to avoid an increase of power losses due to viscous fric
tion. Therefore, in the analysis of journal motion, it may be 
possible to treat such bearings as the "short" journal bear
ings. In this paper, we firstly derive the analytical expressions 
for the dynamic oil film forces under the short bearing 
assumption. 


As has been done in the previous papers [14-17], by using 
the averaging method, the momentum equation governing the 
turbulent lubrication flows in the short journal bearings as 
shown in Fig. 1 is expressed as: 
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Fig. 1 Geometry of short journal bearing 


Ro) dqz 1 <iq*\ , dp Mz 


2 dx h dz) 
1 3 ^ = - / , dp 


dz h2Gz 


The averaged form of the equation of continuity is: 


dh Ro) dh da. 
+ z -0 


2 dx ' dz ' dt 


where qz indicates the axial flow rate, which is defined by: 


f* : \ wdy 
Jo 


(1) 


(2) 


(3) 


The film thickness h and the turbulence coefficient Gz are 
given respectively as follows [18]: 


h = C{\ + ecosfl) (4) 


1 
G, 


\2(az + bzecosd) 
(5) 


where: 


tfz = l+0.00069Re0-88, ^ = 0.00061Re0-88 (6) 


In the analysis, the following nondimensional quantities are 
introduced. 


h--
C > P-


pC2 


tiR2o> 


1z = CRoi 


e 


~C~' 


, Re = 
pCRw 


Re*; 
pC2o> 


X = 
L 


IT t = 0)t, Z = 
Z )= — <j> (7) 


R 
Substituting these quantities into equations (1) and (2), 


these equations are normalized as follows: 


^ ' dgz 1 3q2
z\ 


dt 2 38 2\h dz ) 
Re 


1 
h 


dp 


1 


2X " dz 


dh J _ dqz 


~2\~dT 


h2G7 


dh 
+ = 0 


(8) 


(9) 
2 36 2X dz dt 


Integrating equation (9) with respect to z, with the condition 
= 0 at z = 0.5, the axial flow rate qz is obtained as: 


dh dh\/_ 1 


T qz=-2\ (4 -)('~r) (10) 
2 de dt 


Substitution of equation (10) into equation (8) yields the 
following pressure gradient equation. 


dp _ r4X 2 Re*r d2h d2h 


dz T~T dt1 


(4 
dddt + 


dh 


1 d2h 
"4~~a^~ 


dh 


d6 


4X2 1 dh dh 


) ] 


•)]('-4-) *3ctV2 de ' dt nv 2) {11) 


Integrating equation (11) with respect to z, with the condition 
p = 0 at z = l , and substituting equations (4) and (5), the 
dimensionless dynamic oil film pressure is obtained as: 


P=-
X2Re* r 


— 4(ecos0 + 6</>sin0) 
. + ecos0) L 2(l+ecos0) 


- (1 - 20) ((1 - 20)ecos0 + 4esin0) 


2((l-2</>)esin0-2ecos0)2-
1 + ecos0 


-]z(l~Z-) 


az< bz 


bij(i,j = Z, v) 


bij{i,j = %, y) 


C 
CyV,j = Z, l) 


CyVJ = %, v) 


D 
e 


/ 1 - / 9 


F, 


F* 


l i e n c i a i u i e 


= coefficients defined 
in equation (6) 


= damping 
coefficients 


= C3Z>,y/(/ii?
3L) 


= dimensionless 
damping 
coefficients 


= radial clearance 
= acceleration 


coefficients 
= C3cvw/^R3L) 


- dimensionless ac
celeration 
coefficients 


= journal diameter 
= eccentricity of the 


journal center 
= functions defined in 


equation (19) 
= oil film froce com


ponent along the 
line of centers 


= oil film force com-


Fe 


F, 


8 


Gz 


h 
h 


h-h 
J1-J1 


ponent normal to 
the line of centers 


= C2Fi/(lxR3Lu) 
= dimensionless oil 
film force compo
nent along the line 
of centers 


= CtFi/in&Lu) 
= dimensionless oil 
film force compo
nent normal to the 
line of centers 


= gravitational 
acceleration 


= turbulence 
coefficient 


= oil film thickness 
= h/C = dimen


sionless oil film 
thickness 


= functions defined in 
equation (17) 


= functions defined in 
equation (18) 


kij(i,j = £, rj) 
kjjVJ = Z,v) 


L 
m 


n 


P 
P 


Qz 


Qz 


R 
Re 


Re* 


= spring coefficients 
= C3Ari7/(/x/?3Z,co) 


= dimensionless 
spring coefficients 


= bearing length 
= reduced mass of 


rotor per bearing 
= rotating shaft speed 


per unit time 
= oil film pressure 
= pC2/(nR2u) = dime


nsionless oil film 
pressure 


= oil flow rate in the 
axial direction 


= qz/(CRoi) dimen
sionless oil flow 
rate in the axial 
direction 


= journal radius 
= pCRo>/n = mean 


Reynolds number 
= pC2ul\x = inertia 


parameter 
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I2\2(az + bzecos9) {(1 - 2</>)esin0 - 2ecos0) 
+ — —5 z{\ - Z) (12) 


(1+€COS0)J 


Assuming the oil film rupture in the negative pressure 
region, the dimensionless oil film force components along and 
normal to the line of centers, Fc and F^, are given respectively 
by integrating the oil film pressure over the positive pressure 
region (0, ^ 6 ^62) as: 


(• 1 (• « 2 


Fe = - pcosddddz 


F4>=\ \ psinddddz 


(13) 


(14) 


By using the prescribed values of displacements, velocities 
and accelerations of the journal center, the angles 8^ and d2 


are estimated numerically by solving the nonlinear equations 
with respect to 6, which is obtained by putting p = Q in equa
tion (12). 


Substituting equation (12) into equations (13) and (14) and 
carrying out the integration by making use of the Sommerfeld 
substitution, we have: 


F = 
X2Re* 


fe71+0/2 + 62/3 + e ( l - 2 0 ) / 4 


+ (l-2<«275]+2X2{(l-24>)/6 + e/7] (15) 


F*=~ 


where: 


X2Re* 
Uj} + 4>J2 + e2/3 + e(l - 24>)J4 + (1 - 2</>)2/5 j 


+ 2X 2 { ( l -20 ) / 6 + €/7] 


7i= -p- ( / i -^2- 7 f r 7 T / 8 ) ' / 2 = T " ( e / 3 " / 9 ) ' 


{-2/, 2-3e 2 


( l - e 2 ) 3 / : •/s+ JT^fs+sfi}, 


(16) 


h= j2-(efi-2f4-3fgy 


A = 


76 = ^ - [26/9 " 2(«t - 26, )/4 + (a, - 6, ) / 6 ] , 


2e{bz + (2az-3bz)e
2} 


2e 


1 
[2Vi (1-e2)2 


(a,-bz)e
2 


(1 -e 2 ) 2 / 7 


-/s 


2 ( a , - 3 6 j 6 4 + (a ; + 5ft ;)62-2ftz 


( l - e 2 ) 5 / 2 / f 


•/> = jr(- 6/3 +/,). h = -J- (/. - ef2 - VT^/8), 


• ^ 3 = - | - ( ^ 3 - / 4 - V 9 ) , 


/ 4 = ^ ( 3 / , - e / 2 - 2 e / 5 - ^ - / ^ 


/5 = ^ [ - e/3 + 2(1 - e2)/4 + 3 / 9 ] , 


76= ±^2bzfl+2bzef5 


(17) 


( a . - Z O e 2 


1-e2 / 7 


(az-3bz)e
2 + 2bz 


A). 
( 1 _ € 2 ) 3 / 2 


J 7 = i - [ - 2 ( f l I - 2 6 l ) / 4 + ( f l z - 6 l ) / 6 + 2 V 9 ] 


where the functions/} (/= 1—9) are given as: 


(18) 


Nomenclature (cont.) 


x = 


S = 2nnLRi/(mgC2) 
= Sommerfeld 
number 


t_ = time 
/ = oit = dimensionless 


time 
w = velocity component 


in the axial 
direction 
coordinate in the 
rotating direction, 
Fig. 1 
coordinate in the 
film thickness direc
tion, Fig. 1 
coordinate in the 
axial direction, 
Fig. 1 
z/L = dimensionless 
coordinate in the 
axial direction 
dimensionless coef
ficients defined in 
equation (23) 


z = 


X = 


/* = 


P = 


e/C = eccentricity 
ratio 
coordinate in the 
vertical direction, 
Fig. 1 
r\/C= dimensionless 
coordinate in the 
vertical direction, 
Fig. 1 
x/R — <t> = cir
cumferential coor
dinate, Fig. 1 
L/D = length-to-
diameter ratio 
viscosity 
coordinate in the 
horizontal direc
tion, Fig. 1 
£ /C= dimensionless 
coordinate in the 
horizontal direction 
density 
attitude angle 


O) 


a„ 
u„ 


Subscripts 
6 


V 
£ 
4> 


1 


2 


Superscript 


= angular velocity of 
rotating shaft 


= whirl onset velocity 
= o>crSc/g 


= dimensionless 
whirl onset velocity 


= direction along the 
line of centers 


= vertical direction 
= horizontal direction 
= direction normal to 


the line of centers 
= starting position of 


positive pressure 
region 


= final position of 
positive pressure 
region 


= dimensionless time 
derivative 
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Fig. 2 Variation in whirl onset velocity with Sommerfeld number 
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(19) 


When we put Re* = 0 in equations (15) and (16), the expres
sions of oil film force components for the case of inertialess 
turbulent flow are obtained. In addition, when we put Re = 0, 
the expressions for the case of laminar flow are obtained. 
Linearizing equations (15) and (16) around the static 
equilibrium position of the journal center and converting the 
polar coordinates (e, 4>) to cartesian coordinates (£, rj) as 
shown in Fig. 1, the fluctuating oil film force components in 
the horizontal and vertical directions are expressed as follows: 


dFf 


dF„ 


ku kii 


kni kiv v _ 
+ 


ca c(i 


<%t C 'VI -


hi 


hi 


' 1" 
„ V . 


_ v _ 


C 
Substituting equation (20) into the equations of motion for 


a balanced rigid rotor supported horizontally in the identical 
two aligned bearings and applying the Routh-Hurwitz stability 
criterion to the equations, the whirl onset velocity wcr, in
cluding the combined effects of turbulence and fluid inertia, is 
determined. However, such a linearized stability analysis 
predicts only the stability limits of rotor-bearing systems, and 
it does not give any information concerning the transient 
behavior of rotors below and above the stability limits. 
Therefore, the following nonlinear analysis is necessary to ob
tain such information. 


From the force balance at the journal center, in the direc
tions along and normal to the line of centers, the nonlinear 
equations of motion for a balanced rigid rotor supported 
horizontally are expressed as follows [18]: 


( cPe / d(j> \ 2 ~) 
mCdT-e\-dr) \ = -F<+m#*>** <21> dt 


de mle-ir +K^)(-ir)}=F*-m**D* (22) 


Normalizing these equations, we have: 


e — ei>2= - <xFe +18 cos4> 


€(j> + 2e<A = a F 0 + /3sin$ 


where: 


lxR3L 


mCts? 
0 = 


Co2 


(23) 


(24) 


(25) 


rate a set of 
forward in 
and F 0 are 


starting and 
'2, which are 
by using the 
the journal 


The improved Euler's method is applied to intej 
dimensionless nonlinear equations (23) and (24) 
time, in which the oil film force components Ft 


given analytically by equations (15) and (16). The 
final positions of positive pressure region 0, and 6 
included in equations (15) and (16), are calculated 
displacements, velocities and accelerations of 
center previously obtained at the prior time step. 


Results and Discussion 


Sample numerical results were obtained under the following 
data. 


The diameter and length of journal bearing, D and L, are 
0.07 m and 0.035 m, respectively. Then, the length-to-
diameter ratio, X, takes value of 0.5. The load on the journal, 
mg, is 26.5 N per bearing. The viscosity and density of 
lubricants, n and p, are l.Ox 10~3 Pa.s and l.Ox 103 kg/m3, 
respectively, and the radial clearance of bearing C is 
2 . 5 x l 0 " 4 m. The calculations are made for three different 
rotating shaft speeds of n = 50 rps, 83.3 rps and 100 rps. The 
Reynolds numbers for each speed are Re = 2750, 4580 and 
5500, and the corresponding inertia parameters are 
Re* = 19.6, 32.7, and 39.3. 


The whirl onset velocities calculated from three types of 
lubrication theories are illustrated in Fig. 2, in which the lower 
and upper sides of each curve are corresponding to stable and 
unstable regions, respectively. The solid lines indicate the 
results obtained from the turbulent theory with inertia effects, 
the dashed lines the results from the theory without inertia ef
fects and the dot-dashed line the results from the conventional 
laminar theory. The points A, B, and C are corresponding to 
the cases of rotating shaft speeds of « = 50 rps, 83.3 rps and 
100 rps, respectively. The results from the laminar theory 
show that the behavior of journal motion finally becomes 
stable at the points A and B and unstable at the point C. When 
the turbulent effects are considered, the results show the dif
ferent situations. In such a case, the journal is stable at the 
point A and unstable at the points B and C. However, when 
the inertia effects are considered in addition to the turbulent 
effects, the results show again that the journal becomes stable 
at the points A and B and unstable at the point C just as 
predicted from the laminar theory. Then, it is concluded that 
the inertia effects contribute to enhancing the stability of 
rotor-bearing systems under certain operating conditions. 


The relations between the transient journal motion and the 
pressure distribution are examined for the different operating 
conditions indicated by the three points in Fig. 2. The journal 
center trajectory is started at the position near by the concen
tric point between journal and bearing, and the initial values 
of velocities and accelerations of the journal center are set 
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equal to zero. The time increment used in the calculation, At, 
is 0.063. 


Figures 3 to 5 show the results obtained from three types of 
lubrication theories for a balanced rigid rotor. The results at 
point A are demonstrated in Figs. 3(a) to 3(c). In all theories, 
the path of journal center rapidly approaches to the static 
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Fig. 3(a) Journal center trajectory and pressure distribution at point A 
(laminar theory, n = 50 rps) 


equilibrium position and the journal becomes stable as 
predicted in Fig. 2. As can be seen from the variation of 
pressure distribution, the wedge film action is always domi
nant and squeeze film effects are negligibly small during the 
journal motion, so the oil film pressure is well behaved 
throughout the trajectory. The turbulence has insignificant in
fluence on the transient pressure, but the fluid inertia con
siderably enlarges the positive pressure region. As a result, the 
journal moves upward due to inertia effects. 


Figures 4(a) to 4(c) show the results at point B. The path of 
journal center calculated from the laminar theory gradually 
approaches to the static equilibrium position and the journal 
finally becomes stable as shown in Fig. 4(a). In such a case, the 
wedge film action is dominant in the oil film and then the 
pressure distribution is varying little with the passage of time. 
When the turbulent effects are considered, different behavior 
of journal motion is observed. In Fig. 4(b), the path of journal 
center calculated from the turbulent theory without inertia ef
fects show the growing spiral form, and if more cycle were run 
the trajectory would reach a large limit cycle and the journal 
would continue the violent whirling in a circular orbital path. 
When the journal reaches the clearance circle, the "positive" 
squeeze film action is dominant and a large positive pressure 
peak occurs near the position of film rupture, while when the 
journal reaches the bearing center, the "negative" squeeze ac
tion is dominant and then the pressure becomes small. Such a 
variation in pressure distribution with the passage of time 
results in an instability of the rotor-bearing systems. On the 
other hand, the path of journal center calculated from the tur
bulent theory with inertia effects gradually approaches the 
static equilibrium position and the journal becomes stable as 
shown in Fig. 4(c). In this case, the wedge film action is domi
nant in the oil film and the pressure distribution is varying lit
tle as time progresses. Since the positive pressure region is 
enlarged with inertia effects, the static equilibrium position 
moves upward compared with the position obtained from the 
laminar theory. It can be seen from this figure that the inertia 
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Fig. 3(b) Journal center trajectory and pressure distribution at point A 
(turbulent theory without inertia effects, n = 50 rps) 
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Fig. 3(c) Journal center trajectory and pressure distribution at point A 
(turbulent theory with inertia effects, n = 50 rps) 
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forces have an ability of enhancing the stability, and it may be 
necessary to take into account the effects in order to adequate
ly analyze the dynamic behavior of the bearings. 


The results at the point C are indicated in Figs. 5(a) to 5(c). 
In this case, the path of journal center takes a growing spiral 
form and it reaches finally a large limit cycle for all theories. 


Fig. 4(a) Journal 
(laminar theory, n 


90 180 270 
Bearing angle 


center trajectory and pressure distribution at point B 
= 83.3 rps) 


The journal continues the violent whirling with whirl ratio of 
approximately 0.5. When the journal reaches the clearance cir
cle, a large positive pressure peak occurs near the position of 
film rupture. On the other hand, when the journal reaches the 
bearing center, the pressure becomes very small. As a result of 
such violent variation of pressure distribution, the journal 
becomes unstable. Comparing Figs. 5(b) and 5(c), it is found 
that the inertia effects lose an advantage of enhancing the 
stability under such operating condition. 


Conclusions 


The authors have investigated theoretically the effects of 
fluid inertia on the dynamic behavior of oil film journal bear
ings in superlaminar flow regime. The dynamic oil film forces 
considering the effects of both turbulence and fluid inertia 
were obtained under the short bearing assumption. The 
nonlinear equations of motion for a balanced rigid rotor sup
ported horizontally in the identical two aligned bearings were 
solved by the improved Euler's method, and the relations be
tween the transient journal motion and the pressure distribu
tion were examined under three different operating condi
tions. Sample numerical results obtained were demonstrated 
in graphical form for the length-to-diameter ratio of A = 0.5. 
The effects of fluid inertia on the dynamic behavior of oil film 
journal bearings are even more pronounced than those of tur
bulence, and the inertia effects contribute to enhancing the 
stability of rotor-bearing systems under certain operating con
ditions. Therefore, it may be necessary to take into account 
the inertia effects in order to adequately analyze the dynamic 
behavior of turbulent journal bearings. 
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The Reynolds Centennial: A Brief 
History of the Theory of 
Hydrodynamic Lubrication 


Introduction 


This paper offers a brief review of the history of the theory 
of hydrodynamic lubrication written on the occasion of what 
may be considered the 100th anniversary of its birth. The 
present text is, of course, not the first to take a look at the 
history of this science. Others include Archibald (1957), 
Pinkus (1962), Cameron (1966), Dowson (1977), and Rohde 
(edit) (1983). Although the title of this paper is sufficiently ex
plicit, it is still perhaps desirable to stress that this is not a 
history of tribology of which the present subject is but a part. 
Even with respect to the hydrodynamic theory of lubrication, 
the purpose of this paper is not the cataloging of works con
ducted over the last 100 years, a task more suitable to an en
cyclopedia than a paper. What will be attempted is a historical 
overview aimed at delineating the topography of the subject as 
it was formed and shaped by key contributors in the course of 
its development. Consequently, the references at the end of 
the paper are not, in any sense of the word, a bibliography, 
but rather a most stringent selection of milestones on the long 
road to our present state of knowledge in this field. 


The elapsed century is, somewhat arbitrarily, divided into 
five periods characterized by their unequal progress in the 
field. Aside from its historical perspective, an attempt is made 
to evaluate the present status of the theory vis-a-vis the past. 
This commemorative paper, therefore, in addition to paying 
tribute to generations of scientists who passed on to us this 
often elegant and always practical branch of science, will also, 
perhaps, help the present community of tribologists to proper
ly chart their professional activities for the future. 


Foundations of the Science: The 1880s 


There were three men who within a few years and indepen
dent of each other discovered and formulated the mechanism 
of hydrodynamic lubrication and laid its foundation as a 
branch of engineering science. They were a Russian, N. P. 
Petrov (1836-1920), and two Britons, B. Tower (1845-1904) 
and O. Reynolds (1842-1912). What all three had in common 
was that they perceived the process of lubrication as being due 
not to the mechanical interaction of two solid surfaces but to 
the dynamics of a fluid film separating them. This is the fun
damental aspect of hydrodynamic lubrication and within a 


brief three years, 1883-1886, both its theoretical and ex
perimental foundations were firmly established. 


The crystallization of the concept started with Nicolai 
Petrov whose main interest was in the area of friction. He 
postulated two cardinal things: first, that the important fluid 
property with regard to friction is not its density, as was 
assumed by his contemporaries, but viscosity; and second, 
that the nature of friction in a bearing is not the result of the 
rubbing of two solid surfaces but stems from the viscous 
shearing of an intervening fluid film. In other words, he pro
posed the hydrodynamic nature of friction in bearings. He 
then went on to formulate in his basic paper, (Petrov 1883)* 
the functional relationship between frictional force and bear
ing parameters, as 


F„=* 
ix UA 


h 
(1) 


Contributed by the Tribology Division of THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS and presented at the ASME/ASLE Joint Lubrication 
Conference, Pittsburgh, Pa., October 20-22, 1986. Manuscript received by the 
Tribology Division, March 1, 1986. Paper No. 86-Trib-22. 


an expression valid to this day. It is worth noting that Petrov 
was a true tribologist in as much as his interests embraced also 
the properties of lubricants and materials, subjects on which 
he wrote nearly 80 papers during his tenure as professor at the 
Technical Institute of St. Petersburg in Tsarist Russia. 


It is somewhat surprising that Petrov failed to extend his in
sight into the nature of friction to the load carrying capacity of 
bearings. This fundamental discovery fell to Beauchamp 
Tower. It again started with what has been in the history of 
bearings a quasi obsessive concern with friction. Petrov 
himself followed up his 1883 paper with a number of publica
tions on measurements of frictional losses in bearings. 
Likewise the Institution of Mechanical Engineers in Great Bri
tain, which had organized a Research Committee on Friction 
at High Velocities, commissioned Tower to conduct a series of 
experiments on friction in railroad bearings, the railroad being 
another of those persistent strains in the history of tribology. 
Beauchamp Tower was an engineer, an inventor, and a 
research assistant to such luminaries as Froude and Lord 
Rayleigh, the latter being also a personal friend of Tower's as 
well as a member of the committee. This famous series of ex
periments which was to lead to the discovery of the presence of 
hydrodynamic pressures in the fluid film took place in 
1883-1884. 


The geometry and operating condition of the first bearing 
tested by Tower is shown in Fig. 1(a). At one stage, instead of 


*Given the nature of this article, references are arranged chronologically at 
the end of the paper. 
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a. Bearing with Hole on Top 


D= 101.6 mm (4 in.) 
L = 152.4 mm (6 in.) 
0 = 157° 
N = 1.67-7.5 Hertz 


(100- 450 r/min) 
P = 6.8 X 10! -42.5 X 10! Pa 


(100 - 625 psi) 


Bearing 


Journal 


Oil Bath 


b) Bearing with Axial Grooves 


Fig. 1 Tower's experimental bearings 


relying on bath lubrication, Tower decided to use an oiler. For 
this purpose he drilled a 1/2-in. hole at the center of the bear
ing. However, when the journal started to rotate, Tower 
noticed that oil was being pumped out of the bearing. In order 
to stop the leakage, first a cork and then a wooden plug were 
inserted, but both were ejected from the hole. With his keen 
insight Tower realized what was happening: a fluid film was 
separating the journal from the bearing and the fluid was 
under high pressure. Tower went on to modify his bearing 
geometry in the direction of what we now know to be the cor
rect way of supplying lubricant, namely a set of axial grooves. 
This second bearing is shown in Fig. 1(b). Tower then install
ed a set of pressure gauges over the bearing surface. He ob
tained a map of hydrodynamic pressures which when in
tegrated over the bearing surface equaled the applied load. 
These historical results were published in two reports (Tower 
1883, 1885); Fig. 2, showing the pressure map, is taken from 
the second of these papers. Thus was the concept of 
hydrodynamic lubrication born. 


Both Petrov and Tower arrived at their concepts via ex
perimentation and all that was needed to give the edifice a 
solid scientific ground was a theoretical basis for the ex
perimental observations. This was achieved by Osborne 
Reynolds almost simultaneously with the two others. It again 
started with friction. At a meeting of the British Association 
for the Advancement of Science, held in Montreal, Canada, in 
1884, Reynolds read two papers—one entitled "On the Action 
of Lubricants," and the other "On the Friction of Journals." 
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Fig. 2 Tower's presentation of hydrodynamic pressures in journal 
bearings 


a = inlet-to-outlet film thickness 
ratio 


A = area 
B = length in x direction, damping 


coefficient 
C = radial clearance 
D = diameter 
e = eccentricity 
/ = friction coefficient 


FT = frictional force 
G = turbulence coefficient 
h = film thickness 
K = spring coefficient 
L = width in z direction 
M = rotor mass on bearing 


P = 
R = 
T = 
U = 
V = 


w = 
w = 
x = 
y = 
z = 
a = 


& = 
X = 
a = 


pressure 
radius of bearing or journal 
temperature 
linear velocity 
normal velocity 
load on bearing 
(W/LDfiN) (C/R)2 


coordinate in U direction 
coordinate across film 
coordinate normal to U 
viscosity-temperature 
coefficient 
bearing arc 
wavelength of asperities 
height of asperities 


6 = (e/C), eccentricity ratio 
6 = angular coordinate in U 


direction 
62 = end of hydrodynamic film 
li = absolute viscosity 
p = density 
4> = attitude angle 
w = rotational frequency 


Subscripts 
0 = bearing surface 
1 = start of film 
2 = end of film 
5 = start of pad 
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It was at this Montreal meeting that Reynolds for the first time 
discussed his differential equation explaining the 
hydrodynamic nature of lubrication. No published record re
mains of any of Reynolds' contributions at the Montreal 
meeting. However, the timing of this meeting, 1884, lends fur
ther support to the view that Reynolds had developed his 
theory without knowledge of Tower's crucial experiment. 


The reigning place that Osborne Reynolds occupies in the 
history of hydrodynamic lubrication is, of course, due to the 
formulation of the basic differential equation bearing his 
name. It provides the physical and mathematical foundations 
of the science in such lucid and comprehensive terms that it 
has remained the essential and unimpeachable tool to this day. 
The paper (Reynolds 1886) containing the derivation of this 
equation was read to the Royal Society on February 11, 1886, 
and in it the equation appears in the form of 


(2) 


The new concept that emerged from this formulation, 
something that was not apparent from Tower's results, was 
that, barring squeeze film effects, hydrodynamic action re
quires that {dh/dx) < 0. The presence of a geometric wedge 
is, of course, a basic feature in all of hydrodynamic 
lubrication. 


Reynolds' paper running to nearly 80 pages contains much 
additional pioneering work besides the differential equation, 
viz. 


9 A squeeze film solution for two elliptical plates ap
proaching each other with a velocity V. 


• The concept of infinitely long bearings 


d / , dp \ dh 


which Reynolds attempted to solve for both a journal 
bearing and a slider. 


9 The derivation of an optimum slider for which a = 2.2. 
9 The concern with cavitation in the diverging portions of 


journal bearings for which Reynolds was the first to sug
gest the correct trailing boundary condition of 


P = ~ = 0ate = 82 (4) 
dx 


• Formulation of the n — T relationship 


„ = ̂ e-^-^ (5) 


which if not always satisfactory is an extremely useful 
relation in the analytical treatment of variable viscosity. 


• The notion of a bearing having clearance, i.e., of journal 
and bearing radii differing by an amount C. In Reynolds' 
days fitted bearings (C = 0) seemed to have been a 
natural choice. 


In retrospect the paper also contains some inexplicable 
lapses. In trying to solve equation (3) for journal bearings, 
Reynolds somehow made no attempt to simply integrate the 
expressions 


J (l + esin0)3 ' J ( l + e sin £»)2 K> 


although the integrals were then known to be integrable. In
stead he developed his solution for the pressure in terms of an 
infinite series which not only is cumbersome, but which does 
not converge at e > 0.5. Also in comparing his L/D = oo solu
tion with Tower's results for an L/D = 1.5, Reynolds resorted 
to the doubtful procedure of picking arbitrarily such values 
for e and C as to achieve agreement. Yet, even this sleight of 
hand was not without merit. In matching theory with experi


ment, Reynolds obtained a value of C = 0.02 mm (0.8 mils) 
and thus provided an order of magnitude for the clearances re
quired in hydrodynamic bearings, a quantity unknown to his 
contemporaries. 


Evolution Into an Engineering Discipline: 1890-1925 


As described above, Petrov, Tower, and Reynolds can be 
considered the founding fathers of the concept of 
hydrodynamic lubrication. The coincidence of their near 
simultaneous emergence on the scene marks the mid-1880s as 
the undisputed birthdate of this branch of science. Subse
quently, not much would be altered in the basic tenets laid 
down by this triumvirate. The history of the subject over the 
next half-century is essentially that of converting what was in 
1886 merely the nucleus of a science into an engineering 
discipline. 


The most important step in the next phase was the discovery 
that the fluid film does not have to be an oil or a liquid, but 
that it can be a gas. This discovery was made by Albert 
Kingsbury (1863-1943) and again accidentally. As Professor 
of Mechanical Engineering at the College of A & MA in 
Hanover, N.H., he had in 1892 built a torsion-compression 
machine which contained a cylinder piston arrangement 152.3 
mm (6 in.) in diameter. With the cylinder in a vertical position 
Kingsbury one day twirled the piston and found that the 
slightest effort would make it spin. The same near-frictionless 
rotation could be imparted to the piston when it was in a 
horizontal position, i.e., loaded. The thought that occurred to 
Kinsbury was the same as Tower's, namely, that the rotation 
was due to the presence of a fluid film, in this case air. 
Kingsbury went on to construct a special bearing 152.4 mm (6 
in.) in diameter with a radial clearance of 0.02 mm (0.8 mils) 
carrying a load of 222.4 N (50 lb) which he ran on both air and 
hydrogen. He installed axial and circumferential pressure taps 
and measured the pressure field—-all without having heard of 
Reynolds. In 1897 Kinsbury read the Reynolds paper and 
published his own findings. Thus was the phenomenon of 
hydrodynamic lubrication extended to compressible fluids, a 
milestone in the history of tribology. 


Kingsbury's standing in the field is not limited to gas bear
ings for he is also known as the inventor of the tilting pad 
bearing. The history of tribology harbors many paradoxes and 
coincidences, and the story of tilting pad bearings is one of 
them. The bearing is one of the most elegant and complex 
devices, and it was precisely this that was developed at the very 
beginning. Second, the bearing was conceived simultaneously 
and independently by two men, the other being A. G. H. 
Michell, of whom more will be said later on. 


Although Kingsbury built a model of the tilting pad bearing 
in 1898, he did not apply for a patent until 1907. The applica
tion was at first refused because Michell had patented the 
bearing in 1905, and it was not till 1910 that Kingsbury was 
granted a patent. Keeping up his inventive spirit, Kingsbury, 
though at a later date, was also one of the first to utilize an 
analog, in this case an electrolytic tank, to simulate flows and 
pressures and thus obtain a solution for a finite journal 
bearing. 


In his last two achievements, Kingsbury's progress was 
paralleled by the work of Anthony Michell (1870-1940) of 
Australia. As already mentioned, Michell independently in
vented the tilting pad bearing. He was also a skilled analyst 
and obtained a solution for a finite slider by expressing the 
pressures in the form of a series, viz., 


P(x>z) = L (7> 
W nx 


the function f(x) containing Bessel functions whose coeffi
cients were made to equal zero at the edges of the slider. These 
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solutions, obtained for L/B = 3, 1, 1/4, Michell published in 
1905. 


It was mentioned that it seems ironic that the tilting pad 
bearing should have been developed at the very beginning of 
bearing technology. But a much greater irony lies in the 
realization that the success of this bearing should have 
brought the demise of the entire theory of hydrodynamic 
lubrication. A tilting pad produces a resultant that is off 
center, and therefore with central pivoting, such a pad is 
rotated to a position parallel to the runner. However, a 
parallel surface should, by the very first and basic principle of 
hydrodynamic theory, produce no pressures and no load 
capacity. Yet centrally pivoted thrust bearings not only carry a 
load but have the highest load capacity of all. Such an event 
ought to have shattered the very foundation of hydrodynamic 
lubrication. That it did not must surely be ascribed not to 
science but to faith. To this subject—by no means satisfactori
ly resolved even today—we shall return later on. 


The evolution of the subject into a mature engineering 
discipline consisted in large measure in trying to solve the 
Reynolds equation. Equation (2) is a nonhomogeneous partial 
differential equation with variable coefficients and is difficult 
to solve analytically; even when solved for special cases, the 
results are cumbersome to use. One shortcut consisted thus of 
considering the bearing to be infinitely long, something that 
has been attempted by Reynolds himself, though unsuccessful
ly. In this area, the name Sommerfeld occupies in all histories 
of the subject a most prominent place. Suffice it just to recall 
that this word relates to the name of a man, a boundary condi
tion, a mathematical substitution, a dimensionless number, 
and there is even such a thing as a Half-Sommerfeld. 


Since the Sommerfeld phenomenon is going to receive here 
a mixed review, it is important to stress that the criticism 
relates not to the man and his work but to the indiscriminate 
use of his approach by his imitators. Also, the fame of Arnold 
Sommerfeld (1858-1951) does not rest in the slightest on his 
paper on lubrication. Sommerfeld was a distinguished 
theoretical physicist who made notable scientific contributions 
to such fields as atomic structure, quantum theory, spectral 
analysis, and the theory of relativity. He wrote 276 papers and 
13 books. In his midcareer, for some unexplained reason, 
Sommerfeld picked up the Reynolds equation and solved it for 
an infinitely long journal bearing. Unlike Reynolds, he went 
straight ahead and integrated the differential equation and ob
tained explicit analytical expressions for pressure distribution, 
load, locus of shaft center, and friction. The boundary condi
tion he used was that of simple periodicity, namely 


p(0) 


dp 


~dT 


--pilir) 


dp 
de 


(8) 


This work Sommerfeld published in 1904. It was his sole 
paper on and sole venture into lubrication theory. 


Some of the features inherent in the Sommerfeld work are 
as follows: 


(a) Pressure Profile. The solution gives an antisymmetric 
pressure distribution about 6 = -K with negative 
pressures equal to the positive ones. Since liquid 
lubrication yields pressures in the tens and hundreds of 
atmospheres, the solution gives absolute negative 
pressures of the same order, a physical absurdity. 


(b) Locus of Shaft Center. The solution gives a constant 
attitude angle of 90 deg. In reality, as e -* 1, the at
titude angle approaches colinearity with the load in
stead of being normal to it. 


(c) Load Capacity. Due to (a), calculated load capacity is 
about double its actual value. 


(d) Friction Coefficient. As obtained from the Som
merfeld approach,/yields a minimum at e = 1/V2. In 
actuality the friction coefficient keeps decreasing with e 
as long as hydrodynamic lubrication prevails. 


(e) Sommerfeld Substitution. Sommerfeld is credited with 
having facilitated the analytical solution of the one-
dimensional Reynolds Equation by the use of the 
substitution 


(1 + e cos d) • 
1 


(9) 
(1 -ecos \p) 


named after him. In fact he used the familiar 8 = tan 
{6/2) and recurrence formulae for solving the problem. 


It is the use of boundary conditions (8) that is responsible 
for all of the discrepancies listed from (a) to (d). Som
merfeld, himself, in his paper, mentions and worries about the 
possible effects of cavitation which he ignored, but not so the 
imitators that followed him. For, starting with this analysis, 
scores and perhaps hundreds of papers were written based on 
the Sommerfeld boundary conditions. They were for the most 
part mere mathematical exercises, and woe to the engineer 
who would try to design a bearing or predict its performance 
from the results of these efforts. This use of the Sommerfeld 
conditions has remained an established research tradition for a 
long time and occasionally surfaces even today. 


In contrast to journal bearings, most thrust bearings do not 
experience cavitation, and thus while L/D = oo solutions may 
quantitatively be inexact, they are at least qualitatively accept
able. An elegant set of solutions for sliders of various film 
shapes was derived by Lord Rayleigh (1842-1919). In addition 
to calculating load capacity, he also obtained optimum values 
for the " a " ratios, and by the use of the calculus of variations 
showed that a stepped slider is the best configuration when 
compared to those with a linear taper, a crowned, or exponen
tial film shape. This work he published in 1918, and what is 
impressive is that these results are more or less valid also for 
finite thrust bearings. It is also worth noting that Lord 
Rayleigh was the first to conceive the idea of hydrostatic bear
ings, in a paper he published in 1917. 


At the turn of the century, Kinsgbury had discovered gas 
lubrication and in 1913 W. J. Harrison, a fellow at Cambridge 
University, derived the differential equation for compressible 
fluid films. Instead of eliminating density from the continuity 
equation, he retained it under the differentiation signs and 
then, by using the perfect gas equation under isothermal con
ditions, he obtained the compressible Reynolds equation in the 
form of 


d /h3 dp 


V JX dx / dz \ n dz / 


d(ph) 
dx 


(10) 


Kingsbury's intuition had now received, in parallel to the 
Tower-Reynolds precedence, a theoretical foundation for the 
hydrodynamic action of gas lubricants. Moreover, here there 
was no cavitation to haunt the analyst and the simple periodic 
boundary conditions applied, since the equation of state 
guaranteed that the pressures could never fall below absolute 
zero. 


The 35-year period (1890-1925) ended with the concep
tualization of two most important features of journal bear
ings, both dealing with bearing dynamics and stability. The 
first, made by Stodola in 1925 was the realization that a bear
ing is not a rigid support but represents rather a set of springs 
and dashpots whose characteristics have a telling effect on 
rotor criticals and dynamic behavior. Since that time, bearing 
stiffness and damping coefficients have become a basic ele
ment in journal bearing studies. 


The other discovery was that of bearing-induced instability 
made by Burt Newkirk at the General Electric Research Lab. 
Encountering shaft vibration which could not be attributed 
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either to unbalance or to internal friction which he was then 
investigating, Newkirk turned off the oil supply to the bear
ings supporting the shaft and discovered that the instability 
ceased. These results he published in 1925, and from that 
period dates the great and growing concern about what was 
originally called oil whip and later generalized to half-
frequency whirl. A new and most significant area of 
hydrodynamic lubrication had thus been discovered and incor
porated within its boundaries, with serious ramifications not 
only for bearings but for machine design in general. 


In view of the stagnation that followed the first 40 years of 
lubrication progress, it is perhaps worth speculating briefly 
what may have been the forces that accounted for this intense 
and rewarding activity. Two specific and two general causes 
may be discerned. One was that mineral oils entered the in
dustrial market in the mid-1880s, just about the time the 
founding tribologists made their entry. A strong interest in 
their utilization evoked interest in their properties with regard 
to viscosity, friction, etc. The other was railroads. It was 
problems on the railroads that led Petrov to his oil and friction 
studies; the experiments that Tower performed were done on 
railroad bearings; Kingsbury, at one time, was a consultant to 
Canadian Railways; and most interesting of all, it was while 
working on braking problems of railroad cars that Som-
merfeld ventured into his famous lubrication paper. 


More generally, the period was one of political stabili
ty—there had been no major European conflict from the 
Franco-German War in 1870 until the outbreak of World War 
One in 1914. And it was a period of unprecedented scientific 
bloom in physics and chemistry. Electricity and electronics 
were born then; so was the internal combustion engine and the 
airplane; and all the modern concepts of physics—quantum 
theory, atomic physics, and relativity—saw their dawn in 
those years. Hydrodynamic lubrication was one of the lesser 
but still vigorous offsprings of this scientific high tide. 


The Doldrums: 1925-1945 


A curious void seems to stare at us from the 20-year period 
between the end of the First World War and the end of the 
Second. Speculating about the possible causes of this regres
sion, one could cite here the Great Depression that set in in 
1929 and was not really over until the Second World War; the 
turmoil caused by the two world wars; and the political and in
tellectual dark ages that the dictatorships had inflicted on 
Europe in that period. It was not a brilliant era for science and 
free-thought in general and tribology seems to have shared in 
the general decline. 


There was only one outstanding new name during that inter
val, that of Herbert W. Swift (1894-1960). He was the man 
who formulated fully the Reynolds equation as it applies to 
dynamic loading and by extension to problems of 
hydrodynamic stability (Swift 1932, 1937). For his solution of 
dynamically loaded journal bearings, he used the Sommerfeld 
approach arguing that the changes occurred so fast that there 
was no time for the cavitation bubble to collapse and reform 
in phase with the changes in load direction. In fact, the ques
tion of cavitation at high frequencies is something that is still 
not completely resolved, involving as it might inertia effects 
which the Reynolds equation ignores. Swift also finally nailed 
down the question of the trailing boundary conditions in 
diverging films by showing that p = dp/dd = 0 is a require
ment of both continuity and the minimum potential energy 
principle. 


Other than the aforementioned exception, the theory of 
hydrodynamic lubrication in the 20 years between the two 
world wars stayed in the doldrums, and to such a degree that 
in the scientific community few were aware of the existence of 
such a branch of science. 
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Fig. 3 Research loop in hydrodynamic lubrication 


Renaissance: 1945-1965 
Within a few years of the end of the Second World War, 


there followed a reawakening and bloom of tribological activi
ty which constitute probably the peak of its history to date. 
While the previously suggested causes for the ups and downs 
in tribological progress are somewhat tentative, there is little 
doubt as to what triggered its unprecedented growth during 
the years following 1945. Two technological developments 
stand out as triggers. One was the advent of modern com
puters, whose impact is sufficiently familiar to need no further 
elaboration. The other event was the space age. These two 
developments together brought about a veritable renaissance 
in the life of tribology. 


The flow of research work as it affects the development of a 
viable body of theory can be portrayed by means of the block 
diagram of Fig. 3. While such a portrayal may hold for all 
fields, in one respect perhaps the course of the theory of 
hydrodynamic lubrication may differ from other sciences, and 
that is in the importance of Box 1. It is not merely that experi
ment ought to corroborate theory—true of all science'—but 
also that often it must lead it. In many instances, it alone can 
provide the inputs and boundary conditions for the proper 
formulation of the physical problem and be a guide as to what 
terms can or cannot be dropped. 


The Reynolds Equation. Equation (2), as written down by 
Reynolds, is unnecessarily restrictive. It can be fleshed out to 
account for a number of phenomena that are a part of modern 
tribological systems. In tensor notation this expanded 
Reynolds equation can be written in the following form: 


V . [ p G ^ V p ] = 6 ( [ / A [ p / ! ] + 2 p [ ^ - ] j (11) 


The meaning of the new terms in equation (11) is spelled out 
in Table 1. It is the need to account for phenomena such as 
turbulence, elastic deflections, and temperature variation that 
accounts for the presence of Box 2 in Fig. 3. Perhaps the omis
sion of inertia effects from Table 1 may seem arbitrary. But a 
scrutiny of analyses that have evaluated the impact of inertia 
effects in hydrodynamic lubrication will show that despite the 
many valiant attempts to prove their importance, inertia ef
fects have only a second order effect, if that much. It is a com
forting thought because it was claimed that the Reynolds 
equation remains the sovereign expression of the theory, 
whereas had inertia proven its importance, it would have 
amounted to no less than an overthrow of the Reynolds 
regime. 
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Table 1 Significance of terms in equation (11) 


Symbol Applicability 


p Density Variation 
• Gas Bearings 
• Compressibility Effects 


Additional Equations 


Equation of State 


h(x,z) 


G 


"-(-£•) 


/* 


Variations in Film Thickness 
• Misalignment 
• Elastic Deformation 
• Thermal Deformation 


Turbulence Effects 


Normal Velocity 
•. Squeeze Film 
• Dynamic Loading 
• Instability 


Viscosity Variation 
• Thermal Effects 
• Rheological Fluids 
• Transverse (y) Variations 


Elasticity Equations 


Turbulence Coefficients 


Rotordynamic Equations 


Energy Equation 
li = li(T,p) 
Heat Transfer Equations 
Rheological Models 


As stated before, the analytical solution of the Reynolds 
equation is difficult, and it is here that comptuers have 
wrought a veritable revolution. But before we chart the rapid 
advance of finite bearing solutions, it is important to note the 
story of the L/D = 0 solution. The idea of an infinitely short 
as opposed to an infinitely long bearing first occurred to 
Michell who, in 1929, suggested dropping the first instead of 
the second term in the Reynolds equation to make it read: 


d /h3 dp\ , dh 
-( f- )=6U-r- (12) 


-«--0i /Load 


dz dz dx 


Cardullo, in 1930, actually went ahead and integrated the 
above expression for the pressure distribution. It is a fitting 
comment on the lethargy prevailing in that period that no one 
picked up the hint to carry the analysis forward. It was not un
til 1952 that Ocvirk provided a detailed and full solution to the 
problem of short bearings. It is a most simple, compact, and 
elegant solution which for analytical manipulations is without 
peer. And despite its label of infinitely short, it is pretty much 
valid to L/D ratios of up to 1/2, which is the design range of 
most modern bearings. On the other hand, it is important to 
note the restrictions of that solution which are often overlook
ed. The method cannot be used for bearings whose fluid film 
does not start at /2max; it cannot be used for pads with arcs less 
than 180 deg; and it cannot be used at all for sliders and thrust 
bearings. 


Prior to the advent of computers, two important sets of 
solutions appeared for finite journal bearings. One, by 
Cameron and Wood in 1949 for full journal bearings ranging 
from L/D = oo to 1/4, used Southwell's relaxation method to 
solve the Reynolds equation; the other, by Sassenfeld and 
Walter in 1954 for both 360 and 180 deg arcs, used a Gaussian 
algorithm for solving their finite difference equations. Both 
sets of solutions involved a prodigious amount of calculation 
and by their method of solving the differential equation can be 
considered precursors to the new era characterized by the ad
vent of high-speed electronic computers. 


The first use of modern computers in the solution of the 
finite Reynolds equation using the proper boundary condi
tions was made by Pinkus in 1956. He obtained solutions not 
only for circular but also for elliptical and three-lobe bearings 
for L/D ratios ranging from 1-1/2 to 1/4, as well as for finite 
sector thrust bearings of various arcs and (R2/Ri) ratios. A 
significant aspect of this work was the realization that the 
whole problem of generating solutions for journal bearings of 
different geometries and load orientations, including the non-
circular shapes, resolves itself to that of obtaining generic 
solutions for single pads of different values of the parameters 
L/D, /3, BL, e, and <j>, Fig. 4, and then assembling them into 


Cavitation 
Zone 


a) Downstream Cavitation 


Cavitation 
Zone 


b) Upstream Cavitation 


Fig. 4 Basic elements of journal bearings 


appropriate geometries under specified operating conditions. 
Within a very short time, a whole spectrum of comprehen


sive solutions for full and partial journal bearings began to ap
pear for both liquid and gas lubrication. Some of the major 
contributors here were Raimondi and Boyd who, in 1958, pro
vided most meticulous 360,180, 120, and 60 deg arc results for 
L/D ratios of 1, 1/2, and 1/4 for incompressible fluids and, in 
1961, results for gas bearings for (L/D)s of 2, 1, and 1/2; 
Hays (1958) provided full slider solutions ranging from L/B 
= 1/8 to oo for values of "a" from 1.2 to 6; Gross (1962) 
assembled a tabulation of finite gas bearing solutions for 
various operating conditions; and Castelli and Pirvics (1967) 
provided solutions for multipad journal gas bearings for L/D 
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Fig. 5 Performance map of plane sliders
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ratios ranging from 00 to 112. Some idea of the thoroughness
and scope of these solutions can be gleaned from Fig. 5, taken
from Hays' work, which in addition to the substance of the
presented data also offers an easy way of determining op
timum slider geometry. Numerous other works continued to
add to this bank of solutions. But even looking at the above, it
is clear that thanks to modern computers a nearly complete
spectrum of finite bearing solutions was generated within 5
years, something that measured against the prodigious labor
required in the past to achieve a single solution seems almost
magical.


Boundary Conditions. It was argued previously that atten
tion to the physical reality has been and remains a particular
requirement of hydrodynamic lubrication. Nowhere is this
more apparent than in the question of boundary conditions.
We have seen how this has plagued the trailing boundary con
ditions. No sooner was this resolved than the question of the
start of the hydrodynamic film came to preoccupy the re
searcher. Two complications often arise in this connection.
One is that shown in Fig. 4(b) where the diverging portion at
the beginning of the pad causes upstream cavitation. In most
cases when confronted with such solutions researchers as
sumed a full film from the beginning but when the diverging
portion is large it can introduce serious errors. The correct
boundary condition for determining the start of the
hydrodynamic film in diverging spaces was formulated by
Floberg in 1961 as


Uh. _~r ap _~( dx )} I = Uhs (13)
2 12", l ax 3z dz 1 2


The location of the starting line will thus depend on the (LID)
ratio, 8s ' E, and ¢. How widely such starting Jines may differ
from each other is shown for the case of a full bearing in Fig.
6.


The other complication noted in the meticulous experiments
conducted by Cole and Hughes in 1957 is that shown in Fig. 7.
Due to either low supply pressure or insufficient axial extent
of the oil groove there is initially only a partial fluid film in the
axial direction. This experimental observation led to the for
mulation of corresponding solutions for an incomplete film,
and, more broadly, to analyses of starved bearings, discussed
later on.


EJastohydrodynamics. In 1916 Martin first applied
hydrodynamic theory to gear teeth, but his approach gave
such unrealistically small film thicknesses that one was ready
to abandon the postulate of the existence of a fluid film in
gears and similar devices. It was physical evidence that assured


Ie1 = t[(LlD). E, e s ' eElI
Fig. 6 Start 01 the 111m lor upstream cavitation


u


UD = 1; N =16.7 Hz: P = 414 kPa
(CIR) = 2 X 1Q-l; Ps = 3.45 kPa


Fig. 7 Incomplete 011 film at Inlet to bearing (Cole & Hughes, 1957)


the survival of the concept of hydrodynamic action in gears.
Careful observation revealed that machining marks in the con
tact areas of gear teeth remained visible even after prolonged
usage, making it unlikely that there was metal-to-metal con
tact. There were two difficulties with the Martin approach;
the assumptions of rigid surfaces and of constant viscosity. A
turnabout occurred in 1949 when Grubin discarded both of
these restrictions. He accounted for surface deflection, and he
incorporated the appreciable rise in viscosity with pressure. As
a result, film thicknesses were obtained which corresponded to
measurements. Soon thereafter, in 1951, Petrusevich obtained
solutions which included the elasticity equations and, in the
process, discovered the essential and typical shape of
elastohydrodynamic pressure profiles, shown in Fig. 8.


Starting in 1959, Dowson and others then produced a series
of works in which elastohydrodynamic problems were solved
by the simultaneous use of the Reynolds and elasticity equa
tions, often even coupled with the energy equation. A whole
spectrum of new tribological devices, such as pumping rings,
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rubber bearings, and foil bearings, appeared which required 
the application of elastohydrodynamic theory. 


Turbulence. The conceptual picture of lubricant flow in 


Fig. 8 Typical shapes of elastohydrodynamic films and pressure 
profiles 


narrow gaps dates back to G. I. Taylor, who in 1923 devised 
the criteria for the onset of turbulence for two concentric 
cylinders, but its specific link to bearings does not start until 
the 1950s. In a series of experiments with 8-in. journal bear
ings Wilcock (1950) discovered that their performance was 
seriously altered when operated in the turbulent regime. The 
difficulty with the development of a rational approach to tur
bulence in lubrication is linked to the general state of this 
branch of science, which is still in a state of uncertainty. 
Within these limitations, Constantinescu (1959), using 
Prandtl's mixing length concept, and Ng and Pan (1965), us
ing the notion of eddy viscosity, formulated some workable 
schemes for incorporating the effects of turbulence into the 
calculation of bearing performance. These are the "G" fac
tors appearing in equation (11). 


Dynamic Loading..One of the few contributions of the stag
nant 1925-1945 period was that of dynamic loading by Swift, 
who, it will be recalled, used the Sommerfeld conditions in his 
solution. This work was refined in 1947 by Ott in Switzerland 
who dropped the negative pressures from his solutions and 
then obtained a most comprehensive spectrum of shaft orbits 
for various modes of loading. This work was soon sup
plemented by Burwell, who at first, in 1948, used the same ap
proach as Swift but then went on in 1957 to obtain solutions 
based on short bearing theory. It was of some interest to note 
that the results were qualitatively similar for both infinitely 
short and infinitely long bearings although this was due more 
to the retention of the negative pressures in both cases than to 
anything else. 


At about 1964, a new concept of treating dynamically load
ed bearings made its appearance. Booker first presented this 
approach in October 1964 calling it the "mobility" method. In 
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Fig. 9 Plots of vector M in mobility method 


(Booker, 1965) 
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it, a mobility vector M, defines the locus of both e and </>. 
Unique maps of M for a given bearing geometry can then be 
constructed, such as shown in Fig. 9, which permits the plot
ting of the shaft orbit according to 


—~=WM(e,<j),L/D)+'WXf (14) 
dt 


where dt/dt is the velocity of the journal center, as seen by an 
observer rotating with the load. Orbits can then be obtained 
by marching in time from some t = e(0) without the need for 
laborious iterations involved in the conventional solution of 
the Reynolds equation. 


It seems that a similar concept called the Impulse Method 
was arrived at simultaneously by Blok in 1964-1965, which 
goes beyond the mobility method in that it yields additional 
bearing information not obtainable from a routine application 
of the mobility method. Both of the above methods have 
proven to be of particular use when dealing with highly ir
regular force diagrams, such as those that occur in the bear
ings of internal combustion engines. 


Instability and Rotordynamics. There are at least three 
elements underlying the topic of hydrodynamic stability of 
bearings. The first and simplest one is that of dynamic proper
ties of the fluid films, postulated by Stodola in 1925. Pestel in 
1954 was among the first to evaluate both the colinear and 
cross-coupling spring and damping coefficients of journal 
bearings, to be followed by numerous others who covered the 
entire spectrum of bearing geometries for both liquid and 
gaseous lubricants. Simultaneously with Stodola's contribu
tion, Newkirk discovered the phenomenon of bearing-induced 
vibration. This hydrodynamic instability, originally named oil 
whip and later generalized to both liquid and gaseous fluid 
films by the name of half-frequency whirl, is a much more 
complex phenomenon. Throughout the 50s and 60s, valiant 
attempts were made to formulate the problem mathematically 
and relate it to experimentally observed system behavior. The 
earliest efforts were those by Hagg in 1946 and by Tondl in 
1957, to be followed by a number of contributions from 1962 
onward by Sternlicht who studied the stability of both liquid 
and gas lubricated bearings. It soon became clear that the 
bearings could not be studied in isolation from the rotor 
characteristics. This then gave rise to rotordynamics as the 
subject is understood by tribologists. In its simplest form, this 
calls for a solution of the combined system represented by the 
following two differential equations. 


MAx+BxxAx + KxxAx + BxyAy + KxyAy = 0 


MAy + Byy Ay + KyyAy + ByxAx + Kyx Ax = 0 


where x = dx/dt, x = d^x/dt2, and the eight bearing dynamic 
coefficients, Ky and By have to be obtained from a solution of 
the Reynolds equation. 


Much pioneering work in rotordynamics was done by Lund 
who, starting in 1965, has done basic work in conceptualizing 
the interaction of stiff and flexible rotors with the bearings in 
determining stability. These concepts Lund developed to a 
point where they are now a part of routine dynamic studies of 
rotor systems. A large number of specific stability maps for 
various bearing configurations was subsequently worked out 
by Allaire (1980) and his associates at the University of 
Virginia. 


To sum up, the years 1945 to 1965 were a period of un
precedented accomplishments and maturation of the theory of 
hydrodynamic lubrication. The Reynolds equation in its finite 
form and with the correct boundary conditions was solved for 
nearly any bearing configuration for both liquid and gas 
lubricants. Gears, rolling element bearings, and traction drives 
received a workable and solid theory to calculate perfor
mance. Bearings linked to rotordynamics provided a new 


methodology for the correct evaluation of the stability of 
rotor systems. The vitality of that period could be felt at the 
various professional conferences and symposia, characterized 
by large attendance and vigorous discussions. Government 
and corporate sponsorship of research projects was generous. 
The number of papers and books on the subject proliferated. 
The production of sophisticated algorithms for the solution of 
complex sets of differential equations was something that 
would have done pride to any mathematician. Even the name 
lubrication, which smacked of the hotbox and factory oil can, 
was changed to that of tribology (from the Greek "tribein" 
meaning "to rub"), a quantum jump in respectability. It was 
indeed a golden period. 


The Contemporary Scene: 1965-1986 


As compared with the previous periods for which time has 
performed its screening job to leave us a body of works that 
can be said to constitute the fabric of hydrodynamic theory, 
such a selection is much more difficult for recent times. Also, 
whereas in the past hydrodynamic theory can be said to have 
held the center of attention, with lubricants, materials, etc. 
constituting satellites of lubrication theory, with the redefini
tion of lubrication as an interdisciplinary science, 
hydrodynamic theory became simply one among several. The 
extraction of the pure fluid dynamics aspect of lubrication 
from the body of tribological research has become a much 
more nebulous undertaking. Thus, while it has not been easy 
to detect and attribute a pattern to the past, to do so for the 
present is risky indeed. 


What will be attempted here is to note, in a tentative man
ner, some of the new areas that have opened up in the 
framework of hydrodynamic theory of lubrication, as well as 
some of the failings that have characterized our most recent 
efforts. While the hazards of such premature scrutiny are 
high, so are the potential benefits because any perceived short
comings can perhaps still be remedied. Not even tribologists 
could do that for the past. 


Areas of Progress. 


Hydrodynamic Seals. The injection of hydrodynamics into 
seals is aimed primarily at separating the mating surfaces so as 
to minimize wear. It is an extra bonus, and a large one, when 
some designs in addition also manage to prevent leakage of the 
sealed fluid that the presence of a film normally entails. This is 
often achieved by having the hydrodynamics of the seal ar
ranged so that the fluid is pumped back to the high-pressure 
side. 


The early interest in seal hydrodynamics goes back to Nau 
(1964, 1968) who observed cavitation and inward pumping in 
seals, obviously due to nonparalleUsm between the surfaces 
and thus the generation of hydrodynamic pressures. Seal 
hydrodynamics were then thoroughly analyzed by Findlay 
(1968, 1969) who delineated both the dynamics of the cavita
tion bubble and the mechanism of inward pumping. The latter 
Findlay showed to be due to a combination of planar misalign
ment and radial mismatch, or eccentricity, of the runner 
center vis-a-vis the face of the seal. Figure 10 shows the shape 
of the resulting cavitation bubble with its proper upstream and 
downstream boundary conditions (based on short-bearing 
theory). This result is of considerable interest not only for the 
technology of seals but also for bearings lubricated via cir
cumferential grooves in which case the nonpressurized bearing 
edge would run along the centerline of the seal, the cavitation 
in such a bearing having the shape of a symmetrical half of the 
bubble in Fig. 10. 


Following this pioneering work, a number of analyses 
followed, of which that of Sneck and McGovern (1973) dealt 
with the spiral-groove face seal particularly suitable for pro
ducing inward pumping; and by Lebeck who starting in 1978 
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provided a series of analyses on the effects that waviness will 
produce in face seals, often including surface roughness and 
wear. 


Surface Roughness Effects. By the nature of the manufac
turing process, all materials exhibit surface irregularities. One 
of the early papers to deal specifically with the effects of sur
face roughness on hydrodynamic lubrication was that by 
Tzeng and Saibel (1967) who, solving the problem for the case 
of a slider, obtained a 30 percent boost in load capacity due to 
the irregularities. The conditions that led to this result were as 
follows: 


• A roughness peak of the same order as hmin was assumed 
® The effects of longitudinal roughness were ignored 
• Cavitation was ignored. 


A number of subsequent analyses, such as the very solid 
work by Christensen and Tonder (1971), took the same ap
proach, that is they used either one-dimensional configura
tions or ignored the mutual effects of the x and z perturba-
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Fig. 10 Cavitation bubble in submerged element 


tions. However, Sun and Chen (1977) produced an important 
paper showing the constraints that must be heeded in dealing 
with such a nebulous subject as surface roughness. They 
pointed out that in machined surfaces the peaks are usually an 
order of magnitude less than the hydrodynamic film thickness, 
whereas the wavelength is of the same order. Two conclusions 
follow: the effect of the roughness in normal films is bound to 
be small compared to the wedge effect, and the Reynolds 
equation cannot be used for asperities whose heights are of the 
same order as A; it would be rather the Stokes equation that 
applies to such cases. Sun (1978) also showed that the solution 
depends very strongly on the correlation factor, which in 
essence reflects the interdependence of the irregularities in the 
x and z directions and ignoring this factor is bound to lead to 
serious error. 


Elrod (1973) was on much safer ground when he introduced 
the effects of surface roughness in gas films which of course 
are much thinner and are free of the problem of cavitation. 
Elrod clearly separated the two families of solutions, the 
Stokes regime when (K/h) <3C 1 and the Reynolds regime 
when (A//;) » 1. Still, complications multiplied when Lebeck 
in 1980 while confirming that one-dimensional solutions fail 
to represent the true dynamics of rough surfaces, also showed 
that, given the finicky nature of the topography, the very map
ping of the finite difference grid vis-a-vis the asperities net
work affects considerably the solution. 


Now the major problem with the above analyses for liquid 
lubricated seals and bearings is the assumption of a complete 
film. If the troughs are short, then most likely circulation is set 
up there. If they are relatively long, then we are dealing with 
cavitated regions. It was Walowit and associates who provided 
solutions including cavitation. In one paper (1966), there is a 
photographic evidence of cavitation in parallel surface seals 
and a formulation of the asperity problem; and the 1969 paper 
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Fig. 11 Basic forms of metalworking 
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provides, in addition to sample cases, the following expression 
for the asperity-produced pressure 


3 (pUr0y\ 


P"»~\rw-) (16) 


where 7 is the slope of the asperity over a distance equal to its 
radius rg. 


Metalworking. Metalworking could properly be considered 
a part of EHD or perhaps vice versa, and in fact the early ven
tures into this field treated it as such. However, metalworking, 
some forms of which are shown in Fig 11, entails new elements 
such as variable surface velocities or the variation in the 
geometry and physical properties of the workpiece, to name 
just a few. The idea of a hydrodynamic fluid film in wire 
drawing goes back to Christopherson and Taylor (1955) who 
postulated its existence without specifying the origin of this 
fluid film. Subsequent analyses such as Tattersall (1961) and 
Cheng (1966) did provide analyses of the formation of such a 
film but more or less within the confines of conventional EHD 
theory. Much pioneering work in proper metalworking 
lubrication was done by W.R.D. Wilson. The Wilson and 
Walowit (1971) paper analyzed strip rolling and showed the 
dominant role played by the inlet zone in the whole cycle. In a 
discussion to the above which itself nearly amounts to a paper, 
Haines (1971) showed that there could be no neat separation 
between the elastic and plastic zones and provided expressions 
of how this affects the velocities and, therefore, the 
hydrodynamics of the film in the "bite" zone. The process of 
forging was next analyzed by Osakada and Oyane (1970) to be 
followed by Wilson and Wong (1974) who included the effects 
of variable viscosity. The extrusion process originally treated 
by Tattersall was taken up by Snidle et al. (1975) who included 
thermal effects due to work expanded on plastic deformation. 
A much advanced model of strip rolling was produced by 
Wilson and Murch (1975) who included the effects of 
backflow and slip between the surfaces. The complexity of 
many of these processes, can be gleaned from the fact that in 
the relatively simple case of sheet stretching there are four 
possibile lubrication regimes. While clearly much remains to 
be done, still the recent contributions provide sufficient in
sight and a valid analytical methodology for a reasonable 
treatment of hydrodynamic lubrication in metalworking 
processes. 


Starved Bearings. It has been pointed out before that due to 
geometrical constraints some films are incomplete at the inlet 
to the bearing. Such deficiencies can, of course, be remedied 
but in many cases lubricant starvation is an inherent feature of 
the system. Any jet-wick- or oil-ring-lubricated bearing will 
operate under starved conditions as will, in most cases, a 
floating ring bearing whose inner film receives its lubricant 
across the rotating element. Starvation is simply that condi
tion when Qj < Qif, Qlf being the inlet flow required to main
tain a full film. The equation that formulates the problem then 
is: 


where Qi now constitutes a new independent input. 
Constantinescu in 1977 considered the problem in 


qualitative terms for converging, diverging, and cylinder-
plane configurations using one-dimensional models. It was 
Bayade (1983) who supplied a solution for finite journal bear
ings as a function of various values of Qx. This was for 
isothermal conditions. Two subsequent papers by Artiles and 
Heshmat (1985, 1986) supplied starved bearing solutions for 
finite journal and thrust bearings with viscosity variations 
taken into account, which, given the thinness of the fluid film 
at low values of Qu can have a considerable effect on the 


dynamic coefficients. Finally, Hayasaki and Wada (1985) ob
tained results for starved floating ring bearings showing that 
starvation of the inner film increases the stability of the bear
ing while starvation of the outer film produces an opposite 
effect. 


Stalled Efforts. There are a number of areas in 
hydrodynamic theory where the times have not kept up with 
the needs. Of these, only four areas will be mentioned and, 
given the constraints of a review such as this, the discussions 
will be the briefest of the brief. 


The Thermal Problem. By far the most urgent of the unhap
py areas is that of thermohydrodynamics. Yet this is one of the 
crucial elements of lubrication theory because variable viscosi
ty not only affects profoundly the performance of tribological 
devices, but it alone can provide the value of rmax, one of the 
two criteria, along with hm[n, of bearing or seal failure. When 
one looks back at the prosperous 1950s and 1960s one 
discovers that the accomplishments of that period are largely 
confined to isothermal solutions. What is meant by this is 
that, given any bearing problem, one can find in papers and 
textbooks the desired solutions. No such data exist for 
anisothermal problems. Not that there is a shortage of works 
on the subject. The 1979 Proceedings of the Leeds-Lyons Con
ference on "Thermal Effects in Tribology" alone contains 28 
papers on the subject, with its lead article offering a 
bibliography of 118 references. The list is incomplete and 
scores of papers have appeared since then. However, when ex
amined carefully, that great body of analyses proves to be 
haphazard in content and contradictory in its claims and 
results. If one needed an ansiothermal solution it would be dif
ficult to tell to which of the hundreds of papers in existence to 
turn to to obtain a reasonable answer. 


An attempt to show the nature of this disarray was made 
recently by Pinkus (1985). To quote an example, this paper 
cites the case of a simple slider taken from two different works 
with, in one case, the film temperatures penetrating a distance 
of one film thickness into the bearing metal, whereas in the 
second case, it penetrates to a depth 1000 times as large—the 
difference being due to different initial postulates. Not even 
the subject of pad inlet temperature resulting from mixing the 
hot carry-over oil and cold supply oil has been resolved—and, 
formally, this is no more than a thermal boundary condition. 


Now the reasons for this disarray are in part objective and 
the difficulties with thermal analysis, which involves not just 
the fluid film but the whole assembly, are well known. But in 
part they are a consequence of the nature of the conducted in
vestigations and a disregard of physical reality. It seems to be 
the peculiar nature of research on thermal effects that each 
technical paper and each set of new results, while certainly ad
ding to this subject, at the same time introduces new complex
ities into the problem. As a result, in place of a steady if slow 
resolution of the difficulties, the subject is both expanding and 
becoming more obscure. 


Parallel Surfaces and Mixed Lubrication. It was mentioned 
earlier that the success of the centrally pivoted thrust pad 
violates the very foundations of hydrodynamic theory. A 
number of theories have been advanced to explain this con
tradiction. It was postulated that elastic or thermal distortions 
bend the pad so as to give it a crown. But the fact remains that 
very thick pads for which calculations yield negligible deflec
tions and cold pads, for which no thermal bending is likely, 
work just as well. The operation of parallel surfaces was then 
attributed by many tribologists to the expansion of the liquid 
due to heating, the "thermal wedge." But even if real, the 
contribution of such a wedge yields but a small fraction of the 
loads these bearings carry. The next panacea was the viscosity 
wedge. This consisted of assigning to the runner a temperature 
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Table 2 Some works on Non-Newtonian fluids 


Year 


1957 
1967 
1971 


1973 


1978 
1983 


1984 


Author 


Milne 
Hsu 
Allen and 


Kline 
Tipei and 


Rohde 


Harnoy 
Bourgin and 


Gray 
Buckholz 


Lubricant 
Model 


Viscoelastic 
Pseudoplastic 
Micropolar 


Directional 
Viscosity 


Viscoelastic 
Polymer-


Thickened 
Rheological 


Bearing 
Applied to 


Slider 
Journal 
Slider 


Slider 


Journal 
Journal 


Journal 


Effect on 
Load Capacity 


Increase 
Decrease 
Increase 


Increase for 
short; 
decrease for 
long sliders 


Increase 
Decrease 


Decrease 


higher than to the bearing and then by assuming a viscosity 
variation both along and across the film a load capacity was 
obtained. But the fact is that, in most cases, the bearing sur
face is hotter than the runner, and this being the case, a 
viscosity wedge produces suction instead of lift. Thus, neither 
bending, density, nor the viscosity wedge provides an answer 
to the problem. Ettles and Cameron (1965, 1966) in a most 
comprehensive series of tests on parallel surfaces sadly con
cluded that without bending parallel plates produce a negative 
load capacity. 


What does provide the load capacity? The question is raised 
rhetorically in order to point out that there is no satisfactory 
answer to it. The question is perhaps linked to what is called 
mixed lubrication, a regime partly hydrodynamic, partly 
boundary lubrication. A number of important tribological 
devices such as seals, piston rings, pumping rings, and perhaps 
parallel surfaces operate in that regime. But there has been no 
methodical investigation, no fundamental experiment on what 
are the film thicknesses, pressures, and temperatures of such 
regimes, and, in particular, what are the individual contribu
tions of each regime that would enable one to calculate their 
composite load capacity. 


Rheological Lubricants. Starting with the work of Milne 
(1957) a number of researchers attempted to evaluate the ef
fect that non-Newtonian lubricants may have on the perfor
mance of bearings. Table 2 gives a representative selection of 
such efforts over the last quarter century or so. This exhibit is 
meant to point out the diversity of lubricant models employed 
and the differing effects on load capacity produced by the 
various analytical approaches. The great uncertainties prevail
ing in this area are symbolized by a discussor's comments to 
the Harnoy (1978) paper in which the discussor takes issue 
with the claim of increased load capacity and provides ex
perimental data, which actually support the paper's conclu
sions. But rheology is perhaps one area where tribologists 
should not be wholly blamed for the ensuing contradictions 
because the origin of the differences lies most likely in the 
postulated models of the non-Newtonian fluids, an area in 
which there is a great deal of uncertainty among the physicists. 


Biotribology. It is only fitting, and it makes for a har
monious conclusion of this brief review, that biotribology, the 
youngest offspring of the science of lubrication is something 
that was first broached by Osborne Reynolds himself 100 
years ago. His seminal 1886 paper that started it all ends with 
the following words: 


"The only other self-acting system of lubrication is that 
of reciprocating joints with alternate pressure on and 
separation (drawing the oil back or a fresh supply) of 
the surfaces. This plays an important part in certain 
machines, as in the steam engine, and is as fundamental 
to animal mechanics as the lubricating action of the 
journal is to mechanical contrivances." 


In general, the problem in biotribology is twofold; given the 
anatomy and physiology of animal joints how to translate 
them into engineering terms; and then to provide an analytical 
model that predicts correctly the functioning of a live or 
replacement joint. 


The first papers on the lubrication aspects of animal joints 
originated, naturally, within the medical profession. One of 
the earlier papers by a tribologist is that of Dowson (1966, 
1967) who saw squeeze-film action as the underlying 
mechanism of a knee-like joint lubrication. Perhaps a score of 
papers have since appeared on the subject. Given the fact that 
interest in this field extends far beyond the small circle of 
tribologists, that it impinges on such vast, social domains as 
medicine and public health, it is somewhat disappointing that 
more has not developed in this area. One would have expected 
a most lively interaction with the medical profession and a 
much more active pursuit of the tribologist's skills and 
knowledge. Yet the level of activity remains dormant with the 
interests and number of published papers, lagging behind 
some of the more mundane areas of lubrication theory. 


Sum Up. The above paragraphs lead one to the view that the 
recent period is one of mixed success. Even though, for exam
ple, the area of surface roughness has been included as one of 
progress, it is only optimistically so for in many ways its status 
is close to our failings in the area of rheology. In a review of 
this area, Elrod (1977) wrote the following: 


"Although the accomplishments of analysis in predic
ting the effects of roughness on laminar lubricating 
films are perhaps encouraging, the work is incomplete, 
and a number of differences in outlook and results re
main to be reconciled." 


Lubrication is an engineering discipline and one expects to 
be able to extract from the fruits of research and analysis a 
reasonable estimate or solution for the underlying engineering 
problems. No such answers are easily available either in the 
thermal field or for the performance of bearings with parallel 
surfaces or those running with non-Newtonian lubricants. All 
this, paradoxically, is occurring against a background of great 
sophistication in the use of mathematical algorithms and com
puter technology in the tackling of extremely complex 
analytical problems. It is not lack of effort that seems to be 
responsible for this state, but rather a disorientation as to 
what constitutes the aim and purpose of present-day 
hydrodynamic theory as well as a lack of perseverance in see
ing through an issue to its viable resolution. No concerted ef
fort has been made, for example, to establish a hierarchy of 
sorts among the scores of variables and the multiple possible 
regimes of thermohydrodynamics so as to reduce the problem 
to a size and form amenable to some sort of generalized solu
tion. No basic experiments have been conducted to facilitate 
this and the field is open for any arbitrary postulate, no matter 
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how far fetched. A survey of the literature over the last 10 to 
15 years will reveal the shrinking fraction of experimental 
works in the total output of papers. Careful, meticulous ex
periments aimed at investigating a specific phenomenon or a 
single variable are nearly nonexistent. On the other hand, 
there is an excessive preoccupation with methods of solution, 
to the point that some papers offer not results and insights in
to hydrodynamic theory, but intricacies of programming. 
Some of this is reminiscent of the post-Sommerfeld era when a 
sufficient justification for a paper was the success of its 
mathematics. One even hears the view that the present 
disorientation is due to the fact that most of the problems have 
been solved. But if nothing else, the story of our failed efforts 
in thermal analysis alone should prove the opposite. Whether 
a reawakening will materialize in time before history imprints 
on our present era a stamp short of perfection has to be left to 
some future biographer. 
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D I S C U S S I O N 


A. Cameron1 


I have read with great interest and enjoyment Oscar Pinkus' 
history of hydrodynamic lubrication. There are one or two 
matters of fact which might be of relevance to the article. 


It is still not clear whether "Reynolds had developed his 
theory without knowledge of Tower's crucial experiments." 
Tower had reported his findings on September 28, 1883 
whereas the Montreal meeting was in August/September 
1884-nearly a year later. 


Also of interest is that it was not Grubin who did the 
famous EHD solution, but Ertel who defected to the West, 
and therefore became a "non-person." Subsequently, his sec
tion leader Grubin, published it under his own name. This is 
detailed in Tribology, 1985, Vol. 18, No. 2, p. 2. 


As far as parallel surfaces are concerned a paper by C. L. 
Robinson and myself describes the use of optical methods to 


'Cameron-Pint Tribology, Ltd., Berkshire, U.K. 


see how these bearings operate {Phil. Trans. Math & Physical 
Sciences R.S., 1975, Vol. 278, pp. 351-395). Being in Phil 
Trans it has been missed by many, but it seems to me it 
(almost) puts the subject to rest. 


J. Frene2 


The author is to be congratuated for the excellent presenta
tion on a historical aspect of hydrodynamic lubrication. As a 
Frenchman working in this field, I would like to present a little 
known study, even in France, on hydrodynamic lubrication 
dating from the middle of the nineteenth century. 


On the June 28th 1854, G. Him [Al] presented at "La 
Societe Industrielle de Mulhouse" a study entitled: 


Etudes sur les principaux phenomenes que presentent les 


z Professor, Laboratoire de Mecanique des Solides, U.A. C.N.R.S., Univer
sity de Poitiers, Poitiers, France 
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G. G. MRS 
Instituut TNO voor 


Werktuigkundige Constructies, 
Delft, The Netherlands; 


Presently, CENTEC G.m.b.H, 
Bensberg, West Germany 


A Bulk-Flow Theory for Turbulence in 
Lubricant Films 
The purpose of this study on the turbulent lubricant film is: 


1 To give a brief outline of a new theory called bulk-flow theory; 
2 To investigate to what extent results of theories based on law of wall and mixing 


length concept agree with the newly developed theory; 
3 To provide a theoretical basis for the design of bearings lubricated by fluids of low 


kinematic viscosity. 


L HE main characteristic of the bulk-flow theory for 
the turbulent lubricant film is the fact that it does not explicitly 
make use of any information, nor of any model, on 


1 fluctuations of local velocities of flow due to turbulence; 
2 the shape of flow velocity profiles from which fluctuating 


components have been eliminated through averaging. 


Contributed by the Lubrication Division of T H E AMEBICAN 
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEEBS and presented at the ASME-
A8LE International Lubrication Conference, New York, N. Y., 
October 9-12, 1972. Manuscript received by the Lubrication Divi-
»on, October 29, 1970; revised manuscript received February 11, 
1972. Paper No. 72-Lub-12. 


The theory is entirely based on bulk-flow. This is in contrast 
with previously developed theories by Constantinescu [5]1 who 
uses the mixing length model, Ng and Pan [10] and Elrod and 
Ng [8] who use the law of wall and an eddy-viscosity concept 
and Burton [4] and Black [1] who use information on the shape 
of the time-averaged flow velocity profile in the lubricant film. 


In this theory only the bulk-flow relative to a surface or wall 
and the corresponding shear stress a t tha t surface or wall under 
a given set of conditions of turbulent flow are considered and 
correlated, see Hirs [9], 


This approach is essentially a logical extension to basic work 
done by Blasius [2] on turbulent "pressure flow," i.e., under the 
influence of a pressure gradient in a pipe, by Davies and White 
[7] on a similar flow between two stationary parallel surfaces, 
by Couette [6] on turbulent "drag flow" between two concentric 


1 Numbers in brackets designate References at end of paper. 


•Nomenclature" 


a = weighting factor 
GXGV — constants defined in equa


tions (11a) and ( l ib) 
h = film thickness 


%' we mi = constants, see formulas 
(1), (2), and (3) 


n> n0; n-y = constants, see formulas 
(1), (2), and (3) 


p = pressure 
Pi — fictitious pressure 
pr = representative pressure 


» pUh 
a = = Reynolds number 


U = sliding velocity 
Ui, ui = surface velocities with 


respect to the film 
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um = mean velocity of flow 
relative to stationary 
surface 


ux — ditto in x direction 


uy = ditto in y direction 


u, = ditto in s direction 


Ux = — = dimensionless mean ve


locity of flow 


Uy = 77 = dimensionless mean ve-
U 


locity of flow 


Ml 


Ui = — = dimensionless surface ve-


Ui~ u dimensionless surface ve


locity 


locity 
s = common coordinate of re


sultant flow and re
sultant pressure gradi
ent 


t = time 
x, y, = coordinates in sliding di


rection and at right 
angles to sliding direc
tion attached to sta
tionary surface 


x, y, = coordinates in sliding di
rection and at right 
angles to sliding direc-


(Continued on next page) 
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cylindrical surfaces due to the sliding of one surface, and by 
investigators who later have added experimental results of re
lated types of flows to the previous pioneer work. Briefly sum
marized, the present theory is primarily based on the empirical 
finding that the relationship between wall-shear stress and mean 
velocity of flow relative to the wall a t which the shear stress is 
exerted can be expressed by a common, simple formula for 
pressure flow, for drag flow, and for combinations of these two 
basic types of flow: 


VsPM* 


(punh\« 
(la) 


where 


T = wall-shear stress 
p = density of fluid 
7} = dynamic viscosity of fluid 


um — mean velocity of flow relative to wall or surface at 
which shear stress T is exerted 


h = film thickness 
n and m = empirical numerical constants to be fitted to the 


available experimental results 


puj-


V 


lhpuK 


= Reynolds number 


friction factor 


Values for n and m fitted to individual experiments can be 
shown to depend, albeit rather weakly, on: 


1 the roughness of the surfaces; 
2 the curvature of the surfaces; 
3 the question of whether we have to do with Reynolds num


bers greater than 100,000; 
4 the influence of inertia effects other than those inherent 


in turbulence in the flow; 
5 the type of flow: 


(a) "pressure flow" under the influence of a pressure 
gradient 


(b) "drag flow" due to the sliding of a surface 
(c) the nature of the combination, if any, of both types 


of flow; 


6 the rates of change with time and from place to place of all 
quantities indicated in formula ( la ) ; these quantities may vary 
moderately in a lubricant film without violating the applicability 
of formula (la). 


I t is stressed that mean flow velocity w,„ in formula ( la) is 
taken relative to the surface at which shear stress r is exerted, 
while bearings have two surfaces at which shear stresses are 
exerted. Therefore, more specialized formulas than (la) are 
presented for either of the two surfaces. I t is assumed that the 
frame of reference is attached to a surface that is considered 
stationary. Mean flow velocity um in the film and sliding 
speed U of the sliding surface are taken with respect to the frame 


of reference, in the same direction, 
strioted to unidirectional flow. So, 
derived: 


one for the stationary surface 


Thus the treatment i- re-, 
two formulas can nov.- 1„. 


lhpu„ 


humh\" 


and another for the sliding surface 


n 
y,p(«» - uy 


(p(u, - U)h\" 


• ! / . . » • 


! • ' . ' 


in which the wall shear stresses are characterized by subscript., 
a and 6, respectively. 


Formulas (la), (16), and (lc) serve for developing a l.'il1.;. 
flow theory. Formula ( la) appears to be valid for both pre -in,, 
flow and drag flow within limits, compare Couette [6] and D.ivin, 
and White [7] (see also Burton [3]). Formulas (lb) and • i.;; 
clarify the feature that, in a lubricant film, there are sln.lir 
stresses at either surface ( T , and rb) and mean flow veloci'.ii., 
with respect to either surface (um and um — U). 


A Comparison Between Pressure Flow and Drag Flow 
For our brief outline of the bulk-flow theory it is useful t„ 


realize that similarity of the two types of flow (flow under I|IP 


influence of a pressure gradient and flow due to the sliding -.! ;t 
surface) is not only evident from the fact that the two relai'un
ships for T have a similar form but also from the fact that the I •,vu 
values for n as well as the two values for m differ but little. T1I|N 
similarity can be further clarified by considering the two extici x 
cases represented by'formulas (lb) and (lc) as far as the tyj•>••!/ 
flow is concerned. 


(a) solely flow under the influence of a pressure gradient, 
pressure flow (Fig. 1) 


To 
n0 


fpumJi\". 
zApwmo


2 


which can be derived from (lb) and (lc) by inserting U = 0 uiul 
which gives equal shear stresses on the two surfaces: ra = rb = 
To 


(b) solely flow due to the sliding of a surface, 
drag flow (Fig. 2) i 


T l 


1/lPUm? 
« 1 


(pumlh\mL 
&> 


which is also based on (lb) and (lc) and in which um = 1/iU f« 
the stationary surface and um = —l/zU for the sliding surfaif 
and which should be taken to yield equal but opposite shear 
stresses on the two surfaces: r a = —Tb = Ti. 


2 For physical reasons, the mth power must be treated as if it '•"'• 
an odd number in order to make the functional relationship une>c 


-Nomenclature-


tion attached to the 
body of the film 


2 = coordinate perpendicular 
to x and y 


7) = dynamic viscosity of flow


ing fluid 


p = density of flowing fluid 


puji = 


V 
r = shear stress at a surface 


Reynolds number 


— = friction factor 


ro = shear stress at a surface 
due to flow under the 
influence of a pressure 
gradient 


Ti = ditto due to the sliding 
of a surface 


T„ = shear stress at stationary 
surface 


dP 


bP 
bY 


Tb = i >hear stress 
surface 


= —- i—- = dimensionless 
^ gradient 


Ph3 bp 
— — — = dimensionless 


^ " gradient 


Grad P = KIM 


a t sliiii'-


pres-i 


pies-'' 
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resultant dimension 
pressure gradient 
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Fig. 1 Pressure flow between two surfaces under the influence of a 
pressure gradient 


fig. 2 Drag flow between two surfaces due 10 the sliding of one of them 


The two extreme cases represented by formulas (2) and (3) 
show the above-mentioned characteristic, which is derived from 
experiments mentioned above, viz., the value of no/n, as well as 
that of mo/m, is close to unity. This similarity of formulas (2) 
~nd (3) exists despite the differences in shear stress distribution 
between: 


1 pressure flow, see Fig. 1, with an inversely symmetrical 
sheaI' stress distribution varying linearly with height z; 


2 drag flow due to the sliding of a surface, see Fig. 2, with a 
constant shear stress distribution, independent of height z; 


The absence of a predominant influence of the shear stress 
profile across the film on the values of constants 11 and m in the 
formulas (2) and (3) leads to the following conclusions: 


1 The relationship between the shear stress at a surface and 
the mean velocity of flow relative to that surface depends but 
little on the type of flow, i.e., being valid to a reasonable approxi
mation for pressure flow, drag flow as well as with a combination 
of hoth, see Fig. 3. 


2 It is tempting to entirely neglect this sensitivity of the shear 
stl'ess at a surface to the type of flow. Such a neglect entails 
Ihat one might ascribe an additive natnre to the shear stresses 
at the two surfaces given in formulas (lb) and (Ie), i.e., in that 
the total shear stress at a-surface may be found by summing the 
lwo component shear stresses as shown in Fig. 3: T" = To + 
Tl fol' the stationary surface and Tb = To - T, for the sliding one. 


However, in a more refined treatment it should be taken into 
aCCollnt that, for one and the same average flow velocity, density, 
Viscosity, and film thickness in either extreme case represented 
hy forlllulas (2) or (3), wall-shear stress for one type of flow is 
not exactly equivalent with wall-shear stress for the other type 
of flow. In fact, the two shear stresses, although not differing 
100 much, show a ratio different from unity. This ratio may be 
a,lessed by dividing formula (2) by formula (3) and assuming 
11m, "" Urn, as well as ident,ical p, 1'/, h for the two cases, and re
plaeing U rno and u"" by their common value u"" yiz., 


~ = no (PUnJ,)mo-m, (4a) 
T, 11, 1'/ 


where suffix 0 stands again for pressure flow and suffix 1 for drag 
flow. Experimental results show 1no and 1n, to be equal within 
the measuring error and show 110 to be maximum twenty percent 
greater than 11" w that 
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Fig. 3 Turbulent flow between two surfaces under the influence of a 
pressure gradient and due to the sliding of a surface 


TO 
- = a "" 1.2 
T, 


(4b) 


in which a will be used as a weighting factor with a magnitude 
close to unity. 


Now, in expressions for Ta and Tb (see formulas (Ib) and (Ie)) 
one of the components can be weighted, say Tl· Thus, T a = 


To + aT, and Tb = To - aT,. The significance of introducing 
weighting factor a is the fact that shear stresses T a and Tb can 
be said to be due to just one type of flow. Equations for T a and 
Tb need not now be any more subject to the nature of the combina
tion of the two types of flow. 


Equations for Unidirectional Flow 
Since in lubricant films the pressure build-up is of major im


portance, the description of two types of flow will henceforth be 
simplified to the description of only one type of flow, namely the 
flow under the in.fluence of a representative "total" pressure 
gradient 


in which the influence of the drag flow component on the shear 
stress is included. That is, in order to account for the occurrence 
of the drag flow component, a fictitious pressure gradient 


( d
P
') dx 


will be introduced and it will be added to the actual pressure 
gradient 


(~:) 
so as to obtain the representative gradient. Weighting factor a 
in formula (4b) will be used when converting the shear stresses 
T" which are due to the drag flow component to the shear stresses 
(aT,) that are ascribed to a fictitious pressure flow component, 
characterized by a fictitious pressure gradient 


For the pressure flow in the steady state to which we will here 
confine ourselves, it follows from the equilibrium between the 
shear stress To acting on elements clx all the two surfaces and the 
actual pressures P and P + dp acting on film thickness h that 
2Toclx = ph - (p + dp )h. Thus, 


clp 
To= -'j,-h 


dx 
(.Sa) 


In analogy, the following relationship is introduced for defining 
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the fictitious pressure gradient ( - p ) which is henceforth taken 


representative of drag flow 


an = _ I / , ^ fc, so that ^ = - 2 a £ (56) 


At the stationary surface we then have 


h d , , s r<> + an = - — — (p + Pi); 2 da; 


which does contain the representative pressure gradient 
dip + pi) 


dx 


dx 
generating flow with average flow velocity um relative to 


the stationary surface. 
It follows from formulas (1) and (2) for the stationary surface 


that 


-h— (p + pi) 
ax (6a) 


At the sliding surface we may put: 


To - an = -— -r (P - Pi)-2 dx 


- Pi) 
This gives the representative pressure gradient -


generating flow with average flow velocity (um — U) relative to 
the sliding surface (in which U sliding speed). 


It follows for the sliding surface from formulas (1) and (2) 


-»s» Pi) 


P(«„ - Uf n0 


/p (u , - U)h\« (66) 


The fictitious pressure gradient can be eliminated from these 
two formulas (6a) and (66). The result is a formula in which 
only the actual pressure gradient is left, and thus can be deter
mined for any combination of pressure flow and drag flow, pro
vided that average velocity um and sliding speed U have parallel 
directions: 


dp 
dx 


[puj (puji\> 


\~ir\T) 
+ 


P{un - uy (P(% 
h 


Uum - t/)A^1 
(6c) 


If the inertia effects other than those inherent in the turbulence 
character of the flow are negligible, it is now possible to forthwith 
determine the pressure build-up and load-carrying capacity of 
bearings having no side leakage (which would result in cross 
flow) i.e. bearings having infinite width. It is remarkable that, 
by eliminating the fictitious pressure gradient, the magnitude of 
weighting factor a in formula (46) does not affect in any way the 
magnitude of the actual pressure gradient in (6c). 


One may also eliminate the actual pressure gradient from (6a) 
and (66): 


dpi 


dx 
= -Vs t to 


r>M
a /WA" 


dx 
- 2 a ^ = 


h 
. «» n . 


-2 J viz., 
ni h 


(56) 


In formula (56) the importance of weighting factor a becomes 
evident and shear stress due to drag flow can be derived: 


n = xAwi [p«*,2 (' pujA™ _ 
p(um - uy 


/P(um - u)h,y°i 


(Be) 


Thus empirical constant ni appears to be tied up with ex-
pressions for shear stress due to sliding in the same way as previ
ously shown in a less general formula (3). For that matter 
empirical constant Mo appears to be tied up with actual pressure 
gradients and shear stresses due to actual pressure gradients 
see formula (6c) and the less general formula (2). 


Equations for Flow in Mutually Perpendicular Directions 
The previous method, and the use in it of a fictitious pressure 


gradient, in particular, will be seen to be useful in an extension 
of the theory to flow in a lubricant film in mutually perpendicular 
directions. The extension of the theory proves possible by mak
ing the following assumptions: 


1 that a fictitious pressure component may be conceived in 
the lubricant film so as to account for the drag flow component; 


2 that for the stationary surface a relation can be given be
tween, on the one hand, the gradient of the representative pros-
sure consisting of the actual pressure plus the additional fictitious 
pressure, and, on the other hand, the mean velocity of flow rela
tive to the stationary surface, the density, the viscosity, and the 
film thickness, in accordance with equation (6a); 


3 that for the sliding surface a relation can be given between, 
on the one hand, the gradient of the representative pressure con
sisting of actual pressure minus the fictitious pressure and on 
the other hand, the mean velocity of flow relative to the sliding 
surface, the density, the viscosity, and the film thickness, in 
accordance with equation (66); 


dpT 


4 that the resultant representative gradient — and the re-_ 
as 


sultant mean velocity of flow us for one and the same surface have 
the same direction; 


5 that such directions for stationary and sliding surface will 
not necessarily coincide, see Fig. 4. 


These assumptions, and (4) and (5) in particular, lead to the 
following slightly generalized form of (6a) and (66): 


-h — 
ds 


P«»2 ra0 (?)" (6/) 


where coordinate s and suffix s indicate the common directio 
the resultant pressure gradient and the resultant mean 
velocity; 


in which, for the stationary surface, the pressure gradient 


a(p + pi) 
—— is the vectorial resultant of components 


dx 
d(p + Pi) 


by 
and mean velocity u, is the vectorial resultant of c 


ponents « , and urt> = uy; 


in which, for the sliding surface, the pressure 
p(um - uy 


( —™ j (6(2) gradient -—- is the vectorial resultant of components 


Thereby obtaining the following expression for the fictitious 
pressure gradient 
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d(p - Pi) , d(p - Pi) 
and dx by 
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n d mean velocity us is the vectorial resultant of flow components 


hh " U) a n d Uy' 
where the xy coordinate system lies in the plane of and is attached 
to the stationary surface; 


here the y direction is a t right angles to the sliding direction; 
jjgre x is the sliding direction; 


n(j where ux and uv are the mean velocities of flow relative to 
jhe x and y-directions, respectively. 
Thus equations for the stationary and the sliding surface can be 
derived: 


I stationary Surface. By suitably resolving the resultant rep
resentative pressure gradient 


dpra = d(p + yi) 


ds ds 


u s in s-di rect ion 
on stationary surface. 


Flow with respect to stat ionary surface. 


njid the resultant mean flow velocity 


u, = ( V + w„2)I/! 


jn x and y-directions, it follows from formula (6/) 


k by {P + P l )
 = n \p^l+^l)^h\m' 


pux(uj + V)1A ^ \ V 
{P^J^JL^IV 


-h — (p + pi) 


pu ,(«„» + v) 1 / 2 TT = n0 


p(ux* + uy
2y/%\m° 


(7a) 


(76) 


u in s-d i rec t ion on 
sl iding sur face. 


Flow wi!h respect to s l i d ing sur face. 


Fig. 4 Flow in mutually perpendicular directions 


2 Sliding Surface. By suitably resolving resultant gradient 
dp,t d(p - pi) 


ds 
- and velocity us = {(ux — Uy + w„2}1/tl in x and 


y-directions, it follows from formula (6/) Ux = ~ and Uy = ~ are normalized velocities of flow. (8b) 


-h—- (p - pi) 
ox 


p(%x- U){(u,- UY + u/}1/' 


= n0 -
\(ux - uy + M/l'/'/t")"^ 


(7c) 


-A — (p - pO 


P«»{K- C/)2 + V l v. = no [ 
P! (U, - uy + u/} '/*h~\m« 


(7d) 


In the original limiting case of parallel flow directions (where 
llie flow component uy, at right angles to the sliding direction of 
lho surface, reduces to zero), equation (7a) reduces to (6a) and 
«lualion (7c) to (6b). 


Kquations (7a-d) have been written in such a way that the 
Wlious pressure gradients can be easily eliminated. There-
rate, equations can be derived giving gradients of the actual 
Pressure in the lubricant film, as follows: 


bp /j?_y 
bx \pUhJ 


+m„ ( 1+mt 
= Vin. }UX(UX*+ Z7,«) 2 


+ (ux - i)((ux - ly + c7„») 2 (8a) 


v bp / v y+* 
nUby \pUhJ 


'"•Wo 


l + mD 


= 'Ano } UV(UJ + UJ) 2 


l + Wp 


+ uy((ux - xy + u/) 2 (86) 


JUr"al of Lubrication Technology 


This way of formulating the basic equations for the turbulent 
lubricant film has advantages in comparing theoretical and 
experimental results. I t can be shown from the derivation that 
only a minimum of experimental information is required. 


(a) I t is possible to derive the magnitudes of no and m0 from 
a flow experiment in which pressure flow is the only type of flow 
to occur. I t is particularly the magnitude of no that matters. 
The magnitude of mo need not be known accurately, provided 
the absolute value is much smaller than unity, since in the 
formulas (8a) and (8b) m0 appears only in the 1/2(1 + m0)th 
power. 


(6) I t is possible to derive the quantities «i and nil from an 
experiment with drag flow. If however, only the pressure build
up in a bearing is required, it would suffice to determine whether 
ni and mi do not deviate too much from na and mo, respectively. 
In fact, i t proved possible, thanks to the introduction of a ficti
tious pressure, to derive the equations (8a) and (86) in which 
the quantities ni and mi no longer appear. 


Inertia Effects Other Than Turbulence 
A disadvantage of the foregoing equations might be the fact 


that one of the two bearing surfaces has been assumed to be 
stationary. In many bearings either surface might move with 
respect to the lubricant film as a body and it is convenient to 
attach a new frame of reference x, y to that body of the film. 
Now, let the velocity of the new coordinate system x, y, be in 
the ^-direction. Further, let the meaning of symbol U no longer 
be restricted to sliding speed as in the previous frame of reference 
but let the meaning of it be extended to the sum of the speeds of 
the two surfaces (ui and u%) with respect to the new coordinate 
system x, y: U = Mi + Uz or Ui + Ui — 1 and UY = Uy, Ux = 
Ux + U\. This generalizing transformation yields: 
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Fig. 5 Variation of Gx and 0y with if drag flow is dominant 


riU bx \pUh) 


= Vs«o ( 
l + ma 


(I/K - ui)«ux - my + tv) 2 


1 + TOQ 


+ (17, - I7.)((l7« - U,Y + 17/) 2 (9a) 


yU by \pUh) 


'• Varco I 
l + m0 


and 


Uv«v, - u,f + tr»») 2 


1 + OTp 


+ Uy((UX - Ui)* + Z7/) 2 


Ui + U2 = 1 


(96) 


(9c) 


The presence of inertia effects other than those inherent in 
turbulence may be incorporated most concisely in equations 
(9a) and (96) thanks to the facts that the pressure is explicit and 
that the coordinate system is stationary with respect to the shape 
of the wedge. To this end the following terms must be added to 
the right-hand side of equations (9a) and (96) 


\m» (h bUx , T 5(7 x 5(7. 
n ^T + hU* ^T + hU* ~^r U bt bx by 


and 


\pUhJ 


( y \m° ih. 
\pUho) \U 


(10a) 


dUV J. 3.TT ^ ^ a , ITT W * 
U bt bx by 


+ 1-TTT-I { - -r1-' + hUyL-^L + hUv — ' I (106) 


respectively. In terms (10a) and (106) the acceleration terms 
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( ——1 etc. ) 
\bt J 


are correct from a physical viewpoint. However, 


(TT bU* • S\ 
I U% 1 etc. J are 
\ bx J 


the convective inertia terms ( Ux 1 etc. j are not entirely 


correct. This is due to the fact that the products of averaged 
flow velocities Z7„ and Vy instead of averaged products of local 
flow velocities are inserted in (10a) and (106). However, pro
files of the local flow velocities are known to be rather blunt. 
Thus, the difference between the product of two averaged ve
locities and the averaged product of two local velocities can be 
expected to be small. Indeed, convective inertia terms are under
estimated. However, such an error is permissible if the terms 
are a second order effect as far as pressure build-up is concerned. 


Comparison of the Bulk-Flow Theory and Theories Based 
on the Law-of-Wall and the Mixing Length Concept 


All equations, that in the various theories give pressure andj 
flow in a turbulent lubricant film, are semiempirical and contain^ 
two empirical constants. The main difference between the bulk= 
flow theory and the other two theories, based on law-of-wall anas 
mixing length concept, lies in the choice of the empirical con
stants. In the first theory, empirical constants are derived 
from measurements on bulk-flow between stationary or sliding 
plates and in pipes. In the other two theories empirical con
stants are derived from measurements of time-averaged flotf 
velocity profiles between stationai y or sliding plates and in pipes. 
In the first theory it is possible to derive the empirical constants 
without much insight in the mechanism of turbulent flow. In 
essence, the author's theory is not more than a generalization of 
the well-known dependence between friction-factor and Reynolds 
number first given by Blasius [2]. In the other two theories, 
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V 


empirical constants cannot but be derived after having intro
duced a model of the turbulence mechanism. Indeed, the intro
duction of the law-of-wall leads to a quantitative determination 
of the universal velocity profile near a wall and the introduction 
of the mixing length concept leads to the determination of the 
mixing length. However, any model accounting for the turbu
lence mechanism is only valid for certain limiting conditions. 
Thus the validity of these models is a matter of continuing dis
pute. I t is outside the scope of this work to take part in this 
dispute. Therefore the practical results of the two theories 
based on the law-of-wall as worked out by Elrod and Ng3 [8] 
and based on the mixing length concept as worked out by Con-
stantinescu [5] are compared with the author's theory and it 
will not be discussed at length whether they have correctly 
applied realistic, physical models. 


Practical results of the two theories have been presented by 
publishing graphs of magnitudes Gx en Gy derived from the 
following two equations: 


t)U OX 


TJ - n — dp 


" i)U by 


(11a) 


(116) 


3 An earlier, linearized, version of this theory is by Ng and Pan 
[10]. 


The first equation gives the dimensionless, mean flow velocity in 
the direction of sliding. I t is seen to consist of a pressure or 
Poiseuille flow component and a drag or Couette flow component. 
The second equation (116) gives the dimensionless, mean pressure 
flow velocity perpendicular to the direction of sliding. In the 
graphical results of the two theories it is shown that Gx and Gy 


reach a maximum value of Via f ° r Reynolds numbers smaller 
than 1000 so that the equations become identical to the equations 
for laminar flow in that regime. In the turbulent regime equa
tions for Gx and Gy can be derived by inserting Ux and Uy (equa
tions (11a) and (116)) into equations (8a) and (86). The two 
equations take the following general form: 


/.. 
/ dP bP\ 


y*» Gv> R> ^'w) = 0 ( 1 2 a > 6 ) 


where 


B = 
pUh 


d P 


dX 


dP 


dY = 


ph3 dp 


rj2 dx 


phs dp 


rj2 dy 


From these equations, numerical results are derived and plotted 
in graphs originally used for theories based on law-of-wall and 
mixing length. 


In the first place, it will be assumed that the pressure flow 
component is much smaller than the drag flow component: 


dP 
Ox — « Vrt 


dX 


dP 
Gv - « V*B 


These conditions are characteristic of self-acting bearings oper
ating at moderate eccentricities. Under these assumptions, 
equations (12a) and (126) can be simplified to 


<?„ = — — : 2 J - ( 1 + m » ) 
Wo(2 + TOO) 


21 + ma 


no 


^>-(l+m„) 


(13a) 


(136) 


in which Wo = 0.066 and m0 = —0.25 for smooth surfaces at 
Reynolds numbers smaller than 106, see Davies and White [7] 
and others. Graphical results are presented in Fig. 5.4 Red 
lines are results from the bulk-flow theory and based on the above 
two formulas. Drawn black lines are results from the law-of-
wall (Ng and Pan) and dotted black lines are based on the mixing 
length concept (Constantinescu). I t can be seen that the de


pendency between Gx and B = 
pUh 


is roughly identical for the 


three theories in a regime characterized by 104 < R < 106. How
ever, the mixing length theory appears to deviate from the other 
two theories for the dependency between Gy and B at different 
values of the mixing length constant k*. Thus the mixing 
length theory appears to be less reliable than the other two theo
ries. 


Next, no limitations are placed upon the ratio between the 
pressure flow component and the drag flow component. In Figs. 
6 and 7, values for Gx and Gy derived from the general equations 
(12a) and (126) are plotted for several values of the dimensionless 
pressure gradient and with Reynolds number based on sliding 


1 Fig. 6.14 from Constantinescu [5]. 
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speed as the independent variable. In these figures, red lines 
are results from the bulk-flow theory and black lines are results 
from the law-of-wall theory. Drawn lines represent cases in 
which pressure gradient and direction of sliding are roughly per-


dP bP 
pendicular or — 2> — • Dotted lines represent cases in which dY dX 


bP 
pressure gradient and sliding speed are almost parallel or — » 


dP 


bY 


I t can be deduced from the two figures that it is unimportant 
how the pressure gradient and sliding speed are directed with 
respect to each other for R —»- co and R —»- 0, representing cases 
with a dominant flow due to a sliding surface and a dominant flow 
under the influence of a pressure gradient, respectively. Drawn 
and dotted lines deviate in a regime where the two flow com
ponents have the same order of magnitude. From a comparison 
between red lines representing bulk-flow theory and black lines 
epresenting law-of-wall theory, it follows tha t the two theories 


show the general behavior outlined in the foregoing and that 
they are in accordance in Fig. 6. 


A comparison between red and black lines in Fig. 7 also shows 
that discrepancies are present for the smaller Reynolds numbers 
(R < 104) and for the smaller dimensionless pressure gradients 


fdP dP \ 
— and — < 10« I. 


\ d X d F / 


Such increasing discrepancies for decreasing Reynolds num
bers can also be seen in Fig. 5, which is representative of a 
dominant drag flow. 


I t remains to be explained why good accordance does not ex
tend over the complete turbulent regime and it remains to be 
found which of the two theories is better in that part of the regime 
in which no good accordance could be found. The explanation 
can be found in Elrod and Ng's own work, see Fig. 8. In this 
figure black dotted lines are based on law-of-wall theory and 
black and red drawn lines are the result of experiments. The 
vertical coordinate gives the friction factor 


and 
2T 8T 


or 
pum* pin 


the horizontal gives the Reynolds number 


2pumh pUh 
or 


When discussing this figure Elrod and Ng state that the law-
of-wall theory is asymptotically correct in the limits of high and 
low Reynolds numbers. I t is not to be expected, of course, tha t 
any agreement be achieved in the transition region which extends 


pUh 
Up until ' 


V 
104. 


Thus, it follows from Fig. 8 that a theory based on law-of-wall 
B not so good in accordance with experiments than the bulk-flow 
theory, which is directly based on experiments. The lack in 
good accordance is restricted to the smaller Reynolds numbers. 


The general conclusion is that the bulk-flow theory is more 
'eliable than the other two theories. 


Conclusions 


1 The bulk-flow theory is in excellent accordance with the 
iaW-of-wall theory for. turbulent flow in bearing films at the 
greater Reynolds numbers. 


2 The present theory is marginally better for turbulent flow 
s t the smaller Reynolds numbers. 


3 Equations for turbulent flow in bearing films have now 
been presented in closed form, (8a) and (8b). 


4 No physical models for the turbulence mechanism have 
been used when developing the new theory. 


5 Empirical constants (2) used in the theory can be derived 
from bulk-flow measurements and do not require the deter
mination of flow velocity profiles. 


6 The present theory is developed for turbulent flow in bear
ing films interposed between smooth surfaces. Unlike other 
theories, it can easily be extended to flow between rough and 
grooved surfaces. 
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One of the main results of the turbulent theories based on the 
detailed analysis of the shear flow including turbulent stresses 
[3], [8], [10] is the fact that although the phenomenon is locally 
nonlinear, quasi-linear relations hold valid for some global char
acteristics such as mean velocities, flow versus pressure gradients, 
friction stresses versus mean velocities and versus pressure 
gradients, etc. Starting from this point, a bulk theory can in
deed be developed, by using any theory which is able to produce 
the mentioned global relationships or, as done in this, paper, by 
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Air Entrainment Versus Lubricant
Vaporization in Squeeze Film
Dampers: An Experimental
Assessment of Their Fundamental
Differences
Squeeze film dampers (SFDs) provide structural isolation and energy dissipation in air-
breathing engines and process gas compressors. However, SFDs are prone to develop a
flow regime where the ingestion of air leads to the formation of a bubbly lubricant. This
pervasive phenomenon lacks proper physical understanding and sound analytical model-
ing, although actual practice demonstrates that it greatly reduces the damper force re-
sponse. Measurements of film pressures in a test SFD describing circular centered orbits
at whirl frequencies varying from 0 to 100 Hz are presented for fully flooded and vented
discharge operating conditions. The experiments demonstrate that operation with low
levels of external pressurization, moderate to large whirl frequencies, and lubricant dis-
charge to ambient leads to the entrapment of air within the damper film lands. The
experiments also elucidate fundamental differences in the generation of film pressures and
forces for operation in a flooded condition that evidences vapor cavitation. Damping
forces for the vented end with air entrainment are just 15 percent of the forces measured
for the flooded damper. Further measurements at constant whirl frequencies demonstrate
that increasing the lubricant pressure supply retards the onset of air entrainment. Clas-
sical fluid film cavitation models predict well the pressures and forces for the lubricant
vapor cavitation condition. However, prevailing models fail to reproduce the dynamic
forced response of vented (open-ended) SFDs where air entrainment makes a foamy
lubricant, which limits severely the damper film pressures and forces.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1383258#


Introduction
Excessive steady state synchronous vibration levels and subhar-


monic rotor instabilities are the two most common problems in
rotordynamics. Squeeze film dampers~SFDs! are to date the only
effective means to provide structural isolation and vibration dissi-
pation in air breathing engines~@1#!. An SFD comprises a thin
lubricant film within the annular gap between a non-rotating jour-
nal and a stationary housing. The journal is typically connected to
the rotor shaft through a ball bearing, though any other type of
bearing can be used~@2#!. When the rotor vibrates, the journal is
forced to follow its whirling motion, thus squeezing the lubricant
film. The fluid film develops hydrodynamic pressures in the zones
where the film thickness locally decreases. However, when the
local film thickness increases the lubricant flow may generate suc-
tion ~negative dynamic! pressures that may lead to lubricant va-
porization or air entrainment.


The Reynolds lubrication equation for incompressible fluids is
hitherto used to predict the pressure field in hydrodynamic bear-
ings, including SFDs~@3#!. However, Childs@1# Walton et al.@4#,
and Zeidan and Vance@5,6# establish that the correlation between
theory and experiment is considerably less compelling for damp-
ers than for bearings due to the appearance of dynamic lubricant
cavitation. It is customarily assumed that, since an ideal fluid is
unable to sustain tension, the lubricant would undergo an instan-


taneous phase change once the fluid vapor pressure is reached. As
a result, a vapor filled cavity interrupting the continuity of the film
develops. Numerous physical models address the phenomenon of
vapor cavitation with different levels of complexity. Braun and
Hendricks@7#, and Ku and Tichy@8# review these models as ap-
plied to the Reynolds equation with boundary conditions defining
the onset of cavitation and the full film reformation zone. The
simplest model, the half-Sommerfeld orp-film condition, replaces
with a uniform~cavitation! pressure any negative pressure result-
ing from solution of the Reynolds equation. Next, the Swift-
Stieber~or Reynolds! condition enforces a null pressure gradient
at the cavitation inception boundary to account for flow continu-
ity. The separation model, and the Floberg and Jakobsson-
Floberg-Olsson models account for mass transport across the cavi-
tation zone and allow for the occurrence of subambient pressures
within the thin fluid film. These models differ from each other in
the assumptions about the path followed by the fluid through the
cavitation zone.


Zeidan and Vance@9–11# Walton et al.@4# and Hibner and Ban-
sal @12# report a different film rupture mechanism in open-ended
squeeze film dampers, as it occurs when the relative movement
between the SFD journal and housing drags air into the film even-
tually leading to a bubbly mixture. Many authors refer to this
phenomenon as gaseous cavitation. However, this term is a mis-
nomer strictly applicable to instances where dissolved gases in the
lubricant come out of solution at pressures below the saturation
value for the noncondensable gas~air!, thus forming a single large
bubble. In SFDs, as well and in dynamically loaded journal bear-
ings, the bubbly flow due to air entrainment forms a homogeneous
mixture with small bubbles well dispersed throughout the film and
persisting even in the high pressure zones.~Dowson and Taylor
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@13#, Jacobson and Hamrock@14#, Zeidan and Vance,@5,9# Sun
et al. @15#. Foamy off at the damper outlet evidences this perva-
sive operating condition.


Zeidan et al.@2# review the state of the art in SFDs and remark
about the importance of the air entrainment phenomenon, as it
considerably reduces the dynamic film forces and the overall
damping capability of SFDs. There are no accurate models ad-
dressing to the effects of air ingestion in dynamically loaded bear-
ings and SFDs, nor are there relevant experimental measurements
that could aid in validating predictive analysis. Only recently,
Diaz and San Andre´s @16–18# provide experimental results on a
test SFD describing circular centered orbits and correlate dynamic
pressures and squeeze film forces to the volume concentration of
air in a controlled bubbly mixture. The experiments evidence a
dramatic reduction in film pressures and forces as the air volume
fraction increases in the mixture.


The experimental results hereby presented evidence the para-
mount effect of air entrainment in the performance of SFDs oper-
ating with an open-end to ambient discharge, the most common
configuration found in practical applications. The measurements
evidence the fundamental differences in film pressure generation
and forces for operation with a vented end versus a fully flooded
condition where lubricant vaporization prevails. The test results
also demonstrate the similarity between the dynamic pressure
fields generated by air entrainment and those measured for opera-
tion with a controlled homogeneous bubbly mixture. The effect of
increased supply pressure and lubricant through flow on the delay
of air entrainment within the fluid film is also investigated.


Test Fig Description
The experiments are conducted in an open-ended damper oper-


ating with a circular centered whirl orbit of amplitude equal to 50
percent of the film clearance. Diaz and San Andre´s @16–18# de-
scribe the test apparatus, measurement procedure and uncertainty
analysis. Figure 1 depicts the damper test section, flow loop, in-
strumentation and relevant nomenclature. The damper journal di-
ameter~D! and axial length~L! are equal to 129.4 mm and 31.1
mm, respectively. The journal and its ball bearing are mounted
eccentrically on a rigid shaft. A variable-speed DC motor and belt
transmission drive the shaft supported on two precision ball bear-
ings. At a pressurized condition of 7.0 bar the nominal radial
clearance~c! and orbit radius~e! are equal to 0.343 mm and 0.216
mm, respectively. The left end of the damper is tightly sealed with
an O-ring, while its right end opens to an exit plenum at ambient
pressure. The lubricant enters the damper through two holes at the
top ~90 deg! and bottom~270 deg! of the damper left end.


The experiments are performed with an ISO VG 68 pure lubri-
cant of density and viscosity equal to 0.87 gr/cm3 and 77.5 centi-
poise at 28°C, respectively. The lubricant is delivered to the test
section via a gear pump and removed from the discharge plenum
with an auxiliary pump. The lubricant flow rate and supply pres-
sure are recorded at the inlet port with a gear flowmeter and a
Bourdon-type pressure gauge, respectively. A K-type thermo-
couple detects the lubricant film temperature, a photoelectric ta-
chometer senses the drive shaft speed~equal to the journal whirl
frequency!, and two eddy current displacement sensors record the
motion of the journal. Six piezoelectric dynamic pressure sensors
are flush mounted around the damper circumference at two axial
planes~Z1 andZ2! as depicted in Figs. 1~a,b!.


Experimental Procedure
The lubricant supply pressure and flow rate, film temperature,


and synchronous whirl frequency are manually recorded in the
experiments. The dynamic film pressure at the location~180 deg,
Z2!, see Fig. 1, is measured with a piezoelectric transducer and
digitally recorded with 16 bits of resolution at a sampling rate of
2048 Hz for a total length of 2 sec.


Four types of experiments have been conducted to evaluate the
performance of the test SFD under different operating conditions.


Measurements of the pressure field and film forces are performed
for fully flooded and open-end vented conditions and for increas-
ing whirl frequencies while maintaining the same supply pressure.
In the first type of measurements, the damper discharge plenum is
fully flooded with lubricant at atmospheric pressure preventing the
ingestion of external air. In this case, the fluid in the damper film
lands shows vapor cavitation while the damper operates at a given
whirl frequency. The second type of measurements exemplifies a
more realistic operating condition where the lubricant discharges
to an open plenum vented to atmospheric conditions. In this case


Fig. 1 Test apparatus; „a… squeeze film damper detail, „b…
schematic of test rig and instrumentation
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air entrains naturally into the squeeze film lands and the dis-
charged lubricant has the appearance of a bubbly mixture resem-
bling a foamy fluid.


In the measurements with increasing whirl frequencies, the sup-
ply pressure is set to a constant value of 2.3 bar, which corre-
sponds to a lubricant flow rate of 0.4 l/min. In the vented to
ambient condition tests the lubricant is evacuated from the plenum
discharge chamber using a small diaphragm pump sectioning at a
bottom port. On the other hand, the whole damper test section is
submerged in a lubricant bath for the flooded condition tests. In
this last case, the lubricant is evacuated from a top port directly to
the oil sump. The plenum pressure is at atmospheric pressure for
both test conditions. A transparent window on the damper housing
discharge section allows verifying that the plenum remains either
fully flooded or empty, depending on the type of test conducted.
The SFD rig is brought rapidly to a maximum shaft speed of
6,000 rpm~100 Hz!, and the measurements are performed while
reducing the speed by steps of 500 rpm~8.33 Hz! each.


The other two types of measurements illustrate the performance
of the open-end vented SFD for different lubricant flow rates
~pressure supplies! and operating at two whirl frequencies, 8.33
Hz ~500 rpm! and 16.67 Hz~1000 rpm!. The measurements are
performed while the supply pressure~or oil through flow! is in-
creased in discrete steps until the return auxiliary pump is not able
to evacuate all the lubricant and the discharge plenum starts to
overflow.


The manufacturer values for the uncertainty of the measure-
ment sensors have been verified. The individual errors are 1 per-
cent of measurement for the oil flowmeter 3 percent of full scale
~10.3 bar! for the Bourdon pressure gauge, and 1 percent of full
scale~100°C! for the thermocouples. The instrumentation uncer-
tainty on the dynamic pressure measurements is mainly related to
the A/D conversion, which is on the order of hundredths of a bar.
However, the large temporal fluctuations of the pressures intro-
duce a first-order uncertainty~@19#! that overcomes the instrumen-
tation uncertainty by about two orders of magnitude. The discus-
sion of test results addresses at length this issue.


Experimental Results
Figure 2 depicts the measured squeeze film pressures for the


fully flooded and vented operating conditions. The solid lines rep-
resent the dynamic pressures and the dotted lines show the varia-
tion of the film thickness at the location of measurement and for
five periods of journal whirl motion. In both tests, the supply
pressure is 1.45 bar and the discharge plenum is nearly at atmo-
spheric pressure. The oil flow rate is 0.12 liter/min and the film
temperature is 27°C. The SFD journal describes circular centered
orbits with an orbit radius of 0.180 mm at a whirl frequency of 75
Hz.


Figure 2~a! shows the typical pressure profile found when the
pure lubricant undergoes a vapor cavitation process. Note that the
pressure profile is smooth and shows nearly identical shapes for
each period of motion. A~flat! constant pressure zone develops at
nearly zero absolute pressure, and it corresponds to the rupture of
the film and formation of a vapor filled cavity. The vapor cavity
appears only during that portion of the journal motion cycle where
the film gap increases. The vapor bubble collapses immediately as
the local pressure raises above the lubricant vapor pressure. In
general, correlations of measured pressures and vapor cavitation
extent with predictions based on traditional film rupture models
are satisfactory.


The pressure profile shown in Fig. 3~b! shows the effects of air
entrainment for the vented to ambient condition. The periodic mo-
tion of the journal not only squeezes the lubricant but it also
induces air ingestion and entrapment. At the times when the local
film gap increases a suction pressure draws air into the thin film
and leads to the formation of a bubbly mixture of air in oil, with
bubbles persisting even in the high pressure zones. Note that the
squeeze film pressures differ markedly for each period of journal


motion and even the peak pressures undergo large variations. A
pressure flat zone at nearly ambient pressure, typically denoted as
gaseous cavitation, initiates when the film goes from its minimum
to its maximum values~negative squeeze action!. The generation
of subambient film pressures is also unique during the negative
squeeze portion of the journal motion cycle.


A period-averaging scheme is applied to the measured pressures
to filter random fluctuations, thus generating smooth periodic
pressure fields representative of the overall behavior of the
squeeze film pressures over many cycles of motion. Figures 3~a!
and 3~b! compile the period-averaged dynamic pressures corre-
sponding to measurements at different operating whirl frequencies
for the flooded and vented open end, respectively. The vertical
axis represents the pressure, the horizontal axis depicts the time
normalized by the period of motion, and the off-plane axis denotes
the whirl frequency ranging from 0 to 100 Hz~0–6000 rpm!. For
the flooded condition and at low whirl frequencies the level of
external supply pressure prevents the onset of the fluid vapor cavi-
tation zone. However, as the whirl frequency increases, the dy-
namic film pressures are low enough and approach the vaporiza-
tion pressure, thus initiating the vapor cavitation zone. The extent
of the vapor cavitation zone increases linearly with the journal
whirl frequency.


On the other hand, the dynamic pressures corresponding to op-
eration with a vented discharge condition~Fig. 3~c!! are most
distinctive and resemble the pressures measured earlier in the
same test rig operating with a controlled homogeneous bubbly
mixture of air and oil~@16–18#!. A constant pressure zone that
interrupts the pressure rise from the minimum to the maximum
peak develops and with a magnitude nearly equal to the ambient
pressure. The extent of the flat pressure zone increases rapidly
with the whirl frequency for low frequencies. However, as the
operating frequency increases further, the extent of the constant
pressure zone appears nearly constant. Diaz and San Andres
@16,18# have correlated the extent of the constant pressure zone
with the concentration of air in a test SFD operating with a con-
trolled homogeneous bubbly mixture. Thus, the extent of the flat


Fig. 2 Dynamic pressure and journal displacement versus
time; „a… flooded plenum and „b… vented plenum
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pressure zone in the current measurements denotes increasing de-
grees of air entrainment as the whirl frequency increases.


Figure 4 provides a quantitative comparison of the peak-to-peak
(p-p) pressures generated by the test SFD operating with vapor
cavitation~flooded plenum! and with air entrapment~vented open
end!. The magnitude of thep-p pressures for the vented condition
represents an averaged value from the many periods of measure-
ment. The vertical bars represent the first-order uncertainty as de-
fined by Moffat@19#, i.e., they correspond to the largest deviations
~above and below! from the average value for the entire length of


the experiment. Figure 4 also includes an analytical prediction of
the p-p pressures and based on the simplest model available, the
short length bearing with open ends, and given as


Pshort5
6mev


h3 sin~u!~Z12L2!1Po (1)


and accounting for vapor cavitation with the simple relation


P5H Pshort if Pshort.0


0 if Pshort<0
. (2)


Refer to the Nomenclature for a proper definition of all variables.
The short length bearing model predicts a linear growth of the


p-p pressures with the journal whirl frequency. The rate ofp-p
pressure rise reduces above the whirl frequency at which the lu-
bricant vapor cavitation initiates~;17 Hz!. The experimental
pressures for the flooded SFD condition correlate very well with
the predicted values. However, thep-p pressures for the vented
condition quickly reach a constant value,~nearly! independent of
the whirl frequency and much lower than for the flooded condi-
tion. The first-order uncertainties for the flooded condition are
rather small indicating a time invariant pressure field. On the other
hand, the tests with air ingestion and entrapment lead top-p
pressure fluctuations of up to 35 percent.


A SFD describing circular centered orbits and with a
stationary12 pressure field~synchronous with the shaft! generates
invariant forces in a radial and tangential coordinate system rotat-
ing with the same speed as the shaft. A pure tangential force is
distinctive of an ideal SFD since this force directly opposes any
forward whirl motion. Radial forces could be centering denoting a
stiffness-like effect, or outwards implying a fluid inertia effect.
Dynamic damper forces (f r , f t) in the radial and tangential direc-
tions arise from integration of the pressure field around the journal
surface. A kinematic relation between thestationary ~though ro-
tating! pressure field and thedynamicpressure field at a fixed
location is used to transform the spatial integration around the
journal circumference into integration in time. The relationship is


f ~Z!5~ f r1 i • f t!~Z!5


2v
D


2


n E
to


to1n•T


P~ t,z!•e2 i •@e~ t2t0!#dt.


(3)


Refer to the Nomenclature for a proper definition of all variables.
Figure 5 depicts the radial and tangential forces per unit length


at the axial location of measurement (Z2) versus the journal whirl
frequency. Circles and squares denote the measured forces for the
vented and flooded conditions, respectively, and solid lines repre-
sent the forces predicted by the short length bearing model. Note
that the radial forces are much lower than the tangential~damp-
ing! forces. The analytical predictions show the damping force to
increase linearly with the whirl frequency, although with a re-
duced slope after vapor cavitation initiates. The calculated radial
force is nil for a full-film condition, and increases linearly with the
whirl frequency after vapor cavitation initiates. The predictions
agree well with the forces derived from the experimental pres-
sures under a flooded discharge operating condition. Conversely,
for the vented plenum and where air entrains naturally into the
fluid film, the damping~tangential! force actually decreases as the
whirl frequency increases and becomes a mere fraction~15 per-
cent! of the damping force obtained for the flooded SFD condi-
tion. At large whirl frequencies when air entrainment is more se-
vere; the radial force becomes larger than the tangential force.


Figure 6 demonstrates the effects of the supply pressure~lubri-
cant flow rate! on the generation of film pressures and the onset of
air entrainment. Figure 6~a! compiles the period averaged pres-
sures at an operating frequency equal to 16.67 Hz~1000 rpm!, and


1Here the stationary qualification means an invariant pressure field relative to an
observer positioned in the spinning shaft.


Fig. 3 Development of the period-averaged pressure field and
uniform pressure zone versus shirl frequency „flooded and
vented end conditions …; „a… flooded plenum, „b… vented plenum


Fig. 4 Peak-to-peak pressure versus whirl frequency „flooded
and vented end conditions and predictions
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Fig. 6~b! depicts the pressures at 8.33 Hz~500 rpm!. The SFD
discharge plenum is vented to atmospheric pressure. In the figures,
the vertical axis represents the pressure, the horizontal axis depicts
the time normalized by the period of motion, and the in-plane axis
gives the magnitude of supply pressure and lubricant flow rate.
The measurements evidence that increasing the lubricant through
flow rate reduces the extent of the constant pressure zone where
air is entrapped. That is, the severity of air entrainment decreases
allowing for the generation of larger squeeze film pressures and
fluid film forces. Note that in the tests at 16.67 Hz, a lubricant
vapor cavitation zone starts to develop for the largest flow rates.


Figure 7 depicts the period averagedp-p pressures correspond-
ing to the dynamic pressures shown in Fig. 6 versus the oil flow
rate and the supply pressure. The figure also includes the predicted
theoretical values derived from the short bearing model given by
Eq. ~2!. For both operating whirl frequencies, thep-p pressure
grows rapidly with the supply pressure. For large flow rates the
p-p pressures approach an asymptotic value, and correlate well
with the simple analytical values. Note that the theoretical model
does not predict fluid vaporization or air entrainment at these low
frequencies. The experiments also evidence that larger lubricant
flow rates are needed to control air entrainment as the whirl fre-
quency increases.


Figure 8 depicts the test radial and tangential forces versus the
oil flow rate and supply pressure for the whirl frequencies equal to


Fig. 6 Development of the period-averaged pressure field and
uniform pressure zone versus the lubricant flow and supply
pressure; „a… whirl frequency 16.67 Hz „1000 rpm …, „b… whirl fre-
quency 8.33 Hz „500 rpm …


Fig. 5 Radial and tangential forces versus whirl frequency
„flooded and vented end conditions and predictions …


Fig. 7 Peak-to-peak pressures versus oil flow rate and supply
pressure for two whirl frequencies


Fig. 8 Radial and tangential forces versus oil flow rate „supply
pressure … for two whirl frequencies
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8.33 and 16.67 Hz. The experiments at the lower whirl frequency
reveal a rapid increase of the tangential film force towards the
analytical asymptotic value. However, at the whirl frequency of
16.67 Hz, the tangential~damping! force grows continuously
within the full range of test supply pressures. Unfortunately, the
current test facility does not allow for higher levels of pressuriza-
tion so it is not possible to confirm the asymptotic trend of the
tangential force for large flow rates. The radial forces are small
and appear to decrease with the supply pressure for the higher test
whirl frequency~16.67 Hz!. Note that in practice, higher supply
pressures are not readily available nor are desired because of the
increased cost and bulky hardware.


Conclusions
The force response of squeeze film dampers is affected by nu-


merous factors, including geometric characteristics, lubricant
type, whirl frequency, and supply and discharge mechanisms. In-
gestion and entrapment of air is pervasive in SFDs operating with
vented open ends at ambient pressure. The fluid film becomes a
foamy-like mixture with air bubbles persisting in the regions of
pressure generation above ambient. Current models for the rupture
of thin films, gaseous and vapor cavitation, are strictly applicable
for static loads, and their extension to transient or periodic loads
gives accurate predictions only for bearings fully submerged in a
lubricant bath.


Experiments have been conducted on a controlled orbit test
SFD operating with two end conditions, one is fully flooded with
lubricant, and the other one is just an open vent to ambient as
most typical applications exemplify. Measurements of the dy-
namic film pressures and estimated fluid film forces are performed
for increasing whirl frequencies at a fixed value of supply pres-
sure. In the flooded SFD the film pressures are quasi-stationary
and repetitive for each cycle of damper motion, and where the
lubricant vapor cavitation zone increases linearly with the journal
whirl frequency. On the other hand, for the vented condition, and
as soon as air is ingested into the film lands, the film pressures
show random variations and sudden spikes, zones of subambient
pressures, and a discharge fluid appearing as a bubbly mixture. A
constant pressure zone at ambient pressure also grows linearly
with the whirl frequency.


Period-averaged peak-to-peak (p-p) pressures and film forces
are calculated from the measured pressure fields. For the flooded
condition, thep-p pressure increases linearly with the journal
whirl frequency, and its rise rate reduces at the frequency where
lubricant vapor cavitation initiates. The damping~tangential! force
shows a similar trend. A radial~centering! force also appears
when the fluid cavitates and its magnitude is proportional to the
whirl frequency. In contrast, with a vented plenum condition, the
p-p pressures quickly reach a constant value,~nearly! indepen-
dent of the journal whirl frequency and much lower than for the
flooded condition. The damping force actually decreases as the
whirl frequency increases, and becomes a mere fraction~;15
percent! of the tangential force obtained from the flooded condi-
tion. At large whirl frequencies when air entrainment is more se-
vere; the radial force becomes larger than the tangential force.
Theoretical predictions based on a classical model predict well the
pressures and forces for the flooded condition~vapor cavitation!,
but fail to reproduce the test values for the vented condition which
develops into a foamy-like mixture.


Further experiments at low whirl frequencies demonstrate that
increasing the supply pressure reduces the extent of air entrain-
ment and increases the filmp-p pressures and damping forces.
However, the beneficial effect of external pressurization becomes
less pronounced as the frequency of operation increases. A sound
theoretical model accounting for air entrainment is needed for the
reliable design of SFDs, thus reducing their costly trial and error
tuning process. The test results suggest that considering the
squeeze film flow as a homogeneous continuous mixture could
lead to improved predictive analysis. Recently, Tao et al.@20#


present an initial model that compares favorably with controlled
mixture SFD test results, though it requires of an empirical for-
mulation for the bubbly fluid viscosity. Diaz@21# also offers an-
other perspective to the analysis and presents a simple model,
verified by the measurements, to predict the onset and extent of air
entrainment and its paramount effect onSFD forced performance.
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Nomenclature


C 5 damper radial clearance~0.343 mm!
D 5 journal diameter~129.4 mm!
e 5 journal orbit radius, nominal value~0.216 mm!


f r , f t 5 radial and tangential film forces per unit length
~N/m!


h 5 film thickness,C1e cos(vt)
i 5 A21 imaginary unit


L 5 journal length~31.1 mm!
P 5 film pressure~bar!


Po , Ps 5 exit plenum pressure~1.0 bar!; supply pressure~bar!
Pshort 5 short length bearing solution for squeeze film


pressure
Qoil 5 oil flow rate ~liters/min!
r, t 5 radial and tangential coordinates


t 5 time ~sec!
to 5 time for minimum film thickness~sec!
T 5 2p/v; period of journal motion~sec!


Zj 5 axial location of pressure measurements;
Z1 (5.16 mm),Z2 (16.7 mm)


m 5 lubricant viscosity
u 5 angular coordinate in a rotating reference frame
v 5 journal whirl frequency~rad/sec!
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Reynolds 


Introduction 


The mathematical theory of lubrication began with Osborne 
Reynolds one century ago, when he set forth to provide scien
tific explanation for the remarkable results of Beauchamp 
Tower's experiments (Reynolds, 1886). During the course of 
his investigation Reynolds linearized the equations of motion 
for a constant property, Newtonian fluid in laminar flow be
tween rigid surfaces. A crucial step in Reynolds' analysis, 
when expressed in modern terms, was the realization that ow
ing to the particular geometry of the lubricant film, the pro
blem has two different length scales. Let the length scale 
across the film be C and let R represent the length scale in the 
"plane of the film." For conventional lubricant films 
(C/R) = O(10~3); recognition of this fact was essential for the 
development of lubrication theory. 


We find it expedient to normalize, before further discus
sion, the equations of motion with respect to characteristic 
length, velocity and time. Let Ut represent the velocity scale 
in the plane of the film, then the equation of continuity div 
v = 0, where v = (w, v, w) is the velocity of the lubricant, dic
tates that the characteristic velocity across the film be 
0(U,C/R). Denoting normalized (nondimensional) variables 
by an overscore bar, we have 


[x,y,z]= — \x,{-—Ay,zy,{u, v, w) 


\ R ) pUl 


U) 


; t = Qt 


and the equations of motion take the form: 
C2fi du 


dt 
- + Re (IX* du 


-+v-
du 


-+ w • 
du 


dp 
dx 


d2u 


df ( -# - ) • ( -
d2u d2u 


dx2 dz2 (2a) 
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Here p is the pressure of the lubricant, Re = CC/„ h is the 
Reynolds number, and 0 is some characteristic frequency of 
the flow, say the orbital frequency of a journal. The orienta
tion of the Cartesian coordinate axes (x, y, z) is shown in Fig. 
1. 


The normalized form of the incompressibility constraint is 
simply 


du dv dw 
_ ^ + _ ^ + _ ^ = 0 (3) 


dx dy dz 
The theory of lubrication proposed by Reynolds is based on 


the assumption that (CAR)—0. Two additional assumptions 
have also to be made, viz., that fi = 0([/»/7?) and that Re is 
bounded; it is only in this sense that the flow of a lubricant is a 
"slow flow." 


In consequence of the above assumptions, the equations of 
motion reduce to 


dp d2u dp dp d2w 
- = li. - 7 ;—z— = 0;—-— = ii ^ , (4) 


dx dy2 dy dz dy2 


fcg. 6443A56 


Fig. 1 Bearing surfaces and coordinate axes. (From A. Z. Szeri, ed., 
Tribology, Hemisphere Publishing Corp. With permission) 
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when written in terms of the primitive variables. The equation 
of mass conservation (3) remains unchanged, except for 
removal of the overscore bar. 


It is worthy of note that equation (4) and the order of 
magnitude analysis that lead to this equation were published 
18 years earlier than Prandtl's boundary layer theory, the 
basis of which is also a recognition of the existence of multiple 
length scales. 


Classical lubrication theory takes its departure from equa
tion (4). The second of these equations assures us that to first 
approximation the pressure remains constant across the film, 
thus the first and the third of equation (4) can be formally in
tegrated across the film. The velocity components that are ob
tained in this fashion were substituted by Reynolds into the 
averaged (across the film) equation of continuity. In this man
ner, Reynolds succeeded in deriving an equation in lubricant 
pressure, now bearing his name: 


d 


~dx 


/h3 dp\ d / h3 dp \ 


X n dx J dz X ji dz / 


h3 dp\ dh 
= °tV0 —— 


dx 
(5) 


Here h is the film thickness and U0 is the effective sliding 
velocity. Let Uj and U2 represent the velocity, parallel to the 
"plane" of the film, of the two bearing surfaces; then 
UQ = Ul + U2 for a journal bearing and U0 = Ul- U2 for a 
thrust bearing. 


For a journal bearing the pressure equation of Reynolds 
assumes the form: 


86 X 8 6 J X L ) dZ X dZ ) dd 


H&v&6 = x/R,Z=2z/L,H=h/C&ndP=p/jxN(R/Cf 
The work of Reynolds received immediate acceptance by the 


engineering community, but there were great difficulties en
countered when attempting to solve the pressure equation (5) 
in its two dimensional form. There are two simplifications to 
equation (5), however, which are not only tractable analytical
ly, but which posses definite physical meaning. These two ap
proximations are associated with the limits (L/D)~ 0 and 
\D/L)—0, respectively; the former leading to the "short-
bearing" theory (Dubois and Ockvirk, 1953) and the latter to 
the "long-bearing" theory (Sommerfeld, 1904). Predictions of 
the short-bearing theory give acceptable accuracy for L<D/A 
while long-bearing solutions become progressively more 
realistic for increasing aspect ratio, once L>2D. Perhaps the 
first two-dimensional solution of (5) was by Christopherson 
(1941), using Southwell's relaxation method. Christopher-
son's work was soon followed by others (e.g., Cameron and 
Wood, 1949), but it was not until after the advent of high 
speed computing, that two-dimensional solutions of the 
Reynolds equation (5) became available (Pinkus, 1958; 
Raimondi and Boyd, 1958; Pinkus and Sternlicht, 1961). 


As numerical solutions of the Reynolds equation became a 
commonplace, more and more investigators began to ask the 
question: does the Reynolds pressure equation account for the 
physics of the problem adequately? In fact classical theory was 
found to be wanting much earlier, as early as 1916, when Mar
tin found that it cannot satisfactorily explain the existence of 
continuous hydrodynamic films in highly stressed counterfor-
mal contacts, such as found in gears. 


There were at least six principal areas in which extension of 
classical theory seemed desirable. Each of these areas is con
cerned with the relaxation of one or more constraints of the 
Reynolds theory. Deleting one or more of the basic assump
tions of the classical theory leads to studies in: 


(1) Elastohydrodynamic (EHD) effects - when the viscosity 
is dependent on pressure and the surfaces are no longer con
strained to be rigid. 


(2) Turbulence effects - when the lubricant flow Reynolds 
number is outside its range for laminar flow. 
(3) Inertia effects-when (C/R) R e > l or when Q>U*/R 
and bearing performance is influenced by the mass effects 
of the lubricant. 
(4) Thermohydrodynamic (THD) effects-when the lubri
cant viscosity varies strongly with temperature, /X = /A(7), 
(5) Non-Newtonian effects-when lubricant behavior 
deviates significantly from linearly viscous behavior. 
(6) Compressibility effects - when the lubricant is a gas. 


With heavy reliance on high speed computing and on the 
large body of literature available, it is now possible to provide 
at least partial answers to questions raised by researchers, con
cerning validity of classical theory in modern lubrication prac
tice. I will attempt to sketch some of the developments/exten
sions of lubrication theory. The paper is organized in six sec
tions, corresponding to the six areas of studies outlined above. 
The reader is asked to bear in mind that space is at a premium 
when attempting to cram 100 years of development into a 
single journal article; in consequence, many significant con
tributions and contributors are left unlisted, but this is done 
without malice. 


Elastohydrodynamic Theory 


It may be shown that concentrated machine contacts, such 
as found in gears, can be conveniently represented by cylinders 
and that locally such representation may be reduced to a 
cylinder-plane geometry (Dowson and Higginson, 1977.) Thus 
we take the cylinder rolling on a plane as the prototype of 
EHD contact. If the cylinder is "long," we are permitted to 
apply long-bearing theory. Accordingly, we take the limit 
{D/L)—Q in equation (6). The result, when written in terms of 
primitive variables is 


dx 


The pressure gradient in the lubricant is given by the first in
tegral of equation (7), and when nondimensionalized, it can be 
written as 


dp 6h0n
2Vh{6)-h{62) 


cosd\ 
dd R L h3(d) 


Here we make reference to Fig. 2. The film thickness is 


R 
h- (1 + ncosd) 


(8) 


(9) 


and the remaining variables have the definition 


Fig. 2 Cylinder-plane geometry and nomenclature. (From A. Z. Szeri, 
ed., Tribology, Hemisphere Publishing Corp. With permission) 
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, = sin->(-^-),„ = - ^ R - ; p - ph0 


lxUQ 


nh 


~R 
. U0-- •U1 + U2 


Implicit in (8) is the condition that dp/dd = 0 at 0 = 02, where 
$2 is the position of the cavitation boundary. The pressure 
distribution is obtained from (8) by integration: 


<o' 
*9 


COS0 
h(0) + h(62) 


dd (10) 
R J», " " h\d) 


Here p{B\) = 0 and 82 is evaluated from the constraint 
p(d2) = 0, in accordance with the Swift-Stieber boundary con
dition. An excellent discussion on boundary conditions and 
film cavitation can be found in the review article by Dowson 
and Taylor (1979). 


Let Py represent the lubricant force per unit length of the 
cylinder, then 


PV = R\ pcosddd = 3n7 h{6)-h{6i) 
h\6) 


sm26d8 (11) 


Equation (11) is easily evaluated in closed form with the aid 
of the Sommerfeld substitution (c.f., Cameron, 1966) to yield 


hi. 
R 


• 2.45 
liU0 


M - - 1 (12) 


Following Dowson and Higginson (1977) we now estimate 
the film thickness for a gear tooth contact. Typical values for 
lubricant viscosity, surface speed and load are: 


/x = 0.075 Pa.s, £/, = U2 = 0.5 m/s, U0 = m/s, Py = 2.65 MN/m 


Substituting these values into (12) and assuming that in the 
neighborhood of contact the gear geometry is satisfactorily 
represented by an "equivalent cylinder" of R = 0.025 m, we 
obtain 


h0= 0.0172 urn 


This value for film thickness is small in comparison with 
even the best surface finishes encountered in gears (Cheng, 
1984). It is almost two orders of magnitude smaller than the 
mean film thickness between two steel disks of R = 0.081 m 
under a load of Py = 0.196 MN/m (Crook, 1958). 


The cylinder-plane geometry was first analyzed by Martin 
in 1916. His negative results on the existence of continuous 
lubricant film in conformal contacts discouraged theoretical 
research on lubricated contacts for two decades. Then Peppier 
(1938) made an important contribution by considering elastic 
deformation of the surfaces. Though he came to the incorrect 
conclusion that the maximum oil film pressure can never ex
ceed the corresponding maximum Hertzian contact pressure, 
he pointed the way to further development. The assumption of 
a uniform, constant viscosity lubricant was removed by Gat-
combe (1945). A useful representation of pressure dependence 
of viscosity for mineral oils is given by Weibull's equation 


H = /i0exp(ap) 


where ^0 and a are material constants for the lubricant (cf. 
Sargent, 1980). Introducing this expression for /* into the long-
bearing Reynolds equation yields 


6hQn2 
aq mQnz / 
d6 R~ V 


m-m) • ) * cosd);q = 
hn 


(1 °) (13) 
R V h3(6) - — / " n0U0a 


for the gradient of the (dimensionless) reduced pressure, a. 
Comparison of equation (8) and (13) tells that any pressure 
distribution found for the fi = const case can readily be used 
for pressure dependent viscosity, through the formula 


1 
-ln(l-aq),q = 


H0U0a 
q (14) 


a h0 


It was first noted by Blok (1950) thatp^oo as q-~ \/a. Solid 
surfaces, of course, cannot sustain unlimited pressure. They 
will deform and our simple analysis breaks down; never-


Fig. 3 Pressure distributions and film shapes for the same center-line 
film thickness 
(a) Constant viscosity, rigid cylinders; 
(b) Pressure-dependent viscosity, rigid cylinders; 
(c) Constant viscosity, elastic cylinders; 
(d) Pressure-dependent viscosity, elastic cylinders; 
(From D. Dowson and G. R. Higginson, J. Mech. Eng. Sci., Vol. 1, No. 1, 
1959. With permission) 


theless, it points to the necessity of having to consider both the 
pressure dependence of the lubricant and the deformation of 
the surfaces when discussing continuous film lubrication of 
highly loaded contacts. Figure 3 dramatizes the development 
of EHD theory. The individual contributions of elastic defor
mation of the surfaces and of pressure dependence of lubri
cant viscosity, respectively, are small. But they combine non-
linearly to yield a much increased load capacity and a new film 
shape. 


The first satisfactory solution to account for the effects of 
both elastic deformation and pressure dependence of viscosity 
was reported by Grubin (1949). His work, and that of 
Petrushevich (1951), establishes most of the essential proper
ties of EHD solutions in concentrated contacts. 


(1) The film is of nearly uniform thickness in the contact 
zone, except for a sudden decrease just upstream of the 
cavitation boundary. 


(2) There is sudden peaking of the pressure in the region of 
the film thickness change. Other than that, the pressure 
curve follows the shape of the Hertzian ellipse within 
the contact zone. 


For a complete solution of the isothermal EHD problem we 
need to satisfy simultaneously 


(a) The Reynolds equation for the lubricant 
(b) The viscosity-pressure relationship 
(c) The equation of elasticity for the solid members. 


It was discovered very early that the conventional iterative 
scheme represented by 


film shape • 
pressure . 


deformation 
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does not always converge, particularly when there is large 
elastic deformation of the surfaces. To remedy this, Dowson 
and Higginson (1959) proposed the so called "inverse 
hydrodynamic method." 


The inverse hydrodynamic method is essentially a one-
dimensional method, but here it works well. As a starting 
point we perform the indicated differentiation in (7) and write 


JL(_L * ) _ ^ L ( 6 f / o _ ^ *L)=0 (i5, 
dx \ u dx / dx V « dx / 


/ i 3 


/* 
Then postulate an arbitrary pressure curve p=p(x). This 
should have a long inlet sweep, but otherwise should follow 
closely the pressure for Hertzian contact in a zone of width 2a 


P=Po-Jl- (16) 


at least for thin film, i.e., for near Hertzian, conditions. The 
next step is to locate the point x=xa on the inlet side of the 
pressure curvep(x); this is defined by the condition 


" d.(— dp 


dx dx 
- ) - . (17) 


For an isoviscous lubricant xa is simply the x-location of the 
point of inflection on p(x), as (dp/dx)a7±0. At this location 
the film thickness is given by equation (15) as 


h„ ;} (18) 
. (dp/dx)a -


The other condition, dh/dx = 0, under which (17) is satisfied, 
is of no interest presently as it cannot occur in the inlet region. 


Thus for the arbitrary pressure curve p(x) and given viscosi
ty and speed, we can calculate the film thickness ha at the par
ticular location x„. The film thickness at the maximum point 
of p(x) is available immediately from integration of (7), 
hm = 2hg/3, where hm is the film thickness at dp(x)/dx = 0. 


Once the film thickness h„ has been determined, the entire 
film shape corresponding to the given pressure distribution 
p(x) can be found from the cubic equation 


hi, dp T h 
Kh1-h+\=0;K=-


dx 
h = -


h„ 
(19) 


6/tt/0 


which represents the once integrated Reynolds equation (7). 
It is possible to obtain a general picture of film shape 


without actually solving the equations. Under high loads the 
pressure curve is expected to be close to the Hertzian curve in 
the neighborhood of the peak pressure (Hertzian condition). 
In this region equation (15) and equation (16) yield, on the 
assumption that /x — /nmax, 


dh hlP0 


= V (20) 
dx 6fjLU0a


z 


Under near Hertzian conditions in the contact zone /J3 is 
very small and JX is large, thus we except h ~ constant here. At 
the trailing edge of the film the pressure will fall rapidly, again 
following (16); in consequence there must be a sudden 
decrease in film thickness here so that flow continuity is 
satisfied. 


The surface displacement which is caused by the arbitrary 
pressure p(x) can, on the other hand, be calculated by the 
assumption of plane stress. Let s2 -s{ > 0 be the length of the 
line load, then the deflection normal to the surface and in the 
direction of p(x) is given by the formula 


v= —— j ^ p(s)\a[m((x-s)2 + y2)- r (x-sy+y1 


-0 
(x-s)2 


{x-s)2+y2 Ids (21) 


The inverse hydrodynamic method can now be described as 
consisting of the following procedures: (i) selection of the 
design load, (ii) selection of an arbitrary pw(x) that is to yield 
the specified design load, (iii) calculation of hm(x) corre
sponding topw(x), from (19), (iv) calculation of f(1)(x) corre
sponding to pw(x), from (21), (v) comparison of hil\x) and 
vm(x). If \hm(x)-h-vw(x)\ is large, modify pressure curve 
lo p(2){x), . . . , etc. 


Assumptions implicit in the inverse hydrodynamic solution 
are: (a) side leakage is neglected, (b) the lubricant is incom
pressible, (c) lubricant viscosity depends on pressure only, i.e., 
thermal effects are neglected and {d) the lubricant is 
Newtonian. 


To facilitate representation of their calculated results, 
Dowson and Higginson group the independent variables of the 
isothermal EHD problem into four convenient dimensionless 
parameters that define the problem: 


H-
R ' 


W= 
W 


~ER 
,U= PgUp 


2ER 
, G = uE 


where a = (1 - a2)/E and /3 = - CT(1 + a)/E. 


where R is the effective radius of the geometry and 
E=E/(\ — a2) is the effective modulus of elasticity. The 
numerical solutions can then be represented to good accuracy 
by the formula 


Q0.6Q0J 
H = ^ - ^ ^ (22) 


The practical range of variation of the material parameter, 
G, is small, thus the speed parameter, U, emerges as the domi
nant variable of the EHD problem. As the speed decreases or 
as the load increases, the pressure spike moves upstream, and 
eventually disappears for heavily loaded contacts. 


Assumption (a) is quite accurate for line contact. Lubricant 
compressibility, on the other hand, can be quite important, 
especially at high speeds (Dowson, Higginson and Whittaker, 
1963). It will particularly affect the pressure peak, both in 
magnitude and in location. 


Besides the line contact of the cylinder-plane geometry, 
point contacts can also be experienced at zero load. After the 
load is applied, the line expands into a rectangle and the point 
into an ellipse. Cheng (1970) wrote the Reynolds pressure 
equation in terms of a reduced pressure and applied a Grubin 
type inlet analysis to contacts whose contacting area is an ar
bitrary ellipse. The surface deformation was calculated on the 
basis of classical Hertzian theory. Cheng's solution loses ac
curacy at high rolling speeds. Full computer solutions for 
elliptical contacts were made for flooded as well as for starved 
contacts in a series of papers by Hamrock and Dowson (1981). 
This work employs a more accurate viscosity-pressure rela
tionship, due to Roelands, than previous works. In order to 
avoid high gradients in the field of computation, the Reynolds 
pressure equation is written for the parameter ^ P / / 3 7 2 . In 
the elasticity analysis the load area is divided into rectangular 
areas. The pressure is then assumed to be piecewise constant, 
so as to avoid the problems associated with the singularity in 
the formula for deformation. Film thickness formulas for 
both flooded and starved contacts are given by Hamrock and 
Dowson (1981). The procedure calls for the simultaneous solu
tion of the elasticity and the Reynolds equation. Recently 
Rohde and Oh (1975) presented a unified mathematical treat
ment of both thick and thin film elastohydrodynamic lubrica
tion problems. The equation of elastic deformation and of 
hydrodynamic lubrication together represent a nonlinear in-
tegrodifferential equation for the determination of the 
pressure P. This system is written by Rohde and Oh in the 
form of an operator equation, ^(P) = 0. Newton's method is 
used to construct approximate solutions to this equation, ac
cording to the scheme 
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and 


Here £* denotes that portion of the region £ where P>0 and 
•$' is the Frechet derivative of ^ , given by 


*'(/>)r; = ^ -* (P+e7) ) l E = o Cle 


Analysis of thermal effects were performed by Cheng and 
Sternlicht (1965) for combined rolling and sliding motion. The 
results indicated that the basic features of isothermal EHD 
contacts are preserved when temperature dependence of 
viscosity is accounted for. In fact the film thickness formula 
(22) remains applicable, provided that the viscosity in the im
mediate vicinity of the contact is employed. However, friction 
is controlled by viscosity, thus thermal effects cannot be 
neglected when calculating frictional force. Except for nearly 
pure rolling conditions, rolling friction is always much less 
than sliding friction. As interfacial slip increases, stress in the 
lubricant no longer follows from a linear constitutive equation 
and thermal effects must also be taken into account. At low-
slip, sliding friction can be predicted from the Maxwell model 
for viscoelastic fluids. As sliding velocity increases the rate of 
increase of friction becomes zero, or even slightly negative. A 
nonlinear viscous-plastic lubricant model introduced recently 
is the Bair-Winer model (Bair and Winer, 1979). This model 
uses material constants determined from tests independent of 
EHD application. 


Turbulence 


In modern applications oftentimes bearings of rotating 
machinery are lubricated by the process-fluid itself, which 
may have significantly lower kinematic viscosity than conven
tional lubricants. Another reason for bearings operating in a 
high Reynolds number range is the present day tendency to 
design for larger size and for larger surface speed. For a jour
nal bearing the Reynolds number is defined by Re = RuC/v. 


It is well known that the basic flow between eccentric 
rotating cylinders is stable only for slow rotation of the inner 
cylinder, the flow losing its stability to a secondary laminar 
flow, the Taylor vortex flow (Taylor, 1923), upon increasing 
the rotation. The appearance of this cellular, toroidal vortex 
flow has a strong influence on the torque required to rotate the 
inner cylinder, hence the great practical significance of the 
problem. As the Reynolds number is increased beyond its 
critical value, the axisymmetric Taylor vortices become 
unstable to nonaxisymmetric disturbances (Coles, 1965); the 
bifurcation is now from steady flow to a periodic flow. This 
periodic flow remains stable for some range of the Reynolds 
number, eventually giving up its stability to a quasiperiodic 
flow with two incommensurate frequencies. Upon further in
crease of rotational speed of the inner cylinder other, more 
complicated, processes are observed but eventually turbulence 
occurs (DiPrima and Swinney, 1983). Compounding the com
plexities here is the fact that the flow is not unique, in the sense 
that a number of different states are observable under osten
sibly the same steady state conditions (Coles, 1965). 


Laminar-turbulent transition between concentric cylinders 
is being pursued very vigorously. That flow transition takes 
place also between eccentric cylinders was first recognized by 
Wilcock (1950). Smith and Fuller (1956) investigated the 
dependence of a coefficient of friction in the Reynolds 
number, for a lightly loaded journal bearing. 


Analytically the problem was attacked by DiPrima (1963). 
DiPrima's local theory shows the flow to be least stable at the 
position of maximum film thickness. The critical Reynolds 
number calculated at this position first decreases, as the eccen
tricity ratio 0 < e < l increases from zero, and remains below 
its concentric value in the range 0<e<0 .6 . For e>0.6 it in


creases rapidly with increasing e. This finding is, however, not 
in agreement with experimental results. Vohr's (1968) data in
dicate that the eccentricity has a stabilizing effect over its 
whole range. Vohr also finds the maximum intensity of vortex 
motion not at the point of maximum film thickness, as 
predicted by local theory,, but at the 50 deg position 
downstream from it. 


In a second attempt to explain the dependence of Rec on e, 
DiPrima and Stuart (1972) examined the whole flow field 
(nonlocal theory), considering the tangential velocity to be the 
function of both r and 6. The most dramatic result of the new 
theory is that it no longer places maximum vortex intensity at 
the position of maximum instability but at 90 deg downstream 
from it. This theory also shows Rec(e) to be a monotonically 
increasing function. Agreement with experiment is good, 
however, only in the range 0 < e < 0 . 5 . In a more recent 
nonlinear, nonlocal theory, DiPrima and Stuart (1975) found 
that the position of maximum vortex activity is at 6C = 90 deg 
only if the supercritical Reynolds number vanishes and that 
dc-~0 deg as ReJC — oo. The supercritical Reynolds number is 
defined as Resc = (Re - Rec/e). 


Bearings of turbines, generators, hydraulic prime movers 
and other power generating equipment operate in the 
superlaminar regime. Current theory is unable to predict flow 
stability and transitions in these bearings. This inability 
derives from several sources, only one of which is relevant to 
this discussion: Flow transition in bearings is reported by 
isothermal theory to be in the local Reynolds number range 
1300<R„ <2000 (DiPrima, 1963; Vohr, 1968). But on analyz
ing experimental data of e.g., Gardner and Ulschmid (1974), 
we find transition more likely to occur in the range 
400<i? f t<900. Partial answer to the puzzle may come from 
Li's (1978) work, which suggests that in the presence of signifi
cant viscous dissipation or a strong positive radial temperature 
gradient, such as encountered in large bearings, the neutral 
(marginal) stability is oscillatory and the parameter for critical 
conditions is lowered from the value that would have been ob
tained from isothermal theory. The decrease is particularly 
significant in fluids of large molecular Prandtl number, such 
as lubricating oils. 


Once turbulence has set in, however, the importance of the 
precise mechanism of transition diminishes. Turbulence is an 
irregular motion in which the various flow properties, such as 
velocity and pressure, show random variation with time and 
with position. Because of this randomness, the instantaneous 
value of a flow property has little practical significance and it 
is the averaged value of that property that is of interest. 


To make ideas precise, we represent a dependent variable in 
the equations of motion by the sum of its average (denoted by 
an upper case letter and superscript bar) and its fluctuating 
component (denoted by a lower case letter and a prime, so that 


[u,v,w) = {U+u',V+v', W+w'};p = P+p' (23) 


An average value, say C/of the velocity component u, is in
terpreted as a time average and is calculated according to 


U=^\ou(t + T)dT, TX<T<T2 


Here T{ is the time scale of the largest eddies and T2 is the 
time scale of the "slow" variations of the flow. 


Our aim now is to extend the Reynolds pressure equation to 
turbulent flow, i.e., to write equation (5) in terms of the mean 
value P of the turbulent pressure. To this end we substitute 
resolution (23) into the Navier-Stokes equations and average 
the results in accordance with the rules first established by 
Reynolds (cf. Monin and Yaglom, 1971). 


In nondimensional form the equations of motion for the 
mean flow are 
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Implicit in (24) is that the turbulent velocity correlations 
u'u',u'v', . . . , are all of the same magnitude with 
characteristic velocity ut, and that (u,/U»)2 = O( l ) . The last 
assumption seems to hold only in free turbulence (Hinze, 
1979). Nevertheless, if made, then together with the limit 
(C/R)~-0 it will yield the equations considered by Constan-
tinescu and others: 
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For the wall turbulence, in the boundary layer Hinze recom
mends (ut/U„)2 = 0(C/R). This assumption together with the 
limit (C/R)2—0 leads to the more acceptable equations 


(26) 


Here d/dt represents material differentiation relative to the 
mean flow. According to this second analysis, mean-flow iner
tia is of the same order of magnitude as the surviving Reynolds 
stresses; both quantities should be taken into account when 
Re(C/i?) = 0( l ) . In other words, there can be no turbulence 
without inertia. To calculate bearing performance under tur
bulent conditions, Constantinescu and others employ (25), but 
when taking into account lubricant inertia, they resort to the 
more acceptable model (26). It will be shown later that in bear
ings inertia becomes significant at large values of the reduced 
Reynolds number, Re* =Re(C/R), even under laminar condi
tion, and certainly under turbulent condition. 
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Fig. 4 Variation of the turbulence coefficients kx and kz with Reynolds 
numbers. Comparison of various theories. 
(From A. Z. Szeri, ed., Tribology, Hemisphere Publishing Corp. With 
permission) 


The problem of dealing with turbulence becomes obvious 
on inspection of equation (25); the Reynolds stress com
ponents pu'v',pv'w' appear as additional unknowns, yet we 
have no additional equations at our disposal. The various 
theories of turbulence presently available to us aim at closing 
the turbulence problem by postulating relationship between 
the mean motion and the Reynolds stress components. 


The earliest turbulent lubrication theories employed equa
tion (25) and the ideas of (i) mixing length (Constantinescu, 
1959), (ii) eddy viscosity (Ng and Pan, 1965; Elrod and Ng, 
1967) and (iii) empirical drag laws (Hirs, 1973; Black and 
Walton, 1974). In these theories the Reynolds stress is 
represented in terms of the mean flow. Such representation, 
when used in conjunction with equation (25), can lead to a 
relationship between the mean velocity and the pressure gra
dient. This is a nonlinear relationship and must be used in 
some iterative process (Elrod and Ng, 1967). Another alter
native is to linearize the flow-pressure relationship (Constan
tinescu, 1959; Ng and Pan, 1967). In either case the mean 
velocity, now in terms of the mean pressure, is substituted into 
the equation of continuity in a development that parallels the 
laminar flow case. It is comforting that several of the available 
theories yield a formally identical Reynolds equation in tur
bulent pressure 


9 / h3 dP\ 3 / ft3 dP \ _ 1 dh 
:WE" dx ) +^\l!kZ177 " T " u° ~ (27) 


dx \ fikx dx / dz V ixkz dz dx 


Here kx = kx(Rh) and kz=kz(Rh), where Rh = Ua,h/v is 
the local Reynolds number, thus in these formulations tur
bulence is accounted for by weighting the film with some func
tion of Rh. Since kx>\2, kz>\2, equality sign holding for 
laminar flow, it is seen that lubrication under turbulent condi
tions takes place at smaller film thickness than under laminar 
conditions and in consequence, will yield higher pressures, and 
higher load capacity. It is in the actual form of the turbulence 
functions kx(x, z; Re), kz(x, z; Re) where the various theories 
differ, Fig. 4. But the difference between predictions of the 
various theories is often insignificant, except perhaps at ex
treme conditions such as high eccentricity in a journal bearing. 


One of the simplest means by which to provide closure for 
the turbulence problem is the eddy viscosity hypothesis of 
Boussinesq: 


-u'v' =e„ 
dU 


,-v'w' = e„ 
dW 


(28) 
dy ' - " ~m dy 


Ng and Pan (1965), whose analysis will be sketched for il
lustration purposes, employed Reichardt's representation of 
the eddy viscosity for momentum transport, thus 


••K[y -S,+ t a n h -
5,+ / 


(29) 
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Here K, 5,+ are constants and y+ =yV„/v is a normalized 
coordinate, with Vt = (\ra\/p)'A and T0 representing wall 
shear. Substitution of (29) into (28) and (25) and formal in
tegration yields the velocity components 


the linearized turbulent lubrication equation (27), where the 
coefficient kx and kz are defined by 
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These expressions are linearized now by assuming that the 
flow in the clearance space is a small perturbation of Couette 
flow (otherwise the solution must be iterative as in the work of 
Elrod and Ng, 1967) 


drr dr. 
— « 1 , — - « 1 


so that ITI = TC + 8TX + 0(8TX). Here TC is the turbulent 
Couette stress. We are then permitted to linearize equation 
(29) also about its Couette value, to give 


Txy = Tc + &Tx; Tzy=8rz, 
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where 
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Neglecting higher order terms in (31) and substituting into 
(30) we obtain 
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Observing that in pure shear flow Bx = 0 and jxy (1/2) - rc 


= 0, we have 


Both/c(_y) and gc(y) are symmetrical with respect to y = 
1/2. Thus satisfaction of the remaining boundary conditions 
U = U, W = Oaty = 0 leads to 


^ ( T - ) = r c , r z , ( — ) = 0 


Equation (32) can be simplified to 
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Substituting for U and W in the continuity equation yields 
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At high Reynolds numbers the prediction of Ng, Pan, and 
Elrod and those of Hirs are almost identical and it is in the 
near transition regime that any significant discrepancy occurs. 
The turbulent functions kx, kz of Ng and Pan and of Constan-
tinescu are smooth functions of the Reynolds number as Re — 
0 and they achieve their laminar value, kx = kz = 12, only at 
Re = 0. This, of course, models a continuously developing 
turbulence as Ret, in complete contrast to experimental 
evidence (DiPrima and Swinney, 1983). 


None of the above theories agree exactly with the calcula
tions of Ho and Vohr (1974) who use the Kolmogoroff-
Prandtl model, estimating the eddy-viscosity length scale from 
the van Driest formula, but results of Elrod and Ng come 
closest. 


There have been various other turbulence models used for 
predicting bearing performance, such as the low Reynolds 
number energy dissipation model of Launder and Leschziner 
(1978b). But these models are cumbersome to use and, at the 
same time, fail to offer substantially different results. It seems 
to this writer that the road to further development in modeling 
turbulent bearing performance is temporarily obstructed, and 
will reopen again when fluid mechanics provides tribologists 
with better theories of turbulent shear flow. This is particular
ly true for the transition-weak turbulence regime, where most 
bearings tend to operate. It is here that fluid mechanics is 
presently undergoing significant developments. 


Of the theories discussed here, the Ng-Pan theory and the 
bulk flow theory of Hirs are to be preferred over Constan-
tinescu's model. The bulk flow theory may be extended to 
flow between rough or grooved surfaces as experimental data 
become available. Extension of the Ho-Vohr model to include 
fluid inertia is also possible. 


Effects of Lubricant Inertia 


According to equation (2), lubricant inertia effects assume 
importance when Q* > 1 and/or Re* > 1. Here Q* = C2Q,/v 
and Re* = (C/i?)Re are the reduced frequency and the re
duced Reynolds number, respectively. The three limits that are 
instructive to consider here are (i) ReVfi* — 0, Re* > 1, (ii) 
Re*/Q* - 1, Re* > 1 and (iii) fiVRe* - 0, Q* > 1. 


When one of the bearing surfaces undergoes rapid, small 
amplitude vibration, the condition 0* » Re* is approximate
ly satisfied. In this case, we retain the temporal inertia terms in 
(2) but drop the terms representing convective inertia 
(Schlichting, 1968). Expressed in primitive variables, the equa
tions of motion have now the reduced form 
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We note that these equations are linear. 
When a solid body accelerates through a fluid, a force must 


be applied to accelerate the mass of the body and an added 
force must be applied to accelerate the mass of fluid set in mo
tion by the body. The added mass coefficient, CM, is defined 
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as the factor which multiplies the mass of the displaced fluid 
to give the added mass. Studies of added mass can be traced 
back to Stokes (1843). Recently Chen et al. (1976) expressed 
equation (35) in terms of the stream function and found an ex
act solution to the resulting linear fourth order partial dif
ferential equation 


Re w-
d 


vV=o 
in terms of Bessel functions. They were able to show that for a 
rod vibrating in a "large" cylinder filled with viscous fluid, 
both the added mass coefficient, CM, and the damping coeffi
cient, Cv, have their maximum at small Q* and decrease with 
fi* t. This was also demonstrated by the analysis of Brennen 
(1976), who obtained a large Reynolds number limit for the 
added mass coefficient. Brennen found that for the ratio of 
CM obtained at fl* — 0 to its value obtained at fl* -» t» is = 
1.2. Tichy and Modest (1978) solve equation (35) for arbitrary 
two dimensional surfaces executing normal oscillation and 
find the classical lubrication solution for pressure to be in er
ror, due to neglect of inertia forces. The analysis was extended 
by Modest and Tichy (1979) to combined oscillation and 
sliding. Mulcahy (1980) was able to show that for fl* < 25 the 
added mass coefficient, CM, is independent of the reduced fre
quency and that in the range 0 < 0* < 25 the ratio CM/CV is 
linear in the reduced frequency, according to the formula 
CM/CV = flVlO. For fl* > 25 Mulcahy finds that CM = 
CM(Q*) and that it is a decreasing function for fl*t, as in
dicated by earlier investigators. 


In journal or thrust bearings in near steady state but at high 
Reynolds number we have Re* » fl*. This condition approx
imates to the limit QVRe* -* 0 and we are permitted to neglect 
temporal inertia in favor of convective inertia. When written 
in terms of primitive variables, this limit results in the 
equations 
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Equation (36) was solved by Reinhardt and Lund (1974) to 
first order in a perturbation series in Re*, the zero order solu
tion representing the classical theory of Reynolds. Sestieri and 
Piva (1982) applied (36) to a plane slider in a numerical 
analysis of the problem at hand. They show significant inertia 
effects, up to 40 percent in load, for Re* = 8. Care must be 
taken, however, when interpreting the results of Sestieri and 
Piva. As was pointed out by Constantinescu and Galetuse 
(1982), a reduced Reynolds number of Re* = 8 for the slider 
geometry of Sestieri and Piva translates to Re = 25,000 in a 
conventional journal bearing. For long cylinders at Re* = 30 
San Andres and Szeri (1985) obtain from numerical solutions 
of the exact equations a 47 percent change in pressure due to 
inertia, when C/R = 1.0. But as (C/R) 1 the results from the 
exact equations decrease monotonically to the results of the 
classical theory. For (C/R) = 2 x 10~3, the difference be
tween classical and inertial solutions is only in the third signifi
cant digit (Kacou and Szeri, 1986) for both bearing force and 
linearized force coefficients, in the range 0 < Re* < 4. Above 
Re = 2000 the flow becomes turbulent, but even there inertial 
effects can be neglected according to Constantinescu and 
Galetuse (1982). 


Solution of the equations of motion is very difficult in the 
intermediate range, fl* — Re*. There are two main approaches 


here to deal with the problem: (i) the method of "averaged in
ertia" and (ii) the method of regular perturbation in Re*. 


The method of averaged inertia was employed for the steady 
problem by Osterle, Chou, and Saibel (1957) for a long bear
ing, and by Constantinescu (Constantinescu, 1970; Constan
tinescu and Galetuse, 1982). The more recent of these papers 
solves equation (26) for steady flow and finds that in conven
tional journal bearings convective inertia effects can be 
neglected in the range 0<Re* <20. Although at the upper end 
of the range inertia effects do appear, they are still small in 
comparison with other effects such as thermal distortion. This 
is in agreement with the conclusion drawn by Kacou and Szeri 
(1986). 


The method of "averaged inertia" was employed by Burton 
and Hsu (1974) to find that at small downward vertical load 
the journal center might rise above the bearing center, as was 
shown experimentally by Black and Walton (1974). Others to 
use the method of averaged inertia were King and Taylor 
(1977) and Launder and Leschziner (1978a, b). 


The method of averaged inertia leads to a Reynolds type 
partial differential equation in pressure. When deleting terms 
of order (C/R)2 in equation (2) (or when employing equation 
(26) for turbulent flow) we may write 
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here rxy, Tzy are stress components. When these equations are 
integrated across the film and use is made of the equation of 
continuity, we obtain after differentiation 
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Here Us is the surface velocity in the (x, z) plane. We also 
define average velocity components 


i r ^ ' 0 . . . . i r *(*•'> 
u= — 1 udy, W= — \ wdy 


h Jo /i Jo 
(39) 


and, assuming that the velocity profiles near the wall are not 
influenced by fluid inertia, approximate the viscous terms 
under laminar conditions as 


12/i !2/i/ 1 \ I" 12/x 
w (40) 


When, in addition, we use the approximate relationships 
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a pressure equation in the following form is obtained 
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If equation (38) is applied to a squeeze film damper (Szeri, 
Raimondi, and Giron, 1982), we put 


L ( R \ 2 


h = CH, t = t/Q,x = Rd, Z=—z, p=12liQl-—) p, 


Re = 
8CQ 


and define the characteristic velocity by U* = 5Q, where 5 is 
the amplitude and fl is the frequency of the orbit of the inner 
cylinder. This leads to the pressure equation: 
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(42) 


Equation (42) suggests that when Re = 0(12), the inertial 
contribution will be of the same order of magnitude as the 
viscous contribution. 


Equation (42), constructed for bearing aspect ratio 
(L/D) < 1/2, shows damping to be independent and the added 
mass coefficients, i.e., the inertia coefficients, to be linear in 
the Reynolds number. The most serious assumption in the 
"method of averaged inertia" is that the shape of the velocity 
is not influenced by inertia. 


When the Reynolds number is small, we may simplify equa
tion (37) for parallel plates. Using the von Karman (1923) 
similarity transformations, the equation of motion can be 
reduced to a partial differential equation in two variables. 
Kuzma (1967) used an iteration scheme to obtain solutions of 
(37) to order Re. Tichy and Winer (1970) found solution to the 
next order and calculated the ratio of inertial to non-inertial 
solution for force to be given by W/WLT = 1 +0.18 Re. Jones 
and Willson (1974) put the perturbation analysis on firmer 
mathematical foundation and find a large Reynolds number 
asymptote for constant approach velocity. Grimm (1976) 
presents a numerical treatment of the problem of flat plates 
approaching under constant load, and shows convincingly 
that numerical solutions must, in general, be used for these 
kind of problems as the perturbation series diverges. 


The perturbation solution is valid for Re < 1, but was found 
to be good for Re= 10 (Tichy and Winer, 1970). For arbitrary 
value of Re, Tichy (1981) introduces an Oseen type lineariza
tion 


du du du 
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for some "slug-flow" U, V. For Re—0 this approximate solu
tion very nearly gives the previously obtained low Reynolds 
number limit (Tichy and Winer, 1970). There is also a high 
Reynolds number asymptote, linear in the Reynolds number. 
This suggests, perhaps, that the method of averaged inertia 
yields the high Reynolds number limit (San Andres, 1986). 


In way of a summary one may conclude that two of the 
limits, viz., Re*/fi*-0 and QVRe*-0 are better researched. 
In the former case CM~ const in the range 0<Q*<25 and 


both CM and Cv decrease with Q*t. In the second case the 
bearing stiffness and damping is independent of the Reynolds 
number, at least in the 0<Re* < 4 range. In the intermediate 
limit, QVRe* — 1 , the various solutions are in contradiction. 


Thermal Effects 


Classical lubrication theory predicts bearing performance 
on the assumption that the viscosity of the lubricant is con
stant and uniform over the film; bearing performance is found 
then to be heavily dependent on the value of the lubricant 
viscosity. If now the viscosity becomes a strong function of 
temperature, results of the classical theory can no longer be 
expected to apply, especially not in cases where the rise of 
lubricant temperature across the bearing is substantial. 


In many applications, temperature rise across the bearing, 
although not negligible, remains small. The classical isother
mal theory in this case might still be applied, provided that the 
calculations are based on an "effective" or operating viscosi
ty. The value of the effective viscosity can be arrived at by 
iteration between solutions of the classical theory and a simple 
energy balance (Raimondi and Boyd, 1958). The iteration pro
cess can be characterized by the formula 


7t"+D = r,. + Kg(7;<">) (43) 


where Vf1 is the nth iterated value of the effective 
temperature, T{ is the temperature of the lubricant at inlet and 
the function g(J^) represent the temperature rise across the 
bearing due to viscous dissipation, as calculated from classical 
theory with fx = fi(TY>)- The value of the parameter K is infer
red then from curve fitting to existing data. It has been recom
mended that 1 / 2 < K < 1. This scheme will work in some situa
tions (Kaufman, Szeri, and Raimondi, 1978). 


In large bearings and/or under severe running conditions 
thermal effects may be significant to the extent, that predic
tion of bearing performance is no longer possible when based 
on the assumption of a uniform effective viscosity. Further
more, since in large bearings the usual limit condition on 
design is the maximum permissible bearing temperature, the 
actual temperature distribution itself is of considerable impor
tance. The theory that calculates pointwise variation of 
temperature and viscosity in the lubricant film, and takes these 
into account when predicting bearing performance, is the ther-
mohydrodynamic (THD) theory. 


Let T„ be the characteristic temperature of the lubricant 
film and write t=t/T„, JX = IJ./IJ.*, \i„ = /x(7\,), so that t and jX 
are nondimensionalized. Then assuming the lubricant to be in
compressible and thus neglecting the work of compression, the 
normalized energy equation for the lubricant can be put in the 
form: 


dt 


dx 


dt dt 1 T 
v 1- w = -


dy dz Pe L 
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The nondimensionalized dissipation function <£ has the defini
tion 
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In equation (44), Pe = pcpRU*/k is the Peclet number, 
Pr = ncp/k is the Prandtl number and A = (fiw/pcpT*)(R/Q2 


is the dissipation number. 
If, in accordance with classical theory we take the limit 


(C/R)-*0, equation (44) reduces to 


dt dt dt 
u \-v hw 


dx dy dz 


1 d2t 


~Pe dy2 


»[(•£)'<•%•)'] dy 
(46) 


The first applications of an energy equation to lubrication 
were by Christopherson (1941) and by Cameron and Wood 
(1946). Cope (1949) presented a detailed discussion of (44) and 
arrived at equation (46) via an order of magnitude analysis. 
But Cope did not stop here; he argued that all the generated 
heat is spent on increasing the temperature of, and is carried 
away by, the lubricant. In our analysis this tantamounts to 
taking the limit (1/Pe)—0 in equation (46). Now in a conven
tional journal bearing (C/R)~2 x 10 ~3 and at T„ =40°C an 
SAE10 oil has Pr = 500, thus Pe = 0(Re) under these condi
tions. In the language of equation (46), Cope's assertion is 
that heat conduction across the film is negligible when 
(1/Pe)~0, or as in our example, when (l/Re)-~0. But it is ex
actly at high Reynolds numbers that the thermal boundary 
layer will be thin and vigorous heat transfer to the solid 
members will take place. Thus on the one hand, the condition 
for the "validity" of Cope's adiabatic theory is (1/Re)~0, but 
on the other, it cannot apply there. Nevertheless, there have 
been a number of publications using this theory (Raimondi, 
1966). It was generally accepted that the classical isothermal 
theory and Cope's adiabatic theory would bracket actual bear
ing performance (Dowson and March, 1967). This idea was 
later discarded (Seireg and Ezzat, 1972; McCallion, Yousif, 
and Lloyd, 1970; Ezzat and Rohde, 1972). 


The problem with the adiabatic theory is that when neglect
ing the conduction term in equation (46), one lowers the order 
of that equation. Parallel may be drawn here between the pres
ent situation and the process whereby discarding the viscous 
terms in the Navier-Stokes equation under the assumption 
(1/Re)—0 leads to Euler's equation for an ideal fluid. 


Among the first to appreciate the importance of the surviv
ing conduction term in equation (46) was Dowson and Hudson 
(1963). Notable subsequent papers were those by Dowson and 
March (1967), McCallion et al. (1970), and Ezzat and Rohde 
(1972), just to name a few. A common theme of the work 
reported in these papers is to solve equation (46) as an initial 
boundary value problem, i.e., to specify thermal inlet and 
boundary conditions and to march the solution in the direc
tion of increasing x. This scheme will work as long as u(x, y, 
z)>0 in the whole solution domain. Backflow, however, is en
countered in bearings under certain conditions at inlet, near 
the stationary surface. To deal with this situation one must re
tain the heat conduction term (d2i/dx2) in equation (44) even 
though this term is O(10~6); its retention keeps the equation 
elliptic in nature and thus applicable to recirculating flow 
(Suganami and Szeri, 1979a). In journal bearings at large ec
centricity this can lead to lubricant temperature which shows a 
minimum somewhere within the bearing, a distance 
downstream from the inlet (Suganami and Szeri, 1979b). Bon-
compain, Fillon, and Frene (1985) first establish the position 
u{x, y,z) = 0 in the bearing and then using (46) march into two 
opposite directions. The temperature effect due to recircula
tion (operative near the stationary surface) and the "hot oil 
carry over" (operative near the moving surface) may on occa
sion combine to become significant. 


If II = JJL{T) and T= T(x, y, z), equation (4) is no longer ap
plicable and one must start with more general equations which 
allow for pointwise variation of the viscosity, IX = JX(X, y, z). 


But thermal effects are most significant under superlaminar 
flow of the lubricant. With this in mind, we write equation 
(25) for a variable viscosity lubricant in turbulent flow, under 
the eddy viscosity hypothesis 


dP 


~~dx~ 
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In analogy with the isothermal case we may formally in
tegrate (47) and using the continuity equation derive a 
generalized (variable viscosity, turbulent) Reynolds equation 
for lubricant pressure 


d / T dP\ d ( T dP\ dF 


dx \ n, dx J dz V /*„ dz ' dx 


For journal bearings and for thrust bearings Fhas the values 


F=h- and F=-


respectively. If we put /*»/(*, y, z) = A(l + em/p) a r ,d 


dy „ s ("* ydy f * dy r * 
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then T(x, z) in (48) has the definition 
(•M4 r 


r ( * , z )« - J o |f2(x, y, z) 
i-2(x, h, z) 


Ax, y, z) 


£i(x,y,z)\dy 
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When employing (48), the turbulent flow counterpart of the 
energy equation (44) should be used (Safar and Szeri, 1973). 


Although the distribution of temperature, and therefore of 
viscosity, is assumed to be known at the start of the solution of 
equation (48), this equation has nonlinear coefficients as the 
eddy viscosity is dependent on the shear stress (Safar and 
Szeri, 1973). For isothermal flow, equation (48) is identical to 
the pressure equation of Elrod and Ng (1967) and for laminar 
flow, e,„=0, it reduces to the thermohydrodynamic pressure 
equation of Dowson and co-workers (Dowson and March, 
1967; Dowson and Hudson, 1963). When the coefficients in 
(48) are linearized, the equation becomes a generalization of 
the Ng-Pan turbulent equation (Szeri, 1980). In two recent 
papers the linearized form of (48) was applied to thrust pads 
(Jeng, Zhou, and Szeri, 1986a, 1986b). 


The most significant results of thermohydrodynamic theory 
may be listed as: 


(1) There is an often very significant decrease of lubricant 
pressure and, consequently, of load carrying capacity. 


(2) The isothermal and the adiabatic theories do not 
bracket THD bearing performance. 


(3) Two dimensional viscosity distributions are inadequate 
to reproduce THD solutions (Boncompain, Fillon, and 
Frene, 1985). 


(4) Due to the change in the laws governing generation and 
transport of energy in the transition regime, turbulent 
bearings can run cooler than laminar bearings, Fig. 5 
(Suganami and Szeri, 1986b). 


Non-Newtonian Effects 


In bearings of various types non-Newtonian effects might 
assume importance due mainly to two circumstances: process 
fluid lubrication and treatment of the lubricant with polymeric 
additives. A third circumstance that calls for extension of 
classical theory to non-Newtonian fluids is relevant to lubrica
tion of EHD contacts. 


In EHD contacts the principal features, such as the sudden 
contraction of the film or the existence of the second pressure 
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Fig. 5 Predicted maximum bearing temperature versus shaft diameter 
in a journal bearing at N = 3600 r/min. 
(From A. Z. Szeri, ed., Trlbology, Hemisphere Publishing Corp. With 
permission) 


peak, remain largely unaffected by thermal effects if the max
imum Hertzian loadp<0.5 GPa. If, on the other hand, as it is 
in practice p>0.5 GPa, then thermal effects are so severe that 
lubricant behavior departs significantly from the linear. In 
these cases traction forces calculated on the assumption of a 
Newtonian lubricant are an order of magnitude larger than 
found experimentally. 


In discussing the various regimes of lubricant behavior in 
EHD contacts we refer to Fig. 6. On this figure we see coeffi
cient of friction plotted against the ratio of sliding to rolling 
speed for a two disk machine (Johnson and Cameron, 1967). 
Under conditions of the experiments, the ordinate in propor
tional to shear stress, T, and the abscissa to shear-rate, y. The 
various curves are drawn for various constant Hertzian 
pressure. Each of these curves is seen to have a linear portion, 
ray, where the fluid is essentially Newtonian. For large p, the 
region of this type of behavior is limited to very small values 
of 7. At larger strain rate the lubricant exhibits nonlinear 
behavior, though it may still be treated by isothermal theories. 
At still larger strain rate the lubricant enters the zone of 
predominant thermal effects. Here the shear stress shows a 
slight decrease with increasing strain rate (Johnson and 
Tevaarwerk, 1977). 


There have been several theories put forth to explain, and to 
model, traction in the nonlinear region. Fein (1967) and Har
rison and Trachman (1972) suggested that the fluid, during its 
brief stay in the contact zone, would not have time to assume 
equilibrium values of density, viscosity, and shear modulus. 
Dyson (1970) suggested that the apparent decrease of viscosity 
in steady, continuous shear of a linearly viscoelastic fluid can 
be used to model the nonlinear part of the traction curve. An 
alternative explanation, that the shear stress-shear rate is 
nonlinear for the lubricant, was offered by Trachman and 
Cheng (1972). Smith (1962) proposed that in the high pressure 
contact zone the lubricant was shearing like a plastic solid. 


Johnson and Tevaarwerk (1977) formulated a new 
rheological equation for the lubricant by adding a linear 
elastic element to the nonlinear viscous element. No particular 
specification was made about the type of nonlinear viscous 
element that should be used. Nevertheless, Johnson and 
Tevaarwerk used the Eyring hyperbolic sine as the viscous ele
ment, as this gave best fit to experimental data; at the same 
time it had its roots in molecular theory. The rheological equa
tion proposed by Johnson et al. is 


7 = ye + Jv = 
1 dr 


+ — sin/! © 
or average stress and 


(49) 
G dt 


Here T is an "equivalent" or average stress and T0 IS a 
representative stress. This rheological model was extended to 
include thermal effects by Houpert (1985) recently. Based on 
analytical calculations assuming isothermal EHD conditions 
and on curve fitting to obtain a thermal correction factor, 
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Fig. 6 Typical traction curves measured on a two-disk machine in EHL 
line contact at varying mean contact pressure, p : x, 1.03; A , 0.68; • , 
0.51; o , 0.40 GPa. (From K. L. Johnson and R. Cameron, R., Proc. Inst. 
Mech. Eng., 182, 307, 1967. With permission). 
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Fig. 7 Pressure correction to order e in a journal bearing lubricated by a 
fluid of grade three 


Houpert constructs a fast numerical algorithm to calculate 
traction forces. 


Recently Bair and Winer (1979) offered a Maxwell model 
modified with a limiting shear stress, that yields good com
parison with experiment. In earlier rheological models, 
measurements of contact behavior had to be made in order to 
predict contact behavior. In the Bair and Winer model the 
material constants, viz., the low shear stress viscosity, /t0, the 
limiting elastic shear modulus, Gx, and the limiting yield 
shear stress, TL, are all from sources other than EHD contact 
measurements, and are functions of pressure and temperature. 
The Bair-Winer equation relating stress to motion in the lubri
cant is 


7 = ife + 1f»=-p; -Tt — ln(l ) 
G„ dt Mn V T, / 


(50) 
Goc dt ix0 \ 77, • 


If the limiting shear stress is very large, then (50) reduces to the 
classical Maxwell model. If, on the other hand (1/G„,)~0, the 
limiting case of viscoplastic behavior, the model yields the 
nonlinear viscous form 


7 = ^ - l n ( l - ^ ) (51) 
Mo v H' 


The third possibility, elastic-plastic behavior, is obtained by 
letting the viscosity take very large values, in which case all the 
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strain at low stress occurs in the elastic term and at large stress 
the limiting stress controls (Bair and Winer, 1979). 


Turning now to hydrodynamic lubrication applications, we 
find that one of the early treatments of the problem of lubrica
tion by a non-Newtonian lubricant was by Ng and Saibel 
(1962). In their regular perturbation treatment of the plane 
slider they assumed a stress constitutive equation of the form 


--V--
du 


- + ek m (52) 


Equation (52) arises when one restricts the flow of a ther-
modynamically compatible third grade fluid of the Rivlin-
Ericksen type (Fosdick and Rajagopal, 1980) to the geometry 
of Ng and Saibel. In another paper Hsu and Saibel (1965) use 
the constitutive equation 


, * du 
T + £T3 ( 5 3 ) 


dy 
which is applicable to both pseudoplastic, k>0, and dilatant, 
k<0, fluids. They find for the pseudoplastic case that the load 
capacity is reduced when compared to the performance of a 
Newtonian lubricant. Fix and Paslay (1967) investigated the 
lubricant elasticity effects of a Maxwell type material in a long 
journal bearing. Their most significant finding is a reduction 
of the attitude angle, which equals w/2 under Sommerfeld or 
full film conditions, due to elasticity of the lubricant. In an ex
perimental paper Tao and Philippoff (1967) show a pressure 
distribution for viscoelastic liquids that is flatter then obtained 
for a Newtonian fluid. They also indicate a shift into the 
downstream direction of the positive pressure peak. Consider
ing the in-plane oscillation of a flat plate in a linearly 
viscoelastic fluid, Tanner (1968) argues that the normal stress 
effect is unimportant in the usual lubrication application. For 
an elasto-viscous liquid, i.e., a nonlinear Reiner-Rivlin fluid 
generalized to include unequal cross stresses, Reiner, Hanin 
and Harnoy (1969) show a load capacity higher than given by 
a Newtonian fluid. 


It is well known (cf. Giesekus, 1963; Tanner, 1966) that the 
Stokesian velocity field is a solution to the equations of mo
tion of a plane, steady, noninertial flow of a second grade 
fluid. This fact has been used to extend the results of lubrica
tion theory to flows involving fluids of second grade (Davis 
and Walters, 1973). Since the velocity field in both problems is 
identical, the only quantity that is to be calculated is a 
"modified" pressure field. But since the equations of motion 
satisfied by a second grade fluid are of higher order than the 
Navier-Stokes equations, there remains a question of 
uniqueness of solution (Fosdick and Rajagopal, 1978; Ra
jagopal, 1984). For a long journal bearing Davies and Walters 
find qualitative agreement with the earlier results of Fix and 
Paslay (1967), concerning the magnitude of the attitude angle. 
The result of Giesekus and Tanner has been extended to 
dynamically loaded bearings by Harnoy and Hanin (1974). 
Tichy (1978) also looks at small amplitude rapid oscillations 
and includes temporal inertia for a Lodge rubber-like liquid. 
Tichy finds perturbation solution to order 5, where 5 is the 
amplitude of plate motion. At low Deborah number the 
viscoelastic effect is found to be negligible. However, Tichy 
warns that bearing operation at high Deborah number could 
give rise to various resonance effects. He then goes on to state 
that the often noted discrepancy between theory and experi
ment (eg., Harnoy and Philippoff, 1976) may be in part ex
plained by resonance phenomena. 


In a series of papers Bourgin (1979) discusses flow of a fluid 
of a differential type of arbitrary grade. At low values of the 
Deborah number, De = r//0 where r is the relaxation time of 
the fluid and t0 is the time of observation, fluids of the dif
ferential type of grade 3 can be looked upon as a third grade 
approximation to a simple fluid in slow motion (Fosdick and 


Rajagopal, 1980). Three cases are defined by Bourgin: (i) 
when De = 0((C/i?)2), any differential fluid behaves as a 
Newtonian fluid, (ii) for typical journal bearing applications 
De = 0(C/R), thus it is not possible to distinguish between two 
Rivlin-Ericksen fluids of grade >3 in these cases, and (iii) for 
typical roller bearing applications De = 0 ( l ) and fluids of the 
differential type cannot be used. The stress relaxation effect 
on damper performance is studied by Tichy and Modest (1980) 
using the constitutive equation for a second grade fluid less the 
normal stress term and demonstrating strong effects on phase 
angle even at small values of De. Beris, Armstrong, and 
Brown (1983) look at slightly eccentric rotating cylinders; in 
fact their perturbation solution is in terms of the eccentricity. 
The extra "boundary condition," required for a second grade 
fluid, is the requirement for single valuedness of the solution 
in the multiply connected domain. 


For differential fluids of complexity 1 Bourgin and Gay 
(1983) investigate the influence of non-Newtonian effects on 
load capacity in a finite journal bearing and in a Rayleigh 
bearing (Bourgin and Gay, 1985). Buckholtz looks at the per
formance of power law lubricants in a plane slider (Buckholtz, 
1985) and in a short bearing (Buckholtz and Hwang, 1985). 


Recently Verma, Sharman, and Ariel (1983) investigated 
flow of a second grade, thermodynamically compatible fluid 
between corotating porous, parallel disks. 


For a thermodynamically compatible third grade fluid the 
Cauchy stress T is related to the motion of the fluid as 
(Fosdick and Rajagopal, 1980). 


T = -pl_+/nA1+a,A2 + a2Af+/33(trA])A1 (54) 


Here we assume that the fluid is thermodynamically compati
ble, i.e., it meets the Clausius-Duhem inequality and its 
specific Helmholtz free energy is a minimum when the fluid is 
at rest (Fosdick and Rajagopal, 1980). If we set the material 
constants al=a2 = 0m (54), we obtain the fluid of complexity 
1 (Bourgin, 1979) which can be brought into the form (52) as 
used by Ng and Saibel (1962) and by Buckholtz (1985), ifN= 3 
in the latter case. 


Our aim presently is to substitute equation (54) into the 
equations of motion: 


divT + pb = p IT (55) 


and, after normalization, to apply the limit (C/R)->0. The 
resulting equation, too lengthy to repeat here (Kacou, Ra
jagopal, and Szeri, 1986), contains two parameters, 


f s — 7 7 - and TJ = -
jxR " '' /xi?2 


The parameter e controls diffusion of vorticity from the 
boundary and rj(R/C)2 is proportional to the ratio of the non-
Newtonian shear stress to the Newtonian shear stress. 


To seek solutions for the equation of motion in a long jour
nal bearing, we may expand the stream-function as 


OO OO 


dip 


The first three perturbation equations are: 
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(56) 


(57«) 


(57b) 


(57c) 


These equations are linear and can be solved for i/^, i/<l0, 
^oi > • • • . • Proceeding now in the same manner as when 
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deriving the classical Reynolds equations, we obtain, at each 
level of perturbation, a differential equation in Pm, Pl0, 
p0j, . . . , where 


P= £ £ ^mPn,n (58) 
n = 0 m = 0 


Here Poo *S the l o n S bearing pressure distribution of 
classical theory. The first order correction P10 is shown plot
ted in Fig. 7; this profile is very close to the one calculated by 
Harnoy and Philippoff (1976) for a second grade fluid, using 
results due to Giesekus and Tanner. 


It is fairly clear that viscoelastic effects are not significant at 
small values of the Deborah number in steady flow. If, 
however, Q* > 1 anomalous resonance effects migh occur. 
There is virtually no information on viscoelastic effects in the 
flow regime Q*~Re*>l . Here inertia effects might interact 
nonlinearly with viscoelastic effects, leading to changed bear
ing performance. 


Among the many models which have been proposed in the 
literature to describe non-Newtonian fluid behavior, one that 
has gained considerable attention is the BKZ fluid model 
(Berstein, Kearsley, and Zapas, 1963). The model has been 
shown to be consistent with statistical modeling of polymeric 
fluids. It might, thus, be applicable when investigating process 
fluid lubrication. BKZ fluids have memory and are 
represented by integral constitutive equations. Because of 
their memory, BKZ fluids might show significant departure 
from Newtonian fluids in squeeze film applications. Little in
formation is available presently on numerical simulation of 
fluids with finite memory flowing at high shear rates, but in
itial studies on special simple integral constitutive models have 
already provided very interesting information regarding the 
structure of the boundary layer. There is much work to be 
done here by both the rheologist and the numerical analyst. 


Hydrodynamic Gas Film Lubrication 


The qualitative difference in performance between liquids 
and gases, in general, vanishes as M—0, where the Mach 
number, M, is the ratio of the fluid velocity to the local veloci
ty of sound. This conclusion also holds for bearings, and at 
low speeds the behavior of gas film lubricated bearings is 
similar to that of liquid lubricated bearings. The similarity no 
longer holds at high surface speeds, however, the main addi
tional phenomena being the compressibility of the lubricant. 


Perhaps the earliest mention of air as a lubricant was made 
by Hirn in 1854. Kingsbury (1897) was the first to construct an 
air lubricated journal bearing. But the scientific theory of gas 
lubrication can be considered as an extension of the Reynolds 
lubrication theory. This extension was made soon after 
Reynolds' pioneering work: Harrison in 1913 published solu
tions for "long" slider and journal bearings lubricated with a 
gas. Nevertheless, the study of gas lubrication remain dormant 
until the late fifties, when the impetus for development in gas 
bearings came mainly from the precision instruments and the 
aerospace industries. 


The equations of motion, when written for a compressible 
fluid are more complicated than their incompressible counter
part (2). Written in normalized form, they contain the follow
ing terms in addition to the terms already found in equation 
(2): 
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Equation (2c): 
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The normalized equation of mass conservation now assumes 
the form 


dp dp ii dp v dp W 


dl dx dy dz 


in place of (3), where p = p/p0 and p0 is some normalizing 
density. 


In writing the Navier-Stokes equations for a compressible 
Newtonian fluid, equation (2) and (29), we neglected the effect 
of dilation on pressure or, equivalently, assumed that the fluid 
pressure is given by the average of the normal stresses. The 
relevant formula is 


P-P=-K-
1 dp 


(61) 
p dt 


where p = tr(T)/3, T is the stress tensor and K is the bulk 
viscosity of the fluid, fhe Stokes assumption (Stokes, 1845) K 
= 0 holds only for monatomic gas and is not true in general 
(Truesdell, 1952) and (l/p)dp/dt # 0 in compressible flow. 
But usually only second order effects are involved in making 
the assumption p — p = 0 and in much of gas bearing 
literature the assumption K = 0 is made. 


The density in the equations of motion and continuity is no 
longer constant and for a gas, density depends on both 
pressure and temperature, according to the equation of state, 
p = p(p,T). But there is simplification as for most lubrication 
problems the perfect gas law is suitable, so that p=p/RT, 
where R is the gas content. The gas viscosity is, again, depen
dent on both temperature (Kestin and Pilarczyk, 1954) and 
pressure (cf. Gross, 1962). 


The relationships p = p(p, T), fi = p(p, T) introduce the 
temperature T as a dependent variable into the problem, in ad
dition to the three velocity components and the pressure. This 
forces as to having to consider the energy equation for the gas. 


The equation for the conservation of energy for a constant 
property gas is similar to (44) but in addition it contains the 
compression work term 


p V-v = Ap(-
du dw 


(62) 
dx dy dz 


Here A = /j,o>R2/pCpT C2, as defined earlier. 
When taking into account the geometry of the film, the 


equation of energy takes the form 
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Elrod and Burgdorfer (1959) simplified equation (63) for a 
two-dimensional film of negligible internal energy, flowing 
between walls held at constant temperature and found that 


- ^ - 1 = 0(M2) 


where TQ is the temperature of the walls. 
Consequently, if the bearing Mach number is small, the 


temperature variation across the lubricant film thickness can 
be neglected. Accordingly, one commonly accepts the isother
mal approximation when analyzing gas bearings. 


Another way to estimate the appropriateness of the isother
mal approximation is by comparing the transit time of the gas 
in the bearing to the time scale of conduction (Ausman, 1966). 
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Let the temperature of gas, contained between parallel sur
faces, exceed the temperature of the walls by AT. This 
temperature difference will, at the centerline, decrease to 
A773 in a time rc = 0(cpph2/k), where cp, p, and k are the 
specific heat, density and heat conductivity, respectively, for 
the gas. The transit time for a gas particle through the bearing 
is T,. The criteria for the validity of the isothermal assumption 
is T, > TC, or Pr Re* < O(10). For gas bearings Pr = O(l) and 
Re* « 1; e.g., typically U„ = O(103), C = O(10-4), R = 
O(l) and v = O(l) relative to the kg-cm-sec system, giving Re* 
= O(10~5). Thus the condition r, > TC is, in general, 
satisfied. 


As in usual circumstances Re* = O(CZR), when we take 
formally the limit (C/R)2 — 0 in the equations of motion, 
equaitons (2) and (59), while treating the viscosity as a con
stant, we again arrive at equation (4). The pressure remains 
constant across the film to first order, just as in the incom
pressible film. We can integrate the first and the last of equa
tions (4) and obtain formally the velocity distribution in the 
film once the kinematic boundary conditions on the solid sur
faces are established. The simplest velocity boundary condi
tion is no-slip and this condition will be satisfied on the 
average provided that Kn < 0.01, where the Knudsen number 
Kn represents the ratio of the mean free path to the film 
thickness h. When 0.01 < Kn < 15, slip flow becomes signifi
cant (Gross, 1962). In this discussion we assume that the con
tinuum assumption holds. 


Assuming no-slip at the walls, the velocity may now be 
substituted into the equation of continuity (60). Integration 
across the film yields the Reynolds equation in pressure for a 
gas lubricated bearing in steady flow: 


d / p ^ Jps + ±/ptf _&_} =6Uo HP^ ( M ) 


V jx dx / dz \ fi "* ''" dx V n dx ) dz V ix dz ' dx 
The only difference between this equation and the incom


pressible equation of Reynolds is that equation (64) accounts 
for variation of density. We note, however, that in spite of this 
similarity in appearance, equation (64) is nonlinear. In incom
pressible lubrication the Reynolds equation is linear and 
nonlinearity is manifested by the boundary conditions p = 
dp/dx = 0, p > 0. In the gas lubrication, on the other hand, 
the boundary conditions are linear, as there can be no cavita
tion, but the differential equation for pressure is nonlinear. 


By expanding the velocity in a Taylor series about a wall 
position, Burgdorfer (1959) obtained a slip boundary condi
tion to account for molecular effects. The slip flow correction 
for a gaseous lubricant amounts to substituting 


ix V ph / 


for h^/fx in (64). Significant load reduction can result from slip 
flow (Burgdorfer, 1959). That equation (64) is valid for ultra 
low clearance gas bearings was only recently shown by Gans 
(1986). 


For journal bearings the pressure in equation (64) is nor
malized with the ambient pressure, pa. Defining the Com
pressibility number, A, by A = 6ixo>(R/C)2/pa, where pa is 
the ambient pressure, the normalized form of (64) is 


3 / „ dP\ 3 / „ 3P\ 
— [HP ) + (tfP ) =A 
dd\ 36 ) dZ\ dZ ) 


d(PH) 


dl 
(65) 


For a long bearing, D/L —• 0, equation (65) is easily in
tegrated to yield 


dP A 


fP~P 
(PH-K) (66) 


where K is the integration constant. At very high speeds, 
observing on physical grounds that dP/d6 is bounded, equa
tion (66) yields 


PH=K = PiHh A-oo (67) 


where the subscript refers to the inlet. 
On the other hand, dP/30 = O(A) as A) as A - 0 and for the 


long bearing, equation (65) reduces to 


— (HiJ^L)-AH — = 0(A2), A - 0 (68) 
de V 3d ) de 


From the last two equations we draw the important conclu
sions (Ausman, 1966) that 


(1) At low speeds gas bearing behavior is approximated by 
incompressible bearing behavior 


(2) At high speeds ph = const and the load capacity 
becomes independent of speed and dependent on the in
let (ambient) pressure 


(3) At high speeds side leakage becomes negligible as both 
long bearing and finite bearing solutions approach the 
asymptote ph = const (Scheinberg, 1953). 


Numerical solutions of equation (65) are well documented 
and are available in the literature (Raimondi, 1961; Elrod and 
Malanoski, 1960). These solutions are obtained under the 
boundary conditions that P = 1 at the edge of the bearing. 


Although closed form solutions of (65) are not available, we 
are able to obtain analytical solutions in asymptotic cases. The 
pressure equation (64) may be linearized at small values of the 
eccentricity e by assuming that 


P=\+eP€ (69) 


Substituting (69) into (65) one obtains the first order pertur
bation equation 


a [&-)'•] 
d2Pe 


dZ2 -- A sin d (70) 


This formulation, known as the "linearized P" solution 
(Ausman, 1959) yields a load that is linearly dependent on the 
eccentricity ratio. This, of course is a consequence of 
linearization and seems to be valid for e < 0.3 (Ausman, 
1961). In an effort to increase the range of validity of the per
turbation solution, in his second attempt Ausman (1961) 
employed the series representation 


4>=l + e\l/e; f = PH (71) 


This latter formulation is known as the "linearized PH" 
solution. 


For large A, equation (65) may be written as (Pan, 1980) 


de \U: &P-
dd dz •)] (72) 


Neglecting the right hand side upon taking the limit A — oo 
would lead to 


^ = const; A—oo 


and satisfaction of the boundary conditions, viz., 


W • „ L 


— = £ s m 0 at Z = ± — 


would not be possible. Clearly the small parameter 1/A 
multiplies the highest derivative in (72) and one is faced with a 
singular perturbation problem (Nayfeh, 1973). To overcome 
the difficulty of obtaining meaningful linear differential equa
tions for P at 1/A - 0, Pan (1980) uses matched asymptotic 
expansion. The key for matching the inner (boundary layer) 
and outer (IZI < L/D) solutions is the mass content rule 
(Elrod and Burgdorfer, 1959). 


1 f2w 3 
— HiP2dd=\+~e2 


'.tr Jo 2 
2TT 


(73) 


which is obtained by integrating (65) across the film. 
Gas bearings find a multitude of applications in industry. 
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The density of information storage on magnetic tape or disk 
can be increased by reducing the spacing between the read-
write head and the recording medium. This provides an ex
cellent application for the theory of gas lubricated sliders. In 
machine tools gas lubrication allows attainment of high speeds 
with minimal heat generation. Precise linear and rotational in
dexing without oil contamination or excess vibration can be 
achieved when using gas bearings. 


Summary 


This is an attempt at presenting some of the more important 
extensions of the lubrication theory of Osborne Reynolds. I do 
not claim that the material is complete, nor that it is par
ticularly up-to-date. In fact, I hope that the reader realizes the 
difficulties associated with an undertaking such as this and 
treats it with indulgence. Again, I must apologize for having 
had to leave out a number of significant developments, e.g., 
externally pressurized gas bearings, and for failing to mention 
some of the most important names in Tribology. 


Nevertheless, I offer this work as a tribute to the genius of 
Osborne Reynolds, whom we are celebrating at the 1986 
Tribology Conference. 
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D I S C U S S I O N 


S. Bair1 and W. O. Winer1 


In his discussion of suitable non-Newtonian models Pro
fessor Szeri mentioned our introduction of the limiting shear 
stress model resulting from our high pressure rheological 
measurements on lubricants. In our first publication of that 
model [Dl] we used a natural log dependence for the nonlinear 
viscous shear strain rate term. 


• I n (-3 
which satisfactorily fit the experimental data. However, as we 
found [D2], the natural log is not a satisfactory expression 
because it is not antisymmetric about zero shear stress. The 
shear stress and rate of shearing strain must both change signs 
passing through zero and must be antisymmetric. 


The incorrectness of the logarithmic function reveals itself 
quickly when used in a flow analysis. Therefore we later [D2] 
introduced the hyperbolic tangent function to relate the 
viscous shearing rate of strain and the shearing stress. It fits 


the data satisfactorily and has the necessary antisymmetric 
character. The hyperbolic tangent form also has the advantage 
that as the shearing strain rate go toward infinity the material 
shear stress approaches a maximum, or limiting shear stress, 
consistent with physical measurements [Dl]. 


For two-dimensional problems common in lubrication we 
recommend the following form of the modified Maxwell equa
tion, 


1 dr T, , / T \ 
Y=— —+ —— tanh-'f—J dt 


TL 


Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Ga. 


where G„, /i0, and TL are functions of temperature and 
pressure and can be measured in a manner described in [Dl]. 


Additional References 
Dl Bair, S., and Winer, W. O., "A Rheological Model for EHD Contacts 


Based on Primary Laboratory Data," ASME JOURNAL OF LUBRICATION 
TECHNOLOGY, Vol. 101, July 1979, p. 258. 


D2 Gecim, B., and Winer, W. O., "Lubricant Limting Shear Stress Effect on 
EHD Film Thickness," ASME JOURNAL OF LUBRICATION TECHNOLOGY, Vol. 
102, No. 2, 1980, pp. 213-221. 
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Flow Visualization and Forces
From a Squeeze Film Damper
Operating With Natural Air
Entrainment
Measurements of dynamic film pressures and high-speed photographs of the flow fi
an open-ended Squeeze Film Damper (SFD) operating with natural free air entrain
are presented for increasing whirl frequencies (8.33–50 Hz), and a range of feed pres
sures to 250 kPa (37 psig). The flow conditions range from lubricant starvation
ingestion) to a fully flooded discharge operation. The test dynamic pressures and
recordings show that air entrainment leads to large and irregular gas fingering
striation patterns. This is a natural phenomenon in SFDs operating with low leve
external pressurization (reduced lubricant through flow rates). Air ingestion and ent
ment becomes more prevalent as the whirl frequency raises, and increasing the
pressure aids little to ameliorate the loss in dynamic forced performance. As a res
the severity of air entrainment, experimentally estimated damping forces decrease st
as the whirl frequency (operating speed) increases.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1510878#
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Introduction
Squeeze film dampers~SFDs! provide force isolation and en


ergy dissipation in high-speed turbomachinery. SFD design, h
ever, remains empirical at best since predictive models der
from Classical Lubrication do not account for the effects of
ingestion; most persistent for operation with low levels of fe
pressure and high whirl speeds@1#.


Two characteristic squeeze film actions take place in a S
during a period of journal whirl motion. As the film thickness~h!
decreases (dh/dt,0, positive squeeze!, the lubricant develops
hydrodynamic pressures above ambient and proportional to
journal whirl speed. On the other hand, as the local film increa
(dh/dt.0, negative squeeze! the dynamic film pressure falls be
low ambient leading either to lubricant cavitation, or to air e
trainment if not enough lubricant is available to fill the local ga
Low feed pressures~reduced flow rates!, high whirl speeds, and
operation with large journal orbital motions~i.e., traversing criti-
cal speeds, blade losses or transient vibrations! make imminent
the ingestion of air into the damper film lands; thus affecti
greatly its ability to generate damping forces@2,3#.


Lubricant vapor cavitation, gaseous cavitation and aeration
the three modes of film rupture known in steadily loaded jour
bearings@4#. These film rupture types may also occur in dynam
cally loaded journal bearings and SFDs, albeit showing m
complicated flow patterns. In statically loaded journal bearings
Fig. 1~a! illustrates, the air or vapor cavity occupies a stationa
zone, bounded on one side by lubricant~full film ! and vented to
the gaseous media on the other side~discharge port!. However,
cyclic ~periodic! loading produces ingestion/expulsion of air int
out from the lubricating film@1,2#. The appearance of large an
irregular air fingers migrating throughout the bearing clearanc
characteristic of this film rupture form; see Fig. 1~b!. In some
instances, gas bubbles remain trapped within the fluid as the
pressure rises above ambient. Strong flow reversals certainly
gravate air ingestion.


Contributed by the Tribology Division of THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF ME-
CHANICAL ENGINEERSfor presentation at the ASME/STLE Tribology Conferenc
Cancun, Mexico October 27–30, 2002. Manuscript received by the Tribology D
sion January 20, 2002 revised manuscript received July 2, 2002. Associate Edit
Wu.
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Lubricant vapor and gaseous cavitation phenomena differ m
edly with the features and ultimate effects of air entrainment. U
fortunately, the technical literature is often misleading and
terms gaseous cavitation and air entrainment are used indisc
nately to describe the phenomena. Mineral lubricants contain
solved gases with a saturation pressure slightly below amb
pressure. Early, during the negative squeeze action, sub-am
pressures are achieved and non-condensable gas~air! comes out
from solution. This phenomenon is properly referred to as gase
cavitation. In degassed lubricants, the pressure continues to
and oil vaporization~vapor cavitation! may occur. However, when
the film clearance connects to a large gaseous plenum, air is e
drawn into the film lands by the suction generated as the lo
clearance ‘‘stretches.’’


Cole and Hughes@5# report visual observations of film exten
and gaseous cavitation in dynamically loaded journal bearings
extension, cavitation in SFDs has since been considered to be
similar type. White@6# questions this rationale in lieu of flow
visualizations conducted on a test SFD that revealed finger-
cavities, growing and shrinking during a journal whirl cycl
Marsh @7#, referring to the same experimental results, estima
SFD forces that are just a fraction, 5 percent to 25 percen
magnitude, of the forces predicted using Classical Lubricat
Theory. Bansal and Hibner@8# present further experimental resul
that evidence the inadequacy of Reynolds equation to pre
damper reaction forces. The authors speculate that the deviati
due to fluid compressibility caused by sub-atmospheric press
liberating dissolved gases and creating a two-phase fluid. Wa
et al.@9# used high-speed photography to reveal flow patterns
SFD executing circular centered orbits, and again note severe
crepancies with accepted lubrication theory predictions.


Zeidan and Vance@3# identified five regimes of cavitation in a
SFD according to its operating conditions, and with air entra
ment occurring at large amplitudes of journal motion. Flow vis
alization revealed the formation of a bubbly mixture, with a
bubbles persisting even in above ambient pressure zones. R
and tangential forces estimated from the measured dynamic p
sures show a nonlinear characteristic akin to that of a soften
spring. Diaz and San Andre´s @2,10–12# have conducted the mos
comprehensive experiments to date, and report the evolutio
film pressures during a period of journal motion for increasi
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contents of air in a controlled lubricant mixture~from pure oil to
100 percent air!. A ~synchronous! period-averaging scheme fil
tered the random fluctuations and spikes in the recorded press
The measurements show decreasing peak-to-peak pressure
reduced SFD reaction forces for increasing air contents in
lubricant. The authors recently advanced a predictive analyt
empirical model that correlates well with their measurements@2#.


This paper presents measurements of dynamic film press
and high-speed photographs~video recordings! of the flow field in
a SFD operating with natural free air entrainment. The exp
ments were conducted in an open-ended damper with moder
large journal orbital motions («c→0.55– 0.75) and increasin
whirl frequencies~8.33–50 Hz!.


Experimental Setup
The experiments were conducted on a circular-centered o


SFD operating with one end vented to ambient@10#. Figure 2
depicts a schematic view of the test rig, whose open-end prov
a natural path for air entrainment into the squeeze film zone.


Fig. 1 „a… Stationary aerated cavity in a journal bearing; „b…
Squeeze film flow of an open-ended SFD subject to air entrain-
ment „window span of 30° …. U and V denote the journal rota-
tional speed and whirl speed, respectively.
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damper journal and its ball bearing are mounted on a rigid s
with an eccentric collar that produces the circular orbits at a w
frequency synchronous with the shaft rotational speed. T
damper journal length~L!, diameter~D! and radial clearance~C!
are 31.1 mm, 129.4 mm, and 0.254 mm, respectively. The nom
orbit radius~e! is 0.180 mm (e/C50.71). The uncertainty in the
damper dimensions including its clearance and orbit radius
60.0127 mm~60.5 mil!.


An ISO VG 68 lubricant was employed in the tests. The oil h
a density of 877 kg/m3 and viscosity of 156.5 cPs at 22.4°C an
56.9 cPs at 40°C, respectively. A DC motor driven gear pu
delivers oil to the damper through the inlet holes. A digital flo
meter displays the amount of oil fed into the damper. The tra
parent Plexiglas damper housing, see Fig. 2, contains four s
gauge~absolute! pressure transducers located at two axial pla
~one atZ155.6 mm and three atZ2516.7 mm from the sealed
end! and three circumferential positions~0 deg, 150 deg, and 210
deg!. K-type thermocouples record the lubricant inlet and out
temperatures. A T-type thermocouple, flush with the inner dia
eter of the housing, senses the film temperature at theZ2 plane.
Eddy current~non-contacting! displacement transducers measu
the journal displacements in two orthogonal planes. The mo
signals are used to verify the journal circular motion, establish
orbit centering, and provide a direct estimation of the film thic
ness.


Journal displacements and film dynamic pressures are acqu
with a dedicated DAQ system and stored in a PC. Temperatu
feed and discharge static pressures, flow rate and electrical p
are recorded manually from the instrumentation and logged
the DAQ software. A high-speed digital camera with a record
capacity up to 3000 frames/s was used to obtain photograph
the flow patterns.


Experimental Procedure
Measurements of film dynamic pressures, journal motion, fi


temperature, and inlet and outlet port conditions were perform
for gradual increments of the oil flow rate while maintaining
constant rotor speed from 500 to 3000 rpm, with increments
500 rpm. The lubricant flow rate was increased discretely~;0.1
l/min! until the return auxiliary pump was not able to evacuate
the lubricant, and the discharge plenum started to flood~typically
beyond 0.8l/min!. At the highest flow rate, the main pump wa

Fig. 2 Schematic view of test rig and instrumentation „LÄ31.1 mm „1.22 in …, DÄ129.3 mm „5.10 in …,
CÄ0.254 mm „0.010 in …, Z1Ä5.6 mm „0.22 in …, Z2Ä16.7 mm „0.66 in …, Z3Ä37.1 mm „1.46 in …, PP: Displacement
sensor, PT: pressure transducer, TT: Thermocouple, PG: pressure gauge ….
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turned-off momentarily and an auxiliary pump evacuated lubric
from the discharge plenum. Then, the main pump was turned
again, and the video recording triggered once a uniform flow w
attained and the squeeze film flow pattern evolved. The mo
recording stopped before having a semi-flooded discharge co
tion.


Test conditions included six speeds~500 to 3000 rpm! and nine
supply pressures~feed flow rates!. Static measurements; name
rotor speed, lubricant flow rate and feed pressure, film and in
outlet port temperatures, and the motor drive power, were
corded manually. The DAQ sampling rate for displacements
dynamic pressures was set to 1000 samples/s with 2048
points/record in each experiment.


Estimates of the fluctuations on the instantaneous peak-to-
~p-p! pressure were determined by finding the lowest ever
highest ever magnitudes over the elapsed testing time. Period
eraged orbit amplitudes in the horizontal~X! and vertical~Y! di-
rections, as well as orbit offsets, followed a similar proced
from estimation of the maximum and minimum journal displac
ments in each direction.


The SFD is circumferentially symmetric, and thus, the dynam
pressure field ‘‘rotates’’ at the same speed as the journal w
frequency. Diaz and San Andre´s @10–12# detail the time depen-
dency of the measured variables and the temporal fluctuat
associated with bubbly lubricant mixtures. Presently, dyna
pressure profiles recorded during 14 full periods of journal mot
are period averaged to render smooth fields characteristic of a
cycle of journal motion. The instrumentation uncertainty is mu
smaller that the uncertainty arising from the dynamic variations
the recorded film pressure and journal displacements@10#.


Digital films were recorded at 500 frames/s in all experimen
White tissue paper wrapped around the apparatus provided a
able lighted environment and reduced the sharp reflection of
intense light on the damper surface. The camera lens was adju
to span a window 30 deg wide in the circumferential direction a
the whole damper axial length. The lubricant was colored with
inert dark-blue powder dye to enhance the contrast between
lubricant and the ingested air fingers. The still photographs s
chronized with the journal displacements and the dynamic p
sure measurements evidence characteristic flow patterns.


Experimental Results
In each test, the shaft speed was maintained as the lubr


supply pressure increased to span feed conditions from nearl
flow ~starvation! to full through flow rates at high feed pressure
Note that significant variations of the lubricant temperature at
inlet port were recorded during the numerous tests~from 25°C to
35°C!. Thus, the measurements evidence an inlet lubricant vis
ity determined by the testing time. Warm lubricant coming o
from the damper mixed with the oil in the sump and elevated
temperature. Each experiment, spanning feed pressures from
to high magnitudes, took about 20–25 minutes for completion


Table 1 sums the test conditions and main static measurem
namely rotor speed, lubricant flow rate and feed pressure, film
inlet/outlet port temperatures. In most experiments the lubric
temperature at the inlet and outlet ports shows a difference of
2°C, while the film temperature at theZ2 plane could be 10°C
higher than the inlet temperature. The results thus show low
convection rates for the lubricant since the flow rates were ra
small at the onset of each set of experiments. Thus, as a s
measurements proceeded, the journal and damper warmed up
idly, and the film temperature recorded corresponds to that of
housing and not the actual one within the fluid film. The dam
and journal were already hot once the higher flows were achie
and the lubricant flowing through the film was unable to remo
the dissipated heat during the remaining test time.


Film Dynamic Pressures and Flow Visualization. Air natu-
rally entrained into the damper clearance for flow conditions
flooding the damper discharge plenum. Fig. 3 shows meas
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film pressures at~210 deg,Z2) and journalX-motion at 1500 rpm
~25 Hz! and feed pressure equal to 55 kPa~8 psig!. The pressure
signals have been shifted by known phase angles relative to
journal displacement signal. Note the fluctuating and intermitt
behavior of the film pressures with sudden pressure spikes


Fig. 3 Film dynamic pressure „210°, Z2… and period averaged
pressure, and film thickness versus time for test at 1500 rpm
and 55 kPa „8 psi … gauge feed pressure. Period of motion
Ä40 ms.


Fig. 4 Period-average film pressures at „210°, Z2…, „150°, Z2…


and „180°, Z2… and film thickness versus time for test at 1500
rpm and 55 kPa „8 psig … gauge feed pressure. Numbered circles
relate to photographs of flow depicted in Fig. 5.


Table 1 Test conditions: whirl speed, lubricant inlet flow rate,
feed pressure, temperatures, and orbit radius „eÕC….

APRIL 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 327







Fig. 5 Photographs of flow field in SFD „30° span … at key instances of journal motion „see Fig. 4 …. Frames in same column
correspond to the same relative instant within a period of motion. Frames 1–6 correspond to 1st period, 7–12 to 2nd period,
and 13–18 to 3rd period.
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variations of the peak-to-peak~p-p! pressure between consecutiv
periods of journal motion. Furthermore, a nearly uniform press
zone evolves around the location of maximum film thickness w
sub-ambient pressures occurring on each half-period of~negative!
squeeze motion. Despite the random irregularities there is an
parent periodicity as revealed by the~synchronous speed! period
averaged pressure1 also displayed in the Figure.


Figure 4 shows characteristic~period averaged! dynamic abso-
lute pressure profiles at~150 deg,Z2), ~210 deg,Z2) and ~180
deg,Z2) and theX-journal motion for a test at 1500 rpm and 5
kPa~8 psig! feed pressure. The dynamic pressures at 150 deg
210 deg are shifted by phase angles with respect to the disp
ment signal. The procedure allows direct correlation of the ge
ated dynamic pressures and the instantaneous journal disp
ment. In the discussion, the dynamic film pressure at the cam
location ~180 deg,Z2) is considered as the simple average of t
pressures recorded at 150 deg and 210 deg. Note the similari
the ~synchronous speed! period-averaged pressure profiles o
tained at the different angular locations. The experimental res
thus demonstrate that the multiple period-averaged film pres
does rotate around the journal in synchronicity with the sh
speed.


Numbered circles in Fig. 4 correspond to photographs of
flow field at key instances within three periods of journal moti
and displayed in Figure 5. The period of motion is 0.040 s at 1
rpm ~25 Hz!. The photographs in the same row correspond t
single period of journal motion, namely 1–6~1st period!, 7–12
~2nd period! and 13–18~3rd period!. The picture frames in the
same column refer to the flow pattern observed at about the s


1Diaz and San Andre´s @10,12# earlier experiments demonstrated the strikin
similarity between the pressure profiles resulting from air entrainment and t
obtained with a homogeneous~controlled! bubbly mixture.
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instant of time relative to a journal period of motion.2 From left to
right, the journal goes through the minimum film thickness
positions 2, 8, and 14; then the film thickness increases (dh/dt
.0, negative squeeze! to frames~5, 11, 17!, and the local film
decreases (dh/dt,0, positive squeeze! in frames~6–7!, ~12–13!,
and ~18!, respectively. Peak dynamic pressures occur at fram
~1!, ~7!, and~13! just before the local minimum film thickness.


In general, the photographs evidence air ingestion as larg
regular finger-like cavities moving from the open plenum towa
the SFD sealed end, in particular at those instances where the
rate of change (dh/dt) is maximum as depicted in frames~4–5!,
~10–11!, and~16–17!. The large air striations~at nearly ambient
pressure! migrate rapidly into the film lands. The large zones
air entrainment persist even at the beginning of the posi
squeeze zone, i.e. while the local film decreases (dh/dt,0), as
seen in frames~6!, ~12! and ~18!. However, most of the air is
expelled within a fraction of the journal periodical motion whi
the film pressure builds up rapidly above ambient, as frames~1!,
~7!, and ~13! evidence. The drop from peak film pressure to t
sub ambient value is also rapid; and frames~2!, ~8!, and~14! show
the beginning of air ingestion and, in some instances, press
near zero absolute.3


A complete analysis of the flow patterns recorded for seve
journal periods of motion demonstrates that no more than
consecutive periods of motion show similar flow patterns at e


g
ose


2The authors offer composite digital movies of the flow field and pressures
most tests. The interested reader should contact the authors and request the in
tion available in CD format.


3The calibration of the offset for the~absolute! pressure sensors proved difficul
changing over time due to heating of the sensor. The small values of negative
sures reported are probably due to the thermally induced drift.
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relative instant of motion. For example, frames 13 and 14 in F
5 show zones of entrapped air cavities able to withstand the m
mum pressure, and remaining even as the film thickness reach
minimum about 210 kPa and 130mm, respectively~also refer to
circles 13 and 14 in Fig. 4!. Thus, the amount of air entraine
differs in each period of motion, and its persistence in the hig
pressure region leads to pressure spikes as the local film thick
decreases. The large striations and fingers ingested into
damper lands obviously contain air drawn from the vented end
the test damper. The contents of the minute rounded-like cav
could be mostly a mixture of vapor lubricant and dissolved gas
in lieu of the low dynamic pressures recorded.


Figure 6 shows a series of photographs displaying the incep
and persistence of local lubricant cavitation while the press
drops from peak to sub ambient values. The time instants
pressures~see captions! correspond to the pressure profile show
in Fig. 4. Frame~a! shows some cavities that have persisted in
high-pressure zone. Next in frame~b!, a flow reversal occurs a
the instant of minimum film thickness and local pressure just
low ambient@circle # 2, Fig. 4#. As the film thickness begins to
increase (dh/dt.0), frames~c! and ~d! show the growth of the
cavity volumes and the emergence of others into the visual fi
Most likely, the small size cavities contain a mix of lubrica
vapor and air that comes out of solution. As the film thickne
locally increases and the pressure reduces, their volume grows
becomes visible. Frame~e! at the instant of lowest recorded pre
sure~near zero absolute! displays enlarged cavities, resulting from
the merging~coalescence! with others. Note that there is still a
large portion of the film covered with lubricant, and~perhaps! able
to sustain some tension.


Frame~f! in Fig. 6 depicts a digitally enhanced version of fram


Fig. 6 Series of flow images depicting bubble growth within
lubricant film. Tests at 1500 rpm „25 Hz… and 55 kPa „8 psi …
gauge feed pressure. Period of motion Ä40 ms.
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~e! ~also frame 3 in Fig. 5!. The gas cavity enclosed within a circl
shows some small ‘‘inclusions.’’ The digital image processing d
plays their edges, thus revealing its liquid content, otherwise t
would diffuse within the enclosing cavities. The liquid drop
could be attached to the bearing or journal surfaces, or suspen
within the larger irregular gas~air! cavity. The presence of thes
liquid drops, as remnants of the full film of lubricant, may b
related to the surface finish of the damper housing and journa


Figure 7 depicts other measurements of journal motion and fi
pressure versus time, and flow pictures for two feed pressures
rotor speed conditions:~a! 110 kPa~16 psig! and 500 rpm, and~b!
151 kPa~22 psig! and 1000 rpm. In~a!, note that a larger feed
pressure helps to reduce the extent of air ingestion~compare with
frames 5, 11, and 17 in Fig. 5!. In ~b!, even a larger feed pressur
cannot prevent the onset of lubricant vaporization for operation
higher rotor speeds~compare with frames 2, 8, and 14 in Fig. 5!.
The flat portion in the pressure profiles recorded atZ1 is at near
zero absolute pointing to a zone of lubricant vaporization.


Figure 8 displays the multiple-period~synchronous speed! av-
eraged film pressures for increasing journal speeds at the diffe
locations of measurement and for a range of feed pressures.
graphs on the left and right columns correspond to axial locati
Z1 andZ2 , respectively. The test results at the lowest speeds~500
and 1000 rpm! show a marked difference in the pressure profil
for low and high feed pressures. At low feed pressures, the p
sure field shows a typical zone of uniform pressure at ambi
conditions and relatively small time regions where the press
rapidly changes, either towards a peak positive value or sub
bient towards zero absolute. In these measurements, air inge
prevails. On the other hand, increments in the feed press
~larger flow rates! reduce air ingestion and the pressure fie
evolves continuously from low to high to low magnitudes; and
some instances developing vapor lubricant cavitation, particula
at axial locationZ1 . The measurements at the highest speed~3000
rpm! show dynamic pressures typical of air ingestion in spite
the increases in feed pressure~larger through flow rate!.


Figure 9 depicts large air fingering even for a relatively hig
feed pressure~193 kPa@28 psig#!. The measured pressure profile
closely resemble those obtained earlier with a controlled bub
mixture @10#. Thus, large lubricant flow rates~high feed pressure!
and low operating speeds delay air entrainment in SFD operat
High inlet pressures are desirable although the cost and siz
such an arrangement is not affordable in practical applications


The repeatability of the measurements was enhanced as


Fig. 7 Film dynamic pressures and film thickness and flow
photographs at „a… 110 kPaÕ500 rpm, „b… 151 kPaÕ1,000 rpm
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Fig. 8 Film dynamic pressures and film thickness versus time for all tests. Feed pressure Õspeed varies. Left:
Z1 and right: Z2 planes.
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lubricant feed pressure increased. At low feed pressures the
tuations in the measured dynamic pressures and journal disp
ments are significant due to the random distribution of the
gested air fingers within the damper lands.


Peak Dynamic Pressures and Estimated Film Forces.Fig-
ure 10 shows the recorded peak-peak~p-p! dynamic film pressures
versus feed pressures for speeds of 500, 1500, and 3000
Figure 11 displays similar results as a function of the rotor sp
and ranges of feed pressures. The overall temporal variation~first
order uncertainty! in the p-p pressures from~no less than! 16
periods of motion at theZ1 andZ2 planes are64 percent at 500
rpm, 612 percent at 1500 rpm and623 percent at 3000 rpm
respectively. The analysis of the recorded test data then shows
as the operating speed increases, the fluctuations in thep-p dy-
namic pressures increase since air entrainment becomes mo
vere. Thep-p pressures recorded at theZ1 plane ~Fig. 11~a!!
remain fairly constant with respect to variations in the feed pr
sure and speed. However, thep-p pressures recorded at theZ2
plane ~Fig. 11~b!! show a somewhat irregular behavior as t
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speed increases. Most importantly, note that thep-p pressures re-
main relatively constant for increasing feed pressures and r
speeds. This apparently contradictory behavior is probably rela
to the drop in lubricant viscosity as testing progressed, and du
the inlet temperature raise and hot journal and bearing surfac


The squeeze film forces (f r , f t)(Z) per unit length in the radial
and tangential directions are estimated from numerical integra
of the measured dynamic pressures over a period of journal
tion. The procedure also gives the ensemble radial and tange
forces (f r , f t) by averaging the forces obtained from the pressu
at the different angular locations in the same axial plane.


Figure 12 depicts the film forces versus the feed pressur
three operating speeds and at the axial locations of measurem
The experiments at 500 rpm reveal an increase in tange
~damping! forces (f t(Z2)) towards an asymptotic value, and d
creasing radial forces (f t(Z2)) as the feed pressure rises. At 150
rpm, the tangential force grows for the range of the feed pressu
while the radial force remains relatively constant. The same ra
nale follows at 3000 rpm~50 Hz!, although the radial force a
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Fig. 9 Photographs of flow field for a test at 1500 rpm and feed pressure 193 kPa
„28 psi …. Elapsed time for photographs is 2 ms „Period Ä40 ms ….
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planeZ1 appears to grow slightly, probably due to the occurren
of vapor cavitation. Thus, increasing the feed pressure ca
flooding of the squeeze film region and diminishes the effects
air entrainment~lubricant cavitation as well!. Note that the aver-
age forces derived from pressures recorded at three angular
tions of measurement (Z2) do not differ much from the individua
forces at each circumferential location. Thus, the measurem
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indicate the period-average pressure field is representative o
dynamic behavior at all circumferential locations.


Most importantly, however, the forces derived from the expe
mental film pressures decrease rapidly as the journal speed~whirl
frequency! increases. Figure 13 shows the film forces, radial a
tangential, versus journal speed for the range of feed pressur
the tests~at Z2 plane!. Note that the radial forces are relative

Fig. 10 Peak-to-peak dynamic film pressures versus feed pressure for tests at 500, 1500, and 3000 rpm „Two axial locations
of measurement ….


Fig. 11 Peak-to-peak dynamic film pressures versus journal speed for range of feed pressures. Two axial
locations of measurement noted.
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Fig. 12 Estimated radial and tangential damper forces Õunit length versus feed pressures. Two axial locations
of measurement noted.
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smaller than the tangential damping forces at low speeds. H
ever, the damping~tangential! forces drop rapidly as the whir
frequency increases. This finding opposes analytical predict
based on Classical Lubrication Theory4V and evidences the para
mount effect of air entrainment on degrading the SFD dyna


4Fluid film reaction forces increasing linearly with whirl frequency are deriv
from Classical Theory. The present measurements and others given
@2,3,6,10,11,12# show the opposite behavior due to the air ingestion and entrapm
into the film lands.
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forced performance. Comparisons with predictions derived fr
the model given in@2# will be advanced in a future publication.


Conclusions
Experiments were conducted on a controlled orbit test S


operating with an end plenum vented to ambient conditions. M
surements of the dynamic film pressures at two axial planes
journal motion were performed for increasing journal speeds
3000 rpm and a range of feed pressures to 250 kPa~37 psig!.
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Fig. 13 Estimated radial and tangential damper forces Õunit length versus journal speed at Z2 plane
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High-speed video recordings at selected operating conditions
vealed the unique features of the flow field within the SFD. Di
tal movie clips showing the flow field and pressure and mot
measurements are available for further analysis.


The experiments show that air entrainment leading to the
mation of irregular gas fingering and striation patterns is a nat
phenomenon in SFDs operating with low levels of external pr
surization~low lubricant through flow rates!. Operation at high
whirl frequencies always shows this pervasive behavior even
large feed pressures. SFD film damping~tangential! forces de-
crease as the journal whirl frequency grows.


Air ingestion and entrapment becomes more prevalent as
whirl frequency grows, and increasing the feed pressure aids
to ameliorate the loss in dynamic forced performance. The c
clusions derived, however, must be taken with caution since in
experiments, the lubricant heated rapidly over the long test t
spanning the range from low to high feed pressures. Thus,
experimentally derived film forces include the~yet not quantifi-
able! effect of a decreasing viscosity as the feed pressure
creases. Controlled temperature experiments are presently b
conducted.
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Nomenclature


C 5 SFD nominal radial clearance@0.254 mm#
D 5 journal diameter@129.4 mm#
e 5 nominal orbit radius@0.180 mm#


f r , f t 5 radial and tangential force per unit length at axial
locationZj


h 5 local film thickness@m#
L 5 SFD journal length@31.1 mm#
P 5 film dynamic pressure@kPa#
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r, t 5 radial and tangential coordinates
T 5 temperature@°C#


Zj 5 axial location of measurements.Z1 ~5.6 mm!,
Z2 ~16.7 mm!


« 5 e/C, dimensionless orbit radius
u 5 circumferential coordinates@rad#
m 5 lubricant viscosity@Pa.s#
v 5 journal whirl frequency@rad/sec#
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Clearance control is of paramount importance to turbomachinery designers and is required to meet today’s
aggressive power output, efficiency, and operational life goals. Excessive clearances lead to losses in cycle effi-
ciency, flow instabilities, and hot gas ingestion into disk cavities. Insufficient clearances limit coolant flows and
cause interface rubbing, overheating downstream components and damaging interfaces, thus limiting component
life. Designers have put renewed attention on clearance control, as it is often the most cost-effective method to
enhance system performance. Advanced concepts and proper material selection continue to play important roles
in maintaining interface clearances to enable the system to meet design goals. This work presents an overview
of turbomachinery sealing to control clearances. Areas covered include characteristics of gas and steam turbine
sealing applications and environments, benefits of sealing, types of standard static and dynamics seals, advanced
seal designs, as well as life and limitations issues.


I. Introduction


C ONTROLLING interface clearances is the most cost-effective
method of enhancing turbomachinery performance. Seals con-


trol turbomachinery leakages, coolant flows and contribute to overall
system rotordynamic stability. In many instances, sealing interfaces
and coatings are sacrificial, like lubricants, giving up their integrity
for the benefit of the component. They are subjected to abrasion,
erosion, oxidation, incursive rubs, foreign object damage (FOD)
and deposits, and extremes in thermal, mechanical, aerodynamic
and impact loadings. Tribological pairing of materials control how
well and how long these interfaces will be effective in controlling
flow.


A variety of seal types and materials is required to satisfy turbo-
machinery sealing demands. These seals must be properly designed
to maintain the interface clearances. In some cases, this will mean
machining adjacent surfaces, yet in many other applications coat-
ings are employed for optimum performance. Many seals are coat-
ing composites fabricated on superstructures or substrates that are
coated with sacrificial materials, which can be refurbished either in
situ or by removal, stripping, recoating, and replacing until substrate
life is exceeded.


For blade and knife tip sealing, an important class of materials
known as abradables permit blade or knife rubbing without signif-
icant damage or wear to the rotating element while maintaining an
effective sealing interface. Most such tip interfaces are passive, yet
some, as for the high-pressure turbine (HPT) case or shroud, are
actively controlled.


This work presents an overview of turbomachinery sealing. Areas
covered include characteristics of gas and steam turbine sealing
applications and environments, benefits of sealing, types of standard
static and dynamics seals, advanced seal designs, as well as life and
limitations issues.


Fig. 1 Effects of case cooling on HPT blade-tip clearance during takeoff.2


II. Sealing in Gas and Steam Turbines
A. Clearance Control Characteristics


Turbomachines range in size from centimeters (size of a penny)
to ones you can almost walk through. The problem is how to control
the large changes in geometry between adjacent rotor/stator com-
ponents from cold build to operation. The challenge is to provide
geometric control while maintaining efficiency, integrity, and long
service life (e.g., estimated time to failure or maintenance and low
cost1). Figure 1 shows the relative clearance between the rotor tip
and case for a HPT during takeoff, climb, and cruise conditions.2


The figure shows the dramatic effect of clearance control via ap-
plied cooling to the casing. A critical clearance requirement occurs
at “cutback” (about 1000 s into climb-out) when takeoff thrust is
reduced. Using thermal active clearance control (ACC), the running
clearance is drastically reduced, producing significant cost savings
in fuel reduction and increased service life. However, designers must
note that changing parameters in critical seals can change the dy-
namics of the entire engine.3 These effects are not always positive.


B. Sealing Benefits
Performance issues are closely tied to engine clearances. Ludwig4


determined that improvements in fluid film sealing resulting from a
proposed research program could lead to an annual energy sav-
ing, on a national basis, equivalent to about 37 million barrels
(1.554 billion U.S. gallons) of oil or 0.3% of the total U.S. energy
consumption (1977 statistics). In terms of engine bleed, Moore5


cited that a 1% reduction in engine bleed gives a 0.4% reduction in
specific fuel consumption (SFC), which translates into nearly 0.033
(1977 statistics) to 0.055 (2004 statistics) billion gallons of U.S. air-
lines fuel savings and nearly 0.28 billion gallons worldwide (2004
statistics), annually. In terms of clearance changes, Lattime and
Steinetz6 cite a 0.0254-mm (0.001-in.) change in HPT tip clearance,
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Fig. 2 Key aeroengine sealing and thermal restraint locations.9


Fig. 3 Advanced seals locations in a Frame 7EA gas turbine.10


decreases SFC by 0.1% and exhaust gas temperature by 1◦C, pro-
ducing an annual savings of 0.02 billion gallons for U.S. airlines. In
terms of advanced sealing, Munson et al.7 estimate savings of over
0.5 billion gallons of fuel. Chupp et al.8 estimated that refurbishing
compressor seals would yield impressive improvements across the
fleet ranging from 0.2 to 0.6% reduction in heat rate and 0.3 to 1%
increase in power output. For these large, land-based gas turbines,
the percentages represent huge fuel savings and monetary returns
with the greatest returns cited for aging power systems.


C. Sealing Environment
1. Seal Types and Locations


Key aeroengine sealing and thermal restraint locations cited by
Bill9 are shown in Fig. 2. These include the fan and compressor


shroud seals (rub strips), compressor interstage and discharge seals
(labyrinth), combustor static seals, balance piston sealing, turbine
shroud and rim-cavity sealing. Industrial engines have similar seal-
ing requirements. Key sealing locations for the compressor and tur-
bine in an industrial engine are cited by Aksit et al.10 and Camatti
et al.11,12 and are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Figure 3 shows high-
pressure compressor (HPC) and HPT tip seal (abradable) and in-
terstage seal (brush seal) locations, whereas Fig. 4 shows impeller
shroud (labyrinth) and interstage seal (honeycomb) locations for
the compressor. Compressor interstage platform seals are of the
shrouded type (Figs. 5 and 6). These seals are used to minimize
backflow, stage pressure losses, and reingested passage flow. Tur-
bine stators, also of the shrouded type, prevent hot gas ingestion into
the cavities that house the rotating disks and control blade and disk
coolant flows. Designers need to carefully consider the differences
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Fig. 4 Compressor cross-sectional drawing showing detail of rotor and seals: a) impeller shroud labyrinth seal, b) honeycomb interstage seal,
c) abradable seal, and d) honeycomb interstage seal.12


Fig. 5 Engine schematic showing main-shaft seal locations.4


a) b)


Fig. 6 Compressor sealing locations: a) blade tip and interstage and b) drum rotor.4


in thermal and structural characteristics, pressure gradient differ-
ences, and blade rub interfaces.


Characteristically the industrial gas turbine can be thought of
as a heavy-duty derivative of an aeroengine. Still industrial and
aeroturbomachines have many differences. The most notable are
the fan, spools, and combustor. Aeroengines derive a large por-
tion of their thrust though the bypass fan and usually have inline
combustors, high- and low-pressure spools, drum rotors, and high
exhaust velocities, all subject to flight constraints. Large industrial
engines (Fig. 7) have plenum inlets, can-combustors, single spools,
through-bolted-stacked disc rotors, and exhaust systems constrained
by 640◦C (1180◦F) combined-cycle (steam-reheat-turbine) require-
ments. In both types of engines, core requirements are similar, yet
materials restraints differ.


2. Materials and Environmental Conditions
Over the years, advances in new base materials, notably Ni-based


single crystal alloys, and coatings have allowed increased operat-


ing temperatures of turbine engine components. Complementary
to the thermal and pressure profiles, materials used range from
steel to superalloys coated with metallics and ceramics. Variations
in engine pressure and temperature of the Rolls-Royce Trent gas
turbine¶ are illustrated in Fig. 8. The lower-temperature blades in
the fan and low-pressure compressor (LPC) sections are made of
titanium, or composite materials, with corrosion-resistant coatings
due to their high strength and low density. The elevated temperatures
of the HPC, HPT and low-pressure turbine (LPT) require the use of
nickel-based superalloys. In the HPT of aeroengines, for example,
the first-stage turbine blades can see gas path temperatures around
1400◦C (2550◦F). To withstand these punishing temperatures for
the 20,000-h and more service lives, aeroengine designers have
turned to single crystal blades, with thermal barrier coatings gen-
erally using yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ).2 In this configuration,


¶Data available online: Sourmail, T., “Coatings for Turbine Blades,” Uni-
versity of Cambridge, URL: http://www.msm.cam.ac.uk/phase-trans/2003/
Superalloys/coatings/ [cited 18 May 2005].
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Fig. 7 General Electric’s H System gas turbine, showing an 18-stage
compressor and four-stage turbine.


Fig. 8 Temperature and pressure profiles of a Rolls-Royce Trent gas
turbine engine.¶


blade metal temperatures reach 982◦C (1800◦F), and ceramic sur-
face temperatures reach 1100◦C (2010◦F).


To improve blade-tip sealing effectiveness, squealer tips [approx-
imately 0.8 mm (0.03 in.) high] are integrated into the blade. De-
pending on engine design, adjacent shroud seals are made of either
directionally solidified cast superalloy materials coated with sprayed
abradable coatings (YSZ based)13 or single crystal shroud segments
capable of the required operating temperatures.


III. Static Sealing
Sealing in static or slow interface relative movement locations in


turbomachinery includes the interfaces or junctions between the sta-
tionary components (combustors, nozzles, shrouds, etc.) throughout
the internal cooling flowpath to minimize or control parasitic leak-
age flows between turbine components. Typically, adjacent mem-
bers have to sustain relative vibratory motion with minimal wear
or loss of sealing over the design life of the seal. In addition, they


Fig. 9 Some types of metallic seals used in turbomachinery.


Fig. 10 Typical gas-turbine seal locations (courtesy of Advanced Prod-
ucts, Parker Hannifin Corporation).


must be compliant to accommodate thermal growth and misalign-
ment. Effective sealing at these static interface locations not only
increases turbine efficiency and output, but also improves the main
gas-path temperature profile. Various compliant-interface seals have
been developed to address these issues as discussed in the following
sections.


A. Metallic Seals
For smaller gap movements, more conventional seals are used.


These seals are metallic for higher temperature and pressure envi-
ronments where rubber and polymer seals are not suitable. The wide
range of applications in turbomachinery drive the need for multiple
configurations, such as the O-, C-, and E-type cross section (see
Fig. 9). The type of seal that is best suited for a particular applica-
tion depends on operating variables such as temperature, pressure,
required leakage rate, flange separation, fatigue life, and the load
available to seat the seal. Figure 10 shows an example of where
some metal seals are used in an industrial gas turbine. There are
many smaller “feather” seals (thin sheet metal) used throughout; all
interfaces require sealing of some nature.


In higher temperature environments, a large amount of thermal
growth in surrounding structures is typical. This makes it neces-
sary for the metal seal to maintain contact with the sealing surfaces
while the structure moves. A seal’s ability to follow the moving
structure is caused by its spring back and system pressure to seat the
seal. In general, E-type seals (alternatively called W seals) provide
the largest amount of spring back. For this reason, the majority of
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a) b)


Fig. 11 U-Plex and E-seal geometry: a) spring-back comparison and b) U-Plex application.15


metal seals found in steam, gas, and jet engines are of the E-type
configuration.


The ability of a seal to maintain a low leakage rate is mostly
caused by the force the seal exerts on the mating flange, also called
the “seating load.” Typically speaking, the leakage rate of a seal will
decrease as the seal seating load increases. C-type seals have higher
seating loads than E-type seals. To further increase a C-type seal load
and spring back, a spring can be inserted around the circumference
on the inside of the cross section. The high load of a C seal can be
used to enhance sealing performance by the addition of plating such
as silver, nickel, gold, and copper. The simple geometry of a C-type
seal limits further design possibilities.


The relative complexity and adaptability of the E-type seal cross
sections allows for increased design variations with somewhat in-
creased leakage rates compared to C seals. The number of convolu-
tions, material thickness, convolution depth, and free height all play
a major roll in seal performance. Despite the large thermal growth
common in turbine engines, a properly designed E-type seal can
have millions-of-cycles fatigue life. A majority of the E-type seals
used in turbine engines is located between engine case segments,
such as the horizontal joint in the combustion section on steam and
gas turbines. E-type seals can also be found in the cartridge assem-
blies of a turbine fuel nozzle. The seal can be cut axially in one or
more circumferential locations to accommodate radial growth dif-
ference or assembly requirements. Small “caps” can be placed on
the seal to span the circumferential gaps to control leakage.


Currently metallic seals for higher-temperature applications are
made from Inconel 718 and Waspaloy with a temperature limit of
about 730◦C (1350◦F) (Ref. 14). Above this temperature, such seals
under compressive and tensile stresses relax as a result of creep with
an attendant loss in sealing performance. Development is in progress
to increase the operating temperature range using strengthened [e.g.,
oxide-dispersion strengthened (ODS)] and refractory alloys. In lab-
oratory tests, new superalloy Rene 41 seals have exhibited superior
performance at 815–870◦C (1500–1600◦F) compared to standard
Waspaloy seals with the same design. ODS alloys are being tested
for temperatures above 870◦C (1600◦F) (Ref. 14).


The U-Plex seal (Fig. 11) is another self-energized static seal,
similar to a multi-element E seal.15 The E seal is a single “folded”
element. The U-Plex seal consists of two or more plies of materials
nested together that act independently when the seal is compressed,
as does a leaf spring, yet function as one under sealing pressure. It
will accommodate 2.5 to 5 times more deformation than a single
ply E seal, is more compliant to surface irregularities, requires 1


3
the


compression force, and has enhanced high cycle fatigue resistance
and comparable leakage rates.


B. Metallic Cloth Seals
For large interface gap relative movements, rigid metal strips,


feather seals, and “dog-bone” shaped strips have been the primary
sealing method. For applications with significant relative motion,
these seals can rock and rotate or jam against the slots in the adja-
cent components to be sealed. A lack of flexibility can result in poor
sealing and excessive wear. Compliance can be attempted by reduc-


ing the thickness of the seal strips. But the use of thinner foil seals in
aircraft engine applications results in large stress levels and limited
wear life. One approach to address seal compliance issues for large
relative movements is the development of relatively low cost, flex-
ible cloth seals.10 Cloth seals are formed by combining thin sheet
metals (shims) and layers of densely woven metal cloth. Whereas
shims prevent through leakage and provide structural strength with
flexibility, external cloth layers add sacrificial wear volume and
seal thickness without adding significant stiffness. As illustrated in
Fig. 12a, a typical design requires simply wrapping a layer of cloth
around thin flexible shims. The assembly is held together by a num-
ber of spot welds along the seal centerline. Further leakage reduction
can be achieved by a crimped design with exposed, contoured shim
ends that enhance enwall sealing (Fig. 12b) (Refs. 16 and 17) or,
combined with added compliance (Fig. 12c). Demonstrated leakage
reductions up to 30% have been achieved in combustors and 70% in
nozzle segments. The flow savings achieved in nozzle-shroud cloth
seal applications translates to large performance gains of up to a
0.50% output increase and 0.25% heat rate reduction in an indus-
trial gas turbine.


C. Cloth and Rope Seals
Rope or gasket seals can be used in various locations in


turbomachinery. Table 1 lists the various materials being used.
However, aircraft engine turbine inlet temperatures and industrial
system temperatures continue to climb to meet aggressive cycle
thermal efficiency goals. Advanced material systems, including
monolithic/composites ceramics, intermetallic alloys (i.e., nickel
aluminide), and carbon-carbon composites are being explored to
meet aggressive temperature, durability, and weight requirements.
To incorporate these materials in the high-temperature locations of
the system, designers must overcome materials issues, such as dif-
ferences in thermal expansion rates and lack of material ductility.18


Designers are finding that one way to avoid cracking and buckling
of the high-temperature brittle components rigidly mounted in their
support structures is to allow relative motion between the primary
and supporting components.19 Often this joint occurs in a location
where differential pressures exist, requiring high-temperature seals.
These seals or packings must exhibit the following important prop-
erties: operate hot [≥705◦C (1300◦F)]; exhibit low leakage; resist
mechanical scrubbing caused by differential thermal growth and
acoustic loads; seal complex geometries; retain resilience after cy-
cling; and support structural loads.


Braided rope seals can be made with a variety of materials and
combinations, each having their own strengths and weaknesses. All
ceramic designs consist of a ceramic fiber, uniaxial core, overbraided
with ceramic sheath layers.20 This design offers the potential for very
high-temperature 1150◦C (2100◦F) operation. However, researchers
have determined that all ceramic seals are susceptible to the vibra-
tory and acoustic loadings present in turbine engines. These seals
can also be ejected from the seal gland because of dynamic loading.


To improve upon structural integrity, Steinetz and Adams19 de-
veloped a hybrid braided rope seal design that consists of uniaxial
ceramic core fibers overbraided with high-temperature superalloy
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Table 1 Gasket/rope seal materials


Maximum working temperature


Fiber material ◦F ◦C


Graphite
Oxidizing environment 1000 540
Reducing 5400 2980


Fiberglass (glass dependent) 1000 540
Superalloy metals


(depending on alloy) 1300–1600 705–870


Oxide ceramics (Thompkins, 1955)18


Nextel 312 (62% Al2O3, 24% SiO2, 14% B2O3) 1800a 980
Nextel 440 (70% Al2O3, 28% SiO2, 2% B2O3) 2000a 1090
Nextel 550 (73% Al2O3, 27% SiO2) 2100a 1150


aTemperature at which fiber retains 50% (nominal) room-temperature strength.


a) b)


c)


Fig. 12 Cloth seal approaches.10,14


wires. Tests have shown much greater resistance to abrasion and
dynamic loadings. Wires made of HS-188 material show promise
to 870◦C (1600◦F) temperatures. This hybrid construction was used
to seal the last-stage articulated turning vane of the F119 turbine
engine. The seal limits flow of fan cooling air past the turning vane
flowpath (or power stream)/fairing interface and also prevents back-
flow of potentially damaging high-temperature core air as shown in
Fig. 13 (Ref. 19).


Researchers at NASA Glenn Research Center continue to strive
for higher operating temperature hybrid seals. Recent oxidation
studies by Opila et al.21 showed that wires made from alumina form-
ing scale base alloys (e.g., Plansee PM2000) could resist oxidation
at temperatures to 1200◦C (2200◦F) for up to 70 h. Tests showed that


alumina-forming alloys with reactive element additions performed
best at 1200◦C under all test conditions in the presence of oxygen,
moisture, and temperature cycling. These wire samples exhibited
slow growing and adherent oxide scales.


In other related developments, Hendricks et al.22 discussed the
modeling and application of several types of brush seals including
hairpin woven or wrapped (see hybrid seal), taconite, self-purging,
and buffer. Dunlap et al.23 provide experimental data of a 0.62-in.-
diam rope seal that consisted of an Inconel X 750 spring tube, filled
with Saffil insulation, and covered by two layers of Nextel 312 fab-
ric wrap for operational temperatures to 815◦C (1500◦F). Steinetz
and Dunlap24 developed a braided carbon-fiber thermal barrier that
reduces solid-rocket combustion gas leakage [3038◦C (5500◦F), in a
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Fig. 13 Cross section of PW F119 engine showing last stage turning
vane with hybrid braided rope seal around perimeter.19


Fig. 14 Tip flow structure for an unshrouded compressor.25


nonoxidizing environment] and permits only relatively cool [<93◦C
(200◦F)] gas to reach the elastomeric O-ring seals.


IV. Dynamic Seals
A. Tip Sealing


The flowfield about the tip of the blades is illustrated in Figs. 14
and 15 for the compressor and turbine, respectively. At the leading
edge the flow is forced out and around the stagnation region, then
joins with the primary leakage zone, and extends across the passage
toward the low-pressure side and opposing the rotational velocity.
These conditions are experimentally verified for tip clearance flows
in the transonic compressor rotors and illustrated in Figs. 16 and
17.26 Usually, the flow in transonic compressors is subsonic by the
time it reaches the third or fourth stage.


Blade-tip flows and ensuing vortex patterns lead to flow losses,
instabilities, and passage blockage. Without proper sealing, the flow-
field can be reversed, resulting in compressor surge, and possible
fire at the inlet. Flow losses in static elements such as vanes in
the compressor and turbine have different sealing requirements as
cited later. A few of these dynamic interfaces for aeroengine clear-
ance control are illustrated in Fig. 2. More general flow details are
found for example in Lakshminarayana27 and for compressors in
Copenhaver et al.,28 Strazisar et al.,29 and Wellborn and Okiishi.30


B. Abradables
Early on, researchers recognized the need for abradable ma-


terials for blade tip and vane sealing, for example, Ludwig,4


Fig. 15 Tip flow structure for an unshrouded turbine.25


Fig. 16 Contours of axial velocity (m/s) on 92% span stream surface
from LVD measurements of a transonic compressor rotor (no frame
dependencies).26
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a)


b)


Fig. 17 Visualization of primary and induced clearance vortices in a transonic compressor rotor: a) axial velocity at 6% of clearance gap height
from shroud and b) projection of relative velocity vectors on Z-r cutting plane as viewed in positive u direction, colored by u component of velocity.
Suction surface at right edge of figure. Note that the velocity profile, upper left of figure, is valid only for cascades.26


a) b) c)


Fig. 18 Illustration of types of materials for interface outer air seal-
ing: a) abradable (sintered or sprayed porous materials), b) compliant
(porous material), and c) low shear strength (sprayed aluminum).4


Bill and coworkers,9,31,32 Shiembob,13 Stocker and coworkers,33,34


and Mahler.35 Schematics of three types of abradable materials with
associated incursion types are illustrated in Fig. 18 for outer air-
blade-tip sealing interface in a compressor, for example. These types
of materials usually differ from the platform or inner shroud-drum
rotor interface sealing of the compressor, as illustrated in Fig. 19.


As the name suggests, abradable seal materials are worn in by
the rotating blade during service. They are applied to the casing of
compressors and gas and steam turbines to decrease clearances to
levels difficult to achieve by mechanical means. Abradable seals are
gaining appeal in gas turbines as a relatively simple means to reduce
gas-path clearances in both the compressor and turbine. They offer
clearance reductions at relatively low cost and minor engineering
implications for the service fleet. Abradable seals have been in use
in aviation gas turbines since the late 1960s and early 1970s.36 Al-
though low energy costs, materials and long cycle time have in the
past limited applications of abradable seals in land-based gas tur-


a) b) c)


Fig. 19 Inner shrouds for compressor labyrinths: a) striated, b) hon-
eycomb, and c) porous material (abradable or compliant).4


bines, current operation demands enhanced heat rate and reduced
costs. With increasing fuel prices and advances in materials to al-
low extended service periods, abradable seals are gaining popularity
within the power generation industry.37


Without abradable seals, the cold clearances between blade or
bucket tips and shrouds must be large enough to prevent significant
contact during operation. Use of abradable seals allows the cold
clearances to be reduced with the assurance that if contact occurs
the sacrificial part will be the abradable material on the stationary
surface and not the blade or bucket tips. Also, abradable seals allow
tighter clearances with common shroud or casing out-of-roundness
and rotor misalignment.


1. Interface Rub
For properly designed abradables, if a rub occurs the blade cuts


into the sacrificial seal material with minimal distress to the blade.
The abradable seal material mitigates blade wear while providing
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a durable interface that enhances engine efficiency. Controlled
porosity shroud seal materials provide for low-energy material re-
moval without damaging the rotating blade while mitigating leakage
and enhancing seal life. Material release, porosity, and structural
strength can be controlled in both thermal sprayed coatings and
fibermetals. Filler materials are often used to resist energy input to
the shroud seal, mitigate case clearance distortion, and also lubricate
the wear interface. Worn material must be released to escape sliding
contact wear of the blade tip (vs cutting action for an abradable)
and plowing of the interface.38 Asymmetric rubs generate hot spots
that can develop into destructive seal drum instabilities. Such modes
have destroyed engines and have been known to destroy aircraft with
loss of life.


Many attempts have been made to study the wear mechanisms of
abradable structures using conventional tribometers39 or specially
designed test rigs.40,41 However because of the high relative speeds,
>100 m/s (>330 ft/s), between the abradable seal and the rotating
blade-tip surface, the mechanisms of wear/cutting differ consider-
ably from low-speed tribology normally associated with machin-
ing operations. At high speeds, the removal/cutting of a thermal
spray abradable coating is done by release of small particle de-
bris, that is, <0.1 mm (<0.004 in.). In contrast to conventional
(low-speed) cutting in machine tools, the particle debris released
in abradable materials is ejected at the rear of the moving blade.42


This, therefore, partly sets the criteria for the design of such mate-
rials. It also sets a limiting design criterion for blade-tip thickness.
Generally, a cutting element (blade-tip) thickness less than 1.3 mm
(0.05 in.) allows release of the particles from the coating. Thicker
tips tend to entrap the loose particles between the blade and the
abradable material. As a result, special considerations have to be
given to the design of the materials to allow for the cutting mecha-
nisms (for example, altering the base material particle morphology
and size).


Certain abradable materials rely more on densification (com-
paction) of the structure than on particle debris removal.43 Material
compaction limits the functional depth of the abradable material
because the compacted material will increase the wear of the ro-
tating blade tips as the porosity is reduced. These types of seal
materials include some of the thermal spray coatings and porous
metal fiber structures (fiber metals). Fiber metals can be designed
and constructed with varying fiber sizes and densities to alter their
tribological behavior.44,45


2. Interface Materials
There are different approaches used for a material to be abrad-


able. Some have porosity built in so that the material wears away
when rubbed by the blade tip. Some of these have a solid lubricant
embedded to aid the wear process. Others abradables, such as hon-
eycomb and fiber metal, deform at high speeds, and the cell walls
rupture. For honeycomb, rotor wear is most pronounced at the brazed
web where cell thickness doubles. Borel et al.43 mapped incursion
velocity as a function of tangential velocity as shown in Fig. 20.
These parameters delineate regions of adhesive wear, melting wear,
smearing, cutting, and adhesive titanium transfer from blade to in-
terface. Abradable seals are generally classified according to their
temperature capability,46 but can also be characterized by method
of application as shown in Table 2 (Ref. 38).


a) Low-temperature abradable seals. For thermally sprayed
abradable coatings, different classes of coating materials behave


Table 2 Abradable material classification


Temperature Location/material Process


Low amb Fan or LPC Castings for polymer-
400◦C (750◦F) AlSi + filler based materials


Medium amb LPC, HPC, LPT Brazing or diffusion
760◦C (1400◦F) Ni or Co base bonding for honeycomb


and/or fiber metals
High HPT Thermal spray coatings


760◦C (1400◦F)– YSZ and cBN or SiC for powdered composite
1150◦C (2100◦F) materials


Fig. 20 Aluminum-silicon–polyester coating wear map using a 3-mm
(0.12-in.) thick titanium blade at ambient temperature.43


tribologically differently. Traditionally, most of the powder met-
als available for low-temperature applications, that is, <400◦C
(<750◦F), are aluminum-silicon based. To make them abradable,
a second phase is added.46 This phase is usually a polymeric ma-
terial or a release agent and is often called a solid lubricant. The
role of the second phase in aluminum-silicon-based abradable ma-
terial is primarily to promote crack initiation within the structure.
The size, morphology, quantity, and material of the second phase
determine the wear mechanisms and abradability of the seal coating
under various tribological conditions. The wear map in Fig. 20 is for
an aluminum-silicon-polyester coating. The dominant wear mech-
anisms are different for various combinations of blade-tip velocity
and incursion rate when rubbed by a 3-mm (0.12-in.)-thick titanium
blade at ambient temperature. The arrows indicate the movement of
wear-mechanism boundaries when a stiffer polymer than polyester
is used as the second phase.


Low-temperature abradables (generally epoxy materials) are used
for fan-tip sealing. Engine manufacturers’ philosophy regarding fan
rub strips is engine dependent. For example, the PW4090 uses a
filled-honeycomb configuration, shown in Fig. 21a. The uneven rub,
caused by in-flight maneuvers, can become, relatively speaking,
quite deep (tens of mils), which is difficult to tell from the photo. The
PW4000 and PW2000 have very similar labyrinth style rub strips
(Fig. 21b). On the other hand, the CFM56 engine uses a smooth
surface, which gets repotted during overhaul, and yet is usually not
refurbished unless considerable damage has been incurred.


b) Midtemperature abradable seals. For temperature applica-
tions up to 760◦C (1400◦F), Ni- or Co-based alloy powders are com-
monly used as the basis of the abradable seal matrix. Other phases
are added to the base metal powder to make the material abrad-
able. These added phases are polymeric materials that are fugitive
elements to generate coating porosity and act as release agents.41,47


Figure 22 displays a wear map of a midtemperature coating sys-
tem abraded at 500◦C (930◦F) using titanium blades. The map shows
the wear mechanism domains vs blade-tip velocity and incursion
rate. The arrows indicate the movement of the wear regime bound-
aries as the polyester level increases. As polyester content and thus
porosity increase, cutting becomes increasingly the predominant
mechanism over the entire range of the speeds and incursion rates.
However, increasing porosity has a negative effect on coating cohe-
sive strength and erosion properties.


Fiber metals are a type of midtemperature abradable. Like other
abradables, abradability and erosion resistance present conflicting
design demands, as illustrated in Fig. 23, and provide the seal de-
signer with some flexibility.44 Chappel et al.44,45 tested different fiber
metals against other abradables for high- and low-speed abradability
and erosion (see Table 3). The materials were then ranked per their
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Table 3 Abradable materials used by Chappel et al.44


Fibermetal Density, % Ultimate tensile strength, psi


1 22 1050
2 23 2150


Honeycomb Hastelloy-X, 0.05-mm foil, 1.59-mm cell
Nickel Graphite Sulzer Metco 307NS (spray)
CoNiCrAlY/hBN/PEa Sulzer Metco 2043 (spray)
aHexagonal boron nitride (hBN) acts as a release agent; polyester (PE)
controls porosity


Fig. 21 Fan shroud rub strips: a) potted honeycomb PW4090 fan
shroud and b) PW2000/4000 fan and rub strip interface (courtesy of
Sherry Soditus, United Airlines Maintenance, San Francisco, CA).


performance (Table 4). Results showed that the high-strength fiber
metal had the best performance overall with the highest abradability
and lowest erosion.


c) High-temperature abradable seals. For operating temper-
atures above 760◦C (1400◦F), common practice is to use porous
ceramics as the abradable material. The most widely used material
is YSZ, which is usually mixed with a fugitive polymeric phase.
There are a number of important considerations regarding porous
ceramic abradable materials. To achieve an acceptable abradability,
the cutting element/blade generally has to be reinforced with hard
abrasive grits. Choosing these grits and processes to apply them
has been the subject of numerous research activities. There are a
number of patents that deal with this aspect of ceramic abradable
materials.48−52 Abrasive grits considered include cubic boron nitride
(cBN), silicon carbide, aluminum oxide, and zirconium oxide. Pub-
lished data suggest that cBN particles of a given size range tend to be
the best abrasive medium against YSZ porous ceramics.48,51 Cubic
boron nitride poses a high hardness (second to diamond) and a high
sublimation temperature, >2980◦C (>5400◦F), which makes it an
ideal candidate to abrade ceramic abradable materials. But cBN’s
relatively low oxidation temperature, ∼850◦C (∼1560◦F), allows


Table 4 Wear-resistance performance rankings of
abradable materials44


Abradability


Material High speeda Low speeda Erosiona


1050-psi 1 1 3
fiber metal


2150-psi 1 1 1
fiber metal


Hastelloy-X 2 3 2
honeycomb


Nickel 3 1 2
graphite


CoNiCrAlY/ 3 3 1
hBN/PE


aWhere 1 = best and 3 = worst.


Fig. 22 Midtemperature abradable coating (CoNiCrAlY) wear map
at 500◦C (930◦F) using titanium blades.46


it to function for only a limited time. This has prompted the use
of other abrasives such SiC.49,52 Despite successful functionality of
SiC against YSZ, SiC has been met with limited enthusiasm. SiC
requires a diffusion barrier to prevent its reaction with transition
metals at elevated temperatures.53 This adds to the complexity and
the cost of the abrasive system.


The ceramic abradable coating microstructure and its porosity
are other essential considerations. Clearly, porosity increases the
abradability of the coating. However, YSZ is strongly susceptible to
high angle erosion because of its brittle nature,54 and adding poros-
ity makes it prone to low angle erosion. Thermally sprayed porous
YSZ coatings show different tribological behavior when compared
to metallic abradable materials. They tend to show a strong influ-
ence of blade-tip velocity on abradability42 (see Fig. 24). Abrad-
ability tends to improve with increasing blade-tip velocity. On the
other hand, porous YSZ coatings show less dependency on incur-
sion rate. They tend to have poor abradability at very low incur-
sion rates, <0.005 mm/s (<0.2 mils/s), thus requiring blade-tip
treatments.


An example application of a high-temperature abradable has
been reported where the bill-of-material first-stage turbine gas-path
shroud seals were coated with a porosity-controlled plasma sprayed
zirconia (PSZ) ceramic seal as shown in Fig. 25 (Ref. 55). The
coating was a 1-mm (0.040-in.) layer of ZrO2-8Y2O3 over a 1-mm
(0.040-in.) NiCoCrAl-based bond coat onto a Haynes 25 substrate.
Characteristic “mudflat” cracking of the ceramic occurred at the
blade interface, but backside seal temperature reductions over BOM-
seals of 78◦C (140◦F) were measured, with gas-path temperatures
estimated over 1205◦C (2200◦F) (Ref. 37).
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Fig. 23 Erosion and abradability as a function of ultimate tensile strength44 (courtesy of Technetics Corporation).


Fig. 24 Abradability of high-temperature materials by SiC tipped blades at 1025◦C (1880◦F). Right set of data (solid black bar) is for a CaF
abradable; other data are for YSZ with polyamide. The x axis lists velocity and incursion rates. The legend gives porosity levels and average pore sizes
after the polyamide is burned out.53


Fig. 25 Schematic of ceramic-coated shroud seal.55


3. Designing Abradable Materials for Turbomachinery
Because abradable seals are low-strength structures that wear


without damaging the mating blade tips, they are also suscepti-
ble to gas and solid particle erosion. Abradable structures intended
for use in harsh temperatures occurring in gas turbines can also
be prone to oxidation because of the inherent material porosity.
These conflicting properties need to be accounted for in designing
abradable seals. Abradable seals then have to be considered as a
complete tribological system that incorporates 1) relative motions
and depth of cut—blade-tip speed and incursion rate; 2) environ-
ment temperature, fluid medium and contaminants; 3) cutting ele-
ment geometry and material—blade-tip thickness, shrouded or un-


shrouded blades; and 4) counterelement—abradable seal material
and structure. Manufacturing processes as well as microstructural
consistency of abradable seals can have a profound effect on their
properties.44,56


Another issue to consider in designing for abradables for com-
pressors is the large changes in thermal environment and the fact
that titanium fires are not contained. Therefore, rubbing must release
particulate matter without engendering a fire or debris impacting
downstream components. Also in compressors, an abradable can
be combined with intentional grooving to enhance stall margins,
yet clearance control or fluid injection might be better methods of
controlling stall margin.


Considering all of the preceding design elements makes the abrad-
able system quite unique, that is, designed to suit the particular
application. Thus, despite the availability of many off-the-shelf ma-
terials, abradable seals have to be modified or redesigned in most
applications to meet the design constraints. More extensive lists of
references on abradable seals and their use have been published
elsewhere.42,44


C. Labyrinth Seals
Labyrinth seals and their sealing principles are commonplace in


turbomachinery and come in a variety of configurations. The most
used configurations are straight, interlocking, slanted, stepped, and
combinations (Fig. 26).57 By their nature labyrinth seals, usually
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mounted on the rotor, are clearance seals that can rub against their
shroud interface, such as abradables and honeycomb (Fig. 27).58


They permit controlled leakages by dissipation of flow energy
through a series of sequential aperture cavities (as sequential sharp
edge orifices) with minimum heat rise and torque. The speed and
pressure at which they operate is only limited by their structural
design.


Principle design parameters include clearance and throttle (tooth
or knife) and cavity geometry and tooth number (Fig. 28).59 The
clearance is set by aerothermomechanical conditions that preclude
contact with the shroud allowing for radial and axial excursions.
The throttle tip is as thin as structurally feasible to mitigate heat
propagation through the throttle body into the shaft with a sharp
leading edge (as an orifice) and is the primary flow restrictor. The
angle at which the flow approaches the throttle is usually 90 deg,
but slant throttles, into the flow, are more effective seals. {Borda


a) Straight labyrinth


b) Angled-teeth straight labyrinth


c) Staggered labyrinth


d) Stepped labyrinth


e) Interlocking labyrinth


f) Abradable (wear-in) labyrinth


Fig. 26 Generalized labyrinth seal configurations.57


a) b)


Fig. 27 Drum rotor labyrinth sealing configurations: a) compressor discharge stepdown labyrinth seal58 and b) turbine interstage stepped labyrinth
seal and shrouded-rotor straight labyrinth seal.4


Fig. 28 Generalized schematics of labyrinth seal throttle
configurations.59


Fig. 29 Discharge coefficient as a function of knife-edge tooth shape.35
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a)


b)


c)


Fig. 30 Inner and outer labyrinth air seals: a) damper ring, b) damper drum (sleeve),65 and c) effect of seal component support.4


inlets [C f = 0.5 (C f is the flow coefficient)] are more restrictive
than orifice inlets C f = 0.63.} One advantage of 90-deg throttles
(C f = 0.63) is the ability to seal flow reversals equally well; slant
throttles are less effective handling flow reversals (C f = 0.8 to 0.9).
The cavity geometry is nearly 1:1 with axial spacing greater than
six times the clearance and often shaped to enhance flow dissipation
through generation of vortices. A relation between the number of
knife-cavity modules and leakage for developed cavity flows is given
by


Gr/Gr1 = N−0.4


where Gr = mass flux, Gr1 is the mass flux through a single throttle,
and N the number of throttles or cavity-throttle modules60; for gas
throttles only, see Egli61 for an equivalent relation (Egli’s interest
was steam, yet applicable to gases in general). Conditions relating
the sharpness of the tooth to the ability to restrict flows are given
by Mahler35 (Fig. 29) and more recently explored by computational
fluid dynamics (CFD).62


Labyrinth seals are good in restricting the flow but do not re-
spond well to dynamics and often lead to turbomachine instabil-
ities. These problems have been addressed by several investiga-
tors starting with Thomas63 and Alford.64 They recognized that
the dynamic forces drove instabilities and heuristically determined
stable operating configurations (Fig. 30). Benckert and Wachter,66


Childs et al.67 and Muszynska68 addressed the root causes and in-
troduced the swirl brake at the seal inlet to mitigate the circum-
ferential velocity component within the cavities (Fig. 31). More
recently circumferential flow blocks and flow slots have been intro-
duced to mitigate the circumferential velocity component (Figs. 32
and 33).69


Labyrinth seals have a lengthy history of proven reliability with
robust operation and developed technology and are well suited for
abradable interfaces. Their tendency to engender instabilities can
be controlled by swirl brakes or intracavity slots or blocks and
drum dampers. Nearly all turbomachines rely on labyrinth seals
or labyrinth sealing principle (Egli,61 Trutnovsky,70 Stocker et al.,33


Table 5 Typical operating limits for state-of-the-art brush seals


Parameter Units S1


Differential pressure Up to 300 psid per stage 2.1 MPa
Surface speed Up to 1200 ft/s 400 m/s
Operating temperature Up to 1200◦F 600◦C
Size (diameter range) Up to 120 in. 3.1 m


and Stocker34). In general, nearly all sealing applications rely heav-
ily on the essential features of sharp-edge flow restrictors [e.g., the
aspirating seal (see Sec. V.E) has a labyrinth tooth and the face-
sealing dam,71 Figs. 34a and 34b and the inlet throttle confining
flows to the honeycomb land (Fig. 35)].


D. Brush Seals
As described by Ferguson,72 the brush seal is the first simple, prac-


tical alternative to the finned labyrinth seal that offers extensive per-
formance improvements. Benefits of brush seals over labyrinth seals
include 1) reduced leakage compared to labyrinth seals (upwards of
50% possible); 2) accommodation of shaft excursions as a result of
stop/start operations and other transient conditions (labyrinth seals
often incur permanent clearance increases under such conditions,
degrading seal and machine performance); 3) significantly less ax-
ial space than labyrinth seal required; and 4) more stable leakage
characteristics over long operating periods.


Brush seals have matured significantly over the past 20 years. Typ-
ical operating conditions of state-of-the-art brush seals are shown
in Table 5.¶


Brush seal construction is deceptively simple, requiring the well-
ordered layering or tufting of fine-diameter bristles into a dense pack
that compensates for circumferential differences between inside and
outside diameters (Figs. 36 and 37). This pack is sandwiched and


¶Data available online at http://www.fluidsciences.perkinelemer.com/
turbomachinery.
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a)


b)


Fig. 31 Typical swirl brake configurations applied at the inlet to a labyrinth seal: a) radial swirl brake and b) improved swirl brake.67


welded between a backing ring (downstream side) and sideplate
(upstream side), then stress relieved to ensure stability and flat-
ness. The weld on the seal outer diameter is machined to form a
close-tolerance outer-diameter sealing surface to fit into a suitable
housing. The wire bristles protrude radially inward (shaft rotor) or
outward (drum rotor) and are machined to fit the mating rotor, with
slight interference. Brush seal interferences (preload) must be prop-
erly selected to prevent catastrophic overheating of the rotor and
excessive rotor thermal growths.


To accommodate anticipated radial shaft movements, the bristles
must bend. To allow the bristles to bend without buckling, the wires
are oriented at an angle (typically 45 to 55 deg) to a radial line
through the rotor. The bristles are canted in the direction of rotor ro-
tation. The bristle lay angle also facilitates seal installation because
of the slight interference between the bristle pack and the rotor. The
backing ring provides structural support to the otherwise flexible
bristles and assists the seal in limiting leakage. To minimize brush
seal hysteresis caused by brush bristle binding on the backplate, new
features have been added to the backing ring. These include reliefs of
various forms. An example design is shown in Fig. 36 and includes
the recessed pocket and seal dam. The recessed pocket assists with
pressure balancing of the seal, and the relatively small contact area
at the seal dam minimizes friction allowing the bristles to follow
the speed-dependent shaft growths. The bristle free-radial-length
and packing pattern are selected to accommodate radial shaft move-
ments while operating within the wire’s elastic range at temperature.


A number of brush seal manufacturers∗∗ include some form of flow
deflector (e.g., see flexi-front plate in Fig. 36) on the high-pressure
side of the wire bristles. This element aids in mitigating the radial
pressure closing loads (e.g., sometimes known as “pressure clos-
ing”) caused by air forces urging the bristles against the shaft. This
element can also aid in reducing installation damage, bristle flutter
in highly turbulent flowfields, and FOD.


Brush seals, initially developed for aero gas turbines, have also
been used in industrial gas and steam turbines since the 1990s. De-
sign similitude, analysis, and modeling of brush and woven seals
were established earlier in the works of Flower73 and Hendricks
et al.22 Within in the confines of this paper, we are only able to ad-
dress a few sealing types, their locations, and material constraints.
For further details, see Hendricks and coworkers25,74,75 and NASA
conference publications.76,77 An extensive summary of brush seal re-
search and development work through 1995 has been published78,79


and updated in a more recent summary.37


1. Brush Seal Design Considerations
To properly design and specify brush seals for an application,


many design factors must be considered and traded off. Com-
prehensive brush seal design algorithms have been proposed by
Chupp et al.,37 Dinc et al.,80 Hendricks et al.,22 and Holle and
Krishan.81 An iterative process must be followed to satisfy seal


∗∗Data available online at http://www.crossmanufacturing.com.
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a)


b)


c)


Fig. 32 Labyrinth circumferential flow blocks: a) annular seal,
b) labyrinth seal, and c) flow blocks.69


a)


b)


Fig. 33 Web seal with circumferential flow blocking slots: a) concep-
tual web seal sketch and b) photograph of web seal.12


basic geometry, stress, thermal (especially during transient rub con-
ditions), leakage, and life constraints to arrive at an acceptable de-
sign many of the characteristics that must be considered and under-
stood for a successful brush seal design are given here80: pressure
capability, seal upstream protection, frequency, seal high- and low-
cycle fatigue (HCF, LCF) analysis, seal leakage, seal oxidation, seal
stiffness, seal creep, seal blowdown (e.g., pressure closing effect),
seal wear, bristle-tip forces and pressure stiffening effect, solid par-
ticle erosion, seal heat generation, reverse rotation, bristle-tip tem-
perature, seal life/long-term considerations, rotor dynamics, perfor-
mance predictions, rotor thermal stability, oil sealing, secondary


a)


b)


Fig. 34 Aspirating seal labyrinth tooth and seal dam sharp-edge flow
restrictor: a) at shutdown phase and b) at steady-state operation.71


Fig. 35 Primary labyrinth throttle confining flows to the honeycomb
journal land.12


Fig. 36 Typical brush seal configuration and geometric features.


flow and cavity flow (including swirl flow), and shaft considera-
tions (e.g., coating, etc.). Design criteria are required for each of
the different potential failure modes including stress, fatigue life,
creep life, wear life, oxidation life, among others. Several important
designs parameters are discussed next.


a) Material selection. Materials in rubbing contact in brush
seal installations must have sufficient wear resistance to satisfy en-
gine durability requirements. A proper material selection requires
knowledge of the rotor and seal materials and their interactions. In
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Fig. 37 Brush seal design for steam-turbine applications.


addition to good wear characteristics, the seal material must have
acceptable creep and oxidation properties.


Metallic bristles: Brush seal wire bristles range in diameter from
0.071 mm (0.0028 in.) (for low pressures) to 0.15 mm (0.006 in.)
(for high pressures). The most commonly used material for brush
seals is the cobalt-based alloy Haynes 25 based on its good wear
and oxidation characteristics. Brush seals are generally run against
a smooth, hard-face coating to minimize shaft wear and the chances
of wear-induced cracks from affecting the structural integrity of the
rotor. The usual coatings selected for aircraft applications are ce-
ramic, including chromium carbide and aluminum oxide. Selecting
the correct mating wire and shaft surface finish for a given appli-
cation can reduce frictional heating and extend seal life through
reduced oxidation and wear. There is no general requirement for
coating industrial gas- and steam-turbine rotor surfaces, where the
rotor thicknesses are much greater than aircraft applications.


Nonmetallic bristles: High-speed turbine designers have long
wondered if brush seals could replace labyrinth seals in bearing
sump locations. Brush seals would mitigate traditional labyrinth
seal clearance opening and corresponding increased leakage. Issues
slowing early application of brush seals in these locations included
coking (carburization of oil particles at excessively high tempera-
tures), metallic particle damage of precision rolling element bear-
ings, and potential for fires. Development efforts have found success
in applying aramid bristles for certain bearing sump locations.82,83


Advantages of the aramid bristles include stable properties up
to 300◦F (150◦C) operating temperatures, negligible amount of
shrinkage and moisture absorption, lower wear than Haynes 25 up to
300◦F, lower leakage (because of smaller 12-μ-diam fibers), and re-
sistance to coking.82 Based on laboratory demonstration, the aramid
fiber seals were installed in a GE 7EA frame (#1) inlet bearing seal-
ing location. Preliminary field data showed that the nonmetallic
brush seal maintained a higher pressure difference between the air
and bearing drain cavities and enhanced the effectiveness of the seal-
ing system allowing less oil particles to migrate out of the bearing.


b) Seal fence height. A key design issue is the required radial
gap (fence height) between the backing ring and the rotor surface.
Following detailed secondary flow, heat transfer, and mechanical
analyses, fence height is determined by the relative transient growth
characteristics of the rotor vs the stator and rotordynamic consider-
ations. This backing ring gap is designed to avoid contact with the
rotor surface during any operating condition with an assumed set of
dimensional variations. Consequently, the successful design of an
effective brush seal hinges on a thorough knowledge of the turbine
behavior, operating conditions, and design of surrounding parts.


c) Brush pack considerations. Depending on required sealing
pressure differentials and life, wire bristle diameters are chosen in
the range of 0.0028 to 0.006 in. (Ref. 84). Better load and wear prop-
erties are found with larger bristle diameters. Bristle pack widths
also vary depending on application: the higher the pressure differen-
tial, the greater the pack width. Higher-pressure applications require
bristle packs with higher axial stiffness to prevent the bristles from
blowing under the backing ring. Dinc et al.80 have developed brush
seals that have operated at air pressures up to 2.76 MPa (400 psid)
in a single stage. Brush seals have been made in very large diam-


Fig. 38 Bristle stress/deflection analysis.


eters. Large brush seals, especially for ground power applications,
are often made segmented to allow easy assembly and disassem-
bly, especially on machines where the shaft stays in place during
refurbishment.


d) Seal stress/pressure capability. Pressure capacity is another
important brush seal design parameter. The overall pressure drop
establishes the seal bristle diameter, bristle density, and the number
of brush seals in series. In a bristle pack, all bristles are essentially
cantilever beams held at the pinch point by a front plate and sup-
ported by the backplate. From a loading point of view, the bristles
can be separated into two regions (see Fig. 36): the lower part, fence
region, between the rotor surface and the backplate inner diameter
(i.d.), and the upper part from the back plate i.d. to the bristle pinch
point. The innermost radial portion carries the main pressure load
and is the main source of the seal stress.85 In addition to the mean
bending stress, contact stress at the bristle-backplate interface must
be considered. Furthermore, bristle stress is a very strong function
of the fence height set by the expected relative radial movement of
the rotor and seal. Figure 38 shows a diagram illustrating design
considerations for seal stress and deflection analysis and includes
a list of the controllable and noncontrollable design parameters.
As a word of caution, care must be taken in using multiple brush
configurations as pressure drop capability becomes more nonlinear
with fluid compressibility and most of the pressure drop or bristle
pressure loading is carried by the downstream brush.


e) Heat generation/bristle-tip temperature. As the brush seal
bristles rub against the rotor surface, frictional heat is created that
must be dissipated through convection and conduction and is quite
similar to the classic Blok problem,86 where extensive heating oc-
curs at the sliding interface. Brush seal frictional heating was ad-
dressed by Hendricks et al.22,87 and modeled as fin in crossflow
with a heat source at the tip by Dogu and Aksit.88 If the seal is
not properly designed, this heating can lead to premature bristle
loss, or worst, the rotor/seal operation could become thermally un-
stable. The latter condition occurs when the rotor grows radially
into the stator increasing the frictional heating, leading to additional
rotor growth, until the rotor rubs the seal backing plate resulting
in component failure. In some turbine designs, brush seals are of-
ten assembled with a clearance to preclude excessive interference
and heating during thermal and speed transients. These mechanical
design issues significantly affect the range of feasible applications
for brush seals. Many of these issues have been addressed by Dinc
et al.80 and Soditus.89


f) Seal leakage. Leakage characterization of brush seals typi-
cally consists of a series of tests at varying levels of bristle-to-rotor
interference or clearance, as shown in Figs. 39 and 40. Static (non-
rotating) tests are run to get an approximate level of seal leakage and
pressure capability. They are followed by dynamic (rotating) tests to
provide a more accurate simulation of seal behavior. Rotating tests
also reveal rotor dynamics effects, an important consideration for
steam-turbine rotors and turbomachines in general, which can be
sensitive to radial rubs caused by nonuniform heat generation.


Proctor and Delgado studied the effects of speed [up to 365 m/s
(1200 ft/s)], temperature [up to 650◦C (1200◦F)] and pressure [up
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a)


b)


Fig. 39 Brush seal performance as compared to labyrinth seal. Rep-
resentative brush seal leakage data compared to a typical, 15-tooth,
0.5-mm (20-mil) clearance labyrinth seal. Measured brush seal leakage
characteristic with increasing and decreasing pressure drop compared
to a typical, six-tooth, 0.5-mm (20-mil) clearance labyrinth seal.37


Fig. 40 Measured brush seal leakage for interference and clearance
conditions.37


to 0.52 MPa (75 psid)] on brush seal and finger seal leakage and
power loss.90 They determined that leakage generally decreased
with increasing speed. Leakage decreases somewhat with increasing
surface speed because circumferential flow is enhanced and the rotor
diameter increases; changes in diameter cause both a decrease in the
effective seal clearance and an increase in contact stresses (important
in wear and surface heating).


g) Other considerations. If not properly considered, brush
seals can exhibit three other phenomena deserving some discussion.
These include seal “hysteresis,” “bristle stiffening,” and “pressure
closing.” As described by Short et al.84 and Basu et al.,91 after the
rotor moves into the bristle pack (caused by radial excursions or
thermal growths) the displaced bristles do not immediately recover
against the frictional forces between them and the backing ring. As
a result, a significant leakage increase (more than double) was ob-
served following rotor movement.91 This leakage hysteresis exists


until after the pressure load is removed (e.g., after the engine is shut
down). Furthermore if the bristle pack is not properly designed, the
seal can exhibit a considerable stiffening effect with application of
pressure. This phenomenon results from interbristle friction loads,
making it more difficult for the brush bristles to flex during shaft ex-
cursions. Air leaking through the seal also exerts a radially inward
force on the bristles, resulting in what has been termed pressure
closing or bristle blowdown. This extra contact load, especially on
the upstream side of the brush, affects the life of the seal (upstream
bristles are worn in either a scalloped or coned configuration) and
higher interface contact pressure. By measuring baseline seal leak-
age in a line-to-line (zero clearance) assembly configuration, bristle
blowdown for varying loads of assembly clearance can be inferred
from leakage data (see Fig. 40).


2. Brush Seal Flow Modeling
Brush seal flow modeling is complicated by several factors unique


to porous structures, in that the leakage depends on the seal porosity,
which depends on the pressure drop across the seal. Flow through
the seal travels perpendicular to the brush pack through the annulus
formed between the backing ring bore and the shaft diameter. The
flow is directed radially inward towards the shaft as it flows around
individual bristles and collides with the bristles downstream in ad-
jacent rows of the pack and finally between the bristle tips and the
shaft.


A flow model proposed by Holle et al.,92 uses a single-parameter,
effective brush thickness, to correlate the flows through the seal.
Variation in seal porosity with pressure difference is accounted for
by normalizing the varying brush thicknesses by a minimum or ideal
brush thickness. Maximum seal flow rates are computed by using
an iterative procedure that has converged when the difference in
successive iterations for the flow rate is less than a preset tolerance.


Flow models proposed by Hendricks et al.22,87,93 are based on a
bulk average flow through the porous media. These models account
for brush porosity, bristle loading and deformation, brush geometry
parameters, and multiple flow paths. Flow through a brush configu-
ration is simulated using an electrical analog with driving potential
(pressure drop), current (mass flow), and resistance (flow losses, fric-
tion, and momentum) as the key variables. All of the just-mentioned
brush flow models require some empirical data to establish correla-
tion constants. Once the constants are established, the models can
predict brush seal flow reasonably well.


A number of researchers have applied numerical techniques to
model brush seal flows and bristle pressure loadings.94−97 Though
these models are more complex, they permit a more detailed in-
vestigation of the subtleties of flow and stresses within the brush
pack.


3. Applications
a) Aero-gas-turbine engines. Brush seals are seeing extensive


service in both commercial and military turbine engines. Lower
leakage brush seals permit better management of cavity flows and
significant reductions in specific fuel consumption when compared
to competing labyrinth seals. Allison Engines has implemented
brush seals for the Saab 2000, Cesna Citation-X, and V-22 Osprey.
General Electric (GE) has implemented a number of brush seals in
the balance piston region of the GE90 engine for the Boeing 777
aircraft. Pratt and Whitney has entered revenue service with brush
seals in three locations on the PW1468 for Airbus aircraft and on
the PW4084 for the Boeing 777 aircraft.98


b) Ground-based-turbine engines. Brush seals are being retro-
fitted into ground-based turbines both individually and combined
with labyrinth seals to greatly improve turbine power output and
heat rate.37,80,99−103 Dinc et al. report that incorporating brush seals
in a GE Frame 7EA turbine in the high-pressure packing location
increased output by 1.0% and decreased heat rate by 0.5% (Ref. 80).
Figure 41 is a photo of a representative brush seal taken during a
routine inspection. The seal is in good condition after nearly three
years of operation (∼22,000 h). To date, more than 200 brush seals
have been installed in GE industrial gas turbines in the compressor
discharge high-pressure packing (HPP), middle bearing, and turbine
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Fig. 41 7EA Gas-turbine high-pressure packing brush seal in good
condition after 22,000 h of operation.


Fig. 42 Shaft riding or circumferential contact seal.104


Fig. 43 Positive contact face seal.106


interstage locations. Field data and experience from these installa-
tions have validated the brush seal design technology. Using brush
seals in the interstage location resulted in similar improvements.
Brush seals have proven effective for service lives of up to 40,000 h
(Ref. 80).


E. Face Seals
Labyrinth seals are less impacted by FOD debris than other type


seals, yet also pass that debris to other components such as bearing
cavities. One of the major functions of face and buffer sealing is
to preclude debris from entering the bearing or gear-box oil, yet an
equally important function is to prevent oil vapors from leaking into
the wheel space and from entering the cabin airstream. Debris in the
bearing or gear-box oil can radically shorten life, and oil vapor in
the wheel space can cause fire or explosions. Oil vapors in the cabin
are unacceptable to the consumer-traveler.


Face seals are classified as mechanical seals. They are pressure
balanced contact or self-acting seals. The key components are the
primary ring (stator) or nosepiece, seat or runner (rotor), spring or
bellows preloader assembly, garter or retainer springs, secondary
seal and housing (Figs. 42 and 43).105,106 There is a wealth of in-
formation on experimental, design, and application of mechanical
seals in the literature, including Ludwig4 to books by, for example,
Lebeck.107


Fig. 44 Pressure balancing forces in face sealing.108


For the face seal, the geometry of the ring or nosepiece becomes
critical. For successful face sealing, the forces caused by system
pressure, sealing dam pressure, and the spring or bellows must be
properly balanced and stable over a range in operating parameters
(pressure, temperature, surface speed) (Fig. 44.)108


Contact seals wear and are generally limited to surface speeds less
than 76 m/s (250 ft/s). To mitigate the wear, prolonging life and de-
creased leakage, Ludwig109 and Dini110 promoted the self-acting
Rayleigh step and spiral groove seal (Figs. 45–47). A labyrinth
seal or a simple projection representing a single throttle is used
for presealing to control excessive leakage should the dam of
the face seal “pop” open as, for example, the labyrinth preseal
is illustrated in Fig. 45 (and aspirating seal of Sec. V.E). Spiral
groove (Fig. 47), slot, and T-grooving (bidirectional) are more com-
monly used than Rayleigh steps to provide more lift at less cost to
manufacture.


Self-acting seals permit tighter clearances and better control of
the sealing dam geometry as sealing pressure drops are increased,
providing lower leakage. Figure 48 provides a comparison of the
leakage rates between labyrinth, face-contact and self-acting seals.
Whereas self-acting face sealing greatly reduces leakage, surface
speeds are generally limited to less than 213 m/s (700 ft/s), but nearly
triple the limits of contact face sealing 61–91 m/s (200–300 ft/s).


F. Oil Seals
Gas-turbine shaft seals are used to restrict leakage from a region of


gas at high pressure to a region of gas at low pressure. A common use
of mechanical seals is to restrict gas leakage into bearing sumps. Oil
sealing of bearing compartments of turbomachines is difficult. A key
is to prevent the oil side of the seal from becoming flooded. Still, oil-
fog and oil-vapor leakage can occur by diffusion of oil as a result of
concentration gradients and oil transport as a result of vortical flows
within the rotating labyrinth cavities (crude distillation columns).
Bearing sumps contain an oil-gas mixture at near-ambient pressure,
and a minimal amount of gas leakage through the seal helps prevent
oil leakage and maintains a minimum sump pressure necessary for
proper scavenging. Bearing sumps in the HPT are usually the most
difficult to seal because the pressure and temperatures surrounding
the sump can be near compressor discharge conditions.


1. Radial Face Seals
Conventional rubbing-contact seals (shaft-riding and radial face


types) are also used to seal bearing sumps. Because of their high
wear rates, shaft-riding and circumferential seals (Fig. 42) have been
limited to pressures less than 0.69 MPa (100 psi); and successful
operation has been reported at a sealed pressure of 0.58 MPa (85 psi),
a gas temperature of 370◦C (700◦F), and sliding speed of 73 m/s
(240 ft/s) (Ref. 105).


2. Ring Seals
The ring seal, as described by Whitlock111 and Brown,106 is es-


sentially an expanding or contracting piston ring. The expanding
design is simpler and is illustrated in Fig. 49. Other designs that
can be grouped in the ring seal family include the circumferential
segmented ring seal and the floating or controlled-clearance ring, as
described by Ludwig.4 The material requirements for these seals are
essentially the same as those for the expanding ring seal. The ring
seals are carbon, and they seal radially against the inside diameter
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Fig. 45 Self-acting face seal with labyrinth seal presealing.110


(a) Nomenclature


Fig. 46 Component schematic Rayleigh pad self-acting face seal.109


Fig. 47 Spiral groove sealing schematic.109


of the stationary cylindrical surface as well as axially against the
faces of the adjacent metal seal seats (Fig. 49). The metal seal seats
are fixed to, and rotate with, the shaft. The sealing closing force
is provided by a combination of spring forces and gas pressures.
Ring seals are employed where there is a large relative axial move-
ment as a result of thermal mismatch between the shaft and the
stationary structure. Ring seals are limited to operation at air pres-
sure drops and sliding speeds considerably lower than those allowed
for face seals. However, they can be used to gas temperature levels
in the same range as for positive-contact face seals, approximately
to 480◦C (900◦F). Generally, a minimum pressure differential of
14 kPa (2 psid) must be maintained to prevent oil leakage from the
bearing compartment.
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Fig. 48 Comparison of leakage characteristics for labyrinth, conven-
tional (contact) face seal and self-acting face seals.109


Fig. 49 Expanding ring seal.106


Fig. 50 Hybrid ceramic carbon ring seal.112


Carbon ring and face sealing of the sumps described by Ludwig,4


Whitlock,111 and Brown106 are fairly standard. Boyd et al.112 have
investigated a hybrid ceramic shaft seal, which is composed of a
segmented carbon ring with lifting features as the outer or housing
ring and a silicon-nitride tilt-support arched rub runner mounted on
a metal flex beam as the inner ring (Fig. 50). The flex beam added
sufficient damping for stability, and no oil seepage was seen at idle
speed down to pressure differentials of 0.7 kPa (0.1 psia), air to oil.


3. Materials
Selecting the correct materials for a given seal application is cru-


cial to ensuring desired performance and durability. Seal compo-
nents for which material selection is important from a tribologi-
cal standpoint are the stationary nosepiece (or primary seal ring)
and the mating ring (or seal seat), which is the rotating element.
Brown106 described the properties considered ideal for the primary
seal ring as shown here: 1) mechanical—high modulus of elastic-
ity, high tensile strength, low coefficient of friction, excellent wear


Fig. 51 Schematic of aero-gas-turbine buffer sealing of oil cavity.109


characteristics and hardness, and self-lubrication; 2) thermal—low
coefficient of expansion, high thermal conductivity, thermal shock
resistance, and thermal stability; 3) chemical—corrosion resistance,
and good wetability; and 4) miscellaneous—dimensional stability,
good machinability, and low cost and readily available.


Because of its high ranking in terms of satisfying these properties,
carbon graphite is used extensively for one of the mating faces in
rubbing contact shaft seals. However, in spite of its excellent proper-
ties, the carbon material must be treated in order for it to satisfy the
operational requirements of sealing applications in the main rotor
bearing compartment of jet engines.


Seal failures are driven by thermal gradient fatigue or axial and
radial thermal expansions during maximum power excursions. Bear-
ing compartment carbon seals will fail from the heat generated in
frictional rub. Excessive face wear occurs during transients, and, as
mentioned, labyrinth seals can allow oil transport out of the seal and
oil contamination by the environment (moisture, sand, etc.).113


G. Buffer Sealing
Public awareness of environmental hazards, well-publicized ef-


fect of hazardous leakages (Three Mile Island, Challenger), and a
general concern for the environment have precipitated emissions
limits that drive the design requirements for sealing applications.
Of paramount concern are the types of seals, barrier fluids, and the
necessity of thin lubricating films and stable turbomachine opera-
tion to minimize leakages and material losses generated by rubbing
contacts.104


A zero-leakage seal is an oxymoron. Industrial practice is to in-
troduce a buffer fluid between ambient seals and those seals con-
fining the operational fluid (Fig. 51) with proper disposal of the
buffered fluid mixture.109,111 A second example is for shaft sealing
as shown in Fig. 52 where buffer fluids are introduced. In the case
of oil sumps, the buffered mixture is vented to the hot-gas exhaust
stream and is presumed to be consumed. Within the nuclear indus-
try, this becomes a containment problem where waste storage now
becomes an issue. In the case of rocket engines, the use of buffering
or inerting fluids (e.g., helium) is commonplace to separate fuel and
oxidizer-rich environments for example in the space shuttle main
engine turbomachinery.


H. Rim Sealing and Disk Cavity Flows
Turbomachine blade-vane interactions engender unsteady seal


and cavity flows in multiply connected cavities with conjugate heat
transfer and rotordynamics. A comprehensive review of seals sec-
ondary flow system developments are documented by Hendricks
et al.114,115 and NASA Seals Code and Secondary Flow Systems
Development publications.77


Unsteady flows perturb both the power and the secondary flow
streams.2 A T1 turbine (first stage of the HPT) can have 76 blades and
46 stators all interacting with unsteady loadings (Fig. 53).116 Cavity
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Fig. 52 Schematic of buffer fluid use in system sealing.104


a)


b)


Fig. 53 Typical multistage turbine cavity section: a) energy efficient engine high-pressure turbine2 and b) hypothetical turbine secondary air cooling
and sealing116 (courtesy of AIAA).


ingestion of rapidly pulsating hot gases induces cavity heating and
increases disk temperature, which in turn limits disk life and can
compromise engine safety. Proper sealing confines these gases to
the blade platform regions.


Rotordynamic issues further complicate rim seal and inter-
face seal designs. These issues are addressed in Thomas,63


Alford,64,117,118 Benckert and Wachter,66 NASA conference
publications,76 Abbott,65 von Pragenau,119 Vance,120 Childs,121


Muszynska,68 Bently and Hatch,122 Hendricks,115 and Temis.123


Cavity and sealing interface requirements differ between in-
dustrial and aeroturbomachines. Major differences include split
casings and through-bolted disks and compressors and turbines
with common drive shafts for industrial machines vs cylindrical
casings and drum rotors on multiple spools for aeromachines.
Figure 53 shows a typical aeromultistage turbine cavity section.
Several experimental studies that consider both simplified and com-
plex disk cavity configurations have been reported (e.g., Chen,124


Chew et al.,125,126 Graber et al.,127 and Johnson et al.128,129). Cav-
ity sealing is complex and has a significant effect on component
and engine performance and life. However, several analytical and
numerical tools are available to help guide the designer, exper-
imenter, and field engineer in addressing these challenges (see
Appendix).
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Fig. 54 Finger seal and detailed components.132


V. Advanced Seal Designs
A. Finger Seal


The finger seal is a relatively new seal technology developed for
air-to-air sealing for secondary flow control and gas-path sealing in
gas-turbine engines.130−132 It can easily be used in any machinery
to minimize airflow along a rotating or nonrotating shaft. Measured
finger seal air leakage is 1


3
to 1


2
of conventional labyrinth seals.


Finger seals are compliant contact seals. The power loss is simi-
lar to that of brush seals.133 It is reported that the cost of finger
seals is estimated to be 40 to 50% of the cost to produce brush
seals.


The finger seal is composed of a stack of several precisely ma-
chined sheet stock elements that are riveted together near the seal
outer diameter as shown in Fig. 54. The outer elements of the stack,
called the forward and aft coverplates, are annular rings. Behind the
forward coverplate is a forward spacer, then a stack of finger ele-
ments, the aft spacer and then the aft coverplate. The forward spacer
is an annular ring with assembly holes and radial slots around the
seal inner diameter that align with feed-through holes for pressure
balancing. The finger elements are fundamentally an annular ring
with a series of cuts around the seal inner diameter to create slender
curved beams or fingers with an elongated contact pad at the tip.
Each finger element has a series of holes near the outer diameter,
which are spaced such that when adjacent finger elements are alter-
nately indexed to the holes, the spaces between the fingers of one
element are covered by the fingers of the adjacent element. Some
of the holes create a flowpath for high pressure upstream of the seal
to reach the pressure balance cavity formed between the last finger
element, the aft spacer and seal dam, and the aft coverplate. The
aft spacer consists of two concentric, annular rings. One is like the
forward spacer. The second is smaller with an inner diameter the
same as the aft coverplate and forms the seal dam. It is connected
to the outer annular ring by a series of radial spokes.


The fingers provide the compliance in this seal and act as can-
tilever beams, flexing away from the rotor during centrifugal or
thermal growth of the rotor or during rotordynamic deflections. The
pressure balance cavity reduces the axial load reacted by the seal
dam and hence minimizes the frictional forces that would cause the
fingers to stick to the seal dam and cause hysteresis in the finger seal
leakage performance. In this seal there are two leakage paths. One
is through the fingers at the seal/rotor interface. The other is a radial
flow across the seal dam. When a pressure differential exists across
the seal, the fingers tend to move radially inward towards the rotor.
Test results confirm this pressure closing effect. The pressure closing
effect is largely caused by the pressure gradient under the finger con-
tact pads. The bulk of the radial pressure loads on the curved beam
of the finger balance out to a zero net load. Ideally, one would de-


Fig. 55 Illustration of a noncontacting finger seal downstream padded
finger.134


sign finger seals to have a line-to-line fit during operation. However,
most applications involve a range of operating conditions and seal-
to-rotor fits and clearances change caused by different coefficients
of thermal expansion, centrifugal rotor growth, pressure closing ef-
fects, and dynamics of the rotor. Depending on the requirements of
the application, it might be desirable to start with an interference
fit at build and allow the seal to wear in, or it might be desirable to
have a clearance between the seal and rotor at build and allow the
gap to close up.


Finger seals are contacting seals, and wear of the finger contact
pad is expected. Life is dependent on the materials selected and op-
erating conditions. Arora et al.131 reported the seal and rotor were in
excellent condition after a 120-h endurance test. Testing of Haynes-
25 fingers against a Cr3C2-coated rotor resulted in a wear track on
the rotor 0.0064 mm (0.00025 in.) deep. The finger seal wore quickly
to a near line-to-line fit with the rotor.132


B. Noncontacting Finger Seal
Altering the geometry of the basic finger seal concept, Braun


et al.134 and Proctor and Steinetz135 developed a new seal that com-
bines the features of a self-acting shaft seal lift pad as an extension
of the downstream finger with an overlapping row of noncontacting
upstream fingers (Figs. 55 and 56). These lift pads are in very close
proximity to the rotor outer diameter so that hydrodynamic lift can
be generated during shaft rotation. The seal geometry is designed
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such that the hydrostatic pressure between the downstream lift pad
and the shaft is slightly greater than that above the pad. Depending
on the application and operating conditions, the designer can choose
to integrate hydrodynamic lift geometries on either the rotor or pads
(e.g., taper, pockets, steps, etc.) to further increase liftoff forces. The
overlapping fingers reduce the axial and radial flows along the com-
pliant fingers that allow for radial motion of the shaft-seal interface.
These seals respond to both radial and axial shaft perturbations and
some degree of misalignment with minimal hysteresis. This technol-
ogy is still being developed, but some experimental and analytical
work has shown its feasibility.136 It is expected that noncontact-
ing finger seals will have leakage performance approximately 20%
higher than a contact finger seal, which is still significantly better
than conventional labyrinth seals, but have near infinite life because
they will not rub against the rotor, except very briefly at start and
stop. Both the finger seal and noncontacting finger seal are in the
development stage. To the authors’ knowledge, neither seal has been
tested in an engine.


C. Leaf and Wafer Seals
The leaf seal, as described by Flower137 and Nakane,138 (Fig. 57) is


an adaptation of the wafer seal advanced by Steinetz and Sirocky139


with principles of operation delineated by Hendricks et al.,22,87


Steinetz and Hendricks,108 and Nakane et al.138 The leaf and wafer
seals have similar encapsulation but differ in root attachment and
moments of inertia or cross section. The stacked leaves (or wafers)
are relatively free to move in the radial direction and are deformable
along the length or circumference providing a compliant restrained
two-dimensional motion as opposed to the brush seal bristle, which
deforms in three-dimensions.


Nakane et al.138 reported leakage performance of a leaf seal at
less than 1


3
that of an equivalent four-stage, 0.5-mm-gap labyrinth


Fig. 56 Cross section of noncontacting finger seal with two rows of
padded low-pressure and padless high-pressure fingers.134


a) b)


Fig. 57 Basic elements of leaf and wafer seals: a) leaf seal138 and b) wafer seal.139


seal geometry when run back to back on the same test rotor, with
little wear at the smooth coated rotor interface. Variations in front-
and backplate gaps are used to control lift of the leaves based on
pressure drop and rotor speed. Modeling of a leaf or wafer seal-
ing is similar (Fig. 58), where pressure balances, thickness, length,
inclination, housing gaps and attachment points all require proper
treatment for flexure and gap spacing. The latter are difficult to as-
sess, and flow coefficients are most often determined experimentally.
With that in mind, computations provided by Nakane et al.138 are in
good agreement with experimental data and CFD results, with lit-
tle interface wear. Leaf-seal, leakage, endurance, and reliability are
being evaluated in a M501G in-house industrial gas turbine. Both
leaf and wafer seals provide for radial, circumferential, and axial
motions. Even though the wafer seal is depicted with a low mobility
wall, this restraint is not required. Evaluation of the rotordynamic
stability coefficients for these seals is still required. Stiffness and
damping is similar to brush configuration modeling but with an al-
tered cross section. These seals will not respond well to grooved or
rough surfaces, which are alleviated when lift off occurs.


An alternate form of the leaf seal has been advanced by
Gardner.140 The seal is composed of overlapping shaft-riding leaves


a)


b)


Fig. 58 Leaf-seal configuration parameters: a) front view and b) side
view.138
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(thin metallic sheets), which extend from the sealing inlet about the
shaft, forming shaft-riding fingers (Fig. 59). The cantilevered inner
leaves form lifting pads that are overlapped by outer leaves that ap-
pear as cantilevered J springs. The outer leaf, which sees system
pressure, seals the cavity and permits compliant radial excursions.
It is similar in configuration to a film riding compliant foil bearing.
This design also allows for hydrostatic operation, namely, when
pressure is applied, the interface deforms to maintain an operating
film, even without rotation. The overlapping shingled elements float
on the fluid film providing excellent sealing with virtually no wear,
yet can be somewhat limited by their ability to handle large sys-
tem pressure and radial excursions without damaging the leaves.
Gardner140 reported hydrostatic and hydrodynamic performance re-
sults for a 121-mm (4.75-in.)-diam seal. The pressure-balanced seal
permitted hydrostatic liftoff independent of rotor speed with total
liftoff and no shaft torque with a 0.48-MPa (70-psid) pressure dif-
ferential. The seal produced a torque of 0.028 N-m (0.25 in.-lb)
at 1200 rpm with a 0.42-MPa (60-psid) pressure differential and
a radial displacement of 0.23 mm (0.009 in.). When compared to
typical industrial and an aerospace four-tooth labyrinth seal, with a
0.152-mm (0.006-in.) clearance and 1995 vintage-brush seal con-
figurations, the leaf seal had leakage characteristics 1


4
to that of the


industrial labyrinth at design conditions (Fig. 60).140


D. Hybrid Brush Seals
Justak141,142 combined a brush seal with tilt pad-bearing concepts


to eliminate bristle wear. He introduced two designs: 1) the bristles
are attached to the pads and 2) the pads are supported via beam el-
ements and the bristle tips remain in contact with the outer surface
of the pads (see Figs. 61 and 62, respectively). The brush seal stiff-
ness is based on the design flow conditions and rotational speed.
In the spring beam design, the beam elements are sized to allow


Fig. 59 Pressure-balanced compliant film riding leaf seal.140


Fig. 60 Leaf seal leakage comparison with labyrinth and brush seals.140


radial movement and restrict axial displacements. In either design,
seal leakage is controlled by the brush and liftoff by the pads, but
leakage is more constant than a conventional brush seal and can ac-
commodate reverse rotation with no bristle wear. Testing with rotor
offsets up to 0.51 mm (0.020 in.) showed no wear or temperature
rise and 1


3
less torque to maintain speed when compared to a con-


ventional brush seal.142


Shapiro143 combined shaft, face, and brush sealing concepts to
form a film riding seal with L-shaped annular segments (pads),
which are preloaded onto the shaft via the brush seal and held in
place by a garter spring (Fig. 63). The brush seal is separated axially
from the brim of the cylindrical segments via a spring. This design
allows the axial position of the brush seal to alter the preload and
hence stiffness of the cylindrical seal segments. Analytical studies
show low leakage, compliance, stability, and low wear during seal
operation, yet development is required.


Fig. 61 Illustration of hydrodynamic brush seal (pad elements
attached to bristles).141


Fig. 62 Hydrodynamic brush seal (spring beam elements).142
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a)


b) c)


Fig. 63 Schematic of film riding brush seal: a) assembly, b) joint, and c) installed.143


Fig. 64 Hybrid Floating Brush Seal (HFBS).146


The Hybrid Floating Brush Seal (HFBS) (Fig. 64) combines a
brush seal and a film riding face seal that allows both axial and ra-
dial excursions mitigating interface problems of friction, heat, and
wear.144 The brush seal forms the primary seal, rotates with the shaft,
while floating against a secondary face seal that acts as a thrust bear-
ing. The HFBS relies on a high interference fit or preload. Major
advantages include elimination of wear between rotating and sta-
tionary components, improved sealing performance, and the ability
to handle large axial and radial shaft excursions while maintaining
sealing integrity. For a 71-mm (2.8-in.)-diam HFBS that allowed up
to 6.4-mm (0.25-in.) axial travel, experimental results showed 1


6
the


leakage of a standard brush seal at the same operating pressure ratios
and rotational speed and an order of magnitude less than numerical
predictions of a standard labyrinth seal (see Fig. 65).145−147


E. Aspirating Seals
An aspirating seal is a hydrostatic face seal with a narrow gap


to control the leakage flow and a labyrinth tooth to control leakage
flow at elevated clearances (Fig. 34a) and forms a high-pressure
cavity for the diffused-injected flow in the engine cavity at operating
conditions (Fig. 34b).71


Conventional labyrinth seals are typically designed with a
seal/rotor radial clearance that increases proportionally with diam-
eter. Aspirating face seals are noncontacting seals that are designed
to establish an equilibrium position within close proximity [typ-
ically 0.038 to 0.076 mm (0.0015 to 0.003 in.) of the rotor sur-
face regardless of the seal diameter].148−153 Aspirating seals have
a potentially significant performance advantage over conventional
labyrinth seals, particularly at large diameters. In addition, these
seals are inherently not prone to wear, owing to their noncontacting
nature, and so their performance is not expected to degrade over
time. Figures 34a and 34b show a cross section of the seal design,
which is enhanced by the presence of a flow deflector on the rotor
face.


During operation, the aspirating face seal performs as a hydro-
static gas bearing. The gas bearing on the sealing face provides a


thin, stiff air film at the interface; as the clearance between the seal
face and the rotor decreases, the opening force of the gas bearing
increases. The seal face geometry is designed to give an operating
clearance of 0.038 to 0.076 mm (0.0015 to 0.003 in.). In operation,
the spring forces play a minor role; thus, the seal is free to follow the
rotor on axial excursions. Tolerances between the primary face seal
ring and the housing allow the ring to tilt relative to the housing;
the seal can thus follow the rotor even if there is an angle between
the face and the rotor, such as during a maneuver or due to rotor
runout.


When there is an insufficient pressure drop across the seal to
maintain an adequate film thickness (such as during startup and
shutdown, periods when conventional face seals would touchdown),
springs retract the seal from the rotor face (Fig. 34a). This ensures
that the seal never contacts the rotor, thus providing for long seal
life. In the retracted position, the pressure drop across the seal occurs
at the aspirator tooth. During startup, as the pressure drop rises, the
pressure balance across the primary face seal ring aspirates the seal
to a closed position (Fig. 34b). The labyrinth tooth provides the
required pressure drop to close the seal as well as a fail-safe seal in
case of failure of the aspirating face seal.


Tests have been conducted to evaluate prototype performance
under a variety of conditions that the seal might be subjected to
in an aircraft engine application, including cases of rotor runout
and seal/rotor tilt.148,154 The tests were executed on a full-scale
36-in.-diam rotary test rig. Analyses were performed using three-
dimensional CFD in order to validate test data and to establish the
seal design. The full-scale tests demonstrated that with the flow iso-
lation tip a hydrostatic film forms at the air bearing resulting in a
seal/rotor clearance of 0.025 to 0.038 mm (0.001 to 0.0015 in.).,
with correspondingly low leakage rates. The seal performs effec-
tively with rotor runouts as great as 0.25 mm (0.010 in.) total indi-
cator reading, and the seal was able to accommodate the expected
angular misalignment (tilt) of 0.27 deg.


F. Microdimple
Laser surface texturing, termed microdimples (Fig. 66),155 is a


further extension of the damper-bearing and seal-bearing work es-
tablished by von Pragenau156,157 and extended by Yu and Childs,158


who found that a hole-area to surface-area ratio of 0.69 is a
more effective seal than honeycomb. For the microdimpled seal
(Fig. 66), where diameter is 125 ± 5 μm (4900 ± 200 μ-in.) and
depth 2.5 ± 0.5 μm (98 ± 20 μ-in.) with 0.2 μm (8 μ-in.) surface
finish, the hole/surface area ratio is 0.3, indicating some potential for
improvement. Diamond-like graphite or antifouling coatings were
not used, but afford potential improvements.
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Fig. 65 HFBS performance compared to a stationary brush seal and a labyrinth seal: ṁ is the mass flow rate of air (pps), Tave is the average upstream
air temperature (◦R), Pu is the average upstream air pressure (psia), and D is the shaft outer diameter (in.) (Ref. 146).


Fig. 66 Microdimpled surface by laser texturing.155


G. Wave Interfaces
Etsion159 also developed a wave pumping face seal, modified


by Young and Lebeck160 to a wave interface; these concepts have
been combined and further improved by Flaherty et al.161 and are
considered more debris tolerant (Fig. 67).


H. Seal Bearing
Munson et al.7 describe and provide operations data for room-


temperature testing of a seal-bearing concept. The basic concept
was advanced by von Pragenau.119,157 In Munson et al.’s seal con-
figuration, the foil thrust bearing is combined with a mating flat
interface to make a device called a foil face seal (Fig. 68). Multiple
wave bump foils support the interface foils. With pressure drop and
rotation, this interface gives rise to a compliant hydrodynamic film-
riding face seal. For a 20,000-lb (89-kN)-thrust class engine, with
this technology, an estimated mission fuel burn reduction of 1.85%


Fig. 67 Wave face seal.161


for a fixed engine and rubber airframe and 3.17% for both engine
and airframe being “rubber” was reported. (Here “rubber” refers to
allowing for design parameter changes.)


I. Compliant Foil Seal
Expanding upon Gardner’s leaf seal concept,140 Salehi and


Heshmat162 proposed an extension of their foil bearing work as
a seal (Fig. 69).


Forming an inexpensive, close tolerance, bell-mouth smooth in-
terface foil, similar to a nozzle inlet, is not an easy task, yet can
be accomplished by flow form or shear form spinning.67 However,
Salehi and Heshmat162 and Heshmat163 chose to form the bellmouth-
nozzle inlet by cutting radial relief slots to account for the differ-
ence between inner and outer circumference (diameters) and bend-
ing the tabs to form the bell-mouth or L-shaped foil section. The
resulting foil is then attached to the housing at one end oppos-
ing rotation. The slot relief spacing is dependent on stresses in the
bend radius, foil thickness, and seal diameter to prevent signifi-
cant “pleating” of the seal-interface foil. The resulting near-smooth
compliant, noncontacting foil interface rides on a fluid film, typi-
cally <0.0127 mm (<500 μ-in.) thickness. The L-shaped section
provides blockage for the bump foil opening and must be carefully
contoured at the shoulder and spring pressed against the support
structure forming the necessary secondary seal. Overlapping leaves
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Fig. 68 Proof-of-concept foil face seal7 (courtesy of Rolls-Royce/
Allison).


a)


b)


Fig. 69 Foil seal: a) schematic illustrating foil and bump-foil support
and b) foil seal nozzle inlet or L-shaped interface at attached and free
end.


can assist to minimize these slot leakages, yet it is a difficult area
to seal. The interface foil (or foils) is in turn supported on a series
of bump foils that provide variable stiffness in response to radial
shaft excursions. The foils are usually coated with a solid lubri-
cant to minimize startup and shutdown interface contact wear while
permitting radial leaf sliding at the inlet.


Such seals are low leakage fluid film devices that are capable of
operating at high surface velocities and temperature and pressure
loadings limited by the foil materials used in the construction, for
example, 365 m/s (1200 fps) and 600◦C (1100◦F).


J. Deposits Control
For turbines operating in high salt environments, Nalotov164 intro-


duces strategically placed holes within the turbine shroud ring to pro-
vide equalization of circumferential pressures within the labyrinth
interface. The concept is shown in Figs. 70a and 70b. Figure 70a is
a sketch representing the cross section of a nozzle and shrouded tur-
bine stage where salt and metal oxides have built up on the shroud.
Figure 70b shows the location of the discharge holes. The pressure
equalization induces stability inside the shroud chamber, which al-


a)


b)


Fig. 70 Turbine shroud ring for deposit control: a) deposits build up
in turbine passage and b) shroud discharge hole locations.164


lows for reduced shroud seal clearance. The flow through the shroud
ring produces an obstacle effect to prevent deposits from building
up and hence reduces blade passage blockage by accumulated salts.
The concept has the net effects of increasing turbine engine effi-
ciency as well as service life.


K. Active Clearance Control (ACC)
Most modern turbomachines have variable geometry controls.


The compressor, for example, uses inlet guide vanes that are rotated
to enhance efficiency at off-design conditions [usually designed to
handle takeoff (TO) and set for cruise]. In large aeroengines, case
clearance control is used in the turbine. Today’s larger commercial
engines control HPT blade-tip clearances by impinging fan air on
the outer case flanges. Systems such as those shown in Figs. 71a
and 71b scoop air from the fan bypass duct to cool the outer case
flanges, reducing the case diameter and hence shroud clearance.
Other engines use a mixture of fan and compressor air to achieve
finer HPT tip clearance control. Because these thermal systems are
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a)


b)


Fig. 71 Thermal ACC system: a) scoop design and b) HPT impinge-
ment manifold2 (FADEC-full authority digital engine controller).


Fig. 72 High-pressure turbine blade-tip clearance over given mission
profile.6


relatively slow, they cannot be used during transient events such as
TO and reaccel. As such, they are generally scheduled for operation
during cruise conditions. Lattime and Steinetz165 are developing
fast-response systems that utilize clearance measurement feedback
control, enabling true active clearance control at engine startup and
throughout the flight envelope (Fig. 72). Active clearance control is
not usually used in the compressor; rather, the efficiency is enhanced
through varying the vane angle and vortex control through fluid
injection. Without these systems several points in efficiency are
lost. Yet such close control is not without potential blade shroud
and vane-rotor rubbing where the cited efficiency can be lost.


VI. Life and Limitations
System design conditions for seal-controlled component cooling


are driven by compliance to regulatory agencies, reliability, and
safety standards.166 The mean time between failures (MTBF) is


Table 6 E3 engine flight propulsion system life based on 1985
technology and experience169


Component Service life, h Total life with repair, h


Combustor 9,000 18,000
HPT rotating structure 18,000 36,000
HPT blading 9,000 18,000
Remainder of engine —— 36,000


Fig. 73 Effect of component temperature on predicted mean time be-
tween failures for typical engine-mounted electronic device166 (courtesy
of The Boeing Company).


Fig. 74 Engine operating envelope167 (courtesy of Pratt and Whitney).


highly dependent on the thermal loading (Fig. 73) and the aeroengine
and flight operations profile (Figs. 74 and 75).


For engine component life modeling, the time τi and the life Li


under thermomechanical load from the environmental temperature
(Fig. 76) and flight envelope profile (Figs. 74 and 75) are used to
determine the cumulative loss of component life according to the
linear damage rule of Palmgren, Langer, and Miner.167


Zaretsky et al.168 applied Weibull-based life and reliability anal-
ysis to rotating engine structures. The NASA E3 engine design data
served as the basis for the analysis.2,169 When limits are placed on
stress, temperature, and time for a component’s design, the criterion
that will define the component’s life and thus the engine’s life will
be either high-cycle or low-cycle fatigue.


Knowing the cumulative statistical distribution (Weibull function)
of each engine component is a prerequisite to accurately predicting
the life and reliability of an entire engine. Table 6 shows how some of
the hot section component lives correlate to aeroengine maintenance
practices without and with refurbishment, respectively. That is, it
can be reasonably anticipated that at one of these time intervals,
5% of the engines in service will have been removed for repair or
refurbishment for cause.


Within the open literature there is a dearth of data for seals and
their functional life and for basic materials. The classic approach
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Fig. 75 Flight profile167 (courtesy of Pratt and Whitney).


Fig. 76 Material life as a function of temperature relation167 (courtesy
of Pratt and Whitney).


is deterministic and assumes that full and certain knowledge exists
for the service conditions and the material strength. Specific equa-
tions define sealing conditions are coupled with experience-based
safety factors. Variations with loading can have a significant ef-
fect on component reliability. The Weibull-based analysis addresses
these issues, but until a sealing database is established, MTBF will
continue to be based on field experience.


VII. Summary
Turbine engine cycle efficiency, operational life, and systems sta-


bility depend on effective clearance control. Designers have put
renewed attention on clearance control, as it is often the most
cost-effective method to enhance system performance. Advanced
concepts and proper material selection continue to play important
roles in maintaining interface clearances to enable the system to
meet design goals. No one sealing geometry or material is satis-
factory for general use. Each interface must be assessed in terms
of its operational requirements. Insufficient clearances limit coolant
flows, cause interface rubbing, and engender turbomachine insta-
bilities and system failures. Excessive clearances lead to losses in
cycle efficiency, flow instabilities, and hot-gas ingestion into disk
cavities. Hot-gas ingestion in the turbine reduces critical disk life
and in the bearing sump location engenders bearing and materi-
als failures. Reingestion of flow along the compressor drum in-
terface causes unnecessary blockage and can lead to compressor
stall.


Materials play a major role in maintaining interface clearances.
Abradable materials for the fan are usually polymers; for the LPC
compressor, ambient to 400◦C (750◦F): fiber metals and AlSi +
filler can be used, but for the midrange LPC and HPC, ambient to
760◦C (1400◦F): Ni or Co base can be used (titanium blade fire pro-
tection limits); and if the blades are Ni-based superalloys, NiCrAl-
Bentonite might be a choice. In the HPT, 760◦C (1400◦F) to 1150◦C
(2100◦F), yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) with controlled porosity


and cBN or preferably SiC blade-tip abrasive grits can be used, de-
pending on how hot the engine runs; in general, air plasma spray
thermal barrier coatings (APS-TBCs) are used in the combustor, and
for some engines first vanes (nozzles) and second-stage blades of
the HPT. Electron beam plasma vapor deposition (EB-PVD) TBCs
are used on the HPT T1 or first-stage blades, some second-stage
blades, and some first-stage vanes (nozzles). TBCs are not com-
monly used in the LPT because of lower heat flux and are less
effective in decreasing component temperature. APS ceramics are
also used on shroud seals (blade outer air seals) where they func-
tion as both a thermal barrier for the metallic shroud and abradable
seal.


Component life and reliability are closely coupled with the duty
cycle. But as energy demands (and emissions regulations) neces-
sitate more time-responsive-controlled engines, the industrial and
aeroengine duty cycles become similar.


Appendix: Further Discussion on Rim Sealing
and Disk Cavity Flows


Coupling of the power stream, seals, and cavity flows is a neces-
sary aspect of multistage compressor and turbine design. Athavale
et al.170,171 have reported detailed descriptions of these tools and rep-
resentative simulations (see also Janus and coworkers172,173). These
works include the gas-path flows through the stages (blades and
vanes) interacting with those under the platform and within the cav-
ity as well as the sealing interface (shaft to platform) (Fig. A1).174


Interstage-labyrinth-rim seal interface design goals are to keep leak-
age small, reduce windage and blockage, and mitigate ingestion and
reintroduction of leakage flows.


Teramachi et al.175 investigated turbine rim interface sealing
(Figs. A1 and A2), providing data and some CFD results on four rim
seal configurations: (0) T-on rotor, (1) T-on rotor with overlap T-on
stator, (2) T-on stator with overlap T-on rotor; and (3) fish mouth
on rotor with overlap T-on stator. Dummy stators were introduced,
but there were no blades on the rotor. Carbon-dioxide concentration
measurements [similar to the work of Johnson129 (Graber et al.127)]
defined seal effectiveness in terms of the ratio of purge gas to in-
gested gas.


Figure A3 shows the seal effectiveness of these configurations,
where flow coefficient Cw = Q/νb and Rem = V b/ν, where b is the
cavity outer radius, V is the mean flow speed, Q is the purge flow
rate, and ν is the kinematic viscosity. Configuration (3) is the least
affected by changes in overlap and configuration and (0) the most;
configuration (2) is quite sensitive to overlap. The high effectiveness
of configuration (3) is related to the buffer cavity between the two
rotor seal teeth with a stator tooth between the rotor teeth. The lowest
effectiveness of configuration (1) is because of the large clearance


Fig. A1 Generic turbine nozzle rotor gap configuration.174
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Fig. A2 Experimental rim seal configurations.175 (courtesy of AIAA).


Fig. A3 Comparison of experimental rim seal data at Reynolds num-
bers: a) 2.4E6 and b) 1.1E6175 (courtesy of AIAA).


gap, although the ingestion is nearly zero. CFD results show the gap
recirculation zone where power-stream gas is ingested at on-pitch
positions and ejected at midpitch positions (i.e., flow ingestion at the
vane leading edge partially returns in the midpitch region mixing
with the purge air; see also Wellborn and Okiishi176).


Wellborn and Okiishi30,176 investigated the effect of leakage in
a four-stage, LPC with blading design based on the NASA E3 en-
gine. Seal leakages did not affect upstream stages but did progres-
sively degrade performance of the downstream stages. For each 1%
change in clearance/span ratio, the pressure rise penalty was nearly
3% with a 1% drop in efficiency. Hall and Delaney177−179 simulated
the low-speed axial compressor experiments with Adamczyk’s anal-
ysis package.180 They also completed sensitivity studies but did not
address the effects on rotordynamics.


Heidegger et al.59 presented three-dimensional solutions of the
interaction between the power stream and seal cavity flow in a typ-
ical multistage compressor (Fig. A4). Using the Allison/NASA-
developed ADPAC code, they performed a parametric study on
a three-tooth labyrinth seal/cavity configuration and a sensitivity
study to various sealing parameters. Their study shows that the
leakage flow out of the seal cavities can affect the power stream
significantly, mainly by altering the inlet flow near the stator blade
root area, and can potentially affect the performance of the overall
compressor (Fig. A5).


Feiereisen et al.181 completed an experimental study of the pri-
mary and secondary flow in a turbine rig. It represents a first at-
tempt at understanding this interaction and at generating data for


Fig. A4 Schematic of typical high-speed axial compressor with close-
up view of seal cavity region under inner-banded stator.59


a)


b)


Fig. A5 Contours of radial velocity located one computational cell
above hub (rotor) surface for course mesh: a) unsteady and b) mixing
plane rotor/stator/rotor ADPAC solutions.59


validation. CFD techniques provide detailed flowfield information
on complex cavity shapes that cannot be treated with analytical
methods (e.g., Athavale et al.,182,183 Chew,125 Virr et al.,184 and
Ho et al.185).


Ho et al.185 and Athavale et al.186 in studying the Allison 501D
turbine found that ingested fluid could work its way well into
the disk space, even though purge fluid flows were substantial.
Figures A6–A8 show the calculated interaction between power
stream and secondary flows. Without conjugate heat transfer, the
calculations would not match the Allison 501D turbine design data.
It is most important at power-stream interfaces where the thermal
gradient from the platform to the hub is significant. These aerother-
momechanical loads can drastically affect disk and engine life.


The coupled codes SCISEAL and MS–TURBO62 have been ap-
plied to several experimental test rig data sets showing conditions
under which ingested flow can be controlled. The configuration
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Fig. A6 Flow domain and conjugate heat-transfer calculations of all inner disk cavity pairs. Shaded areas denote conjugate heat transfer. Static
pressures are specified at six main flow exits.186


Fig. A7 Temperature field in fluid and solid parts of turbine cavities
(absolute frame).186


(Figs. A9 and A10) is a 30-deg pi-sector with four vanes (stators)
and five blades (rotors) simulating the stator/rotor set (48/58) with
a three-tooth labyrinth seal and overlap rim seals.62,181 Athavale
et al.62 found that a recirculation zone in the rim seal was present
at the lower purge flow rate but was absent at the higher purge flow
rate. The recirculation allows some gas ingestion into the rim seal
area. This gas can then travel inside the cavity by both diffusion and
convection (Fig. A11). Two important observations can be made:


1) The interface velocities show a tangential component that is
lower than the rotor speed. This slow fluid alters the angle of at-
tack near the roots of the rotor blades and can cause loss of power
(turbine) and stall (compressor).


2) The rotor blades have the expected upstream pressure rise,
which affects the flow in the rim seal and the cavity (enhances
ingestion), although this disturbance is rather small.


Fig. A8 Details of streamlines and temperatures in stage 1-2 cavities
with conjugate heat transfer (absolute frame).186


Smout et al.187 in a CFD analysis of rim sealing cite some collab-
orative efforts involved in investigating rotating cavity ventilation,
bearing cavity purge and cooling, pressure balance, and sealing ro-
tor/stator gaps. The turbine slinger determines the preswirl of cool-
ing air entering the HPT blades. Controlling preswirl in power and
secondary flow streams becomes very important for rotordynam-
ics and power-on-demand cycling. For preswirl analysis and con-
trol methods, see Thomas,63 Benckert and Wachter,66 NASA con-
ference publications,76 von Pragenau,119 Childs,121 Muszynska,68


Bently and Hatch,122 and Hendricks.115
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Fig. A9 Locations of pressure taps in United Technologies Research
Corporation experimental rig: •, steady pressure, �, transient pressure
measurements.62


Fig. A10 Computational grid in disk cavity of high-pressure rig.62


a) b)


Fig. A11 Time-dependent cavity flows for 0.69% purge flow (absolute frame): a) time-transient pressures and b) velocity vectors in cavity, where
η = Refeed/Re0.8


turbine = 0.005; t is time; n is cycle number; and T is cycle time.62
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Flow in Finite-Width Thrust Bearings 
Including Inertial Effects -
II—Turbulent Flow 


A new set of turbulent resistance laws for hydrodynamic lubricant films has been derived 
with the aid of a turbulence model which includes transport effects on two turbulence pa
rameters. The model consists of two differential equations for the turbulence energy and 
its rate of dissipation and a constitutive equation for the turbulent viscosity. The model 
places no restrictions on the Reynolds number. 


An efficient finite-difference scheme, based on the integro-differential approach and 
incorporating the resistance laws and a set of accurate inertial coefficients, is applied to 
the solution of the turbulent inertial flow in finite-width slider bearings. A selection of 
predictions is presented for non-inertial and inertial flows. The former are compared with 
solutions obtained with alternative turbulent lubrication theories. The importance of in
cluding fluid inertia effects is demonstrated. 


1 Introduction 


Recent years have seen a steady increase in operating speeds and 
in the use of unconventional, low kinematic-viscosity fluids in lubri
cation applications. One outcome of this trend is that the flow in lu
bricating films is, in an increasing number of cases, turbulent. The 
tribologist thus needs to pay closer attention to the formulation of 
accurate resistance laws for turbulent transport over a widening range 
of conditions. Although the practice-oriented engineer is ultimately 
concerned only with operational characteristics, such as frictional 
losses and load-carrying capacity, these are, in fact, governed by the 
details of the turbulent transport processes in the lubricant film itself. 
Thus, in order to devise a widely applicable set of flow resistance laws, 
a turbulence theory—or "model"—is required of turbulent transport 
processes. 


In many fluid-flow related fields other than tribology, mathematical 
modeling of turbulence has, for many years, been the subject of in
tensive research. As a result, a large number of models of varying 
degrees of complexity and generality have emerged [1]. The general 
trend has been towards the use of more complex and widely applicable 
transport models, which concern themselves increasingly with the 
details of the flow. Advances in turbulent lubrication theory have, 
however, not followed the same pattern as in other branches of fluid 
mechanics. The mixing-length treatments of Constantinescu [2, 3], 
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Arwas, et al. [4] and others have been followed by analyses such as 
those of Reynolds [6], Ng and Pan [7], Elrod and Ng [8], and Hirs [9] 
where more rudimentary global-resistance treatments were adopted. 
(An extensive review of most theoretical approaches to turbulent 
lubrication is provided in [10].) 


Recently, however, this pattern has been reversed with the work 
of Ho and Vohr [5] on the use of a 1-equation transport model of 
turbulence. In this scheme the local turbulent velocity scale in the 
bearing film is obtained from solving a transport equation for the 
turbulence kinetic energy. The use of such a model represents a major 
conceptual advance over previous practices in analyzing turbulent 
lubricant films. It is unfortunately the case, however, that in other 
fields of fluid mechanics [1] models of this kind have not brought the 
improvement in predictive accuracy that their proponents had ex
pected. To achieve significant improvement in generality over that 
obtainable with the mixing-length hypothesis one needs to solve at 
least two turbulence transport equations, effectively for the charac
teristic length and time-scales of turbulence. 


Although there are numerous two-equation turbulence models in 
the literature, very few are suitable for application to flow in lubricant 
films. This class of flows is usually characterized by relatively low 
Reynolds numbers and by steep pressure gradients. These circum
stances mean that significant variations in fluid shear stress occur over 
the region near the wall where molecular transport is important—a 
region which is intrinsically treated as a uniform stress layer in most 
available two-equation models. 


Reference [11] has presented a model not subject to these limita
tions and, indeed, has applied it successfully to predict the partial 
reversion of turbulent to laminar flow due to steep streamwise ac
celerations. Other successful applications of the model include low 
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Reynolds number flow in pipes and channels [12] and swirling flow 
near walls [13], the latter bearing fairly close relation to non-planar 
flows in bearing films. Accordingly we have employed this model as 
the basis of the present work within the framework of an integro-
differential approach [14,15]. The transport model is used to generate 
a new set of turbulence resistance laws and inertial coefficients for 
hydrodynamic bearing films. These laws and coefficients are then used 
in conjunction with an efficient numerical scheme [16] to simulate 
the turbulent inertial flow in plane sliders. 


Fig. 1 The film topography 


2 G e n e r a l P r i n c i p l e s of t h e M a t h e m a t i c a l 
F o r m u l a t i o n 


The flow within a lubricant film, as sketched in Fig. 1, is strictly 
governed by the three-dimensional form of the momentum and con
tinuity equations. To undertake a three-dimensional numerical 
treatment, however, would be prohibitively expensive, particularly 
if a multi-equation turbulence transport model were to be used. 
Fortunately, the very small thickness of the film compared with its 
other dimensions allows considerable simplification. Following 
Slezkin and Targ [14], Constantinescu [15] and others, we show in [16] 
that the dynamics of the flow in plane lubricant films may be repre
sented by the following set of two-dimensional integro-differential 
equations. 
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To obtain solutions to the above set, the unknown shear-stress and 
inertial terms need to be expressed as functions of the determinable 
mass-mean velocities um and vm. To this end, it is assumed that, as 
in the case of laminar flows, inertia influences the magnitude of the 
mass-mean velocities but not the shape of the velocity profiles. In 
laminar flow simple analytic expressions are available for the non-
inertial velocity distributions across the film which may readily be 
used to derive frictional and inertial contributions to the momentum 
balance in terms of mean velocities. Such analytic results cannot be 
obtained for turbulent flow, however, due to the highly complex 
variation of effective viscosity across the film. 


Instead, the relation between friction components and mean ve
locities is obtained by solving numerically the noninertial equations 
of motion across the film. 
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wherein the turbulent viscosity, pt, is obtained from the chosen tur
bulence model. As discussed in Section 1, the present work adopts a 
two-equation model because of the evidence that it will be more widely 
applicable than simpler alternatives to the kinds of flow arising in 
lubricant passages. Knowledge of the velocity profiles then enables 
the mean velocities, the wall shear stresses and the inertial terms to 
be obtained. The task appears straightforward. However, because of 
the cross-coupling between the turbulent viscosity and the velocities, 
a large number of computations are required to generate correlations 
linking the shear stresses and inertial terms to suitable flow param
eters. The precise form of the correlations and the way in which they 
have been generated is considered in detail in Section 4. It is here 
appropriate however, to outline briefly how the present treatment 
differs from those previously adopted. 


Several workers (e.g., [3, 5,7-8]) expressed frictional effects by way 
of the following parameters. 
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Only references [5] and [8] took full account of the cross-coupling 
between turbulent viscosity and velocities by relating kx and ky to 
the pressure gradients as well as to the sliding Reynolds number. 


kx = kx(Re, Vp*) 


ky = kY(Re, Vp*) (2.8) 


•Nomenc la tu re™ 


B = width of bearing pad 
c»i, ci, c2, Co, = turbulence model constants 
Cf = friction factor [= 2"r,„/pum


2] 
CsxE, cSyE, c,,xi, csyi = wall shear stress coeffi


cients (equations (5.6) to (5.9)) 
Fs = nondimensional shear force on sliding 


plate [= Fsh2/p,ULB] 
h = film thickness 
hi = film thickness at leading edge of bearing 


pad 
hi = film thickness at trailing edge of bearing 


pad 
k = turbulence energy 
kx, ky = flow rate coefficients (equations 


(5.7), (5.2)) 
L = length of bearing pad 
p = static pressure 
p = nondimensional static pressure [p = 
_ ph2VpUL] 
~Pb = nondimensional mean pressure over 


bearing pad 


qi, qo = nondimensional flow rate through 
leading and trailing edge of bearing pad [g, 
= 2qi/Uh2B; qQ = 2qQ/Uh2B] 


Re = sliding Reynolds number [= pUh/p] 
Re* = film Reynolds number \Uh-ih • 


h2/L] 
Rem = mean sliding Reynolds number [= 


Uhlv] 
Rep = Reynolds number for channel flows [= 


%umhh\ 
U = sliding velocity 
u = velocity in x -direction 
um = mass-mean velocity across film in x-


direction 
um = nondimensional mass-mean velocity [= 


Um/U] 
ut = nondimensional velocity in x -direction 


[= u/VTw/p 
v = velocity in y -direction 
vm = mass-mean velocity 
vm = nondimensional mass-mean velocity [= 


vJU) 
x, y,z = Cartesian coordinates 
z i = nondimensional distance from a wall [ 


zVrZp/p] 
Sxx, dxy, <5y_y = inertial coefficients (equations 


(5.3) to'(5.5)) 
e = rate of turbulence energy dissipation 
H = fluid viscosity 
Pt — turbulent viscosity 
v = kinematic fluid viscosity 
p = fluid density 
a„ a( = Prandtl numbers for turbulence en


ergy and dissipation 
a = standard deviation 
TW = wall shear stress 
Trz.o, Txzji - waU shear stresses in x -direction 


on sliding and stationary surfaces 
7>r,o, Tyz,h = wall shear stresses in y-direction 


on sliding and stationary surfaces 
Tt = nondimensional shear stress [= T/TU.] 
(j> = any frictional or inertial coefficient 
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In the present study, kx and fe^ have been expressed as functions 
of the nondimensional mass-mean velocities rather than the pressure 
gradients. This difference is by no means merely cosmetic for, in the 
presence of inertia, the wall-shear stresses are no longer uniquely 
related to the pressure gradients, but they are uniquely related to the 
mean velocities—provided, of course, the shape of the profiles is as
sumed invariant with inertia. Moreover, in contrast to previous work, 
the present study provides accurate correlations for all the inertia 
terms appearing in equations (2.1) and (2.2). 


3 The Turbulence Model 
The present work has adopted the low-Reynolds number energy-


dissipation model of turbulence [11]. In this model, the turbulent 
viscosity is given by: 


Ht = c„pk2/e (3.1) 


where the turbulence energy k and its dissipation rate t are deter
mined from differential transport equations. Exact equations for k 
and e may be derived from the Navier-Stokes equations, but the re
sultant equations contain unknown correlations between fluctuating 
quantities that need to be approximated or "modeled" to produce a 
closed set. The derivation of the exact equations is presented, for 
example, by Daly and Harlow [17] while the closure is discussed in 
detail in references [12] and [18]. Here therefore only the final forms 
of the k and e equations, applicable to inertia-less, nonplanar flows 
in thin films, are given: 
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In the above, the "turbulent Prandtl numbers" ok and a( and the 
coefficients cM, ci, 0%, and C3 are assigned as follows: 


ci = 1.44; c3 = 2.0; ak = 1.0; a( = 1.3 


c2 = 1.92 [1. - 0 . 3 e x p ( - f l , 2 ) ] 


cM = 0.09 exp [-3.4/(1 + Rt/50)2] 


Rt = pk2/p.t 


The above relationships and values are those used in reference [13] 
to predict swirling flows near spinning disks and cones. They represent 
reoptimized versions of those originally proposed in references [12] 
and [18] though, for practical purposes, the original parameters would 
give essentially the same results. 


4 Couette-Flow Characteristics 
4.1 The Solving Scheme. The geometry is that of two parallel 


impervious plates—one of which is sliding—confining a fully estab
lished flow. The flow is driven by the x -wise sliding motion and 
pressure gradients in the x and y directions. 


Simultaneous solutions are required of equations (2.4) and (2.5) 
together with (3.2) and (3.3). The transport equations possess the 
common form: 


d_ 


dz 


where Si* + S2*<£ denote the source and sink terms for the quantity 
<t> (which may stand for um, vm, k, or e). The set of coupled nonlinear 
ordinary differential equations has been solved by a finite-difference 


scheme, details of which are provided in reference [10]. In summary 
discretized versions of (4.1) are solved with 100-150 nodes distributed 
non-uniformly along a single line extending between the upper and 
lower plates. Flow conditions are fixed by prescribing the mass-mean 
velocities um and vm and the sliding velocity U. Solution of (4.1) then 
provides profiles of all the 4>'s, the pressure gradients and the wall-
shear stresses. 


4.2 Predic ted Character is t ics . Experimental data with which 
to assess the performance of the turbulence model seem to be available 
only for the two limiting cases: the purely pressure-driven flow be
tween stationary plates (channel flow) and Couette flow in the absence 
of streamwise pressure gradients. Predictions of the former flow have 
been reported in reference [12]. The behavior predicted with the 
present set of reoptimized coefficients is not significantly different 
from the original and is therefore not reproduced here. We may re
mark, however, that accurate predictions are obtained of the friction 
factor data of Beavers, et al. [19] even at the low-Reynolds-number 
end of their measurements. This is in contrast with predictions ob
tained with most other turbulence models which display a progres
sively too high friction factor as the Reynolds number is reduced below 
about 104. 


Predictions obtained for pure Couette flow are presented in Figs. 
2-4. Experimental data for this flow are not extensive and, in view of 
the obvious experimental problems, those that are available should 
be looked upon with some caution. 


Excellent agreement is displayed in Figs. 2 and 3 between the 
measured velocity profiles of Reichardt [20] and Robertson [21] and 
the predictions. The Reynolds numbers in the two cases differ by a 
factor of 13, so the agreement is especially reassuring. We find, how-
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Fig. 2 Velocity profile in pure Couette flow 
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Fig. 4 Friction factors In pure Couette flow 


ever, that while the calculated friction factors shown in Fig. 4 are in 
complete agreement with Couette's [22] original measurements, 
Robertson's data lie approximately 10 percent above the theoretical 
values. We note that any subsidiary frictional losses in the system will 
tend to produce too high measured values. 


Here it is appropriate to add that reference [12] has reported the 
successful application of the present model to flow between converging 
planes while reference [13] contains equally satisfactory predictions 
for the case of flow along an annular passage in which the core tube 
is rotating. It seems reasonable to conclude therefore that the char
acterization of turbulent transport by the model of Section 3 provides 
a satisfactory physical basis for problems of turbulent lubrication. 


We now examine briefly some of the implications of the model when 
applied to tribological flows. Selected predictions for velocity profiles, 
turbulence energy profiles and for the flow-rate parameters kx and 
ky are compared in Figs. 5 to 7 with those of Ho and Vohr [5] obtained 
with what was, hitherto the most comprehensive turbulence model 
used in turbulent lubrication. Figs. 5 and 6 show that, for both planar 
and nonplanar flows, the present model generates higher mass-mean 
velocities for given values of sliding velocity and pressure gradients. 
The k-t model thus predicts lower turbulent viscosities—especially 
at low Reynolds number. Consistent with this behavior are lower 
values of kx and ky, as shown in Fig. 7. 


5 The Resistance Laws and Inertial Coefficients 
Following the general principles outlined in Section 2 the following 


nine coefficients have been evaluated as functions of Re, um/U, and 
vm/U with the aid of the k-t model: 


kx = 
h(rxz Txz.o) 
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(5.9): 


With coefficients (5.1) to (5.5), equations (2.1) and (2.2) may bf 
written: 


(&xxPUm2) + (SxyPUmVm) = ~h + -


dx dy dx 


kxp[U 1 


T[~-Um\ (5.10) 


d d dp 
— ($XyPUmVm) + — (^-yPUm2) = ~h 
dx dy dy 


-Z-Um (5.11) 


Equations (5.10), (5.11), and (2.3) thus form a closed set to be solved 
for um, vm, and p . Coefficients (5.6) and (5.7) allow, in conjunction 
with (5.1) and (5.2), the individual wall-shear stresses to be deter
mined. 


Due to the complexity of the equation set (4.1) it is not possible to 
obtain exact analytical relations expressing the dependence of these 
coefficients on the Reynolds number and the normalized velocities 
Um and vm. Accordingly numerical solutions to (4.1) had to be ob
tained over a wide range of conditions and the results correlated. We 
summarize the procedures followed. Results were obtained for 13 
values of Reynolds number, the maximum and minimum values being 
650 and 40,000, respectively. The values were chosen so that they 
formed a geometric series with a multiplication factor of approxi-


1 Strictly, only seven coefficients are needed. If, for instance, kx and ky are 
given, either c„ j and csyi or CS»E and csyE would suffice for the determination 
of all wall-shear-stress components. 


Fig. 5 Predicted velocity profiles In slider direction for 4 levels of pressure 
gradient 
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Fig. 7 Variation of predicted resistance coefficients with Reynolds num
ber 


mately 1.4. For each value of Re, the coefficients were computed for 
approximately 50 combinations of um and vm within the shaded part 
of the domain D'\um, vm\, shown in Fig. 8, bounded by the line um/U 
= 0 and the unit circle centered at um/U = 0.5, vm/U = 0. 


With the exception of byy, the coefficients for a given value of vm 


were then correlated as functions of Re and um by a least squares fit 
to the coefficients of the following polynomial 


<t> = Ai + A-Mm + A3 log Re 


+ A4um
2 + A6um log Re + A6 log Re2 


+ Ain^+D+iUm" + . . . j44(n+i)(„+2) (log Re)" (5.12) 


where <fi denotes any of the coefficients to be correlated. &yy was cor
related to Re only as it was found to be almost independent of um and 
vm. The polynomial degree, n, varied between 3 and 6. In all cases, the 
relative standard deviation 
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Fig. 8 Hodograph ploi showing domain of u,„ and v„, over which resistance 
coefficients are evaluated 
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Fig. 9 Comparison of numerical solutions to resistance functions with ana
lytical fit (equation 5.12) 


L [(4>i - * ) ] 1/2 


was found to be less than 10 - 3 . The fitting quality can best be judged 
from Fig. 9 showing the variation of kx with um and Re. Crosses rep
resent values computed while the curves represent sections through 
the fitted surfaces. A complete set of such figures, together with tables 
listing the polynomial coefficients is provided in reference [10].t 


6.1 Application to Slider Bearings 
Numerical solutions for the turbulent inertial flow in finite-width 


slider bearings were obtained by inserting the analytic correlations 
(5.12) for coefficients (5.1) to (5.7) into the two-dimensional iterative 
numerical scheme for laminar flows developed in [16] (in place of the 
analytical laminar-flow versions of these parameters). 


* Copies of the tables of coefficients may be obtained on request from either 
author. A copy is also deposited with the Engineering Societies Library 345 E. 
47th St., New York, N. Y. 10017. 


The performance of the resulting scheme is demonstrated in Figs. 
10 to 15. These represent a selection of results taken from a parametric 
study for rectangular pads [10]. The present predictions are compared 
with non-inertial solutions of Taylor and Dowson [23] obtained with 
the theories of Constantinescu [3], Ng and Pan [7], and Hirs [9]. 


First, Figs. 10 to 12 show the effect of the mean Reynolds number 
Re„, on the pressure field, load capacity and flow rates in a square pad 
for a contraction ratio hi/h% = 2. The ratio hilL is 0.002 throughout. 
Thus, in the presence of inertia, the film Reynolds number Re* rises 
at the same rate as Rem, reaching values of 8/3 and 40/3 at Rem = 2000 
and 10,000 respectively. The effect of Rem is seen to raise the level of 
pressure while the shape of the pressure distribution remains virtually 
unaltered. The increase in pressure is primarily a result of the in
creased frictional resistance rather than of inertial effects—a fact well 
brought out in Fig. 11(a). In contrast, the influence of inertia on the 
flow rates is more marked as may be seen from Fig. 12. 


For noninertial flow, comparison with Taylor and Dowson's solution 
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- 2, showing effects of inertia and predictions with other theories 


reveals that the k-t model leads to pressure levels significantly below 
those obtained with Ng and Pan's theory. Better agreement is 
achieved with the theories of Constantinescu and Hirs. Surprising, 
in view of the differences shown in Fig. 11(a), is the close agreement 
that emerges in Fig. 12 between the present solutions for the flow rates 
and those obtained with Ng and Pan's theory. An explanation for this 
apparent inconsistency is provided by Fig. 12. This suggests that the 
nondimensional flow rates are almost independent of the mean 
pressure (which rises steeply with Rem). It thus seems that the flow 
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Fig. 12 Variation of normalized flow rates with Reynolds number for square 
pad, h^lhi = 2 


rates depend only on the shape but not on the magnitude of the 
pressure field. It may, therefore, be concluded that the shape of the 
pressure distributions predicted here is very similar to that obtained 
with Ng and Pan's theory, the only difference lying in the different, 
pressure levels. 


Figs. 13 to 16 show the effect of the contraction ratio hi/h2 on the 
pressure, the load capacity, the flow rates and the shear force on the 
sliding plate. All results relate to a square pad at Re,„ = 5,000. The 
film Reynolds number Re* varies between 8 for h\lh-i = 7.5 and 4.44 
for/! l / / i2 = 3.5. 


As in the case of laminar flows, inertial effects manifest themselves 
most strongly when the dependence of the operational characteristics 
on the contraction ratio is examined. In spite of the decreasing film 
Reynolds number with contraction ratio, inertia is seen to result in 
a strong increase in mean pressure and frictional force and a corre
sponding decrease in flow rates (inlet and side leakage flow). A point 
worthy of particular attention is the shift in the location of maximum 
mean pressure from hi/7i2 = 2.2 to h\lhi = 2-6. Despite the strong 
effect of inertia, the present inertial mean-pressure solution lies, for 
a limited range of h\lh% below that obtained for noninertial flows 
with Ng and Pan's theory, as can be seen from Fig. 14(a). As before, 
much better agreement is achieved with the solution based on Hirs' 
theory. 


7 Conclusions 
On the basis of the foregoing study the following conclusions may 


be drawn: 
(i) The turbulent lubrication theory of Ho and Vohr [15], (pro


viding hitherto the most comprehensive turbulence treatment) and 
the theory of Ng and Pan (7), (which is currently the most populari 
appear to overestimate effects of turbulence in lubricating films. 


(ii) Effects of inertia may play an important role in determinin|.' 
the optimum configuration of slider bearings. 


(iii) It is thought that little scope exists for further improvement-
in the representation of turbulence and inertial effects within thi 
framework of the integro-differential approach. 
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A Novel Bulk-Flow Model for
Improved Predictions of Force
Coefficients in Grooved Oil Seals
Operating Eccentrically
Oil seals in centrifugal compressors reduce leakage of the process gas into the support
bearings and ambient. Under certain operating conditions of speed and pressure, oil
seals lock, becoming a source of hydrodynamic instability due to excessively large cross
coupled stiffness coefficients. It is a common practice to machine circumferential
grooves, breaking the seal land, to isolate shear flow induced film pressures in contiguous
lands, and hence reducing the seal cross coupled stiffnesses. Published tests results for
oil seal rings shows that an inner land groove, shallow or deep, does not actually reduce
the cross-stiffnesses as much as conventional models predict. In addition, the tested
grooved oil seals evidenced large added mass coefficients while predictive models, based
on classical lubrication theory, neglect fluid inertia effects. This paper introduces a bulk-
flow model for groove oil seals operating eccentrically and its solution via the finite ele-
ment (FE) method. The analysis relies on an effective groove depth, different from the
physical depth, which delimits the upper boundary for the squeeze film flow. Predictions
of rotordynamic force coefficients are compared to published experimental force coeffi-
cients for a smooth land seal and a seal with a single inner groove with depth equaling
15 times the land clearance. The test data represent operation at 10 krpm and 70 bar sup-
ply pressure, and four journal eccentricity ratios (e=c¼ 0, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7). Predictions from
the current model agree with the test data for operation at the lowest eccentricities
(e=c¼ 0.3) with discrepancies increasing at larger journal eccentricities. The new flow
model is a significant improvement towards the accurate estimation of grooved seal
cross-coupled stiffnesses and added mass coefficients; the latter was previously ignored
or largely under predicted. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4004736]


Introduction


Oil seals are used in centrifugal compressors to reduce leakage
of the process gas into the oil lubricated bearings as well as into
ambient [1,2]. An oil seal, shown in Fig. 1, comprises of a floating
ring and elastic support that, under certain operation conditions,
may lock up and act as a hydrodynamic journal bearing [2,3]. Oil
seals are well known as potential sources of instability due to the
generation of large cross-coupled stiffnesses [2–4]. A common
practice to minimize the destabilizing effect of oil seals is to
machine circumferential grooves to isolate and divide the seal
land into separate lands of shorter length, thus reducing the hydro-
dynamic fluid film forces [5].


To date, there are major discrepancies between predicted and
experimental force coefficients obtained for grooved oil seals.
Experimental results detailed in Refs. [1,6,7] show that incorpo-
rating circumferential grooves does reduce cross-coupled force
coefficients but to a lesser extent than predictions otherwise indi-
cate. Furthermore, experimental added mass coefficients are of
large magnitude and are not accounted for in available predictive
tools [3,4].


Prior art in annular pressure seals considers mainly pump neck
ring and interstage seals operating under turbulent flow conditions
[8]. The following review discusses the analytical models and
experimental results for laminar-flow grooved oil seals, i.e., oper-
ating with small axial flow Reynolds numbers, (qVzc=l.)� 2000.


Semanate and San Andrés [3] present an isoviscous bulk-flow
analysis to predict force coefficients of grooved oil seals with
tapered clearances. The model includes fluid inertia and viscous
effects at the seal inlet plane only and considers grooves as uni-
form pressure sections isolating adjacent lands. Predicted force
coefficients, functions of the ring eccentricity, are shown for three
configurations with identical land length: single land (smooth),
two lands separated by an inner groove, and three lands separated
by two inner grooves. Predictions reveal the grooved seals have
lesser cross-coupled stiffnesses and direct damping than the single
land seal. However, the whirl frequency ratio (WFR), a stability
indicator, remains relatively constant at 0.50.


Baheti and Kirk [4] analyze the dynamic forced response of
grooved oil seals including thermal effects but neglect fluid inertia
within the flow domain. The work includes arched and square
grooves at the seal mid-land length. Predictions show a 40%
reduction in direct damping and cross-coupled stiffness coeffi-
cients when the seal incorporates a square groove with depth to
clearance ratio (dg=c)¼ 6. On the other hand, when using a deeper
groove (dg=c¼ 15), the seal force coefficients are reduced by a
factor of 4 by adding one single groove, and by 10 when adding
two inner grooves. The results thus indicate that an inner groove
effectively isolates the pressure distribution of contiguous film
lands.


Until then, no actual test data was available to verify the predic-
tions; albeit anecdotal evidence pointed out to the effectiveness of
the grooving approach to reduce rotordynamic instabilities in cen-
trifugal compressors [5,9].


Childs et al. [1] identify experimentally the dynamic force coef-
ficients and measure the leakage of smooth land and grooved oil
seals. The authors aim to quantify the influence of inner-land
grooves on the rotordynamic coefficients of oil seals and to
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evaluate the accuracy of existing predictive models. Ref. [1]
includes a detailed description of smooth and grooved oil seals
and their operating features, and a comprehensive literature
review. Particularly, the authors note that, prior to their work, the
only other published experimental work on laminar flow oil seals
was by Kaneko [10], albeit without any grooves. In Ref. [1], static
and dynamic force coefficients are identified for a smooth land
seal, a one groove seal, and a three groove seal with all groove
depths being shallow, dg=c¼ 6. The test force coefficients for the
smooth land seal correlate well with predictions from a bulk-flow
model [11], except for the added mass coefficient that the analysis
underestimates by a factor of about 10. The authors note that the
large volume in the oil supply deep groove may explain the large
discrepancy. However, pressure measurements at both the supply
groove and exit cavity show no dynamic pressure oscillations.
The experimental force coefficients for the grooved oil seals are
largely underestimated by the model in Ref. [3]. The test results
suggest that, contrary to the accepted assumption, inner land
grooves are not deep enough to isolate the hydrodynamic pres-
sures from contiguous seal film lands.


Childs et al. [6] present further experimental results evidencing
the effect of groove depth on the dynamic force response and leak-
age of a test oil seal. Force coefficients are identified for four seals:
one smooth land seal and three seals with a single groove at the
middle of its land with the groove depth increasing as dg=c¼ 5, 10,
and 15. The seals force coefficients and leakage are presented
versus static journal eccentricity for three rotor speeds and three
supply pressures. The experimental force coefficients decrease as
the groove depth increases, except for the added mass coefficients.
However, predictions derived with the model in Ref. [3] largely
underestimate the grooved seal oil cross-coupled stiffnesses and
direct damping coefficients even for the test seal with the deepest
groove. Thus, the experiments reveal that, even for dg=c¼ 15, a
groove does not fully isolate the hydrodynamic pressures of the
two adjacent seal lands. For example, the cross-coupled stiffnesses
KXY (2 lands)= 1=4 KXY (1 land), and the direct damping coeffi-
cients CXX (2 lands)= 1=4 CXX (1 land) as predictions readily
show. In addition, the experimental results also show relatively
large added mass coefficients that (surprisingly) increase as the
groove depth increases. However, a prediction of the seal added
mass coefficient, derived from a classical formula [12], yields only
2.8 kg, about 10 times smaller than the experimental value!


Hence, the experimental evidence calls for a better predictive
model that bridges the gap between theory and practice. Delgado
and San Andrés [13]2 introduce a novel bulk-flow analysis,


including fluid inertia, for predictions of force coefficients in
grooved oils seals and squeeze film dampers operating at their
centered position. The model relies on defining an effective
groove depth that represents best the physical boundaries of the
axial flow through a groove. A parametric study shows predictions
agreeing with test force coefficients in Ref. [6] for a narrow range
of effective inner groove depths. Specifically, for a short length
and shallow groove at the mid-land of an oil seal, predictions of
added mass, cross-coupled stiffness, and damping coefficients cor-
relate best with experimental data [6] when using a fraction (typi-
cally 50%) of the actual groove depth. Most importantly, the
predictions demonstrate that an inner land groove in the oil seal
does not isolate the adjacent film lands.


Coinciding with the development in Ref. [13], Gehannin et al.
[14] report a comprehensive analysis on the dynamic forced
response of SFDs, including the effects of geometric features such
as supply orifices, circumferential grooves, end seals, and operat-
ing conditions producing oil cavitation. The authors solved
numerically bulk flow equations that include convective and tem-
poral fluid inertia effects. The solution of these equations and its
implementation to SFDs follows the method introduced by Arghir
and Frene [15] for the analysis of turbulent flow liquid annular
seals. Predictions in Refs. [14,15] are in good agreement with ex-
perimental results obtained in an oil lubricated SFD with a short
and shallow feed groove (3 mm� 3 mm, dg=c� 15) and a water
lubricated annular seal with multiple short and shallow grooves
(1.6� 1.6 mm, dg=c� 15), respectively.


The current analysis and a prior one [13] stress the significance
of an effective depth needed for the bulk-flow model to deliver
accurate results, as benchmarked to test data.


Analysis


This paper extends the original analysis in [13] and implements a
finite element method to obtain grooved oil seal force coefficient
for operation at journal eccentric conditions. The model considers
annular cavities with axially symmetric groove configurations,
including a central feeding groove, as shown in Fig. 2. This geome-
try is selected to allow direct comparisons with test data in Ref. [7].


The multiple groove seal is divided into separate flow regions
of uniform clearance. In case of a groove, its depth is an effective
one (dg). Ref. [13] fully justifies the rationale for the assumption.


The following derivation applies to each individual flow region
with constant clearance, and with a local coordinate system whose
origin is at the entrance of a corresponding flow region, grooved
or not. Thermal effects are not incorporated in the current analy-
sis; they are not important in high pressure oil seals since the
through flow quickly displaces the mechanical energy dissipated


Fig. 1 Typical oil seal multiring assembly


2Ref. [13] contains a comprehensive review of the past literature on force coeffi-
cients for grooved oil seals and squeeze film dampers.
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and henceforth the lubricant temperature increases little. Figure 3
depicts the journal and the coordinate system used in the analysis
for small amplitude journal motions about an off-centered (eccen-
tric) position.


Within each individual flow region the mass flow rates in the
circumferential (x) and axial (z) directions are:


_mxa ¼ q ha Vxa ; _mza ¼ q ha Vza a¼I;II;:::N (1)


where ha is the film thickness, (Vxa
; Vza


) are bulk-flow velocities
in each flow region a, and q is V, the lubricant density. The bulk-
flow continuity and moment transport equations without fluid
advection terms are [16]:


@


@ x
_mxað Þ þ @


@ za
_mzað Þ þ @


@ t
q hað Þ ¼ 0 (2)
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Above, l is the lubricant viscosity and Pa is the pressure in each
flow region. Eqs. (3) and (4) are rewritten as:


_mxa ¼ �
q h3


a


12 l
@ Pa


@ x
� q h2
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12 l
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þ q haXR
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_mza ¼ �
q h3
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a
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; a¼I;II;:::N


(5)


Differentiating _mxa with respect to x, and _mza with respect to za,
adding both equations, and disregarding second order terms yields
a Reynolds-like equation for the film pressure of an incompressi-
ble fluid [16]
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The journal describes whirl motions of small amplitude
ðDeX;DeYÞ � cga


and frequency x about the static eccentric posi-
tion (eXo, eYo). The film thickness is


ha ¼ h0a þ ei xt DeXcosðhÞ þ DeYsinðhÞf g
¼ h0a þ ei xt Derhr;i ¼


ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�1
p


; r ¼ X; Y; a¼I;II;:::N (7)


with


h0a ¼ cga
þ eX cos hð Þ þ eY sin hð Þ ¼ cga


þ er0
hr


hX ¼ cos hð Þ; hY ¼ sin hð Þ (8)


and cga
¼ cþ dga


� �
is the effective clearance in a groove region.


The pressure is expressed as a superposition of a zeroth order
field (Po) and first order (dynamic) fields (PXa ;PYa )


Pa ¼ P0a þ Der Pra
ei xt ; a¼I;II;:::N (9)


Substitution of Eqs. (7) and (9), into Eq. (6) gives the zeroth order
equations for the equilibrium pressure,
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and the first order equations for journal dynamic displacements
along the X and Y directions,
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(11)


where Re�a ¼
qx c2


ga
12 l is a modified local squeeze film Reynolds


number. From the solution of Eq. (10), the fluid film reaction
forces at a static journal position (eXo, eYo) are


Fig. 2 Schematic view of grooved annular cavity divided into flow regions


Fig. 3 View of rotating and whirling journal and coordinate
system for bulk-flow analysis
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Rdhdza (12)


After solution of Eqs. (11), the seal force coefficients (stiffness,
damping and inertia) are obtained by integrating the dynamic
pressure fields over the flow domain [13],
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Finite Element Solution of the Modified Reynolds
Equations. Solving the Reynolds-like Eqs. (10) and (11) uses the
FEM, as in Ref. [17]. Without loss of generality, the solution is pre-
sented for a symmetric oil seal with an inlet groove and a single
mid-land groove similar to the seal in Ref. [7]. A similar solution
procedure can be applied to other multi-groove seal geometries.


Following the discretization of the domain into elements (Xe),
see Fig. 4, the static and dynamic pressure fields are represented
as the linear combination of nodal values �Pe


i
within each element,


Pe
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ri
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where we are bilinear interpolation functions. The variational or
weak forms of Eqs. (10) and (11) using the interpolation functions
as weight functions are obtained [17]. For the zeroth order pressure
the FE equation is
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Similarly for the perturbed pressure fields, PX and PY, the set of
equations for the nodal pressures in a finite element are
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Fig. 4 Coordinate system and sample FE mesh for oil seal model
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where ~g is the normal vector to the boundary (Ce) of an element.
Note that Eq. (18a) includes the temporal fluid inertia term.


The integrals in Eqs. (16)–(18) are evaluated numerically over
a master isoparametric element (X̂). Reddy and Gartling [18]
detail the coordinate transformation and numerical integration
procedure using Gauss-Legendre quadrature formulas. Eqs. (15)
and (17), for each element of the flow domain, are assembled to
form a linear system of equations represented as


KG
�P0G
¼ Q0G


þF0G
(19a)
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fe
r r¼0;X;Y (20)


The resulting global fluidity matrix KG is symmetric and can be
easily decomposed into its upper and lower triangular form, i.e.,


KG ¼ LG LT
G (21)


Boundary Conditions. Both the zeroth and first order pressures
are periodic in the circumferential direction,


�Pcðh; zÞ ¼ �Pcðhþ 2p; zÞ; c;¼0;X;Y (22)


The fluid pressure must be greater than the lubricant cavitation
pressure (Pcav). For simplicity3, the Gumbel condition of oil cavi-
tation is enforced for the zeroth and first order pressure fields.
Note that Eqs. (15) and (17), for example, automatically satisfy
the flow continuity at the boundary between a smooth land and
groove. Hence, no special considerations in regard to flow match-
ing are required. Other boundary conditions for the pressures are:


(a) Uniform pressure at the inlet plane (z¼ 0),


�Pe
0


��
z¼L
¼ Psupply (23)


(b) Uniform pressure at exit plane (z¼ L),


�Pe
0


��
z¼0
¼ Pexit and �Pe


r


��
z¼L
¼ 0 (24)


(c) At the inlet plane (z¼ 0), the axial flow induced by the
dynamic motion (fluid squeezing) is set to zero due to axial
symmetry,


q
z
jz¼0¼ 0 (25)


This boundary condition implies that the perturbed axial flow
does not cross the middle plane; hence there is a nonzero dynamic
pressure field at this plane.


Once the L matrix and vectors FG and SG are obtained, and
enforcing the boundary conditions at the inlet and exit planes of
the flow domain, a process of back- and forward-substitutions ren-
ders the discrete zeroth order pressure field �P0G


. Using the same
fluidity matrix (KG) and the equilibrium pressure field, the first
order pressure fields, �PX; �PYð ÞG, follow from Eq. (19b).


Effective Groove Depth. As advanced in Ref. [13], the laminar
flow pattern at the groove is characterized by a recirculation region
and a thru flow region. These regions are divided by a stream line
that is considered to act as a physical boundary. Figure 5 shows a
representation of the streamlines pattern for a pressure driven flow
through a (symmetric) annular cavity with a supply groove and two
mid-land grooves. The figure also depicts a close-up of CFD simu-
lations of the pressure driven flow at the mid-land groove for two
groove depths (10c and 15c). In this configuration the flow pattern
at the supply and mid-land grooves is characterized by two regions,
a recirculation region and a thru flow region. Furthermore, the
dividing streamlines for the 10c and 15c groove depths present a
similar penetration depth. In the proposed analysis, the streamlines
dividing the two flow regions act as physical boundaries delimiting
the domain for the flow induced due to dynamic (fluid squeezing)
journal motions. Thus, the fluid film clearance at the groove is
represented in terms of an effective clearance cg¼ (dgþ c), with dg


as an effective groove depth and c as the clearance of the smooth
land.


Model Predictions and Validation To Test Data


This section presents comparisons of experimental and pre-
dicted damping, stiffness and mass coefficients for the oil ring
seal described in Ref. [7]. Figure 6 depicts the actual dimensions
of the test seal, and Table 1 lists the seal physical dimensions,
fluid properties and operating conditions.


As in the tests4, the analysis reports predictions for half of the
axially symmetric grooved seal configuration. Published test data
and predictions follow for a smooth land seal and one with an
inner groove 15c in depth. The effective central groove depth
equals 9c and the inner land groove depth is set to 6c. Note the
selected parameters are greatly different from the actual physical
magnitudes [13].


Figure 7 shows the seal reaction forces versus the static journal
eccentricity. Predictions and experimental results present good
correlation for journal eccentricities up to e=c¼ 0.5 for the
grooved and smooth seals. For the largest journal eccentricity
(e=c¼ 0.7), predictions are within 20% of the experimental results
for the smooth seal. On the other hand, the reaction force of the
grooved seal is underpredicted by a factor of 2 for the highest
journal eccentricity. For the largest journal eccentricities the oil
temperature is expected to significantly increase due to the small
film thickness (i.e. large shear forces and power loss). Thus, the
actual seal clearance and oil properties for the largest eccentricity
may differ significantly from the nominal values, thus having a
large uncertainty. Ref. [7] does not detail information on the exit
temperature or measurements of hot clearances (immediately after
testing). Hence, further predictions are compared with test data
for journal eccentricities in the low to mid-range, i.e., e¼ 0, 0.3,
0.5 only.


Figures 8 and 9 depict the direct and crossed-coupled stiffness
coefficients (K) versus the operating journal eccentricity, respec-
tively. The predictions correlate well with the test data for the
lower journal eccentricity ratios (e¼ 0, 0.3). For the 50%3The omission of a physically sound model for lubricant cavitation (vapor or gas)


is not grave. Oil seals with their large pressure differentials rarely develop pressures
below ambient. Open ends SFDs; on the other hand, are subject more to air entrain-
ment than lubricant cavitation.


4The experimental force coefficients reported equal to 50% of the measured val-
ues for the whole test arangement configuration, i.e., two seals in parallel.
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Fig. 5 (a) Schematic view of streamlines in axially symmetric grooved annular cavity
(DP 5 Ps2Pd). (b) CFD simulation of pressure driven streamlines across a 10c and 15c
circumferential mid-land groove in an oil seal tested in Ref. [7]. (c 5 86 mm, X510,000
rpm, D 5 117 mm.)


Fig. 6 Schematic view and dimensions of test (parallel) oil seal in Refs. [6,7]


Table 1 Test oil seal configuration, operating conditions fluid
properties, Refs. [6,7]


Dimensions


Diameter, 2R 117 mm
Land length 24.89 mm
Radial land clearance, c 85.9 lm
Central groove length 17 mm
Central groove depth 136c
Inner land groove length 2 mm
Inner land groove depth 0c and 15c


Operating parameters and oil


Shaft speed, X 4,000-10,000 rpm
Supply pressure 70 bar
Static journal eccentricity (e0 =c) 0.0-0.7
Oil density, q 850 kg/m3


viscosity (smooth seal), l 0.016 Pa.s (54 �C)
viscosity (grooved seal) 0.019 Pa.s (49 �C)


Fig. 7 Predicted reaction forces for smooth seal and seal with
inner land groove (cg 5 7c) versus journal eccentricity ratio. Ex-
perimental data for smooth seal and seal with inner land groove
(cg 5 15c), 10,000 rpm, 70 bar [7].
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eccentricity ratio there are discrepancies. The differences can be
attributed in part to the lack of knowledge in actual clearance and
oil exit temperature, not reported in Ref. [7].


Figure 10 depicts the cross-coupled stiffness coefficients versus
journal speed for two eccentricities (e=c¼ 0, 0.3). The predictions
are in good correlation with the experimental results. In particular,
the model adequately predicts the reduction of the cross-coupled
coefficients after adding the inner groove into the (original)
smooth land seal.


Figures 11 and 12 present the direct and cross-coupled damping
coefficients (C) versus static journal eccentricity ratio, respec-
tively. The direct damping coefficients (CXX, CYY) show excellent
correlation for the most eccentricities, except for the CXX coeffi-
cient of the smooth seal that is 20% underpredicted at e=c¼ 0.5.
The cross-coupled coefficients are much smaller than the direct
damping coefficients, showing a moderate to good correlation
with the test data for the various journal eccentricities.


Figure 13 depicts the direct added mass coefficients (M) versus
journal eccentricity. Predicted and experimental cross-coupled
added mass coefficients (MXY, MYX) are nearly null and not shown.
The direct added mass coefficients (MXX, MYY) are in good agree-
ment with the experimental data. In particular, the analysis pre-
dicts a larger added mass coefficient for the grooved oil seal as the
experiments also reveal. Note that the predicted added mass coef-
ficient is nearly constant for all journal eccentricities. For compar-
ison, the graph includes the predicted mass coefficient obtained
using the classical formula in Ref. [12], valid for a smooth land
configuration with ambient pressure at its ends.


Figure 14 depicts the seal leakage versus static journal eccen-
tricity for operation at 10,000 rpm and 70 bar feed pressure. There
is good correlation between experiments and predictions with a
variation of less than �15% for both seals, hence the selected


Fig. 8 Predicted seal direct stiffness coefficient (KXX, KYY) ver-
sus journal eccentricity ratio. Experimental data for smooth
seal and seal with inner land groove (cg 5 15c), 10,000 rpm, 70
bar [7].


Fig. 9 Predicted cross-coupled stiffness coefficients (KXY,
KYX) versus journal eccentricity ratio. Experimental data for
smooth seal and seal with inner land groove (cg 5 15c), 10,000
rpm, 70 bar [7].


Fig. 10 Predicted cross-coupled stiffnesses (KXY, KYX) versus
shaft speed at two journal eccentricities (0, 0.3). Experimental
data for smooth seal and seal with inner land groove (cg 5 15c),
10,000 rpm, 70 bar [7].
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effective groove depth represents the physical boundaries of the
axial through flow very well. Note that the experiments and pre-
dictions show that the smooth seal leaks more than the grooved
seal because its effective viscosity is slightly lower and its land
clearance larger, hence there are larger power losses inducing a
lubricant temperature rise.


For completeness, Appendix A shows predicted pressure fields
in the seal land and grooved regions (central plenum and inner
land) that make evident the fluid inertia character of the pressures
in the grooved regions and their influence extending into the film
lands of the seal.


Fig. 11 Predicted direct damping coefficients (CXX, CYY) ver-
sus journal eccentricity ratio. Experimental data for smooth
seal and seal with inner land groove (cg 5 15c), 10,000 rpm, 70
bar [7].


Fig. 12 Predicted cross-coupled damping coefficients (CXY,
CYX) versus journal eccentricity ratio. Experimental data for
smooth seal and seal with inner land groove (cg 5 15c), 10,000
rpm, 70 bar [7].


Fig. 13 Predicted added mass coefficient (MXX, MYY) versus
journal eccentricity ratio. Experimental data for smooth seal and
seal with inner land groove (cg 5 15c), 10,000 rpm, 70 bar [7].


Fig. 14 Seal leakage versus journal eccentricity ratio: predic-
tions and test data for smooth seal and seal with inner land
groove (cg 5 15c), 10,000 rpm, 70 bar [7]
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Conclusions


This paper presents a bulk-flow formulation to obtain fluid film
forces developed in grooved oil seals and details the implementa-
tion of a finite element method to obtain the force coefficient for
journal off-centered operation. The current analysis extends an
original bulk-flow model [13] developed for small amplitude jour-
nal motions about a centered position. The present analysis also
predicts added mass coefficients, largely ignored in previous anal-
yses of laminar-flow oil seals.


The force coefficients, leakage and reaction forces of a smooth
and grooved oil seal are predicted and compared to experimental
results reported in Ref. [7]. The test grooved oil seal includes a
rectangular central groove located at the seal mid-land plane with
a depth of 15 times the seal clearance (c¼ 85.9 lm). The pre-
dicted parameters are compared to experimental results for four
journal eccentricities (e=c¼ 0, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7) at 10,000 rpm and
with a 70 bar oil feed pressure.


Predicted and experimental force coefficients present good cor-
relation for the direct force coefficients for the lower journal
eccentricities (e=c¼ 0,0.3) and moderate to good correlation for
e=c¼ 0.5. The cross-coupled stiffness coefficients are also accu-
rately predicted for the lower journal eccentricities. In particular,
the current model accurately predicts the reduction of the direct
stiffness, direct damping, and cross-coupled stiffness coefficients
when adding a circumferential groove to the seal land. The added
mass coefficients for both seals are also predicted accurately
(within 20%). Furthermore, the analysis and experimental results
indicate that a grooved seal shows larger direct added mass coeffi-
cient than a smooth seal.


For journal eccentricity ratios (e=c) up to 70%, there are dis-
crepancies between the experimental results and (current) predic-
tions for some of the force coefficients. These discrepancies are
attributed to (unknown) changes in seal clearance and oil viscosity
induced by thermal effects when operating at large static eccen-
tricities. Regrettably, Ref. [7] does not offer enough details on
operating conditions and the variation of the lubricant properties
and seal clearance with temperature. Therefore, the predictions
are compared with experimental results only for the low to mid-
range of journal eccentricities (e¼ 0, 0.3, 0.5).


The presented analysis represents a significant improvement
over prevailing predictive tools to analyze grooved oil seals. More
importantly, accurate predictions of grooved oil seal force coeffi-
cients can lead to improved estimations of rotordynamic instabil-
ity thresholds in centrifugal compressors.
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Nomenclature
Cij ¼ seal damping coefficients [N.s=m] i, j¼X,Y


c ¼ seal land clearance [m]
cg ¼ cþ dg. clearance at groove [m]
dg ¼ effective groove depth [m]
e0 ¼ journal static eccentricity [m]
h ¼ film thickness [m]


Fi ¼ sea reaction forces [N], i¼X,Y
L ¼ axial length [m]


Kij ¼ seal stiffness coefficients [N=m] i,j¼X,Y
Mij ¼ seal added mass coefficients [kg] i,j¼X,Y


_mx; _mz ¼ mass flow rates, circumferential & axial [kg=s]
N ¼ number of sub-regions in flow domain


Nem ¼ number of elements (FEM mesh)
npe ¼ number of Nodes per element (FEM mesh)


P ¼ pressure [Pa]
PX,PY ¼ first-order pressure fields [Pa=m]
qx, qz ¼ volumetric flow rates=unit length [m2=s]


i ¼ imaginary unit (
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�1
p


)


R ¼ journal radius [m]
Re� ¼ qxc2


g=12l modified squeeze film Reynolds number
t ¼ time [s]


Vx, Vz ¼ bulk flow velocities [m=s]
X,Y,Z ¼ inertial coordinate system [m]


x, z ¼ circumferential and axial coordinates [m]
De ¼ journal dynamic amplitude of motion [m]


e ¼ e0=c, journal eccentricity ratio
l ¼ lubricant viscosity [Pa.s]
X ¼ journal rotational speed [rad=s]
x ¼ whirl frequency [rad=s]
q ¼ lubricant density [kg=m3]
h ¼ x=R, angular coordinate [deg]
w ¼ finite element interpolation functions


Vectors and Matrices
k


e
, KG ¼ fluidity matrices, element & global


q
e
, QG ¼ nodal flow rate vectors, element & global


fe, FG ¼ shear & squeeze flow rate vectors, element & global


Subscripts
d ¼ discharge
g ¼ groove
N ¼ last annular cavity section
s ¼ supply


Appendix: A Note on Dynamic Pressures Generated in


Grooved Seals


Predictions for the dynamic pressure field generated in the seal
lands and feed central plenum due to small amplitude journal
motion about a centered position follow. These results serve to
illustrate the inertial nature of the pressure field in the grooved


Fig. 15 Predicted dynamic pressure fields in seal due to jour-
nal whirl motions (5 lm, x 5 200 Hz). (a) Classical theory [12]
assumes null dynamic pressure in deep plenum; (b) Current
model with effective central plenum clearance (cgI


¼ 12c). Film
thickness noted.
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regions and their effect on the pressure in the seal lands. Note that
the pressure field is a function of both the time and the circumfer-
ential coordinate; however, for circular centered orbits, the pres-
sure is stationary in a coordinate system rotating with the journal
center precessional speed [16].


For a supply pressure of 70 bar, Fig. 15 shows the dynamic pres-
sure field for the smooth land parallel seals with a 5 lm whirl ampli-
tude and 200 Hz frequency and journal spinning at 10,000 RPM.
Figure 15(a) depicts the dynamic pressure assuming a null dynamic
pressure generation at the central plenum, while Fig. 16(b) depicts
the pressure field accounting for an effective plenum clearance
(cgI
¼ 12c). Note that the pressure at the groove is mainly due to


fluid inertia effects as it is 1800 out of phase with respect to the
acceleration of the film thickness (d2h=dt2). Furthermore, although
the peak dynamic pressure in the seal film land (due to viscous
effects) is similar to that shown in Fig. 15(a), Fig. 15(b) shows that
the influence of the inertial pressure field generated at the groove
extends to the film land and amplifies the fluid inertia effect (radial
force) over the entire axial length of the seal land.


Figures 16 shows predicted dynamic pressure fields for the seal
with the deepest inner land groove (cIII ¼15c). The pressure field
also corresponds to small journal motions about a centered


position (10 lm, 200 Hz). Figure 16(a) depicts the pressure field
assuming both the central plenum and inner land groove do not
generate dynamic pressures, i.e., infinitely deep. Note that the
peak pressure in the seal land is much smaller (around 1=4) than
that of the smooth land seal. This pressure profile yields direct
damping and added mass coefficients smaller by a factor 2 and 5
with respect to the test data in Ref. [7], respectively.


Figure 16(b) shows the pressure field using an effective central
plenum (cgI


) and inner land (cgIII
) groove clearance of 12c and 7c,


respectively. In this case, both the plenum and inner-land groove
enhance fluid inertia effects along the seal lands. In fact, as the ex-
perimental results show, the added mass coefficients identified
from the grooved seal (�30 kg) are larger than those associated to
the smooth land seal (�20 kg).
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Fig. 16 Predicted dynamic pressure fields in seal with inner
land groove due to journal motions (5 lm, x 5 200 Hz). (a) Clas-
sical theory [12] assumes null dynamic pressure in deep ple-
num and inner groove; (b) Current model with effective plenum
and inner groove clearances (cgI


¼ 12c, cgIII
¼ 7c).
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ABSTRACT—The present review aims to summarize the
main research findings, in the last four decades, on the
Squeeze Film Damper (SFD) and its application. In this first
part, a survey of the construction characteristics and oper-
ating features of the SFD, as a separate component, is re-
ported, as inferred from the technical literature consulted,
through a number of theoretical approaches and experi-
mental results. Part II of the paper will review research work
on the dynamic behavior of rotors on supports equipped with
SFDs.


KEYWORDS: Squeeze film dampers, dynamics of rotors,
seals, fluid inertia effects, cavitation.


1. Introduction


This paper was conceived with the aim of summarizing
the main results of research into the Squeeze Film Damper
(SFD) and its application.


An SFD is a bearing assembly for supporting the shaft of
high-speed rotors. It basically combines a bearing (gener-
ally a ball or roller, although different types of bearings,
such as tilting-pad fluid bearings, can be adopted) and a
damping oil film so as to determine a support provided with
a suitable damping action. An illustration of this device is
given in Figure 1. The shaft P of the rotor is supported by a
roller bearing J, while an anti-rotation pin T prevents the
outer race of the bearing from rotating. The journal, repre-
sented by the whole of P and J, is free to move in the fixed
housing or bearing B that is integral to the frame S, thanks
to a suitable radial clearance. The annulus is fed with lubri-
cant, at a given pressure, that realizes the squeeze film SF.
The precession motions of the journal, that is due to the
residual unbalance of the rotor, cause a dynamic pressure
distribution to originate in the squeezed oil film and conse-
quent damping of the same motions can be obtained.


Besides being a widely used technical component for
turbomachinery, the SFD has provided much material for
research, because of its typical advantages and drawbacks,
which are basically due to its nonlinear character. It was
investigated by Cooper [1], about forty years ago, as a
means to cut down the amplitude of rotor vibrations owing


to unbalance. In the course of his investigation (a well
known pioneering work into the present subject-matter,
together with that of Fridericy et al. [2], according to the
notes about the history of SFD development reported by
Zeidan et al. [3]) Cooper experienced the benefits conferred
on the rotor operation from the coupling of a damping ele-
ment, represented by an oil squeeze film, to an elastic sus-
pension placed within the rotor support (see Figure 2 and
Part II of this review [4].)


This solution represented an improvement in the concept
also investigated in those years regarding the opportunity
of giving suitable flexibility to the supports, in order to
obtain better performance for high-speed rotors [5]. How-
ever, the idea of combining the flexibility of the bearings
for high-speed rotors with a consistent damping action
arose well before, in addition to recourse to oil film as a
means of damping the bearing vibrations. Some US patents
of Birmann [6–8], issued from 1933 to 1948, are worthy of
interest in this regard and a sort of SFD progenitor can be
recognized in the devices (a number of concentric sleeves
separated by capillary annuli filled with lubricant) equip-
ping the turbine bearings shown.


Whether the SFD is adopted at the design stage or subse-
quently, as a retrofit component, its main advantages lie in
the capability of reducing the effects of unbalance, i.e. the
amplitude of rotor vibrations at resonance and the level of
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pin
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forces transmitted at supports under normal operating con-
ditions, and in preventing the occurrence of non-synchro-
nous instabilities or limiting their effects [9–14].


Figures 3 and 4 illustrate such favorable characteristics.
The theoretical curves in Figures 3(a), (b) [15] represent
the responses obtained with a model of unbalanced flexible
rotor equipped with supports that were assumed rigid (i.e.
devoid of SFD) in one case and mounted with SFD in other
cases. In particular, operations with different arrangements
for the SFD solution were respectively represented by dif-
ferent sets of the theoretical parameters assumed for the
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Figure 2. Draft of the Cooper’s SFD (Courtesy of the
Turbomachinery Laboratory [3])


(a)


(b)


Figure 3. Comparison of the theoretical responses of an
unbalanced flexible rotor, on rigid supports and SFD sup-
ports. (a) vibration amplitude at mid-span vs. dimensionless
speed, (b) transmitted forces at supports vs. dimensionless
speed. B, W , and α are operating parameters relative to
the operation with SFD supports (reproduced by permis-
sion of the ASME [15])


(a)


(b)


Figure 4. Example of suppression of the self-excited non-
synchronous component relative to the operation of a cen-
trifugal-compressor in tilting pad bearings. (a) experimental
frequency spectra vs. speed, in the absence of SFDs, (b)
case with SFD-mount of the supports (this material has been
reproduced from [16] by permission of the Council of the
Institution of Mechanical Engineers)







model (B, W and α in the figure). The curves in Figure 3(a)
show the predicted amplitude of vibration at rotor mid-span
(amplitude ratio) versus the dimensionless rotor speed (fre-
quency ratio). The pronounced peak at resonance obtained
with rigid supports is reduced or completely suppressed
with the adoption of SFDs. The predicted force transmitted
at supports versus the dimensionless rotor speed is indi-
cated in Figure 3(b). In this case too the presence of the
SFD has an appreciable effect. A marked reduction of the
force transmitted at supports at resonance can be obtained,
but it is also evident that this beneficial result is not assured
whatever the set of parameters that characterize the SFD
solution. In particular, the curves show that in one case the
level of force at resonance, in the presence of SFD, proves
almost twice the corresponding level obtained with rigid
supports.


The data reported in Figure 4, measured during the
experimental test of a centrifugal compressor [16], high-
light the capability of SFD in suppressing non-synchronous
instabilities. The waterfall-plots in Figure 4(a) represent
the frequency spectra of the vibration at a support of the
rotor, in the absence of SFD, measured at different operating
speeds along a run-up to 13,500 r.p.m. The main sequence
of peaks, gathered along an oblique line, represents the syn-
chronous component. A minor sequence of peaks, in vertical
sequence within the plot (top), represents the non-synchro-
nous vibration that occurs above 10,000 r.p.m. Figure 4(b)
reports analogous data obtained in the presence of SFD.
The suppression of the non-synchronous component is evi-
dent.


Since Cooper’s investigation, the adoption of the SFD
for turbomachinery has increased, extending its application
from the original field of aircraft turbine engines to indus-
trial process compressors and automotive turbochargers [3,
17, 18].


In the meantime, besides gaining greater insight into the
features of this component, with attention paid particularly
to the role of lubricant inertia, cavitation, sealing and feed-
ing-geometry effects, research work has been addressed to
experimenting improved solutions, aimed at improving
SFD performance. The improvement was intended to over-
come the typical drawbacks that can affect rotor operation
in the presence of SFDs and optimizing some design aspects
such as those connected to the compactedness of the rotor
supports equipped with SFDs. In this respect, further devel-
opments are represented, on the one hand, by dampers that
combine the traditional passive character of the conventional
SFD with better efficiency and renewed design [19–21]. On
the other hand, conceptual improvements are shown by
solutions that adopt active control techniques for vibration
reduction [22, 23] (a survey of the most recent develop-
ments is presented in Section 4 of Part II [4]).


In this respect, a brief review of theoretical and experi-
mental analyses, regarding both the operating features of
the SFD and the dynamic behavior of rotor-support sys-
tems incorporating SFDs, makes it possible to take stock of
state-of-the-art research, after approximately four decades
of investigations in this area. Further, the same review rep-
resents a short excursus through a significant chapter of
rotordynamics where concepts and methods from nonlinear
dynamics have played a major role.


For the sake of convenience, the general aspects and the
investigations of the characteristics of the SFD, as a sepa-
rate component, are dealt with in the present part of the
review. An approach shared by a number of theoretical and
experimental investigations, referred to below, consisted of
the analysis of the pressure distribution in the oil-film, the
film forces, the influence of the boundary conditions con-
nected to the supply and sealing, etc., carried out after
assigning a relative motion to the members of the damper.
Different types of controlled-orbit test rigs were adopted,
as a recurrent laboratory procedure, in order to put this sort
of approach into practice. The survey presented in [4],
instead, collected a number of studies where the SFD was
investigated within the ambit of rotordynamic evaluation.
These theoretical and experimental analyses were generally
aimed to characterize the contribution of the damper to
system behavior. Thus, the motion of well-balanced or
unbalanced rotors, fitted with SFD-supports, and the forces
transmitted through the SFDs, represented the system
response generally analyzed with a view to evaluating
damper performance.


2. General Aspects


In addition to Figure 1, a basic scheme for analyzing the
damper is given in Figure 5, where the radial clearance C,
i.e. the difference between the radius of the bearing and
that of the journal, was intentionally exaggerated (the ratio
R/C normally ranges in the interval 200 1000� ). The result-
ing pressure force F on the journal can be seen as the vec-
torial sum of a radial component Fr and a tangential force
Fs. The modulus F of F is a nonlinear function of the posi-
tion and velocity of the journal.


A opposite force to F is transmitted to the frame of the
machine. If the rotor is affected by static unbalance and Mu
is the unbalance referred to the support, F is generally dif-
ferent from Muω 2 , the force transmitted in case of rigid
support and shaft, i.e. when the outer race of the roller bear-
ing is integral to the frame, in the absence of SF. The ratio


T F Mu� / ω 2 (1)
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Figure 5. Scheme of the SFD and dynamic action originat-
ing during operation. Symbols: L axial length, D diameter, R
radius, OJ journal center, OB bearing center, e eccentricity,
φ circumferential coordinate, ϑ attitude angle, F lubricant
action onto the journal, Fr, Fs radial and tangential compo-
nents of F, h local thickness of the annulus







is indicated as the transmissibility ratio. For the SFD to
work efficiently T must always be less than 1 and the ampli-


tude of the rotor motions must not be too large.


When the rotor is at rest, no dynamic pressure originates
in the oil film and the SFD has no static stiffness. As a con-
sequence, in normal applications with horizontal rotors, the
journal is at the bottom within the damper and only the
increase in the rotor speed, subsequent to start-up, makes
the same journal lift off, with parallel onset of the whirling
motion of the rotor.


A suitable degree of stiffness may be introduced by means
of a set of retaining springs, mounted parallel to the squeeze
film (Figure 6(a)). In this case, the overall action transmit-
ted to the frame of the machine is due to the squeeze film
force F and the reaction of the elastic suspension. The
addition of an elastic suspension to the SFD in the rotor
supports allows some useful tuning of the rotor resonant
frequencies, in order to assign a convenient range for the
operating speeds [11, 24]. Furthermore, when the rotor is
arranged horizontally and is at rest, a suitable preloading of
the suspension makes it possible to center the journal with
respect to the clearance. This way, precession motions, with
trajectories of the journal that are circular and centered
with respect to the bearing, can be reasonably assumed for
normal operating conditions (i.e. design operating condi-
tions) of the rotor, in the presence of acceptable levels of
unbalance. The importance of realizing such normal condi-
tions for the operation of the rotor and the role played by
the centering suspension with regard to possible dynamic
responses, including jump phenomena and non-synchronous
motions, will be given particular attention in [4].


The most common arrangements for retaining springs
are realized with the adoption of a squirrel cage bearing
support (or a set of cantilever rods connected at one end to
the outer race of the roller bearing) that requires a rela-
tively large axial space in comparison to the damper length
(Figure 7 [25]). This solution has been frequently adopted,
for instance, in gas turbines for aeronautical engines. Some-
times, as in many applications for industrial lightweight
compressors, a pair of elastomer O-rings in radial disposi-
tion (Section 4.3 and Figure 8(d)) can give the damping
device some degree of stiffness, together with a sealing
action, a contribution to damping and a partial compensa-
tion of eccentricity, at a modest expense of space, both in
radial and axial directions (examples, with combination of
SF and bearings of tilt pad type are given in [26, 27]). In
this regard, it is also worth pointing out that, on the one
hand, O-rings are widely adopted within damper bearings
as seals and below, in Section 4.3, an illustration of typical
schemes of mounting is given. On the other hand, in some


applications [28] the damping action of O-rings has justi-
fied their adoption within bearing assemblies as the only
damping element, as an alternative to oil squeeze film (the
dynamic characteristics of O-ring elastomeric dampers have
been investigated by Smalley et al. [29]. Other arrangements
for elastomeric dampers have been proposed in [30–32]).


However, the absence of centralizing suspension (Fig-
ure 6(b)) makes the actual realization of the support more
straightforward than in the previous solution, even though
not all the features of the parallel mounting of springs can
be implemented and a more pronounced nonlinear behavior
of the device can result. Some researchers go so far as to
suggest the need for accurate design in order to maintain an
adequate level of efficiency during operation [15]. As a
matter of fact, the application of SFD in this simple config-
uration is normally restricted to the turbines for small aero
engines or lightweight rotors for industrial compressors or
automotive turbochargers, where space-saving is a lead cri-
terion for manufacture, and the limited weight of the rotor
makes it possible that the damper operates at its greatest
efficiency.


Interestingly, further stiffness, with respect to the schemes
of Figures 6(a)-(b), is introduced in the theoretical models,
as illustrated in Figures 6(c)-(d), when the flexibility of the
housing (flexible housing effect) is to be taken into account.
An example of experimental arrangement where the flexi-
bility of the housing was realized by means of flexible bars
was given in [33] (see also Section 3.5 of Part II [4]).


White illustrated the outstanding aspects related to the
dynamic behavior of a rotor supported with SFDs in his
PhD thesis [34]. Even for the simple case of a rotor operat-
ing with a vertical axis and performing circular, centered
whirl motions, White’s theoretical analysis nevertheless
pointed out that the dynamic behavior depends on the value
of the dimensionless unbalance and that multi-stable oper-
ating conditions, with jump-up or jump-down, may arise as
a result of the nonlinearity of the oil film forces. White
furthermore gave experimental proof of the fact that the
dynamic behavior of the rotor was qualitatively in agree-
ment with the theoretical predictions, even though the effec-
tive response of the squeeze film could turn out to be quite
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Figure 6. (a) Arrangement with centering springs parallel to
the SF, (b) arrangement without elastic suspension, (c)-(d)
schemes with additional stiffness in series to the SF. Sym-
bols: K, K1, K2 retaining springs, P rotor journal, SF squeeze
film


Figure 7. Illustration of a laboratory arrangement of SFD
with centering spring of squirrel cage type (reproduced by
permission of the ASME [25])







different from the theoretical one, depending on some fac-
tors among which he highlighted the possible presence of
rupture in the film and the actual size of the cavitated zone.


The above aspects and other ones like fluid inertia effects,
the geometry of grooves for the oil supply and drain, the
presence of seals, etc., have addressed a considerable part
of the research work into characterization of the SFD
response, from both a theoretical and an experimental point
of view.


3. The Hydrodynamic Forces in an SFD


The precession motions of the journal of the SFD give rise
to a pressure distribution within the film that can be deter-
mined with the theory of hydrodynamic lubrication, through
which the viscous and inertial nature of the hydrodynamic
action, associated to the squeeze action, are taken into
account. The resultant of the forces acting on the journal is
obtained by means of integration of the pressure distribution
in the film. In this regard some aspects must be noted:


– The pressure distribution can be expressed analytically
on condition that suitable hypotheses are given. Other-
wise, it is to be determined with recourse to numerical
integration of partial differential pressure equations.


– The integration of the pressure distribution depends on
how the cavitated zones are treated, where the pressure
in the film turns out to be non-positive. During opera-
tion, cavitation can be manifested in different ways (see
Section 6 and Part II) that govern the aspect of the
cavitated zone and the pressure therein, mainly depending
on the journal motion, the level and geometry adopted for
oil supply, and the presence of seals. It should be observed
that the value of the pressure of cavitation pc cannot be
given univocally. Most researchers set pc equal to ambi-
ent pressure. Laboratory tests have shown pc values to be
equal to the ambient pressure, to the vapor pressure, or
to negative absolute pressures (see Section 6 and Part II).
A straightforward and broadly adopted approach, in order
to carry out the integration of pressure distribution, con-
sists in curtailing the pressure contribution within the
cavitated zone, where a null relative pressure is assumed,
regardless of proper conditions for the pressure gradients
along the boundary of the cavitated region.


– Once the contribution of the cavitated region to the pres-
sure force is excluded, the scalar components of the film
force on the journal Fr and Fs, respectively taken along
the radial and tangential directions (refer to the notation
in Figure 5 and assume the axial co-ordinate ζ = z/L), are
expressed as
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where the angular limits φ 1
and φ 2


, depending on the
effective extension of the cavitated zone, can vary along
the circumferential and axial directions.


– With regard to the expression of the radial and tangential
components of the pressure force, Fr and Fs, those types of


journal motions that represent normal operating conditions
of a rotor merit particular interest. In particular, preces-
sion motions with the journal center covering trajectories
that are approximately circular and centered with respect
to the bearing (the acronym CCO is used for circular
centered orbits) can be assumed for the SFD with cen-
tering elements. When the elastic suspension system is
absent or does not achieve a complete initial centering
of the rotor at rest, normal operation represented by
orbits about an off-center position is taken into account.
Expressions of the film force components by means of
force coefficients prove particularly suitable for rotor-
dynamic analyses that refer to such conditions of motion.


With the adoption of polar co-ordinates e and ϑ for express-
ing the position of the journal center OJ (Figure 5), Fr and
Fs are given in the most general case [35] by
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In the above expressions, the nonlinear terms with �e e2


appear in addition to those representing the radial, tangen-
tial and Coriolis acceleration of the journal center. The
coefficients Cij and Mij represent force factors that are dis-
tinctive of the damping and inertia contributions, respec-
tively.


In dimensionless form, expression (3) can be written as
[36]:
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with ε� e C: dimensionless eccentricity, Re*: modified
Reynolds number of the SFD (see below in this section),
' , " : derivatives with respect to dimensionless time τ ω� t
(t dimensional time, ω reference value for the angular fre-
quency of the journal precession), and the dimensionless
coefficients C


ij
and M


ij
can be expressed as a function of


the respective dimensional coefficients Cij and Mij as will
be shown below.


Re* is the modified Reynolds number (or squeeze film
Reynolds number, sometimes gap Reynolds number) defined
as


Re* /�C v2ω (5)


where ω and v represent the angular frequency of the jour-
nal precession and the kinematic viscosity of lubricant,
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respectively. The forces that are due to the fluid inertia can
be neglected for Re* < 1 [37, 38].


The components of the force can also be expressed in a
fixed Cartesian reference frame. It is worth noting that the
coefficients in expression (4) stem from integration, in
accordance with (2), and can be given an analytical aspect,
under suitable hypotheses, as will be reported below.


With regard to the use of force coefficients, when a
steady-state equilibrium position of the journal (static or
dynamic equilibrium conditions, respectively represented,
for instance, by a generic, static, off-center position or by a
steady-state circular centered orbit) can be assumed as a
reference, a linearization of the film force can be given in
the neighborhood of the said reference position. Thus
linearized stiffness, damping and inertia coefficients can be
obtained through a perturbation of the steady-state condi-
tion, corresponding to partial derivatives of the components
of the film force. With reference to the motion of a rotor,
these coefficients are adopted in analyses of the linear sta-
bility of the equilibrium motion (see [34, 39], as examples,
and Part II) or when the same motion is to be sought by
means of perturbation methods ([40] and Part II).


Early investigations to evaluate the hydrodynamic action
in SFDs were based on the ordinary hypotheses of the lubri-
cation theory for isoviscous, incompressible fluid and lami-
nar flow. The role of the fluid film inertia was subsequently
recognized and theoretical and experimental analyses were
addressed to this subject. Since the SFD can operate in
conditions characterized by negligible inertia effects in the
fluid film, the results related to the analysis of SFD charac-
teristics in the absence of fluid inertia will be reported first,
followed by those regarding the studies where the role of
inertia was taken into account.


4. Hydrodynamic Forces in the Absence of Inertia


This section provides the differential equations that gov-
ern the pressure distribution in the fluid film. The law of
the pressure and expressions of Fr and Fs components are
reported with relation to the cases in which the above dif-
ferential equations can be analytically integrated. These
equations hold under the hypotheses of laminar, isoviscous
lubricant flow and no inertia effects. It must be observed
that the laminar flow hypothesis was shared by almost all
the consulted papers. According to Tichy [38], the transi-
tion to turbulent conditions would arise with the following
values ReTR of the Reynolds number Re (Re /� ρω µRC
� 
Re* /R C, with µ and ρ denoting the dynamic viscosity
and the density of the fluid, respectively):


ReTR = 5600 (low values of Re*) ;


Re Re*TR �1400 = 1400 (high values of Re*).


4.1. The Reynolds Equation


With reference to Figure 5, the bidimensional Reynolds
equation can be written:


φ φ ζ ζ
ϑ εh


p R


L
h


p3


2


3 12
�


�
��


�


�
�
�


�
�


�


�



�


�
�


�


�
� ' si� 	n ' cosφ ε φ� (6)


Where � 	p p R C� / /µω 2 2 is the dimensionless pressure


and h h C� / the dimensionless thickness of fluid film.
ϑ' denotes the angular frequency of precessional motion of
the journal. ϑ' and ε' represent derivatives with respect to
the dimensionless time (i.e. τ ω� t, with t and ω denoting the
dimensional time and a reference angular speed or frequency,
respectively). The solution of equation (6) can be sought
using numerical procedures, once a suitable set of bound-
ary conditions has been assigned, mostly depending on the
way the oil is supplied to the film, the degree and type of
sealing, and the possible presence of cavitation in the film.
As is well known, analytical solutions are generally difficult
or impossible to obtain, especially when realistic boundary
conditions for the film are taken into account.


On the other hand, approximated expressions of the
Reynolds equation allow straightforward closed-form solu-
tions. For the short bearing approximation (L D/ � �0


φp p z/ /�� ), and the long bearing approximation
(L D p z p/ / /��� �� φ), respectively, equation (6)
can be rewritten:


� 	d


d
h


d p


d


L


Rζ ζ
ϑ ε φ ε φ3


2


2
12


�


�
�


�


�
� �' sin ' cos (7)


� 	d


d
h


d p


dφ φ
ϑ ε φ ε φ3 12


�


�
��


�


�
� �' sin ' cos . (8)


Besides the above approximations, which are briefly out-
lined in the following section, it is also worth mentioning
the Warner approximation (WA) for the analytical approxi-
mate characterization of finite length bearings. Thus the
effective pressure distribution is obtained multiplying a LBA
pressure profile by a suitable end-leakage function [39, 42]
(for the case of small journal eccentricity see also [43]).


4.2. Analytical Expressions for Pressure Distribution


a) Short bearing approximation


The short bearing approximation (SBA) (aka Ocvirk solu-
tion), corresponding to the limit condition L D/ � 0, has
been widely adopted in the investigations for dampers with
no seals (open-ends) and L/R < 0.5. Double integration of
(7) makes it possible to write:


� 	p
L


h R
� � �


�


�
�


�


�
6


1


4


2


3 2


2ϑ ε φ ε φ ζ' sin ' cos


� 	 � 	� � � �p p p p1 2 1 2


1


2
ζ (9)


where p1
and p2


are the values assigned to the dimension-
less absolute pressure on both sides of the film (ζ��05. )
in order to represent, for instance, different values of the
supply pressure and discharge pressure, respectively. The
given supply pressure can be related to the presence of a
circumferential groove, with the assumption that the
fluid film is fed along the whole circumference. In this
circumstance, expression (9) can be assumed to be valid
only when the oil inlet flow is adequate. In the presence
of circular centered orbits (CCOs), with ε' ,� 0 ϑ'�1 and
zero relative pressure on both sides of the bearing (i.e.
p p1 2 0rel rel� � ), the following expression of the relative
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pressure distribution can be given in the middle plane of
the damped bearing, at ζ� 0:


� 	
p


L


R
0
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3


2 1
rel ��


�


�
�


�


�



�


ε φ


ε φ


sin


cos
. (10)


A comparison between the numerical solution obtained for
a damper of finite length and the analytical solution corre-
sponding to the SBA was carried out in [34].


Expression (9) shows the dependence of the pressure
distribution on the components of the journal velocity.
El-Shafei and Eranki [44] reported the pressure profiles for
different ratios of the radial velocity �e to the tangential one


e �ϑ (and zero relative pressure on both sides of the bearing).
In all cases the region of relative positive pressure had cir-
cumferential extension of about π radians, even though its
position changed from case to case. This result is an exam-
ple that supports the broad use of π-film cavitation theory
in combination with the SBA. However, the type of motion
and trajectory has great influence in determining the actual
position of the cavitated region and, consequently, the angu-
lar limits for integrating pressure distribution. This obser-
vation is to be kept in mind when the resultant film-force
and the relative coefficients are expressed, as will be shown
below, in closed form from (9)–(10). The validity of the
obtained coefficients depends on the correct use of proper
limits of integration that are consistent with the journal
motion.


b) Long bearing approximation


When the Reynolds equation is simplified with the long
bearing approximation (LBA) (aka Sommerfeld solution),
corresponding to the limit condition L D/ ��, the pressure
distribution is obtained by means of integration of equation
(8) with the boundary conditions represented by assuming
p p� 0


at the section of maximum clearance (i.e. at φ � 0
and φ π� 2 ):
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If p0
is high enough, the pressure remains higher than the


cavitating pressure anywhere, with no rupture of the film,
and the net film-force on the journal merely depends on the
pressure difference ∆p p p� � 0 . By contrast, the pressure
distribution (11) cannot actually be maintained at locations
where the pressure proves lower that the pressure of cavita-
tion pc . An example of a suitable expression of p0


that
suits real cases is given in [45]. In the case of CCOs, with
� , ' ,ϑ ω ϑ� �1 the dimensionless pressure difference ∆p


� �p p0
is


� 	� 	
∆p��


�


� �


24 6 2


2 1


2


2 2


ε φ ε φ


ε ε φ


sin sin


cos
. (12)


Instances of the pressure profiles obtained with different


values of the dimensionless eccentricity and of the � ratio
between the radial and the tangential components of the


journal velocity, i.e. γ φ� � �e e , were reported in [44]. Unlike


the SBA cases, the data show an appreciable dependence of
the circumferential extension of the cavitated region on the
ratio in question. In particular, uncavitated conditions (i.e.


2�-film) can be approached with high ratios. By contrast,
large negative ratios make the cavitated region much higher


than �. On the other hand, the extent of the cavitated region
and its position are independent of the journal eccentricity.
These results further substantiate the observations made at
the end of the previous section about the dependence of the
film-force coefficients and their validity.


In [46, 47] the integration of (8) was carried out, assuming
for the pressure a function with harmonic components in φ
and 2φ and adopting the two continuity boundary conditions
p p( ) ( )φ φ π� � �0 2 . The obtained distribution, indicated
as hydrodynamic pressure, coincides with the expression of
∆p p p� � 0


obtained from (11) for null radial velocity. By
contrast, the difference between the hydrodynamic pressure
and ∆p is a function of the dimensionless eccentricity and


of the � ratio between the radial and tangential components
of the journal velocity:


� �


� �


γ (ε )


ε ε


4


2 12 2( )( )
.


Examples of the total pressure distributions resulting from
superposition of the hydrodynamic, inlet and cavitation pres-
sure are given in [46]. In [47] the theoretical pressure dis-
tributions for eccentric circular orbits were reported.


A comparison between (10) and (12) can be drawn after
assuming p0


equal to zero relative pressure and shows that,
for the L/R values usually adopted in SFD implementations
(L/D < 0.5), the values attained by the circumferential pres-
sure under the LBA (i.e. with L R��) prove much higher
than those obtained with the SBA.


The LBA is reasonably valid in the presence of seals for
the film [46–48], with very small oil leakage, so as to make
the pressure gradient in the axial direction negligible with
respect to the circumferential gradient. Lund et al. [49] and
Holmes and Dogan [33] pointed out that its validity also
depends on oil supply. For instance, a circumferential groove
in the middle plane of the bearing represents an uncon-
strained boundary condition for the oil film and is thus
incompatible with the above hypothesis. However, a series
of small feeding holes arranged around the circumference
is more congruent with the long bearing model. On the
other hand, the latter solution might entail the problem of a
reverse flow through the inlet holes if the pressure in their
neighborhood reaches high values, thus causing the oil sup-
ply to be insufficient and determining a dynamic response
that differs from the predicted one. If the film is fed with a
single hole, and the inlet is sufficiently unrestricted so that
the pressure of the SF, at the inlet, can be assumed to
remain at the supply pressure, the expression that predicts
the pressure measured at a fixed circumferential location,
by a pressure transducer for CCOs, was given in [48].


4.3. Boundary Conditions for the Seals


The use of seals in SFD mountings aims to increase the
damping features by restricting or preventing the side leak-
age of the lubricant, though introducing some increase in
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the fluid temperature and a consequent lowering of viscos-
ity. The main seal schemes are shown in Figure 8 and were
reported in [45, 50]. In particular, schemes 8(b) and 8(c)
were indicated in [49] as local seal and global seal, respec-
tively. With respect to the solution of the bidimensional
Reynolds equation, the presence of seals imposes a set of
boundary conditions, expressed by means of relationships
that are consistent with the adopted seal arrangement, which
can be generally dealt with within a numerical scheme.


The seal arrangement depicted in Figure 8(a) was indicated
as a small clearance seal [50] and the following empirical
law for the pressure distribution was suggested in [33, 45]:


p p p
SH L


( , ) ( , ) ( ) .ζ φ ζ φ λ φ� � (13)


In the above relation p
SH


( , )ζ φ and p
L


( )φ are, respectively,
the pressure distributions obtained under the SBA and LBA,
and λ is a factor whose value is in the range (0, 1), depend-
ing on the characteristics of the seal.


After comparing the experimental results with the pre-
dicted data, Dede et al. [45] suggested the law illustrated in
Figure 9 for λ.As can be observed, the value of λ depends
not only on seal geometry but also on fluid viscosity.


An example of the boundary conditions for the above
seal arrangement was also given in [51]. Some of the results
illustrated therein, with regard to the seal effects on the
pressure distribution, are show in Figure 10(a), (b). The k
parameter is a leakage coefficient whose value decreases as
seal efficiency increases. Figure 10(b) shows the effect of
varying k in the presence of fluid inertia.


An example of analytical condition for the arrangement
in Figure 8(b) (piston ring seal) was given in [50]. The
condition establishes a local relationship at the boundary,
between the axial pressure gradient and the pressure drop
through the seal, caused by fluid passing from the damper
to the external environment. A characteristic leakage coef-
ficient appears in the condition, with a value that is in the
range from 0 to 1. Tecza et al. [52] pointed out the uncer-
tainty affecting the actual value of the pressure drop in the
seal and, consequently, the value of the leakage coefficient
on which the pressure law in the film depends. The magni-
tude of the pressure drop can be approximately determined
using static tests. In [49] boundary conditions were expressed
for seals whether or not provided with side groove, with
use of a global outflow coefficient or a local coefficient,
respectively. In [45] the empirical law (15) for the seal
geometry of Figure 8(a) was discussed through a suitable
comparison of the pressure distributions with those obtained
with adoption of the boundary condition reported in [50]
for the scheme of Figure 8(b).


In the case of Figure 8(c) the seal is represented by means
of an O-ring placed laterally to the film (side O-ring seal),
in a groove whose dimensions (a and h2 in the figure) are
somewhat greater than the thickness h1 of the film. The
boundary condition can be written by making a global bal-
ance of the axial flow through the film edge and the seal. In
particular, since h2 >> h1, both the circumferential flow and
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Figure 8. Different types of seal arrangements


Figure 9. λ coefficient versus seal geometry parameter d/c,
with two different values of lubricant viscosity (reproduced
by permission of the ASME [45])


Figure 10. SFD pressure, with circular, centered orbits of
the journal center and varying the seal performance (k coef-
ficient): (a): with no fluid inertia effects; (b) with fluid inertia
effects (reproduced by permission of the ASME [51])







the related pressure gradient in the seal can be neglected. In
[50] an expression of the boundary condition was given,
with use of a global outflow coefficient condition whose
value depends on the possible presence of drain holes and
the element specifically adopted for the seal.


In the seal arrangement in Figure 8(d) (radial O-ring
seal), the O-ring is deformed with the rotating pressure dis-
tribution so as to give rise to an axial flow, even in the
absence of leakage from the seal. The analytical condition
that expresses the balance of flow, locally given along the
circumferential arc of the fluid film edge and function of a
suitable outflow coefficient, can be found in [50].


Recourse to elastomeric seals, in particular, takes into
account the possible influence of their inherent stiffness and
damping capacity (hints in Section 2) on the whole dynamic
behavior of the SFD. Nevertheless, only a limited number
of papers, within the consulted literature, comment explic-
itly on the dynamic characteristics of the O-rings included
in the damper assemblies analyzed [53–55]. Apart from
particular operating conditions or mountings or applica-
tions, such as those mentioned in Section 2 (adoption of the
O-ring within bearing assemblies principally as a damping
and elastic element), the above aspects normally prove to
be of minor importance with respect to those capable of
exerting a significant influence on the hydrodynamics of
the SFD operation. In this sense, a notable aspect con-
nected to the presence of seals consists in the end leakage
vs pressure drop relationship that allows accurate predic-
tion of the SFD response [3]. This substantiates the impor-
tance of the boundary seal conditions examined earlier in
this section (for instance, see also [56]). It is worth point-
ing out that whatever the type of seal adopted, in practice
the actual damper performance can only be compared with
the predicted one after making a preliminary experimental
evaluation of the coefficients in the expressions given for
the pressure drop [57]. Obviously, the above considerations
cannot be generalized to other rotordynamic cases character-
ized by conditions (in the presence of different bearings or
seals), with dynamic coefficients of the seals that are of the
same order of magnitude as the bearing coefficients [26].


4.4. Boundary Conditions for Oil Inlet and Oil Outflow


When the oil is supplied to the damper by means of a
groove over the whole circumferential edge of the film, the
boundary condition is merely represented by (for instance
[49]):


p p
i a� (14)


where p
i


is the pressure value at the inlet edge of the fluid
film and pa is the supply pressure.


This hypothesis is generally not appropriate. On the one
hand the pressure value in the groove may turn out to be
very different from the supply value and, on the other, the
geometry of the groove itself influences the behavior of the
damper [13, 58, 59, 60 (p. 187), 61] in addition to other
factors, such as lubricant inertia, turbulence effects and the
possible presence of valves (check or needle valves) at the
inlet and/or outlet [60 (pp. 206–210, pp. 229–230)].


For instance, Walton et al. [62] observed a noticeable
reverse flow of lubricant, both axial and circumferential,
with the rupture of the film. Dynamic pressures whose


amplitudes in the supply groove were about 1/3 of those
detected in the fluid film were observed by San Andrés [60
(p. 192)] and San Andrés and Vance [61] who expressed
the pressure drop at the fluid film discontinuity through a
suitable coefficient inferred by experimental results (see
Section 6.2 for some experimental work related to the pres-
ent section). Arauz and San Andrés [58] and San Andrés
[63] investigated the influence of a feeding groove. In [63]
it was inferred that, for small amplitude centered orbits of
the journal center and low driving frequencies, the SFD
with two lands and the central groove in the middle oper-
ated like an SFD with a single land, whose axial length was
the sum of the two land lengths and the groove width. In
[58], under the same hypothesis of small centered orbits,
the pressure distribution was theoretically predicted with
different dimensions assigned to the feeding groove, also
taking into account the circumferential flow of lubricant
into the same groove. Figure 11 (from [58]) illustrates the
diagram of the dimensionless axial pressure in a single land
of the damper, for different ratios of the groove depth cg to
the radial clearance c.


Even if the cg/c ratio was given the value of 25, the pres-
sure attained values higher than those predicted by the sim-
ple theory. Figures 12(a)-(b) show the influence of the cg/c
ratio on the amplitude of the radial and tangential force
components, for an assigned Lg/L ratio (Lg: length of the
groove). In this respect, it can be inferred that the presence
of a central groove can give the damper more efficiency in
relation to the predictions of the simple theory, obtained
under the boundary condition (14).


On the other hand, the damping performance of the fluid
film can be increased by supplying the lubricant to the film
either by means of a suitable number (two or four) of inlet
holes, instead of the groove in the middle plane of the
damper, or by means of a pair of suitably sealed grooves
placed at either end of the film [64].
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Figure 11. Axial pressure in the damper, varying the cg/c
ratio (cg: depth of the groove), with fixed Lg/L ratio (Lg:
axial length of the groove) (reproduced by permission of the
ASME [58])







The solution that makes use of inlet holes can also be
affected by temporary inversion of lubricant flow in the
feed holes [49, 62]. In [49] the condition adopted for express-
ing the pressure at a generic inlet hole was given: pf = psf


– α
f f


q , where psf and qf are the supply pressure (usually
the pressure in the annular chamber connected to the inlet
holes) and the flow at the given hole; α


f
is a coefficient


expressing the pressure drop through the hole.
In [50] the boundary condition for a single inlet hole


with backflow was given by equating the flow into the film
through the hole to the backflow away from the hole through
the damper annulus.


The flow through the hole (which may also consist of a
backflow through the inlet hole, especially when the lubricant
pressure attains high values in proximity of the hole) depends
on its hydrodynamic resistance, which is theoretically given
in [52]: α µ π


R
l d�128 4/ (l is the orifice length).


In [64] the pressure distribution in the presence of inlet
holes was obtained with recourse to trigonometric series.


The lubricant outflow from the damper can be regulated
by adopting an arrangement with drain-grooves and/or
drain-holes, with incidental use of flow regulators (restrictor
tubes): thus an adequate circulation of lubricant can be
assured together with the assigned levels of pressure that
have to be maintained in the film. The arrangement of the
inlet and outlet holes can notably affect lubricant flow and
the incidental presence of rupture zones [62]. The addition
of grooves can sometimes avoid the undesired effects that
arise when the circulation is achieved by means of holes
alone [54]. Similar results can be achieved by adopting for
the lubricant outflow (and sometimes also for the inlet) a
seal that is suitably equipped with a series of small holes
(serrated piston ring) [65–67]. Figure 13 illustrates two
arrangements [52] where the oil supply and outflow was
established both through holes and grooves, arranged later-
ally, for different types of seals.


4.5. The Resultant Pressure Force and the Force
Coefficients


When the orbits covered by the journal within the damper
bearing are exactly or nearly circular and centered and
ε εϑ' '�� , the limits φ 1


and φ 2
can be assumed to depend


only on the mean value of the orbit radius. Thus, under
the hypothesis that the area of the cavitated zone of the
film rotates with the pressure distribution, the coefficients
C


ij
can be assumed to be constant during the precession


motion of the journal. The above hypothesis was con-
firmed by experimental tests (for instance [68]) showing
the rotation of the cavitated zone with the pressure wave,
even though some investigators [34, 66] noticed the per-
sistence of gas cavities during the high-pressure portion
of the cycle.
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(a)


(b)


Figure 12. Squeeze film force components varying the cg/c
ratio (cg: depth of the groove), with different Lg/L ratios (Lg:
axial length of the groove) and assigned e/c ratio: (a) radial
component; (b) tangential component (Reproduced by per-
mission of the ASME [58])


(a)


(b)


Figure 13. Examples of oil supply/outflow arrangements:
(a): inlet and outlet holes with local seal achieved by means
of piston rings; (b): side supply and outflow grooves with
global seal achieved by quad rings in an axial arrangement
(reproduced by permission of the ASME [52])







Furthermore, φ 1
and φ 2


obviously depend on the pres-
sure values p1 and p2 at the film edges and the cavitation
pressure pc. An expression that can be adopted in order to
determine the cavitated zone was given by Simandiri and
Hahn [69]. Assuming [34] null value for the relative pres-
sures, i.e. p1 = p2 = pc = pa = 0 (the subscripts indicating
relative pressures were omitted), ε'� 0, and a π-film, φ 1


and φ 2
turn out to be π and 2π, respectively, once the ori-


gin of the φ coordinate has been fixed in the section corre-
sponding to the maximum thickness of the film.


The determination of Fr and Fs , or C
ij


factors, must gen-
erally be carried out through numerical procedures. Analyt-
ical expressions can be given once the SBA or LBA have
been assumed for the damper. Under these hypotheses, the
C


ij
factors in equation (4) can be expressed as a function of


the following type of integrals [35, 44, 70]:


I dn


lm


m


n
�� sin cos


cos
.


1


1


2 φ φ


(1−ε φ)
φ


φ


φ


(15)


For example, the dimensionless damping coefficients, deter-
mined for π-film [34, 35, 39] are show in Table 1.


If the film is uncavitated, the cross coefficients are null
and the values of the direct coefficients are twice the corre-
sponding ones relating to π-film.


If the orbit of the journal center is perfectly circular (ε'� 0),
the components of the fluid film force can be expressed as


F Cr rs�� εϑ' F Cs ss�� εϑ'. (16)


From the first expression of (16) it can be inferred that, in
the absence of cavitation, since Crs � 0 (whatever the L/D
ratio) the SF cannot react to radial action (it is worth noting
the hypothesis of absence of inertia effects). In this case,
the film damper can be adopted only in the presence of
elastic elements arranged in parallel with the film (Figure
6(a),(d)).


In order to give dimensional expressions to the damping
factor of Table 1, the following relationships have to be
taken for the SBA and LBA, respectively:


C RL C C
ij ij
� ( / ) ,µ 3 3 C R L C C


ij ij
� ( / ) .µ 3 3


An example of the force coefficients relative to the finite
length SFDs, expressed through analytical approximation
(WA), for CCOs of the journal center, was reported in [39].


The force coefficients obtained for approximately CCOs
of the journal (with respect to the bearing) can be directly
adopted for rotordynamic analyses when such motion is
assumed at the SFD support station. However, as was stated
above, when more general conditions are to be assumed for
the motion, the coefficients C


ij
vary along the orbit, depend-


ing on both ε and ε', and numerical (time consuming) inte-
gration methods are required. Instances of the use of the
coefficients given in Table 1 are given in Part II (see for
example references [16, 36, 38] reported therein).


In [44] coefficients valid for synchronous centered elliptic
orbits were proposed under the assumption that trajectories
with this shape can sometimes approximate more closely to
actual operating conditions. The coefficients were obtained
with a least square method from the actual force through to
a complete orbit, and were time independent.


The linearized stiffness and damping coefficients (hints in
Section 3) obtained through perturbation of the steady-state
condition of the journal center (small orbits about a static
position or perturbation of steady state trajectories like
CCOs) satisfy the following expression, written in the
absence of effects of fluid inertia:


δF a r a s b r b sr rr rs rr rs�� � � �' '


δF a r a s b r b ss sr ss sr ss�� � � �' ' .


The perturbation of the steady-state condition is represented
by the radial and tangential displacements r and s with
their time derivatives. The stiffness and damping coeffi-
cients, are represented by the terms aij and bij, respectively,
and examples of their expressions and use were given in
[34, 39, 40, 71] and in references [13, 21, 57] of Part II [4].


5. Hydrodynamic Forces in the Presence of Fluid
Inertia Effects


Unlike with journal bearings, fluid film inertia can con-
siderably affect the pressure distribution in the lubricated
clearance of an SFD and, consequently, its dynamic char-
acteristics. The higher the value of Re*, the more pressure
distributions differ from the anti-symmetrical distribution
corresponding to Re* = 0, with a consequent influence on
the Fr and Fs components (see, for instance, Figure 4 in
[61]). A qualitative explanation in a physical sense was
given by Tichy [38]. The main effect resulting from lubri-
cant inertia is represented by a radial outward force, which
is comparable to the effect of a virtual mass added to the
journal and is more marked when the journal covers small
amplitude orbits and the SFDs is long (i.e. it can be modelled
with the LBA [35]). The consequent attenuation of the SFD’s
radial force component that is due to the presence of cavi-
tation, gives rise to better operating conditions, with the
restriction or disappearance of the operating ranges with
bistable conditions, and a reduction in transmissibility (see
[17, 72] and Part II). As far as the resonance curves are
concerned, the beneficial effect of the fluid inertia is seen
in an attenuation of the amplitude of the orbits by making
the values of the critical speeds vary, particularly at the
main critical speed. Furthermore, it must be pointed out
that the damping coefficients also prove to be influenced
by lubricant inertia: the higher Re* is, the greater is the
effect. The inertia effects were considered in a number of
theoretical [36–38, 41, 45, 49, 51, 57, 58, 61, 63, 72–82]
and experimental investigations [13, 52, 59, 61, 65, 83–89].
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Table 1. Dimensionless damping coefficients (π-film)
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The fluid motion is represented by means of the Navier–


Stokes (N–S) equations (under the usual hypotheses for
lubrication theory) with the inertia terms, and the continu-


ity equation. Under the assumption of a Cartesian reference
frame placed in the clearance (the curvature of which is
neglected since C << R), the equations can be written [82]:
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By putting the terms of (17) in a suitable dimensionless
form, the dependence of the inertia terms on the Re* num-
ber in particular can be clearly seen; a comparison between
the respective magnitudes shows that the inertia terms can
be neglected when Re* < 1 [37, 38]. With reference to Fr


and Fs forces given in (2), the inertia terms can be expressed
by means of the factors Mik which, as they depend on Re*,
are in agreement with (3).


Equations (17) represent a system of nonlinear equations
that can generally be solved by means of approximated
methods. “Exact” solutions of (17) can be obtained when
the orbits of the journal center are small with respect to the


radial clearance (see [60], p. 31). In this case, the convective


inertia terms (u u x
 / , ...) can be neglected [74, 79–81] so
as to make the simplified equations linear. San Andrés [60]
and San Andrés and Vance [41] highlight the limits under
which the above approximation can be held, showing, in
particular, that the added mass effect decreases as the orbit
radius increases when the full inertial terms are retained,
for large amplitude orbits. A more accurate analysis [76],
that treats the nonlinearity that is due to the convective
unsteadiness by means of suitable linearization [90], fur-
ther underlines the dependence of the damping coefficients
on Re*. This characteristic is unpredicted when the con-
vective terms are disregarded or included in the analysis
with a poor approximation.


In the consulted literature, two approximate approaches
were adopted in order to tackle the solution of system (17)


and are known as the momentum approximation [35, 91] (aka
method of averaged inertia [37, 82, 92, 93], Von Karman


integral-type analysis or boundary layer integral method


[51, 57]) and the energy approximation [35, 36, 91].


According to the first approach, the continuity and the
N-S equations (17) are first integrated along the film thick-
ness, so as to obtain the following equations [82]:
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Recourse to this approximation is acceptable when the
regions of the film affected by inversion of the fluid flow
along the film thickness are limited [57]. In the case of
CCOs, expressions similar to (19) are obtained by adopting
a reference frame that rotates according to the precession
of the journal in place of the fixed axes. Within this frame
of reference, the lubricant flow is stationary with respect to
the reference itself and the terms of (18) with derivatives


t being null [41, 51, 73]. Neglecting the convective terms
[60 (p. 46), 78] corresponds to nullifying the integrals Iij in
equations (18).


The solution of system (18), or the analogous one, can
generally be sought by expressing the integral terms and ∆τ
the terms in the equations, after assuming that the velocity
profiles in (19) are obtained in the absence of inertia [82].
San Andrés and Vance [78] pointed out that the wall shear
stresses in (18) are highly dependent on the Re* number,
even if the mean velocity remains constant. Thus the prac-
tice of making the wall shear stress difference dependent
on the mean velocity leads to incorrect predictions being
made for high values of Re*. Expressions of the integral
and ∆τ terms written with a better approximation and as a
function of Re* were adopted in [41, 60]. According to the
methodology illustrated therein, the pressure distribution
also includes a term that explicitly depends on Re*, accord-
ing to a linear relationship whose validity is restricted, strictly
speaking, to the range Re* << 1. This approach can be jus-
tified by taking into account the methods for seeking approxi-
mated solutions, usually known as perturbation methods:
assuming Re* as a parameter, equations (18) are given a
small perturbation by means of expressions for the pressure
distribution and the components of fluid velocities that are
expanded in power series of Re* [94]. With first-order
expressions the approximated solution can be assumed to
be exact only for Re* << 1. San Andrés and Vance [41, 57]
and Tichy [51] showed that the solutions obtained with
small values of Re* can be held even for higher values
(Re* < 25).


According to the second methodology (energy approxi-
mation, [35, 91]), after expressing the kinetic energy of the
fluid, the inertia forces can be obtained by means of the
Lagrange equations, in addition to the Reynolds transport
theorem. Alternatively [36, 91], the N–S equations can be
multiplied for the axial and circumferential velocities,
before integrating along the film thickness. In both these
two approaches, the velocity profiles along the film thickness
are assumed to be those that can be taken in the absence of
inertia effects.


Some results from the theoretical studies cited above are
reported below and refer to the main typical conditions of
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motions adopted for rotordynamic investigations, represented
by orbits of the journal that are small or circular and cen-
tered.


5.1. Orbits with Small Amplitude


Different theoretical approaches, that were in accordance
with the remarks made in the previous section, were adopted
in order to characterize the linearized force coefficients
corresponding to small motions of the journal center about
an eccentric equilibrium position.


The work of Smith [95] provides an early example of
insight into the theoretical problem relative to the determi-
nation of dynamic characteristics for journal bearings in
the presence of inertia effects within the fluid film. The
analysis resorted to a sort of two-dimensional Reynolds
equation with terms explicitly depending on the compo-
nents of the journal acceleration. The general linearized
expression of the film force was given according to the
stiffness, damping and inertia coefficients (it was noticed,
in particular, that the stiffness terms are negligible).


Reinhardt and Lund [94] reported an example of design
determination of the dynamic coefficients, as an applicative
illustration of a theoretical analysis where the coefficients
were obtained within a first-order perturbation solution in
Re* (as in [79]). In particular, the inertia coefficients were
numerically computed varying the static eccentricity for
different L/D ratios.


Szeri et al. [37] adopted the method of the averaged iner-
tia for moderate values of Re* (assuming wall shear stress
differences obtained in the absence of inertia) under the
SBA. Damping and inertia coefficients were numerically
obtained for cavitated and uncavitated conditions. A com-
parison was drawn with the data from [94].


The theoretical approach given in [95] was resumed by
Ramli et al. [75] who numerically evaluated the inertia
coefficients for the finite length model with complete oil
film. The results were compared with the approximate coef-
ficients from [95] and the coefficients from [37, 94].


For eccentric small circular orbits, Tichy [80] reported
exact, quite involved expressions of the pressure distribu-
tion, fluid film force and damping coefficients, valid under
the SBA and taking into account the visco-elasticity of the
lubricant. A basis for the theoretical development was rep-
resented by a number of previous studies about the squeeze
film in oscillating surfaces or bearings [74, 96–98]. In the
analysis, the convective inertia terms were neglected and a
stream function was adopted for expressing the velocity
components. The four total coefficients obtained included
inertia effects and were plotted against mean eccentricity,
for full-film conditions and different sets of Re* and De
(De is the dimensionless Deborah number for characteriz-
ing the visco-elastic behavior), through numerical integra-
tion.


San Andrés [60] and San Andrés and Vance [78], for the
finite length SFD, solved mean flow equations similar to
equations (18), neglecting the convective terms, with a pro-
cedure that provided results accurate for Reynolds number
up to values of 25. The wall shear stresses were written
with terms containing Re* and a function of the velocity
fields that could be given simple, approximated expres-
sions only for the LBA and SBA. After assuming a linear


dependence of the pressure from Re*, the obtained set of
partial differential equations was numerically integrated and
exact dynamic coefficients were obtained.


In the above investigations, approximate, closed-form
expressions were further suggested for the coefficients.
These approximate expressions were strictly valid for low
values of Re* but proved to be surprisingly accurate for
Re* up to 25. Since Re* < 10 in most practical applica-
tions, the approximate coefficients are very useful. Tichy
[80] reported four approximate analytical total linearized
coefficients, corresponding to the exact ones (see above),
valid for SBA and 2π-film, and found them to be accurate
in the range Re* < 20, De < 1.5. A broad set of approxi-
mate linearized coefficients, valid for SBA and LBA, and π
and 2π film, was given by San Andrés and Vance [78]. The
inertia coefficients were derived from [74, 80, 81, 94], while
the damping coefficients, distinct from those of inertia, coin-
cided with the classic ones determined from the Reynolds
equation in the absence of inertia effects. As an example,
the coefficients valid for 2π-film conditions are shown in
Table 2. Approximate expressions for the finite length SFD,
in a WA form, were also given in [78].


The case with small circular centered orbits (CCOs) can
be assumed as a particularization of the previous case. Tichy
[81] studied this condition for the LBA and 2π-film, in line
with the analysis carried out for small off-center orbits.
The amplitude F of the whole squeeze film force and its
angle of applicationψ (Figure 14) were given the following
approximated expressions:


� �F F� �1
21 10


1
2


(Re* / ) ;


ψ π� � �/ tan (Re* / ).2 101 (20)


The correction terms depending on Re* in relationships
(20) represent the effect of fluid inertia that changes the
amplitude F1 of the pure viscous force, corresponding to
the inertialess conditions, and its original tangential direc-
tion. Comparison with more accurate data from an exact
theoretical analysis showed that relationships (20) turned
out to be accurate for Re* up to 25.


In [77] the exact theory for the finite length damper and
small off-center orbits was recast for centered motion by
means of analytical approximations that avoided recourse
to the mean flow equations. The tangential and radial force
components showed their dependence on the only direct
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Table 2. Dimensionless damping and inertia coefficients
(2π-film, small orbits with mean eccentricity ε)
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tangential damping coefficient and direct radial inertia coef-
ficient, respectively. The approximate expressions of these


coefficients, obtained for Re* � 0 and valid in the extended
range 0 < Re* < 25, showed that the result expressed by
(20) could be extended to the more general case of the
finite length damper. As a matter of fact, the tangential
force of the oil-film turned out to be practically independ-
ent from inertia effects for Re* approximately less than 20,
while the radial force was appreciably dependent on fluid
inertia and turned out to be predominant for Re* > 10. It is
worth noting that the approximate relationships are coin-
ciding with those obtained for off-center motions when the
small orbits approach the centered position. Further, in these
circumstances, the analytical relationships for the SBA and
LBA indicate that the cross-coupling coefficients approach
zero.


El-Shafei and Crandall [35] showed that relationships
(20) represented the first terms of a general linearized
solution, obtained from linearized N–S equations and valid
under the assumptions of orbit radius ε << 1 and C/R << 1.
The corresponding radial and tangential forces, for the SBA
and LBA, are shown in Table 3. These approximate rela-
tionships were compared with the exact ones obtained
through the energy approximation and proved to be accu-
rate in the range 0 < Re* < 16. However, the expressions of
Fr in Table 3 suggest that the inertia effect was greater in
the long model than in the short one. The added mass due
to the effect of fluid inertia was in fact about R/C times and
( / )[ / ( )]R C L R2 212 times the mass of the fluid film in the
LBA and SBA cases, respectively.


5.2. Exact or Approximately Circular Centered Orbits


When the hypothesis about the smallness of the motion
amplitude is removed, the convective terms in the N–S
equations cannot be disregarded. In [78] it was remarked
that the linearized inertia coefficients (as obtained for small
amplitude orbits) are not to be used for circular centered
motions of large amplitude in order to correctly predict the


reduction in the added mass effect with the increase in the
orbit radius, as a result of the effect of the convective fluid
inertia.


Characterization of the SFD behavior in the presence of
journal CCOs and fluid inertia effects has been carried out
in [41, 51, 57, 60, 73, 76]. Under the hypothesis of CCOs,
most analyses adopted a reference frame (r, s) rotating with
the (constant) angular speed corresponding to the preces-
sion motion of the journal center. With respect to this refer-
ence the flow is stationary and no time derivatives appear
in the equations of motion.


In [41] the N–S and continuity equations were integrated
along the film thickness, and the field of velocity and the
pressure distribution were solved by means of a perturba-
tion technique, expanding the solution in powers of Re*.
The velocity momentum integrals (see (19)) were written
under the assumption that the shape of the velocity field
was not greatly affected by inertia (from small to moderate
values of Re*) and the wall shear stresses were expressed
as a function of the mean flow rates, with a further explicit
contribution of inertia that was suitably evaluated from case
to case. Expressions of the direct damping coefficient Css


and the direct radial coefficient Drr were obtained for the
SBA and LBA, under full-film conditions (the cross-cou-
pled coefficients were null), for both laminar and turbulent
regimes. The damping coefficient was the same as that in
the inertialess solution, while the inertia coefficient was
given different analytical approximated expressions depend-
ing on Re* (Re* << 1, Re*��, moderate Re*). As an
example, the inertia coefficient valid for small values of
Re* (Re* < 1) and laminar conditions is shown in Table 4.


A similar approach was carried out in [57] for finite
length SFDs. On the one hand, the mean flow equations
were numerically solved with a finite element method (FEM)
based procedure that led to exact coefficients valid for Re*
up to about 10 (the hypothesis that the shape of the velocity
profiles was not greatly affected by inertia was assumed).
However, approximate analytical results were obtained with
a treatment that exhibited some analogies with the approach
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Table 3. Expressions of the fluid film action (2π-film, CCOs,
orbit radius e << c) [35]
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Table 4. Dimensionless inertia coefficients (CCOs, 2π-film,
small Re* << 1) [1]
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Figure 14. Total fluid film force with small centered orbits
and uncavitated film, in the presence of inertia effects in the
lubricant







given in [78], where the pressure was expressed as the sum
of a zeroth order, purely viscous flow solution plus a first
order, inertial pressure field depending on Re*. The analytical
approach made it possible to take into account the finite length
of the damper (different L/D ratios were assumed) plus the
possible presence of locally end-sealed conditions. The direct
and cross-coupling coefficients Css, Crs, Drr and Drs were pre-
sented for π-film conditions and different L/D ratios.


The above theoretical schemes assumed tangential damp-
ing forces constant with Re*. The theoretical analysis of
Tichy and Bourgin [101] and the experimental one of San
Andrés [102] showed that the dependence of the damping
forces on fluid inertia, for large orbit radii, was not null. In
this respect, San Andrés [76] presented a numerical proce-
dure (finite difference method) through which the convective
terms were expressed with a second order approximation
[90]. For the case in question (LBA with full-film condi-
tions) the tangential force depended merely on the damping
action, but the Css coefficient was different with respect to
the pure viscous case and showed values that increased with
Re*: when Re* = 50 the increases compared to the viscous
solution were 20% for ε = 0.75 and 23% for ε = 0.01.


In the case of approximately CCOs of the journal center,
El-Shafei and Crandall [35] obtained ten inertia coefficients


Mij (according to relationships (3)) valid for Re* in a range


consistent with the ordinary SFD applications. Their expres-


sions, particularized for SBA or LBA, and π-film condi-


tions, are shown in Table 5 (for uncavitated conditions, the


coefficients Mr rad, Mrnon, Mrcen, Mt tan, Mt cor are twice the


respective ones in Table 5, while the others are null. In the


case of cavitated film El-Shafei and Crandall stressed though


the need to determine the effective size of the cavitated


zone of the film since it is influenced by the lubricant iner-


tia as well as other factors).


These coefficients were obtained through the energy


approximation that took into account the kinetic coenergy


of the fluid. The Lagrange equation and the Reynolds trans-


port theorem allowed the expression of two terms, respec-


tively, that constituted each force component (in this scheme,


the velocity profiles were assumed the same as those for


the inertialess case). It was shown that a difference of about


20% resulted when comparing the coefficients obtained by


the energy and momentum approximations (the latter method


was adopted in [91]). The results corresponding to the limit


case of small CCOs, namely the linearized coefficients (see


the previous section), agreed with the theoretical data from


other investigations.
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Table 5. Inertia coefficients for approximately circular orbits (π-film) [35]
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Zhang et al. [36] compared different approximated meth-
ods (particular attention was given to the momentum and
the energy approximations) and pointed out that the inertia
coefficients can share the same formal expressions from
method to method, the only differences being the numeri-
cal values of two constants that depend on the averaging
methods used in each procedure. Focusing on the SBA case
with uncavitated film, they underline the temporal and con-
vective contributions to the inertia coefficients. In particu-
lar, the importance of the convective terms at higher orbit
radii was suitably noted.


Instances of the use of the inertia coefficients are given
in rotordynamic investigations referred to in Part II (see for
example references [50–53, 64] reported therein).


6. Experimental Investigations


In order to experimentally estimate the hydrodynamic
action in the damper and the related dynamic coefficients,
both free [59, 71, 86, 87] and, to a greater extent, forced
relative motions were imposed to the journal-bearing pair
of the SFD.


It is worth noting that this standpoint, in line with the
theoretical investigation illustrated in the previous sections,
differs from the point of view that characterizes the analy-
ses referred to in Part II [4], where the relative motion of
the journal-bearing pair of the SFD was an output of the
system (i.e. a rigid or flexible rotor with assigned imbal-
ance to be examined).


In particular, the constrained motion assumed in [84]
was translatory, while orbital motions were imposed by
means of the eccentric drive of the journal itself [13, 46–48,
52, 58, 61, 65, 67, 88, 103–106] or excitation along two
perpendicular directions [34, 107]. Off-centered orbits were
dealt with in [46–48, 85, 108]. It is worth noting that, in the
case of an eccentric drive, the effective radius of the orbits
of the journal center must be checked because its actual
values could be considerably influenced by the operating
parameters (speed and viscosity; see [13, 52]).


In most cases, the experimental pressure distributions
represented the basis for calculating the fluid film force.
Many authors reported the measured radial and tangential
components [13, 46–48, 58, 60, 65, 73, 88, 103] or the cor-
respondent dynamic coefficients [60, 61, 67, 104, 105] as
they were obtained from numerical integration of the pres-
sure data. Sometimes a direct measure of the forces was
carried out with piezoelectric force gauges or strain gauges.
In these cases the sensors could either detect the reaction of
the film corresponding to the imposed motion [52, 106] or
measure the force directly applied to the mobile member
(journal or bearing) of the SFD, by means of hydraulic
[34, 54] or electromagnetic [107] shakers.


In particular, with regard to the experimental coefficients
for the film force, besides the damping coefficients, inertia
coefficients were evaluated in [52, 60, 61, 67, 84, 85, 104,
105, 107] and stiffness coefficients in [84, 85, 107]. A
comparison between two methods for the evaluation of the
dynamic coefficients was shown in [83]. In [85] a method of
parametric identification was adopted in order to determine
the complete set of twelve linear hydrodynamic coefficients
for the SFD.


A circumferential groove arranged laterally with respect
to the film for the supply of lubricant was adopted in [46,
47, 58, 67, 103, 108]. The groove was centrally placed (in
the middle plane of the SF) in [54, 59–61, 71, 84–87, 107].
A centrally arranged hole for the inlet flow was adopted in
[48, 106] while lateral feed holes provided the arrange-
ments in [13, 65, 67, 88, 104, 105]. In [52] the film was fed
in two different ways by adopting end inlet holes or an end
groove, respectively (Figure 13). The outlet of the lubricant
was realized by means of a lateral circumferential drain
groove in [13, 58, 65, 88, 103, 108] or calibrated lateral
holes in [46, 47, 104, 105]. In [73, 106] the SFD was sub-
merged. Conditions with flooded damper were also exam-
ined in [34].


As far as the lack or presence of seals was concerned, open
end conditions were realized in [13, 58, 59, 67, 84–86, 88,
104, 107, 108]. Experimental tests with partially sealed SF
were carried out in [13, 65, 67, 103, 105]. Totally (or globally)
sealed conditions characterized the arrangements adopted in
[34, 46–48, 52, 54, 61, 106].


With regard to the geometry of the bearing, experimental
L/D ratios in the range 015 0 25. .� were generally adopted.
Higher ratios characterized the dampers in [34] (0.5, 0.75),
in [48] (0.96) and [61] (0.94). In most part of the analyses,
the C/R ratio was assigned in the interval 0 001 0 01. .� ,
while a C/R ratio of about 0.025 was realized in [48, 61,
65, 88, 104–106] (the resulting values of C were consistent
with the presence of inertia effects).


By and large, from a qualitative point of view the results
of the referred experimental investigations confirm the the-
oretical predictions summarized in the previous sections.
An overview of the experimental work is presented below,
with particular reference to the observation of the pressure
distributions, with the possible presence of cavitating con-
ditions, and the measurement of the film forces and the
related dynamic coefficients.


6.1. Pressure Distribution and Cavitating Conditions


A good deal of experimental work has been devoted to
evaluating the pressure distribution within the film. Differ-
ent types of film behavior were recognized with reference
to the capability of sustaining the pressure distributions
connected to the journal motion, depending on the arrange-
ments adopted for the oil supply and drain, the level of the
inlet pressure, the possible presence of seals, etc.


Piezoelectric type pressure transducers have frequently
been adopted [13, 34, 58, 65–67, 88, 104, 105]. The pres-
sure distributions were obtained as dynamic pressure or
pressure waves detected by one or more pressure probes
located at specific circumferential and axial positions. In
many cases, a correct indication of the absolute pressure,
especially in order to establish the actual value of the pres-
sure in the region of cavitation, was possible thanks to spe-
cific probes of the absolute type, generally represented by
strain-gauge sensors [103–105]. In some investigations the
absolute pressure transducer was capable of both static and
dynamic pressure measurements (for instance, in [68] the
investigators used a miniature diaphragm sensor with strain
gauge conditioner; see also [48, 109]). In [34, 54, 62, 66]
direct flow visualization was carried out. Except for the
tests in [62], the direct observation was supported by a
measure of the pressure distributions. In [54] the extent of
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the cavitated zone was appreciated with recourse to a fiber
optic probe, in addition to the pressure sensor (the pressure
signal proved more reliable in detecting the zone affected
by cavitation).


The main results from some outstanding experimental
investigations about the phenomenon of cavitation, in stead-
ily and dynamically loaded journal bearings [110–116] (for
a broader literature survey the reader is referred, as an
example, to Paydas [117]), represented guidelines for under-
standing the behavior of cavitated SFs. The mechanisms
giving rise to cavitation and the consequent possible values
of cavitation pressure, their effect on the aspect and position
of the cavitated zone within the film and the resulting pres-
sure distribution and the force components of the SF, were
the main aspects covered by the experimental work. One of
the most remarkable conclusions of this part of the study
was the recognition of the inadequacy of the harsh recurrent
classification regarding unpressurized or π-film and pressur-
ized or 2π-film conditions, in order to represent the whole
possible operating conditions of a SFD.


Zeidan and Vance [118] very well summarized the pos-
sible operating conditions of a damper film, with regard to
rupture. They indicated five possible different regimes, as
inferred from experimental pressure waves and photographs:
Regime I: uncavitated 2π-film; Regime II: cavitation bubble
following the journal; Regime III: oil-air mixture; Regime
IV: vapor cavitation; Regime V: vapor and gaseous cavita-
tion. The laboratory tests were carried out with a controlled
orbit test rig, at fixed orbit radius (dimensionless eccentric-
ity equal to 0.45). The SFD had a lateral circumferential
feed groove with four inlet holes, and serrated piston rings
delimited the film on both sides. The above five regimes
were detected in turn, from I to V, with increasing the speed
of operation. The supply pressure was suitably adjusted with
assigning 3 psig in regimes I and II, 3 and 25 psig in
regime III, 25 and 40 psig in regimes IV and V. In each of
the cases from II to V, the distortion of the pressure distri-
bution with respect to that of the pure viscous (i.e. without
effects of inertia) uncavitated film, and its effect on the
resultant reaction of the film, was suitably pointed out.


Figure 15 (from [67]) compares the pressure waves rela-
tive to vapor or gaseous cavitation, obtained with opera-
tion at medium eccentricities (orbit radius equal to 0.4 –
0.5, see Figure 15(a)) and high eccentricities (orbit radius
equal to 0.7 – 0.75, see Figure 15(b)). In either case, the
vapor regime corresponded to higher supply pressures.


Gaseous cavitation, i.e. the presence of cavities in the
rupture zone, originating from air entering the damper or
by the release of air and gas dissolved within the lubricant,
with pressure levels that are very close, but lower than,
atmospheric pressure, corresponds to Regimes II and III
referred to in [118]. Typical pressure waves (Figure 15; see
also [34], p. 8/26), with respect to the pressure distribution
relative to uncavitated conditions, show a characteristic
extension of the low-pressure region, with consequent delay
in pressure build-up, reduction in the circumferential exten-
sion of the positive pressure region and downstream shift
of the positive pressure peak.


Vapor cavitation conditions, coinciding with those of
Regime IV and, partially, of Regime V reported in [118],
are characterized by the presence of cavities originating as
boiling of the lubricant at almost zero absolute pressure.


The flat response in the cavitated zone (Figure 15), the sub-
sequent quick recovery of the pressure with a steep rise –
consistent with the sudden collapse of the vapor cavities
that, under some conditions, is so sharp as to give rise to an
overshoot – and the conservation of the positive pressure
region in the convergent part of the clearance (apart from
the effects of fluid inertia) are typical features of this mecha-
nism of film rupture.


Gaseous cavitation was also observed in [34, 66, 67,
107, 119]. Air entrainment was responsible for the onset of
cavitation in the laboratory tests carried out by Zhang et al.
[107] for operation with journal eccentricities higher than
0.5, in the absence of end seals and moderate levels of sup-
ply pressure. White [34] described conditions with one edge
of the film exposed to the atmosphere and characterized by
the presence of “entrained air of dendritic form with fin-
gers running axially into the film”. The author sometimes
observed this mechanism of cavitation in addition to circu-
lar bubbles that were persistent in the high-pressure region
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(a)


(b)


Figure 15. Comparison between pressure distributions, in
the presence of vapor and gaseous cavitation. (a) Medium
values for the radius of the CCOs ; (b) high values for the
radius of the CCOs (reproduced by permission of the ASME
[67])







(presumably as a co-existence of Regimes II and III indi-
cated in [118]). In the presence of an end seal (and eccen-
tricity greater than 0.4) White observed the simultaneous
presence of vapor cavities and retained air bubbles (accord-
ing to Regime V), the latter capable of surviving in the
high-pressure region and the former collapsing immediately
in the same region.


Vapor cavitation was detected in [46, 58, 68, 103, 104,
105]. Feder et al. [46] found cavitating pressures below
the ambient pressure (� ��13 18 psig), experimenting with
O-ring sealed SFD and different levels of the inlet pressure.
Ku and Tichy [68] measured zero absolute pressure in the
cavitation region. Their attention was particularly addressed
to the observation of the pressure gradient at the starting
and ending boundaries of the cavitated zone, in order to eval-
uate the applicability of the JFO (Jacobsson–Floberg–Olsson)
cavitation boundary conditions. Jung et al. [104, 105]
observed vapor cavitation both for open-ended and par-
tially sealed film conditions. In the first circumstance, the
tests showed the presence of cavitation only with the high-
est value of the two assigned orbit radii (ε = 0.8) and the
authors found that the more appreciable the effects of iner-
tia, the smaller the extent of the cavitated region (the cavi-
tation vanished when Re* was given the highest value of
22.1). For partially sealed operation the presence of cavita-
tion was more evident, with a larger extent of the cavitated
region within the pressure distributions. The rupture of the
film grew with the orbit radius (ε � 05. , 0.8) and was more
persistent at increases in the Reynolds number, with respect
to the case of the open-ended conditions. When comparing
the cavitated regions for open-end and partially sealed con-
ditions, Arauz and San Andrés [13] observed that the extent
was larger in the first case, unlike the data from [104, 105].
This result was explained by the fact that lower supply
pressures, larger orbit radius and higher oil viscosity, with
respect to the case of the partially sealed SFD, character-
ized the operation with the open-end SFD.


Zeidan and Vance [66, 67] checked experimentally the
operating conditions that led to gaseous or vapor cavita-
tion. The latter type of cavitation could arise only for high
supply pressure values and was observed with very tight
seals, which is quite an unusual feature in normal engine
applications. Different SFD performance was observed
depending on the type of cavitation. After gaseous cavita-
tion had set in, the maximum pressure at first increased
with whirl velocity and then decreased with further increases
in whirl speed because of the presence of a two-phase homo-
geneous compressible mixture of oil and air, owing to air
entrainment. In addition, some of the air bubbles appeared
to remain in the same zone of the film, regardless of the
whirl motion (as observed by other investigators). Only for
small velocities did the whole cavitated region rotate with
the journal whirl. On the other hand, vapor cavities appeared
only for the negative portion of the pressure wave and dis-
appeared or collapsed at high pressures. Appearance and
collapse of the vapor thus appeared to be synchronous with
the rotating pressure distribution. The maximum pressure
was higher than in the case of gaseous cavitation.


Cavitation that is due to air entrainment in open-end
SFDs, with the rise of bubbly or foamy mixtures, has been
the focus of much recent research [120–126]. Such condi-
tions have been recognized to be quite distinct with respect


to gaseous cavitation manifesting with a single large
bubble of air. Yet bubbly cavitation turns out to be very
frequent in practical applications. The main trouble with
this cavitation mechanism is that it cannot be tackled with
the common cavitation models. One reason is the fact that
the oil–air mixtures can affect as dispersed bubbles, in a
pervasive and complex manner (spatial and temporal fluctu-
ations affect the bubbly zones), all the film with the inclu-
sion of the high-pressure regions. Characterization of the
presence, motion and main parameters (like viscosity) of
the mixture is quite difficult. Thus an effective theoretical
prediction for the degradation of damper performance due
to this cavitating mechanism is somewhat problematic. The
extensive investigation referred to in the cited papers
entailed setting up useful theoretical models (a modified
Reynolds equation for homogeneous bubbly mixture was
proposed and experimentally validated. Some results are
synthesized in the next section) and will probably take fur-
ther work.


Full film conditions characterized by the absence of cav-
itation – achieved thanks to a suitable regulation of pres-
surization, seal effect, eccentricity of the operation (both
centered or eccentric controlled orbits were studied) and
frequency of the whirl – were tested in [47, 48, 61, 88]. In
the last two works, these conditions allowed a better study
of inertia effects (the cavitation was intentionally prevented).
The occurrence of negative absolute pressures, with a region
of the film interested by tensile stresses, was observed in
uncavitated SF, similarly to what was reported in earlier
experimental analyses regarding dynamically loaded journal
bearings [114]. Such film conditions were detected in [33,
108, 127–129]. Most of these investigations regarded rotor-
dynamic evaluation of the SFD behavior and have thus
been dealt with in [4], together with other studies that also
evidenced the influence of cavitating conditions onto the
dynamics of SF supports–rotor systems [119, 130].


Della Pietra [108] obtained pressure distributions charac-
terized by the presence of tensile stresses (up to 220 kN/m2)
for both full and partially cavitated conditions. The investi-
gation experimentally tested an analytical expression for
film pressure in the presence of moderate values of the
static eccentricity of the journal. The effect of the oil feed
conditions (oil pressure within the feeding groove and oil
flow rate) on pressure distribution was also examined.


Walton et al. [62] observed the film rupture for a sealed
SF in the presence of different supply conditions. When a
feeding groove was adopted, the film rupture also affected
the region with the groove. The operating speed at which
cavitation arose increased with the supply pressure and
decreased with journal eccentricity. When the oil supply
was realized by means of inlet and outlet holes, the cavitated
zone appeared to be greatly influenced by the presence of
the holes and the data repeatability was not the same as
when a groove was present.


The investigation of Kinsale [73] was mainly focused
on inertia effects. The experimental pressure distributions
showed good agreement with theoretical data obtained with
numerical procedure, for orbits characterized by ε = 0.2,
0.4 and Re* up to 15. The study confirmed the effects of
the fluid inertia about destroying the symmetry of the pres-
sure distribution, but left aside other aspects like cavitation.
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6.2. Forces and Damping Coefficients


In most cases, the experimental pressure distribution,
corresponding to an assigned relative motion between the
journal and the bearing of the SFD (generally CCOs), rep-
resented the basis for the determination of the fluid film
force. Many authors have reported the radial and tangential
components, as obtained from numerical integration of the
pressure data, or the corresponding dynamic coefficients.
In some analyses, the forces were directly measured with
piezoelectric force gauges or strain gauges. In these cases
the sensors could either detect the reaction of the film cor-
responding to the constrained motion [106] or measure the
force directly applied to the mobile member (journal or
bearing) of the SFD, by means of a hydraulic [54] or elec-
tromagnetic [107] shaker.


Early experimental analyses were often effective in show-
ing the existence of conditions where the classic lubrication
theory was satisfactory (as in [46]) or needed considerable
improvements in order to give better predictions (examples
can be found in [34, 48, 52]). As a result, according to the-
oretical investigation surveyed in the previous sections, in
more recent investigations, the influence of inertia, cavita-
tion, damper geometry and oil supply on the film forces
was given specific attention.


Tichy [106] tested operating conditions characterized by
values of Re* up to 13 and found a qualitative agreement
between the measured forces and those obtained with theo-
retical models [38, 93] that took into account the inertia
forces in the lubricant. The author noticed that the resulting


uncertainty (� 20 percent) of the theoretical prediction was
in part due to the possible effect of the seals.


San Andrés [60] noted the importance of inertia effects
particularly when the geometry of the film was not over-
simplified, as in a number of investigations, but character-
ized by the presence of discontinuities, like central and end
grooves. The observation that “the dramatic effect that fluid
inertia has on the interface groove-squeeze film lands, and
consequently in the entire flow”, was particularly related to
the experimental results obtained with test-SFDs realized
with central and end grooves, plus additional end journal
plates, that showed radial forces (that were present as iner-
tia effect) larger than the damping forces, for values of Re*
as low as 3. These aspects made the author point out the
need for improved theory, with careful treatment of the
boundary conditions and a less simple expression of the
wall shear stress differences. By contrast, a good corre-
lation between experimental and predicted values of the
forces was found when a more simple geometry character-
ized the boundary of the film.


San Andrés and Vance [61] tested an SFD provided with
a central groove and side O-ring seals, operating with = 0.5
and Re* in the range 2–6. The direct damping and inertia
coefficients were evaluated and the agreement with the the-
oretical predictions (LBA from [60] and inclusion of con-
vective terms) turned out to be better in the case of the
inertia coefficient than in the other case. The role played by
the circumferential groove with regard to the influence of
the inertia was pointed out, underlining the inadequacy of
the assumption of constant pressure at the groove location.


San Andrés et al. [88] studied an open-ended SFD, pro-
vided with oil supply at one end, operating with uncavitated,
pressurized film and ε = 0.5. The measured forces turned


out to be underestimated by means of the adopted theory
(SBA and full film conditions [41]). The radial force, in
particular, was appreciably higher (with a factor approxi-
mately equal to π) than the corresponding theoretical predic-
tions, while the tangential force showed a better agreement
with the respective theoretical data, though only for low
Re*. These deviations made the authors stress the need for
a less simplified theory, capable of better treatment of the
entrance and discharge effects with fluid inertia.


Arauz and San Andrés [13] carried out tests for open end
and partially sealed conditions. CCOs with an assigned
radius were adopted and the effects of varying the orbit fre-
quency and the oil viscosity on the film force were evalu-
ated. The experimental conditions were characterized by
poor inertia effects and the measured force components
were theoretically checked with the corresponding analyti-
cal expressions from the isoviscous, full film theory and
the numerical data from a finite element routine [57] (in the
latter better predictions were achieved). The comparison
showed that the experimental tangential forces were higher
than the predicted values for sealed conditions and lower
than the theoretical data for open conditions. For the latter
conditions, a possible cause of this discrepancy was attrib-
uted to the axial variation of oil viscosity, due to the tem-
perature gradients. The authors observed a dependence of
the tangential force on the oil viscosity that was not linear,
unlike the theoretical predictions. An almost null radial
force, independent of viscosity (as long as the film was
uncavitated) was consistent with the theoretical expecta-
tions relative to the actual operating condition. The investiga-
tion was further effective in showing the effects of cavitation
on the force components and the capability of the piston
ring seal to obtain larger tangential forces with respect to
the open-end configuration, while maintaining a sufficient
level of oil circulation. In other tests [58] the same authors
pointed out the influence of grooves. The results agreed
with the theoretical predictions and showed that the order
of magnitude of the dynamic pressures originating in the
circumferential groove was the same as the film pressures
in the damper land. Consequently, the tangential force in
the groove considerably increased the damping action. Fur-
thermore, the high values of Re* in the groove made the
contribution to the radial force comparable with the action
that was merely due to the film damper, whose Re* num-
ber was close to one (C and C/R were the same as in [13]).
The authors inferred that the presence of the groove was
responsible for a sort of inertia effect on damper performance.
This investigation, carried out for open-end conditions, was
extended to the case of partially sealed conditions, realized
with the use of serrated piston rings [103]. The test results
highlight the incidence of the lateral circumferential feeding
groove on SFD behavior. The radial and tangential forces
per unit length at the supply groove and at the bearing land
were obtained, from integration of the circumferential pres-
sure distributions, so as to test the effect of the groove
depth (the values of 5 and 10 were given to the ratio between
the groove depth and the radial clearance). The results from
the tests showed that the forces per unit length at the groove
were comparable to corresponding forces at the land, espe-
cially for the shallowest groove. The comparison of the
radial forces, for uncavitated conditions, was particularly
significant and underlined the role of the inertia effects in
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the groove (Figures 16(a), (b)). An appreciable contribu-
tion of the (shallowest) groove to the whole tangential
force of the damper was also to be taken into account (Fig-
ures 16(c), (d)).


Rouch [54] evaluated the transfer function representing
the complex ratio between the sinusoidal force applied to
the damper and the resulting displacement (a linearized one
degree of freedom model was realized), with a significant
separation of the coefficient of the imaginary part (a damp-
ing coefficient) from the coefficient of the real part. The
latter represented an equivalent stiffness coefficient, with a
negative contribution of fluid inertia that became consider-
able when experimenting at high frequency with low viscos-
ity oil. Hydrodynamic stiffness of the film was also observed
by Roberts et al. [131] and Ellis et al. [84], who adopted an
SFD provided with a central groove, in order to determine
the linearized coefficients corresponding to assigned static
equilibrium positions of the journal. They observed values
of the damping action at a ratio from two to six with respect
to the theoretical data, depending on the size of the groove.
Inertia effects one order of magnitude higher than the theo-
retical predictions were also detected.


The experimental data reported by Zeidan and Vance
[67] about the radial and tangential damping coefficients
well illustrated the inversion of the radial force as a conse-
quence of the opposing effects due to inertia and cavitation,
when increasing the frequency of the journal precession.
The direction of the radial force changed from outward to
inward (stiffening force effect), as the result of changing
from uncavitated film conditions, dominated by the fluid
inertia, to conditions dominated by the gaseous cavitation.
The effect of pressurization was also tested, showing that
the gradual rise in the inlet pressure, at low to medium
eccentricities, made the tangential force increase about
linearly with the supply pressure, until it leveled off at a
maximum value corresponding to the onset of full film
conditions. The authors stress the fact that, before achiev-
ing uncavitated conditions, a change from gaseous to vapor
regime of cavitation occurred.


This change was responsible for a gradual inversion in
the direction of the radial force, since the inertia forces
turned out to dominate under conditions of vapor cavita-
tion, unlike the gaseous regime that was characterized by a
stiffening (inward) force. This different influence of dis-
tinct cavitating conditions was negligible when the same
test, with increase of the supply pressure, was repeated at
higher eccentricities, since the radial forces were stiffening
in any case, regardless of the type of rupture affecting the
cavitated film.


Zhang et al. [107] carried out tests on a short, open-ended
SFD, provided with a central groove for the oil supply.
Different frequencies of journal precession and levels of
pressurization were adopted. An algebraic extraction of the
film force coefficients was achieved through measurement
of the different radii of the CCOs resulting each time from
the application of assigned external forces. The full-film
operation, observed for eccentricities lower than about 0.5,
involved the determination of only three coefficients, rep-
resented by a direct tangential damping coefficient, a direct
radial inertia coefficient and a further direct radial stiffness
coefficient, included in the analysis in accordance with the
results from [84]. The determination of the coefficients for
the cavitated regime proved less straightforward and was set
aside. The experimental tangential and radial forces versus
the journal eccentricity, for different values of the supply
pressure, were plotted in Figures 17(a), (b). The diagrams
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(c)


(d)


Figure 16. Film forces per unit axial length of the bearing,
measured at the groove and at the land, versus the orbit fre-
quency. Two values of the ratio between the groove depth cg
and the radial clearance c at the lands were compared. (a)
Radial force at the groove, (b) radial force at the land, (c)
tangential force at the groove, (d) tangential force at the
land (reproduced by permission of the ASME [103])







show the relative irrelevance of the level of supply pressure
on the tangential force until cavitation set in (Figure 17(a))
and an appreciable effect on the radial force (Figure 17(b)).
The comparison of these data and the measured coeffi-
cients with the corresponding theoretical results from [36]
was quite unsatisfactory in terms of both magnitude (tangen-
tial force and tangential coefficient) and qualitative trend
(radial force and inertia coefficient; the measured inertia
coefficient increased with the journal eccentricity, in any
case, against the theoretical prediction from [36] or [41]).
In this regard it is worth noting that the data compared
were not completely congruent, since the stiffness effect
assumed in the measured radial force was absent in the theo-
retical model. Furthermore, as remarked by the same authors,
the role of important factors was ignored in the theoretical
model. For instance, the difference in magnitudes of the
tangential force and damping coefficients, from the experi-
mental case to the theoretical one, was ascribed to a possible
effect of the oil feed groove (as recognized in other studies
like [85]).


Partially sealed conditions were investigated by Meng et al.
[65] and Jung et al. [105]. In [65] the radial and tangential


forces were measured, at a fixed orbit radius (ε = 0.5), and
different testing conditions regarding the frequency of jour-
nal precession, the supply pressure and the oil temperature.
It could be inferred that, in the presence of inertia effects,
the influence of supply pressure, oil temperature and cavi-
tation was more pronounced on the radial than tangential
force (as in [107]). In [105] experimental values of the
force coefficients were measured at different values of Re*
(Re* up to 50 were obtained with adoption of three differ-
ent lubricants). The reduction in the damping and inertia
coefficients due to cavitation was experimentally confirmed
(as in Figure 17 from [107]), even though the measured
values appeared high when compared with the theoretical
values, probably due to the substantial uniformity of the pres-
sure in the axial direction affecting the laboratory model,
owing to the partially sealed arrangement.


Diaz and San Andrés [126], in line with previous work
[120–125] on cavitation owing to air entrainment in open-end
SFDs (see Section 6.1), compared theoretical and experi-
mental data with regard to the effect of the amount of air
ingested by the SF (air volume fraction of the mixture – the
flow was modeled as a mixture) on pressure distribution
and film force. In practice, peak film pressure and tangen-
tial force exhibited a linear decrease with the air volume
fraction. The radial force (due to cavitation) showed an
increase for small values of the air volume fractions, an
almost constant value for fractions of air up to about 80%
and a decrease to zero for higher amounts of the entrained
air. The crucial dependence of these effects on the oil flow
rate and the whirl frequency that characterized the opera-
tion of the SFD was also characterized while testing the
adequacy of the theoretical model. Investigation of this mat-
ter will probably be continued in future work.


7. Conclusions of Part I


The theoretical and experimental characterization of the
SFD, as a whole component, was the aim pursued by the
research work reviewed in Part I of this paper.


Determination of appropriate expressions for the fluid
film force and the related coefficients represented the main
goal shared by the investigations referred above. The review
pointed out the attention paid by researchers to factors capa-
ble of considerably influencing SFD response. Besides the
geometrical parameters of the damper, the way oil is sup-
plied to the SF, the presence and the type of seals, the fluid
inertia and the cavitation in the film deserve particular inter-
est.


The theoretical refinements of the basic theory and the
connected experimental work were generally carried out
within models that were characterized by assigned relative
motions between the journal and the bearing of the damper.
Motions of the journal represented by circular centered orbits
(CCOs) or small orbits about a position eccentric respect to
the bearing center were largely adopted.


The following Part II [4] of the review is addressed to
research work on the rotordynamic evaluation of the SFD,
i.e. the characterization of the role of the SFD in the dynamic
behavior of rotors on supports equipped with such damp-
ers. State-of-the-art research and the trends of future inves-
tigation in the area are the focus of the concluding section
of [4].
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(a)


(b)


Figure 17. Influence of pressurization on the film forces mea-
sured on varying the orbit radius (fixed orbit frequency). (a)
Tangential force versus orbit radius; (b) radial force versus
orbit radius (reproduced by permission of the ASME [107])
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Calculation of the Dynamic 
Coefficients of a Journal Bearing, 
Using a Variational Approach 
The dynamic bearing coefficients are obtained from a solution to the variational 
equivalent of Reynolds equation. A perturbation method is applied to find the 
individual dynamic coefficients. The Finite Element Method is used in the 
numerical evaluation of the equations. The flow is assumed to be laminar, the 
lubricant is Newtonian. Allowance is made for viscosity-temperature dependency in 
circumferential and axial directions. 


Introduction 


Calculation of the dynamic bearing coefficients has mainly 
been performed in two different ways in the past. The 
classical method is based on numerical differentiation of 
Reynolds equation, and is still widely used although it is 
rather inaccurate. The second method, which is based on a 
mathematical differentiation of Reynolds equation, before 
the numerical evaluation is performed, was developed 
recently [1]. This second method has several advantages 
compared to the classical. The dynamic coefficients are found 
directly by solving the equations and the method is thus as 
accurate as the numerical method allows for. In addition, 
there are considerable savings in computational time. 


In the past decade the Finite Element Method has, to a still 
increasing extent, been used in the numerical evaluation of 
Reynolds equation. This interest in the Finite Element Method 
is mainly caused by the extensive use of this method in 
structural analysis and the ability of the method to cope with 
complex geometries. 


This paper presents the use of the Finite Element Method in 
calculating the dynamic coefficients. A variational equivalent 
to each of the equations for the static as well as the dynamic 
behavior is employed. It is demonstrated, by comparisons 
with results obtained by the Finite Difference Method [1], that 
the method is working satisfactorily. 


It is assumed that sleeve and shaft are aligned, i.e., that no 
dynamic coefficients caused by shaft tilting appears, the 
theory can, however, easily cope with this situation. 


Governing Equations 


Using the conventional assumptions of thin film lubrication 
and allowing for viscosity-temperature dependency is cir
cumferential and axial direction, Reynolds equation in non-
dimensional variables is: 
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(f^dl\ + ±('^dl\ = -+2~- (1) 


The film thickness is: 


h = 1 + ecos0 = 1 + ecos(0' - <p) = 1 + xcos0' + ysind' (2) 


In the equilibrium position the coordinate for the journal 
center is: 


x0 = eocos^o 


h = eosinvo (3) 


Under dynamic conditions the motion of the journal axis is 
described by the lateral amplitudes Ax and Ay, measured in 
the centerplane of the bearing from the static equilibrium 
position: 


x=x0+Ax 


y=y0 + Ay 


x=x0 + Ax 


S> = y~0 + Ay Ax, Ay, Ax, A_p< < 1 (4) 


The "do t" denotes differentiation with respect to time. It is 
assumed that the bearing is operating in its equilibrium 
position without whirling, giving: 


Xo=}0=0 (5) 


By assuming the amplitudes (Ax, Ay, Ax, Ay) to be small, a 
first order expansion of the pressure can be written as: 


p =p0 + Axpx + Aypy + Axpi + Aypy (6) 


Substituting equations (4) and (6) into (1) and (2), retaining 
only first order terms and separating variables, a total of five 
equations is obtained: 


d /hi dpi\ d (hi dp/ 
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In [1] a detailed deduction of the equations is given. The 
boundary conditions to equation (7) for the dynamic coef
ficients (pi, i=x, y, x, y) can be shown to be the same as for 
the static equilibrium position (ph i = 0) [1]. The boundary 
conditions at the bearing edges are: 


: ± ^ • P=Po =PX =Py =PX =Py
 : = 0 (8) 


Symmetry around the bearing centerplane implies that: 


dPx _ dp* _ dpy = dpx _ dpy 


ar ar ar ar at 
In the lubricant supply grooves the boundary conditions are: 


' 3f ar 
= 0 (9) 


1 = Vl:p=pQ=px=Py=px = 0 (10) 


At the film rupture zone the boundary conditions are given as: 


dPo l = ec:p0=pc, ll=~^L = o 
c ^° Fc de af 


--Px=Py=Q (11) 


and 


Variational Principles 


To use the Finite Element Method, a variational principle 
corresponding to equation (7) has to be found: 


I(pl)=\aFi(Q>$,Pi,p'ie,p'ii)dti, i = 0,x,y,x,y (12) 


If Fj in equation (12) is the functional equivalent to equation 
(7), the well known Euler-Lagrange equation must be 
satisfied: 


d d 
F'Pi ~ y/'p'ie ~ a j ^ ' / j - =°> i=0,x,y,x,y (13) 


The functionals are: 
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damping coefficients, dimensionless 
C = radial clearance, m 
D = journal diameter, m 
e = journal eccentricity, m 


= bearing reaction force components, 
dimensionless 


= functional 
= film thickness, m 
= h IC = film thickness, dimensionless 


CKXX CKrv CK.,y CKy, 


W W W W 


stiffness coefficients, dimensionless 
L = bearing length, m 
N = rotational speed, rps 
N = interpolation polynomial 
p = film pressure N/m2 


/R\2 


p = p/6fi0w[ - ) = film pressure, 


dimensionless 


R 
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journal radius, m 


HoNLD < v \ 2 


W • ( ? ) - Sommerfeld number, 


t 
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<p 
CO 
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T 


c 
e 
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Bracketed terms 


(K,,l 


dimensionless 
time, s 
static load, N 
x/C,y/C = journal center coordinates, 
dimensionless 
e/C = eccentricity ratio, dimensionless 
angular coordinate for bearing film, 
rad 
angular coordinate for bearing film, 
rad 
reference viscosity of lubricant, Pas 
ix/fi0 = lubricant viscosity, dimen
sionless 
instability whirl frequency, s " ' 
attitude angle, rad 
2irN= angular speed of rotation, rad/s 
z/R = axial co-ordinate for bearing 
film, dimensionless 
tv = time, dimensionless 
cavitation 
finite element 
static equilibrium position 


"stiffness" matrix 
unknown nodal pressures 
"load" vector 
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Finite Element Formulation of the Problem 


Equation (14) has to be solved with appropriate boundary 
conditions, equation (8)-(l 1). This is done by use of the Finite 
Element Method [2, 3, 4]. Stationary values are found if: 


Blip,) 
dPi 


= 0, i=0,x,y,x,y (15) 


In the interior of an element the pressure distribution p, (6,0 
is expressed by known polynomials and unknown nodal 
parametric values: 


Pei=T,Mij(8,0pij (16) 
j=i 


where n is the number of element nodes and index j indicates 
node numbers. The equivalent to (15) for stationary nodal 
values are: 


dl(Pi) 


dPij 
= 0, /' = 0,x,j',i,>andy=l, (17) 


Introducing equation (16) in (14) and equation (14) in (12) and 
performing the differentiation gives: 
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the dynamic coefficients, the solution procedure is as follows. 
First, the static pressure solution is found and the active film 
domain established. Next, the right hand sides for - the 
remaining four equations are generated, and equation (19) is 
solved for these with the same boundary conditions as for the 
static solution. In the static equilibrium position, the forces 
acting on the shaft can be expressed as: 


fyO-
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-sinf? 
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Where f^ equals the static load, W, while / ^ must be zero. 
The dynamic coefficients Kxx and Kyx can be expressed as: 
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and Kyy, the integration A similar integration of py gives K 
of px gives Bxx and Byx, and the integration of px gives Bxx 
and Byx, and the integration of py gives Bxy and Byy. 


Results 


The results obtained are shown on Figs. 2-3. Comparisons 
with results obtained by the Finite Difference Method, [1], 


h ^ 
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,i = 0,x,y,x,y (18) 
The integration area A in equation (18) represents the area of 
one finite element. Combination of the contributions from 
each element in the solution domain, [3], gives rise to a system 
of symmetric linear equations. As can be seen from equation 
(18), is the left hand side of the equation system, represented 
by the first bracketed term in the integral, equal for the five 
right hand sides, represented by the terms in the "[ ] " 
bracket: 


[Kjjp,] = [ K „ , ] , i = 0,x,y,x,y (19) 


Since the pressure distribution p0 enters the expressions for 


Pi =Px 


imply that the Finite Element Method is well suited for this 
purpose. The results presented are based on calculations with 
six noded triangular elements. 


The implementation of the Finite Element Method on the 
dynamic bearing coefficient problem was performed without 
major problems, except for one thing. The pressure gradients 
of the static solution appear in the right hand side of the 
equations for the bearing stiffness, and solution of these 
equations are extremely sensitive to the accuracy of the 
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Fig. 1 Geometry and coordinate system of a radial bearing 
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Fig. 2 Stiffness coefficients versus Sommerfeld number for two-axial-
groove bearing with L/D = 0.5, [1 ] 


gradients. It is thus very important to ensure that the gradient 
is properly evaluated due to the great variation in the pressure 
in a hydrodynamic bearing. 


The deviation in results obtained here and in [1], is mainly 
caused by different ways of obtaining the film rupture zone 
for the bearing. Whereas a rather refined and sophisticated 
method, based on successive alterations of the mesh during 
the calculating procedure is used in [1], the results obtained in 
this paper are achieved by using the original finite element 
mesh in the lubricant during the calculation. 
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Fig. 3 Damping coefficients versus Sommerfeld number for two-axial-
groove bearing with L/D = 0.5, [1] 


D I S C U S S I O N 


R. W. Jakeman1 


The authors have presented an interesting and 
mathematically elegant method for the derivation of oil film 
dynamic coefficients. However, inaccuracy of the numerical 
differentiation method, to which reference was made in the in-


Senior Surveyor, Lloyd's Register of Shipping, London, England. 


troduction, may be reduced to insignificance by using the 
minimum perturbation amplitude consistent with the oil film 
force resolution accuracy, and by averaging the results for 
both positive and negative perturbations. There seems little in
centive for deriving the coefficients to greater precision than 
afforded by this method, since practical application inevitably 
entails some degree of inaccuracy due to their non-linearity 
with respect to finite vibration amplitudes. 


Would the authors please indicate how cavitation was taken 
into account in their analysis method. 
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1 INTRODUCTION


The three recognized forms of liquid cavitation are
reviewed in this article as follows.


1. ‘Gaseous cavitation’ generally contains one or mul-
tiple species of gases dissolved in the fluid and
occurs as the pressure falls below the saturation
pressure of the particular gas component.


2. ‘Pseudo-cavitation’ is a form of gaseous cavitation
during which the gas bubble expands on account of
depressurization without further gas mass diffusion
from the liquid to the gas phase.


3. ‘Vaporous cavitation’ is the result of a thermody-
namic non-equilibrium event when the pressure
falls below the vapour pressure of the liquid at the
prevalent temperature.


Osborne Reynolds [1] in his landmark paper of
1886 investigated the case of two cylindrical bearing
surfaces operating eccentrically with respect to each
other. His analysis was limited to lower eccentrici-
ties, (ε < 0.5), since he realized that it was doubtful
that physically the fluid-film would sustain pressures
below the atmospheric level. Due to the mathemat-
ical and computational complexities involved, the
possibility of a film rupture and its implications to the
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overall static and dynamic behaviour of the bearing
were not contemplated, nor could have been con-
sidered at that time. The result was the now famous
Reynolds equation which is used to simulate an
uninterrupted film around the bearing (Fig. 1(a)). In
1904, Sommerfeld [2] implemented a trigonometric
substitution, henceforward known as the Sommer-
feld transformation, which allows solutions of the
Reynolds equation for all eccentricities and yields the
now equally famous full Sommerfeld curve (Fig. 1(b)).
The most notable feature of this curve is its nega-
tive anti-symmetric pressure in the divergent region of
the bearing. Nominally, according to the Sommerfeld
model, the minimum negative pressure is equal to the
maximum positive one. For this model to be correct,
the working fluid is assumed to be able to sustain high
tensile stresses. It has been known for quite some time
[3, 4] that a fluid under certain conditions can sus-
tain elevated levels of tensile stresses. This, however, is
not such a realistic expectation in a tribological envi-
ronment where fluid flow conditions exhibit extreme
tangential shear, high rates of heat dissipation, and
possibly strongly forming sub-atmospheric pressures.
These conditions result in a film rupture wherein the
resulting cavity, filled by either gas, vapour or a mixture
thereof, has to be factored into the ensuing model.


2 LITERATURE REVIEW


There is a wealth of literature on cavitation, whether
it is gaseous or vaporous, whether representative of
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Fig. 1 Typical pressure distribution in a journal bearing with an eccentric shaft: (a) typical
two-dimensional axial–circumferential pressure map distribution in a journal bearing;
(b) 2D full Sommerfeld curve circumferential cross-section through the symmetry line of
(a); and (c) typical circumferential pressure distribution in a convergent–divergent clearance
with a normal velocity ±V to the main flow direction


sliding and/or rolling contacts or a fluid-film bearing
subjected to dynamic loading (Figs 1(b) and (c)). In
directing the interested reader to the richest literature
wells regarding this subject, one has to acknowledge
historically, across time, three symposia. The earliest
modern era effort at gathering information about cav-
itation in one place is represented by a symposium
organized by General Motors Research Labs in 1962
[5] and edited by Davies. Many of the participants in
this symposium are today considered as forefathers in
developing knowledge about bubble dynamics [6, 7],
surface tension [8, 9] and thin film rupture [10–12].
The 1974, 1st Leeds-Lyon Symposium, edited by Dow-
son et al. [13], was the first to focus singly on the
topic of cavitation phenomena as it relates to lubri-
cation technology. This volume contains information
regarding the fundamentals of vaporous and gaseous


cavitation, classical theories addressing film rupture
conditions in static and dynamically loaded bearings,
and research relating to cavitation damage.


The 1988 NASA Lewis Research Center (Cleveland,
Ohio, USA) symposium regarding cavitating films,
Brewe et al. [14] contained the most recent advances
(at that time) regarding the fundamental concepts of
cavitation as well as follow-up improved versions of
models presented in 1974 in Lyon [13]. In particular,
the 1988 symposium offered novel theoretical algo-
rithms for a more realistic simulation and numerical
implementation of cavitation.


2.1 Types of cavitation


Swales [15] identified four general types of cavita-
tion that are mostly vaporous in nature. He noted
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that these types of cavitation are generally short-lived
transient phenomena where the cavitating bubble
grows and collapses as a function of both its pres-
sure environment and capability of the fluid to resist
tensile stresses. The four types of cavitation noted by
Swales are the following:


(a) travelling;
(b) fixed;
(c) vortex;
(d) vibratory.


With the exception of the vortex cavitation where
vortices have a relatively long residence time, the
remaining types of cavitation, especially the vibratory
type, are transitory in nature with rather short time
constants. As Swales [15] and Dowson and Taylor [16]
remark, the (a), (b), and (d) types of cavities are rather
unstable, short-lived, and mostly contain vapour. The
authors further note that cavitation is usually stable
when the cavity’s contents are gaseous as opposed to
vaporous.


The travelling cavity is a most interesting phe-
nomenon as the cavity forms, grows, and then closes
as observed by an Eulerian viewer on the ground.
Xing [17] in 2009, experimentally presented a classical
case of such travelling cavity for a two-phase squeeze
film damper. Sun and Brewe [18] have experimen-
tally studied static and dynamically loaded bearings.
They reached the conclusion that two different formu-
lae are necessary to characterize the time constants
associated with the following:


(a) vapour flashing and filling a void;
(b) gas diffusing out of the oil.


They proposed a formula [19] for calculating the
time constant for vaporous cavitation and found it to
be of the order of 167 × 10−6 s. They also calculated the
time constant necessary for filling a void with diffused
gases and determined it to be of the order of 0.32 ×
10+6 s. These findings in effect support the contention
of Swales [15] and Dowson andTaylor [16] that gaseous
cavitation is a much more stable phenomenon. By
comparing these time constants with the operational
characteristics of a dynamically loaded bearing, they
concluded that vaporous cavitation occurs predom-
inantly during dynamic situations. Even though the
time constant for gas diffusion is much larger than that
of a transitory (flash) depressurization process, other-
wise predominant occurrence of gaseous cavitation is
mitigated by the presence of gas nuclei in the oil film,
or in the roughness of the crevices of the solid bound-
aries. In this environment of high film shear and tensile
stresses, the nuclei act as gaseous ‘cavitation promot-
ers’. It is well known that for most common gases found
in the atmosphere the gas saturation pressure in a liq-
uid is far above that of its vapour pressure, even though
both are subatmospheric. So the question poses itself


as to what is the type of the cavity content: gaseous
or vaporous? The answer certainly depends upon a
multitude of factors that act conjointly: whether the
fluid under consideration is pure or a mixture, whether
the process is steady-state and diffusion-dominated,
or highly transitory and characterized by sudden
strong depressurization. Thus, the cavitation content,
depending on the process, can either be gaseous,
vaporous, or a combination thereof. As noted by both
Swales [15] and Dowson and Taylor [16, 20], when
large amounts of gas (air) are dissolved in the lubricat-
ing oil there is a wealth of cavitation-starting nuclei.
Under hydrodynamic conditions where the pressures
fall below the gas saturation pressure, the gas diffuses
out of the oil creating a stable cavity. Sun and Brewe
[18, 19], Sun et al. [21], Jacobson and Hamrock [22, 23],
Jacobson [24], and Wilson [25] have all addressed the
circumstances of the vaporous cavitation, based on
visual observation of a highly transitory regime and/or
typical pitting cavitation damage.


2.2 On tensile stress of liquids


In 1974, Temperley [26] reviewed the available experi-
mental data and state-of-the-art theory regarding the
tensile strength of liquids. He determined experimen-
tally that three different situations of ‘fluid-in-tension’
could be identified as the following:


(a) static application of tension;
(b) ‘once-only’ pulse tension test;
(c) oscillating tension through acoustic means.


For all three categories, it has been proven that
the fluid can sustain significant levels of tension. The
tensile strength values obtained from the type (1)
experiments are significantly higher than type (2); both
type (1) and (2) give yet higher tensile values than
type (3) experiments. For further reading, Temperley
refers to two of his earlier papers [27, 28] where he
reviewed work and studied the behaviour of water
subjected to ‘tension’. He mentions that considerable
differences (as much as 50 times) were observed in
the values of critical tension when different methods
like those of Bertholet [3] and Reynolds [4] were used.
Temperley reported that if tension is applied statically,
ordinary tap water containing small amounts of dis-
solved air can withstand tensions as high as 4.06 MPa
(40 atm) while under conditions of near saturation
with air, water was found to withstand tensions of only
0.61 MPa (6 atm). Fisher [29] affirms that a liquid under
‘negative pressure’ (tension) is in a metastable state
where vapour bubbles appear spontaneously and con-
tinue growing until the system’s pressure reaches the
equilibrium vapour pressure. He proposes a theory,
and develops formulae for the rate of bubble forma-
tion using the classical nucleation theory of Frenkel
[30] and Volmer [31]. The fluid ‘fracture pressure’ is
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the negative pressure pfract at which the fluid ‘fractures’
and causes the appearance of the first gas bubble(s)


pfract = −
[


16π


3


(
σ 3


kT ln(NkTt/h) − �f0


)]0.5


where k is the Boltzman constant, N is the number of
molecules, t is the time for the first bubble apparition,
σ is the interfacial surface tension, and �f is the free
energy of activation. Fisher also tabulates (Table 1,
[29]) the values of the waiting time t to the appari-
tion of the first bubble for different free energy of
activation for water. He also tabulates, for the same
temperature (T = 300 ◦K), the ‘fracture pressure’ for
different liquids when �f0 = 0 (Table 2, [29]). The cal-
culated ‘fracture pressure’ for water is 132 MPa. This is
approximately one order of magnitude higher than the
maximum experimental value obtained for pure water
on a regular surface, and two orders of magnitude
higher for gassed water on irregular surfaces [27, 28].
Hendricks et al. [32] present an analogy between cav-
itation and fracture mechanics, asserting that the role
impurities play in the formation and propagation of
a crack in solids parallels the role played by the first
bubble of the fractured fluid [29] in the growth of the
cavitation zone. Further, they analyse the similarities
between the Griffith [33] and Fisher–Frenkel [29, 30]
crack models for solids and liquids, respectively. It is
concluded that both models predict fracture-starting
stresses that are significantly higher (102 orders of
magnitude) than the ones yielded by experiments. As
a result, a ‘rule-of-thumb’ is proposed, whereby all
the theoretically obtained values are scaled (pfract/102)
in order to be brought in line with the experiments.
The authors [32], further remark that photographs of
crack propagation in solids and cavitation in bear-
ings possess common features in that the main line
crack and the attached secondary cracks have simi-
lar physical and propagation characteristics. Hoffman
and Myers [34] also looked at cavitation, but in the
context of the splitting of thin coating fluid films. Their
intended application pertains to the roll application of
these films. The authors use a heuristic approach by
combining high-speed film analysis of the roll coating
and film splitting with a partly theoretical approach.
In the end, they present an equation that calcu-
lates the ‘fracture pressure’ at which the thin rolling
film cavitates, (�P = [2(σ + 2μV)/R] + 1.5ρV 2). The
equation relates the pressure differential (�P) across
the cavity to its growth velocity V by taking into con-
sideration the interface (radius R), the inertial term
(ρV2), the surface tension term (σ ), and the viscous
term (μV).


The differentiating factor between a fluid and a
solid state resides with the respective molecular cohe-
sion forces which are dependent on the average
intermolecular distances; these forces vary inversely
proportional with the square of the aforementioned


distance. When compared to those in the solid, the
forces in the fluid are much smaller, and hence nor-
mal (tensile) stresses cannot be readily sustained. That
is not to say that a liquid cannot sustain any tensile
stresses [3, 4]. Floberg [35] starting from a fixed mass
gas bubble in an equilibrium-state condition in a fluid
(R3ρ = R3


0ρ0), determined that for adiabatic conditions
the fluid pressure p is related to the bubble starting
equilibrium pressure q0 and surface tension T by


p = q0 =
[


R0


R


]3k


− 2T
R


, where
q0


ρk
0


= q
ρk


while for isothermal conditions


p = q0 =
[


R0


R


]3


− 2T
R


, where
q0


ρ0
= q


ρ


where k is the adiabatic coefficient, R0 is the starting
bubble radius, and ρ is the density of the gas. The
above equations reveal that as the fluid pressure, p,
decreases, the bubble radius R, grows simply by pure
expansion. This process, termed pseudo-cavitation,
occurs with no additional gas diffusing into the bubble
(R3


0ρ0 = R3ρ). One could liken the pseudo-cavitation
process to a balloon of fixed internal mass that starts
expanding as the environmental pressure decreases.
However, as the fluid pressure falls below the dissolved
gas saturation pressure, the bubble increases in size
due to additional mass input. This is a desorption pro-
cess, a phenomenon during which non-condensable
gases diffuse from the liquid phase into the existing
gaseous bubble nucleus. As such, the bubble serves
as a nucleus for fluid rupture with the ensuing ‘crack’
fueling the cavitation growth. For a homogeneous mix-
ture of non-condensable gases, the relation p < psat(T )


has to be replaced by p < pgas sat,i(T ) (Fig. 1(b)). Due to
diffusion, indicative of a lower tensile liquid strength,
the bubble starts growing rapidly and exhibits rarely
an unstable behaviour. This phenomenon is known
as gaseous cavitation. The concepts presented above
for pseudo- and gaseous cavitation address the issue
of a gas bubble growth. More generally, this growth
can occur due to either the lowering of pressure in
the fluid without additional gas diffusion, or when the
fluid pressure has crossed the threshold of the gas sat-
uration pressure. The latter situation is characterized
by a very rapid bubble growth.


For applications to bearings, the absorption and
desorption of a non-reacting, non-condensable gas
mixture has to be considered. The mixture total pres-
sure can be determined by Dalton’s law of additive
pressures


Pmix =
n∑


i=1


pgas sat,i(Tmix, ∀mix)


where pgas sat,i is the partial pressure of a component
in the mixture that represents the individual gas (i)
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Table 1 Pressures and temperatures for the release of gas and vapour for an ‘example oil’


Nitrogen gas dissolved in oil Example oil mixture components


Nitrogen Volume
saturation Mole fraction Vapour
pressure, fraction, Vgas/Vtotal Hydrocarbon pressure,


Temperature pgas sat,i(T ) yi,liq side (%) component pVap


(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)


150◦C 344.8 kPa 0.006 41 0 C10H22(n-decane) 52.4 kPa
101.37(1 atm) 0.001 88 0.37 0 C20H42(n-icosane) 0.14 kPa
68.96 0.001 28 0.53 0.12 0 C28H58(octa-cosane) 1.59 Pa
34.48 0.000 64 0.82 0.50 0.34


100◦C 344.8 kPa 0.005 58 0 C10H22 9.5 kPa
101.37 0.001 64 0.27 0 C20H42 5.1 Pa
68.96 0.001 12 0.38 0.058 0 C28H58 0.015 Pa
34.48 0.000 56 0.62 0.263 0.155


65◦C 344.8 kPa 0.005 12 0 C10H22 1.9 kPa
101.37 0.001 51 0.24 0 C20H42 0.21 Pa
68.96 0.001 02 0.35 0.055 0 C28H58 2.1E-4 Pa
34.48 0.000 51 0.54 0.203 0.116


saturation pressures in the liquid. The corresponding
law of volumes is given by Amagat’s law


∀mix =
n∑


i=1


∀gas sat,i(Tmix, Pmix)


Defining the mole fraction of the ith component
as yi,gas side = Ni/Nmix = pgas sat,i/Pmix, the individual gas
saturation pressures can be written in terms of the total
mixture pressure, Pmix, as


pgas sat,i = yi,gas sidePmix


Most gases are weakly soluble in liquids. It has
been found that for such situations the relationship
between the mole fraction of the ith species in the gas
mixture and in the liquid, at their interface, is gov-
erned by yi,gas side ∝ yi,liq. side. Then, based on Dalton’s
law and the mole fraction definition one can write
pgas sat,i ∝ yi,liq. sidePmix. This is known as Henry’s law
where the proportional sign can be eliminated if one
introduces Henry’s constant H (= Pmix *prop.const.).
Then


yi,liq. side = pgas sat,i


H


The concentration of an ith species dissolved in the
liquid is proportional to the partial pressure of the
gas, and is inversely proportional to Henry’s constant.
It has been noted that H increases with increasing
temperature. The above observation, in combination
with the bearing’s divergent zone heat dissipation and
decreasing pressure, is responsible for the significant
decrease in yi,liq. side. This lower yi,liq. side is indicative of
the gas being released from the oil and migrating into
the existing bubble, thus exacerbating its accelerated
and extensive growth. For the case when the gas is


strongly soluble in the fluid, Henry’s law gives way to
Raoult law


yi,liq. side = yi,gas sidePgas, total


pgas sat,i(T )


where, by Dalton law


Pgas,total =
n∑


i=1


pgas sat,i(T )


The above equations, taken in conjunction with
Floberg’s adiabatic or isothermal bubble’s pressure
equations may be used to explain the non-
condensable gas mixture bubble formation and
growth in a bearing environment. Normally, mineral
oils contain some amounts of dissolved gas at
pressures near the atmospheric pressure. As the pres-
sure in the bearing falls below the pgas sat,i of the
individual ith gas component, the latter is released
from the oil and diffuses into the gaseous bubble. For
this purpose, let the ‘example oil’ presented in Table 1
be examined. The oil is a mixture of hydrocarbon frac-
tions of n-decane, n-icosane, and octa-cosane. The
table gives the following:


(a) the vapour pressures, pVap(T), for each respective
component;


(b) an estimate of the nitrogen gas saturation pres-
sures, pgas sat,i(T );


(c) the mole and volume fractions of nitrogen dis-
solved in this oil.


Column (4) shows the volume fraction of nitrogen
dissolved in this hydrocarbon mixture at the given
temperatures and the nitrogen saturation pressures
shown in column (2). For example, consider a nitro-
gen mole fraction (column (3)) of yi,liq side = 0.006 41
at 150 ◦C and 344.8 kPa. If the pressure drops isother-
mally to 101.37 kPa (atmospheric), the mole fraction
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on the liquid side becomes yi,liq side = 0.001 88. This
means that 0.004 53 of the dissolved gas has diffused
into the gas side bubble. In terms of volume fraction
(column (4)), the volume the gas now occupies rep-
resents 37 per cent of the total volume. If pressure
is dropped further to 34.48 kPa the volume fraction
of gas grows to 82 per cent, even though the mole
fraction on the liquid side has decreased only by a
�yi,liqside = 0.001 24. This means that 82 per cent of
the total volume is now occupied by the nitrogen.
From columns (5) and (6), respectively, it can be seen
that only when the pressure is dropped to 52.4 kPa, at
150 ◦C, does n-decane come out of the oil in the form of
vapour. Assuming the process is isothermal, it means
that until pressure reaches the threshold of 52.4 kPa,
only gaseous cavitation takes place. At 52.4 kPa the
first vapour traces of n-decane appear, and beyond
this pressure threshold there will be a combination of
gaseous and vaporous content in the bubble. As oper-
ating temperatures are decreased to 100 ◦C and then
65 ◦C the threshold at which the first n-decane vapour
is generated is lowered dramatically to 9.5 and 1.5 kPa,
respectively. For the other components of this oil the
vapour pressure is even lower, precluding any genera-
tion of n-icosane or octa-cosane vapour. All the while,
the volume fraction of nitrogen grows considerably to
maxima of 62 per cent and 54 per cent as pgas sat,i(T )


decreases.
The section above describes the formation and


growth of ‘gaseous cavitation’, while Table 1 exempli-
fies indeed the very low pressure conditions necessary
to release hydrocarbon vapour.


Cavitation can ‘fracture’ the fluid through a phase
change. This phenomenon is known as ‘vaporous cav-
itation’. ‘Gaseous cavitation’ forms and grows as the
pressure in the liquid falls below the saturation pres-
sure, pgas sat,i (Fig. 1(b)). ‘Vaporous cavitation’ occurs
when the pressure in the fluid falls below the vapour
pressure of the liquid, pVap = psat (Fig. 1(b)). ‘Vaporous
cavitation’ is very different from the ‘gaseous’ one,
both through the composition of the gases that fill
the cavity and the thermodynamic environment that
causes its occurrence. To explain this form of cavita-
tion, one has to start from the kinetic theory of liquids.
In his now famous treatise on kinetic theory of liquids,
Frenkel [30] states:


The fact that the liquids can withstand or exert a neg-
ative pressure is implied by the van der Waals theory
which is based on the assumption of a close similarity
between the liquid and the gaseous state…according
to this theory both states represent two extreme forms
of a single amorphous state, one of which can be
obtained from the other by isothermal compression or
expansion…


This change in pressure is continuous and leads
to a transitory state which is metastable in nature.
The pressure volume (PV) diagram of Fig. 2 presents


Fig. 2 The PV diagram for a hypothetical lubricating
fluid


just such a situation. Again, according to Frenkel, the
transition from the liquid state to vapour…


‘…takes place not along the theoretical isotherm (full
line), but along of a horizontal isotherm corresponding
to the splitting of the original homogeneous substance
into two different coexisting phases…’


Of course, these two coexisting phases are the liquid
and its respective vapour phase. If state (1) is identi-
fied as a pure liquid compressed along the isotherm
T, and then the fluid is depressurized along the same
isotherm to the point of the saturated vapour pres-
sure represented by state (2(L)), two coexisting phases
appear. These two phases are the saturated liquid and
vapour (L + V ). These are components of the ‘sin-
gle amorphous state’ mentioned by Frenkel. According
to him, the state of this mixture moves horizontally,
under constant pressure, along the real isotherm, to
state (3(V )). At this juncture, the fluid becomes all
vapour, and if the pressure were to fall further, the
fluid may find an equilibrium state as indicated by
the superheated vapour state (4). This path is followed
if during the depressurization sequence there were
‘enough’ pre-existing nucleation sites. They may be
provided by the gas trapped in the crevices at the
solid/fluid interface, or outright in the bulk mass of
the liquid. They serve the same role in the crack-
ing/splitting of the fluid as the impurities would play
in the crack propagation in a solid, Hendricks et al.
[32]. According to Brennen [36], if nucleation sites are
not present, whether due to degassing, or the smooth-
ness of the mating surfaces, the state reached at point
(2, (L)) continues along the theoretical isotherm to
(2′), rather than moving horizontally along the real
isotherm towards (3,(V )). Note that on the actual
isotherm p2(L) = pVap = p3(V ). The pressure at point 2′ is
lower than at (2(L)), and the liquid is said to be in ten-
sion, at a value of �ptensile = p2′ − pVap < 0. The liquid
is said to be now in a metastable state, a state of insta-
bility which may cause an abrupt transition from (2′)
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to (4). This abruptness may create an instantaneous
cavitation zone, vaporous in nature. For a pure sub-
stance, the vapour cavity contains the same species
as the liquid zone. In the case of homogeneous mix-
tures, as many of the mineral oils are, each of the
fractional components of the oil has its own ‘vapour
pressure’, and starts to evaporate as its particular pVap


is reached. For further insights into the tensile strength
of fluids and nucleation theory the reader is referred
again to Frenkel [30] and Brennen [36]. It is to be
noted that cavitation and boiling manifest in same
way, their end-effect being the generation of vaporous
zones. However, the thermodynamic drivers that lead
to the vaporous state are different. Vaporous cavita-
tion occurs when the build-up of tensile stresses in
the form of (p2′ − pVap) reaches or exceeds the critical
value, �ptensile,cr = (p2′ − pVap) � 0. In vaporous cavita-
tion, the vapour pressure is determined by following a
constant isotherm. Boiling, however, occurs when the
rising fluid temperature reaches or exceeds the critical
saturation temperature, Tsat. In boiling, the saturation
temperature is determined by following a constant
isobar. If the amount of superheat responsible for boil-
ing is measured, the Clausius–Clapeyton equation can
be used to write a relationship correlating the critical
tensile pressure and critical temperature as


�ptensile, cr ≈ �Tcr
hfgρV


T
(for ρL 	 ρV )


Even though the above equation is valid only for
small amounts of excess superheat, it establishes
a valuable connection between �ptensile,cr and �Tcr.
Vaporous cavitation may thus appear either due to the
following:


(a) excess tensile stresses beyond the critical point;
(b) increases in temperatures beyond the critical


amount of superheat, or more generally;
(c) be a combination of these two.


The ‘cavitation number’ below correlates the above
concepts and is used as an indicator for the prediction
of vaporous cavitation


σ = p∞ − pVap(T∞)


0.5ρLU 2∞


In this equation, p∞ and T∞ represent the bulk fluid
pressure at the corresponding temperature. For a bear-
ing, U∞ is the rotor surface velocity, and pVap is the
vapour pressure at the corresponding temperature T∞.
Parametrically, the cavitation number can be used
to study and classify the inception of cavitation in
flows where either p∞ is decreased to values equal
or smaller than pVap(T∞), or the free stream velocity
U∞ is increased causing a significant decrease in σ .
As σ decreases it approached the threshold point σcr,
which defines the incipient formation of vaporous cav-
itation. Thus, predictions of cavitation incipience and


subsistence can be drawn from calculations, measure-
ments, and observations of σcr in conjunction with the
Clausius–Clapeyron relationship and data relating to
the theoretical isotherms.


3 FILM RUPTURE THEORETICAL MODELLING


3.1 The Gumbel and Swift-Stieber Models


Cavitation bubbles whether gaseous or vaporous may
come from within the lubricating film, or be fed by
the environment. Regardless, they represent a rupture
in the continuity of the liquid film. This discontinu-
ity at the bubble interface presents a challenge in the
context of the solution to the Reynolds equation. The
solution offered by Sommerfeld [2], did not take into
account film rupture and solved for a full film around
the circumference (Figs 1(a) and (b)). This approach
allowed subatmospheric and even negative pressures,
no matter how low they were [16]. Gumbel [37] in 1914
was the first to account for the film ‘rupture’. According
to his theory, for a steadily loaded bearing operating at
constant angular velocity, the rupture originates in the
immediate vicinity of the film’s minimum clearance, at
a predetermined pressure pcav and remains constant at
that value for the entire divergent region (Fig. 3(a)).


He did not account for film reformation, nor did
his approach respect mass continuity. Because the
circumferential pressure distribution allows only the
positive pressure region, the Gumbel condition is also
known as the ‘half-Sommerfeld’ condition (Fig. 3(a)).
It represents an early simplistic approach that recog-
nizes the observed physical reality of the film rupture
and embodies it into an analytical and numerical sim-
ulation. A better alternative to the ‘half-Sommerfeld’
condition was offered by Swift [38] and Stieber [39],
which worked independently of each other (Fig. 3(b)).
Swift [38] in 1932 stated that a zero derivative of the
pressure is an appropriate condition for marking the
inception of cavitation and considered it to be a ‘sta-
bility condition’. Stieber [39] in 1933 published a full
solution for a 360 deg journal bearing considering
cavitation for a zero tensile strength lubricant (Floberg
later offered different approaches for the zero and
non-zero tensile stress in lubricant’s cavitation [40]).
Stieber, like Swift, assumed a zero-pressure gradient
at the start of the cavitation zone, but considered it
to be a continuity condition. These two forefathers
of cavitation modelling, while approaching it from
different angles, came to the same conclusion regard-
ing its inception and development. The cavitation
zone formation conditions known as the Swift–Stieber
conditions (Fig. 3(b)) are


∂p
∂x


= ∂p
∂y


= 0, p = pcav


Note that these conditions consider the entire
cavitation zone at p = pcav and do not make allowance
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Fig. 3 Circumferential pressure development based
on film rupture theories: (a) Gumbel [37];
(b) Swift–Stieber [38, 39]; (c) JFO and Floberg;
and (d) Elrod [53], and Vijayaraghavan and Keith
[54, 55]


for the existence of subcavitational pressures nor for
variations in the pressure inside the cavitation zone.
After film rupture the Poiseuille (pressure driven)
component of the circumferential and axial velocities
becomes zero, and only the Couette (shaft rotation, or
axial oscillation) component is still operational, carry-
ing lubricant in between the gas cavities (Fig. 4(a)).
A constant cavity pressure imposes a zero-pressure
gradient within the cavity. The pressure gradient cal-
culated in the fluid has to interface with the cavity
pressure gradient along the boundary, where at cer-
tain locations there can be a relatively steep slope (e.g.
the point of cavity inception). According to Floberg
[40], these boundary conditions work well at mod-
erate loads. According to Brewe et al. [14], while the
Swift–Stieber conditions work reasonably well for the
establishment of the film rupture, they do not pre-
dict the reformation of the film satisfactorily; nor do


they seem to give satisfactory results in the case of
dynamically loaded bearings [14, 41].


3.2 Flow separation boundary conditions


Floberg [40, 42, 43] experimentally showed that sub-
cavity (subambient) pressures do occur in bearings.
Their existence led to the belief that flow separa-
tion takes place and contributes to the film rupture.
In 1968, Mori et al. [44] offered a set of condi-
tions predicting film rupture and cavitation inception.
They considered that when separation takes place, it
starts at the stationary surface of the bearing when
du/dy|y=0 = 0 and p = pcav (Fig. 4(b)). These condi-
tions are present at the free surface between the liquid
and the cavitation bubble. This approach to cavitation
modelling has given acceptable results, but only for
a limited number of cases [40]. Based on the exper-
imental observation of subcavity pressures Hopkins
[45] in 1957, and then Birkhoff and Hays [46] in 1963
also pointed to flow separation as a possible reason for
film rupture. They applied their analysis to a full fluid
film, and employed the same boundary conditions (as
in [44]) at the stationary surface (u = du/dy|y=0 = 0)
(Fig. 4(b)). Then, using the Navier–Stokes equations
(NSE), where the advective terms are neglected, and
solving with the above boundary conditions for the
u-velocity, one obtains


u = 1
2μ


∂p
∂x


(y2 − h2) + U


From this expression, considering that at the point
of cavity inception (y = 0) the velocity is zero (u(y =
0) = 0), the resultant pressure-gradient condition can
be written as


∂p
∂x


∣∣∣∣
y=0


= 2μU
h2


With the cavitation pressure set at p = pcav, and
velocity and pressure gradients for film rupture condi-
tions known, one can start calculating the approximate
position of the cavitation region.


Under this scenario, the majority of the lubri-
cant will be carried either under or above the cav-
itated region (Fig. 4(b)), and not in-between the
gas fingers as implied by the Swift–Stieber condi-
tion (Fig. 4(a)). Coyne and Elrod [47] introduced
the effects of geometry, surface tension, and iner-
tia in modelling the phenomenon of planar film
rupture (no side leakage) (Fig. 4(c)). They pro-
posed a modified form of the pressure gradient
when compared to the one put forward by Birkhoff
and Hays [46] and Hopkins [45]. By preserving
mass continuity at the gas/liquid interface they
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Fig. 4 Film rupture boundary conditions types: (a) striated gas and liquid fingers (Swift Stieber,
JFO); (b) Hopkins and Birkhoff [11, 46] separation boundary conditions (full fluid film); and
(c) Coyne and Elrod [47, 48] boundary conditions (gas–fluid interface)


obtained


∂p
∂x


= 6μU
h2


(
1 − 2


h∞
h


)


where
h∞
h


= c
h∞


(
1 + R0


c
cos ϕ


)


The angle ϕ represents the stationary surface wet-
ting angle and is ϕ � π/2. The terms c/h∞ and R0/c
are both functions of a surface-tension parameter
N = 3


√
(3μU /T ) and are calculated in reference [47]. In


addition to the pressure gradient boundary condition,
Coyne and Elrod [48] introduced a pressure boundary


condition of the form


p = −T
R0


+ �p


where T is the surface tension at the gas liquid/gas
interface, and R0 is the radius of curvature of the bub-
ble (Fig. 4(c)). The film pressure near the stationary
surface boundary is −T /R0, while �p represents a
transition pressure correction that is small in com-
parison to the surface-tension term when N is small.
These two boundary conditions lead to the determina-
tion of the liquid/gas interface position and the local
accompanying pressure.
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3.3 The mass conservation model


The more elusive problem in dealing with film rup-
ture has been respecting mass continuity within the
confines of the Reynolds equation. Gumbel’s condi-
tion [37] did not respect the continuity of mass; it
just accounted for the fact that when and where the
film ruptured pressures became subambient (nega-
tive) and consequently automatically set to pcav. The
more advanced Swift–Stieber model [38, 39] accounts
for the entire mass of liquid transported in-between
(Fig. 4(a)) the gas fingers (cavities), but does not take
into account the fingers’ number, size, and volume.
This approach sets the pressure gradients to zero, and
as the pressure increases in the convergent region
allows the film reformation process to take place.
Unlike Swift–Stieber, the separation models of Coyne
and Elrod [47, 48], Mori et al. [44], Hopkins [45], and
Birkhoff and Hays [46] provide for the fluid trans-
port above and beneath the bubble. All these models
use continuity of mass to define the cavity inter-
face. However, notwithstanding their success, none
of them were able to handle well the situation of a
moving liquid/gas boundary where mass was con-
served both in the cavitated region as well as on the
boundary. Floberg [40], Jakobson and Floberg [49],
Olsson [50], and Floberg [51] again assumed, similarly
to Swift and Stieber, a striated flow (Fig. 4(a)), where
the liquid was transported in-between gas fingers that
extended fully across the clearance between the sta-
tionary and the moving surfaces. These contributions,
made by the respective authors independent of each
other, are referred to as the Jakobson, Floberg and
Olsson (JFO) cavitation theory [14, 52]. Conserving
mass across the entire bearing based on the Reynolds
equation model has proven seminal to the most recent
advances in the numerical implementation of cavita-
tion. Floberg [40, 51] differentiated his analysis for two
cases of liquid lubricant tensile strength.


3.3.1 The case of liquid with zero tensile strength


Generally, oils have low tensile strength which may
decrease even more if large amounts of gas are dis-
solved in the oil. Film rupture occurs when the
respective gas saturation pressure is reached; the lat-
ter becomes the bearing cavitation pressure and this
pressure remains constant throughout the cavitated
(striated) zone. The gas and oil coexist in an alternate
pattern of oil regions and gas fingers; as a result, only
a Couette-type flow is active in transporting the liquid
in-between the gas fingers. Figure 5 presents the influx
and efflux of mass across the bubble control surface.
This surface defines the gas striation control volume.


In this two-dimensional space the continuity equa-
tions at the upstream (1) and downstream (2) locations
of the boundary can be written as


ṁx,idz − ṁz,idx = ṁcavdz, where i = 1, 2


Neglecting the inertia terms, and considering con-
stant properties the simplified form of the NSE yield
expressions for velocities u and w in the x- and z-
directions, respectively. Upon the integration of these
velocities across the fluid film between the moving and
stationary members one obtains the following flows


ṁx1 = Uh1


2
− h3


1


12μ


(
∂p
∂x


)
1


ṁz1 = h3
1


12μ


(
∂p
∂z


)
1


ṁcav = Uh1


2


Introduction of the above mass flowrate expressions
into the continuity equation on the bubble boundary
at location (1) results in the following condition


− h3
1


12μ


(
∂p
∂x


)
1


+ h3
1


12μ


(
∂p
∂z


)
1


(
dx
dz


)
1


= 0


Since no tensile stresses (negative pressures) are
permitted in the film, to satisfy the bubble bound-
ary continuity equation it is necessary that ∂p/∂x|1 =
∂p/∂z|1 = 0. These now become the boundary con-
ditions for the inception of the cavitation bubble.
Additionally, one has to specify the cavitation pressure
pcav which remains constant throughout the cavita-
tion region. Following the same procedure for control
volume (2) (Fig. 5(a)), one can write


ṁx2 = Uh2


2
− h3


2


12μ


(
∂p
∂x


)
2


ṁz2 = h3
2


12μ


(
∂p
∂z


)
12


ṁcav = Uh1


2


Further, applying the continuity equation for con-
trol volume (2) one obtains a mass conservation
condition for the bubble downstream reformation
boundary


− h3
2


12μ


(
∂p
∂x


)
2


+ h3
2


12μ


(
∂p
∂z


)
2


(
dx
dz


)
2


+ Uh2


2
= Uh1


2


Solving the Reynolds equation in conjunction with
the above-mentioned boundary conditions for film
rupture and reformation ones obtains a set of pres-
sure contour profiles like the one shown in Fig. 6 (see
also reference [40]).


The positive pressure contours are in the region of
the applied load while the theoretical cavitation zone
is marked by the subcavity pressure contour lines.


3.3.2 The case of liquid with finite tensile strength


Based on experimental results, Floberg further postu-
lated [40, 51] that when the fluid can sustain a certain
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Fig. 5 (a) Geometry of the oil cavity used in the JFO type theory. Typical cavitation bubbles for a
zero tensile strength liquid with mass continuity control volumes at the upstream inception
(1) and downstream reformation (2) and (b) Geometry is for one repetitive cell for a liquid
with finite tensile strength for a finite (or infinite numbers of such cells) with the width of
the cell W = L/n


Fig. 6 Pressure contour lines in a journal bearing using
the JFO theory for a liquid with zero tensile
strength; one gas bubble, one oil streamer occu-
pying the width of the bearing


Fig. 7 Pressure profiles in a journal bearing using the
JFO theory for a liquid with tensile strength, as a
function of the number n of oil streamers


tensile strength, a finite number of liquid streams
will form and flow in-between the gas cavities, with
negligible quantities of oil entering or exiting the gas
streamers (ṁcav = 0, Fig. 5(b)). The cavitation pressure
is no longer the lowest pressure in the bearing, since
the dissolved gas saturation pressure is different from,
and in most cases higher than the tensile stress that
the fluid is subject to in the divergent zone (Fig. 3(c)).
While the gas saturation pressure remains constant,
the drop in pressure (‘negative pressure’) is a strong
function of the journal rotation.


In an infinitely long bearing, a repetitive number of
‘oil stream/gas fingers’ cells form covering the entire
axial bearing width. This makes it sufficient to calcu-
late just one characteristic cell. Then, one can identify
a characteristic width per oil stream (W = L/n), where
the number of oil streams, n, is related to the ten-
sile strength of the fluid [40]. Thus, the parameter n
becomes part of the analysis, which can now be con-
fined to a single cell of width W . Using the geometry
presented in Fig. 5(b), and noting that in this case
ṁcav = 0, for the single cell, one can perform the same
type of analysis as for a zero tensile strength lubricant.
Then, the continuity equation for the control volumes
(i = 1, 2) (Fig. 5(b)) becomes


ṁx,idz − ṁz,idx = 0


The upstream boundary condition becomes


− h3
2


12μ


(
∂p
∂x


)
2


+ h3
2


12μ


(
∂p
∂z


)
2


(
dx
dz


)
2


= −Uh1


2
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while the downstream (or reformation) one becomes


− h3
2


12μ


(
∂p
∂x


)
2


+ h3
2


12μ


(
∂p
∂z


)
2


(
dx
dz


)
2


= −Uh2


2


Floberg solved the Reynolds equation in conjunc-
tion with the above boundary conditions for the film
rupture and reformation. A typical qualitative result
depicting the formation of the cavitation region is
shown in Fig. 7 (see also reference [51]). Note that the
associated subcavitation pressure contours are a func-
tion of the n number of streamers. For the interested
reader, Floberg [51] presents a detailed dimensionless
model implementing cavitation for the infinitely long
bearing. The parametric study discusses the quan-
titative pressure contours for one oil stream/cavity
at different values of the parameter n (Fig. 6 of ref-
erence [40] and Figs 8 to 11 of reference [51]). For
finite width bearings, the solution is more intricate
[49] because each ‘oil stream/gas finger’ cell has to
be evaluated separately and the numbers of cells
formed has to be simultaneously calculated. The solu-
tion strictly satisfies flow continuity in all bearing
regions. The authors apply it to bearings without oil
grooves, and account fully for the vaporous/gaseous
cavitated regions. They emphasize that the choice of
‘arbitrary’ rupture and reformation boundaries of the
cavitated region yields only approximate pressure dis-
tributions, load-carrying capacities, and power losses.
The method was also applied to optimize a bearing
operating under cavitated conditions by calculating a
minimal power loss for a given load, angular veloc-
ity, and permissible minimum film thickness. The
experimental work presented in the same study [49],
successfully validated the cavitation model.


3.3.3 Other Reynolds equation-based cavitation
computation models


The concept introduced by the JFO theory has been
widely accepted and adopted. Additionally, various
numerical algorithms have been proposed for its
implementation. In 1974, Elrod and Adams [52]
obtained a generalized form of the Reynolds equation
and solved it numerically making use of the JFO
concept. They offered a substantially simpler way of
accounting for mass conservation within the cavitated
and non-cavitated regions. The authors introduced a
new dimensionless density variable θ = ρ/ρc, where
the density ρc corresponded to the cavitation pres-
sure pcav. Introducing the notion of a bulk modulus
(or the compressibility factor, β = ρ∂p/∂ρ) and inte-
grating it for a constant β they obtained an expression
that related the pressure p, to the cavity pressure (pcav)
and its dimensionless density θ , as p = pcav + β ln θ .


Introducing the expressions for β and θ and a new
switch function g = g(θ) into the standard Reynolds
equation, they obtained a θ-modified form that was


solved for θ


12
∂(θh)


∂t
+ 6U∇(θh) = ∇ · h3


μ
βg(θ)∇θ


This equation was solved numerically, by means
of a finite-difference method, using mass conserving
boundary conditions consistent with the JFO theory.
This algorithm respects strictly mass continuity in all
regions of the bearing, and most importantly uses one
single equation for both the full film and the cavi-
tated regions. This latter feature was achieved by the
introduction of the switch function g , which func-
tions as a ‘cavitation index’ in combination with the
dimensionless density θ . By setting g(θ) = 1 when
(p � pcav and ρ � ρc) and g(θ) = 0 when (p � pcav


and ρ � ρc), the θ-modified Reynolds equation can
be solved seamlessly for both the cavitated and non-
cavitated regions. In the cavitated zone, the mass
content of liquid is governed by ρcav, θ , and h (as
ρcavθh), where h is the eccentric clearance height. This
means that θ , besides being a dimensionless den-
sity, also assumes the role of the fraction of liquid
content in the cavity, with (1 − θ) representing the
cavity void fraction. After the θ solution is obtained,
the pressure map can be reconstructed using p =
pcav + β ln θ . In 1981, Elrod further refined the method-
ology proposed in 1974 by presenting a computa-
tional algorithm [53], meant to be more user-friendly,
even though the physics of the new model were the
same as the ones presented earlier. The new version
simplified the programming and made the complex
task of cavitation modelling easier to handle. The
results of the efforts undertaken by Elrod and Adams
[52] and Elrod [53] produced an algorithm that is
now universally accepted as ‘the Elrod’s cavitation
algorithm’. Vijayaraghavan and Keith [54, 55] used the
JFO concept and modified the Elrod algorithm [53]
to further refine the computational efficiency. They
coupled directly the bulk modulus with the switch
function and θ to obtain gβ = θ(∂p/∂θ). Upon inte-
gration of this equation one obtains an expression for
pressure as


p = pcav + gβ ln θ


Then, by introducing the definition of θ and gβ into
the standard Reynolds equation of the form


∂ρh
∂t


+ ∂


∂x


(
ρhU


2
− ρh3


12μ


∂p
∂x


)
+ ∂


∂x


(
− ρh3


12μ


∂p
∂z


)
= 0


they obtained a Reynolds modified θ equation that can
be solved for the entire bearing circumference


∂ρchθ


∂t
+ ∂


∂x


(
ρchU


2
θ − ρch3gβ


12μ


∂θ


∂x
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+ ∂
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12μ


∂θ


∂x


)
= 0
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Fig. 8 Circumferential pressure profiles using the JFO concept through an improved algorithm
Vijayaraghavan [55]: (a) high gas saturation pressure and (b) low gas saturation pressure


Fig. 9 Shape of the cavitation region in a two-phase damper at different speeds: (a) 700 r/min,
incipient gaseous cavitated region with the fern-leaf formation clearly visible (see blow-up
detail; (b) 1500 r/min, gaseous cavitated region showing the separated component bubbles;
and (c) 3000 r/min, many of the gas bubbles coalesce in a larger formation


Then noting that in the cavitation zone, based
on the assumption that the liquid is transported
only through Couette effects (Swift–Stieber–Jakobson–
Floberg–Olson assumption), and that p = pcav, the
equation above simplifies to


∂ρchθ


∂t
+ ∂


∂x


(
ρchU


2
θ


)
= 0


Figures 8(a) and 8(b) present examples of typ-
ical circumferential pressure profiles obtained by
Vijayaraghavan and Keith [55]. In these figures, the


constant cavity pressure is evident and the extent of
the cavitation is clearly delineated. In Fig. 8(a), it can be
seen that the cavitation pressure is just slightly below
the atmospheric pressure, and the results are similar
to those obtained by implementing the Swift–Stieber
conditions.


In Fig. 8(b), the non-dimensional cavitation gauge
pressure is much lower indicating a low gas satu-
ration pressure P = (p/μω)/(c/R)2 = −1. The results
presented in Fig. 8 show very good agreement with
those obtained by Elrod [53] and are also confirmed by
the experimental results of Jakobson and Floberg [49].
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Fig. 10 Gaseous cavitation in a hydrodynamic submerged journal bearing (a)–(d) cavitation and
reformation of the film at 2000 and 6000 r/min, respectively (e)–(g) fern-leaf patterns at
the start of a cavitation process in the submerged journal bearing


Fig. 11 Experimental pressure maps corresponding to the cavitation zones visualized in Figs 10(a)
and (d), respectively
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Vijayaraghavan and Keith further developed and
tested their modified algorithm [55] on orthogonal and
non-orthogonal grid arrays [56] as they were applied to
finite grooved and misaligned grooved bearings [57].


Brewe [41] noted that while the present day bear-
ings’ high speed and loads combined with complex
loading cycles may cause cavitation-induced erosion-
like damage as described by Wilson [25], dynamic
loading can also cause self-excited instabilities lead-
ing to whirling or whipping motion of the shaft
centre. This, in turn may create conditions for the
development of vaporous cavitation. Brewe used a
finite-volume discretization technique to implement
the mass conserving Elrod algorithm [53] for vaporous
cavitation. The solution used the alternating direction
implicit (ADI) method to implement a time march-
ing technique; its results compared well with those of
Jakobson and Floberg for stationary (gaseous) cavita-
tion [49] and reasonably well with those of Jacobson
and Hamrock for non-stationary cavitation bubble
life [22, 23]. Woods and Brewe [58] applied the Elrod
algorithm to a theoretical model where vapour cavi-
tation resulted from a dynamic loading situation. The
approach accounted for a moving cavitation bound-
ary and ensured the conservation of mass along that
boundary, as well as within the cavitated region. The
numerical solution used a multigrid iterative tech-
nique that yielded good results for both the cavitated
and uncavitated regions, while offering significant sav-
ings in CPU time when compared to single-grid Gauss–
Seidel and direct ADI solutions. Brewe and Jacobson
[59] also studied numerically the effect of vapour cav-
itation on vibration amplitude in journal bearings. It
is now largely believed that vapour cavitation occur-
ring predominantly in a dynamically loaded bearing
is due to the rapid changes in the bearing clearance
where the fluid, due to its own inertia, cannot follow
the high-frequency motion of the journal, thus caus-
ing an instantaneous discontinuity at the solid/fluid
interface. This rapid separation causes the local pres-
sure to decrease brusquely and massively, exceeding
the yield tensile strength of the fluid and thus inducing
flash evaporation. The authors implemented bound-
ary conditions consistent with Elrod’s algorithm and
performed numerical simulations for eccentricities of
ε ∈ (0.1−0.4) and 0.4–0.9, respectively. For the first
set of instantaneously changing low eccentricities, no
vaporous cavitation was obtained. For the second set
of instantaneous eccentricities vaporous cavitation
occurred 76 per cent of the time. Their numeri-
cal results were summarized in computational-based
animations which allowed a visual study of the for-
mation and collapse of the vapour bubble. It is
apparent that by 1995 the mass-conserving JFO con-
cept and its numerical embodiment into the Elrod
algorithm [53, 60] has been adopted as the state-
of-the-art for cavitation simulation in hydrodynamic
bearings.


In their study of starvation and cavitation in finite-
grooved journal bearings, Vincent et al. [61] made use
of both the Elrod algorithm and the improvements
offered by Vijayaraghavan and Keith [54, 55]. The ‘uni-
versal’ governing Reynolds equation they proposed,
accounts for mass conservation in the cavitation
region while including journal rotation and journal
centre motion effects. Thus, both static and dynamic
cases can be analysed. The finite-difference scheme
proposed employs central differencing in the full film
area (elliptic nature of the partial differential equation)
and upwind in the cavitation region, due to the hyper-
bolic nature of the differential equation in that region.
The numerical solution uses the Gauss–Seidel elim-
ination scheme and, for the dynamic loading case,
Booker’s mobility method [62, 63]. The authors note
in their conclusions that while the Elrod algorithm
successfully implements the rupture and reformation
boundary conditions for the static case, the mobility
method has to be added in the case of dynamic load-
ing where the area occupied by the cavitation zone is
not fixed as it changes position from time step to time
step.


Paranjpe and Han [64] used the mass-conserving
Elrod cavitation algorithm [53] in the context of a tran-
sient thermohydrodynamic analysis of a dynamically
loaded journal bearing (engine crankshaft bearings).
The finite-volume-based discretization model fully
couples the three-dimensional energy equation with
the Reynolds equation in its Elrod-modified format.
The authors noted that in the dynamic loaded con-
ditions the film thickness as well as the shape and
location of the cavitation zone change with time,
requiring film grid regeneration at every time step.
Ausas et al. [65] also implemented a mass conserv-
ing cavitation algorithm based on the Elrod model.
This algorithm was first applied to a vertically oscillat-
ing plate, with a prescribed time-dependent change in
clearance, and then extended to a dynamically loaded
bearing where the film thickness and cavitation loca-
tion were not a priori known. Their contribution is
most notable, due to its discretization and the con-
verging method which uses the Newmark scheme, as
well as the fact that the code is available as an open
source.


In 1988, Booker [66] reviewed a series of mathemati-
cal models for cavitation implemented through finite-
element (FE) algorithms. Although these models have
been used extensively, they were not ‘flow-preserving’,
especially in the context of dynamic simulation con-
ditions [67]. This lack of mass conservation has been
acknowledged as a ‘flaw’, but was widely practiced
because its impact on film thickness and pressure cal-
culations has been found to be minor. Paranjpe and
Goenka [68] found, however, that this mass conser-
vation violation may have significant effects on both
lubricant flow and power dissipation calculations.
Kumar and Booker [67] proposed a mass-conserving
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algorithm for the transient development of cavitation
under dynamic conditions based on a FE algorithm
developed earlier by Booker and Huebner [69] in
1972. This cavitation model presents the FE solu-
tion as opposed to its finite-difference (or finite vol-
ume) counterpart obtained by Elrod and Adams [52],
Elrod [53], Brewe [41], and Vijayaraghavan and Keith
[54, 55]. Unlike the Elrod-based algorithms, the Kumar
and Booker model assumes the liquid to be incom-
pressible; the cavitated region is treated as compress-
ible, but with the bulk modulus β = 0. The authors
[67, 70] introduce also the notion of a ‘biphase’,
characterized by the following density and viscosity
relationships


0 � ρ � ρliq and 0 � μ � μliq, where
ρ


ρliq
= μ


μliq


Under this concept, the film is considered‘complete’
when ρ = ρliq and p � pcav. If the pressure–density
conditions are at (p = pcav but ρ � ρliq), the film
is considered ‘incomplete’ and containing voids
(cavitated structure). The ‘complete’ film structure
is further divided into two types of sub-regions:
‘complete-black’ (ρ = ρliq, (∂ρ/∂t) = 0) and ‘complete-
white’ regions(ρ = ρliq, (∂ρ/∂t) � 0). Based on the
physical observations of the authors, the latter region
while still ‘complete’, is on the verge of cavitating, in
effect representing a buffer region that precedes the
‘incomplete’ film. The Reynolds transient equation


∇ ·
(


ρh3


12μ
∇p


)
= ∇ · (ρhU ) + ∂


∂t(ρh)


is discretized by means of the Galerkin weighted resid-
uals method into its FE formulation. The velocity Ui,
and clearance hi are defined, while the density ρi, vis-
cosity μi, and pressure pi are solved for at each nodal
point i. The cavitation algorithm is capable of yielding
solutions for both:


(a) specified surface motion;
(b) specified external force type problems.


The authors [67, 70], demonstrated that the mass-
conserving formulation simulated well a wide variety
of dynamic problems [71], and can be readily extended
to include axial misalignment and elastic deforma-
tion. Kumar and Booker [71] further validated their
algorithm by comparing its results for a steady-state,
non-rotating loaded journal bearing with the quasi-
static and dynamic experimental results of Lundholm
[72]. The cavitation extent and shape calculated by
the authors (Fig. 3, [71]) compared well with the ones
presented by Lundholm. The same algorithm [71]
was applied to the dynamic simulation of a periodic
‘squeeze-driven’ flow, for a non-rotating journal bear-
ing carrying a non-rotating sinusoidal load and its
results were compared with the experimental results
of Phelan [73, 74] . The authors present instantaneous


pressure and density distributions for an unwrapped
bearing during time sequences when a load reversal
takes place. Even though the comparison is not per-
fectly coincident, it demonstrates that the proposed
model is capable of simulating the dominant physi-
cal trends. Kumar and Booker have also extended the
cavitation FE model to include the energy conserva-
tion equation [75, 76]. While recognizing that the heat
conduction across the film is important, they chose
to neglect the heat transfer to the journal and sleeve.
Thus, when integrated across the film of height h, with
adiabatic boundary conditions, the model becomes
two-dimensional and dominated by advective terms
(the velocity vector is �u = u�i + w�k, and � represents
the heat dissipation in the film)


∇ · (�uρcTh) + ∂(ρcTh)


∂t
= �h


Liquid viscosity is assumed to vary with temperature
(μ/μo = exp(To/T )), and density variation is treated
consistent with the assumptions used by the same
authors in references [67] and [70]. Even though this
approach is partially flawed since the journal and
sleeve represent important ‘sinks’ for the friction-
ally generated heat in the film, the resulting model
represents a ‘bounding upper limit, for the resulting
temperatures. The FE formulation uses the Galerkin
method and the overall temperature solution is treated
as a time-dependent initial value problem. The results
offered by the proposed model are then validated with
measured success by comparison with experimen-
tal results of Tonnesen and Hansen [77], Lund and
Tonnesen [78] and Ferron et al. [79].


Boedo and Booker [80] applied the mass-conserving
FE cavitation algorithm developed by Kumar and
Booker [67] to a problem characterizing the behaviour
of the lubricant film as it was ‘negatively’ squeezed
between parallel, smooth, and rigid surface plates. In
this study, they experimented with the determined
suitable mesh geometries, allowing both satisfaction
of the JFO boundary conditions and the mixed den-
sity histories of the spatial and temporal pressure. The
methodology identified the full film and cavitation
regions as they changed function of the plate position
and its velocity. Boedo et al. [81] continued the work
of Kumar and Booker [67] by extending their model
for smooth surface bearings to incorporate (besides
cavitation with mass conservation) bearing material
deformation, while allowing fluid density to vary. This
elastohydrodynamic (EHD) model provides for the
coupling of the FE algorithm with elastic mode shapes
where the physical displacements are replaced by
generalized modal displacements. The displacements
yield a set of transformation relationships accounting
for both the elastic displacements and the rigid body
motion. This method is then applied to an un-grooved
big-end connecting rod bearing. The combination
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of the bearing elasticity and mass-conserving cavi-
tation models yielded, over the entire engine cycle,
thinner films and higher pressures when compared
to a quasi-static model. The choice of mode shapes
affected both pressure extrema and the transient per-
formance of the film thickness. Boedo and Booker
[82] further extended the model presented in ref-
erence [81] by accounting for structural inertia and
surface roughness effects. The geometry involved the
tandem of a restrained elastic sleeve and a free rigid
journal, with surfaces presenting isotropic roughness
with a stochastic distribution [83]. The authors mod-
ified the Reynolds equation used earlier by Kumar
and Booker [67] to include flow and roughness factors
which depended on the Gaussian roughness distribu-
tion [83]. In concluding remarks, Boedo and Booker
[82] reported that when surface roughness and body
forces (inertia) are considered, the FE solution of the
modified Reynolds equation does well at simulating
the following:


(a) bearing elastic deformation;
(b) pressure and oil flows using a linear combination


of only a few modes (modes m = 7).


Cavitation is accounted for with full mass conserva-
tion. While the inertia effects are found to be impor-
tant, the surface roughness effects seem to be confined
to a minor role even when a partial lubrication regime
is considered. In a yet further development, Boedo and
Booker [84] extended their mass-conserving, mode-
based EHD FE model [82] to a geometry where both
the journal (hollow) and the bearing are capable of
deforming elastically.


The result trends presented in reference [82] were
also confirmed by Bonneau et al. [85] whose EHD
analysis of a bearing used a mass conserving cavi-
tation model in combination with structural inertia
effects. They [85] performed a FE-based EHD analy-
sis for a dynamically loaded automotive connecting
rod bearing; the mass-conserving cavitation model
was coupled with structural inertia effects. The cav-
itation zone(s) occurring inside the film are defined
by an explicitly stated film rupture and reformation
formulation on whose boundaries p = dp/dx = 0. As
this is a dynamically loaded situation, the extent and
location of the cavitation zone varies with time. They
treated cavitation as a complementary problem using
the Murty [86] algorithm, and combined it with flow
conservation boundary conditions for both the rup-
ture and the reformation zones. Just like Boedo and
Booker, they [85] concluded that the inertia and elas-
ticity effects are important and, when coupled with
the mass-conserving cavitation algorithm, the inte-
grated code enables an optimization process for both
the lubricated contact geometry and the location of
the supply grooves.


3.4 NSE-based algorithms


All the above discussed methods use the Reynolds
equation in conjunction with physical film rup-
ture boundary conditions. However, the fundamental
Reynolds equation neglects the inertial terms and
the three-dimensional aspects of both the fluid film
and the cavity. The computer age has brought about
an enormous increase in computational power, and
NSE solutions are now a reality. However, the numer-
ical implementation of cavitation algorithms in this
environment have also encounterd some significant
difficulties. Thus, the large changes in densities, such
as those occurring in both the transition to, and
within the cavitation zone introduce some numer-
ical handling difficulties (the ratios of ρmax/ρmin for
boiling/condensing flows are of an order of magni-
tude of O(102), while for cavitating flows they are of
O(104).While in vaporous cavitation a thermodynamic
model for vapor generation is arguably available, in the
case of gaseous cavitation, where the phenomenon
is one of gas diffusion out of the liquid, a model for
continuous changing of the gas fraction has not yet
been offered. Instead, a fixed gas mass fraction is
prescribed, and then allowed to allocate around the
bearing based on the pressure distribution. The three
dimensionality of the film introduces potential serious
memory and algorithm stability problems due to the
‘skewness’ of the film volume cell, where the thick-
ness of the film is smaller by orders of magnitude
(10−3) than the other two dimensions. Last but cer-
tainly not least, the already enumerated difficulties are
compounded by consideration of inertia introduced
non-linearities, and coupling with thermal algorithms
and appropriate equations of state. All these make the
implementation of a cavitation algorithm a challeng-
ing proposition. However, there are numerical NSE
solvers able to simulate both the gaseous and vaporous
cavitation, as well as a mixture thereof, and define
the location and extent of the cavity. The model pre-
sented herein authored by the ESI Group [87] uses the
standard NSE and incorporates variable density capa-
bilities up to ratios of ρmax/ρmin = 5 × 104. It also uses
a multitude of standard turbulence models, among
which there are K−ε and K−ω. The three-dimensional
NSE and continuity equations, respectively, are of the
general form


∂


∂t
(ρuj) + ∇ · (ρuj


�V ) = − ∂p
∂xj


+ ∇ · (μ∇uj) + Sj


∂


∂t
(ρ) + ∇ · (ρ �V ) = 0


where Sj is the source term; when turbulence is con-
sidered, Sj incorporates the Reynolds stresses as well.
Since the density indicates the state of the cavity con-
tent (i.e. vaporous or gaseous), an additional transport
equation is needed. This equation is coupled to and
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solved simultaneously with the NSE and is written in
terms of a new transport variable, the vapour mass
fraction, f


∂


∂t
(ρf ) + ∇ · (ρf �V ) = − ∂p


∂xj
+ ∇ · (μ∇f ) + Re − Rc


The terms Re and Rc represent the evaporation and
condensation rates, respectively.


3.4.1 Vaporous cavitation


For the case when evaporation occurs due to the pres-
sure falling below the vapour pressure, the Re and Rc


terms become active and take the form of


Re = Ce
Vch


σ
ρlρv


√
2
3


(psat − p)


ρl
(1 − f );


Rc = Cc = Vch


σ
ρlρv


√
2
3


(psat − p)


ρl
( f )


These terms have been derived based on Rayleigh–
Plesset ([36], chapter 2) equation. This equation
accounts for the dynamic expansion or contrac-
tion/collapse of a bubble in an infinite liquid field.
Ce and Cc represent phase-rate coefficients, σ is the
surface tension, and Vch represents a characteristic
velocity which in laminar flow cases is set to 1, and
in turbulent ones takes the value of the local turbu-
lence intensity. The mixture density is related to the
vapour mass fraction by the ρ − f relationship


1
ρ


= f
ρv


+ 1 − f
ρl


where the subscripts ‘v’ and ‘l’ stand for ‘vapour’ and
‘liquid’. Since ρ and f are implicitly contained in terms
of the ‘f ’-transport equation, an iterative computa-
tional method combining the NSE with ‘f ’-transport
and ρ − f equations has to be used.


3.4.2 Gaseous cavitation


As already discussed, this type of cavitation occurs
when non-condensable gases exist in the liquid and
when the gas bubble expands or contracts as a func-
tion of the environmental pressure. In this case, Re


and Rc are set to Re = Rc = 0. The non-condensable
gas mass fraction f is prescribed at the beginning of
the calculations and remains constant throughout the
calculation (pseudo-cavitation). What changes is the
circumferential distribution of the gas mass fraction,
f , as it is governed by the three-dimensional pressure
distribution. To account for this type of cavitation the
same‘f ’-transport equation is used, but the expression
for the mixture density, ρ, is different


1
ρ


= fv


ρv
+ fg


ρg
+ 1 − fv − fg


ρl


In this case, fv = 0 and the density of the gas ρg is
calculated from an equation of state, most often the
ideal gas law


ρg = wmolpsat gas,i


RT


where wmol is the molecular weight of the gas and
psat gas,i is the saturation pressure of the gas in the liq-
uid. Note that while the above equation allows the
calculation of the mixture density for the simultaneous
occurrence of both vaporous and gaseous cavitation;
the amount of non-condensable gases remains fixed
throughout the calculations.


4 EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE


There is a rather extensive body of literature deal-
ing with the experimental visualization of cavitation
and associated pressures. For a more complete his-
torical perspective, the reader is referred again to
Dowson et al. [13] and Brewe et al. [14], which rep-
resent seminal collections of symposia papers dealing
with the topic during the 1970s and 1980s. Experimen-
tal evidence shows that both gaseous and vaporous
cavitation may occur in bearings, separately, or in
conjunction with each other. Cavitation may develop
under steady or dynamic loading, and its character-
istics and basic phenomenological aspects have been
studied for many decades. The onset criteria, the cav-
itation bubble content, its general physical behaviour
[15], and effect on the bearing dynamics are still of
major interest.


As discussed earlier [19], the theoretically calculated
time constant of vaporous cavitation has proven to be
much shorter than that of the gaseous one. As a result,
the argument is often made that the process of cavita-
tion is mostly vaporous in nature, since gas diffusion
takes a longer time to occur. Work done by Jacobson
and Hamrock, published in 1983 [22, 23], concen-
trated on the visualization of flow between a rotating
journal and a stationary transparent cylindrical sleeve.
The journal could be shifted away from the sleeve, thus
being able to rotate about the journal-sleeve axis in
a ‘centred’, or ‘non-centred’ whirl (static or dynamic
eccentricity, respectively). This motion was obtained
by using a shaft that could rotate around its own cen-
tre and be supported by a ball bearing that could
vibrate in circular motion around the static centre.
The authors used high-speed photography to record
and confirm the appearance, development, and dis-
appearance of the cavitation bubble. They concluded
that under dynamic loading not only did gaseous cav-
itation ensue but also ‘previously unsuspected vapour
cavitation’ was also present. It was found that gaseous
cavitation increased with time, but after ‘many hun-
dreds of pressure cycles’, the cavitation bubble volume
became constant. By contrast, the vapour cavitation
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bubbles were observed to ‘collapse at pressures lower
than the atmospheric pressure’. In support of their
hypothesis [19], where different time constants are
associated with vaporous and gaseous cavitation,
Sun and Brewe [18, 21] present experimental results
regarding the development of vaporous cavitation for
a dynamically loaded journal bearing. Their work,
in fact, continued the earlier work of Jacobson and
Hamrock [22, 23]. Suspecting that the material of the
transparent sleeve used in references [22] and [23]
was compliant and deformed elastically with pressure,
Sun and Brewe replaced it with a quartz sleeve that
could perform a whirling motion. They used the same
photographic set-up as in references [22] and [23],
with camera speeds of 2000 fps and shutter speeds
as small as 2 × 10−4 s. It was found that the cavita-
tion pattern was dependent on bearing clearance and
eccentricity, as well as whether the whirl was ‘cen-
tred’ or ‘non-centred’. During the ‘centred’ whirl, the
lubricant cavitated locally with the bubble revolving
in synchronization with the whirling sleeve. During
the ‘non-centred’ whirl, the cavitation bubble formed
‘amidst the fluid film’, grew to a peak size, then shrank
and collapsed. The authors state that it was not pos-
sible to visually determine whether the content of the
bubble was vapour, gas, or a mixture thereof.


It is well known that vaporous cavitation is associ-
ated with the damage that implosion or collapse of the
cavitation bubble leaves behind it. This type of damage
is not unlike the damage witnessed on ships’ pro-
pellers caused by the cavitation formed in the blade’s
wake. According to Wilson [25], damage caused by the
collapse of the bubble exposes a rough material tex-
ture, but if microscopic particles are trapped in the
damage ‘crevices’ they can further erode these sur-
faces giving them a polished appearance. Relatively
high local temperatures and pressures associated with
the bubble collapse may cause chemical reactions
between the bearing surface and the lubricant, ini-
tiating subsequent corrosion. These reactions may
accentuate the damage caused initially by the collaps-
ing bubble. Wilson further noted that the cavitation
damage occurs primarily in the unloaded areas of the
bearing and may be caused either by the following:


(a) flow of fluid under special conditions or;
(b) externally imposed fluctuating loads.


With regard to (a), Campbell [88] notes that cavita-
tion damage may occur due to four different causes:
suction, discharge, sudden pressure fluctuations, and
impact. According to Blok [89], the internal heating
due to intense viscous shearing in full EHD films may
cause thermal instabilities that are also responsible for
the initiation of cavitation. Its subsequent violent col-
lapse may be the cause of the ‘scuffing’ of the rubbing
surfaces. This type of cavitation is, according to Blok, of
a ‘novel, thermally explosive kind’ that is characterized


by film implosion. Blok offers further a mathematical
model supporting his theory.


Other experimental work demonstrating, under
steady-state conditions, the stability of the cavitation
zone (see references [15] and [16]) and lack of pitting
damage supports the notion that cavitation, when it
occurs in bearings, is mostly gaseous: the gas satura-
tion pressure in the oil is always reached long before
the vapour pressure (see Fig. 1, and Table 1), while pre-
existing dissolved gas micro-bubbles serve as initial
cavitation promoters. In a 1979 review paper, Dow-
son and Taylor [20] presented extensive experimental
proof of gaseous cavitation with visual evidence of gas
bubbles and their formation in the divergent region of
a lubricant film. In this context, they also discussed the
propriety of rupture and reformation boundary con-
ditions and cited pertinent work done by Makenham
[90] who visualized the formation of gas fingers in the
thick film region of a reversed stepped parallel-surface
slider bearing. Makenham also reported that the num-
ber of gas fingers increased with the sliding speed until
they coalesced into a single, all encompassing bub-
ble. A similar phenomenon where individual bubbles
grow and coalesce as speed increases has been doc-
umented by Xing [17] in a cylindrical geometry of a
two-phase squeeze film damper (Fig. 9). In this figure,
the motion is from bottom-to-top and both the film
rupture and its reformation are clearly evident. The
three sequences (a, b, c) represent time snapshots of
the cavity development at 700, 1500, and 3000 r/min,
respectively.


The fluid used in the experiment which generated
Fig. 9 has a dynamic viscosity of 20cP. In Fig. 9(a), at
the lower speed of 700 r/min, the fluid has already
ruptured and fern leaf structures representing the
incipience of the cavitation zone are clearly visible at
the beginning of the divergent zone. Finger and fluid
rupturing (or cracking) structures are also present in
the divergent region with the reformation boundary
distinctly visible. In Figs 9(b) and 9(c) one can see
the shape and structure of the cavitation zone as the
velocity is increased to 1500 and 3000 r/min, respec-
tively. In Fig. 9(b), discrete small gas bubble formations
are sharply defined together with the boundary of the
cavity and its reformation tip. In Fig. 9(c), as the shaft
speed was increased to 3000 r/min, the bubbles have
multiplied significantly, while decreasing in size and
starting to coalesce towards the cavitation boundary
reformation tip. Based on the visual appearance of
the tip region, one can surmise the existence of some
vapour mixed with gas as well.


Figure 10 presents experimental results for the
development of the gaseous cavitation region in a
submerged journal bearing in steady-state operation
(see also reference [91]). Figures 10(a) and (b) present
the downstream cavitation region at two different
angles around the circumference, for a fixed veloc-
ity of 2000 r/min. The contour of the cavity and its
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reformation region are well defined, while some gas
bubble shedding occurs at the reformation tip. The
cavitation zone is relatively small with a reduced size
tip area by comparison to the ones shown in Figs 10(c)
and (d), where the journal rotates at 6000 r/min. In the
latter case, the cavitation zone has increased consider-
ably both axially and circumferentially, its reformation
tip has extended and is located further downstream
in the divergent zone. For the same submerged bear-
ing Figs 10(e) to (g) present the incipient cavitation
formation evident during start-up when shear com-
bined with subatmospheric pressures, cause the initial
film rupture. These fern-leaf formations are identi-
cal in structure to those observed in Fig 9(a), for the
case of the two-phase squeeze film damper. Figure 11
is related to the experimental findings of Fig. 10 and
presents the reconstruction of the pressure maps for
the cavitation zones shown by Figs 10(a) to (d), respec-
tively. The experimental pressures were collected by
means of a specially designed pressure sensor, located
in the mobile transparent external sleeve that could
travel both axially and circumferentially relative to the
position of the cavitation zone. The three-dimensional
results p = p(x, y) display the extent of the zone for
both the 2000 and 6000 r/min cases. A study of the
associated contour maps reveals that the pressure
magnitudes in the cavitation region are moderately
subatmospheric giving credence to the hypothesis
supported by the data presented by Table 1 (i.e.
vaporous cavitation appears only at extremely low
subatmospheric pressures).


Etsion and Ludwig [92] visualized the cavitation
zone of a submerged journal bearing operating under
steady-state conditions. The pressure measurements
made by means of a travelling pressure transducer
showed that the lowest found pressures were about
67 kPa (roughly 34 kPa below atmospheric), when the
operating speed was 3000 r/min. The authors con-
cluded that since the vapour pressure for the oil was
about 0.1 mmHg (0.013 kPa), the cavity was gaseous
in nature. Their determination was later confirmed
by means of a mass spectrometer, which demon-
strated that the cavity contained no oil vapour. Braun
and Hendricks [91] performed experiments similar to
those of Etsion and Ludwig, and visualized the three
dimensionality of the cavity. The authors [91] used a
modified miniature travelling sensor where the pres-
sure probe was combined with a thermocouple thus
gaining the capability to measure simultaneously the
pressure and temperature at the same location. It was
shown that the pressure is not constant in the cavita-
tion zone (as assumed by most numerical models), as
it varies with the circumferential and axial positions
in the zone and is only moderately subatmospheric.
The associated temperatures were well below the sat-
uration temperatures corresponding to the measured
pressures. Based on flash calculations which deter-
mine the percentage of the gas mixture released from


the oil solution at a given pressure and temperature,
they reached the conclusion that the content of the
cavity was gaseous. In that respect, Braun and Hen-
drick’s findings reinforce those of Etsion and Ludwig
[92] and Dowson and Taylor [16]. Similar to the find-
ings offered in references [16], [91], and [92], Groper
and Etsion [93] also observed non-constant subatmo-
spheric pressures in the cavity zone and investigated
two possible mechanisms as follows.


1. The shear of the cavity gas bubble by the thin lubri-
cant film dragged through the cavitation zone by
the rotating shaft.


2. The mass transfer mechanism which dictates the
rate of diffusion of dissolved gas in and out of the
lubricant.


They found that the cavitation shape was fairly well
predicted by the ‘shear’ mechanism, but the mea-
sured pressures were not consistent with the model
prediction. They concluded that the mass transfer
mechanism effects on the pressure build-up in the
cavitation zone can be completely ignored. In a later
study [94], the same authors determined that the
pressure build-up, particularly towards the end of
the cavitation zone can be fairly well predicted by
including the reverse flow, previously observed in the
experimental works performed by Etsion and Ludwig
[92] and by Heshmat and Pinkus [95].


If falling pressures in the bearing divergent zone
reach below the gas saturation pressures, the vapour
pressure threshold is breached (see Fig. 2) and vapour
is also released into the bubble. At this point, gas and
vapour coexist and only precise knowledge of the state
equation p = f (T ) for the component hydrocarbons
will tell what sort of cavitation takes place (cavitation,
vaporous, or mixed). As discussed, it has been pre-
dicted theoretically and proven experimentally that in
the case of dynamically loaded journal bearings, or in
squeeze-film dampers, the transition to the extremely
low vapour pressures (short time constant [19], hap-
pens so rapidly that the fluid, due to its mass inertia,
cannot follow the journal motion.


In the early 1960s, Hays and Feiten [96] performed a
study of a cavity formation and growth when two flat
parallel plates separated by a thin fluid film are pulled
apart from each other. Their experiment is probably
an excellent of in situ example where the fluid in iso-
lation, due to a sudden mechanical perturbation, fails
to follow the moving solid boundary. The authors also
proposed an analytical model for the formation of
the cavity. They noted that while the equations sim-
ulating the process are not difficult to establish, the
actual solution is difficult to obtain, due to the appear-
ance of a moving ‘free boundary’. Thus, the necessity
of ‘well-set’ boundary conditions dominates the con-
ceptual effort of obtaining proper solutions. Hays and
Feiten constructed a device formed of a circular upper
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plate that was optically flat, while its lower counter-
part was made out of polished steel. The experimental
procedure consisted of pulling abruptly and instantly
the optical plate away from the steel one, while a
high-speed camera was recording the rupture of the
liquid film and subsequent formation of the voids. The
resulting photographs, are described as presenting:


…three distinct periods of cavity growth. First there is
a period of nucleation when many small cavities are
seen to form in an apparently random pattern over the
film extent…(followed by) an extremely interesting but
complex growth phenomenon which is characterized
by a fracturing of the advancing cavity front…During


this growth phase many fern-like structures form and
migrate…The final (third) stage is one of coalescence, a
single cavity being formed which then collapses…


A mathematical model is also offered with the
following observation:


…we are initially faced with the problem of determin-
ing the physical nature of the flows about the cavities….
The second problem which has been discussed by
Birkoff [11] is related to the nature of the liquid-gas
interface, this being a free boundary…


In the 1970s and 1980s, experimental work has been
reproduced by other researchers, under the same or
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Fig. 12 Travelling cyclic vaporous cavitation. The window of observation is Eulerian in nature:
over one cycle, one can observe the entire cavity from rupture to reformation. The angular
speed is 3500 r/min, and the equivalent rotor diameter is 78.75 mm
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different circumstances (as it will shown below). How-
ever, from the theoretical point of view even though
today there are algorithms that do a fair job at pre-
dicting the film rupture, formation, and reformation,
an ultimate exact model that dynamically accounts for
both gas and vapour nucleation, continuous genera-
tion, and eventual collapse is still missing.


Through Frenkel theory [30], and also as mentioned
by Brennen [36], it was postulated that a dearth of
cavitation promoters in the fluid leads to relatively
strong tensile stresses causing a metastable state, from
where transition may occur spontaneously to vapour
(Fig. 2) (the direct transition from 2′ to 4 is akin to
liquid flashing). In such a case, a vaporous dynamic
cavitation situation ensues before non-condensable
gas may be released from the oil. Wilson [25] and then
Berthe [97] present proof of vaporous cavitation by
showing photographic evidence of damage in journal
bearings, consistent with the type of damage observed
on ship propellers, which undoubtedly is produced by
vaporous cavitation in water.


Figure 12 presents evidence of vaporous cavitation
for a travelling cavitation zone. The sequence of pic-
tures shows the extent of the cavity around the shaft
of a squeeze film damper [17]. The window of obser-
vation is Eulerian in nature, and due to the travelling
characteristic of the cavitation bubble, over one cycle
one can observe the entire cavity from rupture to refor-
mation. The individual frames were ‘time-stopped’
and recorded by means of a high-speed video camera
operating at the rate of 10 000 frames/s. Each frame
sequentially presents a position of the cavity zone as
it travelled around the circumference. In Fig. 12(a),
one can view at the top of the image the bottom of
the cavity entering the viewing area. Figures 12(b)
and (c) show the bottom cavitation zone advancing
in the field of view with individual gas bubbles vis-
ible at the bottom of Fig. 12(c). These bubbles are
similar in structure and appearance to those pre-
sented in Figs 9(b) and 9(c). Finally, at the upper
portion of the cavity, with its reformation zone trav-
elling through the viewing window (Figs 12(d) and
(e), one can see the ‘explosive’ and chaotic nature
of its content. In this area, the small individual gas
bubbles have probably coalesced and mixed with
explosive (flash evaporation) release of vapour. The
sudden powerful evaporation process is most prob-
ably responsible for the chaotic aspect of the cavity.
Finally, Figs 12(f) to (h) present the reformation tip of
the cavity as it travels out of the field of view. The vapor
shedding and/or gas bubbles are visible in Figs 12(g)
and (h) and are similar to the shedding observed in
Figs 10(c) and (d) for the submerged journal bearing.
The similarity between the visual aspect of the refor-
mation tips for a submerged bearing and a squeeze
film damper bear testimony to the similar process of
gas and vapour generation as the pressures become
subatmospheric.


5 SUMMARY


Even though the list of references associated with this
review is rather extensive, in no way does it exhaust
the vast literature dedicated to the study of cavitation.
The intent was to summarize the following:


(a) advances in analytical and numerical modelling;
(b) draw attention to the thermodynamic aspects of


cavitation;
(c) do so while reflecting on physical or experimental


observations.


To conclude, the authors would like to note the
following.


1. Liquids can, in general, withstand relatively high
tensile stresses (‘negative pressures’). The limiting
yield stress depends on the level of nucleation sites
(whether these sites are impurities in the mating
solid or the liquid itself), as well as on the dynamics
of a bearing system.


2. Gaseous cavitation is governed by lubricant chem-
istry and by the ensuing trapped gas partial satura-
tion pressures and temperatures. Changes in the
bearing environment, lubricant shear rates, and
heat dissipation, all affect the number and size of
the nuclei that promote cavitation.


3. Vaporous, just like gaseous, cavitation is due to a
fracture of the fluid; however, the former type of
cavitation, unlike the latter, is induced by an abrupt
phase change. This is most likely the result of a ther-
modynamic metastable phenomenon occurring
during transient dynamic events.


4. Experimental evidence draws attention to signif-
icant similarities between classical solid fracture
mechanics and cavitation.


5. As early as 1904 (Sommerfeld) and 1914 (Gumbel),
cavitation has been recognized as an important
‘game changing’ phenomenon in bearing mod-
elling. The challenges in incorporating cavitation
in the thermo-fluid model are rooted in the abil-
ity to respect the conservation of mass throughout
the bearing including at the liquid–cavity interface.
The early cavitation models of Sommerfeld, Gum-
bel, and Swift–Stieber did not rigorously respect
mass continuity. More recent attempts, pioneered
through the JFO model, the Elrod algorithm, Vija-
yaraghavan et al., Booker, Kumar et al., and Boedo
et al. have offered both analytical and numerical
contributions that strictly respected mass conti-
nuity. In the overall context, it was noted that
the earlier (non-mass-conserving) models yielded
good results for pressure and film thickness mea-
surements. As Paranjpe et al. [64] observed, it was
only in the calculation of the thermal performance
and power consumption that mass conserving
versus non-mass-conserving cavitation algorithms
yielded widely different results.
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6. The computer age has removed countless mod-
elling limitations. This has led to more and more
frequent attempts to replace the two-dimensional
Reynolds equation with the fully populated three-
dimensional NSE. A three-dimensional computa-
tional venue permits the quantification of inertial
effects and can model:


(a) gaseous cavitation;
(b) vaporous cavitation;
(c) a mixture thereof.


7. Modern experimental work has been used to
advance the understanding of the physical charac-
teristics of the cavitation zone and validate both
finite-difference (volume) and FE algorithms.


© Authors 2010
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Flow in Finite-Width, Thrust 
Bearings Including Inertial Effects 
I—Laminar Flow 


Presented is a new numerical procedure for the calculation of flow in finite-width bearing 
films. The method, based on the integro-differential approach, is a development of 
schemes devised by Patankar and Spalding [8] and Gosman and Pun [9] for general 
flows occurring in fields other than tribology. Principal features of the method are: the 
full inclusion of inertial effects; the retention of "primitive" variables; the use of a march
ing solution procedure using line-by-line solution of the discretized conservation equa
tions. Applications to several aspects of laminar inertial flow problems are discussed. 


1 Introduction 


Within the extensive subject of hydrodynamic lubrication, the 
contribution of inertial influences to bearing performance has received 
relatively little attention. Analyses of lubricant flows have normally 
been based on the so-called Reynolds equation obtained from inte
grated forms of the momentum and continuity equations with all 
fluid-acceleration terms omitted. Kahlert [1] was perhaps the first 
to deduce that the importance of inertial terms depend upon the 
magnitude of the effective film Reynolds number, Re* defined as: 


Re* 
Uhh 


where U is the slider velocity, h and L are respectively, a typical film 
thickness and length of the bearing and v is the kinematic viscosity. 
Kahlert [1], Brand [2] and others have shown that for laminar flow 
inertial effects became significant when the Reynolds number, defined 
as above, if of order unity. In many bearing applications effective film 
Reynolds numbers are so low as to justify entirely the neglect of ac
celeration terms. Nevertheless, with the trend towards increasing 
bearing loads, there is a growing number of applications where Re* 
exceeds unity. 


The inclusion of inertial terms in the equations of motion very much 
complicates the task of solution. The pressure field can then no longer 
be decoupled from the field, and, moreover, the inertial terms are 
strictly non-linear. Some workers including Kahlert [1] and Kamal 
[3] have simplified the inertial terms in order to preserve the linearity 
of the equation set; by this means analytical methods of solution may 
be developed. The accuracy of such linearisations is rather hard to 
judge a priori however. Launder and Ying [4], for example, who ob-
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tained complete numerical solutions to the journal-bearing problem 
studied by Kamal, found their results were much closer to the non-
inertial result than to the linearized inertial treatment of [3], Thus, 
the only certain approach to including the acceleration terms is to 
retain the nonlinear terms in full—a practice which dictates that 
numerical solution procedures be employed. 


The static pressure couples the momentum equations in a rather 
awkward way; moreover it does not appear as the dominant variable 
in either of the momentum equations or the continuity equation. For 
this reason many of the earlier numerical approaches have employed, 
for two-dimensional flows, the stream function and vorticity in place 
of the two momentum equations and the continuity equation. The 
well-documented procedure of Gosman, Pun, Runchal, Spalding, and 
Wolfshtein [5] is perhaps the most extensively used method of this 
kind. This approach has a disadvantage for lubrication problems: 
namely, that since the pressure distribution is the physical quantity 
of prime importance it needs to be recovered from the calculated 
values of stream function and vorticity. While this can be done—and 
has been [4]—the necessity to do so diminishes the attractiveness of 
this approach. This shortcoming has been avoided by Smalley, Vohr, 
Castelli, and Wachman [6] who employed the stream function and 
static pressure as dependent variables. This novel approach while 
interesting, is out of step with most other recent work on the devel
opment of solving schemes for the Navier Stokes equations. There 
is a growing emphasis on the retention of so-called "primitive" vari
ables, i.e. the velocity components in orthogonal directions and the 
static pressure. General solution schemes of this kind have been re
ported by Patankar [7] and Patankar and Spalding [8] while Gosman 
and Pun [9] have provided a general FORTRAN coding of these 
schemes in the computer program TEACH. Our own work has taken 
these approaches as its starting point. 


The present paper is the first of two documenting the development 
and application of a general numerical procedure for flow in finite 
width thrust bearings. The basic solving procedure and its application 
to establishing inertial influences in laminar flow are presented in 
succeeding sections; a companion paper [10] provides a new set of 
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Fig. 1 Geometrical configuration 


turbulent flow resistance laws which is believed to be more generally 
valid than earlier proposals with corresponding predictions of inertial 
effects. 


2 M a t h e m a t i c a l F o r m u l a t i o n 
We are concerned with the flow between two impermeable and rigid 


surfaces as indicated in Fig. 1; the lower surface moves with velocity 
U in the x direction and the upper surface is stationary. The gap be
tween the surfaces, h (x, y), is some arbitrary function of x and y while 
its dimension is orders of magnitude smaller than either the length 
(L) or breadth (B) of the bearing pad. The flow within the bearing gap 
is strictly governed by the 3-dimensional form of momentum and 
continuity equations. However, to undertake a finite-difference 
analysis of the full 3-dimensional forms of the equations would be 
prohibitively expensive and, fortunately, unecessarily elaborate be
cause the extent of the flow in the 2-direction is so small compared 
with the x and y dimensions, pressure variations between the upper 
and lower surfaces are negligible. It is therefore customary to integrate 
the x and y momentum equations across the gap thereby eliminating 
the velocity w directed normal to the bearing surface. The motion of 
a laminar flow within the bearing is therefore governed by the fol
lowing system of integro-differential equations. 


J"n / ou ou\ , , dp 


p (u — + v — } dz = -h — + (T/, 
o \ dx dy/ dx 


TQ,x 


x-momentum 


*h / du du\ 


dy) 


y-momentum 


J *h I <>v di>\ dp 
P (U V V I dz = —h + (Th,yz - To.yz ) 


o \ dx dy/ dy 


(1) 


(2) 


continuity 


Ch /dpu £>pv\ , 
(-L- + —)dz = 0 


Jo V dx dy / 


Equation (3) may alternatively be expressed 


d(pu)mh d{pu)mh 
• i = 0 


where 


dx 


(pu)m = 


dy 


(3) 


(4) 


7 f" 
h Jo 


pu dz 


likewise for (pu),n. 
To proceed further assumptions must be made about the distri


butions of velocity within the film. Here we assume that the shape 
of the mean velocity distribution in the film is unaffected by inertia 
which follows the practice of Osterle and Saibel [11], Constantinescu 
[12], Burton [13], Smalley, et al. [6] and others. In view of the wide
spread acceptance of this approach it ought perhaps to be said that 
the above is not a necessary assumption. We could, for example, let 
the shape of the profiles depend on some additional parameters whose ' 
variation through the flow would be found by taking moments of 
equations (1) and (2). Approaches of this kind were commonly made 
in the integral analyses of turbulent boundary layers published in the 
early 1960's (see Kline, et al. [14] for a collection of such methods). 
Our current view is that such a practice would be an unnecessary—and 
hence undesirable—complication of the solution scheme. 


For the case of negligible inertial influence, the velocity distribution 
within the film takes on the well-known parabolic form. Insertion of 
these profiles into the convective transport terms on the left of 
equations (1) and (2) enables the integrals in these terms to be found. 
It is readily deduced that 


J I pu V pv — J dz = — (ph(aum
2 - fiUum + -yll2)) 


o \ dx dy/ dx 


d 
+ — (aphumvm) (5) 


dy 
rh i du dv\ d 
I I pu 1- pu — I dz = — (ph(aumum - 0Uum)) 


Jo \ dx dy/ dx 


+ — (aphvm
2) (6) 


dy 


-Nomenclature-


A = convection coefficient in finite-difference 
equations 


B = width of bearing pad 
D = pressure-gradient coefficient in finite-


difference equations 
h = film thickness 
hi = minimum film thickness at leading edge 


of bearing pad 
I12 = minimum film thickness at trailing edge 


of bearing pad 
hs = maximum film thickness at trailing edge 


of bearing pad (=h% if h = h (x) only) 
L = length of bearing pad 
rhp = mass source in finite-difference equa


tions 
p = static pressure 
p = dimensionless static pressure, 
_ =ph2VnUL 
Pt, = dimensionless mean pressure over 


bearing pad, = — I I pdxdy 
BL Jo Jo 


Q = flow rate 


Qi = dimensionless flow rate through pad 
_ inlet, =Qi/UhiB 
Qs = dimensionless flow rate through both 


side edges, ^Qs/UhiB 
Re* = film Reynolds number = 


U (h2 + fe3)2 


vh 4 


S, Su, Sp = source terms in finite-difference 
equations 


u = axial velocity 
um = axial mass-mean velocity, = 


1 r-l 


Pmh JO 
udz 


v = lateral velocity 
vm = lateral mass-mean velocity, = 


1 ph 


pmh Jo 
udz 


x = axial coordinate 


y = lateral coordinate 
z = cross film coordinate 
a, (S,j = coefficients in integral momentum 


equations 
Sx, dy = linear dimensions of control vol


umes 
ix = dynamic viscosity 
p = kinematic viscosity 
p = density 
TXZ = shear stress in x-direction 
Tyz = shear stress in y -direction 
0 = dependent variable 
Subscripts 
P, E, W, S, N = finite-difference nodes 
e, w, s, n = control volume faces 
0 = lower (sliding) surface of bearing pad 
h = upper (stationary) surface of bearing 


pad 
Superscripts 
u = u-velocity 
v = u-velocity 
* = preliminary value 
' = perturbation 
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where coefficients «, (3, and 7 take the constant values 


a = 1.200; 0 = 0.100; 7 = 0.133. 


Equations (5) and (6) are applicable to turbulent flows as well as 
laminar ones except that the coefficients a, /3, and 7 take on different 
values; further details are given in [10]. 


The assumption of mvariance of profile shape to inertial influence 
also allows the surface-shear stresses to be expressed in terms of the 
velocity field: 


Th.l TO.) , = 12 7 ( V 2 t / - u m ) 


Th,yz ~ T0,xz 12 7 U„ (7) 


Equations (1) and (2) may therefore be expressed in the form 


— (ph(aum
2- l3Uum + 7f/2)) + — (aphumvm) 


ox oy 


-h^+n±a 
dx h 


(lkU-um) (8) 


— (ph(aumvm - PUvm)) + — (afihvm
2) = -h 12 — -


ox dy oy h 


(9) 


Equations (4), (8), and (9) provide a closed set of coupled, nonlinear, 
partial differential equations in the three dependent variables um, 
vm, and p. The following section outlines the numerical procedure 
adopted for solving the discretized forms of these equations. Before 
considering their solution, however, it should be noted how the above 
equations differ from those often used previously in bearing film 
analysis. 


Let us note that in the absence of inertia the shear-stress differences 
in equation (7) could be expressed in terms of the pressure gradients 
op/ox and dp/dy. Such a substitution is not appropriate in our 
scheme, however, for then equations (8) and (9) could not be used 
directly. Instead, the task would simplify to the straightforward so
lution of the Poisson-type Reynolds equation and a subsequent 
(linear) correction of the pressure gradients to account for inertial 
effects. The magnitude of this correction would be represented by the 
left hand side of equations (8) and (9) if recast in terms of the non-
inertial pressure gradients op/dx and dp/dy. This practice has been 
adopted, for example, by Khalert [1] Milne [15,16] for infinitely wide 
bearing pads. 


The penalty paid for the forgoing simplification is clearly that the 
inertial effects on the pressure field cannot be properly accounted for 
due to the decoupling of the frictional and inertial terms. 


3 T h e N u m e r i c a l S o l u t i o n P r o c e d u r e 
3.1 General Principles. The aim of the procedure is to solve 


equations (4), (8), and (9) yielding velocity fields um(x, y) and 
vm(x, y) and pressure field p(x, y) which satisfies the momentum and 
continuity principles over the solution domain. The coupling and 
nonlinearity of the equations rule out an analytic approach to solution; 
a finite-difference scheme has therefore been'adopted. The method 
developed has been based on those devised by our colleagues [7, 8]. 
The adaption of these procedures to solve the integrated forms of the 
momentum and continuity equations that arise in the analysis of 
bearing flows has, however, necessitated a number of departures from 
the original schemes. For this reason a complete presentation of the 
numerical discretization is provided in section 3.2 while section 3.3 
summarises the method for solving the resultant set of algebraic 
equations. As a preliminary, the following paragraphs set out the main 
elements of the strategy employed. 


First, Fig. 2 shows a small section of the Cartesian grid employed; 
for simplicity a uniform mesh is shown though the procedure itself 
is formulated to allow an arbitrary spacing of nodes in the x and y 
directions. It is seen that the nodes for the three dependent variables 
are situated at different physical locations in space. This practice 
which follows that of [7], is particularly convenient in enabling an 


-7 T—7 7 7 


Fig. 2 Finite-difference mesh 


equation for the pressure field to be obtained from the continuity 
equation. The film height is stored at the points marked with a cross. 
The discretized forms of the momentum and continuity equations 
are obtained by apportioning to each node, a small volume of the flow 
surrounding it; the boundaries of the control volumes are the planes 
which bisect and are normal to the lines connecting each node with 
its four neighbours. The set of difference equations linking values at 
P with those of neighbouring nodes is obtained by integrating the 
differential equations over the control volume (or, which amounts to 
the same thing, by applying directly to the control volume the physical 
principle embodied in the differential equation). Application of this 
approach enables the x and y momentum equations to be expressed 
in the linearised form: 


ApuuP = Aw"uw + As
uus + AN


uuN + S" + Du(pP - pE) (10) 


Ap"vP = Aw
vvw + As"vs + AN"vN + Sv + D"{ps - PP) (11) 


In these equations the A's contain mass fluxes across the control 
volume boundaries, the D's contain areas on which the relevant 
pressure differences are acting, and the S's contain frictional terms 
and the residual parts of the inertial terms that are not accounted for 
in the (Au)'s and (Av)'&. Note that to avoid double subscripts we have 
now discarded the m from um and vm; the subscripts P, W, S, and N 
denote velocity values at the P-nodes and at the "west," "south," and 
"north" neighbors. 


An important feature of (10) and (11) is the absence of the 
"downstream" velocities UE and UE- This occurrence is due partly to 
the fact that the u (mass-mean) velocities are positive at all nodes (i.e. 
the flow is everwhere directed from left to right) and partly to the way 
mass fluxes are evaluated. This feature of the equations enables the 
velocity field to be found from a noniterative "marching" procedure 
when the entire pressure field is known and the inlet velocities at the 
west boundary of the solution domain are given. Of course, the pres
sure field and inlet velocity profile are unknown initially and must 
be guessed. The solution of (10) and (11) will consequently give ve
locities which comply with the momentum equations but not with 
continuity. The mass-conservation equation must therefore be 
adapted so that it provides a scheme for correcting the pressure field; 
details are given in the following section. 


3.2 The Finite-Difference Equations, (a) The Momentum 
Equations. Fig. 3 shows a representative control volume from which 
the finite'-difference form of the x -momentum equation will be ob
tained. In integrating the x -momentum equation over the control 
volume the following assumptions are made. 


(i) the mass flow rates across the control-volume faces n, s, and 
w may be evaluated using velocities which are stored half a cell up-
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stream (i.e. to the left) and treated as uniform over the respective 
areas. 


(ii) the mass flow rate across face e is obtained from the mass flow 
rates through the other faces assuming that continuity is satisfied. 


(iii) the pressures are uniform over the control volume sur
faces. 


Further discussion of these assumptions is provided by Patankar 
[7] and Patankar and Spalding [8]. On observing these principles, 
integration of equation (8) over the control volume leads to: 


AEue - Awuw + ANun - Asus = Du(pP • PE) + Suu + SPUUP 


(12) 


where 


Aw = (aph)muwby 


AN = (aph)nVN&x 


As = {aph)svp5x 


AE = Aw + As - AN 


Du = hp&y 


Snu = 
6M 


hP 


Ubxby + pU({ph)svP 


- (ph)nvN)by - yU2((ph)e - (ph)w)&y 


SP
U = -12M<5.X bylhp 


In the above the subscripts s, n, w, and e denote that the quantities 
in question are to be evaluated at the mid points of the corresponding 
faces using linear interpolation; hp is the average film height over the 
cell, again obtained by linear interpolation of the surrounding stored 
heights. 


The question now arises as to how the specific x -momentum at the 
cell boundaries (ue, uw, un, us) should be chosen. Gosman, et al. [5] 
were among the first to discover that at high Reynolds numbers sta
bility was improved by choosing the velocities to be those at the node 
on the upstream side of the cell boundary (rather than as the arith
metic mean of the velocities on either side of the boundary). The 
adoption of this so-called "upwind-difference" or "donor-cell" scheme 
in the late 1960's provided a major breakthrough in the numerical 
solution of elliptic equations; hitherto finite-difference schemes could 
secure converged solutions only at rather modest Reynolds numbers. 
This is the scheme we have adopted also. Thus we take: 


ue = up and uw = u\y, 


since the flow is always from left to right, and 


us = us or up; un = up or UN 


according to whether the flow across the s and n boundaries is from 
the south or north sides respectively. With this insertion equation (12) 
can now be expressed as 


ApuuP = Aw
uuw + As


uus + AN
uuN + D"(pP - pE) + Suu (13) 


where 


Aw" = Aw 


As" = lk(As + \AS\) 


AN" = y2(-AN+ \AN\) 


AP
U = Aw


u + As
u + AN


U - SP
U 


The absolute value terms implement the upwind difference scheme. 
For flow from south to north As and AN are both positive thus AM" 
= 0 and As" = As- The value of up is thus unaffected by UN. 


The finite-difference equation for the lateral velocity vm is derived 
along similar lines for the control volume shown in Fig. 4, and is stated 
below without further comment. 


Ap"uP = Aw"uw + As"us + AN
vvN + D"(ps - pP) + Su" (14) 


where now 


AW"=AW 


A S " ^ 1 / 2 ( A S + | A S | ) 


AN" = y2(-AN+ \AN\) 


AP" = Aw" + As" + AN" - SP" 


and 


Aw = l/2a(ph)w(uw + uSw)&y 


As = lkoc(ph)s(vw + usw)Sx 


AN = lha(ph)n(vw + vNW)bx 


D" = hpbx 


Su" = -0U(ph)muwby 


Spv = _ 1 ^ 5x5y + pu(ph)e8y 
hP 


Equations (13) and (14) represents a set of linearized equations 
linking the u and v velocities at P with their neighbours to the north, 
south, and west but not to the east. 


The absence of this easterly connection means that a noniterative 
procedure can be used to obtain the u's and v's when the pressure field 
is known. Suppose, for example, that the velocity field is known along 
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some rows of nodes—which we shall imagine to be the west line. Then 
each equation (14) for the row of nodes to the right now relates Vp to 
its north and south neighbours VN and vs\ all other terms in the 
equation are known. The resultant coefficient matrix is thus tridi-
agonal and the value of the v's is readily obtained by application of 
the so-called Thomas algorithm (for details see [7] or [8]). With the 
v's found the convection coefficient in equation (13) may be evaluated 
and, in a precisely parallel manner, the next row of u's is obtained. 
The same sequence of operations is now applied to the next row on 
the right and in this way the whole field is scanned starting at the left 
boundary where boundary conditions are provided and marching 
row-by-row to the downstream edge of the pad. 


(b) The Pressure-Correction Equation. The discussion of pre
ceding paragraphs has outlined how the velocity field may be found 
by a single sweep, row-by-row, across the solution domain; a re
quirement however was that the pressure distribution should be 
known. Of course p (x, y) is not known at the start of computation (if 
it were we should not be concerned with the velocity field); here we 
outline how, by successive application of the continuity relation to 
the control volumes surrounding each pressure node we can secure 
a pressure field in harmony with the velocity field. 


Let us suppose that a preliminary estimate has been made of the 
pressure distribution (perhaps obtained by neglecting entirely inertial 
effects) and that the corresponding velocity field has been found by 
solving equations (13) and (14). These estimated values are identified 
by a star superscript. Thus the velocity and pressure field satisfy 


AP
uuP* = Aw


uuw* + As
uus* + AN


uuN* 


+ D"(pp* - PE*) + Su" (15) 


Ap"vP* = Aw"vw* + As"vs* + AN"vN* + D"(ps* - pP*) + SL/" 
(16) 


These preliminary values of velocity will not in general satisfy the 
continuity equation. Thus, if we consider the control volume centred 
on the pressure node pP we should find that the mass flow rates into 
the cell did not sum to zero. That is there will be a mass source mp 


given by: 


mp = ((pu*h)w - (pu*h)P)5y + ((pu*h)P - (pv*h)N)bx (17) 


Let us imagine that a correction is now applied to the velocity field, 
up', Uw' etc., (including a corresponding perturbation in the pressure 
field pp', pw' etc.) and that this is such that the momentum and 
continuity equations are satisfied. 


Evidently, from equation (17) the perturbation velocity field will 
satisfy 


((pu'h)w ~ (pu'h)P)5y + ((pv'h)P - (pv'h)u)&x = -rhP (18) 


Thus, if we neglect the effect of the perturbations on the coefficients 
of equation (13) there follows 


ApuuP' = Aw
uuw' + As


uus' + AN
uuN' + Du(pP' - pE') (19) 


Equations (18) and (19) and the corresponding perturbation 
equation for up' provide a set of equations which if applied simulta
neously over the whole field would yield values of pp', up', and up' for 
each cell. However, even if we were to obtain such a simultaneous 
"solution" further iterations would be necessary because the con
vection coefficients will in fact be altered by the modifications to the 
velocity. Because of this inherent nonlinearity, the above equation 
set is an unnecessarily complicated one. Since iteration will in any case 
be necessary, all that we need require is that the linking between the 
p"s and u"s be such that, as we make successive refinements to the 
perturbation velocity and pressure fields, the magnitude of these 
perturbations should ail approach zero. We shall therefore adopt the 
much simplified form of equations (19) in which the velocity pertur
bation Up' is proportional to the difference in the pressure pertur
bation on the left and right sides of the cell, i.e.: 


D" 
up' = - — (pP' - pE') (20) 


Apu 


Similarly we write: 


D" 
vP' = -— {ps' - PP') (21) 


AP" 


Finally, by inserting equations (20) and (21) and the corresponding 
equations for uw' and vy/' above into the continuity equation for the 
perturbation velocity (18), we may relate the pressure perturbation 
to be applied at point P to the perturbation at neighbouring nodes: 


ApPpp' = AwPpw' + AE
PPE' + ANPpN' + AsPps' - rhP (22) 


where the "A" coefficients involve cell-face areas, densities and the 
convection coefficients appearing the momentum equations. 


Equation (22) expresses the fact that a perturbation in pressure at 
one point is felt on all sides. So strictly we need to store values of the 
pressure corrections at all nodes in the solution domain (i.e. a 2-
dimensional storage is needed). However, the equation is already 
much simplified and, in practice it turns out that we can discard, 
without significant penalty, the east-west connection indicated in (22) 
and thus hold at any instant the value of the p"s along just a single 
row. The form'of the pressure correction equation actually solved is 
thus: 


ApPpp' = As
pps' + ANPpN' - mP (23) 


The use of this greatly simplified pressure correction equation is 
permissible because we demand only that the p"s become negligible 
as the mass imbalances become vanishingly small. Our aim has been 
to keep storage demands to an absolute minimum; if storage posed 
no limitation, slightly faster convergence could possibly be obtained 
by storing pressure corrections over the whole field. As the pressure 
corrections (i.e. the p"s) are calculated these are added to the guessed 
pressure field (the p*'s); the process of recalculating the velocity field 
and estimating pressure corrections is successively repeated until the 
mass source has become negligible. The following section outlines 
briefly how this is done. 


(c) Solution of the Equation Set. Let us note first that equations 
(13), (14), and (23) for the velocities and the pressure correction re
spectively possess the common form 


AP*<t>p = Aw*(j,w + As*<ps + AN"t><pN + S* (24) 


Since the coefficients A* are evaluated from upstream conditions, 
it follows that all variables <t> can be stored in one-dimensional arrays. 
The only two-dimensional array required is that for the pressure. (The 
pressure of course is not one of the variables denoted by <j>. Its two-
dimensional storage is needed to evaluate the source term Sy in the 
axial momentum equation). The above facts render the solution 
procedure very economical of computer time and storage. This applies 
a simple recurrence formula to yield the 0-values along the grid line 
in question taking advantage of the tridiagonal form of the coefficient 
matrix. The method is noniterative and rapid. 


The steps in the present solution procedure may be summarized 
as follows: 


(i) An initial guess is made of the pressure field p * and the inlet 
velocities uin*\ the u,n*'s are set to zero. 


(ii) The coefficients of the axial momentum equation for the first 
internal u -velocity column are calculated and the equation solved by 
the tri-diagonal matrix algorithm (TDMA). 


(iii) The treatment under (ii) is repeated for the adjacent u-ve-
locity column and the next (i.e. downstream) u-velocity column. 


(iv) The coefficients of the pressure correction equation are cal
culated, the mass sources are evaluated and the equation solved by 
the TDMA. 


(v) The pressures along the column in question are corrected by 
adding the pressure corrections p ' to the corresponding pressures 


P*. 
(vi) The u -velocities lying downstream of the pressure column 


and the v -velocities lying along that column are corrected by adding 
the corrections u' and v' (evaluated from equations (20) and (21) to 
the corresponding velocities u* and i>*. 


(vii) Steps (iii) to (vi) are repeated successively for all subsequent 
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columns until the right hand boundary is reached. 
(viii) The inlet velocities u,„ are corrected (see discussion on 


boundary conditions below). 
(ix) Steps (ii) to (viii) are repeated until the mass sources have 


fallen below some pre-set value (typically 0.1 percent of the inlet mass 
flow) signifying a converged solution. 


3.3 The Grid and Boundary Conditions. The finite-difference 
grid used for nearly all runs was a uniform, rectangular 11 X 12 mesh 
with the dependent variables located in a staggered arrangement as 
discussed in section 3.1. A few validation tests were made with a 16 
X 17 grid; in no case did the predicted flow quantities differ by more 
than 1 percent from those obtained with the coarser grid and for this 
reason the 11X12 mesh was adopted for the bulk of the computations. 
In the case of the infinite width bearing, which was studied briefly to 
test the numerical accuracy achieved, an 11 X 3 mesh was em
ployed.1 


Different boundary condition treatments were needed for pressure 
and velocities. These are summarized below. 


(a) Pressure. The pressure has been assumed ambient around the 
entire domain of solution. 


This assumption is a good one for the trailing and side edges of the 
bearing but less so at the leading edge. A number of workers among 
them Burton, et al. [17] and Galetuse [18] have shown that inertia 
effects immediately upstream of the leading edge can result in a "ram 
pressure" at that location. It would be easy to incorporate this ram 
pressure into the present computation scheme. We have not done so 
however, because of the lack of firm evidence about its magnitude. 


(ft) Velocities. The boundary conditions for the velocity are not 
as easily treated as those for the pressure. The problem is one of in
terfacing the bearing-film flow with the external flow at the leading 
and side edges. Here reference has to be made to the expected flow 
pattern and all edges must be treated individually. 


Fig. 5 shows part of the finite-difference grid near the leading 
edge. 


While the lateral inlet velocity t>;„ can adequately be assumed zero, 
the problem arises as to how to evaluate the inlet velocity uw- If effects 
of inertia are negligible, this velocity is simply evaluated with refer
ence to the pressures pp and pw- In general, however, the first velocity 
uw, is affected by an unknown convective transport of momentum 
from upstream regions lying outside the domain of solution. A remedy 
is suggested below. 


At inlet a guess is made for «,-„. The velocity uw is then evaluated 
from a slightly modified version of equation (13) for the half control 
volume as shown in Fig. 5. After the velocities up and up and an im
proved pressure pp have been determined, the first velocity u\y is 
corrected according to equation (20) applied to W rather than P and 
with pw' = 0. An improved inlet velocity is then evaluated by applying 
the continuity eqation to this semicontrol volume. This scheme proved 
to be satisfactory for all flow conditions investigated. 


1 Three nodes in the y direction is the minimum that can be used in our 
scheme to prescribe zero variations irj that direction. 
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Fig. 6 Pressure distributions in infinite-width pad, hy / i 2 = 2 


For the side edges, no boundary values for the v -velocities are 
needed. This is because fluid always flows outwards, and there will 
be no lateral momentum transport into the solution domain from 
outside regions. Boundary values for the axial velocities ii are, how
ever, required. It has been assumed here that the gradient du/dy near 
the side edges is zero. Although this assumption is not entirely realistic 
it was found that the values of the boundary velocities had a negligible 
effect on the resulting pressure and velocity fields. 


4 Application For Flows in Plane Pads 
The first example relates to the infinitely wide plane pad. Here 


lateral velocities are absent and one may solve analytically the 
2nd-order equation governing the pressure variation within the pad; 
the resultant formulae for the flow rate and the pressure variation do 
not seem to have been quoted before and for this reason are given in 
the Appendix. 


For the pressure distribution Figs. 6 (a) and (ft) compares our nu
merical results, obtained with a 11 X 3 uniform grid, with the exact 
analytical solution and with the results of Kahlert [1] (the latter are 
identical to the first order inertial correction of Milne [16]). The ratio 
of inlet to exit film heights is 2:1. Kahlert's procedure, it will be real
ized took only a linearized account of the inertial terms. It is clear that 
as the level of Re* is progressively raised the linearized procedure 
progressively overpredicts the effects of inertia on the pressure dis
tribution, the error in peak pressure being 5 percent for Re* = 5 (or 
20 percent for the inertial pressure correction). From Fig. 7 the flow 
rate is seen to drop as the Reynolds number is raised; again the nu
merical solution with 11 equispaced nodes in the x -direction achieves 
almost complete agreement with the analytical solution. 


Now let us examine some features of finite-width bearings. Fig. 8 
shows pressure distributions for a square thrust pad (B/L = 1) with 
a contraction ratio of 2:1. Numerical solutions are shown for Re* up 
to 6. Evidently, the inertial effects have a negligible influence on the 
shape of the pressure profiles but the general level of the mean pres
sure pb increases with Re*; indeed, the relative sensitivity of pt. to 
inertial effects is very similar to that for an infinite-width bearing as 
can be seen on comparing Figs. 7 and 9. We may therefore conclude 
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Fig. 9 Mean pressure and flow rate in square pad, h1//i2 = 2 


that the mean pressure, if normalized by that for the infinite-width 
bearing, should be almost independent of the Reynolds number Re*. 
Fig, 10 confirms this conclusion. It shows the normalised mean 
pressure for Re* = 0 and Re* = 2 for width-to-length ratios ranging 
from 0.5 to 5. The numerical solutions are compared with results of 
Hays [19] and Jakobsen and Floberg [20]. Agreement is seen to be 
virtually complete for Re* = 0. Fig. 9 shows how the flow rates through 
the square pad vary with Reynolds number. Both the inlet and the 
leakage flow rates diminish with Reynolds numbers. For this partic


ular geometry they decrease by similar absolute amounts; conse
quently the lubricant flux out of the trailing end of the pad is virtually 
the same throughout. 


Although the effect of inertia on the pressure profiles is virtually 
indepedent oiB/L it is substantially dependent on the change in film 
height from inlet to exit. These features are well brought out in Figs. 
11 (a) and 11 (6) which show mid-plane pressure profiles in the square 
pad for contraction ratios ranging from 1.5 to 4. Fig. 11 (a) gives results 
for Re* = 2 while Fig. 11 (b) relates to the noninertial case. In both 
cases, as the contraction ratio is increased, the pressure profile be
comes more asymmetric with the peak pressure occurring at larger 
values otx/L. While, for Re* = 0, the peak pressure reaches a maxi
mum for hjhi = 3.5, it appears to rise indefinitely with h\lhi at a 
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reduced Reynolds number of 2. As a result, it is seen from Fig. 12 that 
the mean bearing pressure continues to increase marginally for values 
of hi/h2 up to 7 while, if inertia is neglected, there is a sharp dim-
inuition for contraction ratios greater than 2.3. Thus, at a contraction 
ratio of 4:1 the mean bearing pressure at Re* = 2 is 63 percent higher 
then indicated by the noninertial solution. An extensive survey of the 
calculated effect of geometric and flow parameters is given by Les-
chziner [21]. Here therefore, we shall, as a final example, consider just 
the case where the pad height varies with both x and y; that is, the pad 
is tilted as indicated in Fig. 13 with hi / / j 2 = 2.5 and h3/li2 = 1.5. 


Fig. 12 shows several isobars within the pad (normalized by the 
maximum pressure); the results are specifically for Re* = 0 but there 
is an insignificant effect of Reynolds number on the shape of these 
contours. As would be expected, the position of maximum pressure 
is displaced towards the corner of minimum film height. The effect 
of the inertial terms on the level of pressure in the pad emerges from 
Fig-14, which shows pressure profiles along constant-* and constant-y 
lines passing through the point of maximum pressure. 


Because of the geometric differences between the symmetric and 
asymmetric pads considered, we shall not attempt a quantitative 
comparison of the effect of inertia on the pressure levels. However, 
a qualitative comparison quickly reveals inertial effects to be very 
similar in both cases. 


Finally, the effect of inertia on the flow rate in the asymmetric pad 
is illustrated by Fig. 15. As in the symmetric case both the inlet and 
side leakage velocities are progressively retarded as Re* increases. 
It is interesting to note that the symmetry of the inlet velocity profiles 
remains almost intact despite the significant tilt in the y -direction. 
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Furthermore, the side leakage velocities at both side edges are almost 
identical although the lateral velocity profiles are, of course, no longer 
antisymmetric, with respect to the line y = B/2. 


Concluding Remarks 
The numerical scheme for laminar flow forms a preliminary but 


important step toward the formulation of a more general procedure 
for the solution of turbulent inertial flow in bearing films. The main 
aim has, therefore, been to examine the scheme's performance under 
extreme conditions. Thus, high contraction ratios and film Reynolds 
numbers have been prescribed to demonstrate that stability and 
computational efficiency are not unduly affected. The study, if looked 
upon as being self contained, allows the general conclusion that inertia 
is not an unimportant aspect in the design of bearings for optimum 
operation, even then when film thickness gradients are uniform and 
the film Reynolds number is realistically low. 


Inertial effects are, of course, of far greater inportance in stepped 
and pocketed bearings. Since no restrictions have been imposed on 
the film-thickness distribution, the present scheme may also be ap
plied profitably to such geometries almost without modifications. 
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APPENDIX 


A n a l y t i c a l S o l u t i o n F o r a n I n f i n i t e l y W i d e S l i d e r 
B e a r i n g 


On neglecting gradients with respect to y in equat ion (8) we obtain 


t h e form a p p r o p r i a t e to an infinitely wide bear ing . On rearranging 


we find: 


dp _ 12M /U 


dx h2 


t oge the r wi th t h e con t inu i ty equa t ion 


/ ^ _ U m ) + £ ( a U m 2 _ 7 { / 2 ) ^ (Al) 
\ 2 / h dx 


— (phum) = 0 
dx 


(A2) 


W e cons ider a p l ane slider of length L for which t h e film th ickness 


m a y be wr i t ten : 


h(x) = a - bx 


Given t h e b o u n d a r y condi t ions : 


p ( o ) = p ( L ) = 0 


(A3) 


(A4) 


in tegra t ion of equa t ion (Al ) leads to the following solut ions for the 


flow ra t e Q and the p ressure d i s t r ibu t ion p(x): 


Tx
 V \TJ TI 


(A5) 


where 


T 2 = - -


T\ = apb 


1 


(a - 6L)2 


[ *6. ln/£zi£)_6Ml//_i 1) 
\ a I \a — bi a/ 


p(x) = 
6 l(a-bx) al 2bl(a-bx)2 a2] 


-yPU*\~± -i-1 
Lin (a — bx) In a J 


(A6) 
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Review of the Concept of 
Dynamic Coefficients for 
Fluid Film Journal 
Bearings 
The development of the concept of spring and damping coefficients for journal 
bearings is briefly reviewed. Methods for computing the coefficients are described, 
and their use in rotor dynamics calculations (unbalance response, stability) is 
discussed. The limitations imposed by nonlinearities on the application of the coeffi
cients is illustrated by examples. 


Introduction 


The idea of representing the dynamic response 
characteristics of a journal bearing by means of stiffness and 
damping coefficients originates with Stodola [1] and Hummel 
[2]. Their aim was to improve the calculation of the critical 
speed of a rotor by including the flexibility of the bearing oil 
film. Concurrently, Newkirk [3, 4] described the phenomenon 
of bearing induced instability, which he called oil whip, and it 
soon occurred to several investigators that the problem of 
rotor stability could be related to the properties of the bearing 
coefficients as can be seen from numerous references in the 
reference list. 


In the initial stage, one of the difficulties was that the only 
available solution of Reynold's equation was that of Som-
merfeld for the infinitely long bearing, sometimes modified by 
a suitable end leakage factor, and that the only calculations of 
rotor dynamics was that of the first critical speed, using the 
methods of either Rayleigh or Stodola. 


In the late forties, more advanced rotor dynamics calcula
tion methods were developed, and with the advent of the com
puter in the fifties, it soon became feasible at little cost to ob
tain numerical solutions of Reynold's equation and to per
form more elaborate rotor calculations. 


Even so, the concept of bearing coefficients was not im
mediately accepted, probably because the load-displacement 
characteristic of a journal bearing is so evidently non-linear. 
Experience, however, has demonstrated the practical 
usefulness of the coefficients, and modern rotor dynamics 
calculations are firmly based on the concept. 


Today the emphasis is on experimental measurements of the 
bearing coefficients and establishing more uniform agreement 
with calculated values. The need for some improvements or 
refinements in the theory seem indicated, but the basic calcula
tion method appears sound. 


The appended reference list gives some, but far from all of 
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• x 
Fig. 1 Coordinate system 


the papers that mark the development of the concept of bear
ing coefficients. Little attempt has been made of a historical 
review, and there is no systematic scheme behind the selection 
of the papers. The cited works, however, are sufficiently 
representative to allow compiling a comprehensive list by com
plementing the present reference list by those of the papers. 


Analysis 


In an x-j'-coordinate system with origin in the bearing center 
and the x-axis in the static load direction (see Fig. 1), the reac
tion forces from the lubricant film are given by: 


/• LII |> e 


J -LII Jfl 


cos(T] 
\RdQdz 


sinflj 
(1) 


where/? is the pressure in the film, R is the journal radius, L is 
the axial length, z is the axial coordinate, and 9 is the cir-
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cumferential angular coordinate, measured from the negative 
x-axis. The film extends from 0, to d2 where both angles may 
be functions of z. 


The film pressure derives from Reynold's equation: 


dp h* dp 


Rdd Vl2/i Rdd J dz V 12^7 dz 
) +U ) -


ViQ-
dh dh 


~W (2) 


where / is time, n is the lubricant viscosity, Q is the journal 
angular speed of rotation, and h is the film thickness: 


h = C + xcosB + ysind (3) 


C is the radial clearance, and x and y are the coordinates of the 
journal center. 


It appears that the reaction forces are functions of x and y, 
and of the instantaneous journal center velocities, x and y 
("dot" indicates time derivative). Hence, for small amplitude 
motions, Ax and Ay, measured from the static equilibrium 
position (x0, y0), a first order Taylor series expansion yields: 


+ KxxAx+KxyAy + BxxAx+BxyAy 


Fy = Fyo + KyxAx+KyyAy + ByxAx+ByyAy 
(4) 


where the coefficients are the partial derivatives evaluated at 
the equilibrium position: 


Kr] (EL) 
V dy Jo 


Br \ dy Jo (5) 


and analogously for the remaining coefficients. 
Because (x0, y0) is the equilibrium position, then F^ = 0 


while F^ equals the static load, W. 
In the literature the coefficients are often computed directly 


by numerical differentiation. While this may be adequate for 
practical purposes, the inherent numerical inaccuracy of the 
method can be eliminated by employing a perturbation solu
tion. Thus, equation (3) may be written as: 


where: 


h = h0 + Ah 


h0 = C+x0cos8+y0 sinf? 


Ah = Axcos0 + Aysinfl 


dh 


~dT 
- = AicosS + AysinO 


(6) 


(7) 


(8) 


(9) 


The perturbation in film thickness gives rise to a similar per
turbation in the film pressure: 


P =Po + AP (10) 


where: 


A/7 = -px'Ax+py-Ay+px-Ax+p;'Ay (11) 


By substituting equation (6) to (11) into Reynold's equation, 
equation (2), and by retaining first order terms only, five 
equations are obtained: 


R{p0) = V2Q 
dh0 


dd 
•• 1/2O(-;cosin0+.)>ocos0) 


R{px h0 dd 


, K dp0 


12ji Rdd 


d / cos0\ 


Rdd \ hn J 
VittsmO 


(12) 


(13) 


R{py} = -1-
sin0 


7̂ 
<Ati 


/ i 3 


" 0 


dh0 


dd 


dPo 
12/t Rdd Rdd \ h 


f s in0\ 


\~hTJ 
+ ViUcosd (14) 


R [px} = cosO 


R {p'y} = sin0 


where the left-hand side operator is: 


d ( h\ d \ d 
R[ / dz V 12u dzJ 


(15) 


(16) 


(17) 
Rd6\l2n Rdd/ dz V 12/i dz / 


The boundary conditions are that the pressure is zero at the 
edges {p0 = Ap = Q at z = ± ViL) and equals the feeding 
pressure at any supply grooves. 


When film rupture occurs in the divergent film region, the 
location of the trailing end boundary is governed by the condi
tion of zero pressure gradient, requiring some iterative pro
cedure to determine the actual boundary curve. If (0O, z0) is a 
point on the curve, the pressure in a neighboring point is, to 
the first order: 


p(60 + A6,z0 + Az) =p(60 ,z0) + ( - ^ - ) o A8 + (-^-) Q AZ 


=Po(.eQ,z0) + Ap(d0,z0)+ (-jf)Q Ad+ (-j£-)0 Az (18) 


With p0(60, z0), (dp0/dd)0, (dpQ/dz)0 being zero, and by 
assuming that the pressure on the boundary, p(80 + 
A0,Zo + Az), is zero also under dynamic conditions then the 
boundary condition for the perturbed pressure is that Ap is 
zero on the statically determined curve. In case of film rupture 
(film contraction) ahead of the leading edge of the film, the 
location of the boundary curve is governed by flow 
equilibrium such that the pressure gradient is not zero. Even 
so, the condition of Ap being zero on the boundary curve is 
sufficiently accurate for most purposes. 


By combining equations (1), (4), (10), and (11) it is found 
that: 


K„ 


Kv, 


f L/2 j. e2 


J -111 J 8, X 


cosf? 


sing 
VRdddz (19) 


and analogously for the remaining coefficients. 
Because they derive from self-adjoint operators, the cross-


coupling damping coefficients are equal: 
Byx=Bxy (20) 


The damping matrix, therefore, is symmetric and possesses 
principal directions. This is not true for the stiffness matrix wh 
ere the cross-coupling stiffness coefficients are unequal: 


Kyx*Kxy (21) 


Thus, the stiffness matrix is nonconservative as is readily 
demonstrated by considering a closed whirl orbit with angular 
whirl frequency co: 


Ax= \Ax I cos(pit + 4>x) 
(22) 


Ay= \Ay\sin(wt + 4>y) 


where <j>x and <j>y are phase angles. The energy dissipated over 
one cycle is: 


Ediss = ™(Bxx\Ax\2+Byy\Ay\2 


- {Bxy + Byx) I Ax I • IA^ I sin(<k - 4>y) 


- ir(Kxy -Kyx) \Ax I. I Ay I cosfo, - </>,)) (23) 


With Kxy positive, the cross-coupling stiffness coefficients 
may provide negative damping or, in other words, they can 
supply energy to the motion. The last term may also be written 
as: 


ir(Kxy - Kyx){ - I Axj I2 + I Axb\
2) (24) 


where the elliptical whirl orbit has been decomposed into two 
circular orbits, one with forward whirl direction and 
amplitude \Axf\, and one with backward whirl direction and 
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amplitude \Axb I. Thus it is the forward whirl component 
which is responsible for the negative damping. 


It is customary to analyze the stability of a bearing by 
assigning a mass M to the journal such that the equations of 
motion become: 


MAx + BxxAx + KxxAx + BxyAy + KxyAy = 0 


MAy + ByyAy + KyyAy + ByxAx + KyxAx = 0 


These equations admit of solutions for Ax and Ay of the form 
e5' where: 


s = \ + iu (i = ̂ l ) (26) 


For a nontrivial solution, the eigenvalues s are the roots of 
the determinant of the coefficient matrix. At the threshold of 
instability, X is zero whereby equation (25) takes on the form: 


of frequency. For a plain journal bearing Bmm is always 
positive, while Bmin is negative for frequencies smaller than co0 


(for o> = oi0, Bmin equals zero and Kmin equals K0). Hence, if 
the lowest natural frequency of the system, conat, is less than 
co0, self-excited whirl can be sustained. The speed, fi0, at which 
instability sets in, may then be expressed as: 


Qn (35) 
(o ) 0 /Q) 0 


A typical value for the whirl frequency ratio, (co0/Sl)0, is 
around 1/2 from which stems the rule-of-thumb that a rotor 
becomes unstable when the speed reaches twice the first 
critical speed (~conat). 


(Zxx-u
2M) 


where: 


(Zyy-u
2M) 


--Krr + iuBx 


Ax 


Ay 
= 0 (27) 


(28) 


and similarly for the other impedances. 
For a chosen static equilibrium position (Sommerfeld 


number), the values of the coefficients are given, and setting 
the determinant equal to zero determines that value of M, call
ed Mcrit> which makes the specified equilibrium position 
unstable. The solutions for Mcrk and the associated whirl fre
quency, OJ = CO0) are: 


"6 M cr i t = 
*^xx"yy **^yy**xx *^xy"yx ^yx&x. 


^ xx "•" **yy 


iKxx — «o)(^vv _ *o) - KxyK 


--K0 


" 0 = R R 
^xx^yy 


' ^xy^yx 


(29) 


(30) 


In order to establish on which side of the threshold the bear
ing becomes unstable, the determinant, A, may be expanded 
around the threshold value as: 


A s A o + f — ) >ds+(-4^r) -dM (31) 
0 Vidco/o \ dM Jo 


With A and A0 equal to zero, the equation may be solved: 


(- dM 


(-+ / 


dX 


dM 


dw 


~d~M /o = \ dw )ol\ dM / o 


from which 


dX ViufcBxx + Byy){BxxByy -BxyByx) /<ft\ Viu%(Bxx + Byy\BxxByy-
\dM Jo ufcBxx + Byy)


2K2
0 + {K^K^-KxyKyx-K\f 


(33) 
Jyyf ,v0 ' \**xx"-yy **xyx*yx 


This value is positive which means that an increase, dM, in 
journal mass above the critical value results in a positive value 
of X or, in other words, causes the bearing to become unstable. 


In equation (27) the term - w2M represents the rotor im
pedance at the journal. It may be thought of as being opposed 
by some equivalent bearing impedance Z which, then, is a 
solution to the determinantal equation: 


Z= a ( Z „ + Zy,)±J—(Z„ - Zyy)
2 + ZxyZyx 


•^max ~~^max "•" ( ™ m a i 


= Kmm + iwB„ 
(34) 


The effective stiffnesses, Kmm and -Kmin, and the effective 
damping coefficients, Bmax and Bmin, are of course functions 


Discussion 


The preceding stability analysis applies only to a rigid rotor 
which is symmetric and supported in two identical bearings. 
Hence, the results are of limited usefulness, and in general it 
can be quite misleading to rank various bearing types for 
stability on the basis of the critical mass. 


As seen from equation (29), the critical mass value is a 
measure of the stiffness of the bearing, but an increase in bear
ing stiffness does not ensure that the lowest natural frequency 
is raised to improve the instability threshold speed. 


Similarly, equation (30) suggests that bearings with a low 
whirl frequency ratio may be more stable. For a flexible rotor, 
however, it is found that it is the whirl frequency itself, equal 
to the lowest natural frequency, which stays unchanged as the 
rotor becomes unstable, not the whirl frequency ratio. 


Furthermore it should be noted that associated with the 
calculated instability threshold is a characteristic whirl orbit, 
obtained as the solution for Ay/Ax from equation (27) with 
the determinant being zero. For a flexible, non-symmetric 
rotor, the modeshape will not conform to the characteristic or
bit, and thereby the effective stiffness and damping stability 
properties of the bearing change. 


For a practical rotor there is no real substitute for a stability 
calculation in which the rotor, with its bearings represented by 
their coefficients, is modeled as close to the actual design as 
feasible. Such calculations are today standard procedure when 
designing high speed machinery. The results are in satisfactory 
agreement with experience, considering the uncertainties and 
often poorly established tolerances on bearing geometry, 
clearance, and pedestal stiffness. 


A different type of calculation, but with the same rotor-
bearing-system model, is the one for the response to mass un
balance. It is used to check the unbalance sensitivity of the 
rotor and, also, to determine the damped critical speeds. 


It is inherent in the definition of the bearing stiffness and 
damping coefficients that, mathematically, they are only valid 
for infinitesimal amplitudes. Comparisons with exact solu
tions, however, prove that for practical purposes the coeffi
cients may be employed for amplitudes as large as, say, forty 
percent of the clearance. 


An example is shown in Fig. 2 which is for a two-axial 
groove journal bearing with a length-to-diameter ratio of XA. 
The journal is forced to whirl synchronously by a rotating un
balance force, equal to half the static load, while the inertia of 
the journal is ignored. 


The elliptical whirl orbit, calculated on the basis of the eight 
coefficients belonging to the indicated static equilibrium posi
tion, is compared to the whirl orbit obtained from a true 
nonlinear solution. It is found that the amplitudes, whith a 
maximum value of 38 percent of the clearance, are in close 
agreement, but, as expected, there are also deviations. 


First, the center of the orbit moves closer to the bearing 
center to satisfy overall dynamic equilibrium: 
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Fig. 2 Unbalance whirl orbits. Comparison between linear and 
nonlinear analysis. 


Frds=W Fyds = 0 (36) 


where s is the arc length along the path of the orbit. Second, 
the shift in orbit center is accompanied by a change in orbit 
orientation which affects the agreement in phase angle. Fin-
nally, it is evident that the non-linear orbit contains higher 
order harmonics which of course are absent in the linear 
solution. 


It should be emphasized, however, that in the matter of 
greatest importance, namely the size of the amplitude, the 
agreement is close. This holds true in the range of interest in 
practice where amplitudes larger than, say, 40 percent of the 
clearance would rarely be tolerated. 


For even larger amplitudes, the various phenomena 
associated with non-linear vibrations become evident. As an 
example, Fig. 3 illustrates the existence of multiple solutions in 
certain operating regions. The diagram is computed for the 
idealized case of an unloaded, infinitely short journal bearing 
where the journal, with mass M, whirls synchronously in a cir
cular orbit whose radius, normalized with respect to the radial 
clearance C, is given by the ordinate. 


The curves in the diagram are labeled by the dimensionless 
unbalance mass eccentricity p, normalized by C. The abscissa 
gives the dimensionless journal mass m = CMQ,2/oW where <r 
is the short bearing Sommerfeld number: 


fiURL / R 


W (4-) (4-)' (37) 


Hence, for a particular rotor and bearing, the abscissa is 
simply proportional to the rotational speed. 


It is seen that, for some given mass unbalance, there will be 
a speed beyond which more than one solution is possible and 
where jump phenomena may occur. The linearized solution 
with stiffness and damping coefficients agrees well with the 
small amplitude orbit, but it is of course unable to predict the 
concurrent orbits with larger amplitudes. 


Similarly the previously discussed stability analysis, based 
on the liniearized coefficients, is concerned only with the 
stability of the static equilibrium and the inception of whirl, 
and it can not be used to study whether that whirl orbit may 
actually be contained and stable (limit cycle). Furthermore, 
while the linear analysis predicts that an unloaded journal 
bearing is inherently unstable, the stability curve in Fig. 3 
demonstrates that stable synchronous whirl orbits may exist 


10 10* 10' t 


DIMENSIONLESS JOURNAL MASS: " i^ -^T? 


Fig. 3 Circular unbalance whirl orbits for unloaded, short journal bear
ing with rigid rotor 


for p greater than 0.13 or, in other words, the bearing can be 
"stabilized" by adding unbalance. 


The nonlinear behaviour, however, is rarely of much con
cern in practice, and for practical purposes the instability 
threshold computed on the basis of the linearized coefficients 
should be adopted as the design criterion. Past the threshold 
speed, self-excited whirl takes place in one form or another, 
and although numerous cases are on record of safe operation 
in this region, at least as many cases of uncontrollable whirl 
can be cited. 


The threshold based on the coefficients proves in general, 
therefore, to be a conservative estimate. There remain, 
however, some basic questions about applying Reynold's 
equation. The major problem is the physics of film rupture 
which has yet to be clarified, and which makes uncertain what 
the proper boundary conditions are under dynamic load. As a 
curiosity, another example is the question of the thermal con
ditions prevailing under synchronous whirl when the orbit en
circles the bearing center. 


Finally, the four stiffness coefficients can be derived direct
ly from the static equilibrium locus curve. It is unfortunate, 
therefore, that experimental measurements of the curve all too 
frequently deviate appreciably from the theoretical curve. The 
measurements are admittedly not easy to make, and the ex
perimental tolerances are difficult to ascertain, but enough 
results have been published to indicate that the discrepancies 
are real. 


Under those conditions, experimental measurements of the 
coefficients (typically by applying a vibratory force and 
measure the resulting response) can not be expected to agree 
well with the theoretical values. The experiments are no longer 
a test of the validity of the dynamic analysis; rather, they 
become indirect evidence of discrepancies in the more fun
damental solution of Reynold's equation for static conditions. 


Conclusion 


The concept of stiffness and damping coefficients for jour
nal bearings has proven very fruitful, and modern rotor 
dynamics calculations for unbalance response, damped 
natural frequencies, and stability are based on this concept. 
The theoretical limitation of small amplitudes is of little im
portance in practice, but the analysis still needs improvements, 
for example in refinements in the model for film rupture. 


In recent years, extensive experimental programs have been 
carried out to measure the bearing coefficients, not just in the 
laboratory, but also for large industrial bearings. While many 
results show good agreement with the theoretical values, cases 
are still reported of discrepancies that should be resolved. 
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The question of the influence from thermal and elastic 
deformations needs further consideration as do also the prac
tical problems of manufacturing and operating tolerances on 
bearing geometry, clearance, and lubricant viscosity. 
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ABSTRACT 
Reynolds equation governs the generation of hydrodynamic 
pressure in oil lubricated fluid film bearings. The static and 
dynamic forced response of a bearing is obtained from 
integration of the film pressure on the bearing surface. For 
small amplitude journal motions, a linear analysis represents 
the fluid film bearing reaction forces as proportional to the 
journal center displacements and velocity components through 
four stiffness and four damping coefficients. These force 
coefficients are integrated into rotor-bearing system structural 
analysis for prediction of the system stability and the 
synchronous response to imbalance. Fluid inertia force 
coefficients, those relating reaction forces to journal center 
accelerations, are routinely ignored because most oil lubricated 
bearings operate at relatively low Reynolds numbers, i.e., under 
slow flow conditions. Modern rotating machinery operates at 
ever increasing surface speeds to deliver more power in smaller 
size units. Under these operating conditions fluid inertia effects 
need to be accounted for in the forced response of oil lubricated 
bearings, as recent experimental test data also reveal. The paper 
presents a finite element formulation to predict added mass 
coefficients in oil lubricated bearings by extending a basic 
formulation that already calculates the bearing stiffness and 
damping force coefficients. That is, a small amplitude 
perturbation analysis of the lubrication flow equations keeps 
the temporal fluid inertia effects and develops a set of 
equations to obtain the bearing stiffness, damping and inertia 
force coefficients. The method does not impose on the cost of 
the original formulation which makes it very attractive for 
ready implementation in existing software. Predictions of the 
computational model are benchmarked against archival test 
data for an oil-lubricated pressure dam bearing supporting large 
compressors. The comparisons show fluid inertia effects cannot 
be ignored for operation at high rotor speeds and with small 
static loads. 
 
INTRODUCTION 


Analysis of the dynamic performance of rotors supported 
on fluid film bearings relies not just on the rotor structural 


(mass and elastic) properties but also on the acurate evaluation 
of the static and dynamic forced performance characteristics of 
the bearing supports. A rotordynamic analysis delivers 
synchronous response to imbalance and system stability results 
in accordance with API requirements, to demonstrate certain 
performance characteristics; and on occasion, to reproduce 
peculiar field phenomena and to troubleshoot malfunctions or 
limitations of the operating system. 


Mineral-oil lubricated bearings support most commercial 
machinery that operate at low to moderately high rotational 
shaft speeds. The bearings carry heavy static loads, mainly a 
fraction of the rotor weight. The lubricant, supplied from an 
external reservoir, fills the small clearance separating the shaft 
(journal) from the bearing. Shaft rotation drags the lubricant 
through the bearing film lands to form the hydrodynamic 
wedge that generates the hydrodynamic fluid film pressure that, 
acting on the journal, is able to support or carry the applied 
static load. The mineral oil lubricant, generally of large 
viscosity, increases its temperature as it carries away the 
mechanical energy dissipated into heat. Hence, the material 
visosity of the lubricant, a strong function of temperature, does 
not remain constant within the film flow region in the bearing.  


Importantly enough, the conditions of low speed (Ω), small 
clarance (c), and large viscosity (μ/ρ) determine a laminar flow 
condition in the bearing, i.e. operation with small Reynolds 
numbers Re < 1,000 (Re=ρΩRc/μ). Hence, Reynolds equation 
of Classical Lubrication is valid for prediction of the 
equilibrium hydrodynamic film pressure in the bearing. The 
prediction of the thermal energy transport in a thin film bearing 
is more difficult since there is a significant temperature along 
and accross the film, i.e. a three-dimensional phenomenon. 
Most importantly, the thermal energy exchange does not just 
involve the mechanical energy generated by shear and its 
advection by the lubricant flow but also must account for the 
heat conduction into or from the shaft and bearing cartridge.  


A comprehensive 3-D thermohydrodynamic analysis for 
prediction of performance in finite length journal bearings is 
out of the scope of the current analysis. The interested reader 
should refer to relevant work in the archival literature [1,2] for  
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further details. However, note that most fluid film bearing 
designers and bearing manufacturers rarely rely on 
cumbersome and computationally expensive analysis tools; in 
particular when they require of boundary conditions that are 
operating system dependent (not general). More than often, 
engineers  prefer to obtain model results that are in agreement 
with published test data and go along with their vast practical 
experience. 
 
ANALYSIS 


Figure 1 depicts the geometry of typical pad in a bearing 
and a journal rotating with angular speed (Ω). A film of 
lubricant fills the gap between the bearing and its journal. 
Journal center dislacements (eX, eY) refer to the (X,Y) inertial 
coordinate system. The angle Θ, whose origin is at the –X axis, 
aids to describe the film geometry. The graphs show the 
relevant nomenclature for analysis 
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Fig. 1. Geometry of a bearing pad with preload and 
description of film thickness (not to scale). 


 
Within the flow region  , 0l t z L     , the film 


thickness (h) is 


   cos( ) cos sinp p X Yt th c r e e                (1)  


where rp is the pad preload at the offset angle ΘP.  The modified 
laminar flow Reynolds equation describing the generation of 
hydrodynamic pressure (P) in the thin film region of a bearing 
pad is [3,4,5]   
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where (ρ, μ) denote the lubricant density and viscosity, both 
temperature (T) dependent material properties. The modified 
Reynolds equation includes temporal fluid inertia effects; 
hence, the flow model is strictly applicable to lubricant thin 


film flows induced by small amplitude journal motions about 
an equilibrium position [5]. Presently,  the lubricant visosity is 
assumed constant and hence thermal effects are altogether 
neglected. Please see Ref. [6], for a more detailed analysis 
implementing a bulk-flow temperature  for the thermal energy 
transport in the fluid film region. 


Boundary conditions At a pad leading edge the presure equals 
a supply condition, i.e.  


 0 : ,  l Sz L P z P              (3a) 


The pressure is ambient at the bearing axial ends,   


           ;,   ; 0,: aatl PLPPP         (3b) 


and also at the pad trailing edge, 


 0 : ,  t az L P z P              (3c) 


Furthermore, within the whole flow domain, P > Pcav, i.e., 
the film pressure must be higher than the lubricant cavitation 
pressure. Read Ref. [7] for a thorough discussion on lubricant 
cavitation and the formulation of physical sound boundary 
conditions.  


Consider small amplitude journal motions (eX, eY)  with 


whirl frequency  about the equilibrium position  
0 0
,X Ye e , as 


shown in Fig. 2. The film thickness (h) is the real part of 
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with h0 as the equilibrium film thickness and cosXh   , 


sinYh   . 
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Fig. 2 Depiction of small amplitude journal motions about 
an equilibrium position (Not to scale). 
 


The pressure field is also the superposition of zeroth and 
first order fields: 


0 , ; t
X YP P e P e 


      i
.          (5)  
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The zeroth-order (P0) is the equilibrium pressure field governed 
by 


3 3
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(6) 
and the first-order complex pressure fields ,X YP  due to the 


journal center dynamic displacements satisfy 
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with =X,Y. Above 
2
0


sRe h 
  is a (modified) squeeze 


film Reynolds number. Eqs. (3) already states the boundary 
conditions for the zeroth order pressure. The first-order 
pressure fields ,X YP  =0 on the boundary of a bearing pad. 


Once the pressure fields are determined, the  components 
of the fluid film bearing reaction force F are  
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where Fo+W=0 represents the balance of static forces. The 
bearing impedances (Z), delivering the stiffness, damping and 
inertia force coefficients (K, C, M)αβ=X,Y , are evaluated from the 
real and imaginary parts of 
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The numerical  solution method 
The finite element method (FEM) is well suited for the 


numerical solution of elliptic type differential equations such as 
the Reynolds Equation. Complicated geometrical domains are 
well represented by finite elements, thus its major advantage 
over other methods such as finite differences. Another major 
advantage will be shown later as the systems of equations for 
solution of the zeroth and first order pressure fields have the 
same (global) fluidity matrix. This feature allows the most 
rapid evaluation of the bearing linearized force coefficients. 


Fig. 3 depicts a flow region divided into a collection of Nem 
four-noded isoparametric finite elements. The pressure over an 
element (e) is given by a linear combination of nodal values 
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Fig 3. Depiction of general domain of flow field and finite 
element representation. 


 
Within element (Ωe), the Galerkin formulation [10] 


transforms Eq. (6) for the equilibrium field P0 into the algebraic 
system of linear equations  
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e e e ek P = - q f :                 (11) 


where the coefficients of the element fluidity matrix (ke) are  
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      . In Eq. (11), the 


vectors f0 and q0 denote shear flow effects and the nodal flow 
rates: 
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as the flow through the element boundary (e).  
The integrals in Eqns. (12) are evaluated numerically over 


a master isoparametric element ( ̂ ) with normalized 
coordinates. Reddy and Gartling [11] explain the coordinate 
transformation and numerical integration procedure using 
Gauss-Legendre quadrature formulas. 


Eqns. (11) are assembled over the whole flow domain and 
then condensed by enforcing the corresponding boundary 
conditions.  The resultant global set of equations is  
                                       


0G G G Gk P = Q F        (14) 


where
1 1 1


, ,
Nem Nem Nem


e e e  


  e e e
G G Gk k Q q F f   . The global 


fluidity matrix kG is symmetric, easily decomposed into its 
upper and lower triangular form (Cholesky algorithm), i.e.,  


 T
G G GK L L         (15)  


A process of back- and forward-substitutions then renders 
the discrete zeroth order pressure field 


0GP  


  
0


T
G G G G GL L P = Q + F          (16) 
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Note that QG=0 denotes the addition of flow rates at a 
node. Hence the components of this vector are zero at each 
internal node of the flow domain.  


A similar procedure follows for solution of the perturbed 
(dynamic) pressure fields, PX and PY, due to journal harmonic 
displacements (eX, eY) with whirl frequency ω.  The weak or 
variational form of Eqns. (7) become 
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as the first-order (perturbed) flow rates.  
Note that the FE formulation detailed conserves the fluid 


flow across elements of different film thicknesses, such as in 
steps, pockets and grooves [12].  


Eqns. (17) are assembled over the whole flow domain and 
then condensed by enforcing the homogenous boundary 
conditions.  The resultant global set of equations for 
perturbations along the X and Y axes are:   
                    


X G G X 0X X
G G G GK P = Q F S P   


    
Y G G Y 0Y Y


G G G GK P =- Q + F - S P            (19) 


Thus, the assembly process of the first order equations 
renders a fluidity matrix (KG)  identical to that for the 
equilibrium pressure field. The perturbed pressure fields can be 
calculated rapidly since KG was originally obtained and 
decomposed in the procedure to find the equilibrium pressure 
field, see Eq. (15).  


  To solve Eqs. (15) and (19) the backward and forward 
substitution procedures, avoiding matrix inversion, are written 
as 


 


 given , solve


find by backwardsubstitutions
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In practice, the numerical process does not require specification  
of a whirl frequency (ω) nor conducting several calculations to 
discern the stiffnesses from the mass coefficients [6].  That is, 
the right hand side vector in Eq. (17) can be  can be 
decomposed into its real and imaginary parts, 


    0 0


2


K M
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σ σ σ σ σ σ


e e e e e e e ef S P f S P f fi             (21) 


The imaginary part will lead to the evaluation of the first-
order pressure from which to determine the damping 


coefficients  
, ,X Y


C   
. The real part has two components,  


one that will give the perturbed pressures determining the 


stiffness coefficients  
, ,X Y


K   
; and the second part, 


proportional to 2, will give the pressures rendering the fluid 


inertia coefficients  
, ,X Y


M    
.  


Thus, a FE computational program that already calculates 
bearing stiffness and damping force coefficients can be readily 
extended, with minimum effort and expedience in 
computations, to evaluate inertia force coefficients.  
 
PREDICTIONS AND COMPARISONS TO TEST DATA 


Model predictions for test bearings reported in the 
literature were obtained. The benchmark cases included one . 
grooved bearing and [13] and a two grooved journal bearing 
[14]. In general, the predictions for static load performance 
conditions are in good agreement with the test data. In addition, 
for ideal cylindrical journal bearing configurations 


 0,L L
D D   , the computational model reproduces force 


coefficients, including fluid inertia, identical to those reported 
in the archival literature [ 3,4,5].    


Presently, model predictions for the static and dynamic 
load performance of a pressure dam journal bearing are 
compared against exhaustive test data acquired by Jughaiman 
and Childs [15]. Figure 4 shows a schematic view of the tests 
bearing and Table 1 lists the bearing geometry and operating 
condition. Ref. [15] misses details on the bearing geometry, 
lubricant inlet and feed conditions. Note that the pressure dam 
depth to clearance ratio and dam arc length relative to pad arc 
length follow standard best practices recommended by 
Nicholas and Allaire [16]. 


In the experiments, ISO VG 32 lubricant fills the thin film 
lands of the pressure dam bearing. An air turbine drives the test 
rigid shaft supported on ball bearings. The test bearing floats 
on the rotating shaft. The tester includes a hydraulic cylinder 
for static loading, and stinger connections to hydraulic shakers 
that excite the floating test bearing. The instrumentation 
includes load cells attached to the shaker stingers, eddy current 
sensors mounted on the bearing and facing the shaft, and 
accelerometers attached to the bearing housing.  The parameter 
identification method is based on frequency domain 
measurements and extracts the force coefficients from curve 
fits of the real and imaginary parts of the test system 
impedances.  


The maximum load (W) applied equals 12 kN (2,700 lbf) 
which gives a specific pressure (W/LD) = 1.345 MPa (~ 200 
psi). It is important to note that for the nominal clearance of 
0.142 mm and operation at 10 krpm (=1048 rad/s), the shear 
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flow Reynolds number (Rc/ 321, thus denoting laminar 
flow conditions. The squeeze film Reynolds number 
Res=(c2/ is just 0.8, which could mislead one to ignore 
fluid fluid inertia effects. 
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Fig. 4 Schematic view of pressure dam bearing with a relief 


groove. 
 


Table 1. Dimensions and operating conditions of pressure 
dam bearing tested by Al-Jughaiman and Childs [15] 


Journal diameter D 117.1 mm 
Bearing Length L 76.2 mm 
Radial clearance c 0.142 mm 


pad arc   170o  


Dam arc length D 130 deg 
width (0.75 L) LD 57.1 mm 


depth  0.4 mm 
Relief groove width LR 19.05 mm 


depth  0.1 mm 


Lubricant ISO VG 32  
Density  860 kg/m3 


Specific Heat Cp 2,000 J/kg-oC 
Thermal conductivity k 0.13 W/m-oC 


Viscosity at 45 C  0.028 Pa.s 
Visc.-temp coefficient  0.034 1/oC 


Inlet oil temperature  40-55 oC 
Inlet oil pressure  N/A MPa 


Applied load range: 0.1-12.0 kN  
Journal speed range: 4, 6, 8, 10, 12  krpm  


In the following figures, lines denote predictions from the 
current model and symbols represent the measurements. Note 
that Ref. [15] does not always report parameters for all the 
listed test conditions. 


Figures 5 and 6 depict the journal eccentricity and attitude 
angle versus increasing specific pressure at rotational speeds of 


4 and 12 krpm. The predictions are in good agreement with the 
tests data for specific pressures lower than 800 kPa (112 psi). 
Beyond this specific pressure, the predictions show a higher 
journal eccentricity perhaps due to thermo-elastic deformations 
not accounted for in the model. Ref. [15] does not list oil exit 
temperature rises that could be significant as the applied load 
and operating speed increase. 


Figure 7 shows the direct stiffness KYY, along the static 
load direction, increases nonlinearly with the applied load. KXX 
is a fraction of KYY and varies linearly with applied load. The 
predictions agree favorably with the measurements. Figure 8 
depicts the cross-coupled stiffness coefficients with KXY < -KYX. 
Predictions from the model agree well with the negative 
stiffness coefficient, KXY, whose magnitude is as large as the 
main direct KYY coefficient. 


Figures 9 and 10 depict the direct and cross-coupled 
damping coefficients versus specific pressure. Note that CYY > 
CXX and CXY~CYX, as expected. The predictions agree very well 
with the test data at the high rotor speed (10 krpm). Note that 
the tests and model predictions show the bearing has more 
damping at the low journal speed. That is, damping coefficients 
are strong functions of the lubricant viscosity and journal 
eccentricity rather than rotational speed. 
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Fig. 5 Journal eccentricity vs. specific pressure for 
pressure dam bearing. Predictions and test data [15]. 
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Fig. 6 Journal attitude angle vs. specific pressure  for 
pressure dam bearing. Predictions and test data [15] at two 
rotor speeds 
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Fig. 7 Direct stiffnesses (KYY, KXX) vs. specific pressure  for 
pressure dam bearing. Predictions and test data [15]. 
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Fig. 8 Cross stiffnesses (KXY, -KYX) vs. specific pressure for 
pressure dam bearing. Predictions and test data [15].   
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Fig. 9 Direct damping coeffs (CYY, CXX) vs. specific pressure  
for pressure dam bearing. Predictions and test data [15]. 
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Fig. 10 Cross damping (CXY, -CYX) vs. specific pressure  for 
pressure dam bearing. Predictions  and test data [15]. 
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Figure 11 shows the predicted inertia coefficients versus 
specific pressure for operation at 10 krpm. The predictions for 
other journal speeds are nearly identical and not shown for 
brevity. Table 2 lists the experimental force coefficients 
extracted from Ref. [15]. Note that the test values are much 
higher than the predictions and for the most part do not follow 
any trend1. The predictions, however, serve to evaluate the 
validity of the experimental force coefficients.  
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Fig. 11 Predicted fluid inertia coefficients vs. specific 
pressure  for pressure dam bearing operating at 10 krpm. 
Test data [15] at two rotor speeds. 


 
Note that for the studied thin film radial bearing and 


operating conditions, the squeeze film Reynolds number is 
rather small (Res~0.8);  and hence conventional wisdom asserts 
that fluid inertia effects should be negligible. However, the 
prediction of inertia force coefficients demonstrates that the 
dynamic stiffnesses of the bearing (K-2M) are largely affected 
by fluid inertia at high whirl frequencies (rotor speeds). Note 
that MYY ~45 kg is a rather large physical magnitude and, at 10 
krpm (=1048 rad/s), the product MYY  = 51 MN/m is a 
significant fraction of the static stiffness KYY. To stress the 
paramount effect of fluid inertia, Figure 12 shows the ratio 


21
M


K






 
 


  
versus specific pressure. Fluid inertia reduces 


significantly the dynamic stiffness, KYY - 2MYY, along the load 
direction. Note that this effect is more pronounced at the lowest 
load where the dynamic stiffness is just ~20% of the static 
stiffness. The reduction is remarkable!  


To close the discussion, theory [3] predicts an inertia 
coefficient 


   
 3 tanh


1
2


L
D


XX YY L
D


L D
M M


c
 


           
=35.1 kg        (22) 


for a cylindrical journal bearing with uniform clearance c and 
for motions about the journal center (no load condition). The 
numerical predictions are larger since the test bearing has a 
relief groove and a pressure dam.  


                                                           
1 The experimental uncertainty for the inertia coefficients could be as large as 
30% of the reported value [15]. 


   
Table 2. Experimental fluid inertia coefficients in Ref. [15] 


Speed 
Specific 
pressure MXX MXY MYX MYY 


rpm kPa  kg   
4000 0 61.8 0.0 0.0 60.3


  345 0.0 0.0 -73.1 0.0 
  690 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 


6000 0 39.5 0.0 0.0 46.4
  345 34.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
  690 0.0 0.0 -44.2 0.0 


8000 0 34.8 7.6 32.8 9.8 
  345 30.1 0.0 0.0 24.2
  690 0.0 0.0 -33.3 0.0 
  1034 0.0 0.0 -59.7 0.0 


10000 0 28.6 9.1 21.0 18.5
  345 27.5 9.5 0.0 34.6
  690 25.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
  1034 19.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 


12000 0 75.6 12.3 72.2 -7.6 
  345 51.6 11.6 36.5 18.2
  690 45.8 11.5 0.0 0.0 
  1034 31.4 0.0 67.1 0.0 
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Fig. 12 Ratio of dynamic to static stiffnesses vs. specific 
pressure for a pressure dam bearing operating at 10 krpm. 
Predictions only. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 


Accurate prediction of the linearized force coefficients 
from radial fluid film bearings supporting rotating machinery is 
vital to predict and to validate the dynamic response and 
stability of a rotor-bearing system. To date most computational 
models represent the bearing dynamic reaction forces in terms 
of stiffness (K) and damping (C) force coefficients. However, 
modern machinery operates at ever increasing rotational speeds  
to increase power delivery. At high excitation frequencies2, 
fluid inertia does affect the forced response of fluid film 
bearings by reducing their dynamic stiffness coefficients. Thus, 
modern predictive tools extend the linear force model to 
include fluid inertia coefficients (M).Thus, the dynamic force 


                                                           
2 The most important frequency is synchronous with rotor speed (). 
Subsynchronous whirl frequencies coinciding with rotor-bearing system natural 
frequencies are relevant to the stability of a rotor-bearing system.  
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reaction vector from a fluid film bearing is 


-F = K z + C z + M z  with  ,
T


x yz  . 


The paper details a physical analysis and finite element 
method (FEM) description to evaluate numerically bearing 
force coefficients (K,C,M). The procedure could be applied to 
an existing computational program to deliver bearing mass 
coefficients (M) with a minimum of extra computational cost 
and maximum expedience. The FEM can be applied to 
complicated bearing geometries representative of commercial 
applications.  


Predictions from the model are benchmarked against 
experimental results for the static eccentricity and dynamic 
force coefficients obtained with a commercial size pressure 
dam bearing operating at moderate to high rotor speeds (12 
krpm) and static loads as large as 12 kN. Representative test 
data is obtained from Ref. [15]. The correlations between 
predictions and measurements for static journal eccentricity and 
attitude angle, as well as for the direct stiffness and damping 
coefficients, are good albeit showing discrepancies as the 
applied static load on the bearing increases (max. W/LD = 
1,345 kPa). The bearing operates under laminar flow 
conditions, the modified film Reynolds number (c2/at 
the highest rotor speed (12 krpm).Nonetheless, the test results 
and predictions show large magnitude added mass coefficients 
due to fluid inertia effects. These coefficients largely affect the 
dynamic stiffness of the bearing, in particular for operation 
with a low static load. Hence, igoring fluid inertia coefficients 
in a rotordynamic analysis could lead to predicted system 
natural frequencies that are higher than the actual values.   


 
NOMENCLATURE 
c Nominal film (pad) clearance [m] 
cm  Bearing assembled clearance [m]  


C Bearing damping force coefficients; ,  = X, Y  N s
m


  


D Journal diameter [m] 
eX, eY Journal center eccentric displacements [m] 
FX, FY Fluid film bearing reaction forces [N]  
h Pad film thickness,  


c– rP  cos(-P) + eX cos() +  eY sin() [m] 
hX, hY cos(), sin() 


i Imaginary unit ( 1 ) 


K Bearing stiffness coefficients; ,  = X, Y  N
m   


L Journal bearing axial length [m] 


M Fluid inertia coefficients; ,  = X, Y  N
m   


npe Number of nodes per finite element 
Nem Number of elements in flow domain 
P Film pressure [Pa] 
Pa Ambient pressure [Pa] 
Pcav Lubricant cavitation pressure [Pa] 
PS Supply pressure [Pa] 
P0 Zeroth-order (equilibrium) pressure [Pa] 
P First-order pressure fields; ,  = X, Y [Pa/m] 


q Volumetric flow rate per unit length [m2/s] 
R ½ D. Journal radius, [m] 


Res 
2h



 
 
 


. Squeeze film Reynolds number. 


rp (c-cm). Pad preload [m] 
t Time [s] 
WX, WY Componentsof applied static load,  
(x, y,  z)  Coordinate system on plane of bearing (x= R) 
(X, Y) Inertial coordinate system 
Z Impedance force coefficients 


 2K M C     i , ,  = X, Y   N
m  


ΔeX, ΔeY Dynamic displacements of journal center [m] 


   x
R . Circumferential coordinate [rad],  


l , t , p Arc pad leading and trailing edges, angle of 
min. film thickness (offset angle) [rad] 


 Fluid viscosity [Pa-s] 
e Element boundary 
ρ Fluid density [kg/m3] 
 Journal attitude angle [] 


 i


npe


1
 Finite element shape functions 


 Rotor speed [rad/s] 
 whirl frequency [rad/s]  
e Finite element sub-domain 
Subscripts  
S, a  Supply and ambient condition 
Superscripts  
e  element 
Vectors and matrices 
ke, KG Fluidity matrices, element & global KG= T


G GL L  


qe, QG Nodal flow rate vectors, element & global 
fe,  FG Shear & squeeze flow rate vectors, element & 


global 


,
0


e
0 GP P  Nodal zeroth-order pressures, element & global 


σ


e
σ GP ,P  


Nodal first-order pressures, element & global 
=X,Y 
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Identification of Dynamic Bearing Parameters: 
A Review


R. Tiwari, A.W. Lees and M.I. Friswell


ABSTRACT—In this paper, we present a review of the exper-
imental identification of dynamic parameters of bearings in a
rotating machine. Major emphasis is given to vibration-based
identification methods and the review encompasses descrip-
tions of experimental measurement techniques, mathemati-
cal modeling, parameter extraction algorithms and uncertainty
in the estimates applied to a variety of bearings. The param-
eter extraction algorithms include the descriptions of govern-
ing equations of the rotor-bearing system and identification
methods in both time and frequency domains. The identifica-
tion techniques have been classified based on methods used
to excite the system. The review includes a variety of bear-
ings and similar components, which play an active link between
the rotating and stationary parts of a machine. Based on the
state of the art in bearing identification, conclusions are made
and future directions are suggested.


KEYWORDS—bearing, identification, rotor-dynamics


1. Introduction


In many industries the demand for high power and high
speed together with uninterrupted and reliable operation is
increasingly important. The accurate prediction and control
of the dynamic behavior (unbalance response, critical speeds
and instability) is another vital requirement. The bearings
clearly constitute a vital component in any turbomachine
and a good understanding of their dynamic behavior is a
pre-requisite to the prediction of the machine’s properties.
Whilst there are many types of bearing, in this paper the
focus of attention is fluid-film journal bearing. This restric-
tion is imposed by the sheer volume of published work
rather than rigorous logical demarcation. Similar techniques
to many of those discussed below have also been applied to
other types of bearings and seals. Some mention of these
issues is given where appropriate.


Historically the theoretical estimation of the dynamic
bearing characteristics has always been a source of error in
the prediction of the dynamic behavior of rotor-bearing sys-
tems. Obtaining reliable estimates of the bearing operating


conditions in actual test conditions is difficult and, conse-
quently, physically meaningful and accurate parameter iden-
tification is required in actual test conditions to reduce the
discrepancy between the measurements and the predictions.
Experimental methods for the dynamic characterization of
rolling element bearings, fluid-film bearings, magnetic bear-
ings and seals have some similarities. In general, the methods
require input signals (forces) and output signals (displace-
ments/velocities/accelerations) of the dynamic system to be
measured, and the unknown parameters of the system mod-
els are calculated by means of input–output relationships.
The theoretical procedures and experimental measurements
depend upon whether the bearing is investigated in isolation
or installed in a rotor-bearing system.


In the present paper, a review has been made of the identi-
fication methods of bearings dynamic parameters. The main
focus of our attention is fluid-film journal bearings, but
because the techniques are common to various types of bear-
ings and seals, reference to these are made where appropriate.
A chronological list of source material on the experimental
dynamic parameter identification of bearings with brief
details can be found in Table 1.


2. Previous Literature Reviews and Surveys


The influence of bearings on the performance of rotor-
bearing systems has been recognized for many years. One of
the earliest attempts to model a journal bearing was reported
by Stodola (1925) and Hummel (1926). They represented
the fluid film as a simple spring support, but their model
was incapable of accounting for the observed finite ampli-
tude of oscillation of a shaft operating at a critical speed.
Concurrently, Newkirk (1924) and Newkirk and Taylor (1925)
described the phenomenon of bearing induced instability,
which he called oil whip, and it soon occurred to several
investigators that the problem of rotor stability could be
related to the properties of the bearing dynamic coefficients.
Ramsden (1967–68) was the first to review the papers on the
experimentally obtained journal bearing dynamic character-
istics. He concluded that a designer would require known
stiffness and damping coefficients of the bearings. Since most
of the data available at that time were experimental only, he
stressed the need for accurate scaling laws to be evolved to
avoid full-scale tests. In the late 1970s, Dowson and Taylor
(1980) conducted a survey of the state of knowledge in the
field of the influence of the bearings on rotor dynamics. They
appreciated that a considerable amount of literature was
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Table 1. Summary of experimental investigations. A chronological summary of papers on the experimental dynamic parameter
identification of bearings.


References Bearing 
type* Type of excitation Vibration response 


measured Identified dynamic parameters


Hagg and Sankey (1956, 1958) HDJ Unbalance Displ. (frequency) Direct damping and stiffness 
Mitchell et al. (1965–66) HDJ Incremental static 


load
Displacement Stiffness


Duffin and Johnson (1966–67) HDJ Unbalance Displ. (frequency) Direct damping and stiffness 
Glienicke (1966–67) HDJ Sinusoidal Displ. (frequency) Damping and stiffness 
Woodcock and Holmes (1969–70) HDJ Unbalance Displ. (frequency) Damping and uncertainty
Black and Jenssen (1969–70) PLS Incremental static 


load
Displacement Stiffness


Morton (1971) HDJ Sinusoidal Displ. (frequency) Damping and stiffness 
Williams and Holmes (1971) SQF Static load Ecc., alt., angle, vel. Damping
Thomsen and Andersen (1974) SQF Unbalance Displ. (frequency) Damping
Morton (1975a) HDJ Step function Displ. (frequency) Damping and stiffness 
Bannister (1976) HDJ Unbalance Displ. (frequency) Damping, stiffness and 28 


non-linear coefficients 
Tonnesen (1976) SQF Unbalance Displ. (frequency) Damping
Fleming et al. (1977) GJ Unbalance Displ. (frequency) Damping and stiffness
Wright (1978) LS Impact Displ. (time) Damping and stiffness 
Parkins (1979) HSJ Bi-directional sine Displ., vel. (time) Damping and stiffness 
Stanway et al. (1979a, 1979b) SQF PRBS Displ. (time) Damping 
Childs et al. (1980) Seals Eccentric shaft Displ. (frequency) Mass, damping and stiffness 
Diana et al. (1980) HSJ Inertial exciter Displ. (frequency) Damping and stiffness 
Dogan et al. (1980) HDJ PRBS Displ. (frequency) Damping and stiffness 
Hisa et al. (1980) HDJ Sinusoidal Vel. (frequency) Damping and stiffness 
Iino and Kaneko (1980) PLS Synchronous Displ. (frequency) Mass, damping and stiffness 
Nordmann and Schöllhorn (1980) HDJ Impact Displ. (frequency) Damping and stiffness 
Walford and Stone (1980a, 1980b) Ball Sinusoidal Displ., acc. (frequency) Damping and stiffness 
Burrows et al. (1981) SQF PRBS/SPHS Displ. (frequency) Damping 
Parkins (1981) HSJ Bi-directional sine l Displ., vel. (time) Damping and stiffness 
Burrows and Sahinkaya (1982a) SQF PRBS Displ. (frequency) Damping and uncertainty
Diana et al. (1982) PLS Synchronous Displ. (frequency) Stiffness 
Stone (1982) RE Impact and Sine Displ. (time, frequency) Damping and stiffness 
Goodwin et al. (1983) HSJ Unbalance Displ. (frequency) Damping and stiffness 
Wright (1983) GS Synchronous Displ. (frequency) Damping and stiffness 
Burrows et al. (1984) SQF SPHS Displ. (frequency) Damping
Falco et al. (1984) PLS Sinusoidal Displ. (frequency) Damping and stiffness
Goodwin et al. (1984) HYJ Unbalance Displ. (frequency) Damping and stiffness 
Kanki and Kawakami (1984) PLS Sinusoidal Displ. (frequency) Mass, damping and stiffness
Nordmann and Massmann (1984) ANS Impact Displ. (frequency) Mass, damping and stiffness 
Sahinkaya et al. (1984) SQF SPHS Displ. (frequency) Damping and uncertainty
Sahinkaya and Burrows (1984a) SQF SPHS Displ. (time) Damping and uncertainty 
Burrows and Sahinkaya (1985) SQF SPHS Displ., vel. (time, 


frequency)
Damping and uncertainty


Chang and Zheng (1985) HDJ Step function Displ., acc. (frequency) Damping and stiffness (0/4/4)
Childs and Kim (1985) ALS Eccentric rotor Displ. (frequency) Mass, damping and stiffness 
Kaushal et al. (1985) SQF Unbalance Displ. (frequency) Damping (0/1/0) and uncertainty
Childs and Kim (1986) DS Eccentric rotor Displ. (frequency) Mass, damping and stiffness 
Childs and Scharrer (1986) GS Sinusoidal Displ. (frequency) Damping and stiffness 
Nelson et al. (1986) ALS Sinusoidal Displ. (frequency) Mass, damping and stiffness 
Roberts et al. (1986) SQF Step function Displ. (time) Mass and damping 
Childs and Garcia (1987) DS Eccentric rotor Displ. (frequency) Mass, damping and stiffness 
Kraus et al. (1987) Ball Impact Displ. (frequency) Mass, damping and stiffness 
Ramli et al. (1987) SQF Transient Displ. (time) Direct damping and stiffness 
Stanway et al. (1987) SQF PRBS Displ. (frequency) Damping 
Burrows et al. (1988a) SQF Unbalance Displ. (frequency) Mass and damping 
Childs and Scharrer (1988) LGS Uni-directional sine Displ. (frequency) Damping, stiffness uncertainty
Ellis et al. (1988) SQF Step/sine Displ. (time) Direct damping and stiffness 
Kang and Jin (1988) HDJ Impact Displ., acc. (time) Damping and stiffness (0/4/4)
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Roberts et al. (1988) SQF Sinusoidal Displ. (frequency) Mass, damping and stiffness 
Stanway et al. (1988) SQF Synchronous Displ. (frequency) nth-power velocity damping 
Childs et al. (1989) HCS Sine-sweep Displ., acc. (frequency) Damping, stiffness and uncertainty
Ellis et al. (1989) SQF Bi-directional sinel Displ. (time) Mass, damping and stiffness 
Elrod et al. (1989) HCS Uni-directional sine Displ. (frequency) Damping, stiffness and uncertainty
Hawkins et al. (1989) AGS Uni-directional sinel Displ., acc. (frequency) Damping, stiffness and uncertainty
Kanemori and Iwatsubo (1989, 
1992)


PLS Eccentric rotor Displ. (frequency) Mass, damping and stiffness


Someya (1989) HDJ Sinusoidal Displ. (frequency) Damping and stiffness 
Brockwell et al. (1990) HDJ Bi-directional sine Displ. (frequency) Damping and stiffness 
Burrows et al. (1990) SQF SPHS Displ. (frequency) Mass, damping and uncertainty
Childs et al. (1990a) HCS Uni-directional sine Displ., acc. (frequency) Damping, stiffness and uncertainty
Childs et al. (1990b) ANS Eccentric rotor Displ. (frequency) Mass, damping and stiffness 
Childs et al. (1990c) DS Eccentric rotor Displ. (frequency) Mass, damping and stiffness 
Ellis et al. (1990) SQF Random Displ. (time) Mass, damping and stiffness 
Fritzen and Seibold (1990) ANS Impact Displ. (time) Mass, damping and stiffness.
Iwatsubo and Sheng (1990) DS Eccentric sleeves Displ. (frequency) Mass, damping and stiffness 
Kim et al. (1990) TR Impulse Acc. (frequency) Direct stiffness and damping 
Kostrzewsky et al. (1990) HDJ Bi-directional sine Displ. (frequency) Stiffness and uncertainty
Matsumoto et al. (1990) HDJ Two-directional 


sine
Displ. (frequency) Damping and stiffness 


Mohammad and Burdess (1990) HDJ Random Displ. (time) Damping and stiffness 
Muszynska and Bently (1990) HDJ Sine sweep Displ. (frequency) Damping and effective stiffness 
Roberts et al. (1990) SQF Step function Displ. (time) Mass, damping and uncertainty
Rouch (1990) SQF Sinusoidal Displ. (frequency) Damping and stiffness 
Yanabe et al. (1990) HDJ Incremental static/


unbalance/impact
Displacement
(frequency)


Damping and stiffness 


Chan and White (1991) TPJ Impact Displ. (frequency) Damping and stiffness 
Childs and Ramsey (1991) AGS Sine sweep Displ. (frequency) Damping, stiffness and uncertainty
Childs et al. (1991) AGS Sine sweep Displ. (frequency) Damping, stiffness and uncertainty
Imlach et al. (1991) MB Incremental static 


load
Displacement Direct stiffness 


Jung et al. (1991a, 1991b) SQF Eccentric sleeve Displ. (frequency) Mass and damping 
Murphy and Wagner (1991) HSJ Eccentric shaft Displ. (frequency) Damping, stiffness and uncertainty
Wang and Liou (1991) Ball Impact Displ. (frequency) Damping and stiffness 
Adams et al. (1992) HSJ Unbalance Displ. (frequency) Mass, damping and stiffness 
Brown and Ismail (1992, 1994) ANS Multi-frequency Displ. (time) Damping and stiffness 
Childs and Kleynhans (1992) ANS Sine sweep Displ. (frequency) Damping, stiffness and uncertainty
Myllerup et al. (1992) HDJ Incremental static 


load
Displacement Stiffness 


Rouvas et al. (1992) HSJ Impact Displ., acc. (frequency) Mass, damping and stiffness 
Sakakida et al. (1992) HSJ Sinusoidal Displ., acc. (frequency) Damping and stiffness
Zhang et al. (1992a, 1992b) HDJ Impact Displ. (frequency) Damping, stiffness and uncertainty
Conner and Childs (1993) BS Sine-sweep Displ. (frequency) Damping, stiffness and uncertainty
Flack et al. (1993) HDJ Bi-directional sine l Displ. (frequency) Damping, stiffness, uncertainty
Jung and Vance (1993) SQF Eccentric sleeve Displ. (frequency) Mass and damping 
Muszynska et al. (1993) Seals Unbalance Displ. (frequency) Radial damping and stiffness 
Parkins and Horner (1993) HDJ Incremental static 


load
Displacement Stiffness 


Roberts et al. (1993) SQF Sinusoidal Displacement (time) Non-linear model 
Rouvas and Childs (1993) HSJ PRBS and Sine Displ., acc. (frequency) Mass, damping and stiffness 
Childs and Hale (1994) HSJ PRBS Displ., acc. (frequency) Mass, damping and stiffness 
Franchek and Childs (1994) HYJ PRBS Displ., acc. (frequency) Mass, damping and stiffness
Heshmat and Ku (1994) HDJ 


(foil)
Sinusoidal Displ., acc. (frequency) Damping, stiffness and uncertainty


Kim and Lee (1994) Seals Impact Displ. (frequency) Mass, damping and stiffness 
Kostrzewsky et al. (1994) HDJ Bi-directional sine Displ. (frequency) Mass, damping and stiffness 


Table 1. Summary of experimental investigations. A chronological summary of papers on the experimental dynamic parameter
identification of bearings. (Continued)


References Bearing 
type* Type of excitation Vibration response 
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Ku (1994) FTB Sinusoidal Displ. (frequency) Damping and stiffness 
Ku and Heshmat (1994) Foil 


HDJ
Bi-directional sine Displ., acc. (frequency) Damping, stiffness and uncertainty


Tieu and Qiu (1994) HDJ Unbalance Displ. (frequency) Damping and stiffness 
Xu (1994) HYJ Sinusoidal Displ. (frequency) Damping and stiffness 
Zhang and Roberts (1994) SQF Sinusoidal Displ. (frequency) Non-linear force coefficients 
Zhang et al. (1994) SQF Sinusoidal Displacement (time) Mass, damping and stiffness
Alexander et al. (1995) AGS PRBS Displ., acc. (frequency) Damping and stiffness 
Arumugam et al. (1995) HDJ Uni-directional sine Displ. (frequency) Damping and stiffness 
Chen and Lee (1995) Ball Unbalance Displ. (frequency) Damping and stiffness 
Dmochowski and Brockwell (1995) HDJ Bi-directional sine Displ., acc. (frequency) Damping, stiffness and uncertainty
Franchek et al. (1995) HYJ PRBS Displ., acc. (frequency) Mass, damping and stiffness 
Parkins (1995) HDJ Bi-directional sine Velocity (time) Damping and uncertainty
San Andrés et al. (1995) HSJ PRBS Displ., acc. (frequency) Mass, damping and stiffness 
Santos (1995) HDJ Sinusoidal Displ. (frequency) Damping and stiffness 
Taylor et al. (1995) HDJ Sinusoidal Displ. (frequency) Damping, stiffness and uncertainty
Tiwari and Vyas (1995, 1997a, 
1998)


Ball Random Displ., vel. (time) Non-linear stiffness 


Childs and Gansle (1996) AGS Uni-directional sine Displ., acc. (frequency) Damping, stiffness and uncertainty
Ismail and Brown (1996) ANS Multi-frequency Displ., vel., acc. (time) Damping and stiffness 
Kostrzewsky et al. (1996) HDJ Bi-directional sine Displ. (frequency) Damping, stiffness and uncertainty
Lee et al. (1996) MB Random Current, volts, displ. 


(frequency)
Damping and stiffness
Current stiffness


Qiu and Tieu (1996) HDJ Comp. sine Displ. (frequency) Damping, stiffness and uncertainty
Santos (1996) HDJ Sine sweep Displ. (frequency) Damping and stiffness 
Vance and Li (1996) DS Impact Displ. (time) Damping 
Zhang and Roberts (1996) SQF Sinusoidal Displ. (frequency) Mass and damping 
Arumugam et al. (1997a, 1997b) HDJ Uni-directional sine Displ. (frequency) Damping, stiffness and uncertainty
Chen and Lee (1997) Ball Unbalance Displ., vel. (time) Damping and stiffness 
Goodwin et al. (1997) HDJ PRBS Displ. (frequency) Damping and stiffness 
Jiang et al. (1997) HDJ Impulse Displ. (frequency) Damping and stiffness 
Marquette et al. (1997) PLS PRBS Displ., acc. (frequency) Mass, damping, stiffness and 


uncertainty
Marsh and Yantek (1997) RB Impact Acc. (frequency) Direct stiffness 
Müller-Karger et al. (1997) HDJ Sinusoidal Displ. (frequency) Damping, stiffness and uncertainty
Prabhu (1997) HDJ Sinusoidal Displ. (frequency) Damping 
Qiu and Tieu (1997) HDJ Impulse Displ. (frequency) Damping and stiffness 
Reddy et al. (1997) HDJ Sinusoidal Displ. (frequency) Damping and stiffness
San Andrés and Childs (1997) HSJ PRBS Displ., acc. (frequency) Mass, damping, stiffness and 


uncertainty
Sawicki et al. (1997) HYJ Unbalance Displ. (frequency) Mass, damping, stiffness and 


uncertainty
Tiwari and Vyas (1997b) Ball Ran/unbalance Displ., vel. (time) Non-linear stiffness
Ismail and Brown (1998) PLS SPHS Displ., acc. (time) Mass, damping, stiffness and 


uncertainty
Kaneko et al. (1998) ANS Eccentric sleeves Displ. (frequency) Mass, damping, stiffness and 


uncertainty
Kostrzewsky et al. (1998) HDJ Bi-directional sine Displ. (frequency) Damping, stiffness and uncertainty
Mitsuya et al. (1998) Ball Impact Displ. (frequency) Damping and stiffness
Mosher and Childs (1998) HYJ PRBS Displ., acc. (frequency) Mass, damping, stiffness and 


uncertainty
Nikolakopoulos and 
Papadopoulos (1998)


HDJ
(ER)


Incremental static 
load


Displacement Stiffness 


Royston and Basdogan (1998) Ball Random Displ. (frequency) Axial and radial stiffness
Yu and Childs (1998) GS


HCS
Uni-directional sine Displ., acc. (frequency) Damping, stiffness and uncertainty


Table 1. Summary of experimental investigations. A chronological summary of papers on the experimental dynamic parameter
identification of bearings. (Continued)
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available on both rotor dynamics and fluid-film bearings but
relatively few attempts had been made to integrate the indi-
vidual studies of rotor behavior and of dynamic characteris-
tics of bearings in the field of tribology. Several conclusions
and recommendations were made by them, most impor-
tantly: (a) experimental work in the field of rotor dynamics
to study the influence of bearings and supports upon the
rotor response was required; (b) additional theoretical stud-
ies to consider the influence of thermal and elastic distortion,
grooving arrangements, misalignment, cavitation and film
reformation were also needed.


An extensive literature is now available on the theoretical
calculation of the dynamic characteristics of variety of bear-
ings: rolling element (Palmgren, 1959; Ragulskis et al.,
1974; Gargiulo, 1980; Harris, 2001; Changsen, 1991; Gupta
1984); fluid film (Pinkus and Sternlicht, 1961; Smith, 1969;
Hamrock, 1994); magnetic bearings (Schweitzer et al., 1994)
and seals (Childs, 1993). This reflects the technological impor-
tance of the topic. Among the various bearings available, fluid-
film bearings, especially hydrodynamic cylindrical-journal
bearings, attracted the most interest of practicing engineers
and researchers. This is because of their relative simplicity


Childs and Fayolle (1999) PLS PRBS Displ., acc. (frequency) Mass, damping, stiffness and 
uncertainty


Fayolle and Childs (1999) HYJ PRBS Displ., acc. (frequency) Mass, damping, stiffness and 
uncertainty


Ha and Yang (1999) HDJ Bi-directional sine Displ., acc. (frequency) Damping and stiffness 
Howard (1999) FAB Incremental static 


load
Displacement Damping and stiffness 


Kim and Lee (1999) MB Magnetic Control current, displ. Current and position stiffness 
Laurant and Childs (1999) HYJ PRBS Displ., acc. (frequency) Mass, damping, stiffness and 


uncertainty
Li et al. (1999) GDS Impact Displ. (frequency) Damping and stiffness 
Pettinato and Choudhury (1999) HDJ Incremental static 


load/unbalance
Displ. (frequency) Damping, stiffness and uncertainty


Ransom et al. (1999) GDS Impact Displ. (frequency) Damping, stiffness and uncertainty
Soto and Childs (1999) HCS Swept sine Displ., acc. (frequency) Damping, stiffness and uncertainty
Wygant et al. (1999) HDJ Bi-directional sine Displ. (frequency) Damping, stiffness and uncertainty
Laos et al. (2000) GDS Periodic chirp Displ., acc. (frequency) Damping and uncertainty
Li et al. (2000) GDS Impact Displ., acc. (frequency) Damping and stiffness 
Lindsey and Childs (2000) PLS PRBS Displ., acc. (frequency) Mass, damping, stiffness and 


uncertainty
Shamine et al. (2000) RE Impact Acc. (frequency) Stiffness and damping (tilt)
Tiwari (2000) Ball Random Displ., vel. (time) Non-linear stiffness
Vance and Ying (2000) ER Impact Displacement (time) Damping (0/2/0)
Zarzour and Vance (2000) MD Impact Acc. (time) Damping and stiffness 
Howard et al. (2001) FAB Impact Displacement (time) Damping and stiffness (0/1/1)
Nielsen et al. (2001) AGS Swept-sine Displ., acc. (frequency) Damping, stiffness and uncertainty
Pettinato and Flack (2001) HDJ Bi-directional sine Displ. (frequency) Damping, stiffness and uncertainty
Pettinato et al. (2001) HDJ Bi-directional sine Displ. (frequency) Damping, stiffness and uncertainty
San Andrés et al. (2001) SQF Impact and sine Displ., acc. (frequency) Damping, stiffness and uncertainty
Tiwari et al. (2002) SPR Unbalance Displ. (frequency) Damping and stiffness 
Dawson et al. (2002a, 2002b) AGS PRBS Displ., acc. (frequency) Damping, stiffness and uncertainty
Holt and Childs (2002) AGS PRBS Displ., acc. (frequency) Damping, stiffness and uncer-


tainty
Laurant and Childs (2002) HYJ PRBS Displ., acc. (frequency) Mass, damping, stiffness and 


uncertainty
Vazquez et al. (2002) SPR Swept-sine Acc. (frequency) Damping and stiffness
Chatterjee and Vyas (2003) Ball Sinusoidal Displ. (frequency) Damping and non-linear stiffness
Kaneko et al. (2003) ALS Eccentric sleeves Displ. (frequency) Mass, damping, stiffness and 


uncertainty
Weatherwax and Childs (2003) AGS Eccentric sleeves Displ., acc. (frequency) Damping, stiffness and uncertainty


* The following abbreviations are used in the table: AGS, annular gas seal; ANS, annular seal; ALS, annular liquid seal; BS, brush seals;
DS, damper seals; ER, electrorheological fluid; FAB, foil air; FTB, foil thrust; GDS, gas damper seal; GJ, gas journal; GS, gas seal;
HCS, honeycombed seal; HDJ, hydrodynamic journal; HSJ, hydrostatic journal; HYJ, hybrid journal; LGS, long gas seal; LS, long seal;
MB, magnetic; MD, metal mess bearing damper; PLS, plain liquid seal; RB, recirculating ball; RE, rolling element; SPR, springs; SQF,
squeeze film; TPJ, tilting pad journal; TR, tapered roller.


Table 1. Summary of experimental investigations. A chronological summary of papers on the experimental dynamic parameter
identification of bearings. (Continued)
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in the geometry and consequently in the analysis and exper-
imental rig fabrication along with their general representa-
tion in mathematical modeling among the all other classes
of the bearings. Lund (1980, 1987) reviewed the concept of
dynamic coefficients for fluid-film journal bearings.


Lund (1979) gave a review of the theoretical and experi-
mental methods for the determination of fluid-film bearing
dynamic coefficients. He indicated the need to include the
impedance of the rotor and categorized the experimental
methods based on the excitation method used (for example,
static load and dynamic force, i.e. harmonic, transient and
random). The experimental static locus did not coincide
with the theoretical one and it was difficult to analyze the
degree to which the result might be affected by measurement
tolerances and by uncertainties in establishing test parame-
ters. Lund concluded that there was little point in refining
the dynamic analysis until better agreement between theory
and measurements had been obtained on the performance of
static bearings. Stanway et al. (1979a) gave a brief appraisal
of bearing dynamic testing methods. They stressed the need
for development of an experimental method that was capable
of use with the rotor-bearing system being run under normal
operating conditions and placed some confidence bounds on
the estimates. Someya (1989) compiled extensively both ana-
lytical and experimental results (static and dynamic parame-
ters) for various fluid-film bearing geometries (for example,
two-axial groove, two-lobe, four- and five-pad tilting pad).


Other types of bearing were also being studied at this time.
Rouch (1990) reviewed briefly the theoretical and experi-
mental developments in squeeze-film bearing dynamic coef-
ficients estimation.


Goodwin (1989, 1991) reviewed the experimental approach-
es to rotor support impedance measurement. He particularly
emphasized the measurement of fluid-film bearing dynamic
coefficients and categorized the identification methods by
the way in which the loading was applied (static load and
dynamic force, i.e. using vibrator, unbalance or transient
force). He concluded that measurements made by multi-fre-
quency test signals provide more reliable data, although all
measurement methods yield coefficients values which agree
with theoretical predictions to within about 20%, and all
methods have a significant scatter of results. Childs (1993)
gave a comprehensive survey of the rotordynamic experi-
mental data for liquid and gas annular seals and turbines and
pump impellers along with their geometry and operating
conditions. Swanson and Kirk (1997) presented a survey in
tabular form of the experimental data available in the open
literature for fixed geometry hydrodynamic journal bearings.
They categorized the literature based on bearing type, bore
diameter, length to diameter ratio and type of data available
(i.e. static parameters such as film pressure, bearing temper-
ature and shaft position; dynamic parameters such as stiff-
ness, damping and added-mass coefficients).


3. Basic Concepts and Assumptions of Bearing 
Models


For a given bearing and rotational speed, lubrication theory
may be used to calculate the reaction forces on the journal
from the lubricant film, which are functions of the displace-
ments of the journal from bearing center and of the instanta-
neous journal center velocities and accelerations. Hence, for


small amplitude motions, measured from the static equilib-
rium position (see Figure 1) of the journal (u0, v0), a first-order
Taylor series expansion yields


(1)


and analogously the remaining bearing dynamic coefficients
may be defined. In the matrix form of equation (1) all diago-
nal terms are called direct coefficients and off-diagonal terms
are called cross-coupled terms. The latter terms arise due to
the fluid rotation within the bearing. ℜ is the reaction force
of fluid film on the journal, f is the external excitation force
on the journal, m is the journal mass, u0 and v0 are the static
equilibrium position of the journal from the bearing center,
x and y are the displacements of the journal from its static
equilibrium position,  and  are the instantaneous journal
center velocities, and  and  are the instantaneous journal
center accelerations, in the vertical and horizontal directions,
respectively. The “dot” indicates the time derivatives and kij,
cij and mij (i, j = x, y) are bearing stiffness, damping, and
added-mass (also termed the virtual fluid-film mass or iner-
tia) coefficients, respectively. The indices of the stiffness,
damping and added-mass coefficients have the following
significance: the first index gives the direction of loading
which produces the elastic (damping/inertia) force and the
second index gives the direction of the displacement (veloc-
ity/acceleration). Because (u0, v0) is the equilibrium posi-
tion, then  equals the static load, W. The equilibrium
position depends on a unique value of the dimensionless
Sommerfeld number (S = (µΩRL/W)(R/cr)


2(L/D)2), where µ
is the lubricant viscosity, Ω is the journal rotational speed, D
is the bearing bore, R is the journal radius, L is the bearing
length, and cr is the bearing radial clearance. The Sommer-
feld number, S, defines the operating conditions (speed,
lubricant viscosity, static load, and geometry). The dynamic


Figure 1. The equilibrium locus of the journal center of a fluid-
film bearing.
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coefficients are evaluated for a particular static equilibrium
position, which is a function of the Sommerfeld number, S,
which means that for a given application, they are functions
of rotor speed. Moreover, bearing dynamic coefficients
could be external excitation frequency, ω, dependent.


It should be noted that equation (1) is a complete form of
linearized fluid-film dynamic equation and it contains twelve
stiffness, damping and added-mass coefficients. Consistent
with the assumptions inherent in reducing the Navier–Strokes
equations to the Reynolds equation, the conventional lami-
nar, thin-film lubrication theory ignores the inertia forces in
the fluid film (Pinkus and Sternlicht, 1961; Schlichting, 1960).
This is theoretically justified for small values of the Reynolds
number (of the order of 1). On the other hand, the assump-
tion of laminar flow ceases to be valid when there is transi-
tion to either Taylor vortex flow or to turbulent flow, which
for fluid-film cylindrical journal bearing occurs at a Rey-
nolds number of approximately 1000–1500. Thus, there is
an intermediate range, say for values of Reynolds number of
the order of 100, where added-mass effects may become
noticeable (several times the mass of the journal itself) with-
out affecting the assumption of laminar flow. The added-
mass coefficients represent the mass of the bearing fluid film
(Reinhardt and Lund, 1975) but are significant only in excep-
tional cases and in most analyses the added-mass of the bear-
ing film is ignored. The stiffness and damping coefficients
can be obtained by a finite difference solution of the perturbed
Reynolds equation (Lund and Thomsen, 1978).


From lubrication theory (ignoring inertia effects) damp-
ing coefficients are symmetric but stiffness coefficients are
not. Therefore, principal directions do not exist; although this
was assumed by Hagg and Sankey (1956) and Duffin and
Johnson (1966–67). Also, in the experimental determination
of the coefficients, it is necessary to obtain two independent
sets of amplitude–force measurements. Lund (1987) empha-
sized the experimental measurement of the bearing coeffi-
cients and established more uniform agreement with analytical
calculations by considering the influence of thermal and
elastic deformations and practical problems of manufactur-
ing and operating tolerances of bearing geometry, clearance
and lubricant viscosity. Although the load–displacement char-
acteristics of a journal bearing is evidently non-linear, the
concept of linear dynamic coefficients is still used for mod-
ern rotor dynamic calculations for unbalance response, damped
natural frequencies and stability since experience has dem-
onstrated the usefulness of the coefficients. Clearly the appli-
cability of these techniques is dependent on small amplitudes
of vibration at the journal (relative to the bearing clearance).


For squeeze-film bearings the governing equation for the
fluid-film reaction force has a similar form to equation (1)
with negligible stiffness coefficients and no static load:


(2)


Mittwollen et al. (1991) showed theoretically and experi-
mentally that hydrodynamic thrust bearings, which are often
treated as an axial support, might affect the lateral vibration
of a rotor-bearing system. If no axial force is present, then
the resulting reaction moments of a thrust bearing can be
written in terms of stiffness and damping coefficients (Jiang
and Yu, 1999, 2000)


(3)


where kxθ, etc., represent moment dynamic coefficients of
the thrust bearing, and θ and ψ are angular displacements
(slopes) in the x and y directions, respectively.


All of the bearing models discussed thus far are linearized
models. A few researchers have considered non-linear bear-
ing models and these will be described in appropriate
places. The present literature survey is aimed at the review
of experimental methods for the determination of the param-
eters of the bearings in rotor-bearing systems, and will
hopefully be useful to both to practicing engineers and to
researchers in this field. For the practicing engineer guidance
for simple experimental determination of these parameters
with associated uncertainty is offered, whilst researchers
may appreciate the diverse methods available and the discus-
sion of their limitations so as to develop improved methods.


4. Methods Using Incremental Static Load


Mitchell et al. (1965–66) obtained the four stiffness coeffi-
cients of fluid-film bearings experimentally by incrementally
loading the bearing and measuring the change in position.
They used the influence coefficient approach to obtain the
following simple relationships


(4)


where


(5)


and x1 and y1 are displacements in vertical and horizontal direc-
tions respectively, of the journal center from its static equi-
librium position on the application of a static incremental
load ∆Fx in the vertical direction and x2 and y2 are displace-
ments corresponding to a static incremental load ∆Fy in the
horizontal direction. The indices of the influence coefficients,
α, have the following significance: the first index gives the
direction of displacement and the second index gives the
direction of the force (i.e. opposite to the bearing dynamic
coefficients). Since the estimation of stiffness requires the
establishment of a relationship between the force and the cor-
responding displacement, this method can be applied to any
type of bearing. Using this approach, Benckert and Wachter
(1980) obtained seal stiffness coefficients by statically dis-
placing a rotor with seals relative to its stator. The circum-
ferential pressure distribution was measured and integrated
and the resulting reaction force was calculated. If there is no
facility to apply a horizontal load, it still possible to obtain
approximate values for the stiffness coefficients of fluid-film
bearings, in horizontal directions, as Morrison (1962) showed
that


(6)
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where u0 and v0 are the journal static equilibrium position coor-
dinates (see Figure 1). Parkins and Horner (1993) and Nikola-
kopoulos and Papadopoulos (1998) also used this approach
to identify the four stiffness coefficients for tilting-pad jour-
nal bearings and electrorheological (ER) fluid-film journal
bearings, respectively.


Myllerup et al. (1992) made use of the experimental static
eccentricity locus (plot of eccentricity ratio, ε, versus the atti-
tude angle, φ) and of the load–eccentricity ratio (W/µΩ ver-
sus ε) of the journal for fluid-film bearings. By using the
locus differential method the following exact relationship
for the stiffness coefficients can be obtained


(7)


where cr is the journal radial clearance, µ is the lubricant
viscosity, Ω is the journal angular speed and W is the static
vertical load per bearing. With this method it is difficult to
ensure satisfactory numerical accuracy, especially at small
eccentricity ratios, because the stiffness coefficients are cal-
culated by differentiating the static equilibrium locus. This
method does not yield damping characteristics of the bear-
ing and it is restricted to an axisymmetric geometry, i.e.
plain cylindrical bearing.


With the assumption of a short-width journal bearing, both
the stiffness and damping coefficients can be obtained from
the experimental static eccentricity locus using the closed-
form relationships (Smith, 1969; with minor typological cor-
rections) or in terms of the eccentricity ratio, ε, and the atti-
tude angle, φ as given by Hamrock (1994). It is well known
that this theory is a rather crude approximation to real bear-
ings but the mathematical simplicity ensures its use in many
models. Some clear evaluations of its weaknesses would be
extremely useful.


In summary, results using the static load approach show
great sensitivity to measurement errors. It is perhaps a little
unfair to make comparisons as the errors in a number of other
approaches are, as will be seen below, difficult to quantify.


5. Methods Using Dynamic Load


Most of the developments in the identification of dynamic
bearing parameters that have taken place in the last 45 years
have been accomplished using dynamic load methods, one
of the advantages being that they may be readily imple-
mented on a real machine. In all but a few cases to date, the
rotor has been assumed to be rigid. The excitation can be
applied either to the journal or to the bearing housing (pref-
erably floating on the journal) depending on practical con-
straints. The basic form of the equations of motion for a
rotor-bearing system will remain the same irrespective of
the types of excitation force used to excite the system.


5.1. Forces Applied to Journal


For the case when the excitation is applied to the journal
(Figure 2), the fluid-film dynamic equation, for the rigid rotor
case, can be written as


(8)


where m is the mass of the journal, x and y represent the motion
of the journal center from its equilibrium position relative to
the bearing center, and xB and yB are the components of the
absolute displacement of the bearing center in vertical and
horizontal directions, respectively. It is assumed here that
the origin of the coordinate system is at the static equilib-
rium position, so that gravity does not appear explicitly in
the equation of motion.


There will be one equation of this form for each of the
bearings and the terms xB, yB represent the motion of the
supporting structure. For the case of a rigid rotor with bear-
ings on a rigid support, equation (8) expands to the form


(9)


where each of these matrices is now 4 × 4 and q is the gen-
eralized translation coordinate. The subscripts R and B refer
to the rotor and bearings, respectively. If the rotor is flexi-
ble, this equation becomes


(10)


Collecting terms gives


(11)


If the usual eight-parameter bearing model is used, then MB =
0. Of course, the matrices will now, in general, be larger
than 4 × 4. This form was used by Arumugam et al. (1995)
and Chen and Lee (1995, 1997) to extract KB and CB in terms
of the known and measurable quantities such as the rotor
model, forcing and corresponding response.
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Figure 2. A non-floating bearing housing and a rotating jour-
nal floating on the fluid.
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5.2. Forces Applied to Rotor


It is convenient at this point to form overall system mass,
damping and stiffness matrices by adding the separate con-
tributions of the bearings and rotor in equation (11). The
modified form of this equation (11) is now applied to study
the sinusoidal response of a rotor at speed Ω, then the
response is of the form q = Qe jΩt. The governing equation
of motion is given by


(12)


Using [Z(Ω)] to denote the dynamic stiffness matrix and Fu


as the unbalance force, Ω is the rotational frequency of the
rotor. This equation may be conveniently partitioned between
the internal rotor nodes and the bearing nodes. On the assump-
tion that there is no unbalance excitation at the bearings,
equation (12) becomes


(13)


where the second subscripts, i and b, correspond to internal
and connection degrees of freedom (DOFs), respectively.
The DOFs of the rotor at the bearing locations are called
connection DOFs, QR,b, and the DOFs of the rotor other than
at the bearing locations are called internal DOFs, QR,i. It is
assumed here that balance planes are present only at the
rotor internal DOFs. This is an important case as it covers
most operational machinery.


Tiwari et al. (2002) used equation (13) to extract the bear-
ing parameters, ZB,bb, in terms of the known and measurable
quantities. The basic form of the estimation equation is the
same for both the rigid and flexible rotor cases. For the most
general case, the bearing dynamic coefficients depend upon
both the frequency of external excitation, ω, and the rotational
frequency of the rotor, Ω. Effectively, there are four equa-
tions for the eight unknown bearing parameters (for example,
for hydrodynamic bearings effective stiffness and damping
coefficients and for squeeze-film bearings added-mass and
damping coefficients). To estimate all eight dynamic coeffi-
cients, the response corresponding to at least two independ-
ent sets of forces (only in the magnitude and/or phase but not
in the frequency, since bearing dynamic parameters could be
external excitation frequency dependent) are required. Even
for a multi-DOF rotor-bearing system (for example, the one
shown diagrammatically in Figure 3), the response at each


bearing location corresponding to at least two independent
sets of force is required to find eight dynamic coefficients of
all the bearings in the system (Tiwari et al., 2002). For the
case when bearing dynamic coefficients are rotor rotational
frequency dependent but not external excitation frequency
dependent, all twelve dynamic coefficients (i.e. added-mass,
damping and stiffness) can be estimated, in principle, by using
force–response measurements at the minimum of three exci-
tation frequencies.


6. Methods Using an Excited


In practical situations the application of a calibrated force
to the journal can only rarely be applied. Glienicke (1966–
67) adopted the technique of exciting the floating bearing
bush (housing) sinusoidally in two mutually perpendicular
directions (Figure 4) and in each case measuring the ampli-
tude and phase of the resulting motions. Using these meas-
urements, the stiffness and damping coefficients were
calculated from the frequency-domain equations. Unfortu-
nately, the author did not describe the procedure in detail.


Morton (1971) devised a measurement procedure for the
estimation of the dynamic bearing characteristics by using
the receptance coefficient method. He used very low forcing
frequencies, ω, (10 and 15 Hz) to excite the lightweight float-
ing bearing bush. By assuming the inertia force due the fluid
film and bearing housing masses to be negligible and for
sinusoidal motion, equation (8) may be written as


with (14)


z = k + jω c


where X and Y are complex displacements and Fx and Fy are
complex forces in the vertical and horizontal directions,
respectively. In equation (14) k now represents the effective
bearing stiffness coefficient, since while estimating the bear-
ing dynamic stiffness, z, the fluid-film added-mass and jour-
nal mass effects will contribute to the real part of the
dynamic stiffness and the effective stiffness is estimated.


Parkins (1979, 1981, 1995) used a slightly different method
by applying oscillatory vertical and horizontal forces to the
journal and whose relative phase and magnitude may be
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the flexible rotor-bearings
system.


Figure 4. A fixed rotating shaft and a non-rotating bearing
floating on the fluid.
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independently adjusted so that  at all time t. Then
equation (14) gives


(15)


Similar relationships may be developed for .
This approach eliminates the inversion of a dynamic stiff-


ness matrix with no measurement of phase between journal
displacement (or velocity) and applied force. It was con-
cluded that for higher eccentricity ratios (greater than 0.78)
the non-linearity in the measured coefficients non-linearly
was found to be significant. Parkins (1981) expressed the
bearing dynamic coefficients in terms of a first-order expan-
sion as


(16)


He proposed the selected orbit technique where the coeffi-
cients were obtained from special orbits with straight lines
at the crossover point. Subsequently, in 1995 he extended the
method so that a figure eight shaped orbit was required and
the crossover point was utilized for estimation of bearing
parameters. The orbit was obtained by the application of mutu-
ally perpendicular forces, whose relative magnitude and phase
could be adjusted and whose exciting frequencies were Ω


and 2Ω. Jing et al. (1998) described an on-line procedure for
measuring the four damping coefficients of fluid-film jour-
nal bearings from imposed dynamic orbits of a figure of eight.
A microcomputer was used to control the dynamic forces, to
detect the figure of eight shaped orbit, to find the crossover
point and, finally, to compute the damping coefficients. Brock-
well et al. (1990) and Dmochowski and Brockwell (1995)
measured the dynamic coefficients of a tilting pad bearing.
The authors used a flexible rotor and sinusoidal loads were
applied with phasing such that straight-line displacement
responses were attained, a procedure similar to that of Par-
kins (1979, 1981). The uncertainty analysis of the derived
bearing dynamic coefficients due to the possible error in the
measurements was presented in detail. Experimental and
theoretical dynamic coefficients were in moderate agreement.


Someya (1976), Hisa et al. (1980) and Sakakida et al. (1992)
identified the dynamic coefficients of large-scale journal
bearing by using simultaneous sinusoidal excitations on the
bearing at two different frequencies and measuring the cor-
responding displacement responses. This is the called two-
directional compound sinusoidal excitation method and all
eight bearing dynamic coefficients could be obtained from a
single test. When the journal is vibrating about the equilib-
rium position in a bearing, the dynamic component of the
reaction force of the fluid film can be expressed by equation
(8). If the excitation force and dynamic displacement are meas-
ured at two different excitation frequencies under the same
static state of equilibrium then equation (8), ignoring the
fluid-film added-mass effects, can be solved for the eight
unknown coefficients as


(17)


where ω is the external excitation frequency and the sub-
scripts 1 and 2 represent the measurements corresponding to
two different excitation frequencies. Since equation (17) cor-
responds to eight real equations, on substituting the meas-
ured values of the complex quantities Fx, Fy, X, Y, XB and YB,
the bearing dynamic coefficients can be obtained.


For the case when excitation is applied to the journal, from
equation (8), the estimation equation would be similar to equa-
tion (17) except the bearing housing mass and accelerations
will be replaced by the journal mass and accelerations respec-
tively (here it is assumed that when the bearing housing is
fixed the added-mass effects are negligible). Diana et al.
(1980) used an assigned force excitation system with hydrau-
lic inertial exciters. The advantage of this was to change the
excitation force frequencies independent of angular velocity
of the journal. Equation (17) was used to estimate the stiff-
ness and damping coefficients by a least-squares method
and using the force and displacement measurements at more
than two different excitation frequencies. They used meas-
urements of pressures to obtain the dynamic forces trans-
mitted by the fluid films.


Roberts et al. (1988) obtained the dynamic coefficients of
the squeeze-film bearing using sinusoidal excitations and the
corresponding frequency responses. They did not consider
the cross-coupled terms and direct added-mass, damping
and stiffness coefficients were obtained using a frequency
fit, quadratic in the real part and linear in the imaginary part,
of the obtained complex dynamic coefficients. Ellis et al.
(1990) extended the state variable filter (SVF) method (Gaw-
throp, 1987) to the identification of twelve dynamic coefficients
of squeeze film bearings. In this paper they used electro-
magnetic exciters in the vertical and horizontal directions to
perturb the journal. With this arrangement they could achieve
a wide variety of journal orbit motions within the clearance
annulus between the journal and housing. Zhang et al. (1994)
identified added-mass, damping and stiffness coefficients of
a short cylindrical squeeze-film bearing executing circular
centered orbits. Circular centered orbits were achieved using
digitally generated external force signals and the test rig was
same as used by Ellis et al. (1990). They used the fluid force
model similar to equation (2). The identification of coeffi-
cients was performed by paired tests at close orbit frequen-
cies and solving pairs of linear simultaneous equations.
Roberts et al. (1993) used harmonic analysis to construct a
simple parametric model for the non-linear fluid induced
forces of squeeze-film bearings. The various parameters in
this model were estimated from experimental data by using
the SVF identification method. All the dominant terms in
this model were shown to be related to the non-linear added-
mass and damping coefficients in the theoretical hydrody-
namic model developed by Zhang et al. (1993). Zhang and
Roberts (1994) used the theoretical hydrodynamic model
directly as a basis for constructing a fully parametric non-
linear model by using the SVF identification method. Exper-
imental results were presented for the radial motion. Subse-
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quently, Zhang and Roberts (1996) used a frequency-domain
method for estimating the unknown parameters in a non-lin-
ear squeeze-film force model. The differentiation of the
data, which were used in SVF method, was completely
avoided by applying window functions directly to various
terms in the equations of motion. Experimental results were
presented for both radial motions and circular centered
orbits.


Matsumoto et al. (1990) identified stiffness and damping
parameters of journal bearings with offset-halves. Two bi-
directional exciters were used to excite the bearing simulta-
neously. Measurements were taken of the amplitude and
phase and used to estimate the eight bearing coefficients
simultaneously. A considerable amount of scatter was found
in the estimated parameters. Rouch (1990) obtained direct
stiffness and damping coefficients of squeeze-film bearings
directly from frequency response function (FRFs) by using
the dynamic magnification factor and resonance frequency.
He presented results over a wide range of excitation fre-
quencies and lubricant viscosities.


Flack et al. (1993) devised a hydrodynamic journal bear-
ing test rig with dynamic measurement capabilities. To com-
plement dynamic data, the operating eccentricity was measured
as well as the details of the film operation, namely, the cir-
cumferential pressure distributions and film thickness pro-
files. The dynamic responses were generated using steady-
state harmonic excitation to the bearing housing by a two-
axis shaker system. An equation of the form (17) was used
to estimate the bearing dynamic coefficients. The nominal
values of the stiffness and damping measurements at a given
test condition fell within the uncertainty bands, and usually
within 3%. Typical uncertainties were less than 10% for
stiffness and less than 30% for damping. Kostrzewsky et al.
(1990, 1994, 1996, 1998) and Taylor et al. (1995) presented
the dynamic coefficients of a plain two-axial groove and three-
lobed journal bearing using the same test rig facility and the
same estimation method as that of Flack et al. (1993). For a
plain two-axial groove journal bearing the typical average
uncertainty was found to be 12% for the dynamic coeffi-
cients. For the speed, load and temperature ranges tested,
the dynamic coefficient results for each speed agreed within
the uncertainty of the data. Subsequently, the effect of pad
pivot friction (Wygant et al., 1999), the effect of load orien-
tation (Pettinato and Flack, 2001) and effects of external exci-
tation frequency and orbit magnitude (Pettinato et al., 2001)
on the dynamic coefficients of the tilting pad journal bearing
were investigated using a similar approach to that of Flack
et al. (1993).


Heshmat and Ku (1994) and Ku (1994) identified damp-
ing and stiffness coefficients of a self-acting compliant foil
journal and thrust bearings, respectively. For foil thrust
bearings (non-rotating) the direct stiffness coefficient was
obtained by the static load method and the direct damping
coefficient (equivalent viscous damping; Thomson, 1981)
was obtained by using the area of the measured dynamic
load–defection curve (hysteresis loops) with respect to the
static equilibrium positions, for a sinusoidal dynamic force.
For foil journal bearings, the excitation was applied to the
non-rotating journal at a single frequency by two exciters,
one at a time. For each test condition, bearing static load,
shaker input force, external excitation frequency, bearing
housing reaction forces, journal accelerations, bearing hous-


ing displacements, and relative displacements between the
journal and housing were measured. Equation (8) was used
as the governing equation of the system with fixed bearings
and no added-mass coefficients. Childs and Hale (1994)
devised a rigid rotor facility to identify the dynamic coeffi-
cients of high-speed hydrostatic bearings, with shakers to
provide sinusoidal excitation in two perpendicular direc-
tions to the stator (bearing housing). The coefficients were
estimated from the FRFs by performing a least-squares fit
using the identification procedure developed by Rouvas and
Childs (1993). With the assumption that the bearing dynamic
coefficients are independent of forcing frequency, the stiff-
ness forces are independent of forcing frequency, the damp-
ing force is a function of forcing frequency and the inertia
force is a function of the square of forcing frequency. By
using a quadratic polynomial fit to the real part of the FRF
and a linear fit to the imaginary part, the added-mass, damp-
ing and stiffness terms were identified. Using a similar
approach, Marquette et al. (1997) identified eccentricity
dependent bearing dynamic coefficients of annular seals and
Kurtin et al. (1993), Franchek and Childs (1994), Franchek
et al. (1995), Fayolle and Childs (1999) and Laurant and
Childs (1999) presented rotordynamic coefficients of differ-
ent types of hybrid bearings. Xu (1994) developed a bearing
test rig for static and dynamic tests of fluid-film journal
bearings (hydrostatic and hybrid). Micro pressure and dis-
placement transducers contained in the shaft measured the
distribution of fluid-film pressure and thickness and two
electromagnetic exciters were located under and behind the
test bearing to excite the test bearing in order to obtain its
eight dynamic stiffness and damping coefficients. A mis-
alignment jig was employed to align or misalign the test
bearing with respect to the axis of the shaft. A considerable
amount of deviation occurred in the estimated dynamic
coefficients especially at high eccentricity ratios.


Arumugam et al. (1995) identified eight oil film coeffi-
cients for cylindrical and tilting pad bearings using FRFs
from experiments and the finite element method. The rotor
mass was excited by a uni-directional sine sweep perturba-
tion force using a non-contact electromagnetic exciter and
the displacement responses were measured at the bearing to
estimate the experimental FRFs. From the equations of
motion of the rotor-bearing system (equation (11)) the stand-
ard linear regression equation was developed. They showed
that the number of FRFs needed for the estimation was only
two per bearing for tilting pad bearings and four per bearing
for cylindrical bearings. They observed scatter in the esti-
mated bearing dynamic coefficients and the reason they gave
for this was the excitation of both the forward and reverse
modes simultaneously since the applied perturbation did not
discriminate on direction of the applied force. Reddy et al.
(1997) identified dynamic coefficients of four-pad tilting pad
journal bearings using a similar approach. Subsequently,
Arumugam et al. (1997a, 1997b) identified the stiffness and
damping coefficients of cylindrical and three lobe journal
bearings at different levels of bearing misalignment (twist-
ing misalignment) using a similar approach. Tieu and Qiu
(1996) and Qiu and Tieu (1996) obtained dynamic coefficients
of two different freely alignable bearings. They assumed that
the bearing dynamic coefficients are independent of the exter-
nal excitation frequency. To avoid the effect of different test
conditions on the estimated coefficients, two harmonic forces
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at different frequencies were applied on the rigid rotor simul-
taneously and all the data were acquired during one test run.


Ha and Yang (1999) investigated the effects of external
excitation frequency on the stiffness and damping coeffi-
cients of a five-pad tilting pad journal bearing. They used
two orthogonally mounted hydraulic exciters to independ-
ently control the frequency of excitation. An estimation
expression similar to equation (17) was used to estimate the
bearing dynamic parameters. They concluded that the varia-
tion in external excitation frequency had little effect on both
the stiffness and damping coefficients of the bearing.


6.1. Approaches for Increased Information Retrieval


Burrows and his co-workers developed several schemes
in the time and frequency domains to identify the bearing
dynamic coefficients. Burrows and Stanway (1977) used a
pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS) excitation to iden-
tify eight dynamic coefficients of a journal bearing. From a
state-space representation of the system (without added-mass
and fixed bearing housings), a multiple regression estimator
was developed in the discrete time domain using a finite dif-
ference method. In addition, they used the covariance matrix
associated with the estimator to generate confidence bounds
for the estimates. However, this method suffered from biased
and scattered estimates due to problems with the least-squares
estimator, especially in the presence of noise. The same
approach was applied to estimate the direct damping coeffi-
cients of a squeeze-film bearing by sampled observation of
laboratory experiments (Stanway et al., 1979b), where the
motion of the journal in the vertical and horizontal direc-
tions was assumed to be uncoupled. 


By using the concept of structural identifiability (Bellman
and Astrom, 1970), Stanway and Burrows (1978) showed that
the necessary and sufficient conditions to estimate the eight
fluid-film dynamic coefficients were (i) a single input func-
tion applied either vertically or horizontally, and capable of
exciting all the natural frequencies and (ii) the measurement
of the horizontal and vertical displacement responses result-
ing from the applied force. Stanway et al. (1979a) used a
PRBS excitation to generate the FRF and extracted the direct
damping coefficients of squeeze-film bearings by using the
dynamic magnification (amplification) factor, Q (i.e. the
ratio of the system gain at resonance to the gain at zero fre-
quency; Thomson, 1981). The standard relationship between
the dynamic magnification factor and the damping ratio, ζ,
is given as ζ = 1/(2Q). Alternatively, Burrows et al. (1981)
proposed the use of Schroeder-phased harmonic signals
(SPHS; Schroeder, 1970) to identify the dynamic character-
istics of the squeeze-film bearings and compared their
results with the PRBS method. The basic attraction of SPHS
is that they are synthesized from harmonic components and
thus an arbitrarily specified signal spectrum may be gener-
ated with any desired frequency resolution. This flexibility
in selecting the signal characteristics is desired to suppress
the excitation of certain frequencies in a complex system.
Using a digital computer, the SPHS can be generated with a
flat spectrum and having sharp cut-off. Burrows and Stan-
way (1980) showed that time-domain estimation using a
multi-frequency test signal and a least-squares estimator is
conceptually superior to the single-frequency approaches,
although in practice measurement noise and transformation


from continuous to discrete time in the numerical process
might cause large errors in the coefficient estimates. Using
the concept of structural identifiability, they showed that the
minimum test requirements to estimate a unique numerical
value for each of the twelve bearing dynamic coefficients
were as follows: (i) the oil film must be excited, first in the x
direction (vertical) and then in the y direction (horizontal)
using a multiple-frequency test signal which excites all the
system modes; (ii) the displacement responses in the x and y
directions must be measured; (iii) the corresponding force
vectors must also be monitored. Moreover, they showed that
when the excitation was applied only in a single direction
then a maximum of ten unique bearing dynamic coefficients
could be obtained from the experiments.


Dogan et al. (1980) also used PRBS excitation for the
identification of the eight journal bearing dynamic coeffi-
cients. The bearing dynamic coefficients were obtained in
the frequency domain by fitting the theoretical response func-
tion to the experimental results. In contrast, Burrows and
Sahinkaya (1982a) used a similar excitation and obtained
bearing coefficients directly from the test data in the fre-
quency domain without recourse to curve-fitting techniques.
They used the fast Fourier transform (FFT; Cooley and
Tukey, 1965) of the responses and the procedure is similar
to the time-domain technique described by Burrows and
Stanway (1977). However, several of the sources of error in
the earlier approach were avoided, as it was apparent from
the comparison of the results with the previous results. They
also assessed the relative merits of time-domain and frequency-
domain methods and showed that frequency-domain tech-
niques were less susceptible to noise. Burrows and Sahi-
nkaya (1982b) extended the frequency-domain approach for
the multi-DOF rotor-bearing system by using a lumped mass
approach (i.e. rigid masses connected by massless elastic
sections; Nikolajsen and Holmes, 1980).


Burrows et al. (1984) proposed an adaptive squeeze-film
bearing, which was capable of switching between two levels
of damping by means of adjusting the oil supply pressure to
the squeeze-film bearings. They used a frequency-domain
method to estimate the bearing damping coefficients. Bur-
rows and Turkay (1982) analyzed the sensitivity of the ampli-
tude and phase response characteristics with respect to the
estimated coefficients that vary with the external excitation
frequency. They concluded that a good fit between experi-
mental and estimated frequency response characteristics at
single excitation frequencies did not guarantee the quality of
all of the estimated bearing coefficients. The variances of
the bearing dynamic coefficients could be minimized by the
design of the experimental procedure as well as by the data
analysis. The choice of the suitable test signal was discussed
by Burrows et al. (1981). Sahinkaya et al. (1984) discussed
the use of the D-optimality concept (Kiefer and Wolfowitz,
1959) to optimize the measurement axes orientation to
improve the quality of the estimates (i.e. minimize the vari-
ance of the bearing dynamic coefficients). Sahinkaya and
Burrows (1984a) applied a Kalman filter together with a
sequential least-squares estimator in the time domain to
reduce the effect of noise on the estimates of four linearized
damping coefficients of squeeze-film bearings. They used
SPHS to excite the system and the corresponding displace-
ments were measured. Mohammad and Burdess (1990) also
used an extended Kalman filter approach to identify journal
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bearing stiffness and damping coefficients. They found con-
siderable scatter in the identified coefficients.


Lee and co-workers used the complex modal testing method
extensively for the identification of rotor-bearing systems
(Lee, 1991; Lee and Joh, 1993; Lee et al., 1996; Lee and Lee,
1997). Introducing the complex displacement, p(t) = x(t) +
jy(t), and force, g(t) = fx(t) + j fy(t), the directional frequency
response function (dFRF) between the complex input and
complex output for an anisotropic rotor-bearing system (equa-
tion (11)), is defined as


(18)


where P( jω), G( jω) and  are the Fourier transforms
of the complex signals p(t), g(t) and , respectively, and
the bar indicates the complex conjugate. In the above equa-
tion, Hgp( jω) and  are referred to as the normal and
reverse dFRFs, respectively. For an isotropic rotor system,
the reverse dFRF vanishes. Unless g(t) and  are fully
coherent, the dFRF estimates of the complex input and out-
put models in the frequency domain are


(19)


where Sik( jω), i, k = p, g, , are the two-sided directional
auto- and cross-spectral density functions (dPSDs and dCSDs)
between p, g and , respectively, and  is the directional
coherence function (dCOH) between g and , defined as


(20)


Lee et al. (1996) estimated the experimental dFRFs from
rotor-bearing test rig responses corresponding to two inde-
pendent random excitations. They used the measured dFRFs
directly to identify the model of a magnetic bearing by defin-
ing a non-linear objective function and solving the devel-
oped non-linear regression problem by the Hooke–Jeeves
pattern search method (Reklaitis et al., 1983). Complex
modal testing allowed a physical insight into the backward
and forward modes, and enabled the separation of those
modes in the frequency domain. It also preserved the direc-
tivity information of the modes and thus effective identifica-
tion was possible. In general, frequency-domain methods
have proved superior in terms of data content.


Goodwin et al. (1997) used a test bearing, which was
floating on a rigidly mounted rotating shaft due to hydrody-
namic action. It was excited by a multi-frequency force sig-
nal (PRBS). Measurement of the resulting relative movement
between the bearing and the journal enabled the fluid-film
coefficients to be estimated. The main aim of the work was
to investigate the effect on the dynamic characteristics of the
opening and closing of an accumulator valve which was
connected between a recess in the bearing surface to a stand-
ard commercial gas bag accumulator. The purpose of this
arrangement was to reduce the dynamic stiffness of the
bearing so as to improve the machine response. The bearing


dynamic coefficients reduced by 15% and the stiffness coef-
ficients alone reduced by 50%. Santos (1995, 1996) per-
formed a similar investigation to adjust the bearing dynamic
coefficients. By using a frequency sweep test, the bearing
dynamic coefficients were estimated for tilting pad journal
bearings. Considerable discrepancies were found between
the theoretical and experimental coefficients especially for
extremely high chamber pressure. Prabhu (1997) obtained,
experimentally, the effect of misalignment on direct damp-
ing coefficients for cylindrical and three-lobed journal bear-
ings. The damping coefficients were estimated from the
FRF of the bearing setup using the half-power points
(dynamic magnification factor method). They concluded
that damping was much higher for the cylindrical bearings
as compared to the three-lobed bearing, and misalignment
affected the former much more than the latter. The damping
coefficient increased with the misalignment.


7. Methods Using Unbalance Mass


From a practical point of view, the simplest method of exci-
tation is to use an unbalance force because no sophisticated
equipment is required for the excitation, and the rotational
speed dependency of the bearing dynamic characteristics
can be identified relatively easily. The disadvantage is, of
course, that information is limited to the synchronous response.
Nevertheless, since this is the predominant requirement, the
application of forces due to unbalance is extremely useful.
Hagg and Sankey (1956, 1958) were among the first to exper-
imentally measure the oil-film elasticity and damping for
the case of a full journal bearing with unbalance force only.
They used the experimental measurement technique of Stone
and Underwood (1947) in which the vibration amplitude
and phase of the journal motion relative to the bearing hous-
ing were measured using the vibration diagram. They con-
sidered only the direct stiffness and damping coefficients
along the principal directions (i.e. major and minor axes of
the journal elliptical orbit).


The stiffness and damping coefficients may be obtained
on the basis of the measured unbalance response whirl orbit.
Since the cross-coupled coefficients are ignored, the results
represent some form of effective rotor-bearing coefficients
and not the true film coefficients. Duffin and Johnson (1966–
67) identified bearing dynamic coefficients of large journal
bearings using a similar approach to that of Hagg and San-
key. They proposed an iterative procedure to calculate all
eight coefficients from the latter method. The method was
similar to that of Hagg and Sankey (1956) except that cross-
coupled stiffness and damping coefficients were also incor-
porated in the equations of motion.


Four equations can be written relating the measured val-
ues of displacement amplitude and phase X, Y, ϕx and ϕy,
together with the known value of the unbalance, F, and four
stiffness coefficients (obtained from static locus curve method;
Mitchell et al., 1965–66) to obtain the four unknown damp-
ing coefficients. This allowed the solution of two sets of
simultaneous equations having two equations in each set.
The accuracy of the results was greater than the method
(Glienecke, 1966–67) in which two sets of four simultane-
ous equations were used to obtain the stiffness and damping
coefficients. The benefit was accentuated by the ill condi-
tioning present in these latter equations, in which an error in
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phase of 1° leads to a coefficient error of 5%. In this case,
the coefficient error was reduced to about 2%. Yanabe et al.
(1990) used a similar approach for the identification of
dynamic coefficients of journal bearings; however, they
measured the unknown unbalance (residual) forces by using
force transducers between the bearing and housing.


Bannister (1972, 1976) used a rigid rotor with an applied
non-synchronous rotating load applied to the bearing. In
addition, the excitation force was capable of being applied
to the journal in the same direction and also in the reverse
direction to the journal rotation (see Figure 5), without
influencing the speed or stopping the bearing. An additional
feature was that the misaligning couple could be determined
for varying amounts of misalignment. Elliptical motion
between the bearing and shaft was measured. The eight lin-
ear coefficients and 28 non-linear coefficients were meas-
ured for a thin wall bush bearing.


Stanway (1983, 1984) used synchronous excitations due
to unbalance to excite the rotor and the resulting synchro-
nous unbalance responses under normal operating condi-
tions were used for the identification of the four damping
coefficients of a squeeze film. It was assumed that the four
stiffness coefficients and unbalance information were known.
From the state-space representation of the dynamic equation
(8), with no added-mass effect and fixed bearings, a non-lin-
ear filtering technique introduced by Detchmendy and Srid-
har (1966) was used to estimate damping coefficients from
time-series records of the displacement responses corre-
sponding to unbalance forcing. Numerical simulations were
performed to validate the approach from the point of view
of easy implementation to in situ testing of turbomachinery.
However, they did not refine the method to estimate all the
dynamic coefficients of the fluid-film journal bearings. Sub-
sequently, Stanway et al. (1987) applied a time-domain method
to estimate the damping coefficients of squeeze-film bear-
ings in an experimental test rig. In a subsequent paper, Stan-
way et al. (1988) extended the time-domain method for non-
linear identification of a squeeze-film bearing. They assumed
that the damping forces were proportional to the nth power
of the appropriate components of bearing-ring velocity and
this led to the non-linear bearing model containing four
coefficients and four exponents. The bearing model was
simplified to contain six parameters to be estimated by tak-
ing the cross-damping terms as reciprocal. The unbalance
synchronous forcing was achieved by using two exciters
simultaneously with same frequency and with a 90° phase


difference. Stanway et al. (1989) described an approach to
identify the damping law of an ER fluid in vibration. The
damping law was obtained by employing a non-linear, sequen-
tial filter to estimate the parameters associated with an nth-
power velocity model of the damping mechanism. The fea-
sibility of the approach was demonstrated in an experimen-
tal setup to identify the damping law of ER damper.


Sahinkaya and Burrows (1984b) presented a time-domain
approach, which was related to their frequency-domain
approach (Burrows and Sahinkaya, 1982a), for the estima-
tion of fluid-film journal bearing dynamic coefficients from
the rotor synchronous response. The method was illustrated
by the estimation of the damping coefficients of a squeeze-
film bearing and requires knowledge of the out-of-balance
or the addition of a known trial mass. Moreover, this approach
was ineffective when used with a flexible rotor. Burrows
and Sahinkaya (1985) and Burrows et al. (1988b) presented
the assessment of the time-domain (discrete time least-squares
estimator and modified extended Kalman filter) and frequency-
domain techniques based on the synchronous unbalance
response. The oil-film force model developed by Burrows et
al. (1986) was used for the simulation. They concluded that
the frequency-domain method was able to produce better
estimates for damping coefficients even if the displacement
signals were contaminated by up to 10% white noise. They
stressed the need to develop new methods to estimate bear-
ing dynamic coefficients from operational data without intro-
ducing a test signal (i.e. without a calibrated external excitation
to the system). Burrows et al. (1988a) modified the time-
domain estimation algorithm, developed by Sahinkaya and
Burrows (1984b) to estimate four damping coefficients, to
estimate two direct damping and two direct added-mass coef-
ficients from the synchronous response associated with the
inherent shaft unbalance. They showed that added-mass coef-
ficients might be significant and theoretical predictions were
inadequate. Burrows et al. (1990) discussed the choice of a
suitable model structure for better physical interpretation of
experimentally derived bearing dynamic coefficients and
highlighted the dangers of misinterpretation of the estimated
parameters that could arise through the use of reduced-order
models. They showed that different model structures could
provide adequate characterization of the measured input/out-
put relationship (i.e. identified models of different structure
could predict observed responses).


Muszynska (1986,1998) and Muszynska and Bently (1990)
advocated two perturbation techniques (calibrated displace-
ment or force) for non-synchronous single-mode testing
used for the identification of a fluid force model in rotor-
bearing systems. The advantage of these methods was the
rotational character of the input function (either displace-
ment or force) in the forward or reverse direction (the same
or opposite to rotor rotation). This allowed for independent
identification of forward and backward modes of the rotat-
ing machine. By implementing a circular periodic fre-
quency-swept force technique, the fluid force model was
identified, experimentally, as a function of perturbation fre-
quency. They used this identified fluid force model to pre-
dict the rotor stability and stability margin. Muszynska et al.
(1993) outlined the use of a non-synchronous frequency-
sweep (forward and backward rotating force perturbation)
method for the identification of the dynamic stiffness char-
acteristics of the low-order lateral modes in rotor-bearing-


Figure 5. Anti-synchronous excitation by an auxiliary unbal-
ance unit.
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seal systems. The application of non-synchronous perturba-
tion (independent of the rotational speed of the rotor) could
be applied by using an aerodynamic driven free spinner,
auxiliary-driven unbalanced shafts connected to the machine
rotor end through pivoting bearings and unbalanced or eccen-
tric disks mounted on rotors through rolling element bear-
ings and driven by an auxiliary motor. Two synchronized
unidirectional electromagnetic exciters, placed perpendicu-
lar to each other, could also be used for excitation of the for-
ward or backward rotating frequencies (Joh and Lee, 1993).
However, such a perturbation applied to a rotating machine
requires additional devices, which in the case of large indus-
trial machines would be impractical.


Lee and Hong (1989) identified the bearing dynamic coef-
ficients by using unbalance response measurements of rigid
rotor systems supported by two anisotropic bearings. They
identified four damping and four stiffness coefficients, uti-
lizing unbalance response measurements from four sensors
at two locations for two different trial unbalance conditions.
They expressed the unbalance response as two synchronous
vibrations, forward and backward; i.e.


q(t) = Qf e
jΩt + Qb e


–jΩt (21)


where Qf and Qb are the forward and backward whirl response
vectors, respectively. Then the unbalance response can be
written as


(22)


where Z is the dynamic stiffness matrix, Fu is the unbalance
force vector, and subscripts f and b refer to the forward and
backward whirl, respectively. Inverting equation (22) gives


(23)


where R is the dynamic flexibility matrix. Information of
the backward whirl response is lost when bearing exhibits
the isotropic condition. Hence, isotropic bearings suffer from
a lack of information necessary to identify uniquely all the
bearing dynamic parameters; as was evident in the works of
Stanway (1983) and Sahinkaya and Burrows (1984b). Tiwari
et al. (2002) tackled the problem of isotropic bearings by
using two methods: first, by using regularization (Tikhonov
and Arsenin, 1977) with the condition of isotropic bearings
and, secondly, by using the unbalance responses correspond-
ing to rotation of the shaft in both directions (i.e. clockwise
and anticlockwise). The second method ensures the infor-
mation from the forward and backward whirl in the
responses. For fluid-film bearings where the dynamic char-
acteristics change for the reverse direction of rotation of the
rotor an external auxiliary means of excitation described by
Muszynska and Bently (1990) can be used. Hong and Lee
(1992) and Hong et al. (1999) extended the method for flex-
ible rotor-bearing system by using a model updating tech-
nique (Friswell and Mottershead, 1995).


Murphy and Wagner (1991) presented a method for the
extraction of stiffness and damping coefficients for hydro-
static bearings using a synchronously orbiting intentionally


eccentric journal as the sole source of excitation. The rela-
tive whirl orbits across the fluid film were made to be ellip-
tic with asymmetric stiffness in the test bearing’s supporting
structure. This elliptic nature was utilized in the data reduc-
tion process. Their study considered the bearing coefficients
to be skew-symmetric. Adams et al. (1992) and Sawicki et
al. (1997) obtained twelve dynamic coefficients (stiffness,
damping and added-mass) of hydrostatic and hybrid journal
bearings, respectively, by using experimentally measured
responses corresponding to at least three discrete orbital fre-
quencies, for a given operating condition. They assumed that
the bearing dynamic coefficients are independent of fre-
quency of excitation. The estimation equation was similar to
equation (17) except the rotor mass was ignored and fluid-
film added-mass coefficients were considered. Dual piezo-
electric/strain gage load/displacement measuring systems
were used to give a confidence in the measurements. The
difference between these two sets of dynamic force meas-
urements was typically less than 2%. The test spindle (dou-
ble-spool-shaft) had provision for a circular orbit motion of
adjustable magnitude with independent control over spin
speed, orbit frequency and whirl direction. The bearing
dynamic coefficients were obtained by using a least-squares
linear regression fit at all frequency data points over the
tested frequency range. They observed that relatively small
changes in the bearing dynamic coefficients occurred for
backward versus forward whirling.


Tieu and Qiu (1994) estimated the linearized fluid-film
parameters of two journal bearings from the out-of-balance
responses where the rigid shaft was excited by a known
unbalance force (synchronous excitation). The measurements
were taken in the time domain and the FFT in conjunction
with resampling were used to simplify the data acquisition
process and minimize the effects of noise.


Recently, Tiwari et al. (2002) have developed a bearing
parameter identification algorithm for multi-DOF rotor-
bearing systems treating the shaft as flexible and having
bearings with speed-dependent parameters. From the dynamic
stiffness equation of a rotor-bearing system, a general algo-
rithm was derived to extract bearing parameters. From a
minimum of two run-downs with different unbalance con-
figurations, speed-dependent bearing dynamic parameters
were identified. A numerical simulation illustrated the algo-
rithm and checked the robustness against measurement noise.
For nearly isotropic bearings when the shaft orbit becomes
nearly circular at the bearings, combinations of regulariza-
tion and generalized Singular Value Decomposition tech-
niques were used to solve the resulting ill-posed problem.
For circular orbits, it was demonstrated that by measuring
noisy bearing responses with the rotation of the rotor both in
the clockwise and anticlockwise directions, the bearing esti-
mation problem becomes well conditioned. The regulariza-
tion algorithm was tested using an experimental rotor-
bearing rig.


Since in practice the run-down/up synchronous responses
from large machinery are readily available, the application
of the methods described in this section to the run-down/up
synchronous responses of such machines is the great hope
for the future.
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8. Methods Using an Impact Hammer


Until the early 1970s, the usual method to obtain the
dynamic characteristics of systems was to use sinusoidal
excitation. Downham and Woods (1971) proposed a tech-
nique using a pendulum hammer to apply an impulsive
force to a machine structure. Although they were interested
in vibration monitoring rather than the determination of bear-
ing coefficients, their work is of interest because impulse
testing was thought to be capable of exciting all the modes
of a linear system. Due to the wide application of the FFT
algorithm and the introduction of the hardware and software
signal processor, the testing of dynamic characteristics by
means of transient excitation is now common. Morton
(1975a, 1975b) developed an estimation procedure for tran-
sient excitation by applying step function forcing to the
rotor. With the help of a calibrated link of known breaking
load, the sudden removal of the load on the rotor in the form
of a step function (broad-band excitation in the frequency
domain) was used to excite the system. The Fourier trans-
form was used to calculate the FRFs in the frequency domain.
He assumed the bearing dynamic parameters to be inde-
pendent of the frequency of excitation. The analytical FRFs,
which depend on the bearing dynamic coefficients, were fit-
ted to the measured FRFs. He also included the influence of
shaft deformation and shaft internal damping into the esti-
mation of dynamic coefficients of bearings. The resulting
estimated coefficients exhibited considerable experimental
scatter. The cross-coupling terms were particularly poorly
defined and Morton attributed this to ill conditioning of the
receptance matrix but he did not pursue the point. The main
limitation of his technique lies in the procedure required to
determine the bearing dynamic coefficients from the result-
ing step response. The method has several other problems
including the application of a true step function, internal
shaft damping and shaft unbalance and the resulting dynam-
ics. Chang and Zheng (1985) used a similar step-function
transient excitation approach to identify the bearing coeffi-
cients and they used an exponential window to reduce the
truncation error in the FFT due to a finite length forcing step
function. They used equations of motion with negligible
added-mass and fixed bearing housings and applied step-
function forces in the horizontal and vertical directions one
at a time, leading to two independent excitations. The esti-
mation equations were obtained from the Fourier transform
of the equations of motion for independent step-function
forces. The experimentally measured force and response in
the time domain were used to calculate the magnitude and
phase angles of the four FRFs using the FFT.


Nordmann (1975) and Nordmann and Schöllhorn (1980)
identified the stiffness and damping coefficients of journal
bearings by modal testing (Ewins, 1984) by means of the
impact method. An impact hammer excited a rigid rotor,
running in journal bearings. Two independent impacts (i.e.
first in the vertical direction and then in the horizontal direc-
tion) were applied to the rotor and the corresponding responses
were measured. Input signals (forces) and output signals
(displacements of the rotor) were transformed into the fre-
quency domain and the four complex FRFs were calculated.
They assumed the bearing dynamic parameters to be inde-
pendent of the frequency of excitation. The analytical FRFs,
which depend on the bearing dynamic coefficients, were fit-


ted to the measured FRFs. Stiffness and damping coeffi-
cients were the results of an iterative fitting process.


Using a similar frequency-domain identification method,
Nordmann and Massmann (1984) and Kim and Lee (1994)
identified stiffness, damping and added-mass coefficients
for annular and anti-swirl seals. Measurements were carried
out on a test rig, and the system’s response to impact forces
was used to calculate complex FRFs (Nordmann, 1982). The
analytical model, depending upon the seal parameters, was
fitted to the measured data in order to find the dynamic
coefficients. They used the least-squares method in conjunc-
tion with the instrumental variable method (Friswell and
Mottershead, 1995) to fit the FRFs to estimate the bearing
dynamic coefficients. They found considerable scatter in the
identified parameters. Using the same test rig and experimen-
tation, Fritzen and Seibold (1990) identified seal dynamic
coefficients by using an extended Kalman filter in the time
domain. They compared their results with different time-
domain and frequency-domain identification methods (for
example, least-squares, instrumental variable and quasi-lin-
earization methods; Eyckhoff, 1974). However, in some cases
poor convergence and even divergence was reported. Zhang
et al. (1988) used a similar impact method, but with a differ-
ent fitting procedure to reduce the computation time and the
uncertainty due to phase measurement. They quantified the
influence of measurement noise, the phase-measuring error
and the instrumentation reading drift on the estimation of
bearing dynamic coefficients.


Ramli et al. (1987) measured the dynamic coefficients for
a squeeze-film damper using a technique similar to that of
Morton (1971). A non-rotating shaft was used and thus no
cross-coupling coefficients could be identified. Poor agree-
ment was shown between experimental and predicted coeffi-
cients. Roberts et al. (1986) and Ellis et al. (1987) described a
method to estimate the direct damping and added-mass
coefficients of a squeeze-film bearing. They used an invari-
ant imbedding algorithm to process the free-decay experi-
mental displacement records. Ellis et al. (1988) demonstrated
that the SVF of parametric identification could be used to
estimate squeeze-film dynamic coefficients from experimen-
tal data. For the case of a centrally supported squeeze-film
bearing executing low amplitude unidirectional, uncoupled
motion, the system can be considered as a single-DOF sys-
tem, similar to Roberts et al. (1986) and Ellis et al. (1987). It
was shown that this method could be used effectively to
process either transient (Ellis et al., 1988) or forced data
(Ellis et al., 1989). Using this technique they estimated four
direct added-mass and damping coefficients from experi-
mental transient data. Roberts et al. (1990) extended the
SVF method of parameter estimation to identify the eight
fluid added-mass and damping coefficients of a squeeze-
film bearing from transient time-domain experimental data.


Zhang et al. (1992a) obtained eight bearing dynamic coef-
ficients by fitting the measured FRFs to those calculated the-
oretically. They also analyzed the influence of noise and
measurement errors on the estimates, quantitatively, in order
to improve the accuracy of estimated bearing dynamic coef-
ficients. They tested their algorithm by simulation using a
half-sinusoid impulse excitation and with a different level of
noise added to the resulting response. To reduce the uncer-
tainty due to noise in the response they averaged the frequency
responses. To reduce the effect of phase-measurement errors,
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they defined an error function using just the amplitude com-
ponents of the FRFs. This non-linear objective function was
then used to estimate the bearing parameters by an iterative
procedure. They also demonstrated that when an impact test
was used it was necessary to remove the unbalance response
from the signal, especially at higher speeds of operation,
and they concluded this to be the reason for the scatter in the
results by impact excitation, as compared to the discrete fre-
quency harmonic excitation. The companion paper (Zhang
et al., 1992b) gave the details of an experimental investiga-
tion of the estimation method. A mechanical pendulum ham-
mer was used to excite the rotor, which ensured that the
lines of action of the excitation forces pass through the rotor
center and that the excitation direction was consistent. Rou-
vas et al. (1992) identified bearing parameters using power
spectral density methods (Rouvas and Childs, 1993). Using
an impact test for two load cases, on a hydrostatic bearing
setup, the complex FRFs were obtained as a function of exci-
tation frequencies and were used to identify bearing dynamic
parameters. They made use of the signal processing tech-
niques of modal analysis for suppression of signal noise
effects.


Marsh and Yantek (1997) devised an experimental setup
to identify the bearing stiffness by applying known excita-
tion forces (e.g. measured impact hammer blows) and meas-
uring the resulting responses by accelerometers. They
estimated the bearing stiffness of rolling element bearings
(consisting of four recirculating ball bearing elements) of a
precision machine tool using the FRFs. The tests were con-
ducted on a specially designed test fixture (for the non-rotat-
ing bearing case). They stressed experimental issues such as
the precise location of the input and output measurements,
sensor calibration, and the number of measurements.


Qiu and Tieu (1997) obtained the dynamic coefficients of
two journal bearings from impulse responses. They consid-
ered a rigid shaft mounted on the two journal bearings. The
estimation procedure for bearing coefficients was similar to
their previous work (Tieu and Qiu, 1994) but used transfer
functions (ratios of the response to the force in the frequency
domain) instead of the force and response separately. Since
an impact force was used to excite the rotor, for the same
speed of rotation more force–response information was avail-
able at different frequencies. They suggested using transfer
functions at many frequencies near the shaft speed to increase
the accuracy. They then compared the oil-whirl frequencies
in the experimental setup with the values predicted using the
estimated bearing coefficients and with linear stability the-
ory. Jiang et al. (1997) identified dynamic characteristics of
large journal bearings by using electromagnetic impulse
excitation. They used a non-linear error function optimiza-
tion algorithm to estimate the bearing dynamic coefficients.
Considerable scatter was found (both in magnitude and
sign) in most of the dynamic coefficient values except the
direct stiffness terms.


Since impact tests have to be conducted for each rotor
speed at which bearing dynamic parameters are desired, this
method is time-consuming. In general, the governing equa-
tions for a bearing include coupling between the two per-
pendicular directions and this limits the amount of information
that can be extracted from a single impulse test (Burrows
and Stanway, 1977). Errors in the estimates will be greater
for the case when bearing dynamic coefficients are func-


tions of external excitation frequency as distinct from func-
tions of rotor rotational frequency. Impulse testing may lead
to underestimation of input forces when applied to a rotating
shaft as a result of the generation of friction-related tangen-
tial force components (Tonnesen and Lund, 1988; Muszyn-
ska et al., 1993) and, further, is prone to poor signal-to-noise
ratios because of the high crest factor.


9. Methods Using Unknown Excitation


In industrial machinery, the application of a calibrated
force is difficult to apply. The presence of inherent forces in
the system, due to residual unbalance, misalignment, rub-
bing between the rotor and stator, aerodynamic forces, oil
whirl, oil whip and instability, render the assessment of the
forcing impossible. Adams and Rashidi (1985) used bearing
stiffness coefficients measured using the static loading
method and measured orbital motion at an adjustable thresh-
old speed to extract bearing damping coefficients by invert-
ing the associated eigenproblem. The approach stems from
the physical requirement for an exact internal energy bal-
ance between positive and negative damping influences at
an instability threshold. This approach does not require the
measurement of dynamic forces. The approach was illus-
trated by simulation.


Lee and Shih (1996) presented an estimation procedure
for finding rotor parameters including bearing dynamic
coefficients, shaft unbalance distribution and disk eccentric-
ity in flexible rotors based on the transfer matrix method.
The normal equations were formulated by using the rela-
tions between measured response data and the known sys-
tem parameters. Then parameter estimation was performed
using the least squares method by assuming that the bearing
dynamic coefficients were constant at close spin speeds.
The procedure was demonstrated by numerical simulations.


Tiwari and Vyas (1995, 1997a) offered a means of esti-
mating the bearing non-linear stiffness without explicit
force measurements, based on the analysis of random
response signals measured at the bearing caps, provided that
the system can be assumed to be perfectly balanced. The
rotor-bearing system was modeled as a single-DOF model
through the Fokker–Planck equation and the vibrations,
resulting from random imperfections of the bearing surfaces
and assembly, were processed through a curve-fitting algo-
rithm to obtain the necessary bearing stiffness parameters.
The method does not require an estimate of the excitation
forces and works directly on the measured response signals
of the system. The algorithm was illustrated on a laboratory
rotor-bearing test rig and the results were compared with
those obtained through an existing analytical model. Subse-
quently, the method was extended to the flexible rotor-bear-
ing multi-DOF systems (Tiwari and Vyas, 1997a, 1998) and
for the case of combined random and sinusoidal (residual
unbalance) excitations (Tiwari and Vyas, 1997b). Based on
a similar approach, Tiwari (2000) extended the method to
the identification of the form of non-linearity (i.e. softening
or hardening type) in the restoring (stiffness) force as well
as its parameter estimation for the element bearings.


Odiari and Ewins (1992) used Volterra and Wiener based
techniques for the identification of non-linear dynamic
parameters of rotor-bearing systems. It was shown by simu-
lation studies that the frequency-based approach produces
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more accurate results than their time-domain equivalents.
Also, the computation time is less for frequency-domain
methods. Khan and Vyas (1999) extended the non-paramet-
ric Volterra kernel identification procedure to non-linear
bearing stiffness estimation of a single-DOF rotor-bearing
system. Subsequently, Khan and Vyas (2001a, 2001b)
extended the identification procedure to a more general
multi-DOF rotor-bearing system and the procedure was
illustrated using a numerical simulation. Chatterjee and
Vyas (2003) used the Volterra series and method of har-
monic probing to experimentally estimate the non-linear
bearing stiffness parameters of a rotor-bearing system sup-
ported by rolling element bearings.


10. Accuracy of the Estimated Bearing Coefficients


In many tests the measured and calculated response of rotors
and machinery has been compared. Because the calculations
are based on theoretical values for the bearing coefficients,
they serve as an indirect check on the theory. There are indi-
cations, however, that the unbalance response of a rotor is
often not very sensitive to deviations in the values of the
bearing coefficients (Lund, 1979; Burrows and Turkay, 1982).
Only a few works have been reported that evaluate the uncer-
tainty of the measured bearing dynamic coefficients of the
bearings, but now the trend is towards providing uncertainty
and/or comparison with theoretical models. Bearing dynamic
coefficients are not measured directly but are derived from
calculations using a linear model of the test rig and meas-
ured response data. Woodcock and Holmes (1969–70) were
among the first to discuss uncertainty due to numerical cal-
culation (inversion of a matrix) due to error in the measure-
ment of the phase angle. Hisa et al. (1980) considered
uncertainty due to the measurement of excitation force, dis-
placement and phase on the estimation of bearing dynamic
coefficients. They concluded that the most important uncer-
tainty in the measurements was the phase angle. Childs and
Scharrer (1988) used a method described by Holman and
Gajda (1984) to obtain uncertainty in the dynamic coeffi-
cients. Based on the available uncertainty in the force, exter-
nal excitation frequency and displacement measurements,
the resulting uncertainty for the stiffness and damping coef-
ficients were obtained. They found that the measured cross-
coupled damping results were rarely greater than the uncer-
tainty. Kostrzewsky and Flack (1990a) developed different
algorithms for obtaining and reducing experimental data.
They used an average magnitude and phase method to relate
uncertainties in the measurements of orbit data to the accu-
racy of the derived bearing dynamic coefficients. An uncer-
tainty analysis, including the matrix inversion, was performed
for the coefficients by applying uncertainties to the force
and the response orbits and solving for the bearing dynamic
parameter values. Kostrzewsky and Flack (1990b) presented
several case studies on the predicted uncertainties of derived
bearing coefficients. Using a test rig, a study was conducted
on the effect of the shape, size and orientation of the imposed
dynamic orbits on the coefficient uncertainties. Highly ellip-
tic orbits with large angular differences between the major
axes yielded low uncertainties. In general, results indicated
that, because of the large number of measured quantities
and limiting assumptions of some of the algorithms, consid-
erable care is needed in choosing the most suitable algo-


rithm to minimize the uncertainties. Roberts et al. (1990)
and Murphy and Wagner (1991) performed an error analysis
on the bearing dynamic coefficients. The uncertainties were
obtained as a function of the ellipticity ratio (defined as the
ratio of the major and minor axes of the elliptical displace-
ment orbit). They found that the small change in the data
becomes greatly magnified during the solution when the
ellipticity ratio approaches one (i.e. the displacement orbit
approaches a circle). Müller-Karger et al. (1997) obtained
uncertainties in the dynamic coefficient identification due to
the fluid-film non-linearity by using a simulation of the
Reynolds equation for a three-lobe bearing. They demon-
strated that an uncertainty in the coefficients of up to 20%
was found as compared to the linearized coefficients from a
small perturbation solution of the Reynolds equation which
are commonly used in rotating machine design and analysis.
This change in the uncertainty was due to fluid-film non-lin-
earity. The theoretically obtained dynamic coefficients were
compared with the results from the test rig and the proce-
dure of Taylor et al. (1995).


Qiu and Tieu (1996) discussed various experimental
uncertainties (for example, due to transducers, manufactur-
ing tolerances, force application methods, level of vibration
amplitudes and data processing) and the uncertainty in the
estimated bearing coefficients were analyzed using a pertur-
bation technique. The typical uncertainty of the estimated
bearing dynamic coefficients was 32%. Arumugam et al.
(1997a) obtained the uncertainty of the bearing dynamic
coefficients using the method as discussed by Kostrzewsky
and Flack (1990a). They considered uncertainty due to the
measurements of displacement, force, phase and speed. They
found that the uncertainties in the stiffness and damping
coefficients were less than 7% and 10%, respectively. Saw-
icki et al. (1997) performed the uncertainty analysis based
on the accuracy of the calibrated load cells, the resolution
accuracy of the data acquisition system, the nominal sensi-
tivity of the displacement probes and the accuracy of the
speed readout. Kaneko et al. (1998, 2003) integrated the
measured pressure distribution in the direction along the
static load line and compared with the known static load.
They found a relative difference of the order of less than
5%. They obtained the seal dynamic coefficients uncertainty
in accordance with the ANSI/ASME Standard on Measure-
ment Uncertainty (1986) and found an uncertainty of 14%
in the stiffness coefficients, 18% in the direct damping, 25%
in the cross-coupled damping and 35% in the added-mass
coefficients. Fayolle and Childs (1999) obtained systematic
uncertainties due to the accuracy of the measuring instru-
mentation and conform to the ANSI/ASME Standard on
Measurement Uncertainty (1986) referenced by Coleman
and Steele (1989). They also obtained deviations that arise
from the numerical process used to identify the rotordy-
namic coefficients (i.e. curve fits of the FRFs). They found
that the uncertainty was usually acceptable in comparison to
the measured values, except for the added-mass coefficients.
Ransom et al. (1999) estimated the uncertainty of the bear-
ing dynamic coefficients based on precision uncertainty of
the sensors, the uncertainty resulting from the analog to dig-
ital conversion and the variance introduced by the identifica-
tion procedure.


There is a need to always incorporate the evaluation of
the accuracy of the measured dynamic coefficients of the
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bearings, both from experimental measurements and from
theoretical calculations/modeling (for example, the uncer-
tainty from the inversion of a matrix, non-linearity of the
bearing dynamic parameters, etc.).


11. General Remarks and Future Directions


This paper has given a review of the identification proce-
dures applied to bearing parameter estimation. The main
emphasis has been to summarize the existing experimental
techniques for acquiring measurement data from the rotor-
bearing test rigs, theoretical procedures to extract the rele-
vant bearing parameters and to estimate associated uncer-
tainties. It is felt that both the experimental and theoretical
aspects are important since most of the state-of-the-art pro-
cedures require matrix inversion and, if the experimental
data acquired are not sufficiently independent, then ill con-
ditioning may occur. The following are the outcomes of the
present review.


11.1. General Remarks


(a) It is well established that current theoretical rotor mod-
els are sufficiently accurate to represent flexible rotor-
bearing systems for the bearing dynamic parameter
identification.


(b) In general, the coefficients derived from static load test-
ing are extremely sensitive to measurement errors and
the sensitivity of dynamically derived coefficients is
more difficult to assess.


(c) Frequency-domain methods are preferable in terms of
the quantity of data to be handled/stored. The signal-to-
noise ratio is found to be better for frequency-domain
methods.


(d) Unbalance response methods require measurements for
both the forward and backward whirling of the rotor to
ensure the availability of all of the modal information in
the measurements. Provision of an external excitation
force that is anti-synchronous (i.e. the excitation fre-
quency, ω, equals the minus of the rotor speed, Ω) is
sufficient.


(e) In almost all of the available papers, interactions between
the bearings in rotor-bearing systems have not been
taken into account.


(f) While using impact tests (multi-frequency tests) it is
necessary to remove the unbalance response from the
signal, especially at higher speeds of operation.


(g) In multi-frequency tests (either by using an exciter or
impact hammer) it is assumed that the bearing dynamic
coefficients are independent of the frequency of excita-
tion.


(h) The error due to noise can be minimized by averaging
the frequency response.


(i) There is a need to minimize the time required to capture
the measured data for the in situ determination of the
parameters, in order to reduce problems due to parame-
ter drift.


11.2. Future Directions


(a) There is still a need for experimental work in the field
of rotor dynamics to study the influence of bearings and


supports upon the rotor response, in particular for full-
scale rotor systems. New experiments should be devised
and more effective use of the available data needs to be
made, especially with the inherent practical constraints
for measurements and development of new identifica-
tion techniques.


(b) The validation of dynamic coefficients using data derived
from actual machines in the actual operating environ-
ment is required.


(c) Synchronous unbalance response, which can easily be
obtained from the run-down/up of large turbomachin-
ery, should be exploited more for the identification of
bearing dynamic parameters along with the estimation
of unbalance.


(d) There is a need to develop new mathematical models of
bearings (sometimes referred to as the problem of bear-
ing identification) based on experiments to represent
the behavior of rotor-bearing systems.


(e) There is a need to develop new effective non-linear
bearing models and their identification (Garibaldi and
Tomlinson, 1988; Stanway et al., 1988; Burrows et al.,
1990; Tiwari, 2000; Chatterjee and Vyas, 2003) to pre-
dict non-linear phenomena (for example, jump and flut-
ter phenomena). There needs to be further investigation
of the application of advanced engineering methods,
such as the Fokker–Planck equation (Dimentberg, 1988)
and Volterra and Wiener based techniques (Schetzen,
1980), for the experimental identification of non-linear
dynamic parameters of rotor-bearing systems.


(f) For maximum usefulness to analysts, the identified
dynamic parameters of bearings should be documented
in tabular form and equation coefficients for curve fits
given along with the documentation of the operating
conditions.


(g) There is a need for standardization of the data given in
publications in the field of bearing dynamic parameter
identification.


(h) From the present state-of-the-art methods of identifica-
tion of dynamic bearing parameters, a comprehensive
collection of data, similar that by Someya (1989), is
expected soon by joint efforts of researchers in the field
of bearing identification.


(i) There is a need for raw/processed measured data to be
made available and exchanged among the researchers
in the field.
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Turbulent Hybrid Bearings With 
Fluid Inertia Effects 
High speed hybrid bearings for cryogenic applications demand large levels of external 
pressurization to provide substantial load capacity. These conditions give rise to 
large film Reynolds numbers, and thus, cause the fluid flow within the bearing film 
to be turbulent and dominated by fluid inertia effects both at the recess edges and 
at the thin film lands. The analysis includes the effect of recess fluid compressibility 
and a model for the pressure rise within the recess region. Flow turbulence is simulated 
by friction factors dependent on the local Reynolds numbers and surface conditions. 
A perturbation method is used to calculate the zeroth and first flow fields and 
determine the bearing steady-state and dynamic force response. Comparison of 
results with existing experimental data shows the accuracy of the present full inertial-
turbulent analysis. A roughened bearing surface is shown to improve considerably 
the stability characteristics of hybrid bearings operating at high speeds. 


Introduction 
Hydrostatic and hybrid (combined hydrostatic and hydro-


dynamic) journal bearings (HJBs) are the subject of increased 
attention because of their potential application as support ele
ments in cryogenic high speed turbomachinery. These bearings 
have been proposed for primary and auxiliary space-power 
applications due to their long lifetime, low friction and wear, 
and good dynamic force response characteristics. Despite these 
attractive features, there is yet further research needed, both 
analytical as well as experimental, to consider the extension 
of these bearings into high speed applications. 


Analyses of turbulent hybrid bearings have to date been 
based on the numerical solution to the modified turbulent flow 
Reynolds equation with fluid inertia accounted locally at the 
recess edges by simple Bernoulli type relationships. The pub
lished contributions on the subject are numerous, and only the 
references relevant to the present work are briefly discussed. 


Redecliff and Vohr (1969) introduced a FD model for tur
bulent flow HJBs. The analysis shows that fluid inertia gives 
rise to lower flow rates if compared to an inertialess solution, 
but it does not affect the bearing load capacity. Redecliff and 
Vohr tested a L02 and a LH2 bearing to be used in rocket 
turbopumps. Experimental data for both test programs agreed 
well with steady-state predictions. Discrepancies were observed 
in the measured flow rates which were lower than the predicted 
values. 


Heller (1974) presented a similar numerical solution which 
included the local effect of fluid inertia at the recess edges. A 
six pocket hybrid bearing was tested with water. Experiments 
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showed that fluid inertia considerably affected flow rates in 
comparison to predictions not including this effect. Deguerce 
and Nicholas (1975) presented predictions which compared well 
with Heller's measurements although the analysis neglected 
fluid inertia edge effects. Guidez et al. (1981) developed an 
analysis for sodium hybrid bearings. Measured pressures for 
a water HJB showed that inertia effects substantially exceeded 
the predicted values. 


Artiles, Walowit, and Shapiro (1982) presented a well doc
umented numerical method for prediction of the static and 
dynamic force performance of turbulent HJBs. The analysis 
includes the local effect of fluid inertia at the recess edges, but 
the fluid compressibility effect at the recess volumes is ne
glected. Turbulent shear factors, based on the theory of Elrod 
and Ng (1967), are calculated separately for pressure (Po-
iseuille) and shear (Couette) dominated turbulent flows. Artiles 
et al. predictions show that fluid inertia effects are important 
for the cryogenic sample bearings presented. The results also 
indicate large bearing power losses for high Reynolds numbers 
flows. 


Ho and Chen (1980, 1984) and Lingard and Chen (1982) 
presented experimental data for HJBs with pockets of non
uniform depth. At low supply pressures, fluid pressure is ob
served to be uniform within the recess region. However, for 
large external pressures, a pressure peak appears at the location 
of the capillary restrictor. The influence of rotation on the 
recess pressures is shown to generate a pressure rise at the 
downstream section of the recess. The hydrodynamic effect 
on the load capacity is very pronounced at low supply pressures 
with attitude angles larger than 90 deg due to fluid inertia 
effects. 


Chaomleffel and Nicholas (1986) presented measurements 
for a 3-recess, water lubricated HJB. For hybrid operation at 
large eccentricities, a substantial pressure generation on the 
bearing lands occurred due to enhanced hydrodynamic effects. 
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A pressure drop was observed only on the edge downstream 
of the supply line. The magnitude of the measured edge pres
sure drop appears to be dependent on the journal speed and 
the recess depth. Comparisons of the experimental values with 
predictions based on solution of the turbulent Reynolds equa
tion are also included. The numerical calculations for load and 
flow rate are consistently larger than the measurements, and 
predicted edge pressure drops are smaller than those observed. 
Recently, Bou-Said and Chaomleffel 0988) have also pre
sented numerical comparisons with the experimental results of 
Chaomleffel et al. These updated predictions show the same 
differences, although improved load correlations are obtained. 


Measurements of rotordynamic coefficients for turbulent 
HJBs have been presented by Murphy and Wagner (1986). 
Test data were compared with predictions based on the analysis 
of Artiles et al. (1982). The experimental measurements show 
that direct stiffnesses are about 20 percent lower than predic
tions, while direct damping coefficients are roughly equal. 
Measured cross-coupled stiffnesses are less than predicted and 
actually shown to be a stabilizing factor in the bearing dynamic 
performance. 


Fluid inertia on the film lands of laminar flow, capillary 
restricted HJBs has been considered approximately by Ghosh 
(1989). Numerical predictions present an optimum equivalent 
dynamic stiffness at a given excitation frequency. Below this 
frequency, compressibility effects are important; while above 
this value, fluid inertia is dominant and eventually leads to 
null or negative dynamic stiffness. 


High speed hybrid bearings operating with low viscosity 
cryogenic fluids require large levels of external pressurization 
to provide substantial load capacity. These unique conditions 
give rise to large film Reynolds numbers, and thus, cause the 
flow within the bearing film to be highly turbulent and dom


inated by fluid inertia effects both at the recess edges and in 
the thin film land regions. A survey of operating conditions 
for current HJBs handling cryogenic fluids shows that typical 
film Reynolds numbers based on pressure flow (Rep) range 
from 1 x 104 to 1 x 10", while Reynolds numbers based on 
rotational speed (Re) could reach values as high as 1 x 105. 
These large values of the Reynolds numbers indicate that fluid 
inertia is a major factor in HJB performance. Existing ana
lytical treatments confined within the realm of classical tur
bulent lubrication theory can not interpret accurately the actual 
complex phenomena occurring in HJBs. Therefore, an im
proved analysis is required to assess quantitatively the mag
nitude of fluid inertia effects on the static and dynamic force 
response of turbulent HJBs. 


Analysis 
The geometry of a multirecess hybrid bearing is schemati


cally shown in Fig. 1. Fluid enters the bearing across a restrictor 
orifice, passes through a recess area of relatively large clear
ance, flows into the film lands and then exits the bearing. For 
hydrostatic operation, the recess pressure is regarded as uni
form on the recess volume, while at the recess boundary a 
pressure drop due to fluid inertia occurs on the sudden tran
sition from the deep recess into the film land region. Exper
imental evidence shows that for hybrid operation a pressure 
rise exists on the downstream region of the restrictor supply 
line as sketched in Fig. 2. 


The performance characteristics of the bearing are governed 
by momentum and continuity considerations in the fluid film 
lands as well as continuity of flow through the bearing recesses. 
The former defines the pressure and velocity fields over the 
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Fig. 1 Geometry of a hydrostatic journal bearing (HJB). (a) description 
of coordinate systems, (b) developed bearing surface for analysis. 


bearing film lands, whereas the latter provides values for the 
pressure in the recesses. 


For an isoviscous incompressible fluid, the continuity and 
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Supply Pressure 
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Fig. 2 Conceptual description of pressure rise and pressure drop at 
recess edges 


momentum equations for the turbulent bulk flow on the film 
lands are given by Launder and Leschziner (1978) as: 
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cess edge 
a = refers to first-order solution 
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dP a (d 


+ / • (HUV) + •£- (HV1) 
ox oy 


(3) 


The turbulent shear parameters kx and ky are taken as local 
functions of the friction factors/} and/B relative to the journal 
and bearing surfaces (Hirs, 1973; Nelson, 1987). The present 
turbulence model has been selected solely on grounds of sim
plicity, ability to represent surface roughness, and accuracy to 
model simple turbulent flows. 


The pressure and velocity fields are continuous in the cir
cumferential direction. At the bearing exit plane, the pressure 
takes a constant value equal to the ambient or sump pressure 
(Pa). At the interface with the recess boundary, the velocity 
vector relative to the rotating journal is considered to be normal 
to the recess edges (Artiles et al., 1982). 


The continuity equation at the recess is defined by the global 
balance between the flow through the orifice restrictor, the 
recess outflow into the film lands (Qr) and the temporal change 
of fluid mass within the recess volume. The recess flow con
tinuity equation is expressed as: 


Cd 
«/o2 2(PS-Pr) dVr 3Pr 


(4) 


It has been noted that for hybrid operation, a pressure rise 
occurs within the downstream portion of the recess. In the 
analysis, this region is considered as a one-dimensional step 
bearing and the pressure just before the recess edge is obtained 
from the following relationship (Constantinescu and Galetuse, 
1975): 


•n1 ( QR\ b 


p;=pr-VLkr±[uv-—y- (5) 
The local acceleration of fluid from relatively stagnant con


ditions at the recess to a high velocity at the film lands causes 
a sudden pressure drop at the recess boundary. The pressure 
at the entrance to the film lands is modeled by simple Bernoulli 
relationships based on the model developed by Constantinescu 
et al. (1975), and given for the circumferential and axial di
rections as: 


Pt=P;-(p/2) ( • + ^ ) « + £,)(!-i?2)£/2, U-n>0 


P: =Pr~ (P/2)(1 + €,)(! -r , 2)V 2 ,V>0 
(6) 


The coefficients introduced in equations (5) and (6) refer to 
turbulent flow only. For laminar flows, equivalent expressions 
are used according to Constantinescu and Galetuse (1975). 


Perturbation Analysis and Dimensionless Equations. For 
steady-state conditions, the journal center is at the equilibrium 
position (eM, e^). Superimposed on this position, the journal 
center describes small amplitude motions Aex and Aey at fre
quency co. The dimensionless film thickness is described by the 
real part of the following expression: 


h = hQ + eiT(Aex cos 6 + Aey sin 0) (7) 


r = wt; i = y -h0 = 1 + ê o cos 6 + 6yo sii 


For small amplitude motions, the dimensionless velocity and 
pressure fields, as well as the shear coefficients (kx, ky), are 
expressed as the sum of a zeroth order field and first-order 
complex fields, describing the equilibrium condition and the 
perturbed dynamic motion, respectively. Hence 


p=p0 + eh (Aexpx + Aiypy) 


u = u0 + elT( Aexux + Aeyuy) 


v = v0 + e'T (Aexvx + Aeyvy) 


(8) 
kx = k^ + eh (Aexkxx + Aeykxy) 


ky = ky0 + e'T (Aexkyx + Aeykyy) 


Substitution of the flow variables as given above into the gov
erning equations (1) to (6) yields the following differential 
equations for the zeroth and first-order flow fields. 


Zeroth-order dimensionless equations: 
(a) on film lands 


(9) 


36 


1 / A\ 
- [k^uo-kjo-j +Re P)jd(hua


2) 


+ ^7 (Mofo) (10) 


dpn 1 * (d d , 1 
"h°~dJ = ^ V o + R e ph( ' ' o«o ! ' o )+ JZ ( / W ) (11) 


(b) For each recess, the flow through the orifice equals the 
inlet flow to the bearing lands, 


5 ( l - / ^ ) 1 / 2 = ?rt, = JrA,(vo-n)tfr, (12) 


For hybrid operation, the circumferential edge pressure rise is 
given by 


Peo=Pro-a, 
A 


(13) 


The edge pressures at the entrance to the film region are related 
to the recess pressure and inlet film velocity by: 


Prt=Peo-oixuQ
2/2; Wo-nX) 


Pa=PK>-otyv0
2/2; v0>0 


First-order dimensionless equations: 
(.a) On film lands: 


— (uah0 + u0ha) + — (vah0 + Voha) = -i a ha 
do o | 


~h°~d6 = ^7u" + ' R e ^ ° ^Ua + y""Va + y"°ha 


(14) 


(15) 


(16) 


* (d d du0 , du0~) 
+ Rep\—(uoh0ua)+ — (v0h0ua) + h0ua — +h0va-—\ 


-h0—f = (Y„„ + / Resh0)va + ymua + yMha 
ok 


(17) 


+ Re 
dv0 dvg) 


j | a . ( « i k ) + jz (vohoVc) + h0ua — +h0va 


where the subscript a = X or Y denotes perturbation in the 
inertial X and Y directions, and hx = cos d and hy = sin 6, 
respectively. The coefficients yuu, ym, etc., arise from the per
turbation of the shear stress factors kx, ky, and kj, and their 
explicit formulas are given in detail in Appendix A. 


(b) On each recess the continuity equation takes the lin
earized form: 


.24* 
+ /x,x, -i\lhra+ \T[ha\0 +h0\a]'n dTr, (18) 


and the first-order edge pressures are given by: 


Pea =Prc-OLxU0Ua; U0>n>Q 


Pea=Pra-ayV0Va; Vo>0 


(19) 
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Table 1 Description of 3 recess hydrostatic water bearing studied ex
perimentally by Chaomleffel and Nicholas (1986). Bearing geometry and 
operating conditions. 


3 Recess Hydrostatic Water Bearing 
from Chaomleffel and Nicholas (1986) 


Geome try: 
Diameter = B0mm(3.15 in) 
Length = 80 mm(3.15 in) 
R e c e s s Ixb = 5 0 m m x G2.83mn 


Clearance => 0. I25mm(0, 005 ir 


Recess depth Hr = 2mm(0.07B 


O r i f i c e d i a m e t e r =* 4.1mm 


Fluid: Water at 20C, 
Viscosity, 0.001 Pa sec 
Density: 1000 Kg/m3 


Pressure Supply: 0.4MPa(58psi) 


Journal speed: 0 to 9000 rpm 


Dimensionless Parameters 


Reynolds Numbers: Rep=t877'3, Re*= 
Speed Parameter : 0 to 0.246 
Rotation Reynolds Number: 0 to 4618 


L / D = 1 , l /L=.625, N b/rr_D=.75 
c/R = 0.0031, H r / c=16 


Fluid Film Forces and Dynamic Force Coefficients. Once a 
solution for the zeroth and first-order flow fields is determined, 
fluid film forces are calculated by integration of the pressure 
field on the journal surface. The perturbation analysis allows 
the steady-state forces and dynamic force coefficients to be 
obtained from the equations: 


1
L/D p2?r 


0 j 0 pohjedi; (20) 


(21) 


Ka0 - u
2Ma0 + i to CaP = - 2(PS 


- ^ ) 7 J 0 Jo Ptfi.de d* 


The real part of the first-order pressure field gives rise to 
the dynamic stiffnesses, while its imaginary part renders the 
damping coefficients. The drag torque is given by integration 
of the wall shear stress at the journal surface, 


t-L/D fl-K 


Ta = 2{Ps-Pa)R
2c S L/D p2 


0 JO 


hodp0 


2 ho. 
dd dt, (22) 


where kc is the dimensionless Couette shear parameter at the 
journal surface as given by Hirs (1973). 


The Numerical Solution Procedure. A finite difference 
scheme, based on the method of Launder and Leschziner (1978), 
has been implemented to solve the nonlinear PDEs governing 
the flow in the film lands. Discrete nonlinear difference equa
tions are obtained by integration of the momentum and con
tinuity equations over a typical fluid control volume. The 
velocities are determined at points which lie at interfaces mid
way between the nodes where the pressure is calculated. The 
scheme also implements the SIMPLE Consistent algorithm of 
Van Doormaal and Raithby (1984) to accelerate solution con
vergence. The iterative solution of the nonlinear equations in 
the film lands is coupled to a Newton-Raphson algorithm that 
estimates improved values of the recess pressures and satisfies 
the recess flow constraints. 


Once the numerical solution to the zeroth order equations 
has been obtained, the first-order (perturbed) flow fields (ua , 
va>Pa} can be calculated for a given frequency o>. The equations 
for the first-order solution are linear with coefficients fully 
determined by the zeroth-order solution. This enables a so
lution to the perturbed flow field to be found in the form of 
a component series. 


On the numerical procedure implemented, fluid film cavi
tation is identified as local null pressures. This oversimplifi-
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Fig. 3 Measured bearing load for hydrostatic operation. Experimental 
results of Chaomleffel and Nicholas (1986) and predictions from present 
full inertial analysis. 
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Fig. 4 Measured bearing flow rate for hydrostatic operation. Experi
mental results of Chaomleffel and Nicholas (1986) and predictions from 
present full inertial analysis. 


cation is solely justified on grounds of its widespread usage. 
Fortunately it appears that, for the large supply pressures used 
in current cryogenic H JBs, cavitation is unlikely to occur except 
for operation at high eccentricities. 


For the concentric position, the numerical scheme presented 
is at its peak efficiency. Under this condition, the complete 
flow field needs to be calculated only for one recess due to 
symmetry. The flow in the other recesses is obtained by proper 
rotations. 


The computer program developed has been implemented in 
a desktop micro computer and its speed of execution is rela
tively small. A typical mesh of 13 circumferential points by 9 
axial points for each recess and adjacent land are selected for 
the analysis. Typical values of number of iterations for con
vergence of the zeroth order field are 4 to 5 on the recess 
pressures, and 20 to 40 on each solution for the flow field on 
the film lands. The first order solution takes about 10-15 
iterations for each component field. The numerical scheme 
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converged successfully for all cases analyzed. No signs of nu
merical instability were present even in the cases in which orifice 
back flow occurred for high load conditions and large journal 
eccentricity operation. 


Results and Discussion 
Comparisons of Present Solution With Experimental Re


sults. The present full inertial solution (FIS) has been correlated 
and validated with several experimental results available in the 
literature. Extensive comparisons both for exactness and per
formance have been conducted. Due to space considerations, 
the extent of the comparisons, presented here is limited. 


Chaomleffel and Nicholas (1986) presented experimental re
sults for load, flow, and pressure for a 3-recess hydrostatic 
bearing. Table 1 shows the bearing description and operating 
conditions. Film pressures were measured at the bearing cir
cumferential mid-plane by eleven pressure gauges located be
tween 2 consecutive recesses. For hydrostatic operation, Figs. 
3 and 4 show the measured bearing load capacity and flow 
rate for increasing values of the static journal eccentricity. For 
the range of eccentricity radii tested, the comparison between 
experimental values and the numerical results is excellent. Other 


Ps-B.-lhpi, Ex-ty-B. Spaed 


IBB I2B 


Fig. 5 Experimental pressure field for concentric operation. Measure
ments of Chaomleffel and Nicholas (1986) and comparison with predic
tions from present full inertial solution. 


numerical predictions from Chaomleffel and Nicholas (1986) 
and Bou-Said and Nicholas (1988), not included here for clar
ity, show consistently higher load capacities and lower flow 
rates for all eccentricities. 


For the centered position, Fig. 5 shows a comparison of the 
measured pressures at the bearing circumferential mid-plane 
and the predictions of the FIS model. Results are presented 
for rotational speeds equal to 0, 5000, and 9000 rpm. For 
hybrid operation, the measured pressures at the downstream 
portion of the recess increase monotonically and at the recess 
edge and a large inertial pressure drop is observed. The ex
perimental evidence suggest that the magnitude of the pressure 
rise and edge drop depend on the journal speed and the recess 
depth. The numerical predictions compare very well with the 
measurements. The error is not greater than 4 percent, except 
for the edge pressure drop at the highest speed which shows 
a greater measured magnitude. The experimental values are 
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Fig. 7 Predicted flow rate and recess pressure ratio for test hydrostatic 
water bearing versus journal rotational speed. Concentric operation, Ps 
= 6.54 MPa, orifice diameter = 1.496 mm. 
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Fig. 6 Experimental pressure field for a load equal to 760 Newtons and 
speeds equal to 5000 and 8000 rpm. Measurements of Chaomleffel and 
Nicholas (1986) and comparison with predictions from present full in
ertial solution. 
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Table 2 Description of 5 recess hydrostatic water bearing under de
velopment for TAMU Hybrid Bearing Research program (1989). Bearing 
geometry and operating conditions. 


5 Rec Hatar HB, T-16BF , CPs-Pa>»3Sflp«1-6.54MPa 


5 Recess Hydrostatic Water Bearing 
TAMU Experimental Program (1989) 


Geometry: 
Diometer = 76.2mm(3.00 in) 
Length = 76.2mm(3.00 in) 
Recess Ixb = 27mm x 27mm 


Cleoronce = 0.0762mm(0.003in) 


Recess depth Hr = 0.457mm(O.OI8in) 


Orifice diometer = 1.496mm 


rluid: Water ot 7 t . lC ( l60F) 
Viscosity, 3.9BE-4 Pa sec 
Density: 977 Kg/m3 


Pressure Supply:6.54MPo(950psi 


Journa! speed: 0 to 30000 rpm 


Dimensionless Parameters 


Reynolds Numbers: Rep=467000.Ret = 935.0 
Speed PorameterA: 0 to 0.04783 
Rotation Reynolds Number: 0 to 22360 


L /D=t , l/L=.354. N b / n D = . l 13 
c/R = 0.002, Hr /c=6 


Journa l r o t a t i o n a l apssd CKrpra) 


S Roc Watar HB, T - I 6B , [ P s - P e ) - 9 5 B p » I - 6 . 5 4 M P e 


£ a.E+B 


Journa l r o t a t i o n a l apeed (Krpn) 


O r i f i c e Olataeter d » l . 49BBna, Ex"Ey» 


Fig. 8 Predicted stiffness coefficients for test hydrostatic water bear
ing versus journal rotational speed. Concentric operation, Ps = 6.54 
MPa, orifice diameter = 1.496 mm. 


Orifice Diameter d»l.496mm, Ex«Ey™0 


Fig. 9 Predicted damping coefficients for test hydrostatic water bear
ing versus journal rotational speed. Concentric operation, Ps = 6.54 
MPa, orifice diameter = 1.496 mm. 


5 Roc Hater HB, T - I6BF , CPi-PaJ-SSBpaI-6 .54MPa 
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. 436mm, 


Journal r o t a t i o n a l speed CKrpn) 


consistently higher than the numerical predictions perhaps due 
to a higher flow resistance at the recesses. 


Figure 6 shows pressures measured at the bearing midplane 
for a load of 760 Newtons at journal speeds equal to 5000 and 
8000 rpm. Good correlation between measurements and nu
merical results is evident. Hydrodynamic effects are dominant 
in the land between recesses. The measurements show a large 
edge pressure drop to occur even under an adverse pressure 
gradient. 


Comparisons with the dynamic test data of Murphy and 
Wagner (1986) have also been performed and found to cor
relate well. The results are not presented due to space limi
tations. The present solution offers a considerable improvement 
over simplified models based on solution to the turbulent Rey
nolds equation. 


A Sample Bearing Problem. A Hydrostatic-Hybrid Bearing 
Test program is currently under development at Texas A&M 
University. The objectives of the program are to design and 
build a test apparatus, systematically test the hydrostatic bear-


O r l f l c e D i a m e t e r d">l . 496mm, Zx"Cy0 


Fig. 10 Predicted inertia force coefficients for test hydrostatic water 
bearing versus journal rotational speed. Concentric operation, Ps = 6.54 
MPa, orifice diameter = 1.496 mm. 


ings and, develop an analysis to predict the bearing charac
teristics and anchor it to the test data. 


The hydrostatic bearing test apparatus has been designed 
and it is currently under construction. Table 2 presents a de
scription of the 5 recess test hydrostatic bearing to be tested 
initially. The working fluid is hot water and the maximum 
rated inlet supply fluid pressure is 7.23 MPa (1050 psi). The 
rotor speed ranges from 0 to 500 Hz (30,000 rpm). For the 
conditions shown in Table 2, the flow within the bearing is 
highly turbulent with dominance of hydrodynamic effects at 
the highest rotational speed. The large value of the modified 
Reynolds number, Rep*, shows that fluid inertia at film lands 
has a considerable influence on the bearing static and dynamic 
force response. 
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Fig. 11 Predicted stiffness coefficients for test hydrostatic water bear
ing versus bearing surface relative roughness. Concentric operation, Ps 
= 6.54 MPa, 30000 rpm, orifice diameter = 1.496 mm. 
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Fig. 12 Predicted damping coefficients for test hydrostatic water bear
ing versus bearing surface relative roughness. Concentric operation, Ps 
= 6.54 MPa, 30000 rpm, orifice diameter = 1.496 mm. 


The orifices of the test bearing have been sized for a con
centric pressure ratio equal to 0.5 at the maximum operating 
speed of 30,000 rpm. The selected concentric pressure ratio is 
not necessarily an optimum for the present bearing configu
ration but was chosen on the grounds of common practice for 
establishing bearing stiffnesses which are not too far from 
optimum. 


Figure 7 shows the predicted bearing flow rate and concentric 
pressure ratio for increasing journal speeds. The recess pressure 
ratio increases with speed due to the increased flow resistance 
caused by the hydrodynamic action, and thus, causes reduced 
flow rates. Maximum flow rate is attained at zero speed and 
it is 16 percent higher than for the rated condition at 500 Hz 
(30,000 rpm). Figures 8 to 10 show the dynamic force coef
ficients for operation at the centered position. These coeffi
cients have been obtained for excitation frequencies equal to 
the rotational speed (a = A). The direct stiffnesses increase 
due to the combined effect of speed and recess pressure. The 
cross-coupled stiffness and the direct damping coefficient in
crease very rapidly with speed and, the whirl frequency ratio 
is equal to 0.50. For pure hydrostatic operation the direct 
inertia coefficient is a maximum, and then decreases for in
creasing journal speeds. Cross-coupled damping and inertia 
coefficients increase linearly with the rotational speed and are 
mainly due to fluid inertia affecting the bearing hydrodynamic 
action. 


For smooth bearing surface conditions, the predictions show 
that the stability characteristics of hybrid bearings are not 
better than for plain journal bearings. These results have 
brought the need to search for possible remedies to this un
desirable condition. A feasible alternative could be the use of 
a roughened surface HJB. Surface roughness effects are mod
eled by an effective roughness depth which affects the friction 
factor formulae based on Moody's equation (Nelson, 1987). 


Figures 11 and 12 show the stiffness and damping coeffi
cients versus the bearing surface relative roughness. The rough
ness parameter varies from 0.1 to 10 percent of the radial 
clearance. The predictions show that the direct coefficients 
increase with bearing surface roughness while the cross-coupled 
stiffness and damping coefficients decrease. The inertia force 
coefficients (not shown) decrease with increasing bearing sur
face roughness. The increment in direct stiffness is due to the 


larger recess pressures attained as the bearing surface roughness 
increases. The substantial increment in direct damping and 
reduction in cross-coupled stiffness are a direct consequence 
of the enhanced bearing surface friction which does not allow 
the global mean circumferential velocity to be greater than one 
half the journal surface velocity. Calculations performed show 
the whirl frequency ratio to drop from a value equal to 0.50 
for smooth surfaces to a low value equal to 0.357 for a bearing 
surface relative roughness equal to 0.1. These results show that 
the dynamic performance of the hybrid bearing has improved 
by 27 percent if a roughened bearing surface is used. 


Conclusions 


The paper has considered the analysis of turbulent flow in 
hydrostatic/hydrodynamic bearings. Bulk flow equations, in
cluding temporal and advective fluid inertia terms, govern the 
fluid flow in the bearing lands and are coupled to the mass 
flow constraint at each recess. Flow turbulence is simulated 
by local friction factors dependent on the Reynolds number 
and surface condition. At each recess, the mass conservation 
constraint includes the effect of fluid compressibility. For hy
brid operation, the bearing recesses are considered as one-
dimensional step bearings, and the local pressure drop at the 
recess boundary is modeled by Bernoulli equations. The anal
ysis introduces a perturbation method for calculation of the 
zeroth and first order flow fields determining the bearing steady-
state response and dynamic force coefficients, respectively. The 
nonlinear flow equations are solved numerically by an efficient 
finite difference method combined with a Newton Raphson 
technique. 


Comparisons of the present full inertial solution with ex
perimental data for turbulent hybrid bearings are regarded as 
excellent. The present solution shows a considerable improve
ment over simpler models based on the solution of the turbulent 
flow Reynolds equations. 


Fluid inertia at the film lands is a factor of utmost impor
tance on the static and dynamic performance of hydrostatic 
and hybrid bearings. Fluid inertia acts as an additional re
sistance to the flow, and thus, determines higher recess pres
sures and causes reduced flow rates when compared with 
predictions not accounting for this effect. In regard to resultant 
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film forces, fluid inertia at the film lands causes a reduction 
in the hydrostatic force while increasing substantially the hy
drodynamic force. This effect causes a hybrid bearing to op
erate at higher attitude angles. 


The dynamic force coefficients are greatly affected by fluid 
inertia at the film lands. First, direct stiffness coefficients are 
found to be lower when compared to an inertialess prediction. 
This is due to reduced static pressures at the film land regions 
caused by the increase in dynamic pressure as fluid moves to 
the bearing exit. Fluid inertia enhances the hydrodynamic and 
squeeze film actions and causes increased cross-coupled stiff
nesses and direct damping coefficients. Inertia force coeffi
cients arise naturally in the full inertial model developed. The 
magnitude of the direct inertia force coefficients has been 
determined to be large for bearings with low (c/R) ratios and 
employing high density fluids. At sufficiently high excitation 
frequencies, the possibility of net negative dynamic stiffnesses 
should not be precluded. 


The whirl frequency ratio of hybrid bearings at the threshold 
of instability is equal to 0.50 for concentric operation. Con
sequently, applications of these type of bearings at speeds well 
above rotor-bearing system critical speeds may be potentially 
dangerous. The results also show the convenience of using a 
deliberately roughened bearing surface to improve the dynamic 
performance and stability characteristics of high speed hybrid 
bearings. 
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A P P E N D I X A 


The perturbed shear coefficients for the first-order solution 
are given by: 


luu= f9 +fjl(u0~A)2+fmu0
2 (A.l) 


7i/0 = 


where: 


^»»= u + ( / / i+ /s i ) y o "o 


ym, = 7iw=fj[(U0-A)V0+fBlU0V0 


A 


(A.2) 


(A.3) 


$ 1-Ka + Ccj+CaH- ~ [CCJ-KxKM/2\ (A.4) 


yvO = 
vo [-Kyo+Ccj+Ca] 


CCJ=(l/2)[RjCj+5xl05]yj 


CCB = (U2)[RBCB + 5xl05]yB 


JJ\= - ^ - UJO + P/YA, 


ZKB 


_ -0.001375/2.65 
lJ~ [//r/0.001375-1]1-65 ' 


_ -0.001375/2.65 
yB~ [/V-001375-1]1-65 


(3j=5xl05/R/, 


!3B = 5xl05/RB 


(A.5) 


(A.6) 
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C,= 104 _o_. 
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(A.9) 


(A. 10) 


C - 1 0 4 i 
and Rj = Reph0[(u0-A)2 + v0


2] 2ll/2 


(A. 11) 
RB = Reph0[(u0


2+v0
2][/2 


are the Reynolds numbers relative to the journal and bearing 
surfaces, respectively. 
For laminar flows, 


7«« = 7™ = 12/Ao. yuv = y»u = 0 
( A 


and 7„0= - 2 x 12 v0/h0
2, yll0 = (-2x 12 u0+ 12A)//j0' 


(A. 12) 
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A general formulation of the instrumental variable filter (IVF) 


method for parameter identification of a n-DOF (Degrees Of 


Freedom) mechanical linear systeni is presented. The IVF is a fre- 


quency donlain method arid an iterative variation of the least- 


squares approximation to the systeni flexibilities. Weight functioris 


constructed with the estirnated flexibilities are introduced to 


reduce the effect of noise in the measurements, thus improving the 


estimatio~i of dynamic force coeficients. The IVF method is 


applied in conju~zcrion to impact force excitations to estimate the 


mass, strffness, and damping coeficients of a test rotor supported 


on a squeeze film damper (SFD) operating with a bubbly lubri- 


cant. The amount of air in the lubricant is varied from nil to 100 


percent to simulate increasing degrees of severity of air entrain- 


ment into the damper film lands. The experimental results and 


parameter estimation technique show that the SFD damping force 


coeficients increase as the air volume fraction in the mixture 


increases to about 50 percent in volume content. The damping 


coeficients decrease rapidly for mixtures with larger air concen- 


trations. The unexpected increase in direct damping coeficients 


indicates the complexity of the SFD bubbly flow field and war- 


rants further experimental verification. 


KEY WORDS 


Squeeze-flim Lubrication; Dampers; Bearings 


INTRODUCTION 
Presented at the 54th Annual Meeting Experimental identification of linearized bearing parameters, 


Las Vegas, Nevada 
M~~ 23-27, ,999 namely stiffness and damping force coefficients, is of importance 


Final manuscript approved March 24, 1999 to verify the rotordynamic performance of actual fluid film bear- 


NOMENCLATURE 


= matrix of coefficients for error equation [2nN,3n] 
= SFD nominal radial clearance [0.290 mm] 
= matrix of damping coefficients [nxn] 
= equivalent damping coefficients of SFD-rotor system 


[Nseclm] 
= shaft diameter [9.5 mm] 
=journal diameter [50.8 mm] 
= error matrix [n,nl 
= extended error matrix [2nN,n] 
= forcing vector [n] 
= DFT of the force vector f [n] 
= flexibility matrix [n,n] 
= impedance matrix [n,n] 
= imaginary unit [d-I] 
= identity matrix [n,n] 
= extended identity matrix [2nN.n] 
= indexes for degrees of freedom [ = I  ,2,...n] 


k = frequency index 
K = matrix of stiffness coefficients [n,n] 


Kc = equivalent stiffness coefficients of SFD-rotor system [Nlm] 
I = shaft length [304.8 mm] 
L =journal length [25.4 mm] 
177 = iteration counter for IVF method 
M = matrix of inertia coefficients [n,n] 


My = equivalent inertia coefficients of SFD-rotor system [kg] 
n = number of degrees of freedom of the system 
N = number of frequencies considered for identification range 
t = time [sec] 
W = weight matrix for IV method [2nN,3n] 
x = displacements (state) vector [n] 
X = DFT of the displacement vector x In] 


X, Y = horizontal and vertical coordinates, respectively 


P = fluid viscosity [Pa.s] 
o = frequency [radls] 
0 = zero (null) matrix [n,n] 
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ing clcmcnts and to validate (and calibrate) predictive tools for 
computation of bearing and seal dynamic forced responses. The 
ultimatc goal is to provide reliable data bases from which to deter- 
minc thc confidence of bearing andlor seal operation under both 
normal dcsign conditions and extreme environments due to 
unforcscen cvcnts. In addition, even advanced analytical models 
arc vcry limited or non-existing for certain bearing and seal con- 
figurntions and with stringent particular operating conditions, and 
thus cxpcrimcntal measurements of actual bearing force coeffi- 
cicnts constitute the only option available to generate engineering 
rcsults of interest. Squeeze film dampers operating with air 
cntruinmcnt are but an example of the many applications where 
systmatic experimentation becomes mandatory. 


The cstilnation of bearing and seal rotordynamic force coeffi- 
cicnts has bccn traditionally based on time domain response pro- 
ccdurcs (I). However, these techniques are limited in their scope, 
use only :I liniited amount of the recorded information, and often 
provide poor results with marginal confidence levels (2). Modem 
bcaring parameter identification techniques are based on frequen- 
cy domain procedures, where dynamic force coefficients are esti- 
mated from transfer functions of measured displacements (veloc- 
ities and accelcrations as well) due to external loads of a pre- 
scribed time varying structure. The frequency domain methods 
tokc ndvantagc of high speed computing and processors, thus pro- 
ducing cstimntcs of system parameters in real time and at a frac- 
tion of the cost (and effort) prevalent with cumbersome time 
domain techniques (3)-(5). 


'This papcr presents a frequency domain method for identifica- 
tion of linearized bearing force coefficients from test fluid film 
bearing clcmcnts. The technique, a variation of a least square esti- 
t nut or, is bascd on the Instrumental Variable Filter (IVF) Method 
with the capability to automatically reduce the noise inherent in 
any measurement and to provide reliable bearing force coeffi- 
cicnts within a frequency range. The analysis introduces the equa- 
tions of motion for the test system and the measurement of time 
domain rcsponses. The description follows with the transforma- 
tion ofdisplc~ce~nent and load dynamic responses to the frequency 
domain, and the implementation of the procedure for error mini- 
~nization and curve fitting of the (outputlinput) transfer functions 
over n selcctcd frequency range. 


Thc identification liicthod is applied to the estimation of sys- 
tcm force cocfficients /KiJ, CiJ, M,, / ,J=x,u for a small test rotor sup- 
ported on a squeeze film damper (SFD). Calibrated impact guns 
cxcite the rotor in two radial planes (X,  Y) and the rotor displace- 
nlcnts are recorded for a multiple sequence of impacts. The SFD 
operates with an air in oil (bubbly) mixture to simulate prevalent 
operating conditions with air entrainment (6). The identification 
proccdurc also renders dry, i.e. without lubricant, structural force 
cocfficients. 


INSTRLIMENTAL VARIABLE PARAMETER 
IDENTIFICATION TECHNIQUE 


Consider n n-degree of freedom linear mechanical system gov- 
cmcd by thc following system of differential equations. 


where4,) and x(,, represent the external forcing function and sys- 
tem displacements, respectively. The ( 9 )  denotes differentiation 
with respect to time. The square matrices M, K and C contain the 
generalized mass, stiffness and damping force coefficients repre- 
senting the parameters of the system. The objective of the identi- 
fication procedure is to determine the system force coefficients 
from measurements of the system dynamic response due to 
applied external loads. The governing equations can be written in 
the frequency domain as 


where Xf,) and Ff,, are the discrete Fourier transforms ( D m )  of 
the time varying forces and displacements,&,, and x(,,, respective- 
ly. The impedance of the system is generally defined as 


The n2 impedance coefficients {"~I i . i= i  ..., are complex algebra- 
ic functions of the excitation frequency ( o ) .  However, the system 


2 of Eq. [2] provides n equations for n unknowns. A n-DOF 
(Degrees Of Freedom) system has n-linearly independent modes 
of vibration. Thus, n-linearly independent excitations ( f l / i= , . , .n  
should lead to n-linearly independent responses /y/i=,,.,n, hence 
rendering n-linearly independent systems of equations of the form 
Eq. [2] for any given excitation frequency. The selection of the set 
of force excitations depends fundamentally on the structure and 
constraints of the system. A typical method consists of exciting the 
system at the location of each degree of freedom, one at the time 
. Note that this procedure when canned out with static loads leads 
naturally to the determination of the system flexibilities, i.e. the 
influence coefficient method. However, any combination of forc- 
ing functions is appropriate as long as the n-forces are linearly 
independent. 


The n-systems of Eq. [2] representing the independent meas- 
urements can be regrouped in the following form, 


and the system impedance coefficients at the frequency of interest 
can be computed from 


The definition of the impedance coefficients, Eq. [3], renders a 
quadratic relationship in frequency. To identify the force coeffi- 
cients it is sufficient, in principle, to obtain the impedance coeffi- 
cients at three different and well spaced frequencies and then use 
some curve-fit procedure to extract the force coefficients (Mid' C i2  
Kij)ij , , ,2,, . , , ,  Note that the model assumes the force coefficients or 
system parameters are constants independent of frequency. In the 
following, the basic issues related to the selection of appropriate 
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test frequencies are discussed. 
In a linear system excited by a sustained time varying force, 


the system response has the same frequency content as the exter- 
nal excitation as long as the transient motions not due to the exter- 
nal force have died out. Therefore, in an ideal case only pure-tone 
forced excitations are required, and response measurements con- 
ducted at only three different excitation frequencies should be suf- 
ficient to fully determine the system physical parameters. In prac- 
tice, however, measurements of forces and displacements contain 
noise that affects greatly the desired results. In some other cases, 
the objective is to find linearized force coefficients that represent 
the behavior of a certain non-linear system over a frequency 
range. In both circumstances, whether dealing with measurement 
noise or localized system linearization, the identification proce- 
dure leads to a problem where the minimization of errors is of 
importance. 


Instead of working with the minimum amount of frequencies 
needed, it is best to obtain measurements for a whole set of fre- 
quencies within a range of interest. However, an increased cost 
(and time) in the experimental procedure is the natural conse- 
quence if the measurements are conducted with a pure tone force 
excitation for every frequency of interest. Therefore, other forms 
of force excitations must be sought. The two excitations most 
commonly used are the impact load and the multi-harmonic force, 
though the sweep sine force is also often employed (7). 


The fundamental idea is to excite the system with a wide-band- 
spcctrum force which will result in a wide-band system frequency 
response. The application of the DIT to the measured forces and 
displacements leads to discrete algebraic equations in the fre- 
quency domain and at the selected, say N, frequencies within the 
range of interest. The kIh impedance coefficients at the frequency 
( a , )  could then be found from: 


From here on, several paths could be followed to determine the 
2 3n parameters (Mi,? Cis  Ki , j ) i j  ,,,z,. , , , ,t  from the n2 impedance coef- 


ficients, (&J)~.).I.Z. ." as functions of the excitation frequency. The 
most direct and most commonly used procedure consists of per- 
forming independent least-squares curve fittings to the real and 
imaginary pants of each component of the impedance matrix _H 


over a range of frequencies. This procedure takes advantage of the 
fact that each system coefficient, (Mi,,, Cis K i j ) ,  appears only in 
one impedance term making the polynomial curve fit (quadratic 
for the real part and linear for the imaginary part) independent of 
each other. 


However, the direct least-squares curve fit of the system 
impedances is highly sensitive to the level of the inherent noise in 
the measurements and to the selection of the frequency range for 


where f;k represents the measured flexibility matrix, defined as the 
inverse of the impedance d,  Eq. [6], at the frequency wk. _H in the 
equation above corresponds to the estimated system impedance as 
defined by Eq. [3]. i? is the matrix of errors due to the approxi- 
mation. In this formulation, the flexibility coefficients work as 
weight functions of the errors in the minimization procedure. 
Whenever the flexibility coefficients are large, the error is also 
penalized by a larger value. As a result, the minimization proce- 
dure will become better in the neighborhood of the system reso- 
nances (natural frequencies) where the dynamic flexibilities are 


2 maximums (i.e., null dynamic stiffness, K - w  M). That is, the 
measurements containing resonance regions will have more 
weight on the fitted system parameters. This result is of impor- 
tance since forcing functions exciting the system resonances are 
more reliable since this is more sensitive at those frequencies, and 
the measurements are accomplished with larger signal to noise 
ratios. In addition, it is precisely around the resonant frequencies 
where all the physical parameters (mass, damping and stiffness) 
most affect appreciably the system response. For "too low" fre- 
quencies the important parameter is the stiffness, while for "too 
high" frequencies the inertia dominates the response. Only near 
the resonance do all'three parameters have an important effect on 
the system response. Therefore, it is more convenient to minimize 
the approximation errors using Eq. [7] rather than directly curve 
fitting the impedances. However, this last procedure could be 
rather intricate. The approximation functions on the left-hand-side 
of Eq. [7] are no longer independent of each other since all the 
parameters appear in all of them. This difficulty is easily over- 
come by rearranging the impedance definition Eq. [3] to the form 


Substituting the definition Eq. [8] into Eq. [7] and separating 
into real and imaginary parts gives 


Stacking the equations for the N discrete frequencies at which 
the identification procedure is to be performed renders 


where 


thc approximation (8). A more robust method is achieved based on 
the following identity (4) 







Fritzen (3) ititroduces the elegant Instrumental Variable Filter 
Method (IVF) to compute the system coefficients that minimize 
thc Euclidean ( L ~ )  norm of the global error matrix z. This proce- 
dure was originally developed to estimate parameters in econom- 
ctry problems. Massmann and Nordmann (4) have applied the 
method to fluid film seal elements. The IFV method proposes a 
solu~ion of the form 


The wcight matrix W  is chosen to have the same form as A,  see 
Eq. 1101, but it colisists of the analytical flexibilities rather than 
thc mcasured ones, i.e., 


whcrc 


A first iteration (t~l=l) is performed with W  = A, which corre- 
sponds to thc standard least-squares solution of the problem in Eq. 
[ 101. Then Eq. 1 I I 1 is applied iteratively until a given convergence 
criterion is satisfied. This criterion can be conveniently chosen 
clepending on the desired results. For example, the square sum- 
~nntion of the differences between the parameters at iterat~on m 
atid (111-I) can be required to be less than a certain value, i.e. lim- 
iting thc Euclide;ui norm of the error. Alternatively, it can be 
rcquired that the largest difference be less than the largest accept- 
nblc error, i.e. limiting the L, norm of the error. Bifferent toler- 
nnccs to each variable could also be asserted depending on their 
physical units and significance. It is clear that the substitution of 
W  for thc discrete measured flexibility A  (which also contains 
tioise) improves the prediction of the system parameters. Note that 
the product A ~ A  amplifies the noisy components and adds them. 


Therefore, even if the noise has a zero mean value, the addition of 
its squares becomes positive resulting in a bias error. On the other 
hand, W does not have components correlated to the measurement 
noise. That is, no bias error is kept in the product W ~ A .  
Consequently, the approximation to the system parameters is 
improved. 


An example of the application of the IVF parameter identifica- 
tion method to a simple laboratory rotor-bearing system follows. 
Ransom, et al. (9) provides a successful application for the identi- 
fication of force coefficients in multiple-pocket gas damper seals. 


SFDs AND AIR ENTRAINMENT 


Squeeze film dampers (SFDs) are effective means to introduce 
damping to rotor-bearing systems thus reducing vibration ampli- 
tudes at critical speeds and improving system stability. A SFD is a 
type of hydrodynamic bearing in which a non-rotating journal 
whirls with the shaft and squeezes a thin film of lubricant that sur- 
rounds it. The squeezing action generates hydrodynamic pressures 
yielding a force that opposes the journal motion and provides the 
desired damping. Generally, SFDs operate with low levels of 
external pressurization and are open to ambient on the sides. 
Under these conditions, the cyclic squeezing in and out of the oil 
results in the entrapment of external air and leads to the formation 
of a bubbly (foam-like) mixture of air and oil within the film (lo), 
(11). The mixture has different material properties than the pure 
lubricant, and consequently i t  affects considerably the dynamic 
force performance of the SFD. Zeidan, et al. (12) estimate damp- 
ing coefficient losses as large as 75 percent of the value predicted 
for operation with pure oil. 


The phenomenon of air entrainment is readily acknowledged 
to be the main obstacle for the reliable prediction of SFD dynam- 
ic forces (13). Yet no accurate measurements correlating the vis- 
cous damping coefficients to the amount of entrained air are avail- 
able. The lack of firm (quantifiable) experimental evidence pre- 
vents further advances in the theoretical formulation of SFD flows 


(141, (15). 


EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY 


Figure 1 shows a section of the test rig and the instrumentation 
setup for force and displacements measurement. The shaft of 
length 305 mm (12") and diameter 9.5 mm (318") is supported by 
a bronze bushing at the drive end and by a squeeze film damper at 
the rotor midspan. The squeeze film damper consists of a steel 
journal of diameter (D) and length (L) equal to 50.8 rnm and 25.4 
mm, respectively, and a Plexiglas transparent housing. The 
damper radial clearance (c) is 0.29 mm ( 1  1.4 mils). Four flexible 
rods compose the squirrel cage that supports the damper journal. 
A ball bearing inside the SFD journal forces the shaft and the jour- 
nal to whirl together while allowing the shaft to rotate. A flexible 
coupling transmits torque from the DC drive motor but isolates 
lateral vibration. A massive disk is mounted on the free end of the 
shaft to provide inertia and a location to install imbalance masses. 


Two eddy current proximity sensors measuring horizontal and 
vertical shaft displacements are installed at (L,) 213 mm and (Lr) 
254 mm from the rotor drive end, respectively. The SFD and disk 
centers are located at (Ls,) 15 1 mm and (LD) 274 mrn from the 
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Flg. 1-Test rig &Ion and Instrumentation. 


rotor drive end, respectivety. The bushing stiffness is larger than 
the SFQ elastic support stiffness, and thus the rotor pivots about 
the bushing location for rotor speeds below 6000 prn as shown in 
Fig. 2. For the range of frequencies of interest, the rotor can be 
considered as an equivalent point mass system with two degrees 
of freedom in the lateral directions (X, Y). 


A controlled mixture of air and IS0 VG 2 oil flows to the SFD 
through a small hole located at 'the top of the bearing housing. The 
viscosity (p) of the pure lubricant is 2.25 centipoise at a tempera- 
ture of 3WC. The lubricant exits the test section through both 
sides of the damper which are open to ambient. The mixture is 
generated in n sparget element installed at the connection of the 
air and oil lines. The proportions of air and oil are accurately reg- 
dated with valves on each feed line. The air volume fraction is 
computed as the ratio of measured air volumetric flow rate to total 
(air + oil) volumetric flow rate. 


An instrwrnented impact gun excites the rotor shaft at the loca- 
tion of the SED. A support allows installation of the impact gun 
for excitations in the horizontal and vertical directions. An 
board and computer record the time traces of the impact force and 
the shaft lateral displacements simultaneously at a rate of 6300 
samples per second for I .2 seconds. All tests are performed with- 
out rotor spinning. 


EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 


The rotor is carefully centered within the damper clearance 
and the valves in the oil and air feed lines are set to the desired 
mixture composition. The air and oil flow rates as well as the val- 
ues of supply pressures and temperature are recorded for the com- 
putation of the air volume fraction. The system fundamental nat- 
ural: frequencies, measured by impact tests under dry conditions, 
are equal to 28.4 Hz and 30.1 Hz in the horizontal and vertical 
directions, respectively. The difference is due to asymmetry in the 
squirrel cage stiffness as demonstrated earlier by static load meas- 
urements of the system flexibility (15). 


The test system has two DOF (n=2). Thus, two independent 
excitations are required to compute all four coefficients of the 
impedance matrix H .  Impact loads in the horizontal (X) and verti- 


1- - -  274 mrn -- .- *J 


I* 254 mrn 


1,- 213 mrn 
I 151 rnm 


Flg. 2--Conical mode shape of the rotor 


cal (Y) directions are sufficient to perform the identification pro- 


cedure. Eight impacts are exerted on each direction for every mix- 
ture condition, and the time traces of forces and displacements are 
stored. The impact forces are applied at the SFD journal and the 
shaft displacements are measured near the end disk. Equivalent X 
and Y displacements at the SFD location are computed using the 
conical mode of motion with a pivot at the bushing as depicted in 
Fig. 2. A DFT transform is applied to the dynamic displacements 
and loads, and the resulting spectra are regrouped into eight sets, 
each one containing the data frorn the X and Y impacts. Equation 
[6] is then employed to compute the impedance elements (H& 
HXp _Hw &) for each data set at the discrete values of frequen- 
cy. Then, the eight discrete functions corresponding to each 
impedance crsefficient are averaged to render a single frequency 
function in which the noise not related to the load excitation is 
reduced. Note that using the average of the impedance andor flex- 
ibility (transfer) functions, instead of computing the transfer func- 
tion from frequency averaged responses and excitations, elimi- 
nates the requirement for repetitive excitations thus allowing for 
the use of hand-held impact hammers or the combination of dif- 
ferent types of excitations. Figure 3 shows typical time variations 
of the applied force and displacement responses, and their corre- 
sponding DFTs for one case of impact excitation in the X direc- 
tion. The measurements include a shon pre-trigger and contain the 
full span of the transient motions, thus avoiding "leaking" effects 
on the DFT transforms. Figure 3 also shows the excitation to have 
a wide-band spectmm that corers the whole range of frequencies 
of interest. 


The IVF parameter identification method, Eq. [ I  11, is applied 
to the averaged flexibilities over a selected range of frequencies 
around the fundamental naturaI frequency of  the system. In this 
case, the selected range goes frorn 8.1 Hz to 48.8 HZ and includes 
the peak response (resonance) region. The process is repeated for 
six different lubricant mixture compositions ranging from pure oil 
to 100 percent air. The IVF identification process renders esti- 
mates for the system force cmfficients (Mtf CV and Kil)iJ=X,Y as 
functions of the air volume content in the mixture. These are 


equivalent system parameters referred to the location of the SFD 
middle plane. 
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Fig. 3-Typical impact excltatlon in the X direction and response dis- 
placements (X and Y) in time and frequency domains. 
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Flg. 4-Measured and approxlmated system flexibilities. Air volume 
fraction = 8.6%. 


TEST RESULTS 


Figurc 4 depicts with symbols the flexibilities (E,,,),J=x,,meas- 
ured for an airloil mixture volume content of 8.6 percent as a func- 
tion of the excitation frequency. The continuous lines represent 
thc flcxibilities calculated with the estimated system parameters. 
Thc experimental values represent the averages from multiple 
impacts iIS discussed before. Note that the cross-coupled flexibil- 
ities arc ot least one order of magnitude lower than the direct sys- 
tem flexibilities. Correlations between the measurements and the 
analytical (curve fit) functions are computed for each direct and 
cross-coupled flexibilities to provide a measure of the goodness of 
the approximation. All correlations range between 94 percent and 
98 percent demonstrating the effectiveness of the IVF method. 
Furthcrmore, the coherence of the direct displacements to the 
cxcrted loads shows values near unity for the range of frequencies 
considered. 


Figures 5 through 7 depict the estimated dynamic force coeffi- 
cients acting at the damper location. The values for an air volume 
fraction of one, i.e. pure air or "dry" condition, represent solely 
the effect of the support structure and rotor inertia without any 
influence of the squeeze film. These coefficients, identified earli- 
er by other means, serve to validate the dynamic measurement 
proccss and identification method. The direct inertia coefficients 


Air v d m  fraction 


Fig. 5-Equivalent inertia coefficients us. air volume fraction. 


Fig. &Equivalent stiffness coefficients vs. air volume fraction. 


Fig. 7-Equivalent damping coefficients us. air volume fraction. 


are determined by weighing the shaft, disk and journal and using 
simple geometrical relations to evaluate the equivalent inertia at 
the SFD location. The value calculated by this procedure is 4.02 
kg, and somewhat lower than the magnitudes identified from the 
dynamic response tests. The direct stiffness of the elastic damper 
support in the horizontal direction (Kxx) is determined by apply- 
ing static loads with a dynamometer and recording displacements 
with a dial gauge indicator, The measured value is Kx, = I S 0  
kN/m. The equivalent structural damping is estimated from the 
logarithmic decrement of the dynamic response to an impact. The 
direct damping coefficient for no lubricant is estimated as 22.3 
N.slm. 


Figure 5 shows the direct and cross-coupled inertia coeffi- 
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cients estimated by the IVF method as a function of the mixture 
air volume fraction. At a volume fraction of one, i.e., pure air, the 
IVF method confirms the estimations of mass coefficients per- 
formed by weighing the parts. The results also show that no sig- 
nificant fluid inertia is introduced by the SFD since the system 
direct inertia coefficients (M,, MYY) remain invariant when oil 
flows through the damper lands. The cross-coupled inertia coeffi- 
cients (Mx, Myx) are nearly null in all test cases. 


The estimated IVF stiffness coefficients (Kii),ij=x,y are depict- 
ed in Fig. 6 for air volume fractions ranging from zero (pure oil) 
to one (pure air). The measurements for the "dry" condition con- 
firm the static measurements of the structure characteristics. No 
appreciable change is observed in any of the stiffness coefficients 
(direct or cross-coupled) when oil is fed to the damper. The cross- 
coupled stiffnesses are nearly zero, though definitely negative in 
all tests. The vertical direct stiffness is slightly larger than the hor- 
izontal one, which agrees with the higher natural frequency meas- 
ured in the vertical direction. 


The average values and maximum percent variation for the 
stiffness and inertia force coefficients are: 


Figure 7 depicts the variation of the system damping coeffi- 
cients (Cii]ij=x, as the air volume content in the mixture increas- 
es. The measurements of the "dry" direct damping coefficients 
coincide with the preliminary tests based on the system logarith- 
mic decrement. Predicted values of the SFD damping coefficients 
for the pure oil condition, centered journal and a full film extent 
are equal to (17) 


These values are very close to the identified viscous damping 
coefficients. The estimated test cross-coupled damping coeffi- 
cients are rather small, most likely within the uncertainty of the 
measurements. As expected, the direct damping coefficients (C, 
Cyy) vary significantly with the airtoil mixture composition. 
However, contrary to expected results, the direct damping coeffi- 
cients increase steadily as the air volume fraction rises to a mix- 
ture with 50 percent air content. For larger concentrations of 


squeeze film pressures or the overall damping coefficients. It may 
also be possible that, since the SFD is open to ambient on both 
sides, the air in the mixture is expelled from the film earlier than 
the oil, thus resulting in a lubricant with a lower air content than 
the one measured in the supplied mixture. 


Diaz and San Andres (8), (14), (15) detail measurements of 
damping coefficients in a SFD performing sustained circular cen- 
tered orbital motions at various whirl frequencies. In these exper- 
iments, the SFD force coefficients steadily decrease as the air con- 
tent increases in the lubricant mixture. These references reveal the 
complexity in the structure of bubbly flow fields and their effects 
on SFD force performance. 


CONCLUSIONS 


The instrumental variable filter (IVF) method proves a reliable 
tool for the identification of bearing force coefficients. The gener- 
al formulation presented easily allows for extension of the method 
to account for support flexibility or even shaft flexibility when the 
equations of motion of a system need to be established experi- 
mentally. Application of the IVF renders the inertia, stiffness, and 
damping matrices of a linear system according to the selected 
degrees of freedom. However, the selection of the appropriate 
degrees of freedom is not always evident, thus representing the 
most critical pant of the parameter identification process. The 
excitation force employed is also an important factor. Many 
options are available, but the impact force stands out because of 
the ease of its implementation and its wide frequency spectrum. 


The IVF method is applied to the identification of system force 
coefficients in a small test rotor supported on a squeeze film 
damper (SFD) lubricated with a mixture of air in oil. The meas- 
urements show that the SFD does not introduce any significant 
amount of stiffness or inertia to the structural system. The cross- 
coupled damping coefficients are also negligible in all test cases. 
A curious trend is unveiled for the direct damping coefficients 
(C, C,). Instead of a monotonic decrease for increasing air vol- 
ume fractions, the direct damping coefficients increase slightly up 
to a lubricant composition of about 50 percent air in volume, 
where they reach a maximum. Further increase of air content 
reduces the damping coefficients until they reach the "dry" damp- 
ing value for a pure air condition. The present results confirm that 
the amount of damping provided by a SFD is greatly affected by 
air entrainment. However, it is suspected that the increased vis- 
cosity for low air volume fractions will not be enough to produce 
an increment of the actual damping in an operating SFD with sus- 
tained whirl motions of significant amplitude and where the mix- 
ture compressibility effect is of utmost importance. 
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Articles


A Review of the Experimental Estimation of the Rotor 
Dynamic Parameters of Seals


R. Tiwari, S. Manikandan and S.K. Dwivedy


ABSTRACT—In this paper, we present a critical review of the
experimental estimation of the rotor dynamic parameters
(RDPs) of different types of seals. The main focus is on rotary
seals for high-speed and high-pressure applications. These
play an active role between the rotating and stationary parts
of turbomachinery to prevent working fluid leakage; however,
they can cause rotor instability. The main parameters that
govern the instability are the RDPs of seals. This review
includes a variety of rotary seals, a description of experimen-
tal rigs and measurement techniques, parameter estimation
procedures, and uncertainty analysis. Based on the state of
the art in the experimental estimation of the RDPs of seals,
conclusions are made and future directions are suggested. 


KEYWORDS: seals, rotor dynamic parameters, estimation
procedures, error analysis


1. Introduction


Seals are mainly used to reduce the leakage of working
and lubricating fluids through the interface between machine
parts. Some leakage is inevitable, and it results in axial fluid
velocities though the seal in the direction of the pressure
drop. The present-day requirements of critical sealing appli-
cations have a diverse range of operating condition require-
ments, such as (i) cryogenic temperature, (ii) hard vacuum,
(iii) ultra-clean systems, (iv) leakage control to 10–12 cc s–1,
(v) pressures over 100 bar, (vi) temperatures exceeding
800°C, (vii) hard-to-handle liquids and gases, (viii) high
pressure pulsations, and (ix) rotor speeds as high as 105 rpm.
These extreme conditions of seals are challenging tasks in
the space age aviation and aerospace industries.


The importance of calculations of rotor dynamic parame-
ters (RDPs)—rotordynamic (or dynamic) parameters are
also known as: seals force (or moment) coefficients; added-
mass, damping and stiffness coefficients; linearized rotordy-
namic parameters; dynamic impedances—of seals arose in
the late 1970s with regard to instability problems within the
operating speed range of compressors used in many indus-
tries and vibration problems related to high-pressure oxygen


turbopump of the space shuttle main engine. Seals in the
high-speed operations of turbomachines lead to instability.
The main factor that governs the instability is the RDPs of
seals. Although the importance of seal RDPs is generally
well recognized by the design engineer, it is often the case that
theoretical models available for predicting it are accurate
for very specific cases. Moreover, RDPs of seals are greatly
dependent on many physical and mechanical parameters,
such as lubricant and working fluid temperatures, pressure
drop, seal clearances, surface roughness and patterns, rotor
speeds, eccentricity, and misalignments, and these are diffi-
cult to obtain accurately in actual test conditions. It is for this
reason that designers of high-speed rotating machinery pre-
fer experimentally estimated values of RDPs of seals in their
calculations.


In this paper, a review has been made of the experimental
estimation methods of RDPs of seals with the main focus on
rotary seals. Table 1 contains a chronological list of source
material, with brief details, on the experimental estimation
of the RDPs of seals.


1.1. Classification of Seals


Seals are broadly classified as liquid and gas seals
according to the working fluid used in the system. The most
common working fluids are water, air, nitrogen, triflurobro-
momethane (CBrF3), liquid oxygen, liquid hydrogen, etc. In
addition, they can be categorized as static and dynamic
seals. Static seals are used where the two surfaces do not
move relative to one another. Gasket-type seals are static
seals (Figure 1). Dynamic seals are used where sealing takes


Figure 1.  Static seal (gasket).
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Table 1. A chronological summary of the literature on the experimental estimation of the RDPs of seals.


Reference Type of seals, 
working fluids and 


applications


Seal dimensions
(mm, wherever 


applicable)


Speeds (rpm), 
Reynolds numbers, 


pressures and 
pressure differences 


(bar)


Transducers, exciters and 
type of excitations


(parameter estimation 
domain)


Parameters 
estimated 


(uncertainty 
analysis)


Black and 
Jenssen 
(1969/70)


PAS*,


Water,
Centrifugal pumps.


L/D = 0.25, 0.5 and 1,
D = 50.8,
C = 0.272


ω = 8000,
Ra = 6000 – 20000, 
P = 17.2.


Disp. transducers,
Unbalance: Sinusoidal. 
(Time)


Stiffness
(UNR)


Falco et al. 
(1984)


PAS,
Water,
Centrifugal pumps.


L/D = 0.25, 0.75 and 
1.25, D = 160,
C = 0.18.


ω = 750 to 5000, 
∆P = 10 – 35. 


Disp. transducers,
Hydraulic shaker: 
Sinusoidal. (Freq.)


Stiffness and 
damping
(UNR)


Nordmann 
and 
Massmann 
(1984)


PAS,
Water,
Turbopumps.


L/D = 1.667,
D = 21,
C = 0.35.


ω = 6000,
Ra = 10530,
Rw = 2887, 
∆P = 2.23.


Disp. transducers 
(Inductive),
Impact hammer: 
Impulsive. (Freq.)


Mass, stiffness 
and damping
(UNR)


Kanki and 
Kawakami 
(1984)


PAS and SS,
Water,
Centrifugal pumps.


L/D = 0.2 and 1,
D = 200,
C = 0.5


ω = 2000,
∆P = 10. 


Disp. transducers,
Hydraulic shaker: 
Sinusoidal. (Freq.)


Mass, stiffness 
and damping
(UNR)


Childs and 
Kim (1985)


HDS and DDS
CBrF3,
HPOTP.


L/D = 0.491
D = 101.6,
C = 0.527.


ω = 7500,
∆P = 20. 


Disp. transducers (capaci-
tance) and pressure trans-
ducers (strain gage).
Eccentric rotor. (Freq.)


Mass, stiffness 
and damping
(UNR)


Childs and 
Dressman 
(1985)


TPAS,
Water,
Centrifugal pumps.


L/D = NA,
D = 101.6, C = 0.508 
(in) and 1.126 (out).


ω = 4152,
∆P = 10.


Disp. transducers (capaci-
tance) and pressure trans-
ducers (strain gage).
Eccentric rotor. (Freq.)


Stiffness and 
damping
(UNR)


Childs et al. 
(1986)


PAS, HS and LS,
Air,
HPOTP.


L/D = 0.327,
D = 152.8,
C = NA. 


ω = 8000,
P = 7.7.


Disp. transducers (eddy-
current), accelerometers and 
quartz load cells.
Hydraulic shaker: Sinusoi-
dal. (Freq.)


Stiffness and 
damping
(UNR)


Nelson et al. 
(1986)


TPAS,
Air,
Compressors. 


L/D = 0.333, D = 240,
C (in) = 0.737 and 
1.114, C (exit) = 
0.737. 


ω = 200 – 8000,
P = 1.7 – 7.2.


Disp. transducers (eddy-
current), accelerometers and 
quartz load cells.
Hydraulic shaker: Sinusoi-
dal. (Freq.)


Stiffness and 
damping
(UNR)


Childs and 
Kim
(1986)


RDS,
CBrF3,
Turbopumps.


L/D = 0.491,
D = 101.6,
C = 0.527, h = 0.102.


ω = 7600,
∆P = 25.


Disp. transducers (capaci-
tance) and pressure trans-
ducers (strain gage).
Eccentric rotor. (Freq.)


Mass, stiffness, 
and damping.
(UNR)


Childs and 
Scharrer 
(1986)


LS (TOS and 
TOR),
Air,
Turbopumps. 


L/D = 0.336, 
D = 151.36,
C = 0.406, h = 3.175.


ω = 8000,
P = 8.25.


Disp. transducers (eddy-
current), accelerometers and 
quartz load cells.
Hydraulic shaker: Sinusoidal. 
(Freq.)


Stiffness, 
damping and 
uncertainty. 


Childs and 
Garcia
(1987)


SDS,
CBrF3,
Turbopumps.


L/D = 0.491,
D = 101.6,
C = 0.527.


ω = 7600,
∆P = 25.


Disp. transducers (capaci-
tance) and pressure trans-
ducers (strain gage).
Eccentric rotor. (Freq.)


Mass, stiffness 
and damping.
(UNR)


Childs and 
Scharrer 
(1988)


LS (TOS and 
TOR), Air,
Turbopumps.


L/D = 0.35 and 0.336, 
D = 145 and 151.36, 
C = 0.3, 0.33, 0.4, 0.5 
and 0.55, h = 3.175.


ω = 16000,
P = 8.22.


Disp. transducers, acceler-
ometers and quartz load cells.
Hydraulic shaker: Sinusoi-
dal. (Freq.)


Stiffness, 
damping and 
uncertainty.


Hawkins
et al. (1989)


LR/HS,
Air,
Turbopumps. 


L/D = 0.35,
D = 145, C = 0.203, 
0.304 and 0.406.


ω = 16000,
P = 8.22.


Disp. transducers, acceler-
ometers and quartz load cells.
Hydraulic shaker: Sinusoi-
dal. (Freq.)


Stiffness, 
damping and 
uncertainty.
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Childs et al. 
(1989)


HS, LS and PAS,
Air,
HPOTP. 


L/D = 0.336, 
D = 151.36, C = 0.41, 
h = 0.74,1.47 and 
1.91, d = 0.51,0.79 
and 1.57.


ω = 16000,
P = 8.2.


Disp. transducers, acceler-
ometers and quartz load cells.
Hydraulic shaker: Sinusoi-
dal. (Freq.)


Stiffness, 
damping and 
uncertainty.


Elrod et al. 
(1989)


HS/SR,
Air,
Turbopumps. 


L/D = 0.336, 
D = 151.36, C = 0.41, 
h = 1.47 and 1.91, 
d = 0.51 and 1.57.


ω = 16000,
P = 8.2.


Disp. transducers, acceler-
ometers and quartz load cells.
Hydraulic shaker: Sinusoi-
dal. (Freq.)


Stiffness and 
damping.
(UNR)


Childs et al. 
(1990a)


HS,
Air,
Turbomachinery. 


L/D = 0.168, 
D = 302.8, C = 0.41, 
h = 3.18, w = 1.59, 
0.793 and 0.508.


ω = 16000,
P = 18.3.


Disp. transducers, acceler-
ometers and quartz load cells.
Hydraulic shaker: SSW. 
(Freq.)


Stiffness, 
damping and 
Uncertainty


Childs et al. 
(1990b)


HGS/SR,
CBrF3,
Turbomachinery.


L/D = 0.5,
D = 101.6,
C = 0.37, α = 0 – 70.


ω = 7200,
P = 40.


Disp. transducers (capaci-
tance) and pressure trans-
ducers (strain gage).
Eccentric rotor. (Freq.)


Stiffness and 
damping.
(UNR)


Childs et al. 
(1990c)


RDS,
CBrF3,
Turbomachinery.


L/D = 0.5,
D = 102,
C = 0.38.


ω = 7500,
Ra = (9 to 25) ×104,
∆P = 40.


Disp. transducers (capaci-
tance) and pressure trans-
ducers (strain gage).
Eccentric rotor. (Freq.)


Stiffness and 
damping.
(UNR)


Iwatsubo 
et al. (1990)


TDS,
Water,
Centrifugal pumps.


L/D = 0.5,
D = 70.35, C = 0.175, 
h = 0.5 and 0.3.


ω = 500 – 4500, 
 ∆P = 294 – 8.82.


Disp. transducers, pressure 
transducers and piezoelectric 
load cells.
Eccentric sleeves. (Freq.)


Stiffness and 
damping.
(UNR)


Childs and 
Ramsey 
(1991)


LR/HS with and 
without SB,
Air,
HPFTP.


L/D = NA,
D = 146.15,
C = 0.31.


ω = 16000,
P = 18.3.


Disp. transducers, acceler-
ometers and quartz load cells.
Hydraulic shaker: SSW. 
(Freq.)


Stiffness, 
damping and 
uncertainty.


Childs et al. 
(1991)


HS with SB,
Air,
HPOTP.


L/D = 0.172, 
D = 146.15, C = NA, 
w = 1.40, h = 3.81.


ω = 16000,
P = 18.3.


Disp. transducers, acceler-
ometers and quartz load cells.
Hydraulic shaker: SSW. 
(Freq.)


Stiffness, 
damping and 
uncertainty.


Childs and 
Kleynhans 
(1992)


HS, PAS and LS,
Air,
HPOTP.


L/D = 1/6,
D = 152.4,
C = 0.30.


ω = 16000,
P = 18.3 bar.


Disp. transducers, acceler-
ometers and quartz load cells.
Hydraulic shaker: SSW. 
(Freq.)


Stiffness, 
damping and 
uncertainty.


Kanemori 
and Iwat-
subo (1992)


LPAS,
Water,
Centrifugal pumps.


L/D = 3,
D = 80,
C = 0.394


ω = 3000,
P = 15.


Disp. transducers (eddy-cur-
rent), pressure transducers 
(strain-gage) and piezoelec-
tric load cells.
Eccentric sleeves. (Freq.)


Mass, stiffness, 
damping, 
moment coeffi-
cients and 
uncertainty.


Brown and 
Ismail
(1992)


LPAS,
Water,
Centrifugal pumps. 


L/D = 0.995,
D = 100.5,
C = 0.25


ω = 1600,
∆P = 15.7.


Disp. transducers, acceler-
ometers and load cells.
Hydraulic servo-actuators: 
MFSW. (Time)


Mass, stiffness, 
damping and 
uncertainty.


Conner and 
Childs
(1993)


BS,
Air
Turbomachinery


L/D = NA,
D = 129.4,
C = NA.


ω = 5000 – 16000,
P = 7.9 – 18.3.


Disp. transducers,, load cells. 
Hydraulic shakers: SSW. 
(Freq.)


Stiffness and 
damping.
(UNR)


Kim and Lee 
(1994)


ASIS, PAS and 
HDS, Water,
HPOTP. 


L/D = 0.491,
D = 101.6,
C = 0.2, h = 0.102


ω = 6000,
P = 10.


Disp. transducers (eddy-cur-
rent),
Impact hammer: Impulsive. 
(Freq.)


Stiffness, 
damping and 
uncertainty.


Table 1. A chronological summary of the literature on the experimental estimation of the RDPs of seals.


Reference Type of seals, 
working fluids and 


applications


Seal dimensions
(mm, wherever 


applicable)


Speeds (rpm), 
Reynolds numbers, 


pressures and 
pressure differences 


(bar)


Transducers, exciters and 
type of excitations


(parameter estimation 
domain)


Parameters 
estimated 


(uncertainty 
analysis)
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Ha and 
Childs 
(1994) 


HS,
Air,
HPOTP.


L/D = 1/6,
D = 152.4, C = 0.41, 
w = 0.79, h = 2.29


ω = 16000,
P = 18.3.


Disp. transducers, 
accelerometers and quartz 
load cells.
Hydraulic shaker: Sinusoidal. 
(Freq.)


Stiffness and 
damping.
(UNR)


Brown and 
Ismail
(1994)


LPAS,
Water,
Centrifugal pumps.


L/D = NA,
D = 100,
C = 0.25


ω = 3000,
Ra = 5000,
Rw = 12120, 
P = 15.6. 


Disp. transducers, acceler-
ometers and load cells. 
Hydraulic actuator: MFSW. 
(Time) 


Stiffness and 
damping.
(UNR)


Alexander 
et al. (1995)


PAS,
Air,
Turbomachinery.


L/D = 0.334,
D = 152,
C = 0.41, α = 0 – 0.5. 


ω = 16000,
P = 14.8.


Disp. transducers, acceler-
ometers and quartz load cells.
Hydraulic shaker: PRW. 
(Freq.)


Stiffness, 
damping and 
uncertainty.


Ismail and 
Brown
(1996)


LPAS,
Water,
Centrifugal pumps.


L/D = 1,
D = 100,
C = 0.25.


ω = 3000,
P = 15.


Disp. transducers, acceler-
ometers and load cells.
Hydraulic actuator: MFSW. 
(Time) 


Stiffness and 
damping.
(UNR)


Brown et al. 
(1996)


PAS and JB,
Water,
Turbomachinery. 


L/D = 1,
D = 100,
C = 0.25.


ω = 3000,
Ra = 5000,
Rw = 12075, P = 15. 


Disp. transducers, acceler-
ometers and load cells.
Hydraulic actuator: MFSW. 
(Time) 


Stiffness and 
damping.
(UNR)


Childs and 
Gansle
(1996)


HGAS and HS,
Air,
Turbomachinery.


L/D = 0.333,
D = 152.4,
C = 0.229 and 0.305,
α = 0, 15, 30.


ω = 5000 – 16000,
P = 17.


Disp. transducers, acceler-
ometers and quartz load 
cells.
Hydraulic shaker: Sinusoi-
dal. (Freq.)


Stiffness, 
damping and 
uncertainty.


Vance and 
Li
(1996)


TAMSeal and LS 
(TOS),
Air,
Turbomachinery.


L/D = NA,
D = 101.6,
C = 0.102 and 0.203


ω = 6000,
P = 4.4.


Disp. transducers.
Unbalance: Sinusoidal. 
(Freq.)


Stiffness and 
damping.
(UNR)


Marquette 
et al. (1997)


PAS,
Water,
Pumps. 


L/D = 0.45,
D = 77.62,
C = 0.11, α = 0 – 0.5


ω = 10200 – 24600, 
P = 41.4 – 68.9.


Disp. transducers, acceler-
ometers and load cells.
Hydraulic shaker: PRW. 
(Freq.)


Stiffness and 
damping.
(UNR)


Kaneko 
et al.
(1998)


PASP,
Water,
Centrifugal pumps. 


L/D = 0.98,
D = 71.505,
C = 0.063 and 0.065


ω = 600 – 3000,
Ra = 125 – 580,
Rw = 0 – 700,
P = 29.4 to 92.5.


Disp. transducers (eddy-
current), pressure transduc-
ers (strain-gage) and piezoe-
lectric load cells.
Eccentric sleeves. (Freq.)


Mass, stiffness, 
damping and 
uncertainty.


Ismail and 
Brown
(1998)


LPAS ,
Water,
Centrifugal pumps. 


L/D = 1,
D = 100,
C = 0.25


ω = 720 – 3000,
Ra = 6900 – 12100,
Rw = 1200 – 6000,
P = 17. 


Disp. transducers, acceler-
ometers and load cells.
Hydraulic actuator: MFSW. 
(Time) 


Mass, stiffness 
and damping.
(UNR)


Childs and 
Fayolle
(1999)


HDS,
Water,
HPFTP. 


L/D = 0.456,
D = 76.5,
C = 0.1 and 0.12


ω = 24600,
P = 68. 


Disp. transducers, acceler-
ometers and load cells.
Hydraulic shaker: PRW. 
(Freq.)


Mass, stiffness, 
damping and 
uncertainty.


Darden 
et al. (1999)


PAS,
Water,
SSME


L/D = 0.5,
D = 92.51,
C = 0.533


ω = 20000,
R = 90000,
P = 138, ∆P = 93.1


Disp. transducers (Inductive), 
accelerometers and piezoe-
lectric load cells.
Electrodynamic shaker: 
Band-limited random excita-
tion (Freq.)


Stiffness, 
damping and 
uncertainty.


Table 1. A chronological summary of the literature on the experimental estimation of the RDPs of seals.
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Li et al. 
(1999b)


MPGDS,
Air,
Turbomachinery. 


L/D = 0.275,
D = 127,
C = 0.127 – 0.254


ω = 0 – 3000,
P = 1.01 – 2.03.


Disp. transducers (eddy-
current), pressure sensors 
(strain-gage) and 
accelerometer.
Impact hammer: Impulsive. 
(Freq.)


Stiffness and 
damping.
(UNR)


Soto and 
Childs 
(1999)


HS and LS,
Air,
Compressor.


L/D = 0.5,
D = 129.79,
C = 0.22.


ω = 4680 – 16500,
P = 4 to 13.7.


Disp. transducers (eddy-cur-
rent), accelerometers and 
quartz load cells.
Hydraulic shaker: Sinusoi-
dal. (Freq.)


Stiffness and 
damping.
(UNR)


Ransom 
et al.
(1999)


FPGDS and TBLS,
Air,
Turbomachinery. 


L/D = 0.32,
D = 127,
C = 0.127 – 0.254.


ω = 3000,
P = 1 to 3.


Disp. transducers (eddy-
current), pressure sensors 
(strain-gage) and 
accelerometer.
Impact gun: Impulsive. 
(Freq.)


Stiffness and 
damping.
(UNR)


Li et al. 
(2000)


MBPGDS,
Air,
Turbomachinery. 


L/D = 0.25,
D = 127,
C = 0.127 (inlet) and 
0.254 (exit), 


ω = 0 – 6000,
P = 1.52 to 2.53.


Disp. transducers (eddy-
current), pressure sensors 
(strain-gage) and accelerom-
eter.
Impact hammer: Impulsive. 
(Freq.)


Stiffness and 
damping.
(UNR)


Lindsey and 
Childs
(2000) 


TPAS,
Water,
Centrifugal pumps. 


L/D = 0.17, D = 76.2,
C(inlet) = 0.076, 0.097 
and 0.137. 
C(exit) = 0.137, 0.097 
and 0.076.


ω = 10200 – 24600, 
∆P = 13.4 to 34.5.


Disp. transducers (eddy-
current), accelerometers and 
load cells.
Hydraulic shaker: PRW. 
(Freq.)


Mass, stiffness, 
damping and 
uncertainty.


Laos et al. 
(2000)


BHS, PDS and BS,
Air,
Turbomachinery.


L/D = 0.5,
D = 101.6,
C = 0.102.


ω = 2000,
P = 7.1 bar.


Disp. transducers, Electro-
magnetic shaker: Periodic 
Chirp. (Freq.)


Damping and 
uncertainty.


Kwanka 
(2000)


SLS and LS (TOS),
Air,
Turbomachinery. 


L/D = 0.306,
D = 196,
C = 0.5.


ω = 15000,
∆P = 3 bar.


Disp. transducers and forces 
measured by magnetic 
bearings.
Eccentric rotor. (Freq.)


Stiffness and 
damping.
(UNR)


Kwanka 
(2001)


SR/HS and LR/HS 
(with or without 
SB),
Air, Turbomachin-
ery. 


L/D = NA,
D = 180, C = 0.5, w = 
0.8, p = 4, h = 3.75. 


ω = 15000,
∆P = 3 bar.


Disp. transducers and forces 
measured by magnetic bear-
ings.
Eccentric rotor. (Freq.)


Stiffness, 
damping and 
uncertainty.


Wagner 
(2001)


LS, SLS and HS,
Nitrogen gas,
Centrifugal com-
pressor. 


L/D = NA,
D = NA,
C = 0.5.


ω = 10025,
P = 250.


Disp. transducers and forces 
measured by magnetic 
bearings.
Eccentric rotor. (Freq.)


Stiffness and 
damping.
(UNR)


Nielsen 
et al. (2001)


LR/HS with two SB,
Air,
HPFTP. 


L/D = NA,
D = 143.2,
C = 0.51. 


ω = 5000 – 16000,
P = 18.3.


Disp. transducers, acceler-
ometers and quartz 
load cells.
Hydraulic shakers: SSW. 
(Freq.)


Stiffness, 
damping and 
uncertainty.


Darden 
et al. (2001)


PAS and DS,
Water,
HPFTP.


L/D = 0.5,
D = 91.4,
C = 0.53, d = 3.7, h = 
0.33 and 0.43. 


ω = 3978 – 15764,
Ra = 105,
∆P = 92.9 to 153.6.


Disp. transducers (Inductive), 
accelerometers and piezoe-
lectric load cells. Electrody-
namic shakers: Band-limited 
random excitation. (Freq.)


Stiffness, 
damping and 
uncertainty.


Table 1. A chronological summary of the literature on the experimental estimation of the RDPs of seals.
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place between two surfaces having relative movement, i.e.
rotary, reciprocating, and oscillating. The main focus of this
paper is on rotary seals. These have a wide variety of appli-
cations in high-speed, high-pressure, and cryogenic temper-
ature conditions in the aviation and space industries, such as
in turbine stages, turbopumps, compressors, gear boxes, etc.
Rotary seals can be subdivided into two main categories:


clearance seals and contact seals. Clearance seals are cir-
cumferential non-contacting seals (Figure 2(a)). In contact
seals, the contact is formed by positive pressure, while
clearance seals operate with positive clearance (no rubbing
contact). The most commonly used materials for dynamic
seals (especially for rotary seals) are stainless steel, bronze,
aluminum, nickel-based alloys, polytetrafluroethane, etc.


Holt and 
Childs
(2002)


HSAGS and PAS,
Air,
Centrifugal com-
pressor. 


L/D = 0.75,
D = 114.3,
C = 0.203, d = 1.59, h 
= 2.03 and 3.18. 


ω = 20200,
P = 17.2.


Disp. transducers (eddy-
current), accelerometers 
and load cells.
Hydraulic shaker: PRW. 
(Freq.)


Freq. depend-
ent stiffness 
and damping 
and uncertainty.


Dawson 
et al.
(2002)


PAS,
Air,
Centrifugal com-
pressors. 


L/D = 0.75.
D = 114.3,
C = NA. 


ω = 20200,
P = 17.2.


Disp. transducers (eddy-
current), accelerometers 
and load cells.
Hydraulic shaker: PRW. 
(Freq.)


Freq. depend-
ent stiffness 
and damping 
and uncertainty.


Dawson and 
Childs 
(2002)


PAS and HS,
Air,
Centrifugal com-
pressor. 


L/D = 0.75,
D = 114.3,
C = 0.19, h = 3.10, w 
= 0.79. 


ω = 20200,
P = 17.2.


Disp. transducers (eddy-
current), accelerometers 
and load cells.
Hydraulic shaker: PRW. 
(Freq.)


Freq. depend-
ent stiffness 
and damping 
and uncertainty.


Weather-
wax and 
Childs 
(2003)


HS,
Air,
Centrifugal com-
pressor. 


L/D = 0.75,
D = 114.74,
C = 0.178, w = 0.79, h 
= 3.10, α = 0 – 0.5.


ω = 20200,
P = 70. 


Disp. transducers (eddy-cur-
rent), accelerometers and 
load cells.
Hydraulic shaker: PRW. 
(Freq.)


Eccentricity 
dependent stiff-
ness and damp-
ing and 
uncertainty. 


Kaneko 
et al.
(2003)


TDSHR, SDSHR 
and PAS,
Water,
Pumps. 


L/D = 0.84,
D = 71.4,
C = 0.176 and 0.168.


ω = 3000,
Ra = 0 – 2000,
Rw = 2500 – 4800,
∆P = 7.84.


Disp. transducers (eddy-
current), pressure transduc-
ers (strain-gage) and piezoe-
lectric load cells.
Eccentric sleeves. (Freq.)


Stiffness, 
damping and 
uncertainty.


Childs and 
Wade
(2004) 


HSAGS,
Air,
HPOTP.


L/D = 0.75,
D = 134.7,
C = 0.1 – 0.2, d = 
3.18, h = 3.30.


ω = 15200,
Ra = 105,
P = 70.


Disp. transducers (eddy-
current), accelerometers 
and load cells.
Hydraulic shaker: PRW. 
(Freq.)


Freq. depend-
ent stiffness 
and damping 
and uncertainty. 


Abbreviations. Acc., acceleration; ASIS, antiswirl self-injection seals; BHS, brush hybrid seal; BS, brush seal; CBrF3, trifluro-
bromomethane; DDS, diamond-grid pattern damper seals; Disp., displacement; FPGDS, four-pocket gas damper seal; Freq.,
frequency; HDS, hole-pattern damper seal; HGAS, helically grooved annular seals; HGS/SR, helically grooved stator with
smooth rotor; HPFTP, high-pressure fuel turbopump; HPOTP, high-pressure oxygen turbopump; HS, honeycomb seals;
HSAGS, hole-pattern stator annular gas seals; HS/SR, honeycomb stator with smooth rotor; JB – Journal bearing; LPAS –
Long plain annular seals; LR/HS – Labyrinth rotor with honeycomb stator; LS – Labyrinth seals; MBPGDS – Multiple-blade,
multiple-pocket gas damper seal; MPGDS, multiple-pocket gas damper seal; MFSW, multifrequency sine wave; NA, not
available; PAS, plain annular seals; PASP, plain annular seal with porous material; PDS, pocket damper seals; RDS, round-
hole-pattern damper seals; SB, swirl brake; SDS, saw-tooth pattern damper seals; SDSHR, straight damper seals with hon-
eycomb roughness; SLS, stepped labyrinth seal; PRW, pseudo-random waveform; SS, screw seals; SSW, swept sine wave;
SSME, space shuttle main engine; TAMSeal, a new type of labyrinth seal developed in Texas A&M University; TBLS, two-
bladed labyrinth seal; TDS, triangular pattern damper seals; TDSHR, tapered damper seals with honeycomb roughness;
TOR, teeth on rotor; TOS, teeth on stator; TPAS, tapered plain annular seals; UNR, uncertainty not reported.
Symbols. L, seal length; R, seal radius; C, seal clearance; D, seal diameter; h, depth/height of hole or different patterns; d,
diameter of the hole pattern; w, width of the triangular (or other) pattern; p, pitch of the teeth (in labyrinth); R, Reynolds
number; Ra, axial Reynolds number; Rw, circumferential Reynolds number; ∆P, pressure (maximum or inlet); DP, pressure
difference; α , helix angle; ε, eccentricity ratio; ω, rotor spin speed.
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Figure 2(a) shows a typical rotary seal with the clearance
exaggerated. Rotary seals based on geometry can be classi-
fied as follows.


(i) Ungrooved plain seals (or smooth annular seals): (a)
straight (Figure 2(b)); (b) tapered (Figure 2(c)) and (c)


stepped (Figure 2(d)). In geometry they are similar to
journal bearings but the clearance/radius ratio is as low
as two times and as high as ten times (or more) larger to
avoid rotor/stator contact.


(ii) Grooved/roughened surface seals: (a) porous surface
seals; (b) labyrinth seals (Figures 3(a)–(d)); (c) helically


Figure 2. (a) Rotor-seal assembly. (b) Straight annular seal. (c) Tapered annular seal (converging). (d) Stepped annular seal.


Figure 3. (a) Labyrinth seal (teeth-on-stator). (b) Labyrinth seal (teeth-on-rotor). (c) Labyrinth seal (teeth-on-stator and teeth-
on-rotor) axial flow type. (d) Labyrinth seal radial flow type.
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grooved/screw seals; (d) circular hole or triangular pat-
terns seals; (e) honeycomb pattern seals (Figure 4).
These seals are used in centrifugal and axial compres-
sors and pumps and in turbines. Different internal sur-
face patterns of seals are shown in Figure 5.


(iii) Contact seals: (a) brush seals (Figure 6(a)); (b) face
seals; (c) lip seals (Figure 6(b)). Because of rubbing, these
seals are used commonly in low-speed pumps, or where


the working fluid can act as a coolant. Contact seals pro-
vide much lower leakage rates than either of the non-
contact seals (Adams, 1987); however, the latter can
operate at very high speed and pressure conditions.


(iv) Floating-ring oil seals. The ring whirls or vibrates with the
rotor in the lubricating oil, but does not spin. These are
used in high-pressure multistage centrifugal compressors.


1.2. Theoretical and Computational Analysis


In this subsection, we have compiled the theoretical and
computational analyses performed by various researchers.
Lomakin (1958) was the first to propose a theoretical model
of a plain seal, which predicted that the axial pressure drop
across the seal caused a radial stiffness, independent of shaft
rotation. The Lomakin radial direct stiffness (kd) is given by


(1)


where ∆P is the pressure drop, and R, L, and C are the radius,
axial length, and radial clearance of the seal, respectively. If
the direct stiffness were the only effect of the plain seal, then
its effect on critical speeds would be easily and accurately
predictable. Black (1969, 1971) provided the major initial
impetus for the extensive research and the state-of-the-art
design information developed on this topic over the last 35


Figure 4. Honeycomb seal.


Figure 5. Different internal surface patterns on seals.
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years. Black developed the classical theory for turbulent
annular seals, considering the axial fluid flow caused by a
pressure drop along the seal, the rotational fluid flow as a con-
sequence of the shaft rotation, and a relative motion of the
seal between the rotor and housing. Black (1969, 1971) and
Childs (1983a, 1983b) formulated and extended Lomakin’s
theory in terms applicable to the rotor dynamic analysis of
centrifugal pumps. Black, Childs and others have shown,
however, that kd increases with shaft speed (at constant ∆P)
and that the seal also produces cross-coupled stiffness (kc),
direct and cross-coupled damping (cd and cc), and direct iner-
tia coefficients. Moreover, the pressure drop will vary with
the speed in most turbomachinery and the rotor dynamic
effects are quite complex. Kirk and Miller (1977) studied the
influence that high-pressure oil seals have on turbocompres-
sor stability, introducing some design guidelines to avoid the
appearance of subsynchronous vibrations. Allaire et al. (1978)
carried out a perturbation analysis for eccentric plain seals
with high axial flow rates and calculated the load capacity,
stiffness, and damping of the seals for a wide range of axial
Reynolds number. Also, the design parameters for a three-
stepped plain seal were calculated for the space shuttle main
engine hydrogen turbopump. Falco et al. (1984) used a math-
ematical model, which is based on the Reynolds equation
using the turbulence factors derived from the bulk-flow the-
ory (Hirs, 1973) for predicting the dynamic behavior of plain
liquid seals. The bulk-flow model uses Hirs’ turbulent-lubri-
cation model using three variations of the Blasius (1913)
pipe-friction model: (i) a basic model where the Reynolds
number is a linear function of the local clearance; (ii) a
model where the coefficient is a function of the local clear-
ance; (iii) a model where both the coefficient and exponent
are functions of the local clearance. Wyssmann et al. (1984)
presented an analysis for calculation of stiffness and damp-
ing coefficients of the fluid–rotor interaction in centrifugal
compressor labyrinth seals based on turbulent flow calcula-
tions. Kirk (1985) developed a compressor design taking
into account the interaction of labyrinth seals with the rotor,
and addressed the importance of the design of labyrinth seal
clearances to enhance stability. Kirk (1986) reviewed the
analysis of the loading and hydrodynamic forces applied to
typical oil-seal design studies. Limitations of analysis capa-
bilities and recommendations for the future analysis and
testing required to fully understand the dynamic operation


on oil-seal rings and their influence on the dynamic stability
of high-speed, high-pressure, flexible shaft turbocompres-
sors were discussed. Childs and Kim (1985) developed a
combined analytical–computational method to calculate the
leakage, transient pressure field and RDPs for high-pressure
annular damper seals using the Hirs (1973) turbulent lubri-
cation equations and perturbation techniques. Based on a
similar method, Childs and Dressman (1985) analyzed tapered
high-pressure annular seals. A short-bearing approximation
was used to derive an analytical expression for the first-
order (dynamic) pressure gradient. This expression was inte-
grated numerically to define RDPs for the seal. Dietzen and
Nordmann (1987) solved the Navier–Stokes equations using
the finite-difference method for modeling the turbulent flow
in a seal. Kirk (1988) analyzed floating ring liquid seals and
evaluated the seal ring dynamic transient response including
stick–slip on the axial sealing face and the ring spin torque
interaction with the antirotation element. The static and
dynamic characteristics of annular plain seals were investi-
gated theoretically in the turbulent flow regime by Simon and
Frêne (1989). Scharrer and Nelson analyzed, for both incom-
pressible (Scharrer and Nelson, 1991a) and compressible flows
(Scharrer and Nelson, 1991b), partially tapered annular seals.
They used Hirs’ turbulent lubrication equations and pertur-
bation techniques in their analysis. Childs (1993) gave an excel-
lent compilation of work on plain annular seals along with
other kinds of seals. Krämer (1993) and Rao (2000) described
a simple, however, a crude and an iterative procedure to cal-
culate plain seal RDPs (i.e. kd, cd, kc, and cc) and they gave a
comprehensive list of publications on seal dynamics. Reedy
and Kirk (1992) presented the heat balance calculations
required for determination of the pressure and temperature
distributions and enforcing consistent leakage flows for the
multiland and/or multiring seals, which can be used for cal-
culation of RDPs for each ring of the seal assembly. Baheti
and Kirk described a finite-element solution of the nonlinear
and coupled hydrodynamic and thermal equations for pres-
sure and temperature profiles in a floating oil ring seal includ-
ing misalignment and axial taper (Baheti and Kirk, 1994)
and the influence of circumferential grooves (Baheti and Kirk,
1995). Baheti et al. (1996) presented the analytical results
for the axially grooved floating oil ring seals on the leak flow
and stability of a centrifugal gas compressor for both low-
and high-pressure sealing conditions. Results have shown


Figure 6. (a) Brush seal. (b) Lip seal.
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that the added grooves enhance the stable operation of the rotor
system for low-pressure fixed seal conditions and reduce
the system stability at lower eccentricities for low-pressure
floating seal conditions. In high-pressure conditions, added
grooves enhance the stability of the system for both fixed
and floating seal conditions. Kirk and Baheti (1997) pre-
sented guidelines for the design of liquid rings of straight,
tapered, and circumferentially grooved geometries, which
could be useful for the application of high-performance com-
pressor liquid seal designs. Numerical results including the
RDPs were also presented for different geometries. Baheti and
Kirk (1999) presented results comparing the seal leakage,
seal oil outlet temperatures, stiffness and damping coefficients,
and damped natural frequencies from the thermo hydrody-
namic analyses with and without the influence of the mechan-
ical deformation of the bushing seal ring using the finite-
element method. Oike et al. (1999) carried out a flow visual-
ization study on the two-phase flow in floating-ring seals for
cryogenic fluid to identify the two-phase flow area inside the
sealing clearance induced by the viscous frictional heating
and the pressure drop; they also investigated the effect of the
two-phase flow area on the leakage.


Alford (1964) reported an accident due to labyrinth seals
in which the mechanism of the occurrence of unstable vibra-
tion was explained by considering energy input due to the
phase difference between the rotor deflection and the fluid
reaction force (Alford, 1965). However, vortex and viscosity
are not considered in his analysis. The high axial fluid veloc-
ity through the seal and the relatively large clearance pro-
duce a highly turbulent flow condition in the seal, which
violates the Reynolds assumption of laminar flow, and hence
the Reynolds theory is inapplicable, even if fluid inertia effects
are added. In an analytical study, Murphy and Vance (1980)
extended Alford’s analysis to multibladed seals, considering
choked flow to be possible only at the last (exit) blade. Iwat-
subo et al. (1982) published the analytical basis of a computer
program to predict seal RDPs; however, conformation with
the experimental results was not so good. Scharrer (1988) used
a perturbation analysis to linearize the governing equations of
honeycomb stator seals. The model provided accurate predic-
tions of direct damping (cd) for large clearance seals; how-
ever, the model predictions and test results diverged with the
increasing running speed. Elrod et al. (1989) developed an
entrance region shear stress model for duct flow. A bulk-flow
gas seal analysis using this model instead of an entrance-loss
coefficient predicted the leakage and stability characteristics
of honeycomb-stator/smooth-rotor. However, Childs et al.
(1989) observed that the main reason for the disagreement
between the theory and experiments was the inadequacy of
the fluid friction model in the analysis. The turbulence
model, which uses the nonlinear analysis developed by Elrod
and Ng (1967), was improved for Reynolds numbers higher
than 105 to include cryogenic application. In addition, velocity
boundary conditions were modified. A comparison of predic-
tions based on this analysis with the Childs (1983a, 1983b)
incompressible flow solution and the Nelson and Nguyen
(1987) compressible flow solution were in agreement.


Elrod et al. (1990) developed the entrance and exit region
friction factor models using wall shear stress results from
stationary-rotor flow tests of annular gas seals, and used
these friction factor models in a bulk-flow analysis to predict
the leakage and RDPs. Kirk (1990) presented a method for


calculating the inlet swirl at the entrance of the labyrinth
seal, and the solution included the friction factors taking into
account the mass flow rate and the calculation of radial pres-
sure gradients by a free vortex solution. Wilkes et al. (1993)
presented an analysis procedure which determined the RDPs
for circumferentially grooved annular seals with turbulent
incompressible flow using Hirs’ turbulent lubrication theory
as the basis for the governing equations and theory for a tur-
bulent shear layer as the basis for friction factors in the
groove. Padavala et al. (1993) developed a theory to predict
RDPs based on the bulk flow model using the Hirs’ friction
factor model. An empirical friction-factor model for honey-
comb surfaces based on flat plate test results was developed
by Ha and Childs (1994) as a function of Mach number and
dimensionless pressure and honeycomb geometry variables
(the radial clearance and the cell width). A rotor dynamic
analysis for centered, turbulent-annular-honeycomb-stator
seals was developed incorporating an empirical friction-fac-
tor model for honeycomb stator surfaces. Results of the anal-
ysis in predicting RDPs and leakage characteristics were
compared to (a) Moody’s friction-factor model analysis and
(b) experimental data (Childs and Kleynhans, 1992) for short
seals. Comparisons showed that their honeycomb friction-
factor model improved the predictions of the leakage and
RDPs compared to Moody’s friction-factor model, espe-
cially, for the direct and cross-coupled stiffness.


San Andrés (1991) developed a computer code that solved
two-dimensional, bulk-flow, incompressible, Navier–Stokes
equations to predict the static and rotor dynamic characteristics
of bearings and seals, in centered and eccentric positions. A
perturbation analysis was performed. Kleynhans and Childs
(1997) presented a two-control-volume model for honeycomb-
stator/smooth-rotor seals with a conventional control vol-
ume used for the through-flow and a “capacitance accumu-
lator” model for the honeycomb cells. Li et al. (1999a) used
a one-control volume, turbulent bulk-flow model for the pre-
diction of the seal leakage and RDPs of multiple-pocket
damper seals. Based on Kleynhans and Childs (1997) model,
Dawson and Childs (2002) determined seal leakage flow-
rate and direct and cross-coupled impedances for a constant
temperature, two-control-volume annular gas seal. D’Souza
and Childs (2002) used a two-control-volume bulk-flow
model to predict RDPs for an annular, honeycomb-stator/
smooth-rotor gas seal. Yücel (2003) calculated the leakage
and RDPs of stepped labyrinth gas seals using the continuity
and circumferential momentum equations for the compress-
ible flow. Results were compared with the experimental
results of Kwanka (2000). Moore (2003) presented a three-
dimensional computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to model
the labyrinth seal flow path by solving the Reynolds aver-
aged Navier–Stokes equations. To calculate rotor dynamic
forces, a full three-dimensional, eccentric model was solved.
In comparison to experimental leakage and RDPs (Pelletti
and Childs, 1991) good agreement was found over bulk-flow
approaches. Arghir and Frêne (2004) introduced a numerical
solution of the three control-volume, bulk-flow model suitable
for analyzing eccentric circumferentially grooved liquid annu-
lar seals. Forces arising from perturbations were obtained by
integrating the first-order pressure field and expressed via
RDPs. The comparison with experimental results (Marque-
tte and Childs, 1997) was found to be good. Table 2 summa-
rizes a comparison of different theoretical analysis proposed
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Table 2. Comparison of the theoretical analysis with experimental investigations.


Experimental 
investigations


(reference)


Theoretical 
analysis


(reference)


Comparison with experimental investigations


Direct stiffness Cross-
coupled 
stiffness


Direct 
damping


Cross-
coupled 
damping


Leakage General remarks


Falco et al. 
(1984)


 Model based on 
Reynolds equa-
tion with turbu-


lent factor


Poor (low) High Good Poor (low) Good Good agreement


Nordmann 
and 
Massmann 
(1984)


Black (1969) 
analysis 


High (40% error) 
for speed 
variation


90% of 
difference for 
speed varia-


tion


___ ___ ___ Good agreement for 
axial velocity 
variation in mass, 
stiffness and damp-
ing coefficients 


Childs and 
Kim (1985)


Model based on 
Hirs (1973) 
lubrication 
equations


Poor (low) ___ ___ ___ ___ Net damping and 
added mass 
coefficients were 
overpredicted


Elrod et al. 
(1989)


Elrod et al. 
(1990)


Poor Good Good ___ Good


Hawkins et 
al.
(1989)


Scharrer (1988) 
two-control 


volume model


Predicts 
within 25%


Underpre-
dicts at low 


speeds


___ ___ Better results for 
larger clearances


Simon and 
Frêne (1989)


Elrod (1967), Ng 
and Pan (1965) 
turbulent model 
with Reynolds 


equation


Good Good Better for 
long seals 
than short 


seals


Poor Good Experimental results 
are from Kanki and 
Kawakami (1984)


Childs et al.
(1990a)


Elrod et al.
(1990)


Poor (worst
at higher pres-


sure ratios)


Low ___ High ___


Childs et al.
(1990b)


Kim and Childs 
(1987)


Good Poor ___ ___ Good Predictions were 
wrong for effective 
damping coefficients


Kanemori 
and Iwat-
subo (1992)


Childs (1982) Good Good Good Good ___ Added mass and 
moment coefficients 
were also predicted


Ha and 
Childs
(1992)


Moody’s friction 
factor model 


Overpredicted Good Overpre-
dicted


Overpredicted ___


Ha and 
Childs
(1994)


Friction-factor 
model based on 
flat plate results 


(Nelson and 
Nguyen, 1987) 


Overpredicted 
but improved as 
compared with 
Moody’s model


Better Overpre-
dicted


Overpredicted 
but improved 
as compared 
with Moody’s 


model


___ This model was 
compared with the 
Moody’s friction fac-
tor model


Alexander et 
al. (1995)


Yang (1993) Overpredicted Good Underpre-
dicted at low 


pre-swirl 
values


Good ___


Marquette et 
al. (1997)


San Andrés 
(1991)


Slightly under-
predicted


Good Overpre-
dicted except 


at high 
eccentricities


Good Accurate Direct inertia agrees 
well with predictions


Darden et al. 
(1999)


Padavala et al. 
(1993)


Excellent Good Good Good ___ Overall good agree-
ment
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with the experimental results. Guo and Kirk (2005) used
ANSYS–TASCFlow, a commercial CFD program, to simu-
late the leak path and labyrinth seal of two different covered
centrifugal compressor eye seals. For each case, three-
dimensional models with eccentric rotors were solved to
obtain the leakage flow, velocity vector, chamber pressure,
average chamber swirl, and the rotor dynamic force compo-
nents. Nakamura and Iwatsubo (2005) calculated distribu-
tions of the circumferential velocity and the pressure in the
pre-swirl groove (inlet of the seal) and the effect of the
velocity and pressure distributions on the flow-induced
dynamic force. The results were compared with conven-
tional type seals in order to know how much the instability
force could be reduced. Also, the results were compared with
the results calculated by assuming the circumferential veloc-
ity of the pre-swirl groove as half the speed of the injection
velocity. Iwatsubo et al. (2005) presented static and dynamic
design data to decide the seal configuration for obtaining the
high efficiency and the stable rotor system; that is, when
constraints and conditions of the seal are given, the optimum
seal configuration (fin heights, widths, clearances, number
of fins, and so on) can be decided.


1.3. Fluid-Film Dynamic Force Equations


A model of a typical annual (or clearance) seal is shown in
Figure 2(a). The geometrical shape of a clearance seal is
similar to that of a hydrodynamic bearing; however, they are
different in the following aspects. To avoid contact between
a rotor and a stator, the ratio of the clearance to the shaft
radius in seals is made a few times (two to ten times) larger
than that of hydrodynamic bearings. The flow in seals is tur-
bulent and in hydrodynamic bearings it is laminar. Therefore,
unlike a hydrodynamic bearing, we cannot use the Reynolds
equation for analysis of seals. When a rotor vibrates, a reac-
tion force of the fluid in the seal acts on the rotor. In the case
of a small vibration around the equilibrium position, the fluid
force can be linearized on the assumption that deflections ∆x
and ∆y are small. The general governing equations of fluid-


film forces on seals, which have small oscillations relative to
the rotor, are given by the following linearized force–dis-
placement model (Childs et al., 1986)


(2)


where fx and fy are the fluid-film reaction forces on seals in
the x and y directions. k, c, and m represent the stiffness, damp-
ing, and added-mass coefficients, respectively, the subscripts
xx and yy represent the direct terms, and the subscripts xy
and yx represent the cross-coupled terms. These coefficients
vary depending on the equilibrium position of the rotor (i.e.
magnitude of the eccentricity), rotational speed, pressure
drop, temperature conditions, etc. The off-diagonal coeffi-
cients in equation (2) arise due to fluid rotation within the
seal, and unstable vibrations may appear due to these coeffi-
cients. Equation (2) is applicable to liquid annular seals.
However, for the gas annular seals, the added-mass terms
are negligible. For small motion about a centered position
(or with very small eccentricity) the cross-coupled terms are
equal and opposite (e.g. kxy = –kyx = kc and cxy = –cyx = cc)
and the diagonal terms are same (e.g. kxx = kyy = kd and
cxx = cyy = cd; Childs et al., 1986). Considering these rela-
tionships and neglecting the cross-coupled added-mass
terms, equation (2) takes the following form:


(3)


Li et al. 
(1999b)


One control vol-
ume and bulk 


flow model (Li et 
al., 1999a).


Underpredicted Satisfactory Overpre-
dicted


___ Slightly 
over-


predicted


Kwanka 
(2000)


Yücel (2003) Poor (low) Good Poor (Low) Poor (Low) Low


Dawson and 
Childs (2002)


Kleynhans and 
Childs (1997)


Underpredicted Deviated by 
31%


Underpre-
dicted


Deviated by 
22%


Good RDP predictions 
were very good


Moore (2003) Pelletti and 
Childs (1991)


Good Good Underpre-
dicted


___ ___


Arghir and 
Frêne (2004)


Marquette and 
Childs (1997)


Low Low Very low Low Good
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Here, subscripts d and c represent direct and cross-coupled,
respectively. The RDPs largely affect the performance of the
turbomachinery as they lead to serious synchronous and sub-
synchronous vibration problems. The whirl frequency ratio,
f = kc /(cdω), is a useful non-dimensional parameter for com-
paring the stability properties of seals. For circular synchro-
nous orbits, it provides a ratio between the destabilizing
force component due to kc and the stabilizing force compo-
nent due to cd. In the experimental estimation of the RDPs of
seals, these coefficients (of equations 2 and 3) are deter-
mined with the help of measured vibrations data from a seal
test rig.


1.4. Experimental Estimation Procedures


In this subsection, various seal test approaches used for
the estimation of RDPs for governing equations of the form
of equation (3) of seals are reviewed with a schematic repre-
sentation. In the method used by Benkert and Wachter
(1980), the seal rotor (Figure 7(a)) is statically displaced rel-
ative to its stator, the circumferential pressure distribution is
measured and integrated, and the resultant reaction force is
calculated. This method does not yield any damping values
since only static load is applied. Referring to equation (3),
the static rotor displacement ∆x in the X direction yields
(while keeping ∆y = 0)


 (4)


Figure 7(b) describes the rotor motion relative to the sta-
tor that represents two different types of rotor excitation
arrangement, i.e. eccentric rotor (Childs and Garcia, 1987)
and eccentric sleeves (Kanemori and Iwatsubo, 1992). The
varying clearances modulated the local flows in and out of
the seal and circumferentially in the seal annulus, and thereby
caused the static pressure in the seal annulus to vary circum-
ferentially and periodically. At each instant, the varying
component of the static pressure has an essentially sinusoi-
dal distribution around the circumference, and this pressure
pattern rotates in synchronism with rotor whirl. The circum-
ferential pressure distribution was measured and integrated
to obtain the resultant reaction forces acting on the rotor.
The centered circular orbit is defined by x = eocos(Ωt) and
y = eosin(Ωt), where Ω is the frequency of excitation, eo is
the whirl radius, and t is the instant time. Hence, an equation


of the form of equation (3) yields the following radial and
circumferential coefficient (subscripts r and θ, respectively)
definitions


(5)


where k, c, and m represent the stiffness, damping, and
added-mass coefficients, and subscripts d and c represent the
direct and cross-coupled terms, respectively. The test rig is
used to measure Fr/eo and Fθ/eo versus Reynolds number
and rotor rotational frequency, ω. Iwatsubo et al. (1990) and
Kaneko et al. (1998) assumed seal RDPs independent of ω
and used the measured Fr /eo and Fθ/eo with respect to ω, for
curve-fitting to obtain RDPs, i.e. kd, kc, cc, cd, and md.
Kanemori and Iwatsubo (1992) used a similar procedure,
except that the dynamic moment coefficients were also iden-
tified. The form of the moments due to the fluid-film was
similar to that of equation (3) with corresponding moment
coefficients (e.g. kθθ, kxθ etc., where θ is the transverse angu-
lar displacement). The rotor was independently driven by
two motors to realize the spinning and whirling motion.


For the case when seal RDPs depend upon ω, equation
(3) can be approximated with the assumption that kc and cc


vary linearly with ω, as (Childs, 1993)


(6)


When measurements are obtained for a fixed axial Reynolds
number over a range of ω, the above equations can be used
to curve-fit to obtain effective RDPs, i.e. kef, cef, and mef.
This approach eliminates RDP dependency on ω.


Wright (1978, 1983) proposed a method in which a cen-
tered circular whirling orbit (Figure 7(c)) was obtained by an
active feedback system. The conceptual approach (Childs et
al., 1986), which is used in the estimation of RDPs for small
motion about the static eccentricity position, is shown in
Figure 7(c), defined by the coordinates (eo, 0). For this posi-
tion, the shaker applies the harmonic horizontal motion with
an excitation frequency Ω (a calibrated imbalance can also
be used with ω = Ω, where ω is the rotor spin speed or the
system (preferably housing) can be excited by an impact of
the hammer with a multifrequency excitation). On substitut-
ing measured forces and displacement data into equation (2),
for a given operating condition, using curve-fitting techniques
the RDPs for seals can be obtained. A detailed account of


Figure 7. (a) Rotor with static displacement; (b) eccentric rotor; (c) external shaker excitation.


kd fx x∆⁄    and   kc fy x.∆⁄= =


Fr eo⁄ kd– ccω– mdω2   and    Fθ eo⁄+ kc cdω–= =


Fr eo⁄ kef– mefω2   and    Fθ eo⁄+ cefω.–= =
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general estimation procedures can be found in Tiwari et al.
(2002, 2004).


1.5. Previous Seal Rotor Dynamic Data and 
Resources


Allaire and Flack (1982) presented a partial review of the
literature on lateral impeller forces by considering the case
studies for coolant pumps. Flack and Allaire (1984a) criti-
cally reviewed the hydraulically generated lateral forces in
pumps. The experimental measurement of pressures, static
forces and dynamic forces in pumps were also reviewed.
Flack and Allaire (1984b) reviewed the static and dynamic
characteristics of tilting pad and turbulent hydrostatic jour-
nal bearings. Etison (1982, 1985) reviewed the experimental
observations and theoretical analyses of face seal dynamics.
The more recent textbooks on rotor dynamics include infor-
mation on rotor dynamic characteristics of rotary seals.
Vance (1988), Krämer (1993), Rao (2000), and Adams
(2001) provide good introductory treatments of seal dynam-
ics. However, one of the first surveys, and a comprehensive
survey, of the literature related to the experimental estima-
tion of RDPs of seals was made by Childs (1993). Until the
present, it has been the single most valuable source of com-
putational and experimental data information and references
for seal rotor dynamic characteristics. Childs reviewed the
literature based on different seal geometries with different
operating parameters. Swanson and Kirk (1997) carried out
a survey of the experimental research on the static and/or
dynamic characteristics of fixed geometry, hydrodynamic
journal bearings, and reported the type(s) of bearing, size of
bearing(s) and range of parameters measured in each work.
Recently, Tiwari et al. (2004) have provided a comprehen-
sive survey of the RDPs of bearings, with major emphasis
especially on hydrodynamic bearings, with cursory mention
of rotary seals.


The present literature survey is aimed at a review of
experimental methods for the determination of the RDPs of
seals in rotor-bearing seal systems, and will hopefully be
useful to both practicing engineers and to the researchers in
this field. For the practicing engineer, guidance is offered for
the simple experimental determination of these parameters
with associated uncertainty, whilst researchers may appreci-
ate the diverse methods available and the discussion of their
limitations so as to develop improved methods. The review
has been presented in accordance with different types of seal


geometry (i.e. plain annular seals, labyrinth seals, helically
grooved seals, hole and triangular patterns, honeycomb seals,
etc.) with some overlap (hybrid seals) among them. A chron-
ological summary of this literature has been presented in
tabular form (Table 1) and for brevity this information is not
referred to again in the text.


2. Plain Annular Seals


In this section, we review the experimental study related
to RDP estimation of straight, tapered, and long plain annu-
lar seals. Black and Jenssen (1969/70) presented experimen-
tal results for the stiffness of long plain seals to show the
effect of the length-to-diameter ratio (L/D). Falco et al.
(1984) obtained the equivalent stiffness and damping coeffi-
cients of plain fluid-film seals for constant radial clearance
and with different values of L/D ratio by using two shakers
placed at 120° apart (Figure 8). A torsiometer was used to
evaluate the power dissipated by the seal.


Nordmann and Massmann (1984) estimated the RDPs of
annular turbulent seals by using the impact hammer method.
For tapered annular seals, Childs and Dressman (1985),
using the test apparatus and facility developed by Childs and
Kim (1985), observed that with an increase in taper angle
while the direct stiffness and leakage increased, the remain-
ing RDPs decreased. The results were compared with their
own numerical results and those of Fleming (1980). Childs
et al. (1986) developed a test apparatus to determine the
RDPs of annular gas seals which had the following features:
a maximum rotor speed of 8000 rpm, hydraulic shakers for
excitation, and an inlet guide vane arrangement for control-
ling the inlet tangential velocity. Reaction forces exerted on
the stator were measured by load cells that support the stator
in the test section housing (Figure 9).


Nelson et al. (1986) used the experimental facility pro-
vided by Childs et al. (1986) to measure the leakage and to
estimate the RDPs of constant-clearance and convergent-
tapered annular gas seals in the shaft-centered position. The
results were compared with their theoretical work (Nelson,
1984). It was observed that optimally tapered seals would
have significantly larger direct stiffness than straight seals,
and pre-rotation of the fluid yielded a large increase in
direct stiffness.


Dynamic fluid reaction forces and moments of a long
annular pump seal were experimentally estimated by
Kanemori and Iwatsubo (1992). In the experimental setup,


Figure 8. An excitation system configuration. Figure 9. End view of the stator mounting assembly (Childs
et al., 1986).
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the outer cylinder (stator) was fixed with load cells and the
rotor was independently driven by two motors to realize the
spinning and whirling motions. Fluid forces were directly
measured with load cells and a Pitot tube was used at the seal
inlet to measure the circumferential flow velocity. Two pres-
sure transducers were mounted on the stator to measure the
fluid-film pressure fields in the seal clearance. The spinning
velocity was measured using a pulse-generating tip attached
to the rotor and a photo-interrupter. Experiments were con-
ducted at various rotor speeds, whirling speeds, and with dif-
ferent pressure drops across the long seal to find the RDPs.
These were then compared with Childs’s theory (Childs,
1982) and found to be compatible. Direct stiffness and
damping coefficients were mainly dependent and increased
with pressure drop (inlet to outlet to the seal). The effect of
pressure drops on the direct added-mass and cross-coupled
damping coefficients was low.


Kaneko et al. (1998) experimentally investigated the static
and dynamic characteristics for annular plain seals with
porous materials applied to the seal surface using the same
experimental setup as Kanemori and Iwatsubo (1992). They
obtained dynamic forces by measuring fluid-pressure distri-
butions circumferentially and axially in the seal clearance.
Experimental results have shown that annular plain seals with
porous materials have higher leakage flow rate (increase of
approximately 30%), higher direct stiffness coefficients (four
to six times) and smaller cross-coupled stiffness and direct
damping coefficients (decrease of approximately 30%) than
conventional annular plain seals with solid surfaces. The
larger direct stiffness coefficients for the porous seals yielded
larger radial reaction forces for a small concentric whirling
motion, which would contribute to rotor stability.


A discrete-time domain estimation technique was applied
by Brown and Ismail (1992) to estimate the RDPs of pump
annular seals. In the test rig, water entered the stator at the
mid-plane and discharged axially through a pair of annular
seals. A seal model with 10 linearized coefficients was
assumed and sampled input–output data obtained on a full-
scale test rig facility were processed digitally to yield esti-
mates of the coefficients as well as confidence bounds. They
used a least-squares estimation procedure based on single
value decomposition (SVD). The estimated coefficients were
compared to those obtained from Black’s theoretical model
(Black and Jenssen, 1969/70; Black, 1979) for short seals
with inlet swirl velocity and the seal length effects. Experi-
mental estimation of the RDPs of long annular pump seals
was presented by Brown and Ismail (1994). The inlet swirl
magnitude was modified by a face-plate with a number of
radial grooves on the inlet side of the annular seal. When
compared with theoretical results, it was observed that exper-
imental direct stiffness values were higher, cross-stiffness
coefficients were lower at high axial Reynolds number, and
the direct damping was in good agreement at low values of
axial Reynolds number but the agreement was poor at
higher values. Ismail and Brown (1996) presented the experi-
mental estimation of the RDPs of long pump annular seals
with deep radial grooves. It was observed that the cross-
coupled stiffness and direct damping magnitudes were over-
estimated while the direct stiffness was underestimated.
Brown et al. (1996) tested a pair of bronze plain annular seals
and Ismail and Brown (1998) carried out an experiment for
liquid long annular seals and compared their results with the


theoretical work of Black (1971), Black et al. (1981), and
Childs and Kim (1985). Brown et al. (1996) and Ismail and
Brown (1998) compared the RDPs obtained with an analyti-
cal method for plain annular seals from linear bearing the-
ory results. They found that the direct stiffness coefficients
were underpredicted by the theory by about 20–30% and
were insensitive to swirl reductions. The measured direct
damping coefficients showed agreement with the theory at
low axial Reynolds number only and were found to be
insensitive to shaft speed, flow rate, and whirl reductions.


Alexander et al. (1995) investigated the effects of speeds,
inlet pressures, pressure ratios, fluid pre-rotations, and eccen-
tricities on the RDPs of a smooth gas seal using the test facil-
ity developed by Childs et al. (1986). Experimental results
have shown that the direct stiffness decreases significantly,
while the direct damping and cross-coupled stiffness increase
with increasing eccentricity. Experimental results were com-
pared to the theoretical analysis by Yang (1993). The theory
(Yang, 1993) overpredicted direct stiffness, failed to indi-
cate the decrease in the direct stiffness that occurred with
increasing eccentricity, and incorrectly predicted the direct
stiffness with changing pressure ratio. Also, the direct damp-
ing was substantially underpredicted for low pre-swirl val-
ues and low supply pressures, but predictions improved as
either of these parameters increased.


An annular gas seal test stand was developed by modify-
ing the hydrostatic bearing rig (HBR) used to test hybrid
hydrostatic–hydrodynamic bearings (Childs and Hale,
1994). The apparatus could operate at a maximum speed of
29,800 rpm and accommodated seals of diameters up to
114.3 mm. Marquette et al. (1997) presented data for leak-
ages and RDPs of a high-speed plain-annular seal at the
centered and eccentric positions. It was observed that leak-
age flow rate increased slightly with an increase in the
eccentric ratio, increased with an increase in the pressure
drop, and decreased with an increase in the running speed.
They reported agreement between experimental and theoret-
ical results (San Andrés, 1991) in the centered position,
even for direct inertia terms. However, RDPs were more
sensitive to changes in eccentricity than predicted theoreti-
cally. Darden et al. (1999) developed a test rig and facility
to obtain RDPs for a variety of high Reynolds number annu-
lar seals. They presented measurement techniques and an
estimation method to obtain the RDPs. They found RDPs in
agreement with theory (Padavala et al., 1993) for smooth
annular seals. Lindsey and Childs (2000) compared experi-
mental results with theoretical predictions using the Moody
friction-factor model (Childs, 1993) for the turbulent flow,
short, smooth annular seals with converging and diverging
axial taper. Results showed that the direct stiffness gener-
ally increased with converging axial taper and decreased
with diverging axial taper. The reduction in the direct stiff-
ness in moving from the constant-clearance seal to the
slightly convergent case was not predicted by the theory.
Direct damping and cross-coupled stiffnesses were shown
to decrease with increasing convergent or divergent taper.
Measured damping values increased with an increase in
running speeds and decreasing average clearances. The the-
ory consistently underpredicted leakage in the range of 10–
30%. The accuracy of theoretical predictions for the leakage
and RDPs was not influenced by running speed. Replacing
the pitch-stabilizing cables with rods increased the pitching
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motion natural frequency substantially and eliminated the
problem of pitching at the zero running speed.


Dawson et al. (2002) estimated the RDPs and leakage
characteristics of a pair of identical annular gas seals with a
back-to-back arrangement inside the stator. Efforts to mini-
mize transducer and instrumentation uncertainties were
observed carefully by calibrating the displacement and pres-
sure transducers, thermocouples, and flow meters before
operation in the modified AGSTS.


3. Labyrinth Seals


In this section, we carry out a review of the RDP estima-
tion of labyrinth seals. Wright (1978, 1983) described an
apparatus for the accurate measurement of labyrinth seal
forces on a whirling rotor model. The steam-excited whirl of
a high-pressure turbine rotor was caused by the shroud and
shaft labyrinth seal forces and by flow forces on the turbine
blades. The effects of system parameters on the whirl excita-
tion constant (whirl force/whirl amplitude) and the radial
stiffness of a seal model were obtained. It was observed that
the positive backward whirl excitation constant of the diverg-
ing seal was proportional to the pressure drop and was inde-
pendent of the backpressure up to the transition pressure
drop. At higher-pressure drop, it increased linearly but less
rapidly with the pressure drop, and this increased with the
backpressure. The forward whirl excitation constant of the
diverging seal model was negative. A method was presented
for predicting the net seal and blade-row excitation constant
that would cause the self-excited whirl of rotors having
specified shaft and bearing parameters.


Childs and Scharrer (1986, 1988) used the experimental
test facility developed by Childs et al. (1986) to estimate the
RDPs of the teeth-on-rotor and teeth-on-stator labyrinth gas
seals. Childs and Scharrer (1986) estimated direct damping
coefficients for different seal configurations, and observed
that the stiffness and damping coefficients were insensitive
to the rotor speed, very sensitive to the inlet tangential veloc-
ity, and increased with an increase in the inlet pressure. Also,
they observed that the teeth-on-stator seal was more stable
than the teeth-on-rotor seal for the positive inlet tangential
velocity. Childs and Scharrer (1988) compared their experi-
mental results with the theoretical work of Scharrer (1988).
It was observed that the theory accurately predicted the
cross-coupled stiffness for both seal configurations and
showed improvement in the prediction of the direct damping
for the teeth-on-rotor seal; however, the theory failed to
predict a decrease in the direct damping coefficient for an
increase in the radial clearance for the teeth-on-stator seal.


Using the experimental setup based on Nordmann and
Massmann (1984), Kim and Lee (1994) presented RDPs and
leakage for three annular seals: smooth, hole-pattern (damper),
and labyrinth. The labyrinth seals used an antiswirl self-
injection mechanism to yield significant improvement in
whirl frequency ratios as compared to smooth and hole-pat-
tern seals. It was observed that an optimum antiswirl self-
injection seal, which used a labyrinth stator surface with
anti-axial flow injections, showed significant improvement
in the whirl frequency ratio as compared to a hole-pattern
seal, while showing moderate leakage performances.


A labyrinth gas seal (TAMSEAL) developed by Vance
and Li (1996) was studied in both non-rotating and rotating


tests and it was observed experimentally that it had 100
times more direct damping than the conventional bladed
seal. The latter seal had blocked swirl of the working fluid,
which was destabilizing the rotor. The leakage rate of the
TAMSEAL was higher than the conventional seal at the
same clearance; however, large reductions in vibrations and
whirl amplitudes suggested that the TAMSEAL could be
operated with smaller clearances than conventional laby-
rinth seals. Test results from a non-rotating apparatus were
reported by Vance and Schultz (1993).


Ransom et al. (1999) identified the stiffness and damping
force coefficients of a two-blade, tooth-on-stator labyrinth
seal with the diverging clearance and its modified version as
a four-pocket damper seal. In the test rig, a load gun was
used to give impacts in the X and Y directions to the seal
housing and induced its dynamic motion. Four displacement
sensors and pressure sensors were fastened to the housing
cap, and two accelerometers were mounted on the housing
sides. It was observed that the four-pocket gas damper seal
had large (positive) direct damping coefficients and rela-
tively small (negative) direct stiffness coefficients while the
two-bladed labyrinth seal exhibited positive direct stiffness
and negative damping force coefficients. However, the leak-
age performance of both seals was nearly identical. Li et al.
(1999b, 2000) used the test facility developed by Ransom
et al. (1999) and demonstrated that multiple-pocket gas damper
seals offered enough direct damping coefficients to effec-
tively eliminate subsynchronous rotor vibrations and reduced
amplitudes of rotor imbalance responses. The bulk-flow
model and experiments by Li et al. (1999b) indicated that the
seal direct stiffness and damping force coefficients were
insensitive to journal speeds while the cross-coupled stiff-
ness increased slightly and force coefficients of multiple-
pocket gas damper seals were also functions of the rotor
excitation frequency. Li et al. (2000) presented experimental
RDPs and leakage for a four-blade, two four-pocket gas
damper seals (Figure 10) using the test rig made by Ransom
et al. (1999) and compared to predictions based on a one con-
trol volume bulk-flow model (Li et al., 1999a). It was observed
that both measurements and predictions agreed well and
showed that the seal direct stiffness and damping coeffi-
cients were proportional to the inlet to exit pressure ratio and
insensitive to rotor speed.


Kwanka (2000) obtained seal RDPs with a stepped-laby-
rinth seal and compared these with a tooth-on-stator laby-


Figure 10. Geometry of a four-blade, two-four pocket damper
seal (Li et al., 2000).
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rinth seal. It was observed that the cross-coupled stiffness
showed almost linear behavior (a usual) dependence on swirl
conditions at the entrance of seal. A higher-pressure differ-
ence showed higher stiffness values. Dependences of the
direct damping on the pressure difference and the swirl were
not clear. The stepped-labyrinth seal generated a positive direct
stiffness (a stabilizing effect). Wagner (2001) used a test rig
for high pressures (Wagner and Steff, 1996) to estimate lab-
yrinth seal RDPs. Forces were measured directly via active
magnetic bearings. This allowed direct calculation of trans-
fer functions without force transducers. From these transfer
functions, seal RDPs were extracted. They carried out exper-
iments for the straight-through, stepped and staggered laby-
rinth and honeycomb seals with abradable rotor coatings and
various swirl brakes to reduce the inlet tangential velocity,
which could substantially reduce or eliminate kc.


4. Helically Grooved Seals


In this section we review the experimental estimation of
helically grooved seal RDPs. Kanki and Kawakami (1984)
investigated the static and dynamic characteristics of pump
annular cylindrical and screw-grooved seals for a wide range
of circumferential and axial Reynolds numbers and eccen-
tricities. They used rubber air-bellows (with static pressure)
to support and two hydraulic actuators to excite the seal
housing. Using the test facility of Childs and Kim (1985),
Childs et al. (1990b) experimentally observed that helically
grooved stators leaked more than smooth seals for helix
angles greater than 30°, and that the effective direct stiffness
of seals first decreased and then increased with increasing
helix angles. Also, contrary to theoretical predictions (Kim
and Childs, 1987), the effective net damping was relatively
insensitive to changes in helix angles.


Childs and Gansle (1996) presented RDPs and leakage
test results for three grooved seals with helix angles of 0°,
15°, and 30° against inlet fluid pre-rotation using the test
rig developed by Childs et al. (1986) with modifications
made by Pelletti and Childs (1991). Results showed that
increasing the helix angle yielded a progressive reduction in
the cross-coupled stiffness coefficient kc and progressive
increase in leakage. Helically grooved seals consistently
yielded negative cross-coupled stiffness coefficients for
non-pre-rotated inlet flows. The comparison between the
helically grooved and honeycomb-stator seals showed that
the former had reduced (negative) whirl frequency ratios for
non-pre-rotated flows; however, they were no better than
the latter for elevated fluid pre-rotation. For 15° and 30° of
helix grooves of the helically grooved seals, leakage was
about 1.6 and 2.2 times, respectively, as much as the honey-
comb-stator seals.


5. Circular-Hole or Triangular Pattern Seals


In this section, we review the experimental estimation of
RDPs for seals with different types of surface pattern. Childs
and Kim (1985) presented test results for the smooth-finish,
knurled-indentation, diamond-grid, and round-hole-pattern
stator configurations. Axially spaced pressure transducers
were provided to measure transient pressure fields. While
comparing with their own theory, Childs and Kim (1985)
observed that the predicted net damping increased for non-


smooth seals. Round-hole-pattern stators yielded the highest
net damping and lowest leakage. The seal was substantially
stiffer than the theoretical prediction, but the theory reason-
ably predicted the net damping. It was observed that the
maximum net damping was achieved by (a) a hole pattern,
which takes up about 34% of the surface area, and (b) hole
depths, which were about three times the radial clearances.
When compared with a smooth seal, the optimum configura-
tion increased the net damping by 37%, while reducing the
leakage by 46% and the direct stiffness by 23%.


Childs and Garcia (1987) obtained the direct force coeffi-
cients for saw-tooth pattern damper seals. It was found
experimentally that saw-tooth pattern seals showed more
damping than smooth seals but less than the round-hole-pat-
tern seals. The stiffnesses of the saw-tooth and round-hole-
pattern seals were comparable. The leakage of maximum-
damping configurations was greater for saw-tooth pattern
seals than round-hole-pattern seals; however, the leakages
for both types of seals were substantially less than smooth
seals. Iwatsubo et al. (1990) investigated experimentally the
static and dynamic characteristics of two types of triangular-
hole-pattern seals, which had the same hollow surface pat-
terns but different hollow depths. Test results showed that
leakages of triangular-hole-pattern seals were much smaller
than those of smooth seals, and for a given surface pattern,
there was an optimum hollow depth at which the seal yielded
the minimum leakage. Triangular-hole-pattern seals could
effectively restrict the pre-swirl velocity and reduce the cir-
cumferential velocity, thus ensuring better stabilizing per-
formance.


Childs et al. (1990c) found leakage rates, axial pressure
gradients, friction factors, and RDPs for round-hole-pattern
seals with no intentional pre-rotation. It was observed that
the leakage of hole-pattern-stator seals was approximately
one-third less than smooth seals for the same clearances, and
had approximately the same damping and about 20% lower
stiffness. Unlike earlier tests (Childs and Kim, 1986) varia-
tions in hole depths to radial clearance ratios showed no
clear optimum dimensions with respect to damping.


Childs and Fayolle (1999) studied two liquid annular hole-
pattern roughened stator seals using modified AGSTS (Mar-
quette et al., 1997) and observed that test results were con-
sistent with expectations with regard to the reduction of
cross-coupled stiffness coefficients due to the stator rough-
ness. However, the measured direct stiffness coefficients
were unexpectedly low. However, a theoretical model (Nel-
son and Nguyen, 1987) for RDPs incorporating the friction
factor data predicted a substantial loss in the direct stiffness,
and could not explain very low (or negative) values that
were measured.


Darden et al. (2001) described the effect of pre-swirl on
the stabilizing capability of both the damper (with a hole
density of 0.35) and smooth seals using the test rig and data
reduction techniques provided by Darden et al. (1999). Cen-
tered seal results were presented for both the smooth annular
and damper seals for a range of seal pressure drops, shaft
rotational speeds, and two levels of inlet fluid pre-swirls
(which was achieved by a shaft that incorporated 10 radial
fins located just upstream of the seal entrance). It was observed
that in the low pre-swirl testing, good agreement was
obtained for the direct stiffness of the smooth seal for both
cases of high and low pressures. The direct stiffness results
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for the damper seal indicated that the theory (Padavala et al.,
1993) overpredicted stiffness coefficients by approximately
50%. The dimensionless cross-coupled stiffness for the smooth
seal was underpredicted at higher speeds. The damper seal
cross-coupled stiffness curves indicated that the theory over-
predicted by as much as 15%. Good agreement between exper-
imental results and theoretical predictions was obtained for
the smooth seal direct damping for both high and low seal
pressure drops. In the high pre-swirl testing, the direct stiff-
ness for the smooth seal was overpredicted by approxi-
mately 20–30%. The direct stiffness for the damper seal was
overpredicted again by 50%. The smooth seal results indi-
cated that the theory overpredicted the cross-coupled stiff-
ness by roughly 10%.


Holt and Childs (2002) obtained RDPs for two hole-pat-
tern-stator seals and one smooth-bore seal using the test rig
developed by Childs and Hale (1994), and compared test
results with the two control-volume theoretical model (Kley-
nhans and Childs, 1997). It was observed that hole-pattern
seals exhibit frequency-dependent RDPs as predicted by the
theory. The measured effective direct damping and the leak-
age were close to those predicted theoretically; however, the
effective direct stiffness was underpredicted in all cases.
Also, RDP predictions improved with increasing pressure
ratio and the leakage decreased as cell depths increased.


Childs and Wade (2004) obtained RDP results for an
annular gas seal using a smooth rotor and a hole-pattern
roughness stator using the basic test facility developed by
Childs and Hale (1994) for three pressure ratios, speeds, and
pre-swirl ratios. It was observed that theoretical predictions
based on the two-control volume bulk-flow model (Kleyn-
hans and Childs, 1997) agreed with measurements very well
at high pre-swirl values, but underpredicted the direct damp-
ing and cross-coupled stiffness coefficients. Agreement
between measurements and predictions was significantly
better at the lower radial clearance (0.10 mm) than at higher
clearance (0.20 mm). They also estimated the stiffness and
damping arising from the exit seals, hose connections, etc.
To account for these additional elements, ‘‘baseline’’ tests
were conducted without the test seals. These tests were con-
ducted at reduced supply pressures to match the ‘‘real test’’
backpressures experienced by the backpressure seals.


6. Honeycomb Seals


In this section, we review RDP estimation of honeycomb
seals. Childs et al. (1991) modified the basic test rig devel-
oped by Childs et al. (1986) with the high-pressure supply, the
pre-swirl arrangement, and swept-sine excitations. Hawkins
et al. (1989) obtained the experimental measurements for
RDPs of a teeth-on-rotor labyrinth seal with a honeycomb
stator for the primary variables (i.e. inlet circumferential
velocities, inlet pressures, rotor speeds, and seal clearances)
and compared the results with the experimental results of
Childs and Scharrer (1988) and the theoretical results (Schar-
rer, 1988). It was observed experimentally that the honey-
comb-stator configuration was more stable than the smooth-
stator configuration at low speeds, but the stator surface did
not affect stability at high rotor speeds.


Childs et al. (1989) presented test results for the leakage
and RDPs for honeycomb seals of different cell depths and
diameters. The RDPs presented for a range of honeycomb


cell dimensions showed considerable sensitivity to the
changes in cell dimensions. Comparisons of the test data for
honeycomb seals with labyrinth and smooth annular seals
showed that the honeycomb seal had the best sealing (mini-
mum leakage) performance, followed in order by the laby-
rinth and smooth seals. For pre-rotated fluids entering the
seal, in the direction of shaft rotation, the honeycomb seal
had the best rotor dynamic stability, followed in order by
the labyrinth and smooth seals. For no pre-rotation, or fluid
pre-rotation against shaft rotation, the labyrinth seal had the
best rotor dynamic stability, followed in order by the smooth
and honeycomb seals. Elrod et al. (1989) developed a fric-
tion-factor model for an annular gas seal analysis similar to
that of Nelson (1984). Theoretical and experimental predic-
tions for smooth-stator/smooth-rotor and honeycomb-stator/
smooth-rotor seals were compared with experimental results
(Childs et al., 1989) and it was observed that the model pre-
dicted the leakage and direct damping well. However, it
overpredicted the dependence of the cross-coupled stiffness
on the fluid pre-rotation and poorly predicted the direct
stiffness. Childs et al. (1990a) obtained test results of hon-
eycomb annular seals for different pressure ratios across the
seal with a fixed supply pressure and compared them with
the theory of Elrod et al. (1990). It was observed that the
whirl-frequency ratio improved as the pressure ratio increased
and was very sensitive to changes in cell dimensions with
improved stability for larger cell sizes. Correlation between
theory and experiment was significantly worse for these
seals than earlier tests (Childs et al, 1989) of honeycomb
seals, due to the inadequacy of the fluid friction model in
the analysis (Elrod et al., 1990).


Childs and Ramsey (1991) obtained experimental RDP
results of a seal model (i.e. in the space shuttle main engine
under a project on “alternate turbopump development (ATD)”
for the high-pressure fuel turbopump (HPFTP)) for three
fluid pre-rotation cases and for four pressure ratios with and
without swirl brakes, and they compared the RDPs with the
theoretical results (Scharrer, 1988). Test results demonstrated
a pronounced favorable influence of the swirl brake in reduc-
ing the seal destabilizing forces. Without the swirl brake, the
cross-coupled stiffness (kc) increased monotonically with
the increase in the inlet tangential velocity. With the swirl
brake, kc tends either to remain constant or to decrease with
the increase in tangential velocity. The direct damping either
increased or remained relatively constant when the swirl
brake was introduced; however, the direct stiffness was rela-
tively unchanged. No measurable differences in leakage
were detected for the seal with and without the swirl brake.
Childs et al. (1991) presented RDPs from the test of the tur-
bine interstage seal for the high-pressure oxygen turbopump
(HPOTP) with two types of swirl brakes: conventional swirl
brake (designed by Rocketdyne) and alternate swirl brake
(aerodynamically designed by them) for the same fluid pre-
rotation cases and operating conditions. It was observed that
the alternate swirl brake consistently outperformed the con-
ventional swirl brake in terms of stability performances, and
yielded negative whirl frequency ratio values in comparison
to positive values for the conventional design, but no change
in the leakage performance.


Childs and Kleynhans (1992) extended the work of
Childs et al. (1989) and presented the effects of inlet fluid
pre-swirls, rotor speeds, inlet pressures, pressure ratios across
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the seal, seal clearances, and honeycomb cell widths on
experimental RDPs and the leakage of the short (L/D = 1/6)
honeycomb and smooth annular pressure gas seals. Results
showed that decreasing the honeycomb cell width reduced
the leakage. Rotor dynamically, shorter honeycomb seals did
not perform as favorably as longer seals (L /D = 1/3) when
compared with the labyrinth and smooth geometries. The
magnitude of RDPs and whirl frequency ratios increased
while decreasing seal clearances and absolute pressure
ratios. High sensitivity to the inlet fluid pre-swirl suggested
that short seals required an effective swirl brake to enhance
rotor dynamic stability. Dawson and Childs (2002) obtained
results from tests conducted using a experimental test facil-
ity (Dawson et al., 2002) to estimate RDPs and to measure
the leakage of the smooth and honeycomb straight-bore
annular gas seals; they compared the test results with the
two-control volume model of Kleynhans and Childs (1997).
They found that honeycomb seals did not fit well with the
conventional frequency independent model of smooth annu-
lar gas seals. Soto and Childs (1999) presented test results
using the test rig developed by Childs et al. (1986) for (i) a
labyrinth seal with and without shunt injection and (ii) a
honeycomb seal. It was observed from the results that, while
considering the effective damping, the labyrinth seal with
injection against rotation was better than the honeycomb
seal when the pressure ratio across the seal was less than
0.45 and honeycomb seal was better when the pressure ratio
was greater than 0.45.


Kwanka (2001) developed an estimation procedure based
on the stability behavior of a flexible rotor to determine the
RDPs. He tested seals with smooth/honeycomb stator and
teeth-on-rotor geometries with or without swirl brakes,
using the test apparatus described in Kwanka (2000). It was
found that seals with labyrinth rotor and honeycomb stator
could not always be recommended due to the small direct
damping. The use of a honeycomb seal in combination with
swirl brakes optimized (minimized) both the leakage and the
rotordynamic instability. Nielsen et al. (2001) presented
experimental and theoretical data for seals (labyrinth-rotor/
honeycomb-stator) with two interchangeable swirl brakes,
which were designed in connection with a research program
(see Childs and Ramsey, 1991) for four independent varia-
bles: supply pressures, pressure ratios, rotor speeds, and inlet
circumferential velocities. Numerical simulations were made
with the three-dimensional Navier–Stokes solver CFX-TAS-
Cflow from AEA Technology (1999), which is a general
purpose computational fluid dynamics code able to deal with
complex three-dimensional flows. It was observed that the
two interchangeable swirl brake designs considered were
effective in terms of reducing the seal inlet swirl, and thereby
improving rotor dynamic stability due to a very significant
decrease in the cross-coupled stiffness. Weatherwax and
Childs (2003) obtained test results for a honeycomb-stator/
smooth-rotor annular seal for eccentricity ratios up to 0.5 using
the basic test facility described in Childs and Hale (1994).
They compared the results with a two-control volume model
for honeycomb seals developed by San Andrés (1991). It
was observed that either leakage or RDPs have minimal sen-
sitivity to changes in the eccentricity ratio and theoretical
predictions agreed with experiments.


Honeycomb damper seals with the convergent-tapered
clearance were developed by Kaneko et al. (2003) to improve


static and dynamic characteristics of liquid annular seals
employed in pumps. Their characteristics were experimen-
tally investigated using the basic test facility developed by
Kanemori and Iwatsubo (1992). They compared their exper-
imental results with those for the straight-annular seal and
the stator-honeycomb-pattern seal. Experimental results
showed that the convergent-tapered damper seals as well as
the straight damper seal had lower leakage flow rates and
cross-coupled stiffness coefficients, and larger main damp-
ing coefficients than the straight smooth seal. This resulted
in larger effective damping coefficients, and these results
were mainly due to surface roughness (honeycomb pattern)
in the seal stator. Due to the convergent-tapered clearance
with damper, the seal had larger main stiffness coefficients
than others. The convergent-tapered damper seals had better
seal characteristics (i.e. decreasing the leakage and improving
the rotor stability capacity) than the conventional straight-
smooth and the straight-damper seals with the same rough-
ness pattern.


7.  Brush and Hybrid Seals


In this section we review the literature on the dynamic
characteristics of brush and hybrid seals. Suzuki et al. (1986)
presented test results (leakage) of a face seal and a floating-
ring seal for a liquid hydrogen turbopump for high speed and
high pressure. Conner and Childs (1993) obtained experi-
mental RDPs for a four-stage brush seal for different inlet
pressures, pressure ratios, shaft speeds, fluid pre-rotations,
and seal spacings. It was observed that the direct damping
slightly increased with running speeds; otherwise, the RDPs
are relatively insensitive to changes in test parameters. The
cross-coupled stiffness for the present case was generally
unchanged by increasing inlet tangential velocities to seals,
in contrast to conventional labyrinth seals. Comparison of
test results for the four-stage brush seal with an eight-cavity
labyrinth seal showed a high stability for the brush seal.


Pocket damper seals were shown to provide a remarkable
amount of direct damping to attenuate vibration in turboma-
chinery, but they generally leaked more than conventional
labyrinth seals if both seals had the same minimum clearance.
Conversely, brush seals allow less than half the leakage of
labyrinth seals, but have no significant amount of damping.
Laos et al. (2000) presented test results of the hybrid brush/
pocket damper seal (Figure 11) that combines low leakage
and high damping. They modified a computer code (based


Figure 11. A typical hybrid brush pocket damper seal (Laos
et al., 2000).
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on Vance and Schultz, 1993) written for the original pocket
damper seal to include the brush element. Results from the
computer code and experiments indicated that the hybrid
seal had less leakage than the labyrinth seal and had more
damping than the original pocket damper seal.


8. Uncertainty Analysis


Uncertainty of the test data is a result of the individual
uncertainties inherent with each instrument. Most researchers
(Childs and Scharrer, 1986, 1988; Childs et al., 1989, 1990a,
1991; Hawkins et al., 1989; Childs and Ramsey, 1991; Childs
and Kleynhans, 1992; Kurtin et al., 1993; Alexander et al.
1995; Childs and Gansle, 1996; Nielsen et al., 2001) have
used the method described by Holman (1978) to estimate the
uncertainty in the RDPs. The method is briefly stated as fol-
lows. Let the results R (e.g. RDPs) be a given function of the
independent variables x1, x2, …, xn (e.g. rotor speed, inlet
pressure, pressure drop, diameter, length, clearance, temper-
ature, force, excitation frequency, displacement, accelera-
tion, etc.). Thus,


R = R(x1, x2, …, xn). (7)


Let wR be the uncertainty in the result and let w1, w2, …, wn
be the uncertainties in the independent variables. Then the
uncertainty in the result is given as


(8)


with


(9)


where ∆x1, ∆x2, …, ∆xn are the small perturbations of the
independent variables. It should be noted that the uncer-
tainty propagation in the results wR predicted by equation
(8) depends on the squares of the uncertainties in the inde-
pendent variables wn. This means that if the uncertainty in
one variable is significantly larger than the uncertainties in
the other variables, then it is the largest uncertainty that pre-
dominates and the other may probably be negligible. The
relative magnitude of uncertainties is evident when one con-
siders the design of an experiment, procurement of instru-
mentations, etc. Most researchers have found the effect of
uncertainty measurement in the force, excitation frequency,
and displacement measurements on the stiffness, damping
and added-mass coefficients.


According to Childs and Ramsey (1991), the principal
source of uncertainty in the resultant force measurement
was the acceleration measurement for the stator. Although
more sensitive accelerometers are available, they cannot
generally be used when testing honeycomb seals, because
high-frequency acceleration spikes were frequently seen
with these seals, presumably because of Helmholtz acoustic
excitation of honeycomb cavities. Kanemori and Iwatsubo
(1992), Kaneko et al. (1998, 2003), and Childs and Fayolle


(1999) carried out uncertainty analysis using methods estab-
lished by ANSI/ASME (1986). Childs and Wade (2004)
obtained the uncertainty of RDPs for variation of excitation
frequency. They calculated the test uncertainty at each fre-
quency as the square root of the sum of squares of baseline
uncertainty and seal test uncertainty at each frequency.
Details of the authors who performed the uncertainty analy-
sis of the estimated RDPs are mentioned in Table 1.


9. General Remarks and Future Directions


1. For the last three decades there has been increased con-
cern over seal-induced instability, and hence there has
been an exponential increase in research on the RDPs of
seals. Theoretical and experimental estimations of the
RDPs of seals are much more complicated than for
bearings.


2. The cross-coupled stiffness force (e.g. kxy∆y) arises due
to fluid rotation within the seal clearance and acts in
opposition to the direct damping force (e.g. ) to
destabilize the rotor. Hence, to improve the rotor stabil-
ity, steps should be taken to reduce the net fluid rotation
within the seal by reducing the cross-coupled stiffness.


3. Small direct stiffness coefficients can be undesirable
from the point of view of rotor dynamics, since it may
decrease the rotor critical speed. Optimally tapered seals
have significantly larger direct stiffness than straight
seals.


4. Grooving on stator/rotor significantly reduces stiffness
and damping effects, possibly as much as 80% reduction
with wide and deep grooves. Having grooves on seal
stator (teeth-on-stator seal) is rotor dynamically more sta-
ble than having grooves on the rotor (teeth-on-rotor seal).


5. In labyrinth/honeycomb seals, the leak flow rate is less
than that in smooth annular seals. In brush seals, leak-
age is much less compared with labyrinth/honeycomb
seals. The major improvement provided by these laby-
rinth/honeycomb and brush seals is a significant reduc-
tion in tangential flow velocity within the seal, which
significantly reduces the destabilizing cross-coupled
stiffness effect. However, the bristle motion character-
ized by circumferentially traveling waves occurring in
the bristles leads to their premature wear-out. Laby-
rinth/honeycomb seals also yield a reduction in main
stiffness coefficients.


6. Honeycomb seals are used to eliminate rotor dynamic
instabilities in compressor or turbine applications. The
stability measured by the whirl frequency ratio
improves as the pressure ratio increases. The stability is
shown to be very sensitive to changes in cell dimensions
with improved stability for the larger cell sizes.


7. Swirl brakes in the upstream seal, which reduce the inlet
tangential velocity, could substantially reduce or elimi-
nate the cross-coupled stiffness coefficient, kc. To improve
the efficiency and stability margin of the pumps, it is
generally required that annular seals reduce kc and the
leakage flow rate and increase in the direct-stiffness (kd)
and direct-damping coefficients (cd).


8. The hybrid brush pocket damper seal is a combination
of pocket damper and brush seals, which are mainly for
high damping and low leakage, respectively. Therefore,
this seal combines high damping with low leakage.
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9. The geometry of rotary seals is quite complex and it
leads to difficulty in modeling and analyzing seals by
theoretical and computational methods. Analytical
models of rotary seals are multifaceted and still under
improvement with new seal designs. Analytical and
computational analyses methods of seals are tedious
and are still under development.


10. Various geometric parameters of seals affect RDPs,
such as diameters, clearances and lengths of seals, hole
diameters, density of holes and hole depths in hole-pat-
tern seals, and other dimensions defining different pat-
tern (honeycomb, triangular, etc.) seals etc. There is a
need to develop new mathematical models of seals
based on experiments to represent the behavior of
rotor-bearing-seal systems.


11. Available experimental data resources on RDPs of
seals can be used for only qualitative comparisons since
the number of parameters affecting RDPs is large, and
in several cases not all of these parameters are reported.
Hence, there is a need for standardization of the data
given in publications in the field of seal RDP estima-
tion. Moreover, for maximum usefulness to analysts,
the identified RDPs of seals should be documented in
tabular form and equation coefficients for curve fits
given along with the documentation of operating condi-
tions. There is a need for raw/processed measured data
to be made available and exchanged among the
researchers in the field.


12. Experimental estimation of the RDPs of seals has been
mainly obtained on dedicated test rigs under controlled
excitations. The validation of the seal RDPs using data
derived from actual machines in the actual operating
environment (from excitations inherent in systems) is
required. Synchronous unbalance responses, which can
easily be generated and are present inherently in any
rotor systems, should be exploited more for the estima-
tion of RDPs along with the estimation of residual
unbalances.


13. Frequency-domain methods are preferable in terms of
the quantity of data to be handled/stored. The signal-to-
noise ratio is found to be better for frequency-domain
methods, and hence the estimation of the RDPs of seals
is more reliable in the frequency domain. While using
impact tests (multifrequency tests) it is necessary to
remove the unbalance response from the signal, espe-
cially at higher speeds of operation. In multifrequency
tests (either by using an exciter or impact hammer) it is
assumed that the seal RDPs are independent of the fre-
quency of excitation, which may not be true for all
cases.


14. Theoretical, computational, and experimental error
analysis of RDPs of seals should be presented as an
integral part of all the estimates.


15. There is still a need for experimental work in the field
of rotor dynamics to study the influence of seals and
supports upon the rotor response, in particular for full-
scale rotor systems. New experiments should be
devised and more effective use of the available data
needs to be made, especially with the inherent practical
constraints for measurements and development of new
estimation techniques. 
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